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Dear Sir,—In my report to you of May 31, 1858, I had the

honor of presenting the results of an investigation of the laws

of descent of heavy bodies in the ocean, under the conditions

required in deep-sea sounding.

The object of that in "The object of that investigation was to ascertain and develop

fully the causes of failure and error in deep-soundings, and to

devise a more certain and reliable mode of measuring the depth

of the ocean, in the off-shore hydrography of the Coast Survey,

and especially in the swift current of the Galf Stream.

I have now to present for your further consideration a sound-
ing apparatus based upon the developments given in my former
report, and the result of further study and experiments on the

subject.

The distinguishing feature of the method herein described,

though exceedingly simple in its application, has never before

been proposed, inasmuch as its necessity could hardly have been
felt, without a careful analysis of the circumstances of descent of
the sounding lead and line.

In the method of sounding heretofore employed, the influence
of the friction of the water upon the line, or ''endwise resist-
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as it is called by Prof. Airy, was known to exist, but the

, of this endwise resistance in pounds,
effects at great depths, had not been determined. It was sup-

posed that by making use of a weight of thirty or forty pounds
and a small fishing line, this resistance would be reduced to an
inappreciable amount, or at least that its effect in retarding the

descent of the lead would not be sufficient to destroy confidence
in the results.

It appears, however, from the investigations referred to, that

a weight, such as is ordinarily used in sounding, will be practi-

3ion at no very great depth, even when the

line used is the smallest that will sustain the weight with safety

in the air; and in confirmation of this conclusion, the fact is

well established, that, notwithstanding repeated experiments

made by the most skillful officers and with the utmost care, the

bottom of the ocean has never been reached in its deepest parts;

and even where the bottom has been attained and specimens

brought to the surface, the uncertainties of the results have given

good grounds for controversy with regard to the depth.

These failures and uncertainties do not arise from the magni-

tude of the distance to be measured, nor from the impenetra-

bility of the fluid through which the lead has to pass : distances

infinitely great and infinitely small in the universe above and
around us, have been measured with precision ; and the unex-
plored depths of the ocean are occupied by a medium freelv and
equally penetrable at all depths. Yet in this field, a field"daily

traversed by the commerce of the world, a distance of a few
miles only has baffled all attempts to measure it.

The difficulty lies in the simple cause stated above, viz. the

"endwise resistance" or friction upon the sounding line, which
prevents the lead from going to the bottom where the depth is

great.

The apparatus which I have devised, is designed to avoid this

friction upon the line, while at the same time the line is not dis-

pensed with, but is made use of, as in the ordinary mode.
Before describing this apparatus I will briefly refer to some of

the results given in my previous report on this subject.

The rate of descent of an iron globe or sphere, as the simplest

geometrical form, was first determined when falling freely in the

ocean, and it was found that a sphere will attain a oerl

mum velocity, within twenty-five feet of the surface, which ve-

locity will be kept up without sensible increase or diminution to

the bottom.
For a 32 lb. iron shot this uniform velocity is about sixteen

feet per second.
The conditions of descent when a small line is attached to the

sphere and drawn down with it, were then discussed, the line
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being uncoiled from a reel on the deck of the vessel, and drawn
down by the weight of the sphere. The friction of this line in

the water causes a remarkable change in the rate of descent.

Nearly the same maximum velocity at starting is attained, but

the velocity becomes rapidly reduced, until the sphere becomes
suspended nearly motionless in the water.

Taking the simple case of a 32 lb. shot attached to a small

fishing line, the shot attains its maximum velocity of sixteen feet

per second within twenty-five feet of the surface, but before a
hundred fathoms of the line is drawn into the water, this ve-

locity is reduced to eight feet per second—a diminution of half

the velocity from the friction of one hundred fathoms of line.

At five hundred fathoms the velocity is again reduced half, or
to four feet per second ; and at three thousand fathoms to about

>nd. Whereas at this <&pth, if there is no line

rill fall ocity of sixteen feet per

second undiminished. Below this depth we may determine, in

the same v.;: 9 in the two cases: the shot fall-

ing freely still retains its uniform velocity of sixteen feet per

second at four, five, and six thousand fathoms depth, while v.'ith

the line attached, at five thousand fathoms the velocity is reduced
to a few inches per second, and at six thousand fathoms the de-

scent is not perceptible under ordinary circumstances.

The time of descent becomes an important element also in

practice; in the two cases given, the shot falling freely will de-

scend to the depth of three thousand fathoms in twenty minutes,
and to the depth of six thousand fathoms in forty minutes.
While with the line attached, it will require two hours to de-

scend three thousand fathoms, and eight hours to descend six

thousand fathoms. These effects were shown to be due to the
friction alone; the amount of which in pounds, was determined
for different cases, in which different forms of weight and differ-

ent sizes of lines were used; and the entire inapplicability of
the ordinary mode of sounding for great depths, and even for

ordinary depths, where the object is to obtain a correct knowl-
edge of the depths, was demonstrated.
Methods have been proposed in which a line is dispensed

with, by detaching a float at the bottom, when the plummet
strikes, and watching for the return of the float to the surface;

but this is impracticable, as there is no material applicable,

within our knowledge, that will float to the surface from the
bottom of the sea, on account of the great pressure, which con-

denses the bulk, so us to render bodies specifically lighter than
water at the surface, heavier than water at even moderate
depths.

A line must therefore be used to bring back to the surface any
machine by which the depth may be registered in the descent.
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The apparatus which I have devised is designed to secure this

object,—by attaching to the sinker a tube or case in which the
sounding line is compactly coiled, and from which it will be dis-

being uncoiled from the descending sinker in the manner that a
spider falling from a height gives out a thread in his descent by
which he retains communication with the point above to which
the thread is attached. The motion of the line in an extended

greatest depths with a rapid and uniform velocity.

The depth is ascertained in the manner heretofore known as

Massey's method, by a helix or curved blade, which J

purpose.

A specimen tube is also used differing somewhat from those
now in use, in construction but not in its essential points.

The lower end of the line is attached to the register and to the

specimen-box which weigh together only two or three pounds,
and as the line is hauled in from the bottom it brings up the
register and specimen-box, leaving the plummet and attached
case at the bottom.

The details of construction are shown in the accompanying
drawings and description of the apparatus.

Besides overcoming the principal difficulty in sounding, there

are other important advantages secured by this arrangement
which simplify rather than complicate, the problem. These are

as follows

:

First, there is no strain upon the line, in the descent, except

from its own weight, no matter to what depth or with what
velocity, the plummet may descend.

It is possible therefore to employ a very small line ; a single

thread of silk may in fact be extended to the bottom of the

ocean. This permits of the use of a line, which may be coiled

compactly within a small space, the strength of the line being
made just sufficient to insure its being hauled in with safety,

bringing up at the same time the specimen-box and the register.

The strain brought upon it, in hauling in, will depend upon the

velocity, of the upward motion, which may be regulated ac-

cordingly.
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Secondly, a rapid and uniform descent being secured, the indi-

cations of a revolving register will be reliable when attached to

this plummet; while in the present mode of sounding the slow
motion of descent at great depths, renders such a mode of regis-

tering the depth uncertain and unreliable.

Thirdly, there being no strain upon the line in the descent and
the motion being uniform, it is practicable to determine the

depth by the time of descent, making use of a small insulated

wire as a sounding line, and determining the instant that the

weight strikes the bottom by an electrical signal transmitted

through the line. An apparatus was devised as long since as

the year 1845, for ascertaining the moment when the weight

this, while the danger of breaking the electric continuity is very
great owing to the strain brought upon the line in the descent \

and the plummet as now used descends with such a varying
velocity, that even with the time of descent given, no calculation

will give the depth. The method has therefore never been put
in practice. Whereas, in the method proposed, there is no
strain upon the line in its descent, and the plummet will fall

through each successive hundred fathoms in the same time ;
the

timeofdesccf, .tans of calculating the

depth.
>

»
In this process it will not be necessary to recover the line, and

the time required to sound the ocean at any point, need only be
that required for the plummet to sink to the bottom, moving
with any velocity which may be desired.

I have made many experiments on the best method of coiling
the line so as to secure its uncoiling with certainty, and without
the possibility of strain upon the line, or the occurrence of a kink.

I have also given much attention to the quality and size of
line to be used : upon these points, the practical working of the

apparatus in a certain degree depends, but being merely me-
chanical questions they are easily settled. They are fully dis-

cussed in the description which accompanies the drawings.

The importance of the problem, which is thus sought to be
solved, in connection with the survey of the coast, has never
been questioned. A knowledge of the configuration of the
bottom of the sea, adjacent to the coast, is necessary to the solu-

tion of many questions of importance to navigation, and to sci-

ence, and especially that of the ruling feature of the Atlantic
coast, the Gulf Stream ; but besides these considerations the
question has become one of great public interest in connection
with the laying of submarine telegraphs; the risk of such enter-

prises being diminished in proportion to the accuracy with which
the depth of the sea is known at every point of any proposed
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line ; and the ultimate practicability of such operations across

the Atlantic being yet to be demonstrated by new and more
accurate soundings.

The accompanying plate is a photographic copy of a drawing
made from the first instrument constructed. Some slight modi-
fications have since been made in the mode of attaching the

register but without affecting the general design.

PLATE I.

Fig. 1. Represents the plummet as it appears in its descent.

T, the tube or case containing the coiled line.

W, the leaden or iron weight inserted in the bottom of the tube.

C, the conical cap.

R, the register in its place upon the cap.

L, the
"

Fig. 2.

h k,

Represents a longitudinal section of the tube, weight and c;

ing the mode of coiling the line in balls, and the small specim

passing through the hollow weight.

Represents the register on a larger scale.

, the register wheels.

ff <7, the locks for gearing and ungearing the wheels.

Fig. 2 a, represents the plan or horizontal view of the register, it being con<

structed so as to offer the least resistance in passing through the water.

Fig. 3, shows the detailed construction of the register wheels, and the

From fig. 1, it will be seen that the form of the apparatus admits of

rapid motion through the water. The weight is conical and elongated

and the register presents the edges only, of brass plates to the water, and

the line being uucoiled and discharged from the tube, there is no retard-

ing force to the descent, from the line itself. Any desired velocity of

desent may be given to the plummet by increasing or decreasing the

weight W.
Fig. 1 a, shows the method of coiling the line.

There are various modes of doing this which are in common practice

in twine and cotton fact exhibited is the method
of cuiling in balls: all the balls exhibited in the tube being formed of one

unbroken line, the line drawing out from the centre of each, until it is all

drawn from the tube. 3 lading these balls is very

simple; a drawing of th - herewith enclosed.

The essential points in the coiling are to coil the line in as compact a

space as possible, and so as to ensure a certainty of discharge without

danger of kinking. Two other modes of coiling are now under consid-

eration, either of which may be better than the method by balls. One
is to wind upon a spindle, and the other to lay the line in a sort of com-

pound coil, directly in the tube. All these methods are now practised i

the factories on a large scale, for winding twine and cotton.

The line used should be about five hundredths of an inch in diamet<

and as strong as it can be made of that size. A braided line of Ilollan
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flax, or silk of five hundredths of an inch in diameter, may be made to

bear a strain of 40 or 50 lbs.; which is abundantly strong for the pur-

pose, as the weight and case are left at the bottom, the register and speci-

men tube only being brought up.

Tube.—The tube may be made of tin in sections of eighteen inches

ect of th

svill contain nearly a mile

of line to each foot of the tube.

Sinker and Specimen-tube.—The sinker is made of cast iron or lead of

any desired weight, depending upon the desired velocity of descent. A
weight of 25 lbs. has been adopted. The sinker is conical and is inserted

into the lower end of the tube containing the line and fastened to this

tube by screws or by a bayonet joint and fastening. The weight has a

conical hole or cavity through its entire length, through which the small

s- imen-tu shown in the drawing. The speci-

to the lower end of the line within the large tube. This specimen-tuba

is in the bottom, which closes when
the tube is drawn up, th;;- reed into the

tube when t! a. The specimen-tube fits loosely in

the hollow of the weight, so that it may be easily drawn out as the line

Cap.—The cap is used for two purposes ; to contract the upper end of

the tube containing the line, so that the line cannot rise in bulk out of

the tube, and for supporting the register. It is formed in the shape of

s top of the frnsl

thi

i'kor.t i

" 'm

'ed blade

i this strap the register is set
' ' i place by loose colla,

Register.—The apparatus for i

in fig. 2, by I

endless screw upon this axis. The revolutions of the helix caused by the

motion through the water are communicated to the wheels which are

graduated so as to indicate the number of revolutions of the helix.

3 attached to one plummet by attaching them together'
ass plates. The blades are

aerate as checks upon each

e effect ot .-:.

The construction of the blades and wheels and the mode of gearing

screw are shown in fig. 3. The wheels are differ-

•'..:: :_:: :.,.:.-

dred teeth, and the other one hundred and one teeth. The cross-bar (b)

has a slight motion can \ n is governed
by a spring s. To gear the wheels, the cross-bar is pressed towards the
endless screw until the teeth gear with that screw and the bar is there
locked, as shown in fig. 2, at g g. The revolution of the blade will now
cause both wheels to turn, and after one hundred revolutions the wheels
will be found separated by one tooth or one division. The differences

thus measure hundreds of revolutions.
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In the register from which the drawings were made, the blades revolve

once in two feet ; one hundred revolutions will therefore correspond to

two hundred feet, or one division of the scale of the register to thirty-

three fathoms.

When the register is hauled up, the arms at g g, fig. 2, drop, and the

springs cause the wheels to ungear and fly back, where they are held

motionless by a projecting point at n, fig. 3. The arms are made to drop

by means of a small -wire which is attached to the cap as shown at u
fig. 1 ; this wire is fastened to, or hooks over the ends of the arms, and
when the register is drawn oft* the arms fall.

Mode of attaching the line to the register and specimen-tube.—Before

the line is put into the tube it is attached to the specimen-tube at a point

four or five feet from the end of the line, the spare end is passed through

the tube, and when the balls are all put in the tube the extreme end of

the line coming out at top is attached to the register, after taking a few

turns round the top of the strap, the register being in its place.

The line is thus attached to the register and specimen-tube only, and

not to the large tube or weight. When the plummet strikes the bottom

a part of the line will remain in the tube coiled ; by hauling in the line

this part will however be uncoiled, and on coming to the bottom of the

coil, the specimen-tube will be drawn up through the large tube, and
after the specimen-tube comes out the register will be drawn off the strap,

and thus the large tube and weight will be disengaged from the line,

specimen-tube, and register ; and by continuing to haul in, the register

and specimen-tube will be brought to the surface.

The plummet on striking will, under most circumstances, remain stick-

ing in the mud in an upright position.

ART. II.

—

Notice of New Localities, and interesting varieties of
Minerals, in the Lake Superior region : supplementary to the chap-

ter on this subject, in Part II. of the Report of Foster and Whit-

ney; by J. D. Whitney.

Since the publication of the second part of our " Report on
the Geology of the Lake Superior Land District," in 1851, some
materials, illustrative of the mineralogy of this region, have accu-

mulated in my note-books, which, in the present communication,

I have put together in the alphabetical order of the minerals

noticed, for convenient reference. A few of the facts here stated

were communicated to J. D. Dana, for the last edition of his
II System of Mineralogy," and are here repeated, with some ad-

ditional remarks on the general mode of occurrence or econom-
ical importance of the ores and minerals mentioned.

Analcime.—This mineral is quite abundant on Keweenaw
Point, and has also been noticed by me on Michipicoten Island

;

it does not appear to have been observed in the Ontonagon re-

gion. The finest locality, however, by far, is at the Copper Falls
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and Northwestern mines; and, especially, at the last-named

place, where work is, for the present, suspended. Both these

mines are, in fact, on the same vein, the Copper Falls mine being

to the north, and the Northwestern to the south of the great

belt of crystalline, unproductive trap, which runs through the

middle of Keweenaw Point. In this vein, analcime occurs in

large and almost transparent crystals forming geodes in the

greenish nu* rich is the principal gangue of the

vein. These crystals are all trapezohedrons, and sometimes
occur an inch in diameter; they occasionally have a thin in-

crustation of chrysocolla. The analcime, at this locality, is

almost always associated with the peculiar form of orthoelase,

so common in the copper region, and which will be noticed

farther on.

At the Old Copper Falls vein analcime has been found in ra-

diated-fibrous as well as granular-massive forms, and of a bright

red color.

Apophyllite.—The foliated variety, or ichthyophthal mite, was
found in great abundance in 1853 in the rubbish thrown out at

the workings on the Prince vein, on the north shore. A variety

in small, brilliant, deep-red crystalline scales or spangles, dis-

seminated through calcite, forms curious and elegant specimens.

The most usual occurrence of apophyllite at this locality is in

large contorted plates, somewhat resembling the variety of cal-

cite known as argentine. Crystalline specimens are occasionally
met with at the Cliff mine, but none have been noticed in the
Ontonagon district.

Barytes.—There are numerous veins of sulphate of baryta on
the north shore of the Lake, and especially along that portion
lying to the northwest of Isle Eoyale, as also on that island, and
the smaller ones which lie near the main land to the westward
of Thunder Bay. These veins vary in width from a few inches

to several feet, and are usually made up of quite compact barytes

without crystallization, and destitute of accompanying metallif-

The famous " Prince vein," on Spar Island, is one of the most
conspicuous and interesting objects, at least in the eye of the
mineralogist, in this region. As it makes its appearance on the
south side of the island, on the precipitous face of the trap cliffs,

which rise nearly vertically from the water, it may be seen from
a distance of several miles out on the lake ; and when shone
upon by the sun, resembles a mag its brilliant

white contrasting strongly with the dark color of the trappean
rocks in which it is enclosed.

The course of this vein is about N. 32° W., or nearly at right
angles to the general trend of the coast of this portion of the
lake. At the southern edge of Spar Island it is fourteen feet
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and seven inches wide. Here the vein is made np of bands of

calcite, crystalline quartz and barytes, as represented by the an-

nexed cross-section.

in width. The metalliferous portion of the lode consists here of

chalcopyrite and erubescite,—in small quantity, however, as

compared with the amount of barren veinstone connected with

these ores.

On the main land, about two miles distant, the vein reappears

a little way back from the shore, where it is much split up

;

but when followed a few rods farther to the northwest it con-

centrates again, and appears to have a width somewhat greater

than on Spar Island. A drift has been carried in on the vein

for a distance of 165 feet, from which most magnificent crystal-

lizations of amethystine quartz and calcite were obtained. An
examination of the back of the drift shows that if workings
should be resumed here, a rich harvest, for the mineralogist at

least, would be gathered, the veinstone being highly crystalline

in its texture. The metalliferous contents, however, seem to be
chiefly limited to blende. At the point in the level where a

winze has been sunk to the depth of 90 feet, and near the collar

of the winze, a considerable quantity of native silver was ob-

tained in fine laminae between the joints of the blende. A large

sum of money was expended here, after the discovery of the

rich bunch of silver, but it does not appear that a second one
was ever struck. A single minute point of native silver re-

warded our patient search of hours among the veinstone for

proof of the existence of the precious metal.

In no other vein in this neighborhood were any interesting
" observed, although the exposures on the

I shore are usually good.

"halybite.—This mineral

Blaker in the talcose slates near Marque
strings and bunches in the veins of milky quartz which

.-

Chalybite —-This mineral has been observed by Dr. G.

y quartz which ramiry

through the slates. The quantity is not sufficient to make it of

any economical importance.
The same mineral occurs, associated with chalcopyrite, in the

quartz veins at Echo Lake, near Saut St. Marie. The geological

position of these veins is the same as that of the Marquette
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Chrysocolla.—Handsome specimens are found in the Copper
Falls > •;;!!, turtiiii -_-

\ notations on the vein-

stone, and sometimes coating the crystals of analcime.

Ghalcopyrite.—Veins of quartz containing this ore are numer-
ous in the trappean rocks of the Azoic series, in the neighbor-

hood of Echo Lake, about 15 miles east of Saut St. Marie. Cop-
per pyrites is the predominating ore at the Bruce and Wellington
mines on Lake Huron : it has also been found in veins in the

Huron Mts., on the south shore of Lake Superior, where no
mining has yet been carried on.

Copper.—The native metal is now the exclusive object of min-
ing enterprise on Lake Superior, no veins producing ores being
now worked, on either the north or the south shore. The sul-

phurets, however, are still mined on Lake Huron, in the Azoic
rocks, a formation which has not been proved as yet on either

shore of Lake Superior, to contain any workable vein of the

The largest mass of copper yet discovered on Lake Superior

was in the 10-fathom level of the Minnesota mine, on the so-

called "conglomerate lode," or the copper-bearing vein which
lies between the trap and a thin bed of conglomerate that runs

through the mining ground, and which has been opened to a

depth of between 80 and 90 fathoms without ceasing to produce
largely. This mass was 46 feet long, and is said by the superin-

tendent of the mine to have weighed about 400 tons : a single

cut across it exhibited a thickness of six feet of pure metallic

copper. This mass was estimated to contain at least 90 per
cent of the pure metal. The operation of cutting it up lasted

thirty months*
Almost all the specimens collected on Lake Superior as crys-

tallized copper, are, in reality, not actual crystals, but onh' imita-

tive forms produced by juxtaposition with the crystalline faces

of some mineral substance, and usually of calcareous spar. The
large masses which arc seen m collections, and labelled "crys-

• Cliff mine," usually exhibit only a few
indistinct planes which can be referred to the crystalline force

of the metal itself.

The finest groups of crystals ever obtained in the copper re-

gion were from the Old Copper Falls mine, a locality which has
long ceased to be worked ; and no other has furnished any speci-

mens to compare with those found here.

The predominating form in these groups was the rhombic do-

decahedron
; but the octahedron was not of unfrequent occur-

frequently brought to the
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rence. The diameter of the perfectly formed crystals rarely ex-

ceeded one-fourth of an inch, although single crystals from this

locality, octahedrons, have been seen as large as an inch across

their bases. The finest single crystals, as far as ascertained, are

from the Cliff mine, and are tetrahexahedrons. One in my col-

lection, considered by many the most beautiful crystal ever found
in the Lake Superior region, is about three-fourths of an inch in

diameter, and nearly perfect.

The occurrence of native copper as a pseudomorph after arag-

onite, reported by Sochling* as from Lake Superior, may with
the strongest probability be set down as an error. It is very
likely that the pseudomorph in question was from Corocoro,

South America, where interesting ones of this kind do occur.

There is a very great tendency to confusion in the localities of

American minerals sent to Europe, as every mineralogist on this

side of the water has learned by experience. No aragonite has

ever been found in the copper region, as far as' I know. Native

copper, as a pseudomorph of calcite, has been noticed by me in

a single instance, in a specimen from the Old Copper Falls vein.

The specific gravity of the native copper, sawn from the inte-

rior of a large mass of the chemically pure metal, has been pre-

viously stated in our Eeport at 8'838 ; this is lower than that

given by Erdmann and Scheererf as the specific gravity of crys-

tallized copper. The specific gravity of the copper smelted at

the furnace near Detroit was found to be considerably less than
that of the native metal. A piece sawn from the centre of an
ingot, and showing no signs of any air-bubbles, gave a specific

gravity of 8*601 ; another portion of the same ingot taken from
near the surface gave 8-570 ; both pieces appeared, under the
magnifying glass, equally free from bubbles.

This copper, which was smelted from masses brought from
the Toltec mine, was found on examination to be chemically
pure, with this exception, that it contained T „|o o

OI> silver,

about seven ounces to the 2000 lbs.

Datholite.—Fine crystals of this mineral have been found only
at the locality on Isle Royale, which has long since ceased to be
worked, the island being now entirely deserted by all except a

few fishermen. There are several localities on Keweenaw Point,

however, where it occurs in great abundance, but not, so far as

I have observed, in handsome crystallizations. The gangue of

the Hill vein, on the Copper Falls location, consisted, in a portion
of its more northern extension, of a greenish magnesian silicate

penetrated, in every direction and sometimes forming a sort of

breccia, with branches and strings of datholite. It is usually
massive, translucent, highly vitreous in lustre, and of a light

t ESL^dLShand's Journal, xxrii,
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flesh-red color, owing to tbe presence of a minute quantity of
suboxyd of copper diffused through it.

The veinstone of the Ontonagon region had seemed to be
quite destitute of this mineral, and it was not until last summer
that it was discovered by mo in that district. At the Minnesota
mine, among the vein-stuff thrown out, some singular nodules
were observed looking like rusty cannon balls. On breaking
one of these open and examining it, it was found to be datholite,

in a singular and hitherto unobserved form.

The mineral is quite compact, breaking with a conchoidal
fracture, perfectly white, opaque, and resembling in its physi-

cal character the purest and most close-grained marble. Its

hardness = 4'5
; specific gravity 2-983.

An analysis of this mineral by Prof. C. F. Chandler, gave the
following results

:

Oxyd of iron and alumina,

The quantity of datholite which is found on Lake Superior is

very considerable, but it does not occur as a constant ingredient
of the veinstone in any of the large mines now worked; and it

is not probable that it will become of economical value for the
extraction of the boracic acid it contains, however into

may be in a theoretical point of view, as connected with the
origin of the cupriferous veins.

Herrtatite.—The purity of the mountain masses of iron ore,

which are now extensively mined at various points from 14 to
17 miles west of Marquette, may be inferred from the following
analyses recently made of specimens from the three principal
mines, or quarries, as they may more properly be called. The
specimens are, indeed, selected ones ; but an inexhaustible sup-

ply of ore of the same quality could be obtained, without reject-

ing any considerable amount of the stuff which is quarried out,

were it desirable to ship a perfectly pure ore. The average
yield of the ore shipped would, in point of fact, fall but little

below that given by the following analyses.

fiS?JE;
traces of

|

29 '57 28 '98 295° 27 '66 28 '03 29 '20

I. is ore from the Jackson, II. from the Cleveland, and in.
from the Burt or Lake Superior mountain. The fragments an-
alyzed were, in each case, broken from the different portions of
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the same large specimen, one object being to ascertain what the

variations in the quantity of oxygen were, in different portions

of the same mass. I. c. is the mean of three closely-agreeing de-

In the above analyses, the iron having been precipitated from

the chlorohydric acid solution by ammonia, the filtrate was
evaporated to dryness and ignited, and in no case did the re-

siduum amount to more than a few hundredths of one per cent.

In i.e. and in. b. there was a weighable quantity of lime present,

amounting, in each case, to O'Oo per cent. It was not possible,

in any instance, to obtain a weighable amount of alumina. The
oxygen was therefore determined by the loss, as giving more
accurate results than could be obtained by the process of reduc-

tion with hydrogen. It appears, therefore, that these ores are

mixtures of the peroxyd with a minute and varying portion of

the magnetic oxyd.
Both the Burt and Cleveland Mountain ores show minute

crystals of magnetite scattered through their mass; in the Burt

ore these crystals are from TV to ^j of an inch in diameter ; in

the Cleveland, so small as to be hardly visible without a magni-

fying glass. No sulphur or arsenic could be detected in any of

the specimens examined. The insoluble portion consists of sili-

ca, with only traces of lime, alumina and magnesia: this silica

is partly in combination with the iron in the form of a silicate

of iron, and partly present in the form of grains of quartz. On
the whole, it may be said with truth that these ores surpass in

purity any known to exist elsewhere in the world in anything

like the same quantity.

Leonhardite.—This mineral has been observed only in the" Old

Copper Falls vein, where it was very abundant ; but a careful

investigation would probably reveal its presence at other locali-

ties. An examination was made of this mineral to ascertain at

what temperature it parts with a part or all of its water, with

reference to H. Rose's investigations on Laumontite, which he

has shown to lose a portion of this constituent at 100° C. The
results gave on the mineral in small fragments

:

Ignition, - - - 1189 "

The 146 per cent is probably not essential to the constitution

of the mineral ; the loss by ignition agrees well with the for-

mula which takes the oxygen ratio of the bases and silica as

4 : 9, and 12 ft.

Limonite.—This ore of iron has recently been discovered and
for the first time on Lake Superior in any noticeable quantity.
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It occurs at the Jackson iron mountain, where it forms beds of

several feet in thickness, occupying depressions in the anhydrous

ore, from the decomposition of which it may have been formed.

The analysis gave the following results

:

No sulphur or manganese could be detected ; the original ore

appears to have been only partially converted into limonite, as

the quantity of water given by the analysis is considerably less

than that required to form a hydrous peroxyd of iron. It is

used at the Pioneer Furnace, near the Jackson Mountain, and
considered to aid in the reduction of the ore.

Manganite.—Handsome specimens of this mineral were given
me by Dr. G. H. Bkker, of Marquette, as having been procured
'

t that vicinity ; the exact locality is not known to me.

Nickel and Com
lty is noi Known 10 me.
>/.—This is the same mineral no-

ticed by T. S. Hunt (this Journal, [2], xix, 417), and afterwards

more fully described in the Keport of the Canada Geological

Survey, 1853-6, p. 388. The result of my analyses, made two
years ago, confirm entirely those already published by Mr. Hunt;
the mineral, which appears homogeneous in composition, being
in fact a mixture of the arseniurets of copper and nickel.

broken from the same

Specific gravity 7 -527.

In II. the quantity of arsenic required to form with, the cop-

per domeykite, and with the nickel copper-nickel, is 47'86 per
cent, which agrees pretty nearly with that given by the analysis.

The specimens obtained by me on Michipicoten island in 1853,
are in coarsely crystallized calcite, and form nodules having a
structure in concentric layers. The portions selected for analy-
sis appeared perfectly homogeneous and had almost exactly the
color and general appearance of copper-nickel. This ore wa3
obtained in mining for silver on the island, from the trappean
rocks ; but on examining the €

there was any regular vein of this or any other met
mineral, the ore occurring :'

through the trap. There is
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nickel or silver occur at this interesting locality in sufficient

quantity ever to become the object of a profitable mining enter-

prise. The beds of rock appear to be too thin, and their changes

of lithological character too sudden, to admit of the development
of well characterized veins.

Orthoclase.—In almost every collection of Lake Superior speci-

mens may be seen bunches and geodes of minute reddish crys-

tals, accompanied by native copper, calcite and the zeolites, the—
'" minerals of that region ; these crystals are usually

" but they are, in reality,

chei

The mineral here referred to, which has, on casual inspection,

but little resemblance to feldspar, is the same one noticed on

page 102 of our Eeport, where an imperfect analysis of it is

given. The peculiar interest attaching to this anomalous occur-

rence of the substance in question seemed a sufficient reason for

completing its analysis, and adding some further remarks on its

associations.

This mineral occurs in minute crystals which are rarely as

much as one-tenth of an inch in length; they are rhombic
prisms, but not very distinct, or brilliant enough to be measured
by the reflecting goniometer. The angle of the prism is about
118°, or near that of Ion I, in common feldspar. The termina-

tions of these prisms are usually rough and indistinct, but formed
by a single plane, probably li; more frequently the crystals are

,ted together into a confused crystalline mass, the indi-

being too minute and ill-defined to be made out without

a magnifying glass. The mineral agrees in its physical charac-

ters with orthoclase, fusing before the blowpipe with some diffi-

culty
'

;.__• _ '

s analysis gave

:

S, ia,

The above results indicate, beyond the possibility of a doubt,

that the mineral is really orthoclase.

The occurrence of feldspar as an associate of, and in intimate

connection with, the zeolitic minerals, which form so large a

portion of the gangue of the cupriferous veins, and, indeed, its

presence at all in a vein-stone, is a matter of too much import-

ance not to be dwelt upon. Instances of this kind are, as yet,

sufficiently rare, and there are some points connected with the

occurrence of the feldspathic element in the Lake Superior

veins which add to the interest with which these specimens are

invested.
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Orthoclase has been recognized and described as occurring in

lineral viens of Schemnitz and Kongsberg* although the

of such an association has, until within a few years,

I i y allowed. The well-established fact of the existence

of feldspar as a pseudomorph, of the form of laumontite and of

analcime, in the trap of the Kilpatrick Hills, near Dumbarton,
Scotland, furnishes incontestible evidence of the possibility of
the formation of this mineral in the moist way, and the phenom-

ted on Lake Superior in connection with the associa-

tion of feldspathic and zeolitic minerals, point as clearly to this

conclusion as they do to the necessity of rejecting the igneous
theory of the origin of the veins themselves.

_
The variety of orthoclase of which the analysis has been

given above is found in almost all the mines, from the extremity
of Keweenaw Point to the Ontonagon; but in the latter district

it is most abundant At the Northwestern mine, the i

of orthoclase and analc here are few
geodes which do not exhibit delicate crystallizations of the first-

named mineral so situated with reference to the other as to lead

to the conclusion that their formation must have been going on
at the same time and under the same circumstances. The crys-

tals of orthoclase are also, at this locality, frequently scattered,

singly, over delicate incrustations of a very soft magnesian min-
eral, which hardens somewhat on exposure to the air, and which,

is probably saponite, but of which I have never been able to

procure enough for an analysis. This mineral seems to have
been the last formed of all the vein-minerals of this region.

At the Old Copper Falls vein, orthoclase, of a bright red
color, occurs lining the interior of cavities in the gangue, and
forming with associated calcite and crystallized copper, speci-

mens of great beauty. The calcite, not unfrequently, has crys-

tallized over the orthoclase in such a manner as to be colored

deep-red by it. The same may be said in reference to the joint

occurrence of natrolite and orthoclase at this locality. There is

clear evidence here of the contemporaneous formation of the

copper, natrolite, calcite and orthoclase.

In the Ontonagon region, the minerals associated with ortho-

clase are chiefly quartz, epidote and calcite. At the Aztec and
Eidge mines, geodes lined with delicate crystallizations of these

are not unfrequent. Minute crystals of scolecite or natrolite

have been noticed in the same connection. At the Minnesota
mine, the large crystals of quartz, formerly obtained there in

abundance, were frequently encrusted with a thin layer of crys-

tals of orthoclase.

It may be remarked, that the crystals of this mineral are,

throughout the whole copper region, remarkably uniform in

* See Leonhard and Bronn's Jahrbuch,1850, p. 43 ; also Bischof's Geology, ii, 330.
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their size, color, and general habit. They are rarely more than

a few hundredths of an inch in length, have the same crystalline

form, and are, with rare exceptions, of a light reddish color.

Feldspar, in no instance, so far as has yet been observed, forms

the bulk of the veinstone; it is only met with in comparatively

minute quantity, although occurring in numerous localities.

Only a single instance has been noticed where a crystal had a

length as great as one-tenth of an inch, and this was an imper-

fectly formed one.

Note.—Weissigite, described by Jenzsch, is undoubtedly or-

thoclase, as suggested in Dana's Mineralogy, p. 513; this was
found in a pofphyritic amygdaloid, with chalcedony and quartz,

and is spoken of by Jenzsch as the first known instance of the

occurrence of a feldspathic mineral in an amygdaloidal cavity

of a rock of this class.

mineral, and, in fact, differing from it chiefly by
the substitution of protoxyd of iron, in a large but varying

amount, for a portion of the magnesia, forms the head -land of

Presqu' isle, near Marquette. An imperfect analysis of this rock

was given in Foster and Whitney's Eeport, Part II, page 92.

Since the publication of that analysis new specimens have been
collected, and a more thorough examination made of it, of which
the results here follow.

The substance is of a deep green color, so deep as to appear

almost black; its powder is light greenish-gray. Its hardness

is a little above that of common serpentine. It is readily at-

tracted by the magnet, when broken into small fragments. In

some specimens minute octahedral crystals of magnetic iron ore

disseminated through the mass can be seen with the aid of the

magnifying glass. The substance is readily attacked by chloro-

hydric acid, even in the cold, if finely pulverized ; but a small

portion of unattacked mineral remains behind when the insolu-

ble residuum is treated with carbonate of soda in the usual way.
It amounts to from two to six per cent, and appears to be an in-

soluble silicate mechanically mixed with the serpentine; it is

probably hornblende, but has not been analyzed.
The analyses of three specimens collected at some distance

from each other, gave the following results, as the composition

of the soluble portion of the substance

:

Protoxyd of iron,

Peroxyd of iron,
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In analysis n, in which all the ingredients are determined, as

well as the relative amount of the oxyds of iron, the calculation

gives, for the ratio of the oxygen of water, protoxyd bases and
the silica, leaving out of consideration the peroxyd of iron as

being a mechanical intermixture, the numbers 1 : 1'49 : 199

;

or, almost exactly, 1 : 1£ : 2, which is the ratio given by the

analyses of serpentine.

Silver.-—Native silver still continues to be found in considera-

ble quantity, in connection with the copper, at the principal mines
on Lake Superior, especially at the Minnesota and the Cliff.

The amount obtained at the Minnesota in 1857, by the company,
was $655.44 : this, however, was but a small portion of what
was really found, as the miners are well known to appropriate
almost all the silver they discover. The metal has never been
noticed by me in distinct crystals, except in one instance, namely,
at the Copper Falls mine, where a few well formed cubes about
one-tenth of an inch in diameter were obtained.

Most of the fine specimens of silver from the Lake have been
associated with - dissolved away by an acid, leav-

ing the metallic mass exhibiting the impressions of the planes of
this mineral, as is the case with the copper specimens, as before
remarked.

Zeolites.—To close this article, a few remarks may be added on
the occurrence of the zeolitic minerals in the Lake Superior re-

gion, and especially as vein -stones.

By far the most abundant zeolites of the copper-bearing veins
are prehnite and laumontite, or the closely allied species, leon-
hardite. The cases are rare, however, in which either of these
minerals constitutes the bulk of the gangue of a vein, except
in the case of narrow strings and bunches of limited extent.

1 calcite are the predominating vein-minerals, the zeo*
lites being den l.-dU -un.-i tinatr to the>«\ i-spcciallv in the great,

productive lodes. 'The zeolites, moreover, are chiefly confined
to transverse veins, or those crossing the formations at a high
angle: in the Ontonagon region, where the great lodes have the
same strike as the beds nerals are of compara-
tively rare occurrence in the vein-stone. In this class of veins
quartz and silicious materia] greatly predominates over all the
other minerals, and there is much more rock intermixed with
the vein-stone proper. Datholite may be noticed in a few in-

stances among the transverse veins, as forming the larger portion
of the gangue near the surface; but in no such case iias mining
been carried to any considerable depth, so as to ascertain how
far this state of things continued.
On the whole, the diminution of the zeolitic portion of the

vein-stone is marked as the mines are extended downwards : the
only crystalline mineral observed in a recent careful ea
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of the Minnesota mine, at a depth of from 70 to 80 fathoms,

calcite. Traces of what appeared to be laumontite we
along the selvages of the lode, which at this depth :

calcite. Traces of what appeared to be laumontite were noticed

5 lode, which at this depth is quite as

i copper as anywhere above, but the lode seemed to be

trappean re

chabazite, s

very compact in its texture and no other zeolite was seen in it.

The entire, or almost entire, absence of some of the more com-
mon zeolites from the Lake Superior region is worthy of notice.

Those minerals which are most characteristic of the Nova Scotia

i rocks arc; nig on the Lake. Neither

, stilbite or heulandite have ever been observed by me
in the copper region, on the south shore of the Lake * The
analogy of lithological character between the traps of Nova
Scotia and those of Lake Superior, which has frequently been
urged as a reason for considering them of the same geological

age, and which has not yet been made evident by an analysis of

the rocks themselves, fails entirely when considered with refer-

ence to the associated minerals.

Of the zeolites occurring on Lake Superior, pectolite, leonhard-

ite and chlorastrolite appear, thus far, to be limited to a single

circumscribed locality, while harmotome is reported in only a

doubtful crystal. The only new zeolitic mineral noticed is

chlorastrolite, which is quite common along the beach of Isle

Eoyale, for a distance of two or three miles, but which has not

been discovered at any other point on the Lake.
The occurrence of the zeolites on Lake Superior is not abso-

lutely, although chiefly, confined to veins. All the fine speci-

mens of crystallized minerals of this class have been obtained
from the cupriferous veins, so that this may be considered i

''

" node of cnormal mode of occurrence in this region. Where the trappean
rocks assume an amygdaloidal structure, we have, occa
prehnite, chlorastrolite, etc., in radiating fibrous masses, filling

the cavities; but quartz in the form of agate and chalcedony
and calcite are much more common. There are occasional flat

tabular masses of laumontite mixed with prehnite found lying

in the direction of the lines of bedding of the trap, but these are

thin and of limited extent. Many of the trap amygdules are

filled with a mineral resembling chlorophaeite and others with

saponite. Most of the substances thus occurring are only to be

recognized by chemical analysis, as they are generally finely

fibrous or massive.

* These minerals are reported by Messrs. Owen and Norwood as occurring on

shore of the Late, west of Pigeon River, a region to which my ex-

amined numerous specimens

1 either of these zeolites.

plorationa have not extended. I have, hov,

from that part of the Lake, without having d
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It may perhaps be said that as everybody is now acquainted

with the coal, with its essential constituents and the general laws

of its formation, an attempt to offer to science something new
or even interesting on the subject, must prove a fruitless task.

This assertion has a semblance of truth only, for it is certain

that some of the various and most important phenomena con-

nected with the formation of coal are not satisfactorily, nor even

at all explained. And as they are continually brought forward

for discussion, either by lecturers or systematic geologists, the

subject of the formation of coal
;
considered as a whole, has been

obscured in such a manner that it is doubtful if the most essen-

tial facts on the subject, some of which may be considered as

demonstrable, are not still looked upon by many as hypothetical

and individual opinions. It is with these peculiar phenomena
of the coal formations, and consequently with the exposition and
the discussion of geological facts connected with them, that we
have to deal in the first part of this paper.

As we cannot expect to come to a right understanding of the

formation of coal without some acquaintance with the vegetation

of whose remains it is made, our attention must necessarily to

some extent be directed to the flora of the coal period. But it

is not enough to know the peculiar nature, the anatomical and,

chemical constitution, of the coal plants. It is necessary to study
them also in their geographical distribution, in the di.

v

basins of America and of other countries, and also in the suc-

cessive strata of the coal at different geological horizons. And
it would be desirable also to examine the vegetation of the coal"

in connection with other external influences, in order to become
acquainted if possible with the climatic conditions that prevailed

at the time of the coal formation.

The plan that we propose to follow may accidentally direct

the discussion to some points which do not appear to have a
close relation to the formation of the coal. But we must bear
in mind that geological eras are not very distinctly limited

; or
at least that to have a true understanding of one of them it is

necessary sometimes to examine the causes that have prepared
it, or that may have brought it to a close.

The supposition that coal is a true mineral, formed in certain

strata of our globe only by some chemical agency and without
an accumulation of wood grown on the surface and buried after-

wards, has been recently revived' among us, though it had long
since been put aside, and apparently forever, as contradicted by
all the appearances of the coal deposits and by the nature of the
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coal itself. It would be useless, again to show the groundless-

ness of an hypothesis to which nature does not give the slightest

apparent support.

The supposition that the matter of the coal (the wood) was
heaped in some hollows or basins by the agency of water, as by
currents of the sea or of some river, or by some other external

cause, hurricanes, partial or general floods, sinking of the ground
covered with thick forests, &c., has been also generally aban-

doned as contradicted by general evidence. The reasons against

it may be briefly enumerated. They are found : 1. In tbe strati-

fication of the coal measures ; and also of the coal itself, which
upon close examination appears to have been formed by succes-

sive layers of matter. 2. In the presence of plants in the coal

and in the shales above it, plants preserved in the integrity of

their most minute and fragile parts, and in a position which

shows that they have been buried at the place where they have

m the trees or the bushes and where they grew. 3. In

the absence in the coal of any matter foreign to it, of sand, of

mud, &c, the ashes of the coal being generally in exactly the

same proportion as in the wood. 4. In the thickness of some
beds of coal containing a quantity of matter far greater than
could be furnished by a buried forest.

The theory of the formation of the coal by the heaping of con-

secutive layers of plants and trees grown in place, preserved in

water and buried afterwards; or the peat-1

called by some, is then the

rily explaining the process of formation of the coal. The anal-

ogy of formation between the peat-bogs of our time and the

beds of coal of the old measures cannot be called a theory ; it is

a demonstrable fact. We can now see the coal growing up by
the heaping of woody matter in the bogs. After a while we see

it transformed into a dark combustible compound that we name
peat or lignite according to its age. We then see it hardening

either by compression, or by this slow burning in water that has

been so well explained by the experiments of Liebig. Most of

the peat bogs of Europe, at least the oldest, have at or near their

bottom some plates or thin layers of hard, black matter, that

ocular examination or chemical analysis fail to distinguish from

true coal. We find besides in Holland, Denmark and Sweden,

thick deposits of peat separated into distinct beds by strata of

mud and sand, giving the best possible elucidation of the pro-

cess of stratification of the coal measures.

It is not only in their general features that both formations

are so much alike. But in the minutest accidents and even local

peculiarities, their agreement is clear and unquestionable to one

who has studied the formations of the peat bogs of our time.

We quote a few examples.
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An author, speaking lately of the formation of the coal, men-
tions the presence in the coal of wedge-shaped masses of Macular
tissues found 1st of the more structureless hitunini-

ous matter of the coal. He accounts for this fact by supposing

that these tissues are the remains of floated logs, \vi

finally become imbedded in the carbonaceous matter below. This

supposition is rather an extraordinary one. If the coal has been
formed like the peat bogs, there can not be way floated logs in the

compound. If there were floated logs in the coal, this would
take us back to the formation of the coal by transportation. In
every peat bog, the process of burying trees is in constant opera-

tion. The preservation of the logs which cannot be covered
with water when they fall on the ground, is due to the agency
of a moss, the sphagnum which extends its compact tufts al-

ways saturated with water like a sponge, over every fragment

of wood, from the smallest to the largest. The Sphagna work
like the ants to bury their treasures ; and as their growth is con-

tinuous and stopped only by the frost, the heaping of their own
woody matter which forms the structureless peat added to the

wood which they have to preserve and the other plants of the

marshes gives an appreciable thickness for each year. In the

peat bogs of Switzerland, peat grows at the rate of two inches
per year, a thickness reduced to one half by compression. In
the same peat bogs, the Sphagna do not require more than three
years to cover the stem of a tree of moderate thickness.

The bogs then, even the largest, enter naturally and without
transportation into the composition of the coal as they become
part of the matter of the peat bogs. In the deep bogs of New
Jersey, there is a class of woodmen whom I would call log-fishers,

who sound the marshes with long poles, to find the sound logs

which they dig out of the black a stable mould
or peat, from a depth of from six to ten feet. Some old swamps
of Northern Europe contain as many as four or five generations

of trees of different kinds imbedded from twenty to fifty feet

deep and separated by thick beds of compact, entirely decom-
posed woody matter or peat. Some of those bogs are so abund-
antly filled with sound and large logs of oaks, pines and birches,

that their "removal has gone on for more than half a century
before there was any material diminution of the supply, and for

a long time it was supposed and even maintained that the trees

of those marshes were growing under ground.
The flattening of all the stems found in the coal and in its

shales, and also the layers of bark observed in the same forma-
tions, without any trace of internal woody structure, have also
attracted a ton and useless theorct

sion. In the oldest peat bogs of Germany, especially in the
large swamps or lignite-deposits of the Pliocene of Saxony, the
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trees are found all softened and already flattened to a greater or

less extent. Some of the buried forests of England show the

same appearance. From some clay banks exposed by a slide in

the Jura mountains, large trees of recent species, still living in

the country around, have been exhumed, and though the wood
still preserves its natural appearance and its tissues, it has lost

its hardness of texture and has become as soft as the clay itself.

Hence, as Liebig has proved by direct experiments, in the pro-

cess of slow decomposition or rather slow combustion in water,

the woody matter is generally softened before its hardening and
entire transformation in coal.

In Denmark, there are immense meadows, extending for miles

along the shores and covering old deposits of peat or combusti-

ble matter to a depth of from six to eight feet. The entire mass

consists of a half fluid paste with layers of the bark of alder

and white birch, rolled, flattened or pressed like the leaves of a

book. Farther back in the interior of the country, especially in

the royal park of (Copenhagen, the formation of this kind of

peat can be followed* in all its details. First a thicket of alders

and birches sprout out, covering an overflowed surface of ground.

The thicket is impenetrable, and soon presents a confusedness

of stems and interlaced branches. Then, as the trees become
older, the whole mass begins to decay, especially at the level of

the water, and by and by it falls down by its own weight, he-

comes submerged in a few years, and from its own seeds upon
the mould of its half floating, half decomposed remains, a new
generation of trees appears again and the process of fo

continued in the same way. The internal woody matter of the

trees, the lignine, is decomposed at first and reduced to a paste,

while the bark, impregnated with resins, is preserved for an

indefinite period. In the coal basin of Trevorton, Pa., there is

a perpendicular wall presenting to the eye a beautiful picture
"*

prints of Lepidodendra and Sigillariae, crossing each other

every possible direction, all thin layers of bark superpos

without any woody or carbonized matter between. It is nothi

but the surface of an old coal-swamp, formed like the peat bogs

described above. The peat which it covered has formed the

coal, and the woody matter floating in water above it has been

mixed with mud and formed the shales.

If it is true, as we said before, that all the peculiar accidents

of the coal formations can be thus exemplified and explained by

phenomena now observable in the growth of the peat, is it not

_• that the peat-bog theory of the formation of the coal

should be still exposed to so many contradictions, wad
be subjected to continual and hypothetical modifications, which,

destroying its simplicity, render it then truly nM
The following reasons have been repeated time and again. The

i

i
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repeated succession of various strata in the coal measures, viz.,

the constant alternation of fire clay containing roots of trees,

with coal and shales, both containing remains of land plants

or of marine shells ; with limestone containing madrepores and
shells of the deeper Be ie mostly without any
fossil remains: this alternation evidently shows that at the time

when the formation was progressing, the sea was continually

brought in contact with the coal and covered it most of the

time. Hence it follows ; that if the coal has been formed in

marshes like our peat bogs, we ought necessarily to admit of a
submergence and therefore of a subsidence of the land after

each dep

growth of a new peat

geologists an unaccountable and unnecessary use of nature's

internal forces; a kind of Iwus natures, resembling a miracle.

To meet this objection, they have supposed that the peat bogs of

the coal measures grew on the deltas of some large river, and
therefore exposed to periodical inundations : that as fast as the

peat grew, the river brought upon it mud and sand, the ma-
terials from which the shales and the strata of sandstone were
formed : that, nevertheless, the deltas being by some internal

force constantly sinking, they were consequently sometimes in-

vaded by the sea which covered their whole extent and in the
course of time, built upon them the strata of limestone : that as

5 these strata reached the surface of the sea (a fact which
upposes that the movement of subsidence had stopped

, while) the land plants began to appear again, the peat to
grow, and the matter to be heaped up till another large periodical

inundation of the river brought new deposit.- i : m id and s&adj
and thus by continuous subsidence and repeated inundations,

the coal, shales, sandstone and limestone strata were alternately

formed.

Before giving any reasons in support of the alternation of up-

heaval and subsidence as supposed by the peat bog theory, we
will take the liberty to examine this new theory which we re-

gard only as a poor modification of part of the former which
it assumes to put aside forever. It is generally asserted that in
the coal measures, the alternation of strata is the same in the
whole extent of a basin, or in other words, "tliat each stratum is

generally horizontally extended over the whole coal-field in a continu-

ous sheet, so that each seam is accompanied by the same strata above

and below." This is only partly true. In the coal-fields of the
United States, it is true only of some beds of coal and of one
or two strata above the conglomerates. Every practical geolo-
gist knows well that it i.s impossible to identify the position of a
bed of coal by means of its adjoining strata. If the same strata

probably i
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had been expanded without alteration through the whole extent

of a coal basin, nothing would be easier than to fix at once the

geological horizon of each bed of coal after the close study of a

single section. The shales above the coal give by their fossils

the only reliable data; but in many places they (the shales) are

entirely wanting and are replaced by sandstone or limestone.

In the western coal-fields of Kentucky, the first coal below the

Mahoning sandstone, or the fourth coal above the conglomerates

(the same as the Pomeroy coal of Ohio or the upper Freeport

coal of Pennsylvania) whose shales sometimes reach in the East

a thickness of 10 feet, is immediately covered by the sandstone.

There is scarcely a vein of coal worked to any great extent, that

does not show a great diversity in the thickness, density and
color of its roof shales. Hence the necessity of roofing differ-

ently the tunnel of a mine in different places according to the

nature of the shales. The bottom clay is almost always present;

r and density are also variable. The lime-

stone of the coal is the most irregular of all the formations. It

is mostly local, sometimes only in boulders, and its numerous
variations in thickness, composition and even fossils, cannot be

accounted for by any satisfactory general rule. There is not in

the United States a single bed of coal that is unvariably covered

with limestone. The sandstone is generally extended with more
regularity ; but it has also its diversities of thickness and local

disappearance. The only bed of sandstone which appears to be

continuous in the whole extent of the coal-fields above the con-

glomerates, is the Mahoning sandstone. Though its thickness

is also somewhat variable, it is found topping the 4th coal (coal

E of Lesley's Manual) from the anthracite basin of Eastern

Pennsylvania to the western extremity of the coal-fields of Illi-

nois and Western Kentucky. The Anvil-rock sandstone, top-

ping the 12th coal of Western Kentucky, though generally of

great thickness, has not as yet been identified in the East. For

the coal itself, the assertion of its continuity could be admitted

as nearly true.

Though a coal bed cannot be called a continuous sheet in its

horizontal i . of coal are subjected to thinning

or even entirely disappearing in some places and some others

are circumscribed in narrow limits, generally speaking, most of

our large beds of coal can be traced through the whole extent

of the coal-fields. The great mammoth vein divides itself into

three or four different beds in some places, but is found continu-

ally, thinning from Carbondale to the western limits of the

I-fields. The first coal below the Mahoning sandstone

(the Pomeroy coal) is seen to have the same extent with scarcely

any change in its thickness. The Pittsburg coal which from its

high position in the coal measures has been washed away over
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large surfaces, shows itself, along with the characteristic fossils of
its shales, in every part of the measures where the thickness is

sufficient to reach to its level. Thus we have some beds of coal

generally accompanied, at least locally, by their peculiar shales,

and one great bed ot sandstone covering a surface as wide as the

whole extent of the Appalachian and the Illinois coal-fields, an
area of nearly one hundred thousand square miles.

In a short report on the stratigraphical palaeontology of the
Geological Survey of Kentucky, or rather in an introduction to

*"~"
pakeontological report of the Survey of that State, I

ed r

i-fields f

the Devonian and Silurian measures which separate thti

had been elevated at an epoch posterior to the formation of the

coal. This opinion was not and could not be discussed in a short

local report. I could there only give in support of it the fact of

rion of the coal beds and of the coal flora in

both basins. As it has been very courteously controverted in

this Journal,* and especially as the discussion of this geological

point enters into our subject and may help to satisfy the mind
upon the value of the so-called new theory mentioned above, it

is proper that I should briefly present the reasons in favor of my
opinion.

It would be absurd to assert that the veins of coal or rather
that the peat bogs of the coal formations were formed on a per-

fectly bonze that the woody matter was deposi-
ted in the same thickness over the entire area. The most even
plains have undulations on their surface ; and the cr

given in my report of a part of the Dismal Swamp of Virginia,

should have explained my meaning. The peat bogs of our time
are more or less broken or crossed by small elevations of sand
or hills of some other depasit. which here and there break their

horizontally and also I -.itures. For, although

these irregularities may be scarcely elevated above the surface of
the bogs, they are without exception, covered with a vegetation

of entirely a different character from that of the peat bogs, and
therefore 'their outline is perfectly definite. Sometimes groups
of islands are thus seen rising' in the middle of the bogs.

Sometimes, also, as in the granitic country of the Hartz moun-
tains, or in the basaltic region of the Rhoen mountains of Ger-
many, peaks of granite or columns of basalt protrude like to 'vers

from some parts of the swamp. No one will contend that these

irregularities break the continuity of a formation ; or that the
peat bogs on both sides of a hill of sand or around a block of
granite are not a continuous formation. In a geological point of
view, accidents like these cannot be taken into consideration.

* This Journal, vol. ixvi, p. 78, July, 1853.
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same age, \

and each c

Devonian and Silurian by which the Appalachian and the Illi-

nois coal-fields are separated to a distance of from one to two
hundred miles, cannot be regarded simply as one of those hills

which separates two parts of a peat bog. We can discuss only

these two alternatives : either the Silurian axis was not upraised

at the epoch of the formation of the coal, and this formation,

being in active progress upon the whole surface occupied now
by the coal-fields and the Silurian and Devonian, was continu-

ous, and consequently presented the same general features ; or,

the coal was formed on both sides of the ridge, and therefore

) separate basins, and then both formations, though of the

/would have been subjected to some peculiar influences,

of them would be characterized by some differences,

either in the relative position of their coal beds, or in the com-

position of the strata, and especially in the distribution of their

flora. The report of the Kentucky Survey shows on the con-

trary : that in both coal-fields, the coal beds are exactly in the

same relative position ; that at the same geological level, their

shales contain the same species of plants ; that from Eastern

Pennsylvania to Western Illinois, the thinning of some strata

preserves a perfectly regular progression, and does not show any
change on one or the other side of the great ridge.

But there are some other reasons which may appear more con-

clusive.

1. The conglomerates, as also some beds of sandstone, espe-

cially the great Mahoning sandstone, are developed near the

eastern limits of the coal-fields to a prodigious thickness. This

heaping of loose materials, sand or gravel, evidently shows the

prolonged action of the sea against its shores. Supposing that

the Silurian ridge had been elevated before the formation of the

coal, it would have necessarily served as a shore, and we should

find somewhere a marked difference in the thickness of the

of coal and of sandstone, go thinning to the west with a constant

and uniform decrease.

2. All the peat bogs are formed in basins, as also all the de-

posits of coal, and the outlines of these basins are of course gen-

erally broken and irregular. This fact is observable in the east-

ern and southern borders of the coal-fields. But on the sides of

the coal-fields lying opposite each other along the great axis that

separates them, the outline is well defined and unbroken.
3. In a basin where many beds of coal have been successively

formed and separated by different strata, some of the upper coal

beds must i nst the walls of the basin, when
they are found in their horizontal position. In other words.
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by the outward direction of the wall of a basin an upper bed

ought to be extended somewhat beyond the lower and cover its

margin. It is the case in the western borders of the Kentucky
coal-fields, viz. in Christian county and other places, where the

4th coal above the conglomerate or the next bed below it, abuts

against the older formation, when the lowest coal has to be

looked for farther back towards the centre of the basin. On both

the opposite sides of the Appalachian and the Illinois coal-fields,

rancea are different. It is the lowest coal, then the

rate, then the sub-carboniferous strata that appear one
after the other upon the surface, following a dip corresponding

to that of the sides. This undoubtedly shows that they partici-

pated in the movement which elevated the ridge that divides

them, and that they were formed before its upheaval.

4. The undulations of the surface of the coal-fields, so dis-

tinctly marked in the vicinity of the Alleghany mountains that

by lateral compression the veins of coal have been upraised in a

perpendicular and even in a reversed position, are constantly

repeated, though constantly less frequent and abrupt elevations

westward. The upheaval of the Silurian ridge appears like one
of those undulations, being generally in a direction parallel to

the others.

5. The upheaval of the Alleghany mountains and the undu-
' caused by it upon an immense surface of

j if the matter had slipped by its own weight when
a for a displacement. Hence, it follows that if the

country was very slow, and continued for a long period. The
bends or flexures of the eastern coal, especially of the anthracite
coal-fields are not jagged and angular, nor are they often broken
by faults. The shales are polished by sliding, and rolled as if

they had been folded in a soft state. The coal itself presents the
earance, and at the bottom of the flexures, it is gene-

rally, as the miners well know, somewhat thicker than <

raised sides, as if the matter had i~

undulating movement was slow, and if the strata <

measures were still in a soft state and easily removable, the top
of the great ridge was necessarily and easily washed away as

fast as it was being raised near and above the surface of the sea.

No wonder therefore that the remains of the coal strata have not
been preserved, and that we scarcely find any trace of them.
The total disappearance of the coal washed away by erosion, is,

I think, the only objection of any weight that has been or may
be made against the opinion advanced in these remarks. But
there are in Pennsylvania, in Ohio, and everywhere in the coal
basins of the United States, evident traces of vast denudation
that may be compared with the washing away of the Silurian
ridge, and of which no trace has been left in the subsequent
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It would be easy to multiply these considerations and to sus-

tain the position by a number of geological facts. But so much
is sufficient for our purpose, and we come back to the question

of the formation of the coal. Upon the supposition then that at

the time of the coal formations, the Appalachian and the Illinois

coal-fields were united in one area, their surface would fairly be

estimated at 300,000 square miles. Now, in the new theory pre-

sented above, we find it asserted : that the shales and the sand-

stone of the coal have been deposited upon the surface of the

peat bogs of the coal formations by the inundations of some large

river! Would it be possible for a sound mind to admit that a

river can cover at once or even by repeated inundations, a surface

of three hundred thousand square miles with a deposit of sand

from six to one hundred feet thick, which is the thickness of

the Mahoning sandstone.

Giving to the hypothesis the widest range of probability

considering as a peculiar Delta the area (sixty thousand mile
t

the Appalachian coal-fields, still we find no geological phenomena
of our time to justify it. Let us compare a few data.. The whole
plain of the Mississippi, comprising the Delta, from Cape Girar-

deau, 50 miles above the junction of the Ohio to the sea, cove

an area of about 30,000 square miles. Would it be possible

suppose that an inundation would ever cover this whole surface

with only a few feet of sand or of mud? According to the ol>

servations mentioned by Forshey, the mud transported in one

by the Mississippi river would cover a surface of twelve

re miles with one foot of alluvium. At this rate it would
five thousand years for a river as mighty as the Mississippi

to cover a single bed of the Appalachian coal-fields with one

of. shales.

Moreover, it is well known that a river cannot spread any of

, ted material in a uniform manner, especially not in

the deltas which are exposed to continual changes. For a delta

is never composed of compact materials. It is mostly cut by
variable and sometimes under currents covered only by a crust

of vegetation, sustained by drift wood or floating upon the deep

and muddy waters. These currents cause constant a'r

extensive marshes sink and are buried to a great depth below the

general level of the country; lakes appear in some places and

dry up in others ; some bayous are filled and others opened.

There are few square miles around New Orleans and on the

delta, that have not been thus subjected to violent

.-•. whose effects will be traced for ages in the most

varied and disordered position of materials or stratification, if it

can be so called. On the contrary, the stratification of the coal

is of the most regular kind. The homogeneousness of

superimposed on the coal, especially the shales, shows

X
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the total absence of a current at the time of the deposition of the

matter. Not only the most delicate parts of the leaves of ferns

are preserved in the shales, just as they fell from their supports;

but we generally find around the same spot the remains of the

same species. A kind of fern of which the deciduous leaflets are

generally found separated from the stems {Dictyopteris obliqua,

Bunb.), in some places completely covers the shales over a sur-

face of from six to ten square feet, and without this space, not a
single leaflet of the same species is found. It is evident therefore

that the leaves have been buried at the place where the ferns

grew and as they were falling from the stems. The slightest

current would have made of all the matter a disordered mass in

which leaves of every kind would have been mixed, not only in

every position, but without regard to the place of their growth.
It is impossible to account for the successive deposits of shales

and of sandstone by a river. When an inundation is at its

height, it bears with it the heavier materials and these are depos-

i. The sand would therefore be
deposited before the mud or the sandstone formed below the

shales and not above it.

But the deposits of all our great rivers, the Mississippi, the

Ganges, the Amazon, the Po, is mud only. Sand is occ
transported by a river or removed from one place to another by
some strong current, but then it constitutes a bank and is gener-
ally a local formation of small extent.

All the great deposits of sand in our time, which by their

ered the bogs of the period of the coal, are marine formations.
The drift of North America and Northern Europe, our Pine-
barrens of the south along the shores of the Atlantic; the
pampas of South America, the heaths of Luneburg or sand plains
along the southern shores of the Baltic Sea; the Ban

Eastern Germany and Holland along the shores of the North
Sea; the downs of the Gironde and of the Camargue in France;
the sandy deserts of Syria, &c. No one of these formations can
be referred to the direct agency of a river.

That the sandstone of the coal generally contains no remains
of marine animals, does not prove that it is not of marine
origin. The sand of our drift scarcely contains any of them.
The hills of sand along the shores of the Baltic and the North
Sea are almost entirely destitute of shells and animal remains.
Sand is not only permeable to the all decomposing oxygen of the
atmosphere, but it is a grinding agent, and as it is put in con-
stant motion, either by the waves and currents of the sea, or by
the wind, it is not to be supposed that even the shells would be
long preserved in the loose materials. Yet in some places, the
sandstone of the coal, especially when it is fine and soft, has
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except
the fossi

preserved the casts of marine shells, though not the remains. I

have found them in many places, especially near Athens, Ohio,

where a bank of soft sandstone is full of large Producti and Tere-

bratulce. But here, as in the sandstone of the lower measures,
the animal remains have disappeared, and the mould only is pre-

served. It is the same with the prints of fossil wood found in

the sandstone, which only shows the casts of Lepidodendra,
. &c. ; with only a thin lamina of carbon-

ized bark, the whole substance of the wood having disappeared,

where silicification has taken place. This shows why
bssil remains are so rare in the sandstone, since even a cast

can scarcely be made on loose sand.

In the shales of some beds of coal, especially in the south-

western part of our coal-fields, the remains of marine shells

abound : some of the species are supposed to have lived in brack-

ish urater; but most of them like the fishes found in connection

with them, appear to be true marine species. And what at first

may look like an anomaly which will be explained hereafter,

these marine remains are sometimes more or less mixed with
leaves of ferns or land plants, and scarcely if ever with true

marine plants or Fucoids. Thus, also, from palseontological

evidence, the shales cannot be considered as deposits of a river

any more than the sandstone.

The fact that the limestone of the coal measures cannot be
thus disposed of, is fatal to this new theory. Its marine origin

is evident and must be accounted for. And as the ocean cannot

be swollen, like a river, it is necessasy to admit of a subsidence

of the land for its submersion in the sea. But the supposition of

a continual subsidence of a vast country is truly as violent an

hypothesis as the supposition of an alternation of upheavals and
subsidences of the same country, and the difficulty to account

for the first proposition is far greater. Geological forces are not

acting forever in the same way. It is now generally acknowl-

edged that mountains have not been upraised in a single move-
ment, but by a succession of gradual efforts, or by epochs of

upheaval succeeded by epochs of rest, and consequently of sub-

sidence ; since a diminution in the activity of the internal forces

cannot but cause a depression by the natural resistance or the

weight of the upraised masses. We find proofs of such alternate

changes of level at the present time ; the movements of the

ground about the temple of Serapis, so clearly explained by
Lyell ; the appearance and disappearance of some islands, &c,

and especially in the stratification of our recent formations. The
coal of the Miocene epoch was also formed by peat bogs upon an

upraised land. The shales contain leaves of different species of

trees of which the congeners are found in tropical regions. These

shales are covered by successive strata of conglomerate, sand-
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stone, and limestone. The coal and the lignite of the Pliocene

epoch have been formed in the same way. Their shales contain

remains of land plants, and sometimes also they are alternately

covered by sandstone and limestone. The drift which is ex-

tended over the whole is as evident a marine formation as the

hundred feet above the level of the ocean. Is not this succession

of land, freshwater and marine formations, in perfect accordance

with the alternations of the strata of the coal measures, and can
it be explained in any other manner than by the i

the upheaval and subsidence of the land which supports these

formations ?

Even if the theory of continual subsidence could find in re-

cent phenomena anything favorable to its support, it would be
impossible to understand how a long protracted downward move-,

ment, especially of a Delta, would effect the repeated formation

of coal beds ; how the land being completely covered by the sea

for the formation of the limestone, could be dried up again, so

that the formation of the peat could begin anew, upon its whole
surface. The river, says the theory, was still filling up again

the whole space, while the madrepores were building the lime-

stone. But this is pure speculation which is equally contrary to

reason and to geological facts. For, if it is

which have not yet been clearly explained, the delta of the Mis-

sissippi is slowly subsiding, it is probable that if the subsidence
was once active enough to perm:' the sea over
its whole surface, the soft matter, sand, mud and peat, of which
it is composed, would be washed away by the marine currents,

the tides, the waves, &e.

In the Report of the Geological Survey of Kentucky. I ex-

pressed an opinion which does not now perfectly satisfy my
mind. I supposed that after the formation of extensive peat

bogs, the subsidence of the land being at first very slow, the

first result of the downward movement was a general inundation

either of marine or of freshwater or of both mixed together. A
depression of only a few feet of the great swamps of Southern
Virginia would bring upon them by-and-by the waters of the

surrounding rivers and also some water from the sea, either per-

colating through the sand or finding its way by some friths be-

tween the hills of sand extended along the shores. This suppo-
sition fully explains the formation of shales covered in some
places with marine shells and remains of fishes mixed with land
plants of the peat bogs. 1- r. \ the ferns,

mostly growing upon the thick and high rootstocks could still

live in the swamps invaded by marine water. It explains also

the local formation of the limestone in some depression of the
marshes or marine lakes. But I supposed that after this period
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of slow subsidence, the downward movement becoming more
rapid, the sea broke through its sandy barriers and swept at once

upon the whole plain, bringing with it the sand of its shores for

the formation of the sandstone. I do not find this last supposi-

tion necessary. For, even with a slow movement of subsidence,

continuous for a while, the sea ought to penetrate to the interior

of the land, and with its continuous encroachments, bring for-

ward with it the sand of its shores. This would better explain

why some strata of coal and sandstone are thicker westward,

where the bogs grew for a longer time and where the action of

the sea was afterwards prolonged. It explains, also, why to the

westward some veins of coal are double and generally more
numerous than to the southeastern part of our coal-fields, this

multiplication being caused by partial retrocession and advance

of the marine element, which was felt only near the inside of

the coal-fields and did not reach the deeper outside borders of

lal basin. But there is no material difference between

these explanations. In either case the repeated upheaval of the

sea-covered land is supposed as a necessary condition of the

formation of the peat ; for this matter can grow only upon land

where the water of the sea cannot reach.

To this last assertion which has not been contradicted, we can

add the following : that peat never grows on swamps that are

annually or periodically flooded by river water. Examining
+V.A clomps f the Mississippi, the theory says, that though cov-

lally by inundations, they are entirely untouched by
river mud : that those favored spots are surrounded, pal

on the side next the river, by dense vegetation, which acting as

ompletely strains the mud from the water before :

reaches the peat swamps. The water of these swamps is there-

fore pure, and pure peat has been deposited there for ages. Con-

trary to this authority, I must be permitted to say that during

about thirty years of explorations in the peat bogs of Europe ana

of the United States, I have never seen the peat growing in places

exposed to the inundations of a river. On this subject, there is

better authority than my own. Be Luc, in the beginning of this

century, was the first to remark that along the banks of some

rivers, the Elbe, for example, there were formed extensive beds

of peat, which appeared to be lower than the water level of the

river at the time of its inundations, and that nevertheless they

were not covered by water, but by a peculiar vegetation which

by its decomposition furnished the essential constituent of peat.

In the prosecution of his researches, he observed that along

these bogs the bed of the river was bordered by a natural em-

bankment, which even in the highest rise of water prevented it

from reaching the peat bogs. This damming up was fully ex-

plained by his remark:* that at the time of the inundations and
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when the water was most loaded with sediment, the heaviest

particles of muddy matter were deposited all along on both sides

of the river, just where the current began to lose its force ; and
that by this process, continued for a long period of years, a natu-

ral dam being built along some rivers, the marshes on both sides

of it, and formerly inundated, were eventually put out of reach

of the inundations. I have mv- tat the thin

particles of sediment which were at first deposited upon the

marshes, formed an essential preparation for the growth of the

peat, viz. an impermeable basin, and that it was only when this

basin was entirely isolated and protected against inundation that

the plants of the peat bogs began to appear and the peat to grow.
This process explains the formation of the lire-clay which under-

lies every bed of coal.

The true peat bogs of the Mississippi delta are mostly located

on or near the old shores of some crooked bayou and surrounded
on all sides by a kind of embankment. Thus they are free from
the influence of river water which, though clear, would stop the

growth of the peat, by destroying the peculiar vegetation of the

The action of the water in building its own banks along the

principal bed of a river is beautifully exemplified in the United
States, especi -

. ssippi and some of its tributaries.

Both sides of the Minnesota river are thus bordered by exten-
sive marshes which cover the bottom land to the base of the
ridge of the prairies. In spring they are filled with water, while
the banks of both sides of the narrow channel are mostly dry
still high above water. It is then very difficult to cross those
marshes from the river to the prairies or to land from a steam-
boat. Seen from the top of some hill near by, the Minnesota
then appears like three different rivers running parallel and sep-

arated only by two narrow strips of land overgrown with trees.

In the summer time, the marshes are mostly dry, overgrown
with sedge and some willows; but no peat bogs have till now
appeared in any part of their whole extent, because the separa-

tion from the river is not yet complete and because they are still

exposed to annual inundations. In Minnesota, the peat bogs are

found upon the prairies, near or around lakes without outlets,

and on the banks of the upper Mississippi under the same cir-

s as on the lower, viz. in such places as are beyond the
reach of inundations. We may have occasion to extend these

remarks farther when we come to consider the nature of the
vegetation of the peat bogs.

In spring, at the time of our periodical inundations, the plants
growing on the marshes of the Mississippi and along its shores
are mostly lying flat upon the ground in a state of partial de-
composition. The high canes only (Arundinaria) rise above
water. And as they mostly bear their branches and leaves near
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the top of the stems, or above water, these stems can not
much in the process of purifying the muddy i

still.

Mr, Lyell has been quoted as authority for many assertions for

which he can scarcely be held accountable, or at least for tbe

conclusions which are drawn from them. Thus the new theory
of the formation of the coal tries to rind support in a geological

assertion of the celebrated English author, an assertion that I do
not recollect to have read in any of Lyell's works and which
would truly show too much of ignorance of the palaeontology

and even of the strata of the coal measures. It is this :
" In the

sandstone of the coal formations, it is customary to find trunks

of trees, but only trees, no small branches, leaves or tender parts.

And these trunks are observed to be mostly pines, highland trees,

while the trunks of the coal seams proper are Sigillariae, Lepi-

dodendra, Calamites, swamp trees, &c." From this, the new
theory concludes : that the trunks are the remains of drift tim-

ber brought by the river from the high lands.—As if the sea

could not and did not float timber as well as a river

!

But it is not with the conclusion that we have to deal now,
but with the assertion, erroneous in every point.

1. The trunks of trees are by far more rarely found in the

sandstone of the coal than the small fragments of leaves, branches,
&c. Some strata of sandstone, the Mahoning sandstone and oth-

ers of the low coal measures, are sometimes entirely blackened
by those small fragments of plants so bruised that it is scarcely

possible to identify any species. This is not a local appearance;
but it is observable in the whole extent of the coal-fields gene-

rally on the same stratum of sandstone. This shows a rapid

movement of the sea, which sweeping with impetuosity upon the

peat bogs of the coal, washed away part of the decomposed plants

and peat bogs and mixed them with the sand.

2. Eepresentative species of the Pine family have scarcely

been found in the true coal measures. In the family of the Cu-

pressinece which has more than sixty species of fossil plants dis-

tributed in twenty genera, there is not a single species belonging

to the coal epoch. In the family of the Pines which has at least

one hundred and fifty fossil species known, distributed in twelve

j there are only thirteen species which have been referred

to the true coal measures. Two of these, Pence Hugeliana Ung.
and Peuce auslralis Ung., belong to uncertain formations of coal

of Van Diemen and Vanguroe Islands. Of two other species,

one, Dadoxylum Beinertianum (Endl.) belongs to the limestone

to the sandstone of the transition epoch), the other Dadoxy-
i Stembergii Endl. was wrongly ascribed to the coal and be-
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. the shales

of England. There are then only eight species of the pine family
which have been found in England, in a bed of sandstone refer-

red to the upper coal measures and described by Witham.
Admitting the position of this sandstone as true, though it is

most remarkable that the remains of the Pine family should
have been found in the coal measures of England only, there

has been found in the sandstone of the coal measures 4 species

of Stigmaria, 15 species of Sigillaria, 10 species of Lep-

3 of Knorria, 4 of Halonia, 6 of Calamites, 10 to 20 species of
Psaronius and other stems. This would make at least 60 species

outside of the Pine family for 8 in it. The same proportion would
be true according to the number of specimens. In the state of
Ohio, near Athens, there is perhaps the most extensive deposit of
transported silicified trunks that it is possible to find anywhere.
Of some thousand specimens that I have examined, all belong to

the genera /Sigillaria and Psaronius. A single specimen which
is not yet determined has concentric circles, and may belong to

the genus Araucaria.
From recent observations, it appears that the genus Sigillaria

is related to the Isoetes of our time, a water plant. All the
Psaronii are trunks of ferns and like the other genera quoted
above, they all belong to the flora of the true coal formations,
and are found in the shales also. Nevertheless, this does not
put aside that part of the assertion : that some trees of the sand-
stone might have been transported from a dry land. It is a
complicated question which may be examined at another time.

Art. TV.—Some Remarks upon the use of the Microscope, as re-

cently improved, in the investigation of the minute organization of
Living Bodies ; by H. James Clark, of Cambridge, Mass.

I WAS incited to bring together my thoughts and experiences
upon this subject, by discovering, three or four months ago, a
novel feature in the so-called glandular dots of the wood of our
common White Pine (Pinus Strobus, Linn.).

A dot of this kind is usually represented by a circle (fig. 1,

C, d), in the centre of which is a single or double ring (a, b), which
has about one third the diameter of the first (d). The outer cir-

cle (d) is described as the boundary of a lenticular space (A, e)

between two contiguous celb, and the inner double circle (C, a, b)

as the outskirts of a perforation (A, a b) in the deposit layer (/)
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of the cell. The double circle arises, as is said, from the fact

that the perforation has the shape of an extremely short trun-

cate cone, which, when viewed
endwise, presents to the eye its

the broader end, which is always
next the interior of the cell, cor-

responding to the outer (b), and Bl
the narrower end to the inner cir-

cle (a). Thus are these dots de-

scribed and illustrated, by Mohl,
Schleiden, and Schacht, as seen in

the common European Pine (Pin its

sylvestris), and thus did they always
(

appear to me, not only in that spe-

cies, but also when I observed

them in Pinus Strobus, except with

this difference, that the perforation

was bounded by an exceedingly

faint third circle, (C, c,) whose re-

lations I could not comprehend, a^
nor was I able to reconcile i

ence with the theory n regard

the nature of the pei

therefore left it, doubtingly su p. 9 1

f*i

posing it to be some '

ision. The microscope which I

used, and which I ha\ e been in the habit of using up to within

some years ago ; and yet at this very day I find it as good,
perhaps a single exception, as any now made in Germany, and

ast as trustworthy in the investigation of the glandular

dots of the Pine.*

date, but I am acquainted with
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For the last six months I have used one of the most recently

improved microscopes, made by Mr. Charles A. Spencer of

Canastota, N. Y. ; and with this, between three and four months
ago, I again attempted to solve the mystery of the glandular

dots. This I did with the most complete success.

When the focus was brought to bear upon the inner surface

of the dot, the innermost ring (B, C, a) of the perforation ap-

peared first; a little deeper, the next outer one (6) came into

view, whilst the innermost (a) disappeared ; and still deeper the

last {b) passed from my sight, and the faint ring (<?) of my old

. i rleuHy. as an exterior circle

to the two others.

I also observed, when passing from the innermost circle («) to

the outermost (c), that the widening was gradual ; and so, too,

did it appear in the transit from the second ring (b) to the outer-

most (c). This gave me the clew to the whole structure. I saw
that these rings were not the expression of a simple perforation,

but of the outwardly curled edge of this aperture, shaped in

such a way as to form a sort of trumpet mouth.
Although I would not trust to a transverse section alone, yet I

r it confirmed me in my views as explained above.

ea which I have given,—namely, a transverse section

(B) with dotted lines projected upon a face view (C) of the dot,

—I think will suffice to illustrate what I believe to be the true
relations of these rings.

Now, why was it that the Oberhaeuser i

divulge these relations, when '"

ceeaea so satisfactorily? This I will explain Dy showing th
difference between the objectives of the two microscopes. I wil

compare the action of the objective of Oberhaeuser to the manne

--.:''

-

:•...'- '-
^

' ': '•_- , _"
:

.".- ::• '.
. / . .,

^

compelled to represent the tortured figures of a crushed body or
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in which a plano-convex lens treats the rays of light which pass

through it, from any object. Those rays which pass near its

axis are brought to a focus at the farthermost possible point from
the lens, whilst the rays which pass through the periphery are

converged at a much nearer point, and between the axis and
periphery there are all degrees of convergence. The difference

between the farthermost and nearest points of convergence may
represent the distance or depth through which the objective

3 of things, and will account for the fact that I

_ i of the Pine-dot at one time.

The action of the objective of Spencer's microscope may be

compared to that of a parabolic lens, which converges all the

rays of light to one absolute plane, and therefore forms what is

called & flat field.

Now out of this field, either above or below its horizon, it is

not possible to see anything, and on this account, when the

innermost ring (B, C, a) of the dot was in view, the others were
not to be observed ; and when the field was lowered to the

second ring (b), the innermost one (a), being above the horizon

of the field, was invisible ; and, again, when the outermost and
lowest ring (c) was reached, the middle one (b) also vanished.

Were this outermost ring as distinct as the others, it might
have been possible to detect its relations by means of the Ober-
haeuser; but since it is the exceedingly delicate, reverted edge
of the perforation, the narrow aperture of this ordinary objective

does not admit sufficiently oblique rays to define it, to say noth-

ing of its being confused with the other rings which are in view

I would here remark that this peculk
quently to be observed in old wood, when the cell-wall (B, g

l

)

has also become perforated, and even has retreated from the de-

posit layer as far back as the edge of the lenticular interspace.

In young wood the perforation corresponds with the figures

usually given. I have used this discovery, not only to show how
little may be understood of the structure of a familiar and much
treated of body, but also as a preliminary illustration of the ex-

ceeding value of a flat field and a wide angle of aperture in

microscopic investigations.

But this is not the first example which has occurred to me.

As far back as a year ago last summer I visited Mr. Spencer,

and spent several days with him in testing his objectives with

the tissues of every creature which we could find. I shall never

forget the astonishment and delight with which I occupied day

after day, plunged into the hitherto unknown depths of organic

life. I say this after having tested from time to time some of

the best English microscopes which have been made since the

" Great Exhibition," and therefore am not to be supposed to
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have made so great a leap as if from an Oberhaeuser to a Spencer.

Since that visit, and another one also, made last summer, when
I obtained one of Mr. Spencer's quarter-inch objectives, with an
angular aperture of one hundred and forty-five degrees, I have
from time to time made particular efforts to test the value of the

fiat field and wide angle in the study of organized bodies. The
results of my investigations at Canastota, and also since my
return, I have embodied in this paper.

One of the most valuable properties of the flat field is, that it

enables one to study an isolated cell, in a manner totally unex-
pected to me, making it possible to obtain a section of such a
body at any horizon, as if it were actually cut across. As I have
said before, the flat field ignores everything above and below its

horizon, and therefore, if it is brought ou a level with the equa-

thea
raised or lowered, the circle grows smaller and the \

thicker, because of the obliquity of the section, and yet appears
as distinct as the one at the equator. This may go on until the

field approaches very closely to the upper or lower side, and then
the inner surface of the cell appears. In an ordinary microscope,
the far-reaching power of the objective utterly precludes the
possibility of such a process of investigation.

The relations of the Purkinjean vesicle to the yolk, and the
number and position of the Wagnerian vesicles, have always
been difficult subjects to work out with the ordinary microscope.
If the Wagnerian vesicle was situated at the upper or lower side
of the Purkinjean vesicle, it has often been next to impossible
to tell whether it might be really within the latter, or was one
of the very similar yolk-cells outside. There are many other
instances of the like kind too numerous to mention. All this

difficulty I have seen obviated by the decided, section-like pre-

cision of the flat field, which at once revealed to the eye the
exact and relative level of every vesicle or yolk-cell.

I was most forcibly reminded, not long ago, of the value of
the wide angle of aperture, and the accompanying great amount
of light, upon trying Spencer's objective upon the stem of a
well-known Hydroid, the Clava leptosiyla, Ag. In the manu-
script of the forthcoming volume of Professor Agassiz's "Con-
tributions to the Natural Histor}^ of the United States of Amer-
ica," the outer wall of this Hydroid, and of several others, I
may say in passing, had been described as a structureless mem-
brane ;

but what was my surprise, in my last attempt, to find
that this wall was composed of a layer of polygonal cells, as
distinct as any in the other parts of the animal, and even readily

Le in the more opaque parts, where the stem appeared
like a simple black surface under the ordinary microscope.
SECOND SERIES, Vol. XXVIII, No. 82.-JULY, 1S59.
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In regard to the usually estimated worth of wide angles of

aperture, I would say, that, from numerous experiments upon
living tissues, objectives having this property are valuable, not

so much because they can admit extremely oblique onesided
rays, but because they allow rays to enter from all sides at a

very wide angle to the axis. One-sided oblique rays throw the

shadow in a great measure, beyond any particular cell upon its

neighbor, and this produces distortion ; whereas when the rays

converge at a wide angle, each cell becomes strongly marked at

its periphery by a dark, broad shade. A moderately oblique,

one-sided light, hardly twenty degrees from the axis of the ob-

jective, always appeared to be the most frequently serviceable.

I was surprised one day to find that the hitherto faintly visible

circulation in the cells of Spirogyra was rendered, by such a

light, very distinct, and the granules borne along in the current

appeared like little specks with a very sharp, thick, black outline.

At first thought, there would appear to be an insuperable

objection to the wide angle of such objectives, and that is the

shortness of the working distance, which will not allow one to

take anything more than a superficial view of a body, even of

moderate thickness. But this objection has not the least force,

and, on the contrary, the more nearly absolutely flat the field is,

especially in the lower powers, such as the £, -f,
and 1 inch, the

better will they bear the use of the higher eye-pieces. This is

"I speculative suggestion, for I have been told by Mr. Spem

enormously wide angle and the remarkably flat field which he
has introduced in such a low power, could enable one to solve

such a finely marked Diatom. Only a few years ago this little

unicellular plant was a test object for the highest powers of the

best microscopes.

But if this image, or the image of any minute body, is to be

magnified to any extent which may be required, by the use of

the higher eye-pieces, the latter must be most exquisitely cor-

rected, as regards their spherical and chromatic aberration, or

else everything comes to the eye in a distorted state. On this

account the Huyghenian ocular is not fit to be used, since it lacks

just what we need here. I have for several years past asserted

that the next step in the increase of the magnifying powers of

the microscope would be accomplished by the construction of a

new form of eye-piece, which would augment the image formed

by the objective to an almost unlimited extent. At last I am
happy to find my prediction verified, in the most practical

manner, by the " orthoscopic ocular" invented by Spencer. With
such a range of powers, then, there is hardly any body of mod-
erate transparency, but what may be minutely investigated to its
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very core. If a subject is too thick for the short working dis-

tance of the higher powers, a lower objective may be used, and
the higher oculars applied to make up the deficiency. Of course
I do not mean to say that a certain amplification obtained by a
low objective and a high orthoscopic ocular is fully as good as

the same afforded by a higher objective; but in case the latter

cannot reach a certain internal structure, the former can be used,

with very little appreciable difference, and is by far better than
the usual methods employed in such cases, such as pressure or
dissections and the isolation of the organ to be investigated.

I have not had an opportunity to make frequent use of the
" orthoscopic eye-piece ;" but Mr. Spencer has furnished me with
another form of ocular, the "solid eye-piece/' invented by his

pupil, Mr. Tolls. This, Mr. Spencer tells me, so closely ap-

proaches the "orthoscopic eye-piece" in quality, that none but
a very experienced eye could detect the difference, and the for-

mer excels the latter in the admission of light, because it has
fewer reflecting surfaces. With this ocular and a quarter-inch

objective I have run the magnifying power up to two thousand
diameters, with wonderful results which fully justify me in say-

ing all that I have in regard to the study of thick tissues with
low powers having wide angles of aperture,*

I will take a young fish as an example to illustrate the re-

markable efficiency of the flat field. In a view from above, one
may see no less than six or seven different layers or sets of
organs resting one over the other; first the skin and the muscu-
lar layer, next the vertebra?, within these the spinal mai
below the latter the chorda dorsalis, and close to this the dorsal
artery, then the intestines and their appendages ; and yet every
one of these maybe i totally ignored, on
account of the peculiar properties of the flat field, and the last

r

the intestines, minutely inspected, not only cell by cell, but each
cell may be studied

T
in every particular of detail, as if it were

isolated. And so may any set of organs be treated, whether
situated above or below in the animal. With such means at

hand, as long as cells may be seen with a very moderate light,

it is utterly preposterous to trust what may be worked out by
separating these organs from the animal, piecemeal. When in-

tact, every cell may be measured, not only transversely, but also

with the greatest nicety in a perpendicular direction, by the
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micrometer screw, which works the fine adjustment of the ob-

jective ; every cell, indeed, may be treated as if it were a sepa-

rate body ; but who would warrant to measure, for instance, the

size of the cells of a nerve after it had been removed from its

natural position, and with more or less inevitable distortion?

Unfortunately, investigators have been compelled to do this too

often, up to this very day ; but now I hope for much better and

more trustworthy results.

In embryology, how beautifully this almost transcendental

definition of the objective applies! All the cells of an embryo
of a certain age may be represented by a circle, with a smaller cir-

cle within known as the mesoblast (nucleus). At su

later ages we find the cells of the nerves, for instance, simply

oval, as the first step to elongation ; next they are in rows ; then

nthout walls, so that each cell opens

I lost i:

the mesoblasts to indicate the original position of the cells,

the chorda dorsalis, intestines, vertebrae, muscles, &c, similar

and apparently gradual changes have been observed ; but each

step, in most instances, was investigated isolately from the pre-

vious one, and the intervening space bridged over by the process

of inductive reasoning alone. This is not enough ; now we
know that every second of the life of a cell, or series of cells,

may be traced most minutely, minute by minute, hour by hour,

and day by day. Day and night, watches have been kept by
observers in other departments of science, and why may not the

naturalist do so? In some cases a very extensive series of

changes may be observed in a short time ; for instance, in the

embryo of the common Bream (Pomotis vulgaris), which Prof.

Wyman has observed to pass from the segmenting of the yolk

to hatching in the space of about forty hours. It is not possible,

in any way, to trace the gradual metamorphoses of cells and

organs, except upon the living body ; otherwise, every observa-

tion is a record of a detached fact, and no more ; every bit of an

organ is subjected to all sorts of manipulations to bring out

what too often is not there according to the laws of the living

being. Eeagents at one time, and pressure at another, reveal,

monomaniacal habit of using pressure whi
sues. A celebrated physiologist, in all probability, missed the

most fortunate chance of discovering the key to the whole

history of the mode of origin of the embryo from the yolk-cells,

simply by using a bit of thin glass to cover the object on his

glass slide. Just before the segmentation of the yolk, the full-

grown yolk-cells of birds, turtles, if not of all scaly reptiles, and
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sharks, are very thin-walled, hyaline, globular vesicles, each one

of which contains a more or less darkened mesoblast, and within

the latter are a certain number of entoblasts (nucleoli). Now
under the least pressure, the cell-wall bursts quickly, and the

mesoblast becomes fissured or wrinkled. In this condition the

mesoblast was figured and described as the yolk-cell proper, by
no less careful an observer than Johannes Miiller. Now in the

turtle, at least, the mesoblast undergoes self-division until there

are innumerable mesoblasts in the parent cells ; and after the

latter have congregated to form the different layers of the incip-

ient organs of the embryo, and burst, the former unite side by
side, and thus become the original cells of the young tissues.

I feel that I cannot urge too strongly the utmost necessity of

studying living beings as nearly in a state of nature as is possi-

ble ; to attempt this by all available means and contrivances,

and, above all, patiently, not begrudging the time, because more
numerous observations might be obtained by making a piece-

meal and hurried show of dismembered Nature.
It would certainly be more profitable as far as living beings

are concerned, if the whole world of science should, for a while
at least, investigate exclusively the few transparent animals that

may be obtained, than work over the numberless opaque ones
which require the dissecting-knife. The first having been in-

vestigated, the knowledge of them would assist us the better to

interpret the features and relations of the tissues, which we
would be obliged to study in a disconnected state, just as fossils

are recognized and restored by the comparative anatomist after
a careful research among living models.

I have been anxious to present this communication, and to
have it recorded, because certain microscopists, who are consid-
ered as high authority both in England and in this country,
have attempted to depreciate the value of the flat field and wide
angle of aperture in the study of living objects. This is a little

remarkable, since it comes from a country where, until recently,

the most finished microscopes of this kind were made, and where
they are now to be found in large numbers. I will read a few
passages, which may be found on page 196 of Dr. Carpenter's
work on the microscope. He says

:

"The author feels it the more important that he should express himself
clearly and strongly on this subject, as there is a great tendency at

present, both among amateur microscopists and among opticians, to look
at the attainment of that 'resolving power' which is given by angular
aperture, as the one thing needful ; those other attributes which'are of far

more importance in almost every kind of scientific investigation, being
comparatively little thought of; and he therefore ventures here to repeat
the remarks he made upon this subject, in his recent Presidential address
to the Microscopical So. ^s of which he has been
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over, a lens of moderate aperture has this very great advantage, that the

parts of the object, which are less perl \ iti t us, tnbi much better

seen ; and therefore that the relation of that which is most distinctly

discerned, to all the rest of the object, is rendered far more apparent.

Let me remind you, fin; hievements of

microscopic research have been made by the instrumentality of such ob-

jeetives a- 1 am recommending. There can be no question about the

in nearly all departments of minute ;m -tan • i\

or zoological of this invaluable aux-
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ally of very moderate angular aperture. Moreover, if we look at the
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of Messrs. Todd
and Bowman, the first volume
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ic ' by Prof.

Q aekett. and the • British Desmideae' of Mr. Ralfs—we find sure reason

to conclude that these researches must have been made with the instru-

mentality of lenses, which would in the present clay be regarded as of

very limited capacity.—I hope that, in these remarks. I shall not be

nnderrtood as in any way desirous to damp the zeal of those who are
;

;jectives. I

, progress of science, that there are
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stimulate our instrument makers t

until they have conquered the diffic

- to till. I out seine new tests, wmcn snail oner a

iity to be overcome. But it is not the only, nor can I regard

it as the chief work of the microscope, to resolve the markings npon the

Diatomaeeae, or tests of the like difficulty ; and although I should consider

this as the highest object of ambition to our makers, it' the pertbimances

of such lenses with test-objects were any fair measure ot !

utility, yet as I think that I have demonstrated that the very conditions

of oniinan microscopic research. I -1 out the re-

ward of high appreciation [we have no other to give) to him who should

produce the l> . adapted to all ordinary r*

Notwithstanding the approval of those, as Dr. Carpenter says,

" who have most successfully employed the microscope in phys-

iological investigations," 1 <!<> not hesitute for a moment to de-

clare, that notlun- < ould b i ior.
\

. n - ious to the best interests

of science than these remarks. It is unfortunate that such mis-

taken views should be displayed on this subject, where t

he is perfectly conversant with those very tissues which require
the nicest and most r; e

The illustrations which I have given of the great
highly corrected lenses in the study of mil
sufficient, I think, to refute these views; but I would like to say
a few words more in conclusion, especially in reference to the
general relations of microscopical investigations to other depart-
ments of natural history.

To say that objectives with a wide angle of aperture and a flat

field, are needed for only a few bodies, such as test-objects, like

the Diatomacea? and other known difficult subjects, is to ignore
the whole great department of histology, and by tJiftt

physiology one of the most important aids; in fact, an aid which,
with the help of better microscopes, in future, is likely to take
the lead in the determination of the laws of animal and vegeta-
ble life. I am well aware that the study of histology has been
pursued with the ordinary instruments, of the German pattern,
in a great measure ; but knowing what these have done both in

Europe and in this country, and having discovered, by a few-

glimpses, how much more, and how much better, we might have
done, had we possessed one of these highly finished instruments,

I can confidently assert, that it is a grave error to tell opticians
they had better devote themselves more particularly to the im-
provement of the ordinary instruments, and let their transcen-
dental corrections of widely gaping objectives serve in the mean
while as playthings for curious amateurs.
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But it is a still more serious mistake to say to students, that

an instrument which performs under a variety of circumstances
" without much sensible deterioration" is practically the best for

all ordinary purposes.

So thought Ehrenberg, and yet we all now know what curious

mistakes he made. Embryology, too, comes under this pro-

scription; for any one who has attempted to trace the develop-

ment of animals, especially the lower forms of life, must know
that it is impossible to separate the study of their cellular struc-

ture from the investigation of their organs.
I cannot more fittingly conclude this communication, than by

quoting, by Mr. Spencer's leave, a portion of a recent letter of

his to me. He says :
" It seems to me that there is every reason

to hope much from the earnest application of high powers with

large angles. So blind and inveterate has been the prejudice in

favor oflow powers and small angles, in histology, that younger
and less prejudiced microscopists have a comparatively untrodden

path before them. Every day's thought convinces me more and
more deeply of the radical mistake that has been made in this

direction. I have recently been making some observations and
experiments with low angles on certain well-known structures,

and have in several instances been struck with a blank astonish-

ment at the utterly false, though apparently reliable, results

obtained. It happens, too, that the physical and optical charac-

ters of those tissues which, oftener than any others, are the

subjects of your study, are precisely such as will lead to the

most frequent errors; and if you do not find that many a

blunder has been made in their study, heretofore, I shall be
greatly surprised."

Art. V.

—

On Brewsterite; by J. W. Mallet.

Two analyses of the mineral species Brewsterite are on record,

those of Connell* and Thomson,f both made many years ago.

The results were

:

12584 14735
I of iron, - - - -292

100-454 100-175

). If. Phil. Jour., No. XIX, p. 85.
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Peroxyd iron, .... 12-584

Dr. Thomson remarking at the bottom of the page that the spe-

cimen analyzed by himself consisted of fine crystals carefully-

selected, while that examined by Mr. Connell was a mixture of
amorphous and crystallized mineral.

The method for the separation of baryta, strontia, and lime,

employed by Connell—probably by both analysts—namely, the

solution of nitrate of lime and afterwards of chlorid of strontium,

in alcohol—has given place to more reliable processes, and on
this account a repetition of the analysis might be desirable; but
it becomes still more so when the close analogy of brewitanlB
to heulandite is considered. The two species should in all prob-

ability have the same general formula, and this has in fact been
assigned to them in Dana's Mineralogy, but with the formula for

heulandite these older analyses of brewsterite do not very well
agree.

I have recently analyzed some fine specimens, from the original
locality—Strontian in Argyleshire, Scotland—and the results

appear fully to establish the chemical as well as crystallographic
relationship with heulandite.

The mineral formed crusts of minute crystals upon the surface

of gneiss : sometimes these crusts could be detached from the
rock by careful blows, but in general they adhered very firmly.

Some of the crystals were an eighth of an inch in length—most
of them were much smaller. The following measurements were
obtained—using the lettering of Dana.

O : i-i = 175° 49'—115° 53'—175° 55'

7:7=136° 13'.

O : 1-i (?)= 157° 23'—157° 17'-157° 20'—157° 22'.

7: M = 112° 13'—112° 17'-112° 12'.

The spec. grav. was found = 2453.
For analysis the crystals were carefully broken off, and picked

clean from any dust of the accompanying rock. In one case,

the mineral was fluxed with carbonate of soda, so as to ensure
perfect decomposition, and consequent purity of the silicic acid
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weighed ; the other specimens were treated directly with hydro-

chloric acid, which seems of itself to be capable of effecting

complete decomposition. The baryta was precipitated by hydro-

fluosilicic acid * and the relative amounts of lime and stroutia

were determined indirectly, by weighing the mixed earths first

as sulphates and then as carbonates.

The following are the results obtained

—

Baryta,

Water,

i accident ; and in (3) the deter-

this case.

The silicic acid, alumina, protoxyds and water are clea]

ent in the ratio 4:1:1:5, giving the formula

(BaO,SrO, CaO), SiOs+ALOa, 3Si0 3 +5HO.
The atomic relation between the lime, baryta and strontis

b precautions incident to this mode of determining

silico-fluorid of barium in the cold, with frequent i
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Art. VI.—On the importance of more frequent and more accurate

Deep-sea Soundings in connection with the successful est

of a Submarine Telegraph across the Atlantic; by Prof. W. P.

Tbowbridge, Assistant U. S. Coast Survey.

In the year 1849, two citizens of Philadelphia, Horatio Hnb-
bell, Esq., and Col. John H. Sherbourne, presented a lengthy

memorial to Congress promulgating a plan for establishing tele-

graphic communication across the Atlantic ocean ; and asking

the Government to aid in carrying out the project. This memo-
rial contained the announcement of the probable existence of a

table-land or plateau between Newfoundland and Ireland, in the

following words.
" Your memorialists proceed to say that from many observa-

tions which have been made, there is incontestible evidence of

the existence of a submarine table land extending from the

banks of Newfoundland across the Atlantic ocean to the mouth
of the British Channel." " This is proved by the altered color

of the sea water, which has a different appearance, in unfathom-
able places, from what it has in shallow spots." "This combined
with the volcanic construction of Iceland and the Azores, and
the situation of that portion of the ocean that lies between these

volcanic groups, has led to the conclusion that there has been a
lifting up of the bottom of the sea, through the agency of a
Plutonic power, and that the bottom thus elevated appears to be
cut through, in many places, by deep-water channels." " The
appearance of Medusa?, Polypi, and other marine creations, seen
upon the edge of the discolored water, strengthens this opinion."
" Your memorialists propose that these suggestions should be

tod," &c.

The first experiments made to test the truth of these sugges-

tions were the soundings of Commander Berryman, made in the

summer of 1853. Previous to this time no cast of the deep-sea

lead had ever been made north of the Azores. The soundings

of Berryman, and the subsequent soundings of Commander Day-
man, have been variously interpreted concerning the proof of

ooe of the submarine table-land announced by Messrs.

Hubbell and Sherbourne. In a popular sense this announce-
ment conveyed the idea of a vast unbroken level at the bottom
of the sea, the existence of which has not been conclusively

established by the soundings referred to.

The question, however, is one of very little importance, provi-

ded the irregularities of the bottom do not offer any serious ob-

stacle to the safe descent of an electric cable, or cause its destruc-

tion subsequently. The question now presented is, taking the
bottom of the ocean as it probably exists, with elevations and
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depressions corresponding to those found upon the face of the dry-

land, what influence will these elevations have upon the practical

operation of depositing an electric cable, and in the preservation

of the electric continuity. Upon this point there has been very

little discussion, on account of the popular belief in the exist-

ence of a level bottom across the only part of the ocean where
a submarine telegraph has been supposed to be practicable.

But even upon the line of the Atlantic telegraph, although there

may not exist remarkable submarine mountains and valleys, yet

it is not improbable that considerable elevations and depressions

occur. The profile of Capt. Dayman differed essentially from
that of Commander Berryman ; so much so as to give rise to

serious controversies with regard to the strict correctness of

both, since to the probable uncertainties of the soundings, was
added the uncertainties in relation to the intermediate depths,

the soundings being made generally fifty to one hundred miles

The explorations of Dayman and Berryman ought therefore

to be regarded as general reconnoissances only, from which the

true profile of the bottom can only be conjectured. In the

explorations of the Gulf Stream by the U. S. Coast Survey,
Lieutenants Craven and Maffitt discovered, off Charleston, a

series of submarine ridges and depressions several hundred
fathoms in height and depth in the horizontal distance of

twenty to thirty miles. Such ridges and valleys would have
been passed unnoticed in the explorations between Newfound-
land and Ireland.

It may be taken for granted that a submarine cable should

touch the bottom at every point ;• otherwise some parts of it

must remain suspended across valleys, or chasms, of unknown
depth and extent ; under these circumstances its continuity is

endangered by its weight, its chafing at the points of suspension,

the action of currents, and other causes. Whether the Atlantic

cable was destroyed by such influences or not will probably
never be revealed, but it may be important to examine how far

a more accurate and detailed section of the bottom may diminish

the risks which must always attend an enterprise of this char-

Such ridges and elevations as were found in the Gulf Stream,

though moderate in height and depth when compared with the

great depths of the Atlantic, are yet of sufficient magnitude to

be taken into account.

The facility with which the ocean is traversed upon its level

surface, and its great horizontal extent, compared with its depth,

are apt to give rise to inadequate conceptions of the real mag-
nitude of the inequalities of the bottom,—inequalities which
upon dry land would be overcome with difficulty. But when it
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is intended to adapt a line to these inequalities, it is their real

and not their comparative magnitudes which must be taken into

An accurate and detailed profile of the bottom is therefore

necessary in order to estimate correctly the total amount of cable

required to reach from one point to another, following the curve
of the bottom, This is importont, not only in determining the

total depth of cable necessary to reach from continent to conti-

nent, but also to shew at what points a greater or less surplus

over the horizontal extent is needed.

It is only by the aid of accurate knowledge upon these points

that the practical operation of depositing a cable can be reduced
to a positive degree of safety and certainty. It was shown in a
paper communicated to the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science at the Baltimore meeting, April, 1858,
that in laying a submarine cable, if the rate of paying out be equal

to the speed of the ship, and if the speed of the ship be greater than

the rate of descent of the cable in the water, the form assumed by the

cable from the ship to the bottom will be a right line, and there will

be no tension upon the cable, provided the bottom be a uniform
level plain. But if, from depositing upon a level bottom, a de-

scending slope be reached, the cable from the ship to the bottom
will form a large catenary, one end of the catenary being at the
ship and the other at the crest of the descending slope.

The catei irmgerous tension upon the cable,

if the descent of the slope at the bottom be very deep, unless
the speed of the ship be slackened.

The failure of the first attempt to lay the Atlantic cable off
the coast of Ireland was doubtless due to this cause. The bot-
tom suddenly fell off from five hundred fathoms to seventeen
hundred fathoms, a descent of seven thousand feet, and the same
speed being kept up, with nearly the same rate of deliver;, it

was impossible for the cable to assume the form of the bottom,,

and a catenary of large dimensions must have been formed,,

causing the great tension which parted the cable. The same cir-

cumstances must occur on a smaller scale when the .depression is

more moderate, even in deep water: and it may happen that a
submarine valley is passed before the cable has had time to
descend to the crests ; in which case, if the surplus paid out be-
tween the crests be insufficient, there must inevitably be a cate-
nary formed from one crest to the other, the effect of which can-
not' be avoided or foreseen.

It may therefore be - to avoid risk of break-
ing a cable in the operation of depositing it upon the bottom of
the sea. the speed of the ship should be regxdated by the depth and
form of the bottom. I: t >pted of paying out a
uniform surplus to suit all the inequalities of the bottom, there
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will not only be an unnecessary waste of cable in some places,

but the surplus may fail to be sufficient in others, the result of

which might be a rupture.

On the other hand, provided an accurate and detailed profile

of the bottom be constructed, from which the exact length of

cable required between any two points, however near together,

can be determined, there is no reason why an irregular form of

bottom should present any serious obstacle to the safe deposit of

a cable, provided the speed of the ship be so regulated as to de-

posit the proper amount in the proper place ; and it is only by
following this rule that risk of breaking from the weight of the

cable can be avoided.

In conclusion, the following rules may be stated.

1. Soundings of unquestionable accuracy should be made at

intervals not greater than ten miles, and where there is a steep
"

e of the bottom, at more frequent intervals.

From these soundings a profile of the bottom should be

made, in sections, upon a large scale, from which the length of

the curve of the bottom may be calculated.

3. A chart should be constructed based upon the profile,

snowing the rate of speed and delivery between the different

stations, in order that the cable paid out may adapt itsel I

tension to the curve of the bottomi

4. The profile and chart should be used as guides in the

operation of laying the cable.

There is a popular belief that many parts of the Atlantic

across which submarine lines of telegraph have been projected,

are filled with mountains and valleys of vast magnitude. All

that can be said on this subject is, that the reported measure-

ments of great depths are neither sufficiently accurate or numer-

ous to lead to any probable conjecture of the natural features of

the bottom. And the needle-like elevations which have been

represented to exist, are more the result of imagination than a

representation of facts. Whatever the form of the bottom may
be, an accurate profile of it is the only true basis upon which

any reliable calculations with regard to the practicability of a

submarine telegraph can be made.

And with the help of such accurate profiles even where great

es of bottom exist, the risks of failure may not be so

great as has generally been supposed. And it is not improbable

that the Azores might be made an intermediate station between

the two continents notwithstanding the supposed rugged char-

acter of the bottom near them ; while there is yet no proof that

the bottom between the Azores and the Banks 6f Newfoundland
is at all unfavorable to such a project.



Terminology and Morphology.

The body of an Ophiuran consists of a disc, and five or sixf
arms issuing therefrom. The disc contains the digestive and re-

productive organs and their outward openings, namely : the

mouth with its five slits (rimae oris) forming a star in the centre,

and twenty (in Ophioderma, &c.) or ten (in Ophiocoma, &c.) geni-

tal slits, on the under surface, parallel with and close to the arms.
The arms have a solid frame and are supplied with nerves,

vessels and muscles, and, hj reason of their length and flexi-

bility, acquire, as organs of motions, a perfection quite wanting
among the true sea-stars. On its upper surface the disc generally

presents an unbroken edge, but below it is invaded by the arms,

which pass along its under surface, quite to the mouth-slits. In
_ Ophiurse the mouth is placed downwards, the back of

the disc is therefore the upper surface, towards the periphery is

outward, towards the centre inward. The solid parts belong to

three different systems, the interior skeleton, the skin skeleton and
the surface skeleton. This is the arrangement of Gaudry,:}: though
his interpretations are not always right, as will presently be seen.
The interior skeleton is nothing more than the ambulacral plates
turned upwards and inwards, soldered by their sides in pairs and
enclosed by I plates, "it consists of a series of
discoid joints (pssicula ambulacralia—ossicules discoides, Gaudry

—

Ambulacra I which follow each other, ! i ke ver-
tebrae, and are connected, partly by a sort of hinge, and partly
by muscular bands extending from joint to joint. Each joint
has an incision above and below, indicating the line of juncture
of the two halves of which it is made up. The outer end of
each joint carries a part of the hinge, consisting of three teeth,

whereof the lowest runs upwards and is embraced by the two
uppermost ; on the inner end of the following joint is fixed the
corresponding part of the hinge, namely, two edges diverging
from each other below, but joined above. On the lower side is

a conical cavity for the root of the tentacle.

This is the structure among the typical Ophiurans ; but two
points, mentioned by Gaudry in Asterophyton, deserve notice.
The first is, that, when the arm divides in two equal branches,

listoriam C
I Ra?kke 5

: Lvman of Boston,
in Bpecies of the genua Ophiactis (LutkeD) and ii
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the joint, just before the fork, has two discs, instead of one;

when on the contrary a small branch is given off from the lead-

ing stem, the joints of the small branch may be traced between
the joints and the skin of the stem until they become mere
grains, and so disappear. And secondly, the roots of the tenta-

cles are, in Asterojrfiyton, fixed between the joints, while among
the Ophiurae they are received in a conical hole in the joint itself.

The two innermost joints are the only ones which dev
from the form already described. These are modified to form
the jaw apparatus. The component halves of the last joint but

one, though still remaining united, bend to the right and left, in

the direction of the corresponding pieces of the neighboring arms
on either side ; but the halves of the innermost joint of all are

completely sundered, and, inclining to the right and left, are

soldered to the corresponding pieces of the neighboring arms on
either side. It is these latter pieces that give the outline to the

five triangular projections, which bear all the chewing apparatus

(Mundeckstucke, Muller; scutella oralia or mouth-frames). These
mouth-frames, on their sides, may be beset with mouth -papillae.

To their inner point is attached a vertical plate, the "jaw" < ,./..>-

ilia, torus angularis, Muller), and this bears the teeth (dentes) and
the tooth -papilla? (papillce dentales). Muller, in the "System der

Asteriden" uses the word "maxiller" at random for mouth-
frames and jaws. These parts are commonly visible on the out-

side, but, in Ophioderma and allied genera, they are covered
with grains. All the rest of the interior skeleton is hidden by

skeleton. Muller and Troschel, in the same work, point

out the homology between the discs in the arms of the Ophiura?

and the joints in those of star-fishes ; but as they started with

the idea that these joints constituted a true internal skeleton,

they came to the opinion that this was peculiar, and not to be

found in any other Echinodermata. Gaudry, also, does not con-

sider the interior skeleton of Ophiurans as homologous with am-

bulacral plates, but looks on it as a special structure in serpent-

stars. It is in the side arm-plates that he finds the homologues
of the ambulacra.
The shin-skeleton proper is to be found in the scales on the

lisc, the
|

called up
lateralia)~ To the jointed structure of the interior arm-skeleton

orresponds, consequently, a similar one in the skin-skeleton.

1 under, and two side plates together form a joint,

corresponds to a joint of the interior skeleton, except

that the plates extend beyond their proper joint to the next outer

joint. The four plates sometimes lie side by side, but again the

side plates may alternate with the others, particularly when the

former are little developed. As to their form, the upper plates,

iS
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as a general rule, occupy the whole upper surface of the arm,

but the under plates may be square or eight-sided, and are often

cut out on the sides to give room for the tentacle scales. The
innermost under plate varies in shape, and is often very small.

At the extremity - >t the arm the joints are proportionately longer

and are contracted at their bases ; the upper and under plates

become smaller and are supplanted by the side plates, which
meet on the middle lines above and below, and at last constitute

almost the whole covering of the tip joints. Therefore, the

shape of the plates, exposed as it is to constant changes, should
always be referred to the portions of the arm close to the disc.

These modifications appear sooner in species with short and
quickly tapering arms, than in those with longer and more slen-

der ones. There are, however, many serpent-stars, the inner

plates of whose arms present features usually seen only at the

extremities (e.g. Ophiura). The upper plates are sometimes
divided in pieces by transverse lines; (compare species of Ophio-

derma, and Ophiolepis imbricata, 0. triloba, O. X*.>.'-. < >.J".-> irii).

a and Ophioscolex are supposed to have the skin skeleton

replaced by a soft dermal envelop, but there may still be seen
traces of arm plates ; at least in Ophiomyxa. The whole group
of Euryalse has the skin-skeleton either quite wanting or very
rudimentary ; but, to balance this, the exterior skeleton
developed. According to Graudry, the four rows of little bony
pieces on the under side of the arm and under the skin, among
Euryalae, correspond to the arm-plates. Along each genital
opening, between it and the arm, and not visible from tl

runs a narrow, sloping piece, the genital plate (scutum genitale).

Its narrow end is turned inward and sometime touches a

piece, running from the lateral mouth-shield upwards. The out-
side end of the genital plate is join* *1 •.. tli a sin; . r supplement-

with the radial shields, at a point near the edge of the disc.

These parts are never wanting : they are present, even when all

other portions of the skin-skeleton have disappeared. Among
the various plates and shields covering the disc are reckoned,
first: the mouth-shields (scuta oralia), five in number, ranged in

a circle about the mouth and placed in the interbraci.

just outside the mouth-frames. One of these may bear the
madreporic body, and is then usually some v. hat <hii'< i< nt from
its companions in shape. The madreporic body appears as a
slight depression or elevation on the surface and communicates
beneath with th.» ••stone-canal.'' Along the edge of the madre-
poric mouth-shield there are sometimes pores.* Secondly : the
lateral mouth-shields (scuteUu titlon.tu'u), which are just inside

* See J. Muller: Cber di Uanren, 1833, page 33, and
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the mouth-shields and vary considerably i

size. They are arranged in pairs, a pair 1

Thirdly : on the back of the disc, and placed over the base of

each arm, are five pairs of radial shields (scutella radialia), very
conspicuous, when not covered by skin, spines or the like, for

their peculiar form, regular position, and greater size. Fourthly

:

the other parts of the surface of the disc may be covered with

scales, of a great variety of shapes and sizes, but usually small

and rounded.* Among these scales may be pointed out two
which are sometimes found (e. g. Ophiothrix). They start from
the outer edge of the mouth-shield and run along each edge of

the genital opening.

Sometimes the skin -skeleton, on the disc, is naked, (some spe-

cies of Ophiolepis Mull, and Trosch.), but generally it is covered

by a tegument of grains, or short spines (Ophioderma, Ophiarach-

na, Ophiopeza, Ophiocoma, Ophiostigma, Ophiacantha) granular

plates and spines (Ophiopholis) or thorny spines {Ophiothrix).

This tegument, together with the teeth, teeth-papillae, mouth-

papillae, tentacle-scales and arm-spines, constitutes the surface-

skekton. Among the Euryalae this covering is highly developed,

and in some sort takes the place of the true skin-skeleton. On
the outer parts of the arms and sometimes over the whole body,

the rows of grains are armed with hooks. The lower edges of

the mouth-slits may be ornamented with mouth-papillae, which
vary in size, shape and number, they may be entirely wanting
(in Ophiothrix); in Ophiomyxa they take the form of lobes, beset

with fine points, Ophiactis has but one or two on each side of

the mouth-frames, Amphiura three, while Ophioderma may attain

even to ten. The teeth proper are plates, arranged in a vertical

row along the jaw ; and the teeth-papillae are only grains or

short spines which mav replace a part or the whole of the teeth
;

(compare Ophiocoma and OphioVirix). It is in Asterophyton that

the perfect homology of these variable organs is distinctly shown;

in this genus all the chewing apparatus takes on the form of

sharp spines. Along the underside of the arm runs a double

papill®

(papillae ambulacrales) are placed, which serve to cover the ten-

tacle when it is drawn in. They may, however, be entirely

wanting (in Ophiomyxa and Ophiothrix). When there are more

than one on the basal pores of the arm, they decrease in number

towards the tip. At the outer end of each mouth-slit are two

tentacles (pedes orales) which are the last pair at the base of the

arm. These, according to Forbes, are used to remove the undi-

* For further remarks on the Ophiuran .-
; r die Ophiu-
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gested food from the mouth. The side plates of the arm carry

the arm-spines (spinae laterales vel brachiales). These are arranged

...'id, at the pleasure of the animal, may be raised from

the arm, depressed, with their points outward, and spread and
closed like a fan. They are placed either along the outside border

of the plate, in which case they are small and usually pressed

close to the arm ; or else on a little ridge in the middle of the

plate, and then their length is greater and their normal position

at right angles with the length of the arm. Tbey are never en-

tirely wanting, but vary, in number from two to ten ; in length,

from one half {Ophiura nodosa, &c.) to six times (Ophiothrix)

the length of a joint; and in form, from the small, smooth,

tooth-like papilla of Ophioderma to the long glossy, thorned

spine of Ophiothrix. As to their arrangement in the vertical

rows, they are either all of the same length, or they decrease

from lowest to highest and vice versa, or, finally, from one of

the middle ones towards each end of the row. When they are

rough and pointed, the lowest one, at least in the young animals

and on the outer joints of the old, is commonly changed to a

little hook. A striking instance is not wanting to show the

strict homology between the spines and tentacle scales, for, on
the innermost joint of Ophiura texturata these parts are so alike,

that they cannot be distinguished. Towards the tips of the arm
the spines diminish in number but increase in proportionate

Growth of Ophiurans.

The variations which the Ophiuran is subject to, from the time
it leaves the egg till the serpent-star emerges from the larval con-
dition, are explained in Joh. Miiller's most admirable investiga-

tions of the metamorphoses of the Echinodermata. In regard
to the variations it undergoes, after the metamorphosis has taken
place, we know little or nothing, except that these variations are

not unimportant. The serpent-star does not appear completely

finished on emerging from its larval form ; when newly born
and rambling about on the surface of the water, it is not more
like the full grown animal, than a young opossum is like its

parents. We may see perhaps, that they belong to one or the
other of the Ophiuran series, but, as to the species, we can only
guess at it from the locality or abundance of the specimens.
Even in the half grown animal there are still such variations

from the adult form that the identity might be doubted were not
the intermediate steps known. It is therefore plain, that the
description of a species is not full, until several ages of that

species have been properly illustrated. The following table will

show approximately some changes which take place during the
growth of Ophiopholis aculeata (Ophiolepis scolopendrica). The
diameter of the disc, the length of the arms, the number of joints
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is, the number of joints with hooks on the under side

umber of joints without a circle of grains round the

i-plate are brought into immediate comparison.

14 72 105 40-50 18

According to this table both the disc and the arms continue
to grow, but the latter the faster. During the growth of the

arms new joints are formed, and this increase of joints seems
greatest in the very young animal. The new joints appear at

the tip of the arm and not at the base, next the mouth.

Subdivisions of genus Ophiolepis (Mull. & Trosch.).

This genus is thus described by its authors :
" Naked scales, or

little shields, on the disc. Mouth-slits surrounded by a single

row of hard papillae, without an increase of their number over

the tooth-columns." It will presently appear, however, that

the species included under this definition represent several gen-

era. Following the suggestions of Forbes, it will be seen, that

Ophiolepis includes two series of scaly Ophiurans, one answering
in some sort to the type of Ophioderma, the other to that of

Ophiocoma, as expressed in the following table.

First Series—Type of Ophioderma.

Mouth-shields lyre- or shield-shaped extending outwards into

the interbrachial spaces, so as to separate the inner ends of the

genital opening. At the base of the arms, incisions in the dorsal

side of the disc. Arm-spines more or less closely pressed to the

sides of the arm, and arranged along the outer edge of the side

arm -plates.

Ophiura.—Disc covered with larger or smaller scales, smooth

and naked radial shields tolerably large, protruding, more or less

distinct Incision in the disc limited by two arches curving out-

wards, and admitting three to four imperfect upper arm-plates;

on its edges a close crest of from ten to thirty papillae, which are

continued underneath, along the edge of the genital opening, to

the mouth-shield. Another more obscure crest of pap
under the first and running only a short distance. M<

>'

very large, generally longer than broad, shield-shaped, extending

into the interbrachial spaces, thus separating the inner ends of the

genital opening : the madreporic shields not differing in form-

Side mouth-shields narrow, lying inside the mouth-shields prop-
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er
;
joined at apex ; their outer ends separating the mouth-shield

from the innermost arm-plate. Teeth narrow, pointed, shaped

like a spear-head. Mouth-tentacles coming from slits which lie

just within the innermost arm-plate, and which open obliquely

into the mouth-slits giving them the appearance of a Y. These
slits for the tentacles are surrounded with from four to eight pa-

pillae. Arms conical and pointed ; short or of moderate length.

Upper arm-plates somewhat broad. Lower arm-plates seldom
touching each other, by reason of the side arm-plates which lap

over and meet on the middle line of the arm. Tentacle-scales

one to four. Spines short and smooth, generally arranged in

three rows, on the outer edge of the side arm-plate, and pressed

close to the arm. Mouth-frames furnished with mouth-papillae.

Species : 0. affinis, 0. carnea, 0. Stuwitzii, 0. nodosa, 0. squamosa,

O.albida, 0. fi
' (London clay), two species from

the chalk, ;; rhich may be an Opkaocten. This

genus is essentially of the cold sea-belt, north of 30° North Lat.

Ophiocten.—Disc invested with scales, which are covered with
flat grains and larger or smaller round spots. Incision, in disc

above arms, slight, not deep enough to receive an upper arm-
plate; on its edge a continuous comb of papillae. Openings for

the mouth-tentacles as in Ophiura, but not opening into the

mouth-slits. Outer edges of first two or three upper arm-plates
beset with papillae. One tentacle -scale. Radial shields, mouth-
shields, side mouth-shields, teeth, arms, lower arm-plates, arm-
spines, and mouth-papillae as in Ophiura. Species: Ophiocten
Kroyeri.

Ophiolepis.—Mouth-shields small and narrow. No papilla?
round the incision in the disc. Innermost tentacle-pores not
placed close to mouth-slits. Dorsal scales surrounded by semi-
circles of small scales. Two tentacle-scales, which are plaeed
obliquely side by side. As this group is put foremost in " Sys-
tem der Asteriden," the name Ophiolepis should be reserved for

it. It is limited to the hot zone and embraces 0. annulosa, 0.

cincta, 0. variegata (Liit.), 0. pacijica (Liit), 0. paucispina (Say),

an undescribed West-Indian species and two new species from
the west coast of America.

Second Series—Type of Ophiocoma*

Liitken gives only a sketch of the genera beta
-.rill speak of them

Slowing are among the ne*- O]
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opening approach close to each other, on the outer side of the

mouth-shield. Arm-spines mounted on a raised keel, and stand-

ing boldly out from the arm. Upper edge of the disc, at the

base of the arms, entire and without incision.

Genus 1. Mouth-shields small, rounded, with a small, outward
projection, separating the inner ends of the genital opening. On
the back of the disc, traces of an incision at the base of each arm.

Disc covered with moderate scales. Eadial shields not large.

Lateral mouth-shields within the mouth-shields proper. Below
the teeth, two broad, flat, tooth-papillse. Upper arm-plates divi-

ded in two. Two tentacle-scales. Three to four arm-spines.

Species 0. Januarii.

Genus 2. Arms very long and thin. Disc with very small

scales, of which some, near the edge, a little larger. Eadial

shields very small. Lateral mouth-shields on each side of the

mouth-shields proper. Upper arm-plates divided in three. One
tentacle-scale. Three short arm-spines. Species : 0. reticulata,

0. triloba, 0. Nereis.

Genus 3. Scales of the disc and radial shields rather small.

No larger scales near edge of disc. Lateral mouth-shields within

mouth-shields proper. Two tentacle-scales. Upper arm-plates

covered with many small scales. Species 0. imbricata.

Genus 4. Amphiura.—Disc with small, numerous scales, ar-

ranged like tiles. Eadial shields very distinct. An inward
curve of the disc, at the base of the arms, above. Mouth-shields

not extending into the interbrachial spaces. Side mouth-
shields within the mouth-shields. Teeth broad, quadrangu.

O CO1

the basal ones. Species A. Chiajei, A. Holbblli, A: Orstedii, A.

Arms extremely long and slender. Upper arm-plates oval,

arm-plates quadrangular or five-sided. One, two,

scales. Spines feeble, on a slight keel. Disc smal
papillae, sometimes the middle ones moved out, i

marginata, A1. squamata, &c.

Ophiopholis.-—Disc with small and numerous scales,

covered below by short spines, above by short spines and gram;

'ng rows. Eadial shields

covered/ No incision in back of disc. Mouth-shields small, not

by plates arranged in ten radiating rows. Eadial shields

extending into interbrachial spaces. Side mouth-shields within

the mouth-shields. Teeth very broad. Arms long and thick.

Upper arm -plates surrounded by small scales. Lower arm-plates

square. One foot-papilla. Arm-spines close set, the lower ones,

at the tip of the arm, in form of double hooks. Mouth-papill»
six to each jaw, but none under the teeth. Side arm-plates like

little keels. Species 0. aculeata.

Genus 6. Ophiactis.—Disc nearly as in Amphiura, but on some
of the scales are a few small spines. Arms five or six, rather

short and thick. Teeth broad. One or two mouth-papillae to



each mouth-frame. Side mouth-shields wedged between first

and second lower arm-plate, so as to form almost a ring round
the mouth. One tentacle-scale. Three to six rough arm-spines.

Seven species.

Ophiura carnea (Sars, Ms.).—Lutken, p. 41. Tab. I, fig. 6.

Arms rather short. Disc thick, covered above with large, rounded, angular scales.

:,:.:
-

;

:
•.. -'•'.;-

:• ..'.-,. :--''
like segments of a circle, separated from \ -ption, by the

tact at the base of the arm,
but, farther out, separated by the overlapping of the side arm-plates. Three thin,

face a fine rose. Stands nearest to 0. albida,
-. ::-, ,,

most upper arm-plate divided in two, mouth-shields longer, and more of the upper
each other: County of Bergen, 60 to 80 fathoms

;

Kongestrommen, 50 fathoms ; Biskopshavnen and Manger, 50 to 60 fathoms.

Ophiura Sarsii (Lutken).—Lutken, p. 42, Tab. I, figs. 3, 4.

Ophiolepi* ciliata ? (Stimpson, Invert, of Grand Manan, Smithson. Contrib.).

Ophio'eph innwken>
I ;en, Preliminary Rev. ; from Scien. Com. Soc. Nat. Hist.).

<„> , a , (Lutken, " » " " " « «

-

Scale tegument varying somewhat as in allied species. Radial shields shaped
like a pear seed, the small end inwards ; their length to the diameter of the disc as::-.: ';-.;..

k, a larger one, with rows, also of larger
ing smaller towards mouth-

at the tij). longer than broad. Lower arm-pla
as long further out. almost disappearing. Twit disappearing

one. Three arm-spines, of which t

ii plates; but, at the base of the arm, double that 1 :

-

-i.ape of lower arm- plates and by wanting

:: - -:.; ;

often only one tentacle scab the full grown

Tromsoe, also at Spitsbergen, at Floroe and Storsund in Norway, and undoubtedly
at Grand Manan Is. (Stimpson loc. cit. Ophiotepis ciliata).

J
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Ophiura offinis (Lutken) —Lutken, p. 45, Tab. II, fig. 10.

back of the disc a central large scale and fifteen others, arranged in con-

Mouth-sl

>ngest i

'• j.apiihe on the genital opentngf

m.s. Biame-

wiiV.

by side arm-plates overlapping ; and they become, a little way from the disc, s

circular and alnio-t i ...n !
i , not larger than a tentacle-scale. C

est serpent-star of No, h Euro] and, a-

than the other Ophiurae.

Ophiura squamosa (Lutken).—Lutken, p. 46, Tab. I, fig. 1.
.

(An 0. fasciculata [Forbes] ? Sutherland's Journal of Journey, &c.)

Disc -with flat, uniform scales, above rounded, below more oval. Ri
1

-

, . .
.•;..;.'.;'

' '-

small, of a regular shield-shape, as broad as, or broader thi

or five large, round papillae. Arms thin, rather long. Upper arm-plates broad
hexagonal, nearly as in O.albida and ~ —

and there is a violet spot on each mouth
-

Ophiura nodosa (Lutken).—Lutken, p. 48, Tab. II, fig. 9.

This species and O. Stwmtzii stand as a separate group under the gen

very small an ,-ids and under

oval, rounded outwards, poii

-

-

species only the innermost pair are thus placed. From one to five tent

te arm-plates. The diameter of t
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- -hurt and broad, touching each other out-

vithin separated by a round tea flow but vide,

arm-spines; on 11» growing stronger above.

Traces of papillae along the genital openings lung as broad,

i

:.'.

at base of the arms oblong,

:,;..-.
,

•' '

arm have ten tacl the tentacle-pores. In outer

C's of arm, only one tenta

of arms, t Diameter of

disc 6mm.
;
length of arms lomm. Greenland ; Newfoundland.

Ophiocten Kroyeri (Liitken).—Liitken, p. 51, Tab. I, fig. 5.

(Syn. Ophiura sericea [Forbes] ? Sutherland's Journal of a Journey, <fcc.).

Upper arid m Below, naked,

•

';:--
,

'
•-- :•-

the centre and other plates scattered radiately, all of which are separated from each

other by a close covering of 6 ai k resembles a pavement of

smaller"and larger stones, fa

.:
;
- : ,

; :

'..-.... -

:;:... : .< -
; . ;

.....

lines. Under arm-plates small but propori

the centre. Radial shields small, oblong, twice as long ;.
-

separated by a wedge of three to five Bcah

_-r than broad. The madreporic shield larger, and porous

square and broad, below them a pair of li tfe*r pair at the

outer end of the mouth-slits, and a third, lying above the second.

plates twice as broad as long, transversely oval. Under arm plates in contact,

pentangular. One tentacle-scale. Four to five short, thin spines, as long as the

oms. Diameter of disc 5mm. . length of arms 35mm. . but it grows larger.

Asterophyton eucnemis (Mull. & Trosch.). Young.

twice, at tmm .- covered with

tolerably large grains, but there is, as yet, no appearance of ribs.
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Amphiura Hoi
Ophiopholis ac

i Holbolli (Liitken).
• a (Liitken), (Ophiolepis scolopendrica, Miill. & Trosch.).

nit (MiilL'<fc Trosch.').'

As before mentioned, Amphiura Holbolli may be Ophiolepis Sundevalli of Johan-

ieaMiiller; while Stimpson's A sterophyton Agas.sizii is probably the same as A.

ucnemis; and his Oph the "above list is to be

dded a naked Ophiuran with soft skin and long thin arms, probably an Ophin-

soiex ; but no good specimens have yet been obtained. If 0. arctica turns out not

o be a mere variety, there is still an eleventh species.

ix fragilis has been reported from Greenland, and other very

Tp^Z^Zm, }
Greenland and Spitsbergen,!

Only in the western ACphi:::

Oj.hr.i:

vpniacamna spinuiosa,
j ropean an(j American coasts of the polar sea

Ophiopholis

Art. TILL—On a Visit to the Recent Eruption of Mauna Loa,

Hawaii; by Prof. Kobert C. Haskell, of Oahu College,

Honolulu. (From a letter to one of the Editors).

Our party consisted of Pres. Beekwith, Prof. Alexander, my-

reached it, though many have visited the stream on the plain

between Hualulai, Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa.
The eruption broke out on the 23d of January. No earth-

quake was felt in any part of the Islands at the time, but dead

fish were noticed on the 21st and for a few days afterwards, to

the east of Molakai and between Molakai and Oahu. The fish

gave no evidence of disease, but seemed to have been parboiled.

At Honolulu, 200 miles from the eruption, the atmosphere was

exceedingly hazy and thick. So much was this the case that it

caused considerable excitement, before the news of the eruption

Eev. Mr. Lyons of Waimea states that on Sunday afternoon,

Jan. 23d, smoke was seen gathering on Mauna Loa. In the

evening, lava spouted up violently near the top of the mountain
on the north side, and apparently flowed both towards Hilo and
towards the west side of the island. This continued but a few
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minutes, when at a point considerably farther below the top and

farther west, another jet spouted up.

Accounts from Hilo say, that on the night of the 23d it was so

light there that fine print could be read without difficulty. After

the 23d the light was much less.

At Lahaina," more than 100 miles distant, the whole heavens

in the direction of the eruption were lighted up.

Our party started from Honolulu Feb. 1st, and reached Kea-
lakekua on the 3d. Here we learned that the stream from the

bad reached the sea on the 31st of January, at Wai-
nanalii, about forty miles from the place of eruption. This makes
the average progress of the stream above five miles per day.

After procuring guides, natives, pack-oxen and mules we started

for the source of the flow on the 5th. About noon we had a

view of the source distant probably 25 miles from us in an air

line. The crater was about 150 feet high and 250 feet in diame-

ter (as we afterwards estimated). From within this crater, liquid

lava was spouting up to the height of 300 or 400 feet above the

top. In shape and movement it resembled a mighty fountain or

jet of water, though more inconstant. At one moment it was
uncommonly high and quite narrow at the top, at the next not

as high but very broad. At night and from a good position

near, the view of the jet, according to Mr. Faudrey (the only
man who reached the crater while the jet was spouting) was
grand beyond all description.

Owing to an accident which befell one of our party, and the
failure of water where it was supposed to be abundant, we were
delayed two days and induced to divide our party into two
divisions. One part returned to visit the flow at a point some
twenty miles below by another and easier route. The party
who went on, consisting of twelve white persons and thirty kan-
akas, reached the crater Wednesday evening, Feb. 9, and en-

camped about two miles from it. Here all fears about water
were at an end, for we found snow in abundance within half a
mile of our camping-ground. In the evening our view was mag-
nificent. The jet had ceased to play; but two craters, about
eighty rods apart, were sending up gas and steam, with appear-
ances of flame. This apparent flame, however, we afterwards
ascertained was only fine particles of scoria heated to redness.

The noise attending this action was like that of an ascending
rocket, very much increased of course, but quite irregular.

About half a mile below the lower of the two craters, the stream
first made its appearance. For five or six miles its course was
well defined, and there were no side-streams. From this point
the main stream divided more or less, and on the plain, between
the three mountains Hualalai, Kea and Loa» the branches ex-
tended over a breadth of three or four miles. Some of these
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streams were very broad and sluggish, and partially cooled, some
were narrow and running, as it seemed, at the rate of two or

three miles per hour, burning the jungle and trees before them
and vieing with each other in their work of desolation.

For the first few miles the stream appeared to be a series of

cataracts and rapids. As it approached the plam between the

two mountains, it gradually changed into a net-work of streams,

or a lake of fire, embracing numerous islands and sending out

streams on all sides. The color of the stream upon its first ap-

pearance was a light red approaching to white ; on the plain a

deep blood-red. From the plain towards Wainanalii the stream
was narrow, varying from half a mile to a mile in width, and
showing only a dull reddish light.

Such was the view spread out before us. To say that it com-
bined the magnificence of a conflagration with the sublimity of

a mighty mountain torrent, may give some idea of it
;
yet such

was the extent and variety of the scene that no adequate com-
parison can be found. The next morning we moved our camp
down to the new lava, about half a mile from the lower crater.

Here we melted snow, cooked our food, and boiled our coffee

over steam cracks. The day proved very foggy and rainy, but
we were able to make some explorations about the craters. On
the windward side we could ascend them and look in, though
the heat was so great that we could look for a moment only,

before turning our faces away. The sulphurous gases also were
so strong that we were obliged to close our mouths and noses as

we approached to look in. The craters were both very irregular

in shape, not only on the outside but in the inside. No liquid

lava was seen in either at the time. In each there were two or

three separate holes where gases and steam were issuing. The
sides of these holes and indeed the entire bottom of the craters

were at a white heat. The lava stream appeared to be running
underneath these craters, and the holes within seemed to be

merely vents for the escape of gases. The craters were formed
of fragments of light scoria and lava combined. The lower of the

two (the one in which the jet was thrown up for fifteen days)

was now open on the lower side. This was not the case while

the jet was thrown up, according to Mr. Faudrey. It would
seem that the force of the jet broke down the lower side, and

that after this the jet ceased to play. The upper crater was

closed on all sides.

Above these two craters we visited a third not then in action,

but still hot. This was smaller and open on the lower side, and

broken down somewhat on the upper side. This was formed,

not so much of scoria as of old lava. Above this we could see

others still of the same kind, and it is probable that they extend
to the place where the lava first spouted out. From that place
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to the craters then in action, the stream appears to have flowed

under the surface mostly, but to have been forced up to the sur-

face where these craters now inactive appear, by hydraulic pres-

sure, or by the pressure of gases, or by both combined.

The next morning we visited the point where the stream first

made its appearance. Here we found the lava rushing oat from
its subterranean passage, and dashing over cataracts and along

rapids at such a rate that the eye could scarcely follow it. The
lava was at a white heat and apparently as liquid as water.

Only a few feet from where the stream issued, small masses of

lava were thrown up from ten to fifty feet into the air, which
cooled in falling. The cause of this without doubt was the

escape of gas, and we then thought that the gas might come
from the stream itself. But about three hours afterwards

returned to the same place, and found that the action had greatly

increased. Gases were escaping at two other points a few rods

below the point first seen. Pieces of lava were thrown as high
1 150 feet, and, at the lowest of the three points, there t

fountain some twenty-five feet high. The bits of lava thrown
up cooled as they fell, and had already formed craters ten feet

high around two of the points where gases were escaping. It

was now evident that the escaping gases were not derived from
the stream simply, but issued from a vent, which reached to the
common reservoir within or under the mountain. We could not
remain to watch this incipient crater and fountain, but we were
obliged to commence our return. At night, however, from our
encampment, about twelve or fifteen miles below, we could see
that the crater had increased considerably and also could see the
fountain playing a few feet above, but the course of the stream
had now changed in part, and half or more of the lava passed
down by a new stream. This dashed all our hopes of seeing
another large jet of 300 feet in height; and from a friend of
mine who visited the spot three or four days afterwards, I learn
that the fountain had ceased, and that the crater increased only
a few feet after we left.

Descending by the stream, we were able to follow it on its

south side, as a strong wind was blowing from that direction.

Here we found good walking, and could with safety approach
within a few feet of the channel. The width of the stream was
from 20 to 100 feet, but its velocity almost incredible. Some of
our party thought it 100 miles per hour. We could not calcu-
late it in any way, for pieces of cold lava thrown into it would
sink and melt almost instantly. The velocity certainly seemed
as great as that of a railroad car. For eight or ten miles the
stream presented a continued succession of cascades, rapids,
curves, and eddies, with an occasional cataract. Some of these
were formed by the nature of the ground over which it flowed
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some by the new lava itself. The stream had built up its own
banks on each side, and had added to the depth of its channel

by melting at the bottom. The stream flowed more gracefully
T

1 consequence of its immense velocity and imper-

fect mobility, its surface took the same shape as the ground (

5 presented not only ho"
In several places for a few feet the course of the s

which it flowed. It therefore presented not only hollows but

; of five to ten degrees, in one instance of twenty-

five. Where the turns in the stream were abrupt, the outside of

the stream was much higher than the inside. So much was this

the case, that the outside sometimes curved over the inside,

forming a spiral. It is needless to add that we were filled with

wonder and admiration at the sights we saw.

After arriving at the plain between the mountains we had so

much fog and rain that we could explore but little. We how-
ever saw "pahoikoi" or solid lava forming, and also "aa" or

clinkers. "Pahoihoi" was formed mostly by small side streams

and always by shallow streams, which flowed freely but slowly.

They were derived generally from the overflowing of the main
stream. After flowing for some distance they became cooled at

the end, and as there was little pressure from behind, gradually
stopped. The little ridges which give the "pahoihoi" a ropy

lowing on of the stream for a

These are circular because the

sides of the stream cool first, while the centre moves on a little

farther. These streams become solid in a short time, cooling

through, and not simply coating over. At a subsequent time

during the same flow, another layer of "pahotiwi" may be formed
upon the first, as we saw in several instances.

The clinkers are always formed by deep streams, and generally

by wide ones, which flow sluggishly, become dammed up in front

by the cooling of the lava and in some instances cooled over the

top, forming as it were a pond or lake. As the stream augments

beneath, the barriers in front and the crust on the surface are

broken up, and the pieces are rolled forward and coated over

with melted lava which cools and adheres to them more or less.

Then, from the force of the melted lava behind and underneath,

the stream rolls over and over itself. In this way a bank of

clinkers ten to forty feet high, resembling the embankment of a

railroad, is formed. Often at the end of the stream no liquid

lava can be seen, and the only evidence of motion is the rolling of

the jagged rocks of all sizes down the front of the embankment.

Sometimes the stream breaks through this embankment and

flows on for a time until it gets clogged up again, and then the

same processes are repeated." In this latter case the outbursting

stream often carries as it were on its back immense masses of

clinkers, which look like hills walking. We found no clinkers
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until we reached the plain, and it would seem that none are

formed except where the descent is but little, or the lava but

imperfectly melted.

There is only one point more of which I will speak. I am
not quite satisfied that there is a fissure in the side of the moun-
tain, through which the lava made its exit to the surface. Those
of our party who had seen the flow of 1840 and who had no
doubt of a fissure in the side of the mountain then, think that

there is no fissure in this case. I do not of course believe in the

old theory of a perpendicular duct or pipe reaching down to the

reservoir of lava, but it seems to me that the lava by the pres-

sure of gases and steam works its way to the surface as the water
of springs by hydraulic pressure. Hydraulic pressure also con-

stitutes a part of the force which impels lava. Mauna Loa is

full of caves, passages, &c, and very porous, and besides the

lava, in case of this flow at least, could melt its way more or

less, where it met obstructions. It may be, however, that there

is a rent in the side of the i

_
Note.—We have received from Prof. Alexander of Honolulu a map

giving the course of the lava, and enabling us to make a correction in the

map published in the last number of this Journal. The course there

given was copied from the " Commercial Advertiser" of Honolulu. It

requires only that the current should be made to flow west-north-west

from near its point of starting, and then on reaching the base of Hua-
lalai, bend northwestward into the course given in the map.

—

Eds.

Art. IX.

—

On some points of Agricultural Science ; by Samuel
"W. Johnson, Professor of Analytical and Agricultural Chem-
istry in the Yale Scientific School, and Chemist to the Connec-
ticut State Agricultural Society.

The Absorptive properties of Soils.—It has long been vaguely
known, that the soil possesses a remarkable power of absorbing
a great variety of bodies. How the soil absorbs odors (more

3erly the volatile matters that give the sensation of odor)

often been seen in the case of garments upon which the fetor

properly t

has often

of the American skunk has fallen. The Indians long ago taught
might be "sweetened" by burying them in the earth

;

and indeed we are told that these people sweeten the carcass of the
skunk by the same process to render it fit for eating. Dogs and
foxes bury bones and meat in the ground, and afterward exhume
them in a state of comparative freedom from offensive odor.*

* It is well known that some surfaces have a much greater power of attaching
odors to them than others. Every person has observed that woolen garments
retain smells longer than cotton or linen ones, and it appears that the color with
which a cloth is dyed affects it
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exercised toward carbonic acid and ammonia, has been i

to be of much agricultural significance, although the lack of

precise experimental knowledge as to its extent, has been con-

fessed and lamented.

5 carried into it in a state of solution,

illustrated in certain commonly occurring instances. Thus the

wells in densely populated cities, or in the vicinity of barn-yards,

or filthy canals, remain sweet and pure for a greater or less

period of time, though they must be constantly receiving waters

that have been in contact with putrefying animal matters. The
filtration of the foullest water through a thin stratum of loamy
earth removes all unpleasant effluvium and taste.

In the year 1850 it became known through two interesting

articles published in the Journal of the Eoyal Agricultural So-

ciety of England,* that the soil exerts an absorptive power
toward certain substances, ammonia and potash especially, but

* that if

rard certain sub-; ana potasn espec:

, toward hydrochloric, nitric and sulphuric acids,

it again

a-:ai. _,

quantity of soil, the salts are decomposed, the bases remain in

insoluble combination with the * are found in

the solution united for the most part to lime.

Previous to 1850, the absorbent power of the soil was ex-

plained as a result merely of the surface attraction of porous

bodies. Thus Liebig in his " Chemistry applied to Agriculture

and Physiology," referred the condensation of ammonia in soils,

to the surface attraction of oxyd of iron, alumina and humus,

and compared this power of soils to that exhibited by charcoal,

which absorbs 90 times its volume of ammonia gas, and evolves

i moistening with water. He also says, deciding from

it in the absence of experimental data, and erroneously,

i absorbed by the clay orferruginous oxyds is separated

by every shower of rain, and conveyed in solution to the soil"

The separation of organic odors and coloring matters from

foul water by contact with earth, has been considered analogous

to the action of animal charcoal, by which, for example, beer

writer has personally observed, that -when a skunk has emitted its stench in the eel-

the odor clings most perceptibly to silverware which h

among napkins in the recesses of a " china closet " long after it hi

from every other art, - probable that the sc

•troying it by oxydation in the same manner as operated by chare

* On the absorbent Power of Soils." By H. S. Thomson. Vol. x
" On the Power of Soile to absorb Manure." By J. Thomas Way, (

iflt of the Roy. Ag. Society. VoL xi, pp. 317-380 ; also, toL xiii, j
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and wine may be deprived of odor,* color and taste, and to that

of alumina which forms insoluble lakes with organic pigments.

Way, in his comprehensive investigations before alluded to,

after studying separately as far as possible the absorptive effect

of each ingredient of the soil, was led as a last resort to investi-

gate the relations of the silicates to saline solutions. The simple

silicates he found ineffectual and had recourse therefore to the

complex silicates. He digested feldspar with solution of chlorid

of ammonium but detected no reaction, and thence concluded

that the fragments of granitic rocks could not perceptibly de-

compose saline solutions. In order to trace the action of such
silicates as are formed to a small degree in the wet way in soils

by the weathering of the granitic minerals, Way next prepared

double silicates of alumina with the bases potash, soda, lime and
ammonia respectively. In the first place he procured an alu-

mina-potash- or alumina-soda-silicate, by precipitating the solu-

ble alkali-silicates with a salt of alumina; on digesting these

double silicates with solutions of lime and ammonia, he suc-

ceeded in replacing the potash and soda by lime and ammonia,
though but incompletely, for different preparations of his alu-

mina-ammonia-silicate contained but 4-51 to 5"64 per cent of
ammonia instead of the quantity equivalent to the partly dis-

placed alkali which, according to him, in case of the alumina-

Bte, should be 15*47 per cent.

Way gives as characteristic of this class of double silicates,

lat there is a regular ord
bases replace each other.

that there is a regular order in which the commonest protoxyd
lges them in the following

Soda—Potash—Lime—Magnesia—Ammonia:
and according to him, potash can replace soda but not the other
bases ; while ammonia replaces them all : or each base replaces
those ranged to its left in the above series, but none of those

* Several years ago Stenhouse found that the disinfecting proper: ;.

ion in its pores of odorous matters, but also

upon their destruction by the condensed oxygen with which doubtless, it is charged.
-.-• .-, •

tseal Laboratory without it* e

disagreeable effluvium, simply by burying it an inch deep in powci^

potre&ibl* pwta of tbecarca*- ..?

r other highly porous body capable of con-

n?),wi?L rod fetid pro-
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on its rigbt. "Way remarks, that "of course the reverse of this

action cannot occur." Prof. Liebig (Ann. de Chem. u. Phar.,

xciv, 380) has drawn attention to the fact that Way directly

contradicts himself in describing the preparation of the potash-

alumina-silicate, which may be obtained by digesting either the

lime-alumina- or soda-alumina-silicate in nitrate or sulphate of

potash, when the soda or lime is dissolved out and replaced by
potash.

Way was doubtless led into the error of assuming a fixed

order of replacements by considering these exchanges of bases

as regulated after the ordinary manifestations of chemical affinity.

His own experiments abundantly show that among these silicates

there is no inflexible order of decomposition, nor any complete

replacements.

Way, especially as there \

silicates exist in soils.

The recent researches of Eichhorn, " Ueber die Einwirkung
verdiinnter Salzlosungen auf Ackererde," (Landwirthschaft-

liches Centralblatt, 1858, ii, 169, and Pogg. Ann., No. 9, 1858,)

have cleared up the discrepancies of Way's investigation (which
is itself one of remarkable interest), and have confirmed and ex-

plained his facts.

As Way's artificial silicates contained about 12 per cent of

water, the happy thought occurred to Eichhorn to test the action

of saline solutions on native hydrous silicates. He accordingly

instituted some trials on chabazite and natrolite, an abstract of

which is here given.

On digesting finely pulverized chabazite with dilute solutions

of chlorids of potassium, sodium, ammonium, lithium, barium,

strontium, calcium, magnesium, and zinc, sulphate of magnesia,

carbonates of soda and ammonia, and nitrate of cadmium, he

found in every case that the basic element of these salts became

i part of the silicate, while lime passed into the solution. The
""'

r of the replacement varied exceedingly. The alkali-

5 reacted evidently in two or three days. Chlorid of ba-

rium and nitrate of cadmium were slower in their effect. Chlo-

rids of zinc and strontium at first, appeared not to react; but

after twelve days, lime was found in the solution. Chlorid of

magnesium was still tardier in replacing lime.

Four grams of powdered chabazite were digested with 4 grams

chlorid of sodium and 400 cubic centimeters water for 10 days.

The composition of the original mineral (i), and of the same

after the action of chlorid of sodium (ii), were as follows

:

cXrids 7
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SiOs, - - - 47-44 4831
AI2O3, - - - 20-69 21-04

CaO, - - - 10-37 6-65

Nearly one-half the lime of the original mineral is replaced

by soda.* A loss of water also has occurred. The solution sep-

arated from the mineral, contained nothing but soda, lime and
chlorine, and the latter in precisely its original quantity.

By acting on chabazite with dilute chlorid of ammonium (10

grams to 500 c. c. water) for 10 days, the mineral was altered,

and contained 333 per cent of ammonia. Digested 21 days,

the mineral, dried at 212°, yielded 6'94 per cent of ammonia,
and also had lost water.

These ammonia-chabazites lost no ammonia at 212°, it escaped

only when the beat was raised so high that water began to be
expelled ; treated with warm solution of potash it was immedi-
ately evolved. The silicate appears to be slightly soluble in

distilled water, the solution giving with solution of iodid of
nercury in iodid of potassium, the yellow coloration

replacement of lime. J^icbtborn made corresponding 1

solutions of carbonates of soda and ammonia, in orae
tain whether the formation of a soluble salt of the displaced
base limited the reaction • but the results were substantially the
same as before, as shown by analyzing the residue after remov-
ing carbonate of lime by digestion in dilute acetic acid.

Eichhorn found that the artiii exchanged
soda for lime when digested in a solution of chlorid of calcium

;

in solution of chlorid of potassium both soda and lime were
separated from it and replaced by potash. So, the ammonia-
chabazite in solution 1 ; «*, exchanged ammonia
for lime, and in solutions of chlorids of potassium and sodium,
both ammonia and lime passed into the liquid. The ammonia-
chabazite in solution of sulphate of magnesia, lost ammonia but
not lime, though doubtless the latter base would have been
found in the liquid had the digestion been continued longer.

It thus appears that in the case of chabazite all the protoxyd
bases* may mutually replace each other, time being the only

erly anhydrous minerals I

Qia that ha* entered h
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element of difference in the reactions. Natrolite however was

not affected by digestion with chlorid of calcium. Eichhorn

suggests that its soda is more firmly combined than that of

chabazite.

These observations of Way and Eichhorn promise to yield

the most fruitful results, not only to the theory of chemical

geology, as elucidating the formation and alteration of minerals,

but also to the science of agriculture. The explanation of the

retentive power of soils which Way first proposed thus acquires

an incalculable significance. It is plainly a true explanation, as

now relieved from the constraint of a fixed order of affinities or

replacements; though not the only or a complete explanation.

Voelcker in some valuable researches on the absorbent power

of a soil for the liquids of the dung-heap (Journal Roy. Ag. Soc.

of Eng., xviii, 149) first showed that it is not always true that

the bases displace lime from soils. He found to the contrary, in

one instance, that lime was fixed and potash displaced. This

result, as well as the opposite behavior of ammonia-chabazite

and natrolite towards solution of chlorid of calcium in Eich-
'

horn's trials, indicate most clearly that different silicates suffer dif-

ferent displacements, though in general, certain bases react more
speedily and are more largely or firmly retained than others. Obvi-

ously a great number of experiments are wanted on the behavior

of other silicates, native and artificial, towards saline solutions

in various degrees of concentration, and at different temperatures,

as well as in mixed solutions, before we can decide many inter-

esting questions suggested by these results ; but we have un-

deniably an important new generalization with reference to the

reactions that may occur among minerals and in the soil.

^
Economy of the Ammonia naturally accumulated in the soil~-

Since it has been proved that enormous quantities of ammonia
exist in soils in a state of such intimate combination that the

usual means (boiling with fixed caustic alkalies) fails to expel

it,* the important question has arisen—how may this ammonia
be rendered more rapidly available to vegetation than it is, so as

in many cases to forestall the necessity for nitrogenous manures.

The displacement of ammonia from the ammonia-chabazite by

potash, soda and lime, indicates a partial solution of this ques-

tion;- and may not the remarkably diverse effects of various

saline manures, e. g. common salt, gypsum, sulphates of soda

and magnesia, and silicate of potash, as well as carbonate and

phosphate of lime, depend, to some degree, on reactions analo-

gous to those above described ! We know that very small doses

- - v

ould not recover bj bo'iling with caustic potash n
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of salt and gypsum, to take familiar examples, often remarkably
enhance the productiveness of a soil, and as often fail to produce
any good effect, either in small or large applications. Neither

of the constituents of common salt is found to much extent in

our usually cultivated plants, and soda is often entirely wanting.

The action of common salt and gypsum, especially of the

latter, is most frequently similar to that caused by ammoniacal
manures, whether these be applied to the soil or administered in

gaseous form, as is now done in hot-houses by means of carbon-
ate of ammonia, after the plan proposed by Ville, and is mani-
fested in a more intensely green and luxuriant development of

foliage, and increased content of water and of nitrogen. The
"fixing power" of gypsum cannot longer be considered a useful

quality of this fertilizer in the soil, not only because, in the

merely moist soil, sulphate of ammonia would react on carbonate
of lime, as Boussingault long ago demonstrated, but for the rea-

son that the soil has itself a greater and more than sufficient

power to fix ammonia, whether it be present as carbonate or sul-

phate. It is on the other hand the unfixing power of gypsum
—its ability to liberate ammonia from the amnion i:

that may in some cases constitute its merit.

General law of Displacement among saline Fertilizers.—We are

every day drifting further from what but a few years ago was
considered one of the most fixed and beneficial principles of

d science, viz. that a substance is chiefly a fertilizer

because it directly feeds the plant, and are learning from the
numerous recent and carefully conducted experiments with ma-
nures, that in very many cases we cannot safely venture to
predict what will be the influence of a given application ; but
find in practice the strangest and most discordant results, it

being literally possible to show from the experience of the farm
that almost every fertilizer in use has in some instances proved
beneficial to every cultivated crop, and in other cases has been
indifferent or even detrimental.

"We are therefore compelled more and more to regard the in-

direct action of manures, and the principle brought out by the
researches of Way and Eichhorn, appears adapted n '

'

f yet discovered to generalize the phenomena of indirect

id enable us to foresee and explain them. Proofs are
ing of the actual operation of this principle

Wolff (Naturgesetzlichen Grundlagen des Ackerbaues, 3d ed.

p. 148,) found in fact that the ashes of the straw of bi

th a large supply of common salt, compared with the
ashes of the same part of that plant grown on the same soil

- addition, contained less chlorid of sodium but much
more chlorid of potassium : there having occurred an exchange
of bases in the soil.
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The probabilities already adduced in favor of the view that

ammonia is made available by gypsum, carbonate of lime, &c,

are in point, and in the further course of this article other evi-

dences will be brought forward to the same effect. May not the

influence of lime and guano (or the carbonate of ammonia re-

sulting from its decomposition,) in some cases be partly due to

their u ixing the anhydrous or non-absorbent silicates of the soil,

thus giving origin to absorbent silicates, as well as to their dis-

placing effect on silicates already existing ?

But it is of little use in the absence of de: decisive investigate

. great field is opened here and ^v

to speculate on these topics except for the purpose of exciting

research. A great field is opened here and with this new clue

to guide us it should be speedily explored.

merely the bases, but, as a priori would seem entirely

reasonable, the acids also appear to be capable of similar ex-
-

Way, Liebig and others, have repeatedly observed that phos-

phoric acid is absorbed by soils, and from the trials of Yoelcker
before referred to it would appear that among the acids there

lacements analogous to those established between the

experiment in which the drainings

sed through a soil, there were found i

bases. Thus in one experiment in which the drainings of

manure heap
imperial gallc

Phosphates of lime and iron, -

Carbonate of lime, -

•75

- T90 - -. -

. 17-46 -

Carbonate of magnesia,

potash,

Chlorid of sodium,

12-83

- 35"25 -

In another case were found

Silica, - - - -

filtration through th

475 -

f sodium, - - - - - 50-91 - -

The entire analyses have not been quoted as I do not now
intend to discuss these results fully, but merely wish to direct

attention to the fact that in both instances silicic acid (perhaps

only as the result of an excess of carbonate of potash in the

dung-liquor to which the soil was subjected) has been removed
from the soil, and phosphoric acid has been fixed by it, while W
one case sulphuric acid has been retained and chlorine lost by
the soil, and in the other case the reverse has occurred.
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Liebig in the paper before referred to remarks that " a clay or

lime-soil poor in organic matter, withdraws all the potash and all

the silicic acid from a solution of silicate of potash ; whereas one

rich in so-called humus (humic acid), extracts the potash, but

haves the silicic acid in solution."

Oxyd of iron and alumina, or some of their compounds which
are present in all soils, are the most obvious means of fixing the

phosphoric acid of soluble phosphates, and Thenard (Compt.

Kend. Feb. 1, 1858,) has experimentally demonstrated that they

do remove phosphoric acid perfectly from solutions of phosphate

of lime in water saturated with carbonic acid. Deherain (quoted

in Landwirthsehaftliches Centralblatt, 1859, i, 94,) has shown
on the other hand that carbonate of lime and ferric phosphate

brought together with highly carbonated water, give rise to

phosphate of lime and ferric carbonate. According to the same
experimenter phosphate of alumina and ferric phosphate are

also decomposed by contact with solutions of the alkali-car-

bonates. Thenard in the paper just cited asserts that silicate

of lime and phosphate of alumina decompose each other in car-

bonated water. However complicated and obscure these reac-

tions may be, it is plain, that, henceforth, the effect of a solution of
one base in displacing other bases from native hydraled

7) silicates, and of one acid upon the compounds of other

acids with oxyd of iron and alumina, must be considered in the

theory of the action of saline manures.
Water as the medium by which the ingredients of the soil enter

the plant.—From his experiments on the absorbent power of soils

Way was led to question the influence of water in effect;:,-' the
distribution of plant-food in the soil, and Liebig in a recent
paper on this subject (Ueber einige Eigenschaften der Acker-
Krume" Ann. der Chem. u. Phar. cv, 109 et seq.*) has drawn
the conclusion that this force in the soil is so powerful that
ammonia, potash and phosphoric acid when applied as manures
are instantly made quite insoluble, so that we must relinquish

the idea hitherto entertained that plants appropriate their food
directly from an aqueous solution, and must adopt as an only
alternative the doctrine that the roots of the plant themselves
attack and solve their nutriment. Liebig is of the opinion that
the bodies mentioned cannot be distributed in the soil by the
ascending and descending streams of moisture which are per-
petually circulating in it, in obedience to gravitation and evapo-
tion, and he adduces analyses of river, spring and drain waters,
which are almost free from potash and ammonia to sustain this

On the other hand Eichhorn in the paper already referred to,

found that pure distilled water dissolved from a soil much more of
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all the mineral matters required by vegetation than would he needful

to supply any average crop. Henneberg and Stohmann (iiber das

Verhalten der Ackerkrume gegen Ammoniak u. Ammoniaksal-
zen, Ann. der Chem. u. Pharm. cvii, 170) found that when a soil

had been saturated with ammonia, pure water removed it again

to a certain extent. Thus 100 grams of soil were treated with

200 c. c. of a solution of chlorid of ammonium (containing 0'693

grams ammonia) and absorbed 0112
3-half of the solution and substituting as much pi

nof 1

lbstit

water the soil lost 0'009 grams of ammonia as the result o

dilution : by again replacing with water 100 c. c. of the thu;

diluted solution, 0-014 grams of ammonia were redissolved from

the soil, and by five repetitions of this process 0-053 grams or

nearly one-hall' the quantity of ammonia originally absorbed

passed again into solution.

Liebig himself in one of his papers (Ann. der Chem. u Pharm.

cvi, 201,) has furnished the best illustration of the manner in

which one base is made soluble by being displaced from its com-

bination with the soil on the addition of another base. He
says—" If sulphate of ammonia in very dilute solution, is brought

in contact with soil saturated with silicate of potash, and which
does not give up a trace (?) of its potash to water alone, it in-

stantly dissolves a certain quantity of this alkali, which may be

easily detected by the common reagents."

Liebig has not overlooked the case of aquatic plants whose

roots do not enter any soil, for which, he remarks—"there must

of course exist other laws for the absorption of their mineral

food ; they must absorb it from the surrounding medium."
But there appears to be no reason for supposing that aquatic

plants differ from our cultivated crops in the manner Qf imbibing

or appropriating the nourishment which enters the roots, espe-

cially since Sachs and Stoeckhardt (Chemischer Ackersmann

1859, p. 28, et. seq.) have shown that the cereals and leguminous

grains, as well as clover and beets, not only germinate but attain

a vigorous development and even blossom
; although their roots

never come in contact with a solid soil, but merely float in water

holding in solution the salts needful to supply them with min-

eral food.

It must be borne in mind that the amount of mineral (fixed)

ingredients in a plant or crop is but a minute fraction (according

to Boussingault TTi ?^ on the average, according to Lawes and

Gilbert „l
r¥) of the quantity of water which a plant or crop

under usual circumstances transpires during its season of growth.

We are not surprised then, that agricultural plants are sufficient-

ly fed when their roots are merely surrounded by ord i

water which is daily changed, or by distilled water mil .

a little vegetable ash into which carbonic acid is daily con-
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ducted. We know that drain tubes and aqueducts are often

choked by a mass of rootlets which have grown from one little

fiber that made its way into them through a narrow crevice, but

Why should the roots of trees and land plants thus develop in

such water unless they find their food in it? In Sto*

experiments he. cit, it was observed that rye and oats only de-

veloped in a normal maimer in saline solutions, when these were
six to ten thousand times! and young clover plants

grew luxuriantly, putting forth new roots, leaves and blossoms in
::!•-

_
• !

ic acid, to which was added T &Tth of clover ashes

that had been neutralized with nitric acid.

It is true that most river and spring waters yiel I

butthemin ia and phosphoric acid,

but we cannot perhaps infer with safety that they are actually so

chemists know, that in the evaporation of a large mass of water
ngredients, for it may easily happen,

evaporation of a large n:

carried off,* and in the

saline residues, as is customary in the analysis of a water, much
more loss of potash may occur from the ready volatility of chlo-

rid of potassium.
But admitting that our analyses are sufficiently accurate to

base calculations upon, and that the soil-water never contains
more potash for example than river and well waters ; viz., from
2 to 10 parts in 1,000,000,f it must be remembered that the
plant is by no means compelled to limit itself for its supplies of
mineral matter to that portion of water which it transpires.

The root-cells of a plant placed in a saline solution at once
establish osmotic currents, in virtue of the mutual but unbal-
anced attractions that exist between the cell-walls, the liquid of
the cell, the surrounding liquid and the saline and organic
matters in solution in these liquids. The assimilating processes
going on in the cells are constantly transporting matters for-

|JNB n 1 into the newer growths ; or else removing them from solu-

tion in the sap, and causing their deposition in the solid form.
These are the prime disturbances that operate the current.-, and
to restore t - - >f the root-
cells, external matters held in solution diffuse inwardly. If a
plant has a large leaf surface exposed to the free air. :

water rapidly evaporates, water diffuses into the root-cells if it be
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present in the soil, and thus the normal humidity of the struc-

ture is preserved. But if the plant be situated in a close hot-

house, or in a Ward's case, the atmosphere of which is constant-

ly saturated with aqueous vapor, there cau be no evaporation of

water from the leaves, there can be no transpiration of water

through the plant and no absorption of it by the roots, except

to supply what becomes a solid constituent of the tissues or is

decomposed in the nutritive process. The same is true of potash

or any other substance held in solution in the soil-water. As a

result of this principle the land plant collects the potash, phos-

!. silica, &c, needed for its organization, from the vastly

dilute solutions of these bodies which form the water of wells or

of the soil, just as the fucus gathers its iodine from the ocean,

although the marvellously delicate reagents which we
iodine scarcely enable us to detect this substance even in highly

concentrated sea-water.

Says Gmelin, (Handbook of Chemistry, Cavendish Soc's. ed.,

vol. ii, p. 248,) "the quantity of iodine contained in sea-water is

so small thatTennant, Davy. Gaultier, Fyfe and Sarphati were
not able to find it. Balard, however, found it in the water of

the Mediterranean and Pfaff in that of the Baltic, which is

nevertheless very poor in iodine." Otto (Lehrbuch 3d ed., 1st

Part, p. 452,) observes " while bromine is easily found if not in

the sea-water itself, yet in the mother-liquors obtained by its

rom them in large quantities," it is

still doubtful if iodine can be detected in them." Again in a

bromine from

I know, has

Iodine can be' detected in a solution of which it forms but

3 o oVo o tn part—Otto.
The selecting power which is possessed by plants is fully ex-

plained and defined by osmotic diffusion. Within certain easy

limits the plai t m 1 i'u> <t,ly those kinds of matter and those

ii . .' .
- '< develop its organism, and which

diffuse into it in consequence of assimilation in the cells. These
limits are not so narrow or inflexible as to make the rinding of

.. the plant

lives and expands, but is itself influenced in its life and in the

direction oi the quantities, absolute and rela-

tive, of the nutritive or soluble matters, that happen to surround
it. Could we grow two plants in precisely identical conditions,

we should find their composition alike in all their parts. The
variatioi - .\ amount of the ash of plants is

probably connected with the different relative development of

the separate organs, and this again (in part) with the relative

quantities of food present in the soil water. Thus the ash of
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the plant is to a certain extent independent of the soil, but again

to a certain extent is affected by it. The absorption of poisons

by plants is entirely abnormal and does not affect our statement.

Not only does the grand law of osmose (endosmose and exos-

mose) feed the plant out of Mich attenuated solutions, but, in all

probability it aids the formation of these solutions. Gr;

shown in the ease of alum and bisulphate of potash that the

unequal diffusive tendency of the members of a double salt is

powerful enough to decompose it, and he observed that solutions

even of the neutral sulphates ot' potash and soda diffused their

basic ingredients into lime-water, more rapidly than the acid;

these stable salts thus undergoing partial decomposition.

The investigations of Henneberg and Stoh

have proved that the absorbent power of a soil is not a purely

chemical process, in the ordinary restricted sense; but is in part

a physical phenomenon, i. e., it does not depend exclusively

upon the presence in the soil, of a certain amount of some pecu-

f matter, but is also related to the t d t > kfat

relative amount of acting surface of the various materials which

Henneberg and Stohmann found that the time of contact be-

tween a solution of an ammonia-salt and a soil did not affect

the amount of absorption,—as much ammonia being taken up in

four hours as in a week. This fa e absorbing
substance is in an extrt n state o di\ ision, to which the pul-
verized chabazite of Eichhorn's experiments can bear no com-
parison.

They found too, that a given soil absorbed out of an equal
volume of liquid very nearly the same amount of ammonia from
equivalent quantities of all its salts, the phospliate excepted.
They observed however that the relative quantities of soil,

water and the saline -
i

1 fitai ••. affected the results ; thus from a
stronger solution a greater absolute amount of ammonia was
absorbed, while from a weaker solution a relatively greater

quantity was taken up : and further, relatively more was ab-

sorbed by a given amount of soil, from a solution of given
strength when the volume of the latter was increased.

Finally they found, as has been already remarked, that by
;.-!'. S,

-•

urated itself with ammonia, a portion of this body is redissolved.

Thus it appears that the very surface-attractions which deter-

mine the solution of solid bodies, and occasion osmotic diffusion,

also operate in the soil to influence the chemical affinities which
are the prime cause of its absorptive properties. The chemical
iffinity of s 3, (probably too that of
oxyd of iron and alumina foT some of the acids) is modified by
the mass of the reacting substances and by that of their solvent;
or in other words the cohesive force of the atoms of the com-
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pound silicates, or the adhesive force of water, (solvent action)

for the saline bodies, may neutralize or limit the chemical
which determines one compound and give origin to another.

Hence the chemical substitutions in the soil, and in the case of

n of the

rootlets of plants upon the soil, an action which though exceed-

ingly obscure and as Prof. Liebig remarks in enunciating his

new views " very difficult to form a conception of," we may
admit in some cases.

Liebig in his letters on modern agriculture, p. 43, gives this

• We frequently find in meadows smooth lime-stones

with their surfaces covered with a network of small furrows.

When these stones are newly taken out of the ground, we find

that each furrow corresponds to a rootlet, which appears as if it

had eaten its way into the stone." We may admit in this case

that the rootlets have acted upon the stone, but are not therefore

necessarily compelled to assume that the dissolved matters have
entered the plant or were dissolved as food, for in such lime-

acece, which contain alumina in large quantity com bi

tartaric acid, (Berzelius) or malic acid (Ritthausen) we are, if any
where, obliged to look to the plant itself, to account for the

entrance into it of a substance absent from all cultivated plants

if our numerous analyses are to be credited, and one which i>

rarely found in river waters, and then in quantity so small as to

excite the suspicion that it has been introduced in the reagents,

or came from suspended matters.

But it is evident from the facts that have been adduced that

it is unnecessary to have recourse to any new theory to explain

the access of the soil-ingredients into the plant. In fact it would
appear that the view we have f> is the only

one admissible in the present state of knowledge—the only one

conformable to what we deem well established physical laws.

Conclusion.—The function of the soil.—While the researches of

Eichhorn are of the utmost value in aid of the theory of the

absorption of fertilizing matters by the soil, they do not suffice

to give a full explanation of this process. Doubtless all the

reactions- that occur between hydrous silicates, sesquioxyds and

saline solutions may take place in the soil ; but in addition to

these a number of other changes must go on there, as the soil is

so complex and variable a mixture. The organic matters (the

bodies of the humic acid group), which are often though not

always present in no inconsiderable quantity in the water extract

of fertile soils, can hardly fail to exert an influence to modify
the action of the silicates. I have found that a peat (swamp-
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k) from the neighborhood of New Haven, (containing when
cent of organic ma
proving the porous

fully dry 68 per cent of organic matter) which is highly prized

b when drained grows excellent crops, is capable of

absorbing 1*3 per cent of ammonia, while ordinary soil absorbs

but 0-5 to -1 per cent.

The great beneficent law regulating these absorptions appears
to admit of the following expression : those bodies which are most
rare and precious to the growing plant are by the soil converted into,

nf absolute, but of relative insolu-

in the soil of the more abundant saline matters.

The soil (speaking in the widest sense) is then not only the

ultimate exhaustless source of mineral (fixed) food, to vegeta-

tion, but it is the storehouse and conservatory of this food, pro-

tecting its own resources from waste and from too rapid use, and
converting the highly soluble matters of animal exuvise as well

as of artificial refuse (manures) into permanent supplies.

Yale Analytical Laboratory, May 15th, 1859.

Art. X.—0n Fossil Plants collected by Dr. John Evans at Van-
couver Island and at Bellingham Bay, Washington Territory.—In
a letter from L. Lesquereux to J. D. Dana, dated Columbus,
Ohio, May 12, 1859.

Bear Sir,—Supposing that Prof. Heer who is now engaged in

publishing a magnificent Fossil Flora of the lertiary of Europe,
would be much interested in the examination of the plants of
Dr. John Evans' survey, of which a short description is pub-
lished in the last number of your Journal, I sent him a sketch
of the drawings prepared for Dr. Evans' report. I have just

received an answer to the communication, and as it fixes the

value of my species and gives some opinions which are of great

interest to American geology, I take the liberty of translating

a part of his letter and sending it to you for publication.

Prof. Heer says: "
!

- greatest delight the
news which you give me in your letter of 21st March. They are
the first rays of light penetrating the dark night which until now
has covered the tertiary flora of America, and the day is close at

hand, when the fog v, the wonderful flora of
those times will be uplifted, and the New World open to us its

treasures. They will prove of the greatest interest for the natu-
ral philosophy of the earth, and give us most important infor-

mation as to the relation of climate at the tertiary epoch, and to
the secular progression or distribution of temperature over the
whole earth. But it is also of the greatest importance for the
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history of the American flora, to discover through the plants

of the tertiary the various elements of which it is composed

;

the time will surely come when we shall be acquainted with

the true characters of the different floras and with the history of

their formation."

"You very correctly remark that the examination of the

tertiary flora of Oregon and Vancouver shows that the flora is

nearly related to the European flora of the same epoch. Among
your species, we find some which are considered as particularly

stic of our tertiary; viz. the species of Cinnamomum.
Oinnamomum crassipes, Lsqx., is hardly distinguishable from

C. Bossmaesleri, Heer. It is a pity that the point of the leaf is

wanting; it would at once decide the matter, showing whether

the nerves ascend to the point or disappear below it, as is the

case in C. lanceolatum, which is also very similar.— Cinnamomum
Heerii, Lsqx., is not so certain in its identity. At any rate, it

would better agree with C. polymorphum than with G. Buchii,

which is broader just above its middle. What makes me doubt-

ful here, is that the fine nervules emerge at an acute angle,

while in Cinnamomum they have a somewhat different direction.

Perhaps your drawing in this is not quite correct, for in every

other respect, the leaf as far as it is preserved would well agree

with our C. polymorphum. As to Planera, I perfectly a

you, that it is not possible to separate it from P. Ungeri. Salix

. Lsqx., in its form and general outline resembles our

•ophylla. But if the nervation is rightly marked, your

leaf cannot belong to that species. In Salix macrophylla, as in

the willows generally, we have, besides the percurrent secondary

nerves united near the margins, some other shorter intermediate

secondary nerves, which emerging at an obtuse angle from the

medial nerve, extend to the nearest secondary nerve either above

or below and join with it. In Salix macrophylla these shorter

secondary nerves are very close together. But in your drawing

I see only secondary nerves running nearly to the margins, and

if it is correct your leaf does not belong to a Salix. The name

you give to this leaf (Salix Islandica) is peculiar. Y< >ur leaf could

not have been brought from Iceland ? I received from Copen-

hagen a very interesting collection of the tertiary flora of Ice-

land, and among the leaves there are some willows which can

not be distinguished from our Salix ;-;/ roj hy/Kt. Your maple-

rs to be somewhat toothed on the margins. If it is S®j

it would not belong to Acer trihbatum. However, it is not well

enough preserved for ascertaining its true species. The place of

. S. adianti-

folia, has been found a fS ace, with Stradella and

Guarenne, belongs without "doubt to the upper strata of (Eningen

and consequently to the upper Miocene. Your leaf, PL 1, fig- *>

Quenus Benzoin, Lsqx.. is the most interesting of your species,
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as it seems so perfectly to agree with Oreodaphne ITeerii, Gaud.,
that there is scarcely a doubt of the identity of the two spe-

cies. But your leaf does not show the small holes or de-

pressions marked in tin- axils of both the inferior secondary
nerves. You probably did not remark them. I beg you will

again examine the specimen, and I feel confident that you will

find there a small depression ; if so, the identity of species is

proved. The form and nervation of the leaves are truly pecu-
liar and already suftl-i Qteo <>/ km II m.
Gaud., has been abundantly found in the upper Miocene and
lower Pliocene of Italy, but never till now on this side of the

Alps. It much resembles Oreodaphne fcetens of the Canary isl-

ands. You will find it figured in the paper of our friend Gaudin,
which I send you. A second Italian leaf is probably your Quer-

ents Gaudini, Lsqx. : 1 have at least seen one very like it inGau-
din's new treatise, which is not yet published, and I have not the

plates on hand just now. I would take your leaf, PI. 1, fig. 2,

for Ficus rnultinervis if the secondary nerves were united in their

arched points. This is not marked in your drawing. These
secondary nerves are somewhat too straight to belong to Quercus

neriifolia."

"From these few species, we can already see a near relation

between the American tertiary flora and ours ; and in several

species, this relation passes to a true identity. We may add to

your species Glyptostrobus (Eningensis, Br., and Taxodium dubium,
Sternb. In the U. S. Exploring Exped., during the years 1838-
39-42, under the command of Ch. Wilkes, Geol., Atlas, PI. 21, by
Dana, there is a plate with figures of leaves from Frazer river, and
among them, the two above named species are easily identified.

Fig. 11 and 15 may belong to Caprinus Gaudini; but
]

the margin of the leaf is not rightly drawn. Fig. 12 i

Rh ,\ tus Rossmaesleri or perhaps a Smilax. These plants there-

fore confirm our conclusion."

"Another important deduction may be drawn from your
•:. that in the American tertiary flora, there are some

Asiatic types which no longer belong to the American conti-

nent, namely Cinnamomum and Salisburia ; and further an At-

lantic type, the Oreodaphne. There is still an Oreodaphne in

America; but the fossil species is related to 0. fcetens of the

Canary Islands. A third conclusion taken also from the same
plant is that fan-like Palm trees were growing at the same time
in the same latitude with Sequoia and Taxodium, and that there-

fore we must admit of a warmer climate in North America at

that epoch. And now from this fact that a flora of the same
character occurred at the tertiary epoch in Northern Europe and
North America, it follows that both parts of the earth had a
like warmer climate. It is a new and very important confirma-
tion of the Atlantis ! the second that I have received this month.
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The first was given me by the collection of tertiary fossil plants

from Iceland in which I found a Liriodendron (leaves and fruit)

very like L. Udfp>/\-ra, L. with six species of Pines, of which one

much resembles Abies alba. With this, there are leaves of Alnus,

Betula, Salix, Araucaria, Acer, Sparganium, Equisetum, &c, and

in truth, species which agree perfectly with those of the tertiary

flora. You will find in the general part ofmy Mora of the Ter-

tiary, where I give a general survey of the tertiary flora of

Europe, a detailed account of these leaves of Iceland, and also of

some other parts of Europe from which I have received large

collections."
" Your views of the gradation of the flora of North America

agree perfectly with what we find in Europe. This led me to

believe that the plants of Nebraska belong to the tertiary and

3 formation. It is true that I have s

some drawings which were sent to me by Messrs. Hayden and

Meek : but they are all tertiary types. The supposed Credneria

;e Populus Leuce, Ung., of the lower Miocene, and the

nana seems hardly rightly determined. Besides it is a

genus badly founded, and which has as yet no value. All the

other plants mentioned by Br. Newberry belong to genera that

are represented in the Tertiary and not in the Cretaceous. And
it is very improbable that in America the cretaceous flora has

had the characteristic plants of the tertiary ; and this would be

the case if these plants did belong to the Cretaceous."*

To this most interesting letter of Prof. Heer, I can only add a

few words of explanation about his remarks on my species. I

owe to the kindness of Dr. John Evans the privilege of still

having his specimens in my possession ; I was therefore enabled

to again examine the only specimen of the leaf which according

to Prof. Heer is referable to Oreodaphne Heerii, Gaud. Though
the specimen is one of the best preserved of the collection, there

is no trace of the mentioned pimples or depressions at the axils

of the basilar secondary nerves as .marked in the figure of M.

Gaudin's memoir. One leaf agrees in its general outline and by

its primary and secondary nervation with an Oreodaphne. But

the secondary intermediate nerves are large, deeply marked, and

perpendicular to the primary one ; and the tertiary nervules are

also mostly perpendicular to the secondary ones, well marked

and mostly percurrent. This last character especially wo"u

also identified M
H. Cook), and
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doubt to JSalix macrophylla, it is not possible to say any thing

definite. The leaf is printed on coarse shaly sandstone and the

secondary nerves are scarcely marked. It is from the general

outline of the leaf and its denticulation, that I had to take the

characters. The name Islandica was accidentally given as in-

dicating a high latitude for a species of willow with such large

leaves. It is truly a curious coincidence that Prof. Heer re-

ceived from the tertiary of Iceland specimens of a species rela-

ted to or perhaps identical with ours. Cinnamomum Heeri,

Lsqx., is a true Cinnamomum in every character; but Quercus
mullinervis, figured PL 1, fig. 2, has apparently the points of the

nerves arched and united, and is truly comparable with Ficus
multinervis and perhaps identical with it. The specimen figured

in Prof. Heer's flora is very poor, and our own is badly broken,
and the points of the nerves are scarcely discernible.

Art. XL.—Geographical Notices. No. VIII.

Results of the recent Explorations in Australia.—
We translate from Petermann's Mittheilungen, April, the follow-

ing important survey of the results obtained in the recent explo-
rations of Australia. It is principally based on official and
authentic reports relating to the following expeditions

:

1. Stephen Hack's Researches in the Crawler Mts., and at

Lake Gairdner, 1857.

2. Major Warburton's Journey to Lake Gairdner, June and

3. B. Herschel Babbage's expedition to the region between
Lake Gairdner and Lake Torrens, 1858.

4. Stuart's, Babbage's and Warburton's explorations north
from Lake Campbell.
The article in Petermann is accompanied by a map of Aus-

tralia between 133° and 138° long, east from Greenwich, and be-

tween 30°-30' and 33° S. lat.

In order to obtain a clear insight into the advantages which
have been gained by the numerous expeditions, we shall sepa-

rately consider their scientific and practical results. In regard
to the first view, the question arises about the unknown interior

of the Continent. Although the newly explored area comprises
only four degrees of longitude and as many of latitude, not ex-

tending yet one third of the distance between Spencer's Gulf and
the Gulf of Carpentaria, there is new reason to assume, that
the interior formation and condition of Australia have a far

more varied character, than has been generally supposed. It is

shown, that there is no uniform desert of stone and sand, but a
sEL'OND ifciiltlS. K-i XXVIII, No. 62.--.n7LY, 1S69.

12
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succession of tracts of lands useless and useful, part already inhab-

ited and part capable of being so. The lake district west of the

Torrens Basin is in itself a very interesting region which has

given rise even in Australia to many hypotheses on the origin

of the continent. The salty ingredients of the soil, the salt

water lakes, and the sea-shore-like plains west of the Torrens

Basin described by Stuart, were used as arguments for the sup-

position that this part of Australia had been lifted out of the

sea in a comparatively recent period only ; that in its place an

arm of the sea formerly existed, which perhaps connected Spen-

cer's Gulf with the Gulf of Carpentaria, whereby Australia was

divided into two parts. These hypotheses, though pleasantly

drawn out, must however be considered useless and hasty, as by

a close scientific physical examination they are as likely soon to

be refuted as confirmed. Even Babbage's calculations of his

barometrical observations are still wanting and with them the

basis most necessary to a physical examination of the country.

However, in relation to height, we may assume as tolerably cer-

tain, that from Spencer's Gulf in the direction from N. to N.W.,
plains extend into the interior elevated but little above the level

of the sea and separated from each other by plateaux. The
Torrens Basin with its lagoons and coast plains forms one o(

these low tracts, a second one is represented by that series of

lakes, which commences with Lake Dutton and ends on tbe

other side of Lake Younghusband in several swamps and
sloughs ; a third is formed by the great sinkings of Lake Gaird-

ner and its environs. Major Warburton believes that Lake
Gairdner is situated below the level of the sea. If this be true,

it must also be the case with the Great Salt Lake and the other

adjacent lakes,—as we find in Babbage's Reports no intimation

of any difference in their height. Without expressing any defi-

nite opinion we will only mention, that Gregory, in his previous

expedition from Moreton Bay to Adelaide, crossed the Torrens

Basin and found by barometrical means that this basin was situ-

ated decidedly above the level of the sea. But the Torrens

i has there, as the most recent travellers in Australia affirm,

its greatest depth. Warburton's opinion therefore

the present at least improbable.

The area of the discovered lakes is not inconsiderable, as i

mprobable.
iiscovered h

comparison with the Lake of Constance shows (Area 207 Eng.

or 9-75 Germ. sq. m.). By a calculation based on sketches of

charts we find

Lake YounghusSaand,
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Besides the plateaus, which extend in a northerly direction

between the Torrens Basin and that row of lakes situated west,

and also between these and Lake Gairdner, elevated perhaps
only a few hundred feet above the lakes and their low shores,

we find frequently series of heights and isolated elevations.

With the exception of the Gawler Mountains, 3000 Engl, feet

high, they do not seem to be of any consequence, for Stuart as-

serts in his description of Mount Finke, that this mountain,
though only equal to Mount Arden, was the highest he had seen
in his travels.

Concerning the other physical conditions of the country, its

vegetation, fauna, etc., we shall speak when giving a r

tailed report of Stuart's voyage and the further explora

We shall only add in this

agricultural purposes, having the advantage of being easily

accessible from the coast, to which they lie near. South and
west we find those fearful deserts which Eyre passed through,
and where Stuart and Foster suffered from hunger. Farther east

in the direction of Lake Torrens, the absence of permanent sweet
water springs is the greatest impediment to colonization, for

good pastures are neither wanting in the low lands along the

lakes, nor even on the plateaus, though we find them here in

more isolated tracts. The number of springs, however, and
fresh water basins seems to increase considerably the nearer you
approach the interior, as Stuart's and Babbage's accounts plainly

show. Even Major Warburton, one of the Australian pessimists,

could not but express his surprise at the great number of springs

on the pastures discovered by him north of Stuart's Creek,

although he sees almost everything in a more unfavorable light

than the rest, and thinks a permanent settlement between Spen-

cer's Gulf and Lake Campbell an impossibility. Several thou-

sand square miles of pasture in such a seclusion and separated

by girdles of shrubs and stony plains might really seem to be

unworthy of notice, if the peculiar character of Australia were
not to be taken into consideration. With an increase of 100,000

souls in its population, with its rapid development in raisins; cat-

tle, the want of new grass-land is felt more severely than almost

anywhere else upon the earth.

We shall but add in reference to this subject, that a week
after Stephen Hack's return from the Gawler Mountains a price

was offered for some 2000 miles of the 4500 English sq. miles
of the new discovered pastures. Several cattle owners followed
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Babbage's expedition almost upon his steps, and a Mr. Mac-

donald was about to make Wirrawirralu his permanent station.

Swinden and Stuart reserved for their own use considerable

tracts of land in those regions which they discovered. A pos-

session of fertile and useful lands is considered advantageous

even if hard of access, as on the west side of the Torrens Basin,

where a communication with the coast requires considerable ex-

ertion and expense. An attempt is made to overcome the want
of springs by artesian wells, for which, according to Babbage,

the conditions are favorable. Enterprising colonists had com-

menced boring already last year at different places, as for in-

stance on the northern foot of the Baxter Mountains.

A particular account of Stuart's bold journey of discovery,

illustrating and confirming the results which have been stated

above, is contained in the Berlin lemeine Mrdr

hunde for January, 1859.

Beport of the Superintendent of the (United States)

Coast Survey, showing the progress of the Survey dur-

ing the year 1857. Wash., 1858, pp. 18 and 448, 4to, with

72 plates and charts.—This valuable volume, although bearing

date of last year, has been distributed only within a few months.
In the brief space at our command it is impossible to state in

any detail the great amount and variety of important matter

which Prof. Bache has in this report so clearly and ably exhib-

ited. The report shows most fully that the Survey is conducted
with eminent efficiency, and that the highest theoretical science

and the best artistic skill are brought to bear on this great na-

tional work. The astronomical, magnetic, and tidal observations

so extensively carried on by the officers of the survey, are, in

addition to their direct importance, of great value to the general

The appendix, which comprises pages 121—445 of the vol-

ume, is rich in valuable notices and papers. Among these may
be specified those by the accomplished Superintendent, on the

Atlantic Coast Tides, and on the Winds of the Western Coast of

North America, the memoir by Lieut. E. B. Hunt on an Index of

Scientific References, and the Report by Mr. J. G. Kohl on the

Western Coast Annals of Maritime Discovery and Exploration.

Numerous charts, diagrams, and other illustrations accompany
the volume, and it is well furnished with a table of contents and

an alphabetical index, which are so essential to the usefulness of

such a work.
We are happy to know that these Eeports are distributed with

a liberal hand, so that probably every person in the country who

can make any use of it, can easily obtain a copy. It gives us

pleasure to see also that our government supports the Survey

with such enlightened liberality, for we are confident that the

outlay yields a full return to the true interests of the nation.
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Kohl's Eeport to the U. S. Coast Survey on the His-
tory of maritime discovery on the Pacific Coast of the
U. States.—The Eeport of the Superintendent of the U. S.

Coast Survey for 1857, just published, not only contains as

usual important contributions to the hydrography and topogra-

phy of this country, but many discussions of general interest.

Having previously referred to Dr. Kohl's investigations on
the coast of the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico, we here call at-

tention to an outline of his report on the Pacific coast, which is

given in the appendix to the volume above referred to. His
report begins with a general survey of the physical features of

the western coast of the U. States, written from the point of
view of the navigator, not the naturalist. To this succeeds a
history of discoveries on the Pacific, in groups corresponding

with the periods of Cortez, Drake, and Vancouver, whose mari-

time enterprise was particularly distinguished. By means of

notes, full references are made both to the original reports of
voyages and to the subsequent discussions of them. A special

hydrography of the coast has also been prepared, and two ap-

pendixes are added, the first giving reduced copies of maps and
. lent and modern, the second a historical map showing

the additions to our knowledge made by successive explorers.

"We are confident that this work when given to the public
will be received with great interest. Its plan is comprehensive
and its importance obvious.

Dr. M. Wagner's Yisit to the Cordilleras, on the Gulf
of San Blas.—We find in the Zeitschrift fur allgtmeine Erd-
kunde (Berlin, Jan. 1859) a Eeport of Dr. Moritz Wagner's in

respect to an important and hitherto unknown part of the Cor-
dilleras. This well-known traveller proposed to determine the
following points. 1. Do the Cordilleras, between the Gulf of
San Bias and the valley of the E. Chepo consist of one or more
chains? 2. Is there, between 9° V and 9° 20' N. lat. and be-

tween 80° 50' and 81° 30', a depression in the mountain chain

favorable for an interoceanic canal ? 3. Is there between the

sources of the Chepo and the rivers falling into the Atlantic,

really as supposed a plateau, and how high is the same ? 4.

What is the geological formation of the Isthmus? He con-

denses the results of his observations in the following words

:

1. The Cordilleras, between the Gulf of San Bias and the

mouth of Eio Bayano (Chepo), form one central chain passing

from east to west through the Isthmus.

2. The average height of this chain is 920 to 1000 Paris feet

above the Pacific Ocean at the time of high tide. The highest

point reached by Wagner is elevated 1141 feet. Farther north
the summits ascend higher, 1800 to 2000 feet. El Generale is

estimated not to exceed 2800 feet in height.
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3. Another lower chain of mountains extends along the At-
lantic coast; behind it the Gulf of San Bias is situated. A
valley from three to four leagues in width is extended between
both chains, which are now and then connected by transversal

ridges. El Generale is such a transversal ridge; it stretches

from south to north and divides at the north. The northern

slope of the Cordilleras is everywhere steeper than the southern.

In the valley many fine prairies are found, being separated from

one another by low hills.

4. The valley of Mamoni forms a considerable depression in

the Cordilleras, and cuts them, as it were, through. Our camp
in the centre of this pass was only 293 feet above Chepo and

3/4 feet above the level of the Pacific Ocean. Up to this point

of the passage the river has from its source a fall of about 120

feet. As to the Madrono nothing reliable could be elicited from
the natives ; it is however very probable that under this name
that river is meant, which on Codazzi's chart is called Eio Man-
dingo, and which empties into the Gulf of San Bias.

5. Almost all the mountain crests and the northern slope of

the Cordilleras consist of granite, which is also found in the

beds of the rivers. A great portion of the top is covered with
a kind of conglomerate, either of a yellow or red color, in pro-

portion as the oxyd of iron preponderates. Somethii
is seen at the summit of Cerro del Ancon near Panama.

It is very interesting to see how at the springs of Eio Chagres
the Cordilleras suddenly cease to form a continuous q\

ting, so to speak, in little round mountains, especially between
Panama and Gatim. Here also the granite disappears, being

replaced by porphyry, dolerite or trap.

No part of the Cordilleras between the Gulf of San Bias and

the Kio Chepo gives any indication of the possibility of estab-

lishing an interoceanic canal. The most favorable situation for

this purpose is still, in Wagner's opinion, the valley of the rivers

Obispo and Bio Grande, viz. the present railroad route.

African Explorations.—Petermann's Mittheilungen, for

February 1859, contains brief intelligence in respect to several

of the African expeditions. We make the following extracts.

Burton and Speke, who have reached the inner African sea,

report that there is not one sea only, but four. The one which

they have visited they call the Ugidschi ; the others, Tschiwa,

Nyassa, and Ukerewa.
A letter from the missionary Rebmann has the following in-

teresting remarks, under the date of Sept. 19, 1858. "A new
traveller, Dr. A. Roscher, has arrived here. I said to him that

I hoped he would first visit Kilimandjaro, that it might be set-

ter I had taken white stone for snow, or not. This

to me of the highest interest. It seems to me that if

it should prove stone the mountain would be so much the more
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remarkable. The peak is so white that I could think it nothing
but snow, and I was not a little surprised to hear from some
learned men in Europe that it was thought to be anything else."

Dr. Baikie's Niger expedition has now been two years in pro-

gress without attaining any noteworthy results. The expedition

lost its first steamboat on the rocks not far from Eabba. Mean-
while all the world had learned through Dr. Barth's fifth vol-

ume, that the great western branch of the Niger, leading to

Timbuktoo, offered great difficulties to navigation. It is to be
regretted that the other branch, the Benue, had not before been
chosen for exploration. It is now proposed to direct attention

to it. Baron Krafft, under the name of Hadj Skander, has set

out to visit Timbuktoo. Extracts from his diary are promised
in Petermann.
The nautical director of Dr. Livingstone's expedition, Cap-

tain Bedingfield, has unexpectedly returned to England on ac-

count of a disagreement with Dr. Livingstone.

A journey from Natal to the river Limpopo is projected by
two of the missionaries. The lower and middle parts of this

stream, which is probably after the Zambesi, the most important

of East Africa, are as yet quite unknown.
Ondarza's new Map of Bolivia.—Under the authority of

the government of Bolivia, a new map of that country, has re-

cently been engraved and printed at the office of Messrs. J. H.
Colton & Co., New York.

It is based upon the explorations and surveys of Col. Ondarza,
Commandant Mujia, and Major Camacho, the former of whom
has been engaged in the work for seventeen years, and has
lately been supervising in our country this publication of his

The chart (which is issued in four sheets), is almost exclu-

sively limited to the territory of Bolivia itself, but the surveys

have extended toward the south into the Argentine confedera-

tion. Marginal maps are given of the La Plata and Amazon,
from the respective surveys of Page and Herndon, and plans of

the cities La Paz and Sucre. The depth and rapidity of the

rivers are stated at numerous points, and the localities

are found gold, silver, copper, or other metals are also

carefully indicated.

We are informed that in the course of the surveys the eleva-

tions of more than three thousand points have been barometri-

cally determined, many of them by repeated observations. One
of the determinations affords the means of a comparison be-

tween an instrumental leveling extending between 13,000 and
about 17,000 feet, and the result of an extended series of baro-

metric observations. The elevations of several of the principal

mountains are restored by these observations to the figures orig-

inally ascribed to them but very much reduced by Pentland in
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his map. This is the case with Sorata and Illimani. The ele-

vations which have been ascertained, and further scientific ob-

servations will be given in a volume soon to be published on

the geography, statistics, &c. of the <

) appended
s for 1858

:

La Paz,

Cochabamba,

The map appears to have been executed with great care in its

details, and is a very important contribution to the orography
of South America. D. c. Q-.

Art. XII.

—

Alexander von Humboldt.

Alexander von Humboldt
sixth of May, having been ill witl

by fever since the 17th of April.

i the 2±th of May.

Gentlemen

:

—I have been requested to present on this occasion

some remarks upon the scientific career of Humboldt. So few

days have elapsed since the sad news reached our shore, that I

have had no time to prepare an elaborate account of that won-

derful career, and I am not myself in a condition in which I

could have done it, being deprived of the use of my eyes, so that

1 had to rely upon the hand of a friend to make a few memo-
randa on a slip of paper, which might enable me to present my
thoughts in a somewhat regular order. But I have, since the

day we heard of his death, recalled all my recollections of him;

and, if you will permit me, I will present them to you as they

are now vividly in my mind.
Humboldt—Alexander von Humboldt, as he always called

himself, though he was christened with the names of Frederick
Heinrich Alexander,—was born in 1769, on the 14th of Sep-
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tember,—in that memorable year which gave to the world those

philosophers, warriors and statesmen who have changed the face

of science and the condition of affairs in our century. It was in

that year that Cuvier also and Schiller were born ; and among
the warriors and statesmen, Napoleon, the Duke of Wellington
and Canning are children of 1769, and it is certainly a year of

which we can say that its children revolutionized the world.

Of the early life of Humboldt I know nothing, and I find no
records except that in his tenth year he lost his father, who had
been a Major in the army during the seven years' war, and after-

wards a chamberlain to* the King of Prussia. But his mother
took excellent care of him, and watched over his early educa-

tion. The influence she had upon his life is evident from the

fact that notwithstanding his }^earning for the sight of foreign

lands he did not begin to make active preparations for his trav-

els during her life time. In the winter of 1787-'88 he was sent

to the University of Frankfort on the Oder, to study finance.

He was to be a statesman ; he was to enter high offices, for which
there was a fair chance, owing to his noble birth and the patron-

age he could expect at the Court. He remained, however, but
a short time there.

Not finding those studies to his taste, after a semestre's resi-

dence in the University we find him again at Berlin, and there

in intimate friendship with Willdenow, then Professor of Botany,
and who at that time possessed the greatest herbarium in exist-

ence. Botany was the first branch of natural science to which
Humboldt paid especial attention. The next year he went to

.—being then a youth of twenty years ; and here he
studied natural history with Blumenbach ; and thus had an op-

portunity of seeing the progress zoology was making in antici-

pation of the great movement by which Cuvier placed zoology

on a new foundation. For it is an unquestionable fact that in

first presenting a classification of the animal kingdom based upon
a knowledge of its structure, Blumenbach in a measure antici-

pated Cuvier; though it is only by an exaggeration of what Blu-

menbach did that an unfair writer of later times has attempted

to deprive Cuvier of the glory of having accomplished this ob-

tbe broadest possible basis. From Gottingen he visited

the Bhine, for the purpose of studying geology, and in particu-

lar the basaltic formations of the Seven Mountains. At May-
ence he became acquainted with George Forster, who proposed

to accompany him on a journey to England. You may imagine

what an impression the conversation of that active, impetuous

powerful man made upon the youthful Humboldt. They went
; enee to Kngland, where Fors-

ter introdu'- -
,,li Banks. Thus the companions

of Capt, Cook in his first and second voyages round the world,
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who already venerable in years and eminent as promoters of

physical science not yet established in the popular favor, were

the early guides of Humboldt in his aspirations for scientific dis-

tinction. Yet Humboldt had a worldly career to accomplish.

He was to be a statesman, and this required that he should go

to the Academy of Commerce at Hamburg. He remained there

five months, but he could endure it no longer, and he begged so

hard that his mother allowed him to go to Freyberg and study

stances prepare him for his great career, as no other young man
ever was prepared. At Freyberg he received the private in-

struction of Werner, the founder of Modern Geology, and he

had as his fellow student no less a man than Leopold von Buch,

then a youth, to whom, at a later period, Humboldt himself

dedicated one of his works, inscribing it " to the greatest geolo-

gist," as he was till the day of his recent death. From Frey-

berg he made frequent excursions to the Hartz and Fitchtelge-

berg and surrounding regions, and these excursions ended in the

publication of a small work upon the Subterranean Flora of

Freiberg, (Flora Subterranea Fribergensis), in which he described

especially those Cryptogamous plants, or singular low and im-

perfect formations which occur in the deep mines. But here

ends his period of pupilage.

In 1792 he was appointed an officer of the mines (Oberberg-
meister.) He went to Beyreuth as Director of the operations in

those mines belonging to the Frankish Provinces of Prussia.

Yet he was always wandering in every direction, seeking for

information and new subjects of study. He visited Vienna, and

there heard of the discoveries of Galvani, with which he made
himself familiar ; went to Italy and Switzerland, where he he-

came acquainted with the then celebrated Professors Jurine and

Pictet, and with the illustrious Scarpa. He also went to Jena,

formed an intimate acquaintance with Schiller and Goethe, and

and also with Loder, with whom he studied anatomy. From
that time he began to make investigations of his own, "and these

m were in a line which he has seldom approached

since, being experiments in physiology. He turned his atte

tion to the newly discovered power by which he tested the i

tivity of organic substances ; and it i
*

treating the subject, that he leaned tc

process going on in the living body of animals furnished a clue

to the phenomena of life, if it was not life itself. This may be

inferred from the title of the book published in 1797—"Uber dte

gereizte Muskel und Nerven-faser, rait Vermuthungen uber den chem-

ischen Process des Lebens, in Thieren und Pftanzen." In these ex-

planations of the phenomena we have the sources of the first
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impulses in a direction which has been so beneficial in advancing
the true explanation of the secondary phenomena of life ; but
which, at the same time, in its exaggeration as it prevails now
has degenerated into the materialism of modern investigators.

In that period of all-embracing activity, he began to study As-
tronomy. His attention was called to it by Baron von Zach,

i prominent astronomer, and at that time was actively

engaged upon astronomical investigations in Germany,
showed Humboldt to what extent astronomy would be useful for

him, in his travels, in determining the positions of places, the
altitude of mountains, &c.

So prepared Humboldt now broods over his plans of foreign

travel. He has published his work on the muscular and nerv-
ous fibre at the age of 28. He has lost his mother; and his

mind is now inflamed with an ungovernable passion for the sight

of foreign and especially tropical lands. He goes to Paris to
make preparation by securing the best astronomical, meteoro-
logical and surveying instruments. Evidently he does not care

where he shall go, for on a proposition of Lord Bristol to visit

Egypt he agrees to it. The war prevents the execution of this

plan, and he enters into negotiations to accompany the projected

expedition of Capt. Baudin to Australia j but when Bonaparte,
bent on the conquest of Egypt, started with a scientific expedi-
tion, Humboldt wishes to join it. He expects to be one of the
scientific party

r
and to reach Egypt by way of Barbary. But

all these plans failing, he goes to Spain with the view of explor-
ing that country, and finding perhaps some means of joining the
French expedition in Egypt from Spain. While in Madrid he
is so well received at the Court—a young nobleman so well in-

structed has access everywhere—and he receives such encourage-

ment from persons in high positions, that he turns his thoughts

to an exploration of the Spanish provinces of America. He re-

ceives permission not only to visit them
r
but instructions are

given to the officers of the colonies to receive him everywhere

and give him all facilities, to permit him to transport his instru-

ments, to make astronomical and other observations, and to col-

lect whatever he chooses ; and all that only in consequence of

the good impression he has made when he appeared there, with

no other recommendation than that of a friend who happened
to be at that time Danish Minister to the Court i :

With these facilities offered to bim r he sails in June, 1799, from

Corunna, whence he reaches Ten- xplorations

of that island, ascending the peak, and sailing straightway to

America, where he lands in Cumana, in the month of July, and
employs the first year and a half in the exploration of the basin
of the Orinoco and its connection with the Amazon. This was
a journey of itself, and completed a work of scientific import-
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ance, establishing the fact that the two rivers were connected by
an uninterrupted course of water. He established for the first

time the fact that there was an extensive low plain, connected

by water, which circled the high table land of Gruiana. It was

an important discovery in physical geography, because it changed

the ideas about water courses and about the distribution of moun-
tains and plains in a manner which has had the most extensive

influence upon the progress of physical geography. It may well

be said that after this exploration of the Orinoco, physical geog-

raphy begins to appear as a part of science. From Cumana he

makes a short excursion to Havana, and hearing there of the

probable arrival of Baudin on the West coast of Ami

'

with the intention of crossing at Panama. He arrives at Car-

thagena, but was prevented by the advance of the season from

crossing the Isthmus, and changed his determination from want

of precise information respecting Baudin's expedition. He de-

termines to ascend the Magdalena river and visit Santa Fe de

Bogota, where, for several months, he explores the construction

of the mountains, and collects plants and animals ; and, in con-

nection with his friend, Bonpland, who accompanied him from

Paris, he makes those immense botanical collections, which were

da published by Bonpland himself, and by Kunth after

Bonpland had determined on an expedition to South America.

In the beginning of 1802 he reaches Quito, where, during four

months, he turns his attention to every thing worth investiga-

ting, ascends the Chimborazo, to a height to which no human
foot had reached, anywhere ; and, having completed this survey

and repeatedly crossed the Andes, he descends the southern slope

of the continent to the shore of the Pacific at Truxillo, and fol-

lowing the arid coast of Peru, he visits finally Lima. I will |Mfi

lightly over all the details of his journey, for they are only inci-

dents in that laborious exploration of the country which is best

appreciated by a consideration of the works which were pub-

lished in consequence of the immense accumulation of materials

gathered during those explorations. From Lima, or rather from

Callao, he a . aquil and Acapulco, and reaches

Mexico in 1803, where he makes as extensive explorations as be

had made in Venezuela and the Andes, and after a stay of about

a year, having put all his collections and manuscripts in order,

revisits Cuba for a short time, comes to the United States, makes

a hurried excursion to Philadelphia and Washington, where he

is welcomed by Jefferson, and finally returns with bis

companion Bonpland to France, accompanied by a young Span-

ish nobleman, Don Carlo de Montufar, who had shared his trav-

els since his visit to Quito.

At thirty-six years of age Humboldt is again in Europe with

collections"made in foreign lands, such as had never been brought
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together before. But here we meet with a singular circumstance.

The German nobleman, the friend of the Prussian and Spanish
Courts, chooses Paris for his residence, and remains there twenty

-

two \ tars to work out the result of his scientific labor; for since

his return, with the exception of short journeys to Italy, Eng-
land and Germany, sometimes ao dug of Prus-
sia, sometimes alone, or accompanied by scientific friends, he is

entirely occupied in scientific labors and studies. So passes the
time to the year 1827, and no doubt he was induced to make this

choice of a residence by the extraordinary concourse of distin-

guished men in all branches of science with whom he thought
he could best discuss the results of his own observations. I
shall presently have something to say about the works he com-
pleted during that most laborious period of his life. I will only
add now, that in 1827 he returned to Berlin permanently, hav-
ing been urged of late by the King of Prussia again and again
to return to his native land. And there he delivered a series of

lectures preparatory to the publication of Cosmos ; for in sub-

stance, even in form and arrangement, these lectures, of which,

the papers of the day gave short accounts, are a sort of prologue
to the Cosmos, and a preparation for its publication.

In 1829, when he was 60 years of age, he undertakes another
great journey. He accepts the invitation of the Emperor Nicho-
las to visit the Ural Mountains, with a view of examining the

gold mines and localities where platina and diamonds had been
found, to determine their geological relations. He accomplished
the journey with Ehrenberg and Gustavus Eose, who

(

the result of their mineralogical and geological survey in a work
of which Rose is the sole author; while Humboldt published

under the title of Asiatic Fragments of Geology and Climatolo-

gy, his observations of the physical and geographical features

made during that journey. But he had hardly returned to Ber-

lin, when in consequence of the revolution of 1830, he was sent

by the King of Prussia as extraordinary ambassador to France,

to honor the elevation of Louis Philippe to the throne. Hum-
boldt had long been a personal friend of the Orleans family, and
be was selected as ambassador on that occasion on account of

these personal relations. From 1830 to 1848 he lived alt. rna re-

ly in Berlin and in Paris, spending nearly halt i • *in in Paris

and half the time in Berlin, with occasional visits to England
and Denmark; publishing the results of his investigations in

Asia, making original investigations upon various things, and
especially pressing the establishment of magnetic observatories,

and connected observations all over the globe, for which he ob-

tained the co-operation of the Bussian government and that of
the government of England; and at that time those observa-

tories in Australia and in the Russian Empire to the borders of
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China, were established which have led to such important results

in our knowledge of terrestrial magnetism. Since 1848 he has

lived uninterruptedly in Berlin, where he published on the

anniversary of his 80th year a new edition of those charming

first flowers of his pen, his Yiews of Nature, the first edition of

which was published in Germany in 1808. This third edition

appeared with a series of new and remodeled annotations and

explanations ; and that book in which he first presented his

views of nature, in which he drew those vivid pictures of the

physiognomy of plants and of their geographical distribution, is

now revived and brought to the present state of science. The
" Views of Nature" is a work which Humboldt has always cher-

ished, and to which in his Cosmos he refers more frequently than

to any other work. It is no doubt because there he had ex-

pressed his deepest thoughts, his most impressive views, and

even foreshadowed those intimate convictions which he never

expressed, but which he desired to record in such a manner that

those that can read between the line might find them there;

and certainly there we find them. His aspiration has been to

present to the world a picture of the physical world from which
he would exclude everything that relates to the turmoil of

human society, and to the ambitions of individual men.
A life so full, so rich, is worth considering in every respect,

and it is really instructive to see with what devotion he pursues

his work. As long as he is a student he is really a student and

learns faithfully, and learns everything he can reach. And he

continues so for twenty-three years. He is not one of those who
is impatient to show that he has something in him, and with pre-

mature impatience utters his ideas, so that they become insuper-

able barriers to his independent progress in later life. Slowly

and confident of his sure progress, he advances, and while he

learns he studies also independently of those who teach him.

He makes his experiments and to make them with more inde-

pendence he seeks for an official position. During five years he

is a business man, in a station which gives him leisure. He is

Superintendent of the Mines, but a Superintendent of the Mines

who can do much as he pleases; and while he is thus officially

engaged journeying and superintending, he prepares himself for

his independent researches. And yet it? will be seen he is rl.wty

years of age before he enters upon his American tra

travels which will be said to have been the greatest m
p\-fr earned to a successful issue, if judged by the results; they

have as completely changed the basis of physical science as the

revolution which took place in France about the same time has

changed the social condition of that land. Having returned

from^these travels to Paris, there begins in his life a period of

-•....::.::' '. ..:....;•
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with an ardor and devotion which is untiring; and he is not
anxious to appear to have done it all himself. Oltmanns is

called to his aid to revise his astronomical observations, and his

barometrical measurements by which he has determined the

i 450 of them.
The large collection of plants which Bonpland had begun to

illustrate, but of which his desire of seeing the tropics again has

prevented the completion he entrusts to Kunth. He has also

brought home animals of different classes, and distributes them
among the most eminent zoologists of the day. To Cuvier he
entrusts the investigation of that remarkable Batraehian, the

Aceolotel,—the mode of development of which is still unknown,
but which remains in its adult state in a condition similar to

that of the tadpole of the frog during the earlier period of its

life. Latreille describes the insects, and Valenciennes the shells

and the fishes; but yet to show that he might have done the

work himself, he publishes a memoir on the anatomical structure

of the organs of breathing in the animals he has preserved, and
another upon the tropical monkeys of America, and another

upon the electric properties of the electric eel. But he was
chiefly occupied with investigations in physical geography and
climatology. The first work upon that subject is a die

on the geographical distribution of plants, published in 1817.
Many botanists and travellers had observed that in different

parts of the world there are plants not found in others, and that

there is a certain arrangement in that distribution ; but Hum-
boldt was the first to see that this distribution is connected with
the temperature of the air as well as with the altitudes of the

surface on which they grow, and he systematized his

into a general exposition of the laws by which the distribution

of plants is regulated. Connected with this subject he made
those extensive investigations into the mean temperature of a

large number of places on the surface of the globe, which led to

the drawing of those isothermal lines so important in their influ-

ence in shaping physical geography and giving accuracy to the

mode of representing natural phenomena. Before Humboldt
we had no graphic representation of complex natural phenom-
ena which made them easily comprehensible, even to minds of

moderate cultivation. He has done that in a way which has

circulated information more extensively, and brought it to the

apprehension more clearly than it could have been done by any
other means.

It is not too much to say, that this mode of representing natu-

ral phenomena has made it possible to introduce in our most
elementary works, the broad generalizations derived from the

taooa of Humboldt in South America; and that every
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child in our schools has his mind fed from the labors of Hum-
boldt's brain, wherever geography is no longer taught in the old

routine. Having completed his American labors, Humboldt
published three works partly connected with his investigations

in America, and partly with his further studies in Europe since

his return, and among others, a book, which first appeared as a

paper in the " Dictionnaire des Sciences Naturelles," but of

which separate copies were printed under the title of " Essai sur

la Constitution des Eoches dans les deux Hemispheres." This

work has been noticed to the extent which it deserved by only

one geologist, Elie de Beaumont. No other seems to have seen

what there is in that paper, for there Humboldt shows, for the

first time, that while inorganic nature is the same all the world

over,—granite is granite, and basalt is basalt, and limestone and

sandstone, limestone and sandstone wherever found,—there is

everywhere a difference in the organized world, so that the dis-

tribution of animals and plants represents the most diversified

aspects in different countries. This at once explains to us why
physical sciences may make such rapid progress in new countries,

while botany and zoology have to go through a long process of

preparation before they can become popular in regions but re-

cently brought under the beneficial influence of en
For while we need no books of our own upon astronomy, chem-
istry, physics and mineralogy, we have to grope in the dark
while studying our plants and animals until the most common
ones become as familiar to us as the common animals of the fields

in the old countries. The distinction which exists in the mate-

rial basis of scientific culture in different parts of the world is

first made evident by this work. By two happily chosen words

Humboldt has presented at once the results of our knowledge in

geology at the time, in a most remarkable manner. He speaks

there of "independent formations." Who, before Humboldt,

thought there were successive periods in the history of our globe

which were independent one from the other? There was in the

mind of geologists only a former and a present world. Those

words expressing the thought and expressing it in reference to

the thing itself, for the first time occur in that memoir; thus

putting an end to those views prevailing in geology, according

to which the age of all the rocks upon the earth can be deter-

mined by the mineralogical character of the rocks appearing at

the surface. The different geological levels at which rocks be-

longing to the same period have been deposited, but which have

been disturbed by subsequent revolutions, he happily designated

as " geological horizons."

It was about the time he was tracing these investigations that

he made his attempt to determine the mean altitude of the con-

tinents above the sea. Thus far geographers and geologists had
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considered only the heights of mountain chains, and the eleva-

tion of the lower lands, while it was Humboldt who first made
the distinction between mountain chains and table lands. But
the idea of estimating the average elevation of continents above
the sea had not yet been entertained ; and it was again Hum-
boldt, who, from the data that he could command, determined it

to be at the utmost 900 feet, assuming all irregularities to be
brought to a uniform level. His Asiatic travels gave him addi-

ta to consider these depressions and swellings of conti-

nents, when discussing the phenomena of the depressions of the

Caspian Sea, which he does in a most complete manner.
There is a fullness and richness of expression and sul

ng, which is most remarkable, but which ren-

i his style somewhat involved. He has aimed to present to

others what nature presented to him,—combinations interlocked
in such a complicated way as hardly to be distinguishable, and
his writings present something of the kind. You see his works,
page after page, running into volumes without division into chap-
ters or heads of any sort; and so conspicuous is that peculiarity of
style in his composition, that I well remember hearing Arago turn-

ing to him, while speaking of composition, and saying, "Hum-
boldt, you don't know how to write a book—yuu write w it i<>ul

end, but that is not a book ; it is a picture without frame." Such
an expression of one scientific man to another, without giving
offense, could only come from a man so intimately associated as

Arago was with Humboldt. And this leads me to a few addi-
tional remarks upon his character and social relations. Hum-
boldt was born near the Court. He was brought up in connec-
tion with courtiers and men in high positions of life. He was
no doubt imbued with the prejudices of his caste. He was a
nobleman of high descent. And yet the friend of kings was a
bosom friend of Arago, and he was the man who could, after his

return from America, refuse the I fcbe court of

Berlin, that of the secretaryship of public instruction, preferring

to live in a modest way in Paris, in the society of all those illus-

trious men who then made Paris the centre of intellectual culture.

It was there where he became one of that Societe d' Arcueil, com-
posed of all the great men of th the paper on
"Isothermal Lines" was presented, and by which it was printed,

as all papers presented to it were, for private distribution. But
from his intimate relations especially to the court of Prussia,

some insinuations have been made as to the character of Hum-
boldt. They are as unjust as they are severe in expression.

He was never a flatterer of those in power. He has shown it

by taking a pr« minent position, in 1848, at the head of those

the victims of the revolution of that year to
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their last place of rest. But while he expressed his independ-

ence in such a manner, he had the kindliest feelings for all par-

ties. He could not offend, even by an expression, ti

whom he has been associated in early life ; and I have no doubt

that it is to that kindliness of feeling we must ascribe his some-

what indiscriminate patronage of aspirants in science, as well as

men who were truly devoted to its highest aims. He may be said

to have been, especially in his latter years, the friend of every

cultivated man, wishing to lose no opportunity to do all the good

of which he was capable ; for he had a degree of benevolence and

generosity which was unbounded. I can well say that there is

not a man engaged in scientific investigation in Europe, who has

not received at his hands marked tokens of his favor, and who is

not under deep obligations to him. May I be permited to tell a

circumstance which is personal to me in that respect, and which

shows what he was capable of doing while he was forbiding an

opportunity of telling it. I was only 24 years of age when in

Paris, whither I had gone with means given to me by a friend;

but was at last about to resign my studies from want of ability to

meet my expenses. Professor Mitscherlich was then on a visit

in Paris, and I had seen him in the morning, when he had asked

me what was the cause of my depressed feelings ; I told him that

I had to go for I had nothing left. The next morning as I was

seated at breakfast in front of the yard of the hotel where I lived,

I saw the servant of Humboldt approach. He handed me a note,

saying there was no answer and disappeared. I opened the note,

and I see it now before me as distinctly as if I held the paper in

my hand. It said :

" My friend, I hear that you intend leaving Paris in conse-

quence of some embarrassment. That shall not be. I wish you

to remain here as long as the object for which you came is not

accomplished. I enclose you a check for £50. It is a loan

which you may repay when you can."

Some years afterwards when I could have repaid him I wrote,

asking for the privilege of remaining forever in his debt, know-

ing that this request would be more consonant to his feelings

than the recovery of the money, and I am now in his debt. What
he has done for me, I know he has done for many others ;

in

silence and unknown to the world. I wish I could go on to state

something more of his character, his conversational powers, &c.,

but I feel that I am not in a condition to speak of them. I would

only say that his habits were very peculiar. He was an early

riser, and yet he was seen at late hours in the saloons in differ-

ent parts of Paris. From the year 1830 to 1848, while in Pans,

he had been charged by the King of Prussia to send reP ^
upon the condition of things there. He had before prepared

for the King of Prussia a report on the political condition of the
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Spanish Colonies in America, which no doubt had its influence

afterwards upon the recognition of the independence of those

colonies. The importance of such reports to the government of
Prussia may be inferred from a perusal of his political and statis-

tical essays upon Mexico and Cuba. It is a circumstance worth
noticing that above all great powers Prussia has more distin-

guished, scientific and literary men among her diplomatists than
any other State. And so was Humboldt actually a diplomatist

in Paris though he was placed in that position, not from choice,

but in consequence of the benevolence of the King, who wanted
to give him an opportunity of being in Paris as often and as long

But from that time there were two men in him,—the diplo-

matist, living in the Hotel des Princes, and the naturalist who
roomed in the Rue de la Harpe, in a modest apartment in the
second story ; where his scientific friends had access to him
every day before seven. After that he was frequently seen work-
ing in the library of the Institute until the time when the Grand
Seigneur made his appearance at the court or in the saloons of
Paris.

The influence he has exerted upon the progress of science is

ibta I need only allude to the fact that the Cosmos,
bringing every branch of natural science down to the compre-
hension of every class of students has been translated into the

language of every civilized nation of the world, and gone through
several editions. With him ends a great period in the history

of science, a period to which Cuvier, Laplace, Arago, Gay-Lus-
sac, Decandolle and Robert Brown belonged, and of whom only
one is still living,—the venerable Biot.

, James Claek of

(From the Proceeding of the American Academy, Boston, April 12, 1859.)

r months ago a French physiologist, Pouchet, revived the

long-exploded doctrine of equivocal or spontaneous
,

and asserted that he had been able to obtain certain living beings

from substances which were entirely shut off from the outer

world, and in which, after having undergone certain prepara-

tions, there could not possibly be any germs of these animals.

A discovery, which I made on the 20th of March, may not be
uninteresting, as it has more or less relations in its nature to the

theory so earnestly advocated by Pouchet. There are certain

well known bodies described as animals by Ehrenberg, under
the name of Vibrio ; their peculiarity consists in that they are
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composed of a single row of globular bodies, resembling a string

of beads, more or less curved, and move in a spiral path with

great velocity, even faster than the eye can follow in many
cases. They exhibit, by their activity, more plausible signs of

animality than any of the Desmideae or Diatomaceae, and fully

as convincing indications of life as the spores of Algae, to which

they were first referred by the late lamented Dr. W. I. Burnet,

and after him by Kudolph Wagner and Leuckart. They have

always been spoken of as developing around decaying animal

and vegetable matter. I was very much surprised to discover

the manner in which they orginate from such substances. I was

tele of a Sagitta, a little crustacean,

as I consider it„—which, in passing, I would observe was found

by me a year ago last March, for the first time in this country,

at Lynn Harbor,—when I noticed large numbers of \Y
ing hither and thither, but most frequently swarming about the

muscular fibres. I was struck wil I these bead-

like strings to the fibrillse of the muscle, and upon close cotn-

I found that the former were exactly of the same size,

and had the same optical properties as the latter. Some of these

to be attached to the ends of the flat, ril

fibres, and others at times loosened themselves and swam away.
I was immediately impressed with the daring thought, that these

Vibrios were the fibrillar set loose from the fibres ; but as this

was a thing unheard of, and so startling, I for the time persuaded
myself that they must have been accidentally attached and sub-

sequently loosened. However, I continued my observation until

I found some fibres in which the fibrillar were in all stages of

decomposition. At one end of the fibre the ultimate cellules of

the fibrillar were so closely united, that only the longitudinal

and transverse striae were visible; further along, the cellules

were singly visible, and still further they had assumed a globu-

lar shape ; next, the transverse rows were loosened from each

other excepting at one end ; and finally, those at the extreme of

the fibre were agitated and waved to and fro as if to get loose,

which they did from time to time, and, assuming a curved form,

revolved each upon its axis and swam mra
locity. There was no doubting, after this, the identity of the

Vibrios and the muscular fibrillae ; but I thought such a strange

phenomenon ought to have a second witness to vouch for it,

and therefore went for the best that could be wished for, Profes-

sor Agassiz. I simply placed the preparations before him, and,

without giving him the least hint of the origin of the muscle, I

was pleased to have him rediscover what I had seen but fifteen

minutes before.

The number of ultimate cellules in a moving string varied

from two to fifty ; the greatest number of strings were composed
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of only three or four, often six to eight, and rarely as high as

fifty. Very rarely the fibres split longitudinally, and in such
instances the fibrillar were most frequently long, and moved
about with undulations rather than a wriggling motion. A sin-

gle ultimate cellule, when set loose, danced about in a zigzag

manner ; but whenever two were combined, the motion had a
definite direction, which corresponded to the longer diameter of
the duplicate combination ; and if only three were combined,

»iral motion was the result of their united action. What
s these cellules to move I do not profess to know,

but certainly it is not because they possess life as independent
beings. This much is settled, however, that we may have pre-

sented to us all the phenomena of life, as exhibited by the ac-

tivity of the lowest forms of animals and plants, by the ultimate

cellules of the decomposed and fetid striated muscle of a

Sagitta. I do not pretend to say that everything that comes
under the name of Vibrio or Spirillum is a decomposed muscle
or other tissue, although I believe such will turn out to be the

fact ; but this much I will vouch for, and will call on Professor

Agassiz to witness, that what would be declared, by competent
authority, to be a living being, and accounted a certain species

of Vibrio, is nothing but absolutely dead muscle.

.RT. XIV.

—

Biographical i

by Ee^

It is with deep sadness that we record the death of Professor

'ENISON Olmsted, for thirty-four years the honored incumbent
f the chair of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in Yale
ollege. He died at his residence in New Haven, after a few
eeks illness, on the 13th of May, 1859, in the sixty-eighth year

Besides this brief record, it is fitting that this Journal, to

'hich Professor Olmsted has been a contributor from its com-

lencement, should preserve, as a further tribute to his memory,
uch a sketch as our limits will permit of his career as a man
f science. For a full analysis of his life and character in the

sveral relations, public and private, which he was called to fill,

re neither have room, nor is this the appropriate place. And
uch a presentation, we are happy to add, is rendered the more
nnecessary by the very complete and admirable commemora-
ve Address of Pres. Woolsey,* in which is given a just and
iscriminating estimate not only of Prof. Olmsted's scientific

* New Englander for August, 1859.
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labors, but, more fully, of his successful career as an instructor,

and of his well-balanced and exemplary character as a man and

a christian in all the relations of life. It will be our purpose,

therefore, in this sketch, to contemplate Prof. Olmsted, chiefly,

as a teacher and cultivater of science.

He was born in East Hartford on the 18th of June, 1791,—
the fourth child of Nathaniel Olmsted, a respectable farmer, who
was a descendant of James Olmsted, one of the first settlers of

the colony of Connecticut. His mother, a daughter of Denison

rj of Andover, Ct., was a woman of most exemplary

christian character, and to her (his father having died when he

? about a year old) he was indebted for that excellent religious

the fruits of which were exhibited in all his subsequent

L for which she found herself rewarded, even to extreme

old age, by a depth of affection and veneration on his part such

as few mothers can inspire.

In Farmington, to which town his mother removed, on her

second marriage, when he was about nine years old, he attended

a district school for several winters, having his home for that

purpose in the family of Gov. Tread well. This excellent man,

becoming interested in the boy for his amiability, intelligence,

and other promising traits, took pains to instruct him privately

during the long evenings, especially in arithmetic, which was
not then taught in the common schools; and so befriended him,

in this and other ways, that in after life Prof. Olmsted ever cher-

ished his memory with the deepest affection and gratitude, and
at a later period, embodied his estimate of his benefactor in an

elaborate memoir, published in the American Quarterly Reg-

ister for 1843.

At the age of sixteen, when he had been for some time em-

ployed in a country store, in which a son of Gov. Treadwell
was one of the partners, he made up his mind to obtain a liberal

education; and after pursuing his preparatory studies, first at

an excellent school kept by James Morris at Litchfield South

Farms, and afterwards under Rev. Noah Porter, pastor at that

time, as now, of the church in Farmington, he entered Yale

College in 1809, when Dr. Dwight, to whom he afterwards be-

came strongly attached, and who exerted a very decided influ-

ence on his character, was in the zenith of his reputation and

power. Young Olmsted was a diligent and successful scholar,

and at his graduation in 1813, took the rank of an orator in a

class of seventy, when only ten received that honor.
On leaving college, Mr. Olmsted became a teacher in New

London, taking charge of the " Union School," so called,—

a

private institution for boys. In 1815 he was appointed to a tu-

torship in Yale College, and while filling this office, commenced
the study of theology in a class instructed by Dr. Dwight, with
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a view to entering the ministry. In about a year, however, his

revered instructor was removed by death, and Mr. Olmsted
evinced his affection for his memory by an appreciative memoir,

U published in the Fort Folio for November, 1817.
Meanwhile his experience and observation as a teacher, not only
in college and in New London, but in Farmington also, where,
at the age of seventeen, he taught a district school, appear to

have awakened in his mind a deep interest in the subject of
education, and a desire to make some effort for the improvement
of the schools of his native state. In an oration "on the state

of education in Connecticut," which he delivered in 1816 on
taking his Master's degree, he sketched the outlines of a plan,

original with himself, of what he termed a "seminary for school-

masters," to be supported by the State ;—an idea since so hap-
pily realized in our Normal Schools.

But his aims in this direction were terminated, as well as his

theological studies, by his appointment in 1817 to the chair of
Chemistry in the University of North Carolina, upon the duties
of which he entered after a year spent at New Haven in special

preparation under the private instruction of Prof. Silliman. At
Chapel Hill he not only discharged successfully the duties of his

professorship, (which, besides chemistry, then included, as in
most other colleges, mineralogy and geology,) but, during his

residence there, he was also employed by the State to make a
survey of its geology and mineral resources;—a circumstance
the more worthy of notice, as this was the first enterprize of the
sort accomplished under the auspices and at Jhe expense of any
of the States. The project was first laid by Prof. Olmsted, in

1821, before the Board of Internal Improvements, with the offer

to perform the entire work himself, gratuitously, and the modest
suggestion of an appropriation by the Board of " one hundred
dollars, to be afterwards renewed or not at the pleasure of the

Board," to defray his necessary expenses in traveling. This

proposition, however, the Board declined, and the survey was
afterwards made under the direction of the State Board of Ag-
riculture. To this Board Prof. Olmsted addressed his Eeport,

which was published in two parts, in 1824 and 1825, filling in

all about 140 pages octavo ; so unpretending was the prototype

of the numerous and ponderous volumes of scientific research

which have since been published by so many of the States. This

survey, regarded especially as the gratuitous vacation-work of a

single individual, and in view of the state of geological science

in this country at the time, must certainly be looked upon as

creditable in the highest degree both to the enterprise and the

scientific abilitv of its projector ; and it has undoubtedly been
ily to the State which authorized it, but
science generally, by the stimulus which
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it afforded to similar enterprises in other States. Prof. Olmsted

gave the iiption of the Deep Eiver Coal

Field, and of the Eed Sandstone accompanying ; and referred

the strata correctly to the same age with that of the Eichmond
coal beds and the Connecticut Eiver Sandstone.

While at Chapel Hill, Prof. Olmsted also began researches to

determine the practicability of obtaining illuminating gas from

cotton-seed—a waste material so abundant in cotton-growing

districts as to be an important product of agriculture if capable

of being put to any valuable use.

These researches, however, were broken off, as wel I

ther cultivation of chemistry and geology, by his call, in 1825,

to the professorship of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy in

Yale College, left vacant by the death of Prof. Matthew E, Dut-

ton, who himself, only three years before, had succeeded the la-

mented Fisher, Prof. Olmsted's classmate and intimate friend,

whose brief but brilliant mathematical career was so sadly ter-

minated by shipwreck in 1822, when on his way to Europe for

the purpose of study.

Prof. Olmsted came to this new chair, it will be noticed, after

he had spent some of his best years in one requiring attainments

and mental culture of a widely different cast. But though lack-

ing somewhat, as he was himself aware, in that special prepara-

tion which a devotion of those years to the higher mathematics
and the more abstruse investigation of physics might have given

him, he nevertheless applied himself with such zeal to his new
duties as to overcome in great measure the difficulties he encoun-

tered, and approve himself a successful instructor in the branches

committed to his care. The department of mathematics, however,
in accordance with his own wishes, was in 1835 made a separate

chair, and assigned to the able and promising, but si

Prof. Anthony D. Stanley, while Prof. Olmsted retained his fa-

vorite branches of natural philosophy and astronomy. In these

he continued to give instruction down to his last illness, a period

in all of thirty-four years.

"When he came to New Haven he discovered a sad want of

suitable text-books in his department. Enfield's Philosophy,

which had held its place in our colleges for many years, was fall

of inaccuracies and far behind the existing state of science. And
the series of text-books then recently prepared by Prof. Farrar

of Cambridge, chiefly translations from French authors, were, be-

sides other objections, both too extensive and too difficult for

his larger work on Natural Philosophy, which was first pub-

lished in 1831, in two volumes octavo. This work, though in

parts professedly a compilation or abridgment, as in mechanics,
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from the treatise of Bridge, and though excluding the higher
mathematics, which were not then taught in our colleges, is yet
characterized by so many excellencies of form and arrangement,
and on the whole is so well adapted to the wants of the great

majority of students, that it has from the first been received
with favor by the public, and having passed through many edi-

tions, continues to be very extensively used in the colleges of the

Uuited States. If the rapid progress of research and discovery
since its first publication has rendered some changes necessary
to adapt it to the present state of science and to the higher stand-

aid of education in our colleges, a new and thorough revision of
the whole work, which its author was about to enter upon at the

time of his death in connection with Prof. Snell of Amherst and
Prof. Newton of Yale College, and which, it is understood, these

gentlemen are now carrying forward, will be likely to render it as

acceptable hereafter as it proved t v published.

An abridgment of this work, called the "School Philosophy,"
was published in 1832, for the use of high schools and acade-

mies, and has already, it is said, pn-sed thrwuidi more than a
hundred editions. A still smaller work, entitled "Eudimentsof
Natural Philosophy and Astronomy," was issued in 1842, and
is adapted to pupils in elementary schools. This little work has

gone through some fifty editions, and on account of its clearness

and comprehensiveness, has been adopted as the text-book on
these subjects for use in institutions for the blind, an edition for

this purpose having been printed in raised letters, in large quarto
form, as early as 1845.

Prof. Olmsted's text-book of Astronomy for colleges was pub-
lished in 1839 in one volume octavo. It is characterized, in the

main, by the same qualities as his other books, and has found

work. Still another book
on Astronomy," purporting to have been written to a lady, was

prepared ->ok at the request of

I ot Li iti< n. and published in 1842.

Besides instructing in astronomy by text-book, Prof. Olmsted
delivered annually to the two upper classes in college three

courses of lectures, one on natural philosophy and optics, one
on astronomy, and another on meteorology. These

with much labor, and by frequent revision, endeavored to adapt
to the rapid progress of scientific discovery. They were charac-

terized by 1 id method, and sometimes by elo-

quence. The course on meteorology was, perhaps, on the whole,
the most attractive and useful.

In the subjects of storms, auro, tars, he took
special interest. A new theory of Hail-storms was published
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by him, in 1830, in the American Journal of Science,—ascrib-
ing their origin to the sudden mingling of large bodies of hot

and humid air with air extremely cold, by which the vapor of

the former would be rapidly condensed and congealed into hail

;

which effect would be produced whenever, by means of oppos-

ing winds, whirlwinds, or other atmospheric disturbance, hot

air should be carried above the line of congelation or cold air

brought below it. This hypothesis, though it has never obtained

ity of the ingenious, but improbable, electrical theory

of Volta, is yet, perha] any, or at least is suffi-

ciently so to warrant its author in his steady adherence to it, es-

pecially if we consider that such is the intrinsic difficulty of the

subject as to compel the acutest physicists to confess that no

v theory has yet been proposed,'—hailstorms being

characterized by Pouillet as among the most formidable of

scourges to agriculture, and the most perplexing of phenomena
to meteorologists.

In respect to the great storms of our Atlantic coast, and simi-

lar ones elsewhere, he adopted in the main, the rotary theory of

Mr. Wm. C. Kedfield, whom he early encouraged in the devel-

opment of his views on this subject, and for whom he cherished

a sincere attachment, which led him, after the death of his

friend, to prepare the eulogium which he delivered before the

American Association for the Advancement of Science, at its

meeting in Montreal. In this address Prof. Olmsted thus defines

his own position in respect to Mr. Kedfield's views. " While
from the first I have heartily embraced Kedrield's doctrine that

ocean gales are progressive whirlwinds, and have further fully

believed that he had established their laws or modes of action

on an impregnable basis, a regard to truth and candor obliges

me to say, that I have never been a convert to his views respect-

ing the ult: us, especially so far as he assigned

for these causes what he denominates the 'diurnal and orbitual

motions of the earth,' but his notions on this point have always

appeared to me unsatisfactory."

The phenomena of the northern lights, such remarkable exhi-

bitions of which occurred in 1835 and 1837, were watched by

Prof. Olmsted with intense interest, and one of his I

most elaborate memoirs is that " On the Secular Period of the

Aurora Borealis," published in 1856, in the eighth volume of

the Smithsonian Contributions. In this paper, rejecting the

electrical and magnetic hypotheses, and others which ascribe the

origin of the aurora to terrestrial causes, he advocated the doc-

trine of their cosmical origin, deriving their materials from some

supposed nebulous body traversing the planetary spaces, and

bo the phenomena a secular period of about sixty or

sixty -five years. This view, it must be acknowledged, has
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found, as yet, little favor among men of science. But, whether
it prove ultimately to have any foundation in truth or not,

Prof. Olmsted deserves very great credit for the unwearied dili-

gence with which he has collected and recorded the facts, and
for the earnestness with which he has called the attention of

philosophers to this most interesting problem in physics.

But Prof. Olmsted is most widely and favorably known to

the scientific world by his papers, published chiefly in the Jour-

nal of Science for 1834, on '-im u one showers," or showers of

shooting stars. His interest in the subject was first awakened,
like that of many others, by the very remarkable phenomena of

Dg of November 13th, 1833, when, in all parts of the

United States, myriads of these meteors, especially between the

hours of two and five o'clock, were seen falling in a bril

ugh the heavens. Prof. Olmsted saw this

magnificent display, indeed, not in its maximum grandeur,

only the portion of it which occurred after half past five o'clock,

when In- at tent iuii was first called to it by a friend. Yet observ-

ing it with tli r. lie noted v, ith care its most

I collecting at once all the observations he
could obtain from various quarters, he made a car. t tl classifica-

tion and analysis of the facts, which he presented in two suc-

i ssfr i numbers of the American Journal of Science for 1834.*

While preparing this paper he was led to entertain the idea that

these meteors had a cosmical rather than a terrestrial or atmo-
spheric origin, and at the close of his article, stated it as his gen-

eral conclusion, " That the meteors of Nov. 13th consisted of
portions of the extreme parts of a nebulous body, which revolves

around the sun in an orbit interior to that of the earth, but little

inclined to the plane of the ecliptic, having its aphelion near to

the earth's path, and having a periodic time of 182 days, nearlv."

Prof. A. C. Twining, then at West Point, from Ins own and
other independent observations, arrived substantially at some of

the same conclusions, especially in respect to the cosmical origin

of the meteors, though apparently with a less degree of confi-

dence, as appears from his own c is very able

article on the subject in the twenty-sixth volume of the Journal

of >ru:nc:\ -That he is not able, as yet, to adopt even his own
- respecting the cause, in any other way than as conjec-

tural and highly credible." Both he and Prof. Olmsted, however,

clearly recognized the leading fact, which w:y decisive of the

question of cosmical origin, nam ' he point of

apparent radiation of the raeteow the heavens

towards which the earth was then moving in its orbit, and the

names of both must consequently be associated, in the minds of
those who read their articl. >. v, ith the theory which both so essen-

tially contributed to establish.

* Vol xxv, No. 2, and Vol. xsvi, No. 1.
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Prof. Olmsted, however, has from the first been chiefly associ-

ated in the public mind with this theory of meteors,—partly,
perhaps, from the greater confidence and fullness of explanation

ch he propounded it, and partly from his prominent

position before the public in an in aence. The

theory, indeed, in the precise form in which he origin;-

it, has never in all its details obtained general currency, and was

even for a time wholly rejected or regarded with much incredu-

lity by many distinguished men of science, yet in its leading

features of cosmical origin and periodicity he had th<

tion of seen . and r< e< ivo the approbation

and support of the leading physicists of the day. A broader

ation of facts, especially those gathered by Mr. E. C.

Herrick, from the records of meteors in preceding ages, soon

brought to light other annual periods of their return besides that

of November, particularly those of April, August and December.
"" '

s modification, however, did not affect the main point of the

hypothesis.

in this theory by Chladni; and Humboldt, who i

! been said, indeed, that Prof. Olmsted 1

I of the Cosmos, speaks of the researches of Prof. Olmsted
in complimentary terms, refers to them in one place, not as hav-

ing originated the hypothesis, but as "a brilliant contii

the cosmical origin of these phenomena,"*
the credit of the theory itself. But besides the fact that, so far

as appears, the cosmical hypothesis of Chladni pertained espe-

cially to aerolites and their associated fireballs, and did not defi-

lade showers of shooting stars, and the further fact,

that the idea of the c< m whole class of meteors

had been suggested in general terms by many other philosophers

even including Anaxagoras, we may rea .

for Prof. Olmsted the merit of priority, that his conclusions were

unquestiona Inmself, and entirely independent

of any results of preceding investigations. Whatever form in

respect to its details, the theory may assume in the light of future

3, to Prof. Olmsted clearly belongs the merit of having

discerned and demon-' th, and he deserves for

what he has done, all the credit that has been accorded to him

by European savans. Humboldt, Biot, Gibers, Encke, and oth-

ers, adopting substantially the same views, have fully recognized

bis menta and spoken of his investigations in complimentary

Prof. Olmsted gave much attention also to the subject of the

zodiacal light, and in papers published in the Journal of Science

and in the Proceedings of the A tn b as endeav-

ored to establish an identity between its source and that of the

November meteors. The same idea has received the sanction

* Cosmos, vol. i, p. 118, Harper.
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and support, also, of M. Biot, who assigns to Prof. Olmsted the
credit of its authorship.

It will be seen, from the brief account we have given, that

Prof. Olmsted was inclined to adopt theories very similar to each
other, to explain the phenomena of shooting stars, of auroras,

and of the zodiacal light—if not, indeed, to ascribe them all to

one and the same origin. But if, in the case of auroras or the
zodiacal light, his speculations shall fail to be confirmed, it

must be remembered that they were for the most part thrown
out by him only as conjectures, and that he himself disclaimed
holding his theory of meteors at all responsible for their sound-
ness

; and furthermore, that it is a thing by no means of rare

occurrence among men of science that a successful theorizer has
been tempted by success to stretch the application of his theory

'- legitimate limits.

, proper observatory and of suitable i

at New Haven, prevented Prof. Olmsted from giving to pn
tical astronomy as much attention as he might otherwise have
done. Of the Clark telescope, however, at that time tbje best in

the country, he made as good use as his other engagements and
the wretched position of the instrument would allow, in showing
to his pupils such celestial phenomena as admitted of simple in-

spection
; and with this instrument in 1835, he, with Prof. Elias

Loomis, then a tutor in the College, succeeded first of American
observers in obtaining a view of Halley's comet, then so anx-
iously looked for both in this country and in Europe. This
deficiency of astronomical instruments Prof. Olmsted n i

anxious to remove, and at various times efforts were commenced,

'

in which he zealously participated, to establish an observatory.

But many difficulties arose from time to time, especially m the

matter of raising funds, and he never enjoyed the satisfaction of
seeing so desirable an object accomplished.

In teaching science, Prof. Olmsted by no means restricted him-

self to theoretical instruction, but, both in the lecture-room and
in popular articles and addresses, endeavored to render science

attractive and useful to all, by pointing out its practical applica-

tions. He gave much attention to the means of protecting houses

from lightning, the warming and ventilation of buildings, and
other like

]
as they were brought to bis notice,

frequently contributing articles on such topics to the papers of

the day, and often, on the occurrence of any special phenomena
coming w ithin the range of his department of science, favoring

the public with an appropriate discourse. He was the inventor

of an excellent stove which bore his name, the patent for which
became to him at first, it is understood, a source of some pecu-

niary profit, at a time when his insufficient salary rendered an
increase of income particularly acceptable, but afterwards, from
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oaaaes not connected with its merits, ceased to be remunerative.

A useful preparation of lard and rosin for lubricating machinery

was also invented by him some years ago, but never patented,

and it has since, it is said, become an article of successful man-

ufacture.

In forming our estimate, on the whole, of Prof. Olmsted's sci-

entific character, we must bear in mind that he himself always

regarded it as his more appropriate sphere of effort, in the cir-

s in which he was placed, not so much to cultivate

science as to teach and diffuse it. Teaching, indeed, was his

chosen and ever-cherished work, and the one for which by tem-

pt'ivuneut. talents, training and attainments, he was peculiarly

fitted. His uniform kindness and courtesy of demeanor, and

Patience in imparting instruction—the excellent moral influence

which he always exerted as well by his consistent christian ex-

ample as by his personal counsels—the genuine friendliness of

hisdis] osdti irays mani-

fested in the welfare of his pupils—especially the Ittftd

fidelity with which he encouraged and assisted any who exhib-

il fondness for the studies of his department—will not

soon be forgotten by those who enjoyed the benefit of his in-

-.' v. bo w< re admitted to his

ndship. Ebenezer Porter Mason was a pupil whose
biil'u T a \\ L-ai t 5, i - tll 1 e-j, a. illv his rare attainments

and promise in mathematics and astronomy, awakened in his

instructor at once the liveliest and most affectionate interest;

and on the death of this remarkable genius at the early age of

twenty-two, Prof. Olmsted paid a tribute not less to his own
kindness of heart than to the memory of his friend, in writing

the excellent memoir of his life which was published in a duo-

decimo volume in 1842.

Besides t have been named, Prof. Olmsted

published, at different times, mai: - of a scien-

tific or literary character, in the leading periodicals of the day,

particularly the Ameri tuce and the New Eng-

lander. He was especially fond of biographical compositic
: of Dr. Dwight, Sir Humphry Davy, Gov. Tread-

hitney and Wm. " "

favorable example
we!!, Kii Whitney and Wm. C. Redfield, may be mentioned

In the later years of his life, Prof. Olmsted saw much
Besides his first wife, four sons, grown to manhood, graduates of

college, and giving fine promise of usefulness and distinction in

literature or science, were one after another taken from him,

—filling his home with grief yet not destroying his cheerfulness

or composure of mind. But he has now gone to his rest, and

not alone his remaining family, but the wide circle of his friends

and former pupils will cherish with deep affection his honored
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'd April 17 th,

Academy </ tim of Prizes.—On the 14(h of last

March t In." Aeudeim of Kcien es luM it< annual public meeting. We
have more than once spoken of these shown them to

be generally void of result, a fact for which the Academy itself, which

i- to blame. It has been this year as

_r years, and we are compel : if we were

i lie progress of science by the prizes awarded, we .-!

Qg new had been accomplished in the departments of mathe-
. .v ..

—we could a: science. Hap-
pily it is not so, and our readers have been able to judge by our corres-

pondence for the years 1857 and 1858, that in Europe as in America, men
of science have well eropl to tbe great

advantage of science and humanity.
Astronomical Prize.—The only section which every year awards a

prize, is that of astronomy, in behalf of which the astronomer Lalande

have made the i rise or work

g most highly to the progress of the science. Not willing to

pronounce on this latter point, the Academy has divided the prize

between MM. Goldschmidt of Paris, Laurent of Nismes, Searle of the

Observatory at Albany, N. Y., Tuttle of Cambridge, Mass., Winnecke of

Bonn, and Donati of Florence. The following is an extract from the

The planet Nemausa was discovered on the 22d of January at Xi-inrs

by Mr. Laurent, and the planet Pandora on the 10th of September by Mr.

George Searle, assistant in the Observatdry at Albany i *

The planet Calypso, discovered on the 4th of April at the observat

The two planets, Europa and Alexandra, were discovered at Paris the

4th of February, and the 10th of September by Mr. Golds, >

successful explorer of the skies, who, without having to meet the ordinary

ities of an astronomer, devotes himself continually, through

that he had rediscovered, on the 9th of September, 1857, the planet

Daphne ; but Mr. Schubert of Berlin soon showed this to be a mistake,

was a new one. This planet, which by the date
of its discovery is the 47th of the group, increases to twelve the number
made known by Mr. Goldschmidt.

Among the comets of the year 1858, there are two whose periodicity

is well established, and one that presented during its long and brilliant
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nomena of great interest bearing on the physical theory of

Of the three comets discovered at Cambridge in America by Mr. Tut-

it on the 4th of January, the third on the 2d of May, and the

sixth on the 5th of September, the first is of peculiar interest, as its ele-

ments are ra gnized the second comet of 1790

discovered by Mechain. Mr. Bruhns of Berlin, who discovered this

comet seven days after Mr.Tuttle, has compared a great number of obser-

vations made up to the month of March in Europe and in America, and

has deduced from them an elliptical orbit of 1366 years. The cornet

discovered on the 4th of January by Mr. Tuttle has therefore returned

four times since 1790 without having been seen.

Statistical Prize.—Of a number of prizes for statistics we notice an

" honorable mention " decreed to Mr. Berigny of Versailles for a work

germinal

changes" of the moon, or between its phases and human gi

idea! treatise contains a list of 30,958 births according to the

ind extending over forty years. The

negative; that is to say, on the authority of the eh

at the moon does not possess, like the

sun, the privilege of influencing generations.

Priz< for Experimental Physiology.—The grout

Physiology was award,,. 1 to Mi. -Fa. nl.ouitch fi r his treatise on the Inter-

lure of the brain, and on the spinal cord of man and arm '''•

According to the statement of the commission this work conl

bf great importance to .

; md comparative anatomy.

The report mad.- i>\ Mr. Claude Bernard concludes thus. " In

fation, Mr. Jacubowitch has taken up one of the most difficult problems

_> an.] anatomy, that of the texture of the nervous system

and of the different constituent elements with reference to determining

their physiological importance. This author has recognized and described

liar forms of nervous cellules in their relations to one another

and to three kinds of nervous fibres. He has determined the exaet ar-

rangement of these nervous histological elements in the spinal cord, the

medulla oblongata, and the brain ; he has indicated the points of the

i which these cellules or fibres group them-
These anatomical re-

passes of vertebrate ani-

mals, are of great importance to physiology."

A second prize for Experimental Physiology was divided between Mr.

Leuhossek of Warsaw and Mr. Lacaze-Duthiers, PrutV- ,< in tie- ta uhv

of sciences at Lille ; the first for his "Etudes Anatomiques" on the cen-

tral nervous system. These are researches in microscopic ana:

' physiology. The method employed by Mr. Leu-

hes is the method of slices in different

>us system were not hardened by chromic acid, but

only by alcohol, and the slices were rendered transparent either by acetic

acid or some other convenient substance.

The labors of Mr. Lacaze-Duthiers have contributed largely to the

progress of most of the branches in the history of acephalous molhisks;
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cipally on the experiments

and observation- of this naturalist relating 1st, to the circulation of the

nourishing fluids in the Dentalia; 2d, f >f the respira-

tor) apparatus in muss
glands and ti ;; of a considerable number of other

moHusks.

The Breant ]'/<;;, .— We have already several times spoken of the

prize of 100,000 francs instituted by Mr. Theant in favor of the person
- .A'.-r a mode of medical treatment which would cure the

cholera in Mi . t\ of i a-><-s. or w ho -hoiild point out satisfactorily the

causes of A>iatic ..-holeia so that . -. an end would
be put to the epidemic; or lastly, to the person who should discover a
<< irain pie\« i.*.» >i i, as that of vaccination for

Foreseeing that this prize of 100,000 fr. would not be awarded very

soon, Mr. Breant grants the interest of this sum to the person who shall

have promoted the progress of science as regards the cholera or any other

epidemic malady.
This year the Academy of Sciences awarded a prize of 5000 fr. to

i.< n liovore for his experiments on the composition of the air expired

b\ mi tuns of the cholera, and the temperature of the body of these

-! moments of life. Mr. Doyere has proved the fol-

ate : 1st, the more severe the attack of cholera, the larger the

amount of oxygen in the air expired; 2d, the proportion of carbonic

pati i t- is u i\ incon- lei i'» : 3d, notwith-

standing the diminution of the activity «'f the respiratory functions, the

: i.
i

!.. - the- point of 43° C.
(110° F.) in the region of the armpit.

- 2 h\ Mr K'H.i : th.
!

i.-t v. -
i

i.-v.-.l i lt:ji» h\ the lo-n.h

ue'nt into L', md T - idy th, cholera; md it was after-

wards verified in England and in the I nited States.

Moreover neitht i tj.e >e, on 1 in r tl thiol t\ ;- n. ]». uliar to the vic-

tims of cholera. As for the second. I>r. Malcolm demonstrated in 1644,

that in typhus fever a less quantity . f < trl mica id escapes from the

i, -am, fact n ie-p, t to
[

i- n- ati ti 1

fever and with acute pneumonia. As far a.- concerns the latter fact,

I11:"'} uithors hav, not I a ri-e of teinperatu u Me- 1
is t stages of

, md Mr. Doyere has seen

the same thing in typhoid fever.

Discussion upon the nature of «'; arasioii men-
tioned in our last comma: ** started by a paper read

by Mr. Despretz, has sine- !•
: r :. " I. :' 1

' ' ^ '
• watched with

the utmost inl r* engaged in the physical sciences.

Doubtless it has not changed the opinion of either Despretz or Dumas

;

and this is well for the latter chemist at least, for all competent observers

regard Dumas as i tke c*ra« of progress.
:

'' -;':."

out ideas whk i * ienc , and in the elaboration of
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•which Dumas has had so large a share, it has had an important Mi-

nted to the establishment of

lias compelled Dumas to put in a precise form

n the unity of matter and the intimate nature of sim:

We give a brief notice of the discus -> i li wftb-

out doubt leave its trace on the records of science.

Dumas having declared that the experiments which Despretz had just

published were neither nectary in the- actual state of science, nor yet

decisive, Despretz replied og the ideas of Dumas on

the unity of matter. A n not a sufficient analogy

between the radicals of organic chemistry and the simple bodies of mit-

ral chemistry. The first are decomposed by heat, and converted by oxygen

into water and carbonic acid. These organic cor

can never be again re-composed. It is well understood to be quite other-

wise in respect to the elements of mineral chemistry. From this Mr.

Despretz concluded that there is not only no analogy, but that there is a

complete contrariety, between the elements of organic and inorganic

chemistry; in a word, as far as he can di-.-eni. -•!, iu-c furnishes no in-

, \oiing a belief in the decomposition of the bodies considered

by the aid of new forces. < >n the contrary he thinks he has

demonstrated that the metals and metalloids are simple bodies. "We have

:•.: .'. - •

...•' .-: -•. \-

he returns to the subject now to show in what respect his

are new, and says :
" all ehemi-r-. have ignited iron and platinum to a

while beat, but no chemist to our ku these metals in

a barometric vacuum for the purpose of ascertaining whether any gas

was disengaged ; and this is my experiment."

"Nothing is disengaged under the action of heat, or of a spark from a

powerful induction apparatus. This negative result is of a nature to as-

of Dr. Prout, if any exist. According

to this hypothesis, iron should retain about 80,000 and platinum 200,000

volumes of hydrogen gas condensed into only one volume. How can

we suppose that a condensed gas could resist the test to which iron and

in my experiment? h there a single fact in

b a supposition ? In my

;

have been readily appreciable. " To this slight weight the most delicate

The reply of 1 him i- n hie th ^ r..lh»ux " I d. in m 1 m Mi [>*-pi'tz

why he expects the metals to r, - . ..- is it neo-

essary that the primary elements of bodies should be gaseous \ As re-

gards the analogies bet w< n orgaui i 1 inorgani eh. ni-try. wh '••

;

re

denied by Mr. Despretz, I ask where is the chemist who m
in one group cyanogen and chlorine, bromine and iodine? Where are

the differences between these two sets of substances ? Do they not blend

in all their chemical affinities? Does not the analogy between them ex-

decomposed while the others have resisted decomposition; but he »

greatly mistaken who believes that the discovery of cyanog
suggest doubts to the minds of chemists, and to *Gay Lussac himself, on

the nature of chlorine."
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"Is not the same the case with ammonium and the radicals of the
lers? Do not these ds, chlorids, sulphurets ? Do
i their oxyds, acting the part of bases, resemble potassa and soda so
:mgly as even to mislead ? Have we not in the combinations of these
licals the same system as in inorganic chemistry ? Who is the chemist

i succeeding one upon another, have not sug-

gweu uuuuis concerning the nature of the metals?"
" In a word, the efforts of modern chemists for forty years, efforts with-

out parallel from the first beginning of chemistry as* a science, in which
so much perseverance and so much courage have been expended, have

' substances

enchained
organic chemistry, and subordinated to the same scheme through all

3 products." It was Lavoisier who. on tracing out the route for us to

How, more than seventy years since, defined organic chemistry as the

lemistry of compound radicals, and mineral chemistry the chemistry of

id. composable »adicals."

Dumas then refuted one after another the facts brought forward by
thinks tha

'

) be decomp

If he conform, -it ion of a simple body the
i. ;

'
.

.
1

of simple bodies; that there is no-;,: -- those fortu-

nate concentrations to which we owe the discovery of iodine,

selenium and bromine, and a philosophical discussion concerning the

principle of the unity of matter."

Dumas presented* tin- ; "1st. Tt appears to me
more and more probable that the equivalents of simple bodies are multi-

ples of the same unit; 2d, that the radicals of mineral chemistry behave
'• i\ as the radicals of' organic chemistry ; 3d, that it is im-

possible to prove that bod s .; sable; 4th,

'bat if, even at the present time, >ir,, : and means

M«e i [y known, it is easv to contrive processes more powerful

which" Mr. De.pr.'tz ha- Hiipl«>\ed for the purple of aco-

decomposition, I regard it as my duty to affirm anew that in my opinion

these processes . J, will not probably be more effec-

Discussion on cellulose and ligneous fibre—-While this discussion on
the question of simple bodies, of which we have *]

n 'd on. and that concerning spontaneous generatio

i. [ ''
question was handled before the Academy of Sciences ; it was concerning

only one, or of several kinds, of cel-

lulose. I'aven was an advocate of the fir-t opinion. Fremy of the

second. Judging from the action produced upon ligneous tissues by
•

:::•>

at least two -: t he has seen paper and textile fibres

in general dissolve in ammoniacal oxyd of copper, while elder- pith and
ligneous fibre in general resist its action.
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To Mr. Payen this difference seemed only an apparei

lieved that in thi- -e is incrusted wit

eign matters which hinder the s

is insoluble in Schweitzer's reagent,

been previously treated with a weak I ydri id I.

Mr. Fremy supposed that the chlorohydric acid does not act as a solwin

of foreign matters, but that it converts one variety of cellulose into the

other variety, in the same way, for instance, as an acid converts cane

sugar into glucose.

We need not speak of the different phases of

not yet settled. According to Fremy, we must admit at least two kinds

of cellulose offering the same percentage composition but differing from

each other in their chemical properties and capable of being brought

into the same state by the most diverse reagents, such as mil

organic acids, potassa, ammonia, etc. In order to prove that the differ-

ences in the properties of cellulose are due to the state of the organic

substance itself and not to the presence of mineral substances, Fremy

has had recourse to the action of heat. In exposing vegetable pith,

which is insoluble in the cupreous reagent, to the action of a tempera-

ture not exceeding 30°, and maintaining it at that point for several hours,

he has seen that substance become soluble in the above reagent. He ar-

rived at an analogous result by keeping the cellular tissue of pith for

twenty-four hours in boiling water.

Furthermore, he has remarked that this change takes place only in the

organic substance of the tissue, for the proportion of mineral matter re-

mained the same in both cases, and the tissue which had become soluble

producing exactly the form of the vegetable cellules, which same thing

s reagent, left after its calcination a mineral :

producing exactly the i

In order to distinguish between these two kinds of cellulose, Freroy

calU para-cellulose that which does noi m the cupre-

ous reagent. He reserves the name cellulose for that whid
Cellulose is found in cotton, fibres

of bark, cellular tissue of fruits or of roots. Para-cellulosr

principally the pith of trees, ligneous fibre, the cellular tissue of the epi-

dermis, <fcc.

This is not Payen's opinion; the experiment of Fremy, quoted

above, does not appear to him to prove that the pith of the elder is of an

isomeric composition with the cellulose of textile fibres ; for in Payen's

view it is not only the fact that foreign substances in the form of in-

but infinitely minute bubbles of air which are condensed there have the

same effect to a certain point, in forming a protective envelop ; according

to him the pith of the ^Eschynomene, insoluble in Schweitzer's reagent,

becomes soluble in it by keeping it in a vacuum in the cold m
hausted receiver and afterwards plunging it under water ; ti

then placed in a refrigerating mixture. After congealing, the pith has

become to a great extent soluble ; there remains a residue of 43 per cent

containing 15 per cent of mineral substances. These mineral substances

according to Payen prev.i tion of the cellulose. The
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same is the case with cortical fibres before their purification ; so also

hemp just obtained from the flax-plant resisted solution for more than
six hours, and the portions not dissolved preserved their fibrous form.

Inrritxling matter; Dead cotton.—All these questions have recalled

attention to an old paper by Mitseherlich on the composition of vegetable

illj formed of cellulose, and of a substance analo-

gous to cork, a suberic material capable of yielding suberic acid and also

-. The most delicate vegetable fibres are covered
over with this slender coating of suberic matter; it is on this account
that fresh ootl moistened with water, while it is at

once decomposed if this coating of suberic matter is removed by the ac-

tion of chlorine.

Such at least is the opinion of Mitscherlich. It seems however that an
tin chlorine is not always sufficient to render this variety of

cotton capable of receiving color,—the variety perfectly well known
is who have named it " dead cotton ;" it was first described

1 has since been carefully studied by
Walter ('Yum of Cr!a>g<nv, who-.' results are published in the third vol-

ume of the Proceedings of the Philosophical Society of Glasgow.
In the opinion of Mr. Walter Crura the dyeing of cotton depends upon

a purely mechanical action ; chemistry is completely foreign to the sub-

sg dyes upon stuffs; dead cotton is the proof of this; the

fibres of this variety of cotton are flattened, while cotton which admits
of being dyed is composed of cylindrical fibres; the coloring matter
hence can penetrate within these and fix itself there.

This is, as is seen, an opinion diametrically opposite to that of Runge,
who is so strong an advocate of the chemical theory that he considers

colored cottons as cottonates ; in this view a faint chamois tint produced
by oxyds of iron is called by him per-cottonate of iron ; another bi-cotton-

Mr. Walter Crum declares that the substance of dead cotton has been
entirely bleached before becoming flattened; it contains therefore, he

r fatty matter nor any impurity capable of hindering the fix-

ing of the coloring matter.

But let us return to the suberic matter whose presence M
recognized on leaves and about the exterior of plants. It is over thirty

years since Payen showed that the epidermis of plants is covered over

with a very thin envelop, containing a fatty matter, some nr

silica. Ad'. 1 this pellksle, cm wKda
v

:

experiments: - to a prolonged maceration, and has
has also just

.

In fact, in contact with boiling potassa, the cutine

saponifies and the acid which is produced presents the characters of a

fatty acid. This experiment has been repeated with success on the epi-

dermic membra - nA fruits.

It is easy to develop, ad libitum, this epidermic membrane ; it is suffi-

cient, in fact, to experiment on rape ing tissues of

Yav..s branches, tuberaceous roots, and subterranean stems ; at the end
of several days the denuded tissues afford characteristic reactions ef epi-

dermic r
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Transformation of woody fibre into Sugar.—On the occasion of the

al...v,' .li.-L-ussion Pelouze announced the important results which follow.

Cellulose pre. in ami i «,, u il mw.1 ,.t c.pp.-i \>\

a feeble acid, is soluble in

soluble in com ic acid; water forms with t! -

a precipitate »; at the end of two days the precipi-

tate ceases to form th - h is . n ti ui- «i it d into sugar

affording the characteristics of glucose.

The tran.-i into glucose can be effected by a pro-

ng a small quantity of sulphuric or

Iric acid (some hundredths); paper, old linen, sawdust, and any

cellulose more or less pure, can be thus turned into sugar at the end of

Pelouze thinly that this rea< tion will become the basis of a new branch

ipted since Braconnot suc-

ceed 1 in InI'.i ii trati- 1 ., lt ie in > glucos. V thinks that the

•ion would be rendered much more active by operating in a

close vessel at an elevated temperature.

Lastly, Pelouze announce- that, I caustic po-

in at a temperature between 150° and 190° C. and
.

j separated from ;

i I

has the composition of cellulose, but differs from h

;

Manufacture of Aluminium.—This manufacture, which is becoming
more and more extended, has just taken two steps onward; one, thioinrli

tin- p .bli.-ation by H. St. Claire Devil le, of a treatise expressly on the

subject; the other, by the discovery of a process of soldering. All the

labors expends! on aluminium up. u. the month of March, 1859, are re-

counted by Deville, and as the author and founder of this mi
we can feel very certain that the work is not a simple compilation.

As respects the soldering of this metal, until \

feet results have been attam.-d. In th- I niver-ai Kxliil.ition of 1855,

: ! not give any solidity. Others have tried to solder with

whenever aluminium and the solder melted over its surface was touched

took place with great rapidity as if a

E . it an impulse at the moment of contact; but

this solder a!s<> 1 h strength.

At last it has been suggested that the difficulty might be surmounted

by previously coating the piece with copper, and then soldering together

I surfaces. In order to efl a, or at least

the parts to be soldered, are plunged into a bath of acid sulphate of cop-

per. The positive pole

with the bath, and the p

These

bath, and the pieces to be coppered are touched wil

; the deposit of ccopper takes place very regularly <

ary way.

1 these processes are,

a historical interest,
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soldering just discovered. The inventor is a gilder and silverer of metals,

belonging to Paris, named Mourey ; he has recently announced his pro-

cess in a public meeting The alloy
'!.'»<;,-< n,] - i .

• / > . mil .ii, ii mi Mr. M. ut \ employs five

different varieties of it according to the article to be soldered ; the compo-
sition is as follows

:

To prepare it, he melts the aluminium in a ran

\\v been reduced to fragments and added little by little ; when
- •. : !

is added to prevent the oxydation of the zinc, and then it is cast in small in-

- -

should be free from iron.

These five alloys have different points of fusion. Alloy No. 1 is the

hardest, the others are softer in regular succession.

As for the manipulation of the solder, this comes under technology

:

Mi. Mourey has described it in detail; but it would be going too much
ities for us to cite his account of it, and we subjoin only a

few facts interesting in a scientific point of view.

'I he instrument whieh i- u>ed in i \\ is called in

French " fer-a-souder," ought not in soldering aluminium to be either of

iron or copper, but of alu • soldering alloy adheres
''

'

'

' '

m is made of three parts balsam of copaiba, mixed with one
part of pure turpentine; the materials are mixed in %

\
x»

and a few drops of lemon-juice are added to favor the mixture of the two

This flux is .us of solder

to be employed. It is imp* ipe no longer

than is necessary, to prevent loss of zinc from volatilization.

Lastly, another novelty of this branch <A matmf.ieture is aluminium

large scale by J M. < \
' ,< ':'

. h I
-:•' 1

to make all the surfaces of friction in machinery of aluminium-bronze.

Thus a bearing which had been placed on a poli-:

revolutions a minute was found to last eighteen months, while bearings

of other different metal, had, in the ^'-d at most
only three months. He has employed this bronze with equal success in

the manufacture of cannon, howitzers, and all kinds of weapons of war.

Pistol-barrels have been thus made which have done good service.

;:.
. - -

.-
• _ ••

to artillery ; but Mr. Christoffle, relying on the I

bronze and its resistance to wear, thinks that it will be applicable to

pieces are constructed exclusively in the government work-shops, he has

asked for a permit to ma:. ixpense some pieces of ar-

tillery, especially such as are most exposed to injury.
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An excellent inineralogical manual.

Dr. T. Schkerkb : Lothrohrbucb—A manual on the blowpipe and blowpipe analy-

sis. 294 pp. 12mo. Braunschweig, 1857.

Dr. A. Kenngott: Uebersicht der Resultate mineralogischer Forschunj

Jahren 1856 und 1857. 272 pp. 8vo. Leipzig, 1859.— I

of the progress of Mineralogy. This volume covers the years 1856 and 1857.

Dr. J. Schabus : Anfangsgriinde der Mineralogie. 250 pp. 8vo. Vienna, 1859.

Delafosse: Nouveau cours de mineralogie, comprenant la description de toutes

2e livraisons. Paris, 1858. 8vo, 650 pp., with an Atlas of 16 pages and 20 plates.

Dufbenoy's Mineralogy.—The 4th volume of the new edition has just been issued

emente der rechnenden K;

> hthographic plates. Clausthal, 1859.

alien.—Models of y twins «jf the feldspars, by

H. D. Rogers: The Geology of Pennsylvania, a Government Survey, with a

eneral view of the Geology of the United States, Essays on r

nd its fossils and a i America and Great

fritain, by H. D. Rogers, State Geul c-r Prof Nat H:,t Univ. of Gla^ov, &c

vols. 4to of 586 and 1046 pages, with numerous plates, maps, sections and wood-

uts.—Prof. Rogers has given iu his great work a number of analyses of mineral coil
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855, 56, 57. 725 pp. large 8vo
sheii analyses of varioi - iron ores, coals, and treated also

riefly of the lead region of the Upper Mississippi.

W. E. Logan : Geological Survey of Canada, Report of Progress, for the year

nd a paper on Dolomites by T. S. Hunt.

1 the gold
of a part of South Carolina.

Hanns Beuno G be Museum in Dre
110 pp. 18m©.— A i -if the Dresden Museum and a pi

C. TJ. Shkpard: Report of the Mount Pisgah Copper Mine. 8 pp. 8vo.
Haven, 1859.—The copper ore ia i in gneissoid micas

lite in fine crystals, automolite, ap

-

' • - :• •: -; . : :

'
-" : -•

:

........
a. common oiackish copper ore from Duckl
so-called species from Ducktown. The mi

H.=55. G.=4-55—4-66 (Mr. R. A. Fisher). Color black

with 43-20

mlphur, by difference."

Prof. G-. J. Brush has handed ma the following notices of the Ducktownite «

ntioned by Prof. Bfa

I or blackish-gray color. Occa
""

' ronze colort I

(Pi:,...
char..

copp*

•'-
.

.. • .'. '.
'

'

'

' :•

d till sulphur ceased to be given off, was dissolved in salt of
;

.
... ..

'

. ...
- .. .:..,':-:- ' ;•-

Jl'eT£ckish-gray substance gave off no «dpb™rf™™^^
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nerala was such that it was almost impossi-

ble to select the blackish-gray mineral pure.

These facts, however, are sufficient to pro no! a homogene-

copper, which probably prove to be copper-:
requested by Dr. R. A. Fisher to (tab

ite, and are of no value furtl : the ore.

!•

•••
.

; -
.

ml Shepard gives no physical

l'Europe. 8vo. Paris, 1858.

On the MRer Ytfttal*, by H. C. Sorby, Quart. Journ. Geol.

•

jin of the rocks in which the crj

A list of pseudomorphic minerals occurring in Scotland, by Dr. Heddle (Phil.

Mag., [4], xvii, 42.

On Pseudomorphism, or the Perimorphosis of Calcite and Epidote

On Heteromerism and Heteromerom minerals, by R. Hermann, J. £ pr. Chem.
lxxiv, 256—314, lxxv, 385—448.

Alteration of Minerals.—Dr. H. Eichhorn has published (Pogg., cv, 126) an im-

Descriptions of Species.

Acicctjte.—This ore from 15tre owsk, has afforded R Hermann (J. f. pr. Ch,

S 16 50 Bi 3487 Pb 36 31 Cu 10-97 Hi 0-36 Au 0'09 = 9900

cor j In to the formula (€u, Pb) S + 3Bi

S

s
.

ADELPHOLITK. A. E. Xordc^iJd (Be>krif. Finland Min., «fcc Jahrb. Mia

i and mangam
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Agataiatolite [p. 252, V].—Scheerer has referred the minerals from China in-

' - - • '
•

-:
..

,

, .

. ._ .
;

i aens excep in p ace o

-

-4. Ca 1, FeO 0-05, £ 10—97'50; also Lychnell and Walmstedt's

3. A hydrous magneshi-Hilicatc, or steatite.

Under the first group he pis

, .,:

.,-.:'.: '

' '

-

first 1R, the second 2R, the

; !•
• I, i - .' . . ', :•;..

:

t the "hy<

be second group, is compact pyrophj
as suggested by ^ aL,,^ dt

i group, is compel

ALISONTTE, !: :;s7).— Alisonite is a sulphnret of
and copper, from • M Ir has a deep indigo

:

blue

Composition

;

S 17-00 Cu 5363 I

Qg to 3€uS, PbS, which requires Cu 53-33, ]

, No.' 8].

VI].—An apatite from Krageroe, Norway, according
Volcker (Rep. Brit. 1

Aragoxite [p. 448, II, III, IV, V].—The variety of aragonite containing lead,

geol. Ges., ix, 737). The crystals were from" Lazarowka, one to three h-

one-fifth to one line through. The faces observe.! are /, )->.. -j !, I

angle, by measurement, /: 7=1 16° 18'.

= 108- 34'. Three very complex twins

are finely figured on the plate. „ , ,A fine green aragonite occurs near Serf ?ed columnar

•I de Sevres attributes the color to the oxyds of copper and iron.-

IW, p. 351,"

Asbolan or Earthy Cobalt Tp 1261—On the occurrence of Cobalt, and nickel

ores in Gaston Co., H km. K Bet, [SJ, xxvu, 24).

Adtonite [p. 430, IV (p. 130). V, VII].—According to Descloizea^x
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Barxhardite [p. 500, I].—Under the name of Homichlin, Iireithaupt has de-

scribed an ore from :. H. Zeit., xvii, 385,

H -4— 5. Color

. « - -

FeS»=Iron 223, copper 48 S, - ciaely the

by Qenth for the ba ted with kupferpech(

s are, Friedensgrube near Lichtenberg in Bavaris

1 in the Hartz,

bach on the Rhine, Qoadmerge 'linos and To-

copilla and Japan.

Barttes [p. 366, IT, V, VI].—The brachydome %-i has been observed by E.J.

Chapman in a barytes crystal in the Museum of the University of Toronto (Cana-

Binnite [II, III. ['.'] —T'nU r -,-niptric mineral from Binnen valley contains, ac-

cording to Stockar-Escher, (Kenngott's Min. Forsch. for 1856, '57
, P.174):

S As Cu Ag
191

according to which the ratio for the As, S, Cu is 1 : 3 : 8, and
identical with enargite except in crystallization.

Blende [p. 45, II, V].—A brown blende from near Burbach in the Siegen dis-

trict afforded C. Schnabel (Pogg., cv, 144) ZnS 70-45, FeS 12 59 , insol. resii 1696
=5ZnS+FeS.

Boltoxite [p. 167, I].—G. J. Brush has analyzed anew the bo
and confirmed Dr. Smith's result

Itonite of Shepard,

He has also shown
that &« analysis of von Hauer, and the arguments of Kenngott
wrong. He obtained (this Jour., xxvii, 395)—

wjorless and near

rystals are imbedded in a limesti

Borate.—See Tetradymite.

Brewstolinb [p. 471].—R. T. Simmlei
iming to show that the expansible fluid

methyst, h liquid carbon <• acid. The ,

pure magnesia-chrysolite, a variety of the species m
" "21. Color ash-grey, but fragments i

avage very distinct in one direction.

Brewstoline, according t

by Davy and Faraday to be less th;

Brochantite[P 391].-
occurs in Nassau, along w
phane. An analysis by H. Risse

[p. 391].—Brochantite, according to F. Sandberger (Pogg., cv, 614),

+6H.

CALAinmt [p. 313, II] —Analysis of the white or colorless ca
tander in Spain, by C. Schnabel (Pogg., cv, 144):

Si 2a £l,£e P H
2374 66-25 108 tr. 8 34=99"4l.
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CALCIFERRITE, J, R. Blum (Jahrb. Min., 1858, 287).—A miner?
Mvianite, of a sulphur-yellow, greenish yellow to siskin-green and yel

!eava#e affording thin I two at&m dfa»CtioiM. am
perfect cleave

globule. Easily decomposes i

P Si £e

Oxygen, 19-16 135 7'27

Ca Mg H
°

1481 265 2056= 99-27

affording therefore as the oxygen ratio for the protoxyds, ee

acid and water, nearly 6 : 9 : 20 : 20=6E, 3R% 4P, 20H. Occu

quioxyds, phosphoric

Calcitk [p. 435, I-VI].-A grass gre

amounting to about 14 per
The skeleton afforded on analysis—

SiPwilff)

6 from Central India

a siliceous skeleton,

owes its green color.

giving the formula (ft»,S)3i»+8fl. Mr. Haughton observes that the

Sf. Mallet are given in Tuomey's Second Bi

-

Whitney's Report on Iowa.

Calderite.—See Garnet.

Cassiteeite.—The tin ore of the veins at Evingtok near Arksut, Greenland

•
>n width, and in the largest the tin ore occupies about 1 inch on one side of the vein

Casteinauwte [p. 432].—See Xenotime.

f

CnroLrre [p. 165].—A whitish m

ton (Phil. Mag,
1

1

Si 3fcl Ca Mg 3(ign.)
6593 2097 030 045 11-61=99'26

The oxygen ratio for the alumina (including protoxyds) and silica is about 1 : 3"36.

to be gritty under the agate pestle. Mr. Haughton proposes for the

[Tbe species appears to be cimolite, as the characters and composit
tially the same. The grittiness under the agate pestle appears to indi

Cobalt, Black-See Atbolan.

t
CONARITE, Breithaupt, B. u. H. Zeit., xviii. 1.—Supposed to be a hydrous phos-

- -
'

:- .
. r . .-:....,; v.. - :

. ^
.

,= --;
- - •

:

•

n small grains and crystals, with one perfect cleavage, and is probably
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joisite [p. 359].—Dauber has measured the angles of crocoisite wi

d published the ret He makes /: /=Sf
=50° 24',. C=77° 22' 43", with a possible error of 1' 52", and t

r the orthodiagonaL, clinodiagonal aad vertical axis, is 1 : 0-9638S : 0'9

etlite [p. 285].—Kenngott in his last supplement (p. 67, published i

p, c. of carbonate of manganese, with 144 per
'

' v , .

silica were readily soluble in a dilute solution of potash.

Dolomites [p. 441, 1, II, IV].-
W. Mallet are giv< ' "

of dolomites of Car
in Iowa by J. D. Whituey in Hall and Whitney's Iowa Report.

vish material envelops the fossils or fills the veins, which i-

CaC figC FeO Insoluble, sand
56-60 11-76 3 23 2672 = 9831

There is here a mixture of dolomite and carbonate of lime ; by men
acid the latter was removed (with but 40 p. c. of carbonate of magnesia) and the

CaC MgC FeO

The Portor marble, a well-known black marble with yellowish veins, brought
i. -

. ':: ,..,-..., ." •
~

• • •

analyzed by Mr. Hunt, afforded the same results. The body of the rot

only 10 per cent of carbonate of magnesia, while the veins afforded 355 per ceni

D»rl-toic>,ite.—See page 129.

DuFKENorsrre [p. 77, I, II. Ill, IV, V].—This prismatic mineral from Binnen

:her, (Kenngott's Mia. Forsch. for 1856, '57,

25-77 26-82 47'

vn to yellowish red. Streak i

CaaSi'+XlSi+S"
16

Enargite,-^ Field has describe I t the name of Guay
teanite, an arsenical sulphuret of copper which he has identified with enargite. "
*>ntains>, according to Field, S 3182, As 1914, Cu 48 50=9946, with traces of iron

s 3€uS-j-AsS5. H.=3 5
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Epidote [p. 306, II—VI].—Scheerer has published (J. f. pr. Chem., lxxv, 167) a
•

' i
•

•. :

[n the epidote of Bourg d'Oisans and Arendal, Scheerer

i nor protoxyd of iron. He states that the same error

Erusibite.—See p. 129.

FinM-.Tivir
i

'•••
1 — F: .< ; te in crystals occurs at the mine \

Eibach in Nassau, according to G. Koch. 1 I hia species was

Kenngott's Min. Forsch. for 1856, '67, p. 145.

Galena [p. 39, II, III, IV].—A galena affording before the blowpi;..

'.

Aug. 1858).

Garnet [p. 190, I—VI].—A mineral from Nepal named Calderite is, according

Oxygen ratio for £, K, S*i=10-44 : 1033 : 20-76.

ups.—L'Institut,
and Jahrb. Min., 1858, 77.

«,.«,

Glauconite.—See under Calcite, and this Supplement

Gersdoeffite [p. 58].—Gersdorffite is found in fine crystals near Ems.
sition according to C. Bergemann (J. f. pr. Chem., lxxv, 244): °T

' - '

• -

G=-2-7. H—4— 5. Lustre greasy, subtranslucent. Yellow or yellowish brown.-.-. '

• - ,- -i

Formula, accoi - - rH% if a part of the iron

j

is taken as protoxyd. From Yli Kitkajarvi in Finland.

GuArACANiTE.—Sec Enargite.

Gtmnite.—See Deweylite.

Hematite [p. 113, II, III, IV].—Kammelsberg (Pogg., civ, 541) has found the

iron, and i> in

f while most! ,

;-' magnesia. Kammelsberg ob-
-

-"". (3 P. '..j 01 . Fe ---IT, Mg 0-82. The crystals are magnet i

bematite
.

• gravity of 1 and 2,
; :

' -

I Jas a negati bich is considered a variety of

,
herschelite, a positive axis.—L'Institut, 1859, 33.

HOMICHLIN- Breithaupt.—See Barnhardite.

i Hornblende [p. 170, I, II, III, IV, VI].—Scheerer
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5267 21-07 15 05 046 0"04 7'82 2-14 068=99-83

This makes it an oligoclase with part of the protoxyds replaced by 1

for 1856, '57, p. 107.

Ilmenite [p. 115,11, V].—The varieties of titanic iron have been investigated

recently by Raramelsberg (Pogg., civ, 497). The following are the ma
': ;-'

by von Kobell, Min. No. 11; 2, Lay ton's Farm, near Warwick, Orange Co., New

. ;
•

v. .., =.-...'.. .-. ::.-.. -..,..

UAd [Mia, ud
Muggle Lake near Berlin.

a Trace of Ma b Mean of two analyses,

important conclusions of Rammelsberg from his researches s

The common composition is FeTi. (2.) lingoes
t of the protoxyd of iron; and it

4-MgTi. (3.) The preferable theory for the composite:•

L^d^that'lserineTanalysTs A^faTrombtoatioii JflMs andWi" n the rat

[The ratios between the FeTi and Pe deduced by Rammelsberg are not in most

cases the precise results of the analyses. brained for the

protoxyds, titanic acid and eesquioxyd, OS : 2 7 : 6 is made 1:8:6;
•-.'_-•

simple the atomic ratio between the metals and the oxygen, accord nag
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present. The following table shows that, excepting one or two case

Anal. 1. 21-77' r'-j'Tl"' 1

. in C. '21-47 27-H5—-1 : 1-29. The last two are nearh

melsberg queries
-

but concluded that it was

inch and a half in diameter and half an inch thick have
been found, aco 3d Philad., August, 1858), in
a boulder on the Schuylkill near Fairmount, Pa.

Iolite [p. 214].—A pseudoi i
TCamsberg in

analyses, one by Mr. Sieurin,

Si XI Fe Mn Ca M"g £
4595 30-51 ' 6-77 tr. 050 ?"99 8-30 = 100-02

whence the oxygen ratio for H, fi, fi, Si, lfi2 : 1-00 : 2"95 : 4'93.

Iaos (native) [p. 17, III.—Pieces of native iron are reported to have been found

Neumann, in the Jahrb. k. k.

Iwaarite.—See Schorlomit

tn fj. f. r
i analysis by Hermann, which afforded—

Oxygen 521 Sulphur 3 53 Bismuth 9126

whence the atomic ratio for O, S, Bi, 3 : 1 :4, corresponding tn BiO-'+ HiS. [ : i s from

; v ': ., ..-<
. ^

- •• -

after Mr. Karelin who brought it from Siberia.

Kapnicite [V].—This mineral, according to the examinations of Stadeler, is prob-

ably wavellite, it containine P" 3549 Si 39 59, with 24-92
Min. Forsch. for 1856, 1857, p. 33.

Keilhatjitb [341, 1, III].—Analysis of the Keilhauite by Rammelsberg (Pogg.

Si' Ti 3?e Si Ca Y Mn Mg K i>.

059 : 15-31 in No, -. He unites the i

: iV, 1853.
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of the silica and titanic acid, and derives thence for R+S, Ti-fSi, the ratios 1 : 2"09,

1 : 213, and writes the formula 5(Ca, Y)Si+(£l, Fe)Ti».

> analyses affords in fact very nearly 7"5R : l'6fi: 5±Ti:[The mean of the two analyses affords in i

5Si (=7-5 Si), or 5R: It! : S'oTi :
5Si, which gi'

I replacing t

ogy, in which Rose's formula, 2&iSi+CaTi* (=3Ca+3Ti+2Si) is made equivalent

to R3gj2, (since Ca+Ti=RO+R0 2 =:R 2 08, and 3Ca+8Ti=3R*0»=3fi)._ The

oxygen ratio between the-. nti in sphene is 2 : 3. Now in

the above analyses by Ram ae oxygen ratio between the

-

in No. 2,H-80:22-71=l-9.'.

cies (and this is so, of course, whether silica be Si or gi). Hence comes the formula

which is equivalent to (Ra, S) gi* as given in the Mineralogy, p. 341,

calculated by Rammelsberg, afford the same result, giviug for the ratio 1558 : 2379

KRANTZITE, O. Bergemann (J. f. p. Chem., lxxvi 65).-Krantzite is a fossil resin

• : -

: . .
'

'

:
:

.

:'..-'

'

. - - -v. - ...::'::.:: :- r. -

Ersby.— Beskrifv. V Mm., 1858, 313.

Lapis Lazuli [229, VI].-Two Siberian localities of lapis lazuli are described bj
,....

- : '

;

'
.

...
I through them in crystals from one-quarter to one inch long. The

Lkadhillite [3711—Accra \Km Jour., xxvii. 40) occurs in

8. 0, withpy-

romorphite and cerusite.

Lepidomelane [227].- The black mica, <fcc, see Geol. Soc. Proc. in Phil. Mag-

lined 25° from a vertical

Magnetite [105. II, IV, VI].—Rammelsberg in Pogg„ civ, 536, gives several
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afforded (HO titanic acid and 120 magnesia, with Fe 6988, Fe 27-88=99-06. See

Mellite [415, II].—A new locality has been found in Russia, in the district of
Nertschinsk, at the mine of Dmitrirwsk, in bituminous coal.

Microcline [242, VI].—Breithaupt has described (Berg. u. Hiitt. Zeit., ivii. 3-24)

.... .-.;:!.-

;, Na. 5-06, the formula of

Which may be WT I -i+SlSi8
].

iul mineral of the rock, as Scheerer argued,

Neotokite [169].—This mineral, according to A. E. Nordenskiold (Bel

SS. It is amorphous. G.-27—: s H.=3:,-4-0 Color black

aque or feeble subtransluceut. B.B. yields

water, but is infusible. From Gaosbole in Finland.

NICKEL ORES.-C. Ber^emann has described (J. f. pr. Chem., Ixxy, 239) two
' ''^mgfrom the com

L They occur at J

No fumes on h

Formula of (1.) ISJT'AWarsenic acid 38"01, oxyd c

Formula of (J K)-**, oxy<l of nickel 49-46.

rhombohedron, _->•-.. n H.=">— o G =

attacked by acid-_ • carbonates.

NrcKEL-GyifNiTE [286].—Reported by W. J. Taylor (Proc. Ac IT. Sci. Philad.,

_•-.: .

.
Breuhaupt has described under the name of Bottinte (B. u. H. Zeit. xviii, 1) an

impure hydrous silicate of ni .
in amorphous

masses and incr i emerald green to apple-green

I fo
n

ir
arthy

' H "
==2~2

'

5 5 G - =2-358—2-370. An analysis by C. Winkler u given

Si Si Pe Si Co Cu fl P Is
3915 4 68 081 35 87 067 040 1117 270 080

The sum is stated to be 10079, but the numbers as they stand add up only 96 25

Of 86*79). and thence deduces the formula
1 8 iBi+4&3ag . 1 4. It hence appears that there is a ty-
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pographical error in the statement of the silica of between 4 and 5 per cent. [The

the alumina, selects out the slit r, and Q H

ral is not identical wkl Genth (see Miu., p. 286).

—

d.]

Orthoclasb [242, II, III, V, VI].—The feldspar of the zircon-syenite has been

Dr. C. Bergemann (Pogg., cv, 118) and the view confirmed of its being

a soda-bearing orthoclase.

Osteolite [398].—The osti Hand in Bohe-

P Ca Si XI 3?

84-64 4476 889 614 0£

The phosphate is mixed with

- -f251SL

Pectolite [305, II, III. VI].— Analyses 5, 6, in the author's Mineralogy a

the pectolite of Bergen Hill, New Jersey.

PELICANITE.—This mineral occurs as the base of a granitic rock in Russ
the government Kiew, and is announced and described by Ouchakoff. (Bull, c

Petersbourg, No. 369, p. 129, Jon 5, and KopjpVJal
for 1857, 673). It: position. The CO
pale greenish ; fr; edges translucent. G. =2-256.
burns white and does' not melt even on the edges. Composition

:

Si XI Pe Ca Mg £ P" H Quartz

Perofskwb [345, II, IV, VI] —Descloizeai

-., i< observed on specimen-; o

Phosphorchalcite [425, [I. VI ).—The EhUtc from Ehl, has been analyzed by

Dr. C. Bergemann and found to containw i iflforded (Jahrb.

Min., 1858, 195):

Pyrophyllite [303, I, V, VI].—A mineral resembling massive pyrophyllite.

; ••
, .

-
•

.

:

i r. :
!'.

'-

is a tough, whiti-h re, somewhat greasy feel, forming 3

Locality of pyrophyllite in Georgia, see under Lamlite.

8, 1, II, V, VI
d T. S. Hunt (

Si 51



, ,p„^

"t tu Dana's Minr-ra

••

K6n. Sfichs. Ges. der Wiss., June 1858, p. 96)

iKu Kmi s.iolw ( t> <ln Wks., June 1858, ~p.' 92.) Seheerer regards the'mineral

reMBeTKon
s augitic in crystallization. Kichtei

tive. Two of them, 95£° and 133°, are very near angles in quartz (R :R and R : -R).

lor lead-gray, l»;.;r . xt.>m:ill\

nth the formula [2CuS, PbS+3BiS]+2r«bS.

Rottisite, Breithaupt.—See Nickel- Gymnite.

; locality, Line

v.-|.
; v. ,:,.., ,.,

80, water 3854, equivalent to 3fcl§i3-fl2H, or near cimolite.—L'Institut,

«o. 1318, April 6, 1859.

SAussuarrE [234, II, IV, VII—The doubts about sanssurite have been well cleared
tm by T. S. Bo -86). He shows that One -

.

:

alumina epidote, having G.=325^-3-36.

- -

.

-'.:
.
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B.B. fuses to a black glass. Comes from Iwaara in the Kunsamo

Mm. Forsuh., 1S."J(], 7. 7 )" The mean of two analyses is—

! \,rhauserite, a mineral from the F

tetinalite is probably I ule Deweylite.

2n<3 OdG OaC FeC* flfrfl 2n,fi ZnS Sand

•

faces. H.=s:6—65. G.=3487. Composition:

Si TiO* Ca Fe Stn
33-64 3392 2801 trace = 9557

The author observes that the composition is near that of the sphene of Piedmont

(Greenovite, Duf,:).

Stiblite [142] -An antim nv ochn . -a- wif]

IKITB, A B '

Min, and Jahrb. Min, 1858,

alter.
'

te [21, 512, I].—C. IT. Shepard has described (thi* Jour., [2]. xxyi

ite from Lumpkin Co., Ga
gohhpyrrhot

t it is also found at the !

'

it a place near Van Wort in Polk Co.

Dr. 0. T. Jackson nite of Dahlonega, Georgia, and a

jed under tetradymite, called boi

Te Se Bi Gold (mixed)
18-00 1-18 79 08 0-60= 98-86
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r with the analyses of the Brazilian bornite by Damour. Sp. gravity

illine form not determinable

Voehauskeitk, Kenngott.—See Retinalite under Serpentine.

'r -
: '' -

mamillary concretions. Analysis by A. Gages

:

8fr88 3? ^ ^ m ^ ^
The formula deduced is (£-1, Pef £3+1 8fi, but it is stated to be proposed merely as
an expression of a single analysis.
On the formula of Kapnicite by Stadeler.—Liebig's Ann., cut, 305.

^WHITNEY
I |

. xxvii, 400).- Whitneyite is an arseniuret

As 11-81 Cu 88-01 Ag and insoluble 0-33=100-21

B.B. fuses readily, giving off fumes of arsenic. Insoluble in chlorhydr:".
boulder weighing 40 pounds was found at the Pewabic Mine. Stated b

a mine. Named after Prof. J. D.' Whitney, author of the

analysis (Bull. Oeol. [2], xiii, 542, Kopp's Jahresb. for 1857, 686). is xenotime

analysis afforded Damour ? 31 64, ir 60'40, Ti and 2r7'40, S and Fe 120=ll

zinc has been announced as occurring on tl

lea northeast from Melbourne. It contains a
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lt> i, 513].—The zin<

been analyzed by T. Petersen and

'.'
"and

8

also' other i

! Iffj h
P"£

%, Sin,' S *ram='J'J 15=2n C-f- ill.

*

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.

1. On the oxyd of ethylene.—A. Wurtz has found that when glycol,

C-vlIt< »j— - :. .t a< <1 - t- at .I li -ated in a'closed

tube water is set free and a new ether formed. The reaction is repre-

sented by the equation

C4He04 -fHC1 = C4H5CIO2 -f 2HO.

The new ether is a colorless neutral liquid soluble in water and boiling at

128°. The author considers this body as between glycol, C4H6O4, and

the Dutch liquid, C4H4CI2. A solution of potash decomposes the new

ether giving chlorid of potassium and the oxyd of ethylene, C4H4O2.

The oxyd of ethylene—the true ether of glycol—is isomeric with alde-

hyd. It is a colorless liquid which b<>i

I

-me of 746-5:

aldehyd boils at 21°. The oxyd of ethylene is soluble in water in all

proportions, and gives with bisulphite of soda a crystalline compound.

It forms no crystalline compound with ammonia. Perchiorid of phos-

phorus converts it into Dutch liquid. "We have, namely, the equation

C4H4O2 -f PCls as C4H4CI2+ PO2CI3.

By a similar process "Wurtz has prepared the oxyd of propyl-g»yc0 '>

CeHsOa. The relations between the diatomic ethers and aldehyds are

best exhibited by the formulas

CiHaOs
I Aldehyd q^ _ 0a EthyleQ oxyd

CeHsOa ) propionic aWehyd CeH6 > 0a propyien oxyd.

Comptes Rendus, xlviii, 101.

2. On the chemical constitution of lactic acid.—Kolbe has brought

forward a n.-w view of tli istitution of lactic acid which c<

body in a very interesting manner with the acids homologous '

acid. The author in the first place refers to the fact that the researches

of Perkin and Duppa may be regarded as proving that _

amido-acetic acid. By the action of nitrous acid upon glycosine, alam"*
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suiting from the acids of the

equivalent of hydrogen in the

HOa. Tlius acetic acid being

C4H3O3+ HO
glycolic acid is C4H2(H02)03-|-HO and may be termed
oxy-.'i ':<: acid. In like manner lactic a id i- \y-\>i .phmic acid and so
on. Considered as am: : , has the formula C4H2
(NHa)0s+ H0. To test the correctness of Kulbe's view Ulrich has
instituted experiments to determine whether the acids of the formic series

can be prepared from those of the glycolic series, and has succeeded in

riil by a simple process. This <-..n>i>t.s

i|»on lactate of lime by perchlorid of phosphorus by which the

.
:

- | >nn ,1. Brougbl 1 > < 1 wt with w iter

this gives chloropropionic and muriatic acids, according to the equation

CeHiClOa . CI+ 2H0= C6H4CIO3, HO+HCL
ii of nascent hydrogen chloropropionic acid may be converted

pi
1

tni n-id V>\ the a ti n . t
1

1 '
I 1 1 t

]
1, sphorus upon

<
;

t<> whirl, he o-iive tile formula <Yll4< >iCk The true Constitution of this

ars however from the above. Wurtz's view that lactic arid

with the fori i 'J-o tails to the ground, if lactic is

ivaily
- \\ propionic acid. Kolbe further denies that glycol and its homo-

logues and glycerin and its homologues are really alcohols, and pr.-feis, to

Mm exclusively to the hydrates of mouatomir radicals.

-Wording to his view the glyoxylic acid" of Debus is dioxyacetic acid, so

Acetic acid CfcEfeOs, Ho
Oxvacetic acid CfcHsfHOaJOs, HO
Dioxyacetic acid C4H(HOs)30Sj HO

anisic acid

1 as ,\yt« lu'i, d. K. lb mi^ - > th iMh lo.huN an I.

- ire derived t'r< m the a! ohols and aldehyds of

the primitive „ l.t of hydrogen by HOa, exactly

like the oxy-acids themselves. It must be admitted that his views, to say

&e i a-i, are very ingenious and suggestive.

—

Ann. der Chemie una

3. On the Compounds 0/ Valeral with Acids,—CMhirie and Kolbe
5 • " i i iied .• .inbinations of valeral—the aldehyd of valerianic a< id—
•Cth a..:,-tio and benzoic acids. Both of these compounds contain two

'.' obtained a

ate of common aldehyd. These results all go

\
'

': th u tin- ed.ers of the glycol series are not identical with the aide-

1

illy confirm the results of Wurt/. a< a ~
f *

)
liny

•
.

,- .,,
.

,

, -. .-
.

.:;
•
;
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4. On the Simple Acetate of Glycol and the preparation of Glycol.—

Atkinson has found that the broraid of elayl is easily decomposed by

certain salts of potash. By the action of bromid of elayl upon acetate

of potash, the author succeeded in preparing acetate of elayl in considera-

ble quantity. The bromid and acetate are to be dissolved in equal quan-

tities in alcohol of 85 per cent, and the whole, after being well corked,

exposed for two days to the temperature of boiling water. The liquid is

then to be difl isses over between 180° and 185° is the

C4H4 )

simple acetate of glycol C4H3O2 V (X This is a colorless oily liquid

heavier than water, and miscible with this and with alcohol. Potash and

baryta easily decompose this compound into glycol and an acetate. In-

stead of the bromid of elayl, chlorid of elayl may be employed in pre-

paring the acetate of glycol ; but in this case the mixture must be heated

to 100° for three or four days at least. Glycol bears the same relation to

i>ears to its acid salt.

The author obtained glycol by distilling the acetate with caustic potash.

The glycol thus obtained exhibited all the properties of that body de-

Wurtz.

5. On Organic Compounds containing Metals.—Buckton has obtained

several very interesting compounds by the action of metallic chlorids

upon zinc-ethyl. Chlorid of mercury acts with great violence upon zinc-

ethyl, so that the containing vessel must be cooled by means of water and

the well dried chlorid added gradually. The apparatus is then to be

m hen mercur-ethyl passes over by distill

less liquid, almost free from odor. The pure mercur-ethyl C^tHsHg boils

between 158° and 160° C. It takes fire easily and burns with a luminous,

s of mercury. Dilute acids act

atic or sulphuric acids give off

9 -

97, its calculated density for 2

The author also obtained the same compound by the action of zinc-

ethyl upon the iodid of mercur-ethyl. By the action of chlorid of lead

upon zinc-ethyl, Buckton obtained a radical having the formula (C4H«)3

Pb. This substance is a colorless fluid almost free from Mild
in water, soluble in ether : it takes fire easily and burns with a beautiful

orange colored flame, with a blue border giving off vapors of oxyd of

lead. It appears to be incapable of forming salts without a partial de-

composition, but the author obtained a crystalline chlorid and sulphate.

Chlorid of silver acts powerfully upon zinc-ethyl but does not yield a

conjugate radical, the products of the action being

and metallic silver. When iodid of stann-ethyl is treated with

and distilled, a colorless liquid passes over between 1*70° and 180°, which

is a new stann-ethyl having the formula (ChHaJaSn. This body resembles

the above mentioned lead compound, but is more stable. It

flammable and burns like tin in the flame of the compound blowpipe-

This radical differs in many respects from the stann-ethyl obtained by

Frankland, which has the formula C4HsSn, Muriatic acid attacks it with
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difficulty ; on heating there is a slow evolution of gas, and a ci

U appears to be richer in tin than the original radical

chlorid crystallizes with difficulty and has an oily consistency at c

temperatures, it has a strong and penetrating smell, and on heath

6. On the Compounds of Organic Radicals with the Metals of the

earths.—Hallwachs and Schafarik have studied the action of iodid of

ethyl upon several of the earthy metals. When magnesium is heated in

a closed tube with the iodid, the metal is gradually converted into a
white mass. On opening the tube gas is given off, and the white mass
on heating yields a coloiT i lias a penetrating smell

The slightest trace of air produces white clouds of magnesia,

but the liquid does not take fire spontaneously. This

probably of hydro-carbons with traces nely divi-

beatod in a closed tube with twice its volant*

of iodid of ethyl, yields a thick syrupy liquid. On opening the tube a

;t every drop of the liquid burns in the air mag-

tents of the tube distilled in a current of carbonic acid yield a heavy

colorless oil which has a very high boi h <tecomposes

water most violently. This liquid is doubtless an ethyl-aluminum. The

7« Faraday's Researches in Chemistry and Physics—(Researches in

Chemistry and Pah u> \y. I >.<>.. F.K.S., &c, &c.).

kit hard Taylor and William Francis, Printers and P
to the University of London. 1859. 496 pp. 8vo, with 3 plates.—The
illustrious author of this volun

to gather together

in Electricity to be collected into one series." Every student of these

ill acknowledge a debt of gratitude to England's most distin-

lilosopher for this new memorial of a li

important reel . while every young student will pe-

ruse with peculiar interest the early papers of Michael Faraday, written

fog in the friendship and

sr Humphrey Davy. The first paper, On the Na-
" Tuscany, *j>] .

! onroa] of Science
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The last paper in the present volume is the author's Lectan

. in which he develops with vigorous thought his views on

some of the popular delusions of the day.

II. GEOLOGY.

1. Third Report on the Geological Survey of South Carolina ; by

Oscar M. Lieber. 224 pp. 8vo. Columbia, S. C. Price of each Re-

port 50 cents.—This Report treats particularly of Greenville and Pickens

Districts, i topography of the region,

and the veins and metamorphic and eruptive roi

Q of the rocks on colored maps. A large part of 1

is occupied with a treatise on Itacolumite and the associate rocks, and

their connection with the occurrence of gold. The associate rocks are

Spirillar schist (a schist made up largely of specular iron), Itobirite, a

rock consis _ tz and magnetite with some specular

iron; Catawbarite, a talcose rock or schist with iniuh magnetite; besides

also an itacolumite conglomerate, and some limestone. Various reasons

are given for believing th < - are nietauKnphie ]>;i!^-

-. The origin of the gold in auriferous iv.ks is .li.-cu— ed a:

' gth ;
:•.!• to clfear up all difficulties connected with the

subject, more facts are required than

2. Geological Survey of Canada ;

Figures and Descriptions of Canadian Organic Eemnins. 1 h -. -ad "s I. ami

IV. 48 and 72 pp. 8vo, each with 10 plates. • Montreal, 1 859. B. Dawson.
—The publication of the third Decade on the Organic Remains of Canada
was announced in our last volume. Quite recently Decade I. has ap-

peared in sin :;
.

. engravings.

jra and species

,f is new respecting them. It repr< sents He -h r! '

'

igani with its operculum, species of '

a, Loxonema, Cyrtoceras, Ctenodonta (HalTsTrf
ing changed with good reason because the species

are related not to Tellina or Mya, but to Area), and others. There is one

I to two species of Receptaculites.

Decade IV. also has just been issued. It is devoted to the Cri

the Lower Silurian, and is by Mr. E. Billings. Like the Decade on the

rs great success in the collection and study of

About fifty species are here included, five of which t

Cystids it shows
£

to the Chazy, and the rest to the Birdseye, Black River, Trenton, and

Hudson River formations. The most remarkable species are <

of the Cbazy, Pentremite-like in structure, for which the genus Blasto-

Another new genus of the Chazy is called Pol®-

-

on the summit. A second of the same rock is .

four are described from the Trenton. The species are we

i Mexican Boundary Survey Report contains Geologi- i
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. C. Parry and Assistant Arthur Schott, with notes by W. II. Emory

;

Report on the Palaeontology ami < .eoh-y of the Boundary by James
all: and Description of Cretaceous and Tertiary Fossils by*T. A. Con-
id, Esq. ; and it is illustrated by a Geological Map by Mr. Hall, and
nnerous 4to plates of fossils by Conrad.
The date of the volume on the title page is 1857, but the true date of

4. Contributions to the Palaeontology of New York: being some of

ligations made during tie y, irs lti.35, "5(i, '57, '58
;

18 pp., 8vo. Albany, 1859.—This pamphlet contains
w^.Mpuuu- oi imvr now genera— .' (near Am bo-
n.vrhia). nud Strnph,,,!,; . live), besides a reference
'•' tie,' -<>-' di"d .{.-.< i,' i.fth. Paheozoic to Conrad's genus Phiiynnis,
;il "i a citation o\' the characters of Conrad's genus Pl<rl>/o*toma. The
first g.nns is the same that was c,

'• i,^ in the

• inme is not published ; and much

V
10lv

-
m:l > X' t he lost to the aut'tee. .< is the only

any claim. Mr. Hall at the same time observes that the

? a -

.:, ( 'ijuic i,-l,h s () f Conrad u;e la <d on l >h. H pr d..ibl\ of similar

;' n "t r. C/irti h.nt.ta is ot the \i i familv, >ut has little resemblance
' Yrca. then being but a few tooth-lib folds at. cither extrein-

"\ e.t the hinge surface: ami it I- -till more remote from Cypricardia
;

tea are objectionable. To
f tie first volume of Hall's Palaj-

'" l! '>-•}. e ,/«r. vetustct, Modiolopsis
tutus and J/, subset >i la tn.s oi the same volume.

5. 2%e Geology of Pennsylvania : a Government Survey, with a gene-
•

lh i. by IIi:vi:v RuasiN K its, State Geologist, etc., in

^"d-euts. \V. Blackwood <lv Son-, i. . -h 13. Lippin-
cott & Co., Philadelphia. 1858.—The geological survey of 1

: <gers was commenced under the act of the Legislature" of the

year 1836, and was couth .el. i< t - \ \ i-. A-'iin in

.1 continued
' iiir:I th spring of 18.5.5. the limit allowed by the act of 1851.

lh" put.:: en Ugand earnest!; looked for,

,1 in a sryles,, rx.'.'l.-nt. and with

>o that meets so well the demands
of science and the interests of the State.

"of. Rogers was aided by a corps of assistants, to the number of

s he mentions

. i ... | a \ JamesCB ofch. I

,'

"
;

' M— i-. >. S. llaMetnaun. A. M, K r.l-v. C. lh Trego. J. 1 >. Wl.-ip-

--. in 163S tiev w-re Messrs. 11. 15.

;

[ -;i. A. M.K.nl^. C. U. T.ego. .l.C. Whe,'.;.. .1. I. II...' m-, K. M.
•'<"'-")>. J. (.. M, Kim, v. ]>. W. Scha- 11 -. L W -' i. - -^t>, and Dr.
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R. E. Rogers and M. H. Boye, chemists. In 1839 the corps was nearly

the same, Peter Lesley and Dr. Henderson being added, and Messrs.

ey resigning. In 1840 the corps was the same,

. G. Lehman. In 1841 it was reduced
to Usmn. McKinley, Holl, Jackson, Leslev, Boye, and Dr. Rogers. From
1851 the geological assistants were Prof. E. Desor and W. B. Rogers, Jr.,

and the topographers were Peter Lesley and subsequently A. A. Dalson.
In the survey of a state of the extent of Pennsylvania (47,000 square
miles in area) a very large part of the material for the Report must hare
been collect*. 1 by the assistants; and Prof. Rogers acknowledges their

energy and devotion in carrying forward the work.
The volumes take up first the Physical Geography of the State, as an

Introductory to the Geology. Part I. treats of the Metamorphie rocks;

i Palaeozoic strata. This second
|

n ler each rock into State Dm
it occupies 480 pages of the first volume and 665 of the second. The
second volume commences with the coal basins of the State, to which
over 600 pages are devoted. Part III, some 30 pages in length, takes
up the Mesozoic Red sandstone series, of the age of the I

River Sandstone. Part IV. includes discussions of various subjects: (1)
the igneous rocks and minerals, veins and ores ; 2

geography attending the production of the Pateozoi
ed States; (3) the organic remains of the State; (4) the laws
ire of the more disturbed zones of the eai

ficationof the several types -of orogn
Appalachians

; (6) coal fields of the 1

acal characters of the best known coals
of North A.

and varieties
of coal; (10) methods of searching for, openin.
sued in lennsylvama; (11) American and European coal-fields and coal
trade: (lj) statistics uf the iron trade.

The subject of greatest scientific interest, and that which, apart from

ted, is that of the structure of the Ap-
palachians, including the system of folds constituting the great

and the arrangement of the ridges. Tiie facts bear on the

Fall mountain making:. A larse number of u»timiB

lercial. A fine large map of the antnra-
cite coal-fields accompanying the work is by Peter Lesley, Esq., of the
geological corps connected with the survey.
The work is deficient, as the author acknowledges, in the department

ol 1 aljeontology. As regards the coal plants, Prof. Rogers was fortunate

UuS
l

I?At ^
o5P!ra^on of Leo Lesquereux, to whose labors the work

is indebted for descriptions of a large number of coal plants and a series
ot excellent plates illustrating them. The zoological palaeontology Prof.
Kogers has not undertaken to describe. A few fibres are given in the
chapter on organic remains, pp. 815 to 829

; but they are very unsatisfac-
tory, and are sometimes wrongly named or without" any specific nam*.
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r has left this great department of the survey to future workers.
• so, the author had hardly a broad enough basis for the institu-

tew system of nomenclature and of subdivisions for the Palteo-

ts from the

New York survey, in which the subdivisions had been founded upon a
thorough study of the organic remains. The names

mt, Surgent, and so on, can not be proved to be
better than those before adopted. They are founded on the idea of a

Palaeozoic day, which has had no existence except in the fancy of the

writer. This unfortunate framework, about which Prof. Rogers has clus-

ets, is no serious impediment to the geological reader who has
a key at hand for comparison.
The work is a great one, worthy of the state which authorized the

-
I

•

and will ever rank among the most important of the reports on the

geology of the United States. A large and beautiful geological map of
' St :i v-

6. Contributions to the History of Euphotide and Saussurite ; by T.

n (this Journal, [2 j/xxvii, 336-347).—Erratum.—On page
345 in the analysis of saussurite vi. the oxygen of 27-*72 of

given as 13-95 instead of 12-95, the true number. This correction being
made, the oxygen ratios for the protoxyds, sesquioxyds and silica become
7-62: 13-73 -.23-25, equal to 1:1-80:3-05, instead of 1 : 1-93 : 3-05.

In this case therefore as well as in analysis vu, there is present a certain

excess of protoxyds and silica, corresponding nearly to a tersilicate.

7. Cretaceous ofNew Jersey.—In the note to page 88 of this volume,
it is intended to say, that the fossil leaves of New Jersey were found in

the lower part or base of the Cretaceous formation in that gtal

beneath an extensive range of strata containing acknowledged (

8. Report of the Exploration of the Country between Lake Superior

Settlemer,
iboine and Saskatchewan ; by S. J. Dawson, Esq., C. E. 45 pp. 4to.

oronto, 1859. Printed by order of the Legislative Assembly.—Besides
nportant information on the geography of the region referred to, some

i facts of interest are brought out. The Cretaceous i

occur at a point on the Assiniboine, 150 miles west of Fort

sent to Messrs. Meek and Hayden for their

I
hem there is an Ammonites placenta,

a fragment of what was probably an Iviocerarnus ; and an Ostra>a near
O. congesta. The Ammonite was received from an Indian ; die latter

training fish

Cretaceous beds No. 2 of >
;

'

.

•-
.. ; - - .-_ ---. . . :..• .'-• - '•

< - - :

Mire been carried north by the Indians, but in view of the of I,

is improbable. Another lot of specimens, including Scaphites Nicoletn
and Nautilus DeKayi, received from another person, is said to have been
lound in the bed of the Saskatchewan.
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9. On the Fossil Corals of the Devonian Rocks of Canada West ; by

E. Billings, F.G.S. 44 pp. 8vo. (From the < \anadian Journal for Mao h,

1859.)—This paper by m
of Devonian corals. He observes that about fifty species are known to

occur in the rocks, but a few of them in specimens too imperfect for de-

scription. Six of these, he states, are found in the Devonian of Europe,

w fi os it so, >!/,,/,,, }.},,,' , , 1 , ,00,1ns 1
' j,oli/morpha, and

lum Halli. All but two of the species come from the CorB&
erous and Onondaga limestones. The paper is illustrated by twenty-nine

10. On some new Genera and Species of Brachiopodsfrom '
:

and Devonian Rocks of Canada ; by E. Billiv
Survey, 1 85 - rates by figures two genera,

; ;

Canada, and Schoharie grit in New York. It has a loop, like Terebrat-

ula; the loop consists simply of two slender lamellae which extend about

one-half the length of the shell, where they unite at an acute angle

and then become reflexed towards the beak as a thin plate. The genus

the Pcntameras lens, P. liratu*, and /'. la f

the Middle Siluria . of Britain.
^
Three new sp

paspiensis, S. canadensis, rom the Upper or Middle

11. Reports on the Geology, Botany and Zoology of Northern Califor-

nia and Oregon ; made to the War Department by John S. Newbekrv,
M.D., Prof. Geol. and Chem. Coin, mpoa, D. 0.

320 pp. 4 to, with numerous plates. Washington.—The Qeoldg
Botanical Re] our last volume at page

123, are here collected together and published as a separate vohmik

On the importance and 1;
remarked

T .':,'- ;.';.•• volume contains, besides the geological and botanical rei '"^

a Zoological Report, including a Report on the Fishes collected on ihc

Survey by Dr. 0. Girard; on the Zoology of the route by J. S. New-

berry; on the Land Shells by W. G. Binney; and on the Reptile- l-y

S. F. Baird ; and there are numerous plates of fosei

tiles, quadrupeds, and birds.

12. Geological h\n.;irsin,i.~C6[. E. Jewett of the N. Y. State Geo'e-

ieal Mti-e-um', Albany, will make an excursion over the -

York with such students as may choose to join him, in the course of the

month of August. The party will leave Uurlingtori. Vt., on the tie-

Monday of Aug ta > Sees eod 'hi

luria ."M utr. il. \ _ u i I lis, li> < hot* i an i '

I ! ,., an 1 I'i.i -ot. 1 i.l-. > huh rie, etc., and be out in all ab«»u; t-
'

-,-,'..
,wn expense's. It is an excellent opportunity for any "ho

:.-.
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III. ASTRONOMY.

1. Comets of 1858.—Dui
Thel
2d by Winnecke of Bonn, March 8, the 3d by Tuttle, May 2, the 4th by
Bruhns of Berlin, May 21, the 5th (the great comet) by Donati of Flo-

rence, June 2, the 6 th was Encke's comet on its return, the 7th was Faye's

comet on its return, the 8th was discovered by Tuttle, Sept. 8.

2. First Comet of 1859.—This comet was first detected on the 2d of

April, 1859, by Mr. Tern pel at Venice. Its approximate place at 8h 15m
April 2, was R. A. I4h 30m, N. Decl. 71°.

3. Numbering of the Planetoids or Asteroidal Planets.—In numbering
the planetoids a difficulty has arisen from the fact discovered by Mr.
Schubert, thai I bj Mr. IGtoldschmidt, Sept. 9, 1857,
and mistake -uhtedly-i

i B59 of the French Board of Lon^
Sept. 9, 1857, is numbered (47), and the"numbers c

quently discovered is increased by one. Mr. LeVerrier objects to this

proceeding, on account of the confusion which it occasions, and maintains
that the planetoid of Sept. 9, 1857, should be numbered (56).

Which plan will finally be adopted by astronomers remains to be seen.

to that of the Annuaire, as strictly conformed to the old rule

produce the least confusion.

IV. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Marcon's Strictures on North American Geologists.—Mr. Marcou

,
purporting t

fieology by J;

articles he has cited at length, and something
he has inserted, without any notice of it, nea
his book which the reviewer did not quote.
new basis for his claims, and calls for no reply.

" We merely quote i

single paragraph for remark, as it has an editorial bearing.
Tt ; -

duced after citing Prof. Agassiz's article from page 134 of c

There was no refusal on the part of Mr. Dana to publish Professor

Agassiz's reply, and no proposition for editorial curtailment, but only ob-

its "views, and a request to delay the publication, be

A-gassiz had not yet read the book under review, and therefore did not

know what it contained and could not properly, Mr. Dana thought, wnte
a reply to a review of it. Moreover, when Prof. A--i- >. m M< i

-

publishing (trusting to his knowledge of Mr. M
tions), be at the same time stated that he had not the least objection to

• following him with his criticisms. The sequel has shown
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had kn >v\n what was in the

m at all. Up to the day of

here has been no interruption of

subsisted between him and Mr.

Dana ; and we are confident that if he had not left the country imme-
diately after the arrival of the pamphlet, he would himself have made
a statement similar to this, in his own name.

—

Eds.

2. Auroral Arch.—During the display of the aurora borealis seen here

on the evening of Friday, April 29, 1859, a well defined lamia
or belt sprung up, spanning the sky from the western horizon nearly over

to the eastern, and passing a little south of our zenith. This was its ap-

pearance at 8h 53m , when it was fully formed. Ten or fifteen minutes

tion. Its width was from five to six degrees in the meridional portion,

the northern edge was best defined. The wester 1;.

southward while the part for twenty degrees or more about tl

changed its
;

islowly, as to present an uncommonly
good oppoitu among the stars, and to render exact

accuracy in time less important. At 8h 58in s
, New Haven mean time,

the central line of the arch was almost precisely on 8 Leonis, and so con-

tinued for about five niimn. ~. - •
,

;'.; :•','-.
it -.:'.,

! about three

degrees southward, so that the arch was just comprised between 8 and 6

Leonis. By 9h 18m it ha was again very near the

middle line of the arch. The phenomenon gradually faded from the east

westwardly, and by 9h 38m all had \ n whole time

the sky was clear and there was no secondary arch to embarrass the ob-

it is greatly to be desired that these and other data secured here may
be united with like observations made to the north and south of New-

Haven, in order to detern

i

h. Through
the kindness of Professor Loomis a few have reached me, but they are

too indefinite to be useful in this respect. Loose observations at Suffield,

Conn., combined with those made here seem to indicate a height of much

3. On Apparent Equ II. Jambs Clark, of

Cambridge, Mass. (From the Proceedings of 'the American Academy.

Boston, May 10th, 1859).—At the close of our last social meeting I

if I had seen any trace of organization in the globules of the

Vibrio-like fibrillse of the muscle of Sagitta. (See p. 108 of this number).

My answer was in the negative. No longer ago than yesterday I was

fortunate in discovering the origin of another, or rather of se*.

of these pseudo-animate bodies called Infusoria. Whilst «a4

ttoa of the inner wall of the proboscis of a v . .

Jlavidula, our common |.
component

mass of cells was in violent agitation, each cell dancing zigzag about
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will shake about a

approximate idea <

If any one will shake about a single

ea of the

cells lii closely side by side, and do not move ind:

place, bat yet are active on one side, which c

the stomach, where they are covered by vibratile cilia. As the young
Aurelia grows, this wall becomes separated from the outer one, but not
completely, for the cells of the two adhere to each other by elongated
processes varying in number from one to six or seven. Each cell of the
inner wall contains numerous red or brown granules, a few transparent
globules, and a single large clear mesoblast. When decomposition
ensued, these cells became still farther separated from each other and
danced about in the manner u !,;<•], [ \ r.i\ <• just described. The vibratile

leir presence, because, no doubt, they had become decomposed
and fall i n aw i\ : hut tin . he _ it. <) pio, . -- -, which heretofore had re-

1 stiff, lashed about with very marked effect upon
the cells to which they b b«tt to change place con-

stantly. At last the inner wall fell to pieces and every cell moved
OH. If at this time they were placed

before the eyes of Ehrenberg or any one of his adherents, he would at

once pronounce <\ erv eel] with a sin^'h ] >ro cess a Monas ; the red or

brown granule vwmM ! .,- uco-ni/t ! as the stomal tilled with food,

the transparent globules as the empt

3

rge mesoblast
as the genital organ or propagative apparatus. Those with two pro-

ccsses would l.e to him a Chilomonas or some otln

to it; those with three or four on one side would "be the Oxyrrkis of

Dujardin; and thosi with -i\ or- amita of the

same author. To complete the apparently t

these microscopists I would only have to pis

these cells which I have found in a state of se

sessing its genital-like un— l,la-t. In all their various shapes and

actions, and in the mode of self-division there is a remarkable and undis-

tinguishable resemblance to num«rous moving bodies which go under

the name of Infusoria, and which may be found, unconnected with any

-in, in 1 iriou- kii ds >>t infusions.

4. Note m the Light of Comets; by Sir David

Brewster, (L., E. and D. Phil. Mag., April, 1859, p. 311).—Althongh

there can be no doubt as to the accuracy of the observations of M. Arago

on the indie. discovered by him in the light of the

comets from 1819 to 1835, there is m possible in

the supposition that the. light may have been polarized after arriving in

ctn.o-phco". In fact, when uce-i.-^ it' - light 18 polar-

ized by refraction in passing through the coats of the eye, that it is po-

Lrizerd bv r. -tract inn a ( the object-glasses of an

astronomical telescope, and also in passing through the surfaces of its

eye-piece, and, lastly, that the light of 'goes a slight

, u-izari.-n hi th- v fVa ti n or the atmosphere, we are compelled to ad-

mit that the problem of the existence of polarized light in the light of

place before them s
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I am not aware that those who have observed traces of polai

the light of comets have noted the direction of the plane in which it has

been polarized ; nevertheless without some such observation we cannot

discover its cause. If the light be polarized in a plane passing through

the sun, the comet, and the eye, we must infer that it is polarized by the

reflexion of the light coming from the sun ; if it be polarized in an oppo-

site plane, the polarization may be due to the refraction of the atmos-

phere. If it be polarized quaquaversus, this may be due to three causes

;

namely, to refraction by the surfaces of the object-glasses and eye-piece,

to an imperfection in the annealing of the glass of which the

formed, or to the fact of one or more of the lenses being pinched in their

cell. Supposing it to be an effect of the first of these causes, the open-

ings of the object-glasses and eye-piece should be reduced to a central

band, which would eliminate the light polarized in an opposite plane, and

leave that which is polarized in a plane perpendicular to the direction.

By turning the telescope or the lenses, the direction of the polarization

would be changed.

glass of which the lenses are made, as appears to

be produced by a defect

enses are mad
telescopes mentioned 1

perfection will be rendered evident by exposing the lenses to polarized

If the polarization observed be due to the reflexion of the rays of the

sun by the comet or its •

through it when the polarized light is extinguished by the application of

a Nicol's prism.

Whilst I was investigating the polarization of the atmosphere, I ob-

served the remarkable fact, that when objects situated far off in the open

country are rendered india ji
• mist, a part

Bg them through a Nicol's

prism, which extinguishes all the light polarized by the mist in a plane

passing through the sun, the object, and the eye of the observer. The

objects thus rendered more distinct and visible were seen through that

portion of the mist in which the polarization of the light reflected by

them was at its maximum. This method of rendering vfeil

rendered indistinct by fogs or mists may, it appears to me, receive im-

portant applications in military and naval operations.— Comptes Bendus,

February 21, 1859, p. 384.

5. The Iron Manufact Ttaces, Forges and Boiling

Mills of the United States, with discussion of iron as a chemical element,

an American ore, and a manufactured article, in Commerce and in His-

tory ; by J. P. Lesley, Sec'y of the American Iron Association, and pub-

lished by authority of the same, with maps and plates. New York

:

John Wiley, Publisher. London : Trubner & Co. 1859. 8vo, pp. 766.

—Mr. Lesley has here done a service which will be highly appreciated

by all who know the national importance of the iron industry, as well as

by those whose researches lead them to seek in a compendious form all

the information on subjects connected with iron, to find which they have

hitherto been forced to search through a wilderness of isolated authori-

ties. Being a good geologist, familiar with the geology of Pennsylvania
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and practically acquainted with what relates to the subject of iron, he
was eminently fitted for the labor he has here performed. The work is

u.1 rally into two parts. The first is a " Directory to Iron works "

in the U. S.; Furnaces and Forges and K -IS H- Mills. The second part
(from the 264th page to the end) is a " Guide to the ores," embracing

I

first, general considerations respecting iron as an element, and next, i

ores in the United States.

In both divisions of his work Mr. Lesley has adopted a geographical
order as the basis of his arrangements, subdividing the matter however
according to subjects. Then in his Directory he tabulates, under the letter

A, 120 anthracite blast furnaces in the U. S., of wh i<

ulars about each as are most important to be known. Tables B, K.'ll. K,

enumerate with concise descriptions 650 charcoal i

a hw (less than 20) raw coal furnaces. Tables C, F, and I comprise the

bloomeries and forges in the U. States to the number of 49 7. Tables
D, G, J, are devoted to the rolling mills of the U. States, 224 in number.
From a valuable statistical summary in the end of the volume we draw
the following facts.

The entire production of raw metal in the U. S. in 1856 was a little

over eight hundred thousand tons (812,917 tons), being an increase of

12 per cent from 1854. For the year 1856 the whole iron production

advanced only 6 per cent over the previous year, bur
of the manufacture reached the aggregate of 394,509 tons, being nearly

one-half the whole iron product of the country, and showing an increase

of thirteen per cent over the previous year, a fact to be explained by the

conversion of charcoal furnaces into anthracite furnaces. The industry

naturally tends to concentrate itself about the geological centre of fuel

m Pennsylvania, a fact shown by the decline of this branch of the iron

industry outside of Pennsylvania by an annual rate of over six per cent,

s the Pennsylvania anthracite annual increase to over twenty-

The commercial crisis of 1857 has been seen in a most Berio

off mi the iron product of 1858, consequent on the sudden arrest of so

large a number of railways in progress of construction.

The grand total of iron of all kinds, domestic and foreign, used in the

United States in 1856 is set down at 1,330,548 tons, which is distributed

Pig iron, 337,154: 65,403 392>£^

856,235 353,678 1,209,913

which results give 70 per cent domestic to 30 per cent foreign iron. The
great fact demonstrated by the statistics collected by the American Iron

Association are that we have nearly 1,200 efficient iron works in the U. S.,

producing annually about 850,000 tons of iron, the value of which in an

ordinary year is fifty millions of dollars, of which the large sum of

*35,000,000 is expended for labor alone.
Mr. Wh , i n hi< Millie wealth nf rh.- 1 " tf < S estimates

the iron product of the world at 5,817,000 tons, of which 1,000,000 are
set down for the U. S, Great Britain producing that year 3,000,000.
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When we remember that so late as 1845 the total product of the United

States in iron had not reached half a million tons (486,000) and that in

1850 it was only 600,000 tons, it will be seen that the progress in this

important industry in the first six years of this decade has been at the

rate of over twenty per centum per annum. The operation of this law

of increase will soon, it would seem, put an end to all importation of

iron, and points even to an export of 'this great staple at no distant day.

The stock and variety of iron ores and coal in the United States is such

as seems adequate to meet the demands of the world as fast as the laws

of commerce I opraent.

6. Mammals of North America : the descriptions of species based

chiefly on the collections in the I

Dlogy. Phil-

adelphia, J. B. Lippincott & Co. "" " "

before the country a comprehen
rupeds of the country, well illustrated by plates. And from the collec-

tions under the author's hands, and our knowledge of his care and ability,

we are sure that we now have one branch of American zoology thoroughly

The first part of this volume has already been notii

Journal (vol. xxvi, 142), it consisting of the Report on Mammals in the

'. To this is added the Report on the Mammals
of the United States and Mexican Boundary Survey. The >

- -

ing to 161 species. The libraries of the country should be su;

this great work.

7. .Rational Cosmology, or the Eternal Principles and the Necessary

Laws of the Universe ; by Laurens P. Hickok, U.D., Union College.

New York, 1858.—Rational cosmology comes re&a
of this Journal, but not the system of Prof. Hick
irrational. He claims to educe a phi! i the e»] *J

reason instead of through induction, and has proved the fallacy of the

method by educing laws that are not the laws of nature. 1

unwittingly, drew upon t' ., mind, unaware that i;

was defective and had been derived by imperfect reason from the base

earth. Prof. Alexander of Princeton has well set forth the errors of the

" Rational Cosmology " in the Princeton Review for April, 1859; and

we would commend the article to all
; The I**1

of nature when fully learned and m
like the evolution of one thought, Bol reaa i

and suppose, because it can .at it can therefore evoWa

m of law

for the Advancement of Science.—The n

(tied to be held at Spnng-

--., commencing with the first Wednesday of A; -_

xander of Princeton is President for the year, and Prof- Ed-

ward Hitchcock Vice-President.
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9. Synopsis of the Fresh-water Fishes of the Western Portion of the
Island of Trinidad, W. I. ; by Theodore Gill. 10 pp. 8vo. H. Bail-
Here, New York City. (From the Annals of the Lyceum of Natural
History, New York, Vol. VI.)

10. Notes on North American Crustacea, No. I.; by Wm. Stimpson.
48 pp. 8vo, with 1 plate (from the Annals of the Lyceum Nat. Hist, of
New York for March, 1858).—We have barely space to announce the
appearance of this first pa unit of North American
Crustacea. It commences with the Maioids and closes with the Pagurus
family among the Anomoura.

& and chronologically arranged with a prefatory note, on t
-•"

iuu. London, 1859. Murray.
Rev. John Fleming: The Lil

• Lynn,

The Lithology of Edinburgh. Edinburgh.

Essex Flora: a complete enumerat

"' n
- ^/""'•-i>

Mrewer.—V . 22, Minerals of the gold re
tsome new Actinoid Polyps of the Co: .

Wmi Roxbury; C. Stodder.—p. 28, A new Helix from Maine; T.J.

Origin of the Copper and Silver of the Lake Superior region ; G. T. ,

U, Note on species of Po-

38, On the recent eruption of Mauna Loa; H. M. Ly-
-

-
-

Rogers.-.p. 48, Tuckahoe contains no starch; G T. Jackson..

las Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1859.—p. 91, Tooth of a Mastodon

on Mosasaurus bones from New Jersey; J. Leidy.—p. 93, On the species of Nico-
. _

- •

- :

'

ichthya and others of Diplodus from a lo-

thany in Virginia; teeth of Pycnodus, Otodus and G-aleocerdo, palate

odus and fragments of iaws of Mosasaurus from the Green Sand

!>/.—p.l]

and teeth of Pycnod
'"--

louthCo.
-

species of Unioni.br; /. Lea.— tices; G. Otn
On the piimarv divisions of the Salamarv.•„ ,. i, On the genus

of fishes allied to Hemirham
|

and Leptos-
copus, two gen —p. 133, Catalogue of Birds
collected in Western Africa by P. B. Duel., K<*» on a col-

-,....- -:.-..: •.-•:•
• ; •• -; -

'

; I.Lea.— : new species of Uniones from
T Lea—p. 155, Description of a third genus .

;hthyological Notices ; G. Girard.

Bibliographical Notices by Prof. NickVes.

'VXi '. this remarkable
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:, which embraces all that relates to the higher optics,

ted himself. Vol. II. is quite as important and insti

Photographic'Chemistry, by Barreswill and 1

Thomson, Young, t

t|

l

'r'

1

lnve
US

in

h
troduce,

» many unpublished facts. Following the pro

I the daguerrotype in the second rank.
-

s the whole history of the subject, a

details. .Notwithstanding that the French govi

sacrificed to it a large part of his personal fortune.

tigations on the animalcules of vegetable infusions compared

portant a part, treats especially of the elementary organic,- .t ; , nt- i ,1 Lau

rent was for thirty years professor in the forest school of Nancy ; he has trained

•
-

already spoken of this work of popular - v to inventions

and discoveries which have not been made by those who were prop !

men. The weekly journal, L'Amis des Sciences, by the same author, is devoted to

the same end. It happens at the present moment, that this journal has entered

theory of spontaneous generation. Victor Meunier is otherwise a competent man,

and was the favorite pupil of the great naturalist Stephen Geoffrov S,

Tfie Moniteur des Hospitaux.—Medico-Surgical Revit

-

matters of medicine and pharmacy, as well as whatever is absurd in cotemporary

of the Paris Observatory, published by Leverrier. Vol. 4, in 4

is entirely from the hand of M.

Mallet <fe Bach-l!

lion* on the Phenomena of Contact, by T. L. P
on. A pamphlet in 4to of 34 pages.—This work was crowned by the Hoi

ailed catalytic ; he explains these phenomena on a ground-work of known facts,

ie concludes that catalysis exists only in name, and that the force known under
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Art. XYII.—Obituary Notices ofBrown and Humboldt, Members
of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences; from the Keport
of the Council of the Academy for 1859.

(Proceedings of the Academy, vol. iv, p. 229 et seq.)

Beyond the immediate pale of science, and the circle of its
most devoted cultivators, the association of the names of Hum-
boldt and i

i j e ;—the one, a name
familiar to the whole civilized world; the other, hardly known

portion of his educated countrymen. Yet these names
stand together, in the highest place, upon the rolls of almost
every Academy of Science in the world ; and the common judg-
ment of those competent to pronounce it will undoubtedly be,
that although these -. those honorable rolls

may be occupied, they will not be filled, in this, perhaps not in
several generations,

n i

P°n tlle deattl of B°BERT Brown, which occurred on the
10th of June last, in his eighty-fifth y< ar. it tvas remarked that,
next to Humboldt, his name adorned the honorary list of a
greater number of scientific societies than that of any other

!t was Humboldt hims

,-itli the appellation of Betanicarvm
le Princeps ; and the universal consent of botanists recognized
confirmed the title. However the meed of merit in .science

"Id be divided between the most profound, and the most
ve and prolific minds,—between those who divine and those
•OND SERIES, v0L . XXVIII, No . S3.-SEPT., 1559.
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who elaborate,—it will probably be conceded by all, that no one

since Linnaeus has or i icity to bear upon the

structure, and especially upon the ordinal characters and natural

aim hi. sol
i
hint?, as did Kobert Brown. True, he was fortu-

nate in his time and his opportunities. Men of great genius,

happily, often are, or appear to be, through their power of turn-

ing opportunities to good account. The whole herbaria of Sir

.' '

-

around tl t<>f Au>t . ii V ml. r's expedition, and which

he was able to investigate upon the spot during the four years

devoted to this exploration, opportunely placed in Brown's able

hands as it were the \w > add, as rich as it was
peculiar,—just at the time, too, when the immortal work of Jus-

sieu had begun to be appreciated, and the European and other

ordinary forms of vegetation had begun to be understood in

their natural relations. The new, various, and singular types

which render the botany of New Holland so unlike all other,

Mr. Brown had to eon ves—to unravel their

intricacies with scarcely a clew to guide him, except that which

his own genius enabled him to construct in the process of the

research,—and to bring them harmoniously into the general sys-

tem of botanical natural alliance as then understood, and as'he

was himself enabled to ascertain and display it. It was the

wonderful -
| which he evinced in these inves-

tigations, which, soon after his return from Australia, revealed
the master mind in botanical science, and erelong gave him the

position of almost unchallenged eminence, which he retained, as

if without effort, for more than half a century.
The common observer must wonder at this general recogni-

tion, during an era of great names and unequalled activity, of a

claim so rarely, and as it were so reluctantly, asserted. For
brief and comparatively few—alas I how much fewer than they
should have been! —are Mr. Brown's pobl
largest of them is the Prodromus of the Flora of New Holland,
issued fifty years ago, which begins upon the one hundred and
forty-fifth pages, and which stopped short at the end of the first

volume. The others are special papers, mostly of small bulk,

devoted to the consideration of a particular plant, or a

group or small collection of plants. But their simple titles

seldom foreshow the full import of their contents. Brown
delighted to rise from a special case to high and wide generali-

*»tions- and was apt to draw most important and always irre-

ticlusions from some small, selected data, or particular

point of structure, which to ordinary apprehension wool
wholly inadequate to the purpose. He had unequalled skill in

finding decisive instances. So all his discoveries, so simply and
quietly aaaouneed, and all his notes and observations, sedulously
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reduced to the briefest expression, are fertile far beyond the
reader's expectation. Cautious to excess, never suggesting a
theory until he had thoroughly weighed all the available objec-
tions to it, and never propounding a view which he did not know
how to prove, perhaps no naturalist ever taught so much in
writing so little, or made so few statements that had to be re-

called, or even recast ; and of no one can there be a stronger
regret that he did not publish more.
With this character of mind, and while carefully sounding his-

way along the deep places of a science the philosophy and
grounds of which were forming, day by day, under his own and
a few contemporary hands, Brown could not have been a volu-
minous writer. He could never have undertaken a Systerna Regni

content to do his best at the moment, and to take
upon trust what he had not the means or the time to verify,—
like his contemporary, DeCandolle who may worthily be com-
pared with Brown for genius, and contrasted with him for the

spelled him to publica-
tion, and to lifelong, unselected, herculean labor, over all the
field, for the general good.
Nor could Brown ever be brought to undertake a Genera

i' ' • 'rum, like that of Jussieu; although his favorable and leis-

urely position, his vast knowledge, his keen discrimination, and
his most compact mode of expression, especially indicated him
for the task. Evidently, his influence upon the progress of Bot-
any might have been greater, or at least more immediate and
more conspicuous. Vet, rightly to estimate that influence now,
we have only to compare the Genera Plantarum of Endlicher
with that of ted as they are by the half-century
which coincided with Brown's career,—and mark how largely the
points of difference between the two, so far as they represent in-

quiry, and genuine advancement in the knowledge of floral struc-

ture, actually originated with him. Still, after making due allow-

ance for a mind as scrupulous and cautious as it was clear and
profound, also for an unusually retiring disposition, which even

ship seems to have rendered him as sedulous to avoid
publicity as most writers are to gain it, it must be acknowledged
that his retentiveness larded pub-
lished statements sometimes appear as if intended—like the ana-

grams of the older mathematicians and philosophers—rather to

record his knowledge than to reveal it. But this was probably
°nly in appearance, and rather to be attributed to his sensitive

regard for entire accuracy, and his extreme dislike of all parade

J?
knowledge,—to the same peculiarity which everywhere led

him to condense announcements of great consequence into short
paragraphs or foot-notes, and to insert the most important facts in

parentheses, which he who runs over the page may read, indeed,
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but which only the most learned and the most reflecting will be

apt to comprehend. In candor it must be said, that his long

career has left some room for the complaint that he did not feel

bound to exert fully and continuously all his matchless gifts in

behalf of the science of which he was the most authoritative

But if thus in some sense unjust to himself and to his high

calling, Brown could never be charged with the slightest injus-

tice to any fellow-laborer. He was scrupulously careful, even

solicitous, of the rights and claims of others ; and in tracing

the history of any discovery in which he had himself borne a

part, he was sure to award to each one concerned his full due.

To adopt the words of one of his intimate associates, " those

who knew him as a man will bear unanimous testimony to the

unvarying • oess, and benevolence of his char-

acter," as well as to "the singular uprightness of his judgment."

The remaining, and the most illustrious name of all,—and one

in its wide renown strongly in contrast with the last,—has only

just now been inscribed upon our obituary list.

The telegraph of the last week brought to us the painful in-

telligence that the patriarch of science, the universal Humboldt,
died at Berlin on the 6th of May. Born in 1769, a year more
prolific in great men than any equal period of all preceding t

Humboldt had, before the end of the eighteenth century, exhib-

ited qualities of the very highest order, and obt
acknowledged celebrity in Europe. This, howev

of the very highest order, and obtained a piac

hedged celebrity in Europe. This, however, was the r

prelude to his career, for with the close of that century he c

ed, with Bonpland, his wonderful exploration of Spanish

America, which continued during five years. This journey must
be considered in all f

discovery of Spanish America ; and whether we measure its re-

sults by the amount of knowledge through the wide fields of

Astronomy, Geography, Geology, Mineralogy, Meteorology, Zo-

ology, Botai iiomy. or the personal qualities

by which this knowledge w^as collected and reduced to its place

in the records of science, we cannot hesitate to rank the expedi-

tion amongst the most important and successful ever executed
by man.
On his return to Europe, in 1805, Humboldt was employed

several years in reducing his immense collection of materials to

form for publication. From that time to his death, a period of

almost half a century, he resided (except for a short time, in
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which he made his journey to Northern Asia) in Europe, mostly
in France and Germany. The last twelve or fifteen years of this
great man were principally employed in the production of his
Cosmos,—the crowning labor of his long life, the harvest of his
mature wisdom,—a work that could not have been produced by
any other man, simply because no other man possessed the trea-
sures, or a key to the treasures, of the various knowledge con-

From his return to Europe to his death, he possessed, indis-

putably, the first place amongst philosophers, for the vast extent
of his acquirements. Without doubt, at all times during the
present century there have been men much greater than Hum-

pare with him in the number of subjects in which he had but
few superiors,—no one who could, like him, bring all the sciences
into one field of view, and compare them as one whole, through,
their relations and dependences. It was probably this extent of
knowledge that led him to genera Q particular

discovery; to trace connections and relations, rather than to

search for new and minute facts or particular laws ; to produce
the Cosmos, rather than discover the atomic theory or the cellu-

lar formation of organic structures. Many other men have been
masters of several specialties. Humboldt alone brought the whole
range of the physical and natural sciences into one specialty.

We cannot close this brief notice of the character and career
of our illustrious associate without one moment's allusion to his

amiable moral nature, his love of justice, and his superiority to
all merely personal ends. So strong was his desire to give the
influence of his high scientific position to the cause of civiliza-

tion and the progress of knowledge, by assisting all applicants
for his opinion and advice upon scientific subjects, that he per-

mitted a correspondence to be extorted from him which in his

last days became a load too great to be borne, and compelled a
cry for relief that had hardly subsided when the news of his

death reached us.

Such is the faint outline of a man whose name is indelibly

written with those who have been most eminent in this wonder-

ful age of sciei title artivin . The Academy claims the privilege,

in common with the learned societies with which he wa
ated throughout the civilized world, to express its sorrow for his

death, and to offer its tribute of honor to his memory.



Abt. XYIIT.—On the power possessed by the Larves of various

common Flies of consuming, without apparent injury to them-

selves, the flesh of animals which have died from the effects of

Arsenic; by Frank H. Storer.

Read before the Boston Society of Natural History, January 5, 1859.

Some months since my attention was attracted by finding

several living maggots upon the liver of a subject in the stom-

ach of which I had previously detected the presence of arsenic.

This, eight days after death. As this liver was found, on analy-

sis, to be saturated with arsenic, a number of experiments were

made for the purpose of ascertaining whether the larva? observed

bad really been nourished by the poisoned flesh on which they

were discovered.

Several living rats having been obtained, they were fed with

cake which contained arsenious Etc til tea. After

eating this they in every case soon died- Their skins having
been removed, the carcasses were exposed in a chamber to which
flies had free access. In the course of forty-eight hours the

bodies of the rats were thoroughly fly-blown, and were soon
covered by a multitude of larvae. Having completely consumed
the flesh of the rats—leaving the bones bare, as in the specimen
now exhibited to the Society—the maggots concealed themselves
in sheltered corners and were converted into chrysalids in due
course. These results were constant, having been exactly simi-

lar in every instance. Some two dozen or less of these chrysa-

lids being subjected to analysis, metallic arsenic was readily ob-

tained from them. It might be thought that this proves nothing

more than that the flesh of the rati \ and that,

that obtained from the chrysalids had possibly been mechani-
cally attached to the exterior surfaces of the larvas and not have
been swallowed by them. This view would indeed seem to be

supported by the fact that—as may be seen in the specimen pre-

sented—the surface of the bones from which the flesh has been
thus devoured is covered with a white powder which has the

appearance of arsenious acid. However this may be, only two
: it is not admitted that the arsenic found

in the chrysalids had really been assimilated by the larva?:

either the 'latter must possess an instinct which leads them to

reject altogether the poison, or it is excreted by them after in-

gestion. In the lack of any positive knowledge of the condition

in which arsenic or other inorganic poison exists when contained

tissues, it seems idle to dwell at greater length on
this point.
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ould have been interesting to have preserved the chrysa-
lids in order to ascertain whether they were capable of meta-

3, and if so, whether the perfect insect would have
been healthy and vigorous. I therefore kept a number of them

o months, at the end of which time they were acci-

dentally lost. None of these underwent any change, while a
number of diminutive flies, apparently not ichneumons, which
obtained access to them, died almost immediately, as was sup-
posed from having fed upon them. The chrysalids were how-

, perfect state of_ preservation, being full of pulp, just
" other chrysalids,

the above, were
nevertheless found about the room from time to time within the

g their formation, indicating that some of
them had been metamorphosed, as the appearances of these
shells were normal and no larvae other than those which had
fed upon the arsenicated specimens had been admitted to the

Numerous experiments were now made for the purpose of as-

certaining how large a quantity of arsenious acid might be con-
tained in flesh without rendering it unfit food for these larvae

;

without much success it must be confessed owing to the facility
with which animal tissue is hardened by arsenious acid. If bits
of flesh are soaked in an aqueous solution of this substance—no

>w dilute the solution may be—the arsenious acid will
unite with the exterior portions of the flesh, forming a com-
pound which, when exposed to the air, dries up in a few hours
to the hardness of leather and forms an impervious coating,
"his hardening may indeed be somewhat delayed by wrapping
the flesh in moist cloths, in which case the eggs of flies will

often be deposited. These eggs produce living worms, unless
so much arsenic has been used that the surface of the flesh is

covered with a strong solution of it; but these worms never at-

tained maturity in any of my experiments: they perished for
the most part on account of the gradual hardening of the flesh

which could not be entirely prevented, or from long continued
contact with the solution of arsenious acid, a thin film of which
was in some jnstauces anovve(i to cover the surface of the flesh,

fn this case the grubs, an hour or two after leaving the egg,
would commence crawling about very rapidly, evidently much
irritated by the soluti< were surrounded ; this

niotion would be kepi ring six or eight hours
before death ensued.
^ e all know how quicklv flies themselves are destroyed by

the popular
fly-papers, powders and poisons of the shops—it is a matter of
no surprise therefore that the parents of the grubs in question
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should have perished by scores, as thej did while I

their eggs upon the poisoned flesh. I may here obsen
only reference to this subject which I have been able to find is

the remark of Jaeger (quoted by Orfila, Traitl de Toxicologic,

Paris, 1852, I, 379) that "insects, such as spiders, flies, &c,

die when arsenious acid in solutionis introduced into

their digestive organs or applied to their soft exterior parts.

The larva t iger than the insects which have un-

dergone metamorphosis"

It being impossible to obtain satisfactory results by the method
of experimenting which has just been described, I had com-

menced another series of experiments upon small ami'

the arterial systems of which solutions of arsenic of different

degrees of concentration had been injected soon after death.

These trials were brought to an abrupt termination by cold

-veath.-r and the consequent disappearance of all flies. The
same difficulties were however experienced here as in the pre-

vious cases though in a lesser degree ; the flesh having always

a tendency to become dry and hard. As this hardening did

not take place so rapidly in the injected specimens as where bits

of flesh had been soaked in a solution of arsenious acid, so the

larva? were enabled to attain a much larger size, before drying

up, than in the previous instances. Indeed in several cases

..vorable, moist positions had been secured, they lived

for three or four days, becoming quite large and evidently almost

ready to pass into the chrysalid state. This, upon the body of

a rat weighing seven and a half ounces, into which four and a

half grains of arsenious acid in aqueous solution had been in-

In order to avoid the hardening influence of arsenious acid,

solutions of arsenic acid—an eminently hygroscopic substance

—were resorted to, but from having been used in too concen-

trated a state, the larva? were destroyed, in the course of a few

hours after birth, from contact with the solution which had

oozed out upon the surface of the flesh ; showing clearly, as

with arsenious acid, that there is a limit to the amount of arsenic

which these larvse can support.

It is probable indeed that in every case the harm:
the poison depends entirely on its being so much diluted that it

is no longer present in sufficient dose to destroy the larva?. I

am however inclined to believe that it will be found that they

can consume with impunity any flesh into which arsenic has

been carried by vital processes. A view which is certainly

strougly supported by the fact of finding them upon the arseni-

cated human liver, an organ which, as is well known, is suscep-

tible of absorbing a particularly large quantity of this poison.
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On mentioning these results, some time since, to Prof. Jeffries

Wyman, he recalled an instance, similar to those which have
been mentioned, that had occurred a short time before in his
own dissecting room. The arm of a subject which had been
thoroughly injected with a solution of arsenic acid, having been
inadvertently thrown aside and left unnoticed for several days
was found completely riddled and alive with maggots.

This matter is one of some importance to chemists occupied
with judicial investigations, who must not infer that a fly-blown
organ can contain no arsenic; and is especially interesting from
the fact that several authors have urged that the attention of
experts should be particularly directed to the behavior of flies

which may alight on any matter suspected of containing poison

;

if they die almost immediately arsenic is probably present and
must be specially sought for. One case at least is on record
(vid. Galtier, Trait </ T.u-ioJvgie, Paris, 1855, I, 406) where the
experts having searched in vain for laudanum which was sup-

posed to have produced death, were led to look for arsenic,

v found, from having observed that the flies which
fed upon the suspected organs soon perished.

of this society, as affording another indication of the great dif-

ferences which exist between anim conditions
of metamorphosis* and of the caution with which all experi-
ments upon the action of remedies or poisons on animals of any-
one species should be received when brought forward as indica-

tions of what that action will be upon other animals.

the common clothes-moth, and its vapor is

Mess unpleasant to"

Will not touch specin

jlution of strychnine.
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Art. XIX.

—

On some Reactions of the Salts of Lime and Magne-

sia, and on the Formation of Gypsums and Magnesian Rocks;

by T. Stebry Hunt, F.B.S., ofthe Geol. Survey of Canada *

The importance, in a geological point of view, of gypsum and

of the carbonates of lime and magnesia in the forms of limestone,

dolomite and magnesite, has led me to make a series of re-

searches, whose results serve to explain many things hitherto

obscure in the history of these substances. I propose in the

present paper to describe, in the first place, certain chemical re-

actions of the salts of lime and magnesia ; and, secondly, to con-

sider the principal facts in the history of gypsums, and magnesian

rocks, and the theory of their formation.

On the action of solutions of bicarbonate of soda on salts of lime

and magnesia.

1. In studying some years since the geological relations of alka-

line mineral waters I found that by the action of a solution of

carbonate of soda, a partial separation of the salts of lime from

magnesia could be effected. Subseq
dilu

ing results.

If to a solution containing besides common salt the chlorids

of calcium and magnesium in the proportion of one equivalent

of each, we add a solution of bicarbonate of soda in water satu-

rated with carbonic acid, there separates a gelatinous precipitate,

which very soon becomes crystalline. Collected and washed
after a few hours, it is found to consist of carbonate of lime with

but a small proportion of carbonate of magnesia, which in three

successive precipitations from the same saline liquid, was found

to equal 2'20, 2-00, and 1'23 per cent. The proportion of sepa-

rated carbonate of magnesia diminished as the magnesian salts

predominated in the solutiou, which now gave no further preci-

pitate with bicarbonate of soda, but yielded by evaporation to

dryness, a granular residue of hydrated carbonate of magnesia,

with very little lime. In this way, a litre of the solution gave
4-19 grams of carbonate of magnesia, (MgO, COa) and only 0'14

the soluble portion still retained

original o

ts of the £
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2. A portion, of the saline solution from which about one-third
of the lime had been separated as above bj bicarbonate of soda,
gave by thirty minutes ebullition, a precipitate which for a
litre equalled 0-666 grm. of carbonate of lime and 0173 of car-
bonate of magnesia. Another portion of the same solution when
evaporated to dryness at 120° F., gave 0*805 of carbonate of
lime, but no magnesia.

3. If in the preceding experiments we employ a somewhat
dilute solution of bicarbonate of soda there is no immediate pre-
cipitation of carbonate of lime. A solution was prepared with
one litre of water, 29*2 grms. of sea-salt, 13*8 of chlorid of calcium,
50-7 of hydrated chlorid of magnesium, and 10*0 grms. of hydrated
sulphate of soda, the three chlorids being in the proportion of
two equivalents of the first and third to one of chlorid of cal-

cium. In another litre of water were dissolved 42*0 grms. (equal
to two equivalents) of bicarbonate of soda, and the liquid was
then saturated with carbonic acid gas. Of this solution, 500
cubic centimeters would have been required to decompose the
whole of the chlorid of calcium in the first, and 200 c. c. of it

were gradually added to this with stirring, but without pro-

ducing any visible effect. A further portion of 100 c. c. caused
a slight turbidness, which was soon replaced by a crystalline

. . adhering to the sides of the vessel, and gradually in-

creasing in amount. After a repose of forty hours at 68° F., the

precipitate was collected and analyzed. It weighed 4"3 grms., and
was carbon;, p. c. of carbonate of magnesia.

4. The saline liquid, augmented by the washings of the preci-

pitate, now measured 1400 c. c. ; of this one-half was mingled
with 100 c. c. of the alkaline solution, being the quantity re-

quired for the decomposition of the remaining lime salt. No
immediate change was apparent, but at the end of tw<

hours there had separated a cr weighing
2-288 grms., and consisting of carbonate of lime with only 2*6 p. c,

of carbonate of magnesia.
5. The reason of this separation of lime from magnesia in the

above experiments is evident, when we consider that carbonate

of magnesia at ordinary temperatures decomposes the soluble

salts of lime. Thus, according to Mitscherlich, magnesite or do-

lomite slowly transforms a solution of gypsum into one of sul-

phate of magnesia, carbonate of lime being formed at the same
tune. I have observed a similar reaction between dolomite and
a solution of chlorid of ;lt about 125° F. De
Senarmont

T
and after him Bineau, found that solutions of bicar-

bonate of magnesia decompose chlorid of calcium in the cold, or

at temperatures below 212° F. with precipitation of nearly pure
carbonate of line, although the assertion of the latter, that sul-

phate of lime is decomposed by the same agent, is, as I shall
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ypsum appears to belong only to solutions containing monocar-

bonate of magnesia.

6. "When a portion of moist recently precipitated hydro-

carbonate of magnesia is added to a solution of bicarbonate of

lime, it is immediately dissolved, but the transparent a hit* B

soon becomes turbid from separation of carbonate of lime. A
oiluced by carbonate of soda, which precipi-

tates carbonate of lime from a solution of the bicarbonate.

7. The preceding experiments show a remarkable degre i of

in recently formed bicarbonate of lime; the liquid in

§ 4 deposited spontaneously an amount of carbonate of lime

equal to 2*6 grms. per litre ; and if we add, as in § 2, 0"8 grms. for

the amount of carbonate remaining in solution, we shall have

34 grms. of carbonate of lime held for a time dissolved as bicar-

bonate in a litre of saline water, at the ordinary pressure of the

atmosphere ; the experiment detailed in § 3, indicates a solubility

at least as great.

Boutron and Boudet, by treating lime-water with carbonic acid,

obtained supersaturated solutions holding 2-3 grms. of carbonate

in a litre, but the half of this was soon deposited, and they found

that a litre of water charged with carbonic acid, under a pres-

sure of several atmospheres, cannot retain more than 116 grms.

of carbonate of lime in permanent solution. We have seen in

§ 2, that a saline solution retains after some hours exposure, 0*805

grms. of carbonate. In other trials I have found 0*838 and 0*915

grms. of carbonate of lime in pure water saturated with carbonic

acid at the atmospheric pressure. A solution prepared under a

pressure of several atmospheres with excess of carbonic acid,

and then exposed for twelve hours in a loosely covered vessel,

still retained 0*730 grms. of carbonate of lime in a litre. Bischof

the solubility of bicarbonate of lime at one part in

1000, which may be regarded as correct.

Lassaigne found a saturated solution of bicarbonate of lime to

equivalents of carbonic acid for one of lime; but from

an experiment of Bischof it would appear, that an amount of

lime equal to 0*59 grms. of carbonate to a litre may exist in solu-

tion as sesqui-carbonate.

—

(Lehrbuch der Geologie, ii, 1126.)

8. According to the same author, when a current of carbonic

acid is passed for a long time through water containing pure

magnesia in suspensson, there is dissolved a quantity equal to

1*35 grms. of carbonate of magnesia to a litre.— (Ibid., i, 387.)

Under certain conditions, however, water is capable of 1

1

an amount of carbonate of magi .reatertban

I by Bischof. In § 1 we have seen that a litre of water,

containing at the same time chlorids of sodium and magnesium,
may hold dissolved as bicarbonate 4*19 grms. of carbonate of mag-
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nesia ; and by adding known quantities of carbonate of soda to

a solution of chlorid of magnesium and passing a current of

carbonic acid through the mixture, I have found it easy to ob-
tain permanent solutions, containing not less than 21-0 grms. of
monocarbonate of magnesia in a litre. Bineau, by prolonging for

several days the action of carbonic acid, obtained a solution

which contained in a litre 11'2 grms. of magnesia (equal to 235
grs. of magnesian carbonate), combined with very nearly two
equivalents of carbonic acid.

The observations of H. Kose, and of Longchamp, show that
the presence of alkaline chlorids, sulphates or carbonates, as well
as of magnesian salts, increases the solubility of carbonate of
magnesia in water. This may explain the great difference be-

tween the determination of Bischof, in which all for-

were excluded from the solution, and the experiments of Bineau
and myself, with solutions which always contained salts of soda
or magnesia. That the presence of such salts does not, on the
contrary, augment the solubility of bicarbonate of lime, is appa-
rent from § 2.

9. Bineau found that during the spontaneous evaporation of
a solution of bicarbonate of magnesia carbonic acid escaped, and
carbonate of magnesia separated, until at length the liquid re-

tained in a litre only from 010 to 017 grms. of carbonate of mag-
nesia, with sufficient carbonic acid to form a sesquicarbonate.

Such solutions, when transferred to closed vessels, were sponta-

neously decomposed, hydrated carbonate of magnesia separating

while a bicarbonate remained in solution.

—

(Ann. de Chim. et de

Pf>ys, [3], li, 302.)
This spontaneous decomposition of the sesquicarbonate of mag-

nesia into monocarbonate and bicarbonate is somewhat analogous
to that exhibited by a recent supersaturated solution of bicarbon-

ate of lime, which as we have seen, breaks up into an insoluble

monocarbonate and free carbonic acid or a very acid salt.

The reaction is observed in a remarkable manner during the

evaporation of certain saline mineral waters, which contain abun-
dance of bicarbonate of magnesia. A portion of water from the

Plantagenet spring was left to evaporate in an open basin in

summer, until its volume was reduced to one-fifth. The
clear solution was then decanted from a crystalline crust of car-

bonates of lime and magnesia, and transferred to a carefully

closed flask, where after two or three days, it deposited a strongly

adherent crust of hydrated carlx ' ty on the

lower parts of the vessel. The amount of this deposit was equal
to 0-772 grms. of carbonate of m :

!

"• concen-

trated liquid, which contained no lime, but abundance of bicar-

bonate and chlorid of magnesium, after the separation of the
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10. If to a solution of bicarbonate of lime we add a portion

of sulphate of soda or sulphate of magnesia, there are formed

by double decomposition, bicarbonate of soda or bicarbonate of

magnesia and sulphate of lime, which latter salt may be precipi-

tated by the addition of alcohol.

To 400 cubic centimeters of a recently prepared transparent

solution of bicarbonate of lime there were added two grams of by-

drated sulphate of soda, and the solution was then mingled with

an equal volume of alcohol of90 p. c. A white flocculent precipi-

tate immediately appeared, which was collected after a few hours,

and washed with dilute alcohol. It was completely soluble in

water, but was again thrown down by alcohol, with the addition

of a few drops of hydrochloric acid, and was pure sulphate of lime,

weighing, when ignited, 0428 grms., which corresponds to 0*915

grms. of carbonate of lime to the litre.

11. 400 c.c. of the same solution of bicarbonate of lime were

treated with 2*0 grms. of crystallized sulphate of magnesia and
alcohol, as above; the precipitated sulphate of lime equalled

0-467 grm. The nitrate from which the alcohol had been expel-

led gave by boiling, a copious precipitate containing a little lime

and 0-276 grms. of carbonate of magnesia ; theory requires 0*288.

12. 500 c. c. of a recent solution of bicarbonate of lime with
2-0 grms. of hydrated sulphate of soda and an equal volume of

alcohol, gave a precipitate of gypsum, which when dissolved in

water and reprecipitated as in § 10, gave 0*570 of sulphate of

lime, equal to '838 grm. of carbonate of lime to a litre. The alka-

line filtrate was evaporated to dryness, the residue redissolved,

and precipitated at a boiling heat by a dilute solution of chlorid

of calcium. The carbonate of lime thus obtained was free from

sulphate, and corresponded to -445 grm. of carbonate of soda

;

theory demands '442.

13. In consequence of this formation of gypsum, the solubility

of carbonate of lime in carbonic acid water is, as I have found,

very much increased by the presence of sulphate of soda, or sul-

phate of magnesia. To a little more than 200 c. c. of lime-water

were added 4-0 grms. of sulphate of soda, and a stream of carefully

washed carbonic acid gas was then passed through the liquid for

four hours, at the end of which time the solution of the carbon-

ate of lime was nearly complete. On the addition of an equal

volume of absolute alcohol, there fell a precipitate of gypsUI?>
which, when washed, effervesced slightly with hydrochloric acid

from a trace of carbonate of lime ; but being again thrown down
from its aqueous solution by alcohol, gave 0*555 grms. of ignited
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sulphate of lime, equal to about 2'0 grms. of carbonate of lime to

a litre. The carbonate of soda in the alkaline filtrate was found,
by the indirect method of § 12, equal to '434 grm. ; theory re-

quires -432.

14. In another experiment, a dilute solution of sulphate of
soda was treated with an excess of bicarbonate of lime, in order
to determine whether it were possible to decompose completely
the soda-salt by this means. After throwing down the gypsum
by alcohol, the residue contained for a litre 1080 of carbonate

s ofhydrated sulphate
of soda, and two grams of pure carbonate of lime, were exposed
for an hour and a half to a current of carbonic acid gas, and the

If solution was then left for four hours in a covered flask, after

i which 150 c. c. of the clear liquid were mixed with an equal

$ volume of absolute alcohol. A copious precipitate was formed,

% which, after twelve hours, was collected ; it was completely solu-

[o?
ble in 200 c. c. of water, from which alcohol threw down -343 grms.
of sulphate of lime, besides a farther portion of '020 grs. from

,ef the evaporated filtrate, making a total of 363 grs., equal to 2420
0i grs. of sulphate of lime to the litre.

jj 16. 200 c. c. of a similar solution to the last, gave with alco-

,V
n°l, a precipitate of gypsum, which was readily soluble in water,
and being thrown down as oxalate, gave an amount of carbonate

,#
of lime equal to 1-820 grms. to the litre, or 2475 of sulphate of

1 ^me.

,# 17. A current of carbonic acid gas was passed for an hour
j/i

and a quarter through a solution containing sulphate of magne-

$
sia and carbonate of lime. TheT'

'

H ,
rent after many hours exposur<

j
gave withalcoh '

jjf after twelve hoi

fji
which solution the 1

^ amount of carbonate equal to 1*565 grms. or to 2128 grms. of sul-

phate of lime to the litre. The alcoholic filtrate by evaporation

^
to dryness over a water-bath, gave a little carbonate of lime, and!

p
an amount of carbonate of magnesia equal to 1100 grms. to the

^
litre

; theory requires 1-312, but it is difficult to separate in this

^
way the whole of the carbonate of magnesia from an excess of

A 18. It thus appears that in the presence of sulphate of soda

tf

or magnesia, water saturated writh carbonic acid is capable of

.4
dissolving nearly twice the ordinary proportion of carbonate of

Jj

hme, or from 1 .665 to 1 .820 grms to the litre. The lime in these

J> lJ

Ulds ls doubtless to be regarded as existing chiefly as sul-

u pnate, of which salt they are nearly saturated solutions. The
a terminations, in § 15, § 16 and §17, give respectively one
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part of sulphate of lime for 413, 404 and 459 parts of water.

The solubility of this salt in pure water has been variously

stated. According to Bucholz, one part of sulphate of lime re-

quires 460 parts of hot or cold water for its solution ; but Giese

gives 380 parts of cold, and 388 of boiling water, its solubil-

ity being increased, according to O. Henry, by the presence of

sulphate of soda.—(Gmelin, Handbook, (Cavendish ed.,) iii, 202.)

I determined the amount of sulphate of lime in a solution pre-

pared by agitating frequently for several days, pure a i

prepared gypsum, with distilled water, at 60° F. The lime was

thrown down as oxalate, and indicated one part of sulphate of

lime to 483 parts of water. Another portion of the same solu-

tion was evaporated at a gentle heat until crystals of gypsum
separated, and the clear saturated solution decanted from these

iter twelve hours of repose at 60° F., contained one

part of sulphate of lime for 372 parts of water, which approaches

closely to the determination of Giese.

19. In a late paper, by Bineau, on the earthy carbonates

already cited {Ann. de Vhim. et de Phys., [3] li., 297), the author

refers to a memoir of Mr. E. Marchand, who asserts that a litre

of water may hold dissolved as bicarbonate, about 25 grms. of

carbonate of lime, and that sulphate of lime and alkaline bicarbon-

ates may co-exist in natural waters. These statements are con-

troverted by Bineau, but the latter of them is fully sustained by
the experiments which we have described, while the augmented
solubility of the carbonate of lime is to a great extent explained

if the solutions of Marchand contained soluble sulphates. I have

not however been able to verify the assertion of Marchand, that

sulphate of lime separates from mixed solutions of bicarbonate of

lime and sulphate of soda, unless indeed by the intervention of

alcohol ; although as will now be shown gypsum may be crys-

rn mingled aqueous solutions of bicarbonate of lime

and sulphate of magnesia.

20. When a solution like that of § 17 is evaporated at a

gentle heat, it might be expected that carbonate of lime, being a

less soluble salt than gypsum, or the carbonate of magnesia,

would be deposited. I have found, however, that from such a

solution under these conditions, gypsum separates, while bicar-

bonate of magnesia remains in solution. The sulphate of mag-

nesia employed in the following experiments was carefully re-

crystallized and contained no traces of lime or free acid ; its solu-

tion did not alter the color of curcuma, but slowly restored that

of reddened litmus. The carbonic acid employed was evolved

from limestone hydrochloric acid, and carefully washed, so that

its solution was not troubled by nitrate of silver.

To 500 c. c. of water were added twelve grams of sulphate of

and half a gram of precipitated carbonate of lime, and
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carbonic acid gas passed for two hours through the
the carbonate of lime was nearly all dissolved. The
now evaporated in a porcelain basin at a tempera-

ture varying from 90° to 110° F., until crystals of sulphate of
infirm m;i separated

; a little water was then added and the so-

lution, being immediately filtered, contained no lime-salt, but
was strongly alkaline to curcuma paper. When heated it be-
came turbid before boiling, and after fifteen minutes ebullition
deposited a flocculent precipitate containing -208 grm. of carbon-
ate of magnesia. The basin in which the evaporation had been

I was covered with a crystalline crust which effervesced
'Iv with, hydrochloric acid; it was soluble in a large

volume of water, and was principally gypsum.
21. To 800 c. c. of water were added twenty grams of sulphate

of magnesia and one gram of pure carbonate of lime; a current
of gas was now passed through the liquid for an hour and a half,

when the lime was nearly all dissolved; the solution was satu-

rated with the gas, but contained no trace of chlorine. It was
neutral to curcuma, and gave with alcohol a precipitate of gyp-

3 of carbonate of lime,

c. c. of this solution were evaporated at a temperature of
90° F., until crystals of sulphate of magnesia separated

;

velve hours repose in the cold a little water was added
e solution decanted from a precipitate, of which '272 grm.
ollected; when hydrochloric acid and
alcohol a portion of carbonate of lime was removed and
named S.u\ y rm. of <• filing when

filtered solution of sulphate of magnesia was strongly alka-

:o curcuma, and gave by boiling, a precipitate which con-

d no lime but a portion of carbonate of magnesia equal to

grm. to the litre ; theory demands -570.

A solution of twelve grams of sulphate of magnesia in

! c of water was mingled with carbonate of lime and satu-

with carbonic acid. It was then filtered and evaporated

out 160° F., until sulphate of magnesia separated. By this

« a sparingly soluble crystalline precipitate
•

h contained gypsum equal to -235 grm. of sulphate of lime,

a little carbonate. The filtrate gave by boiling a precipi-

)f carbonate of magnesia which equalled -098, «

nds -145.

600 c. c. of a solution of bicarbonate of lime were added
ty grams of sulphate of magnesia, when the liquid which
>efore turbid from a portion ot suspended carbonate, became
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ing -154 of sulphate of lime, with some carbonate of lime and a

trace only of magnesia.

A solution of five grams of sulphate of magnesia was mingled

with a portion of solution of bicarbonate of lime, and evaporated

at 160°-180° F., further portions of the latter, amounting in all

to 300 c. c. being added as the evaporation went on. There was

deposited a mixture of carbonate of lime, with crystalline gypsum

equal to '373 grm. of sulphate of lime to the litre.

23. It will be remarked, that while the recent solution con-

taining gypsum and carbonate of magnesia with excess of car-

bonic acid is neutral to curcuma and may be boiled for some

minutes before a precipitate of carbonate appears, the liquid

from which gypsum has been deposited by evaporation is

strongly alkaline to curcuma paper, and lets fall a «

of carbonate of magnesia, even before attaining the boiling

point ; this precipitate is in part redissolved as the liquid cools.

When this alkaline liquid is mixed with a solution of gypsum,

it deposits in a few hours, especially if gently warmed, a crystal-

line precipitate of carbonate of lime, resulting from the decom-

position of the sulphate of lime by the carbonate of magnesia.

The sulphate of magnesia retains the carbonate of magnesia in

solution in such a manner that the latter is not rendered com-

pletely insoluble, even when the liquid is evaporated to dryness

over a water-bath. Hence the deficiency observed in the deter-

minations of carbonate of magnesia in § 17, § 21 and § 22, where

a large proportion of sulphate was present. The filtrate from

the carbonate in these cases is still alkaline, and gives with

nitrates of silver and copper, precipitates of carbonates.

24. In the preceding experiments all salts, other than those

concerned in the reaction, were i c results are

obtained in the presence of sea-salt and chlorid of magnesium.

Twenty grams of pure chlorid of sodium, and ten grams of sul-

phate of magnesia, with a portion of carbonate of lime, were

added to 800 c. c. of water, and the solution saturated with car-

bonic acid gas. Of this liquid 400 c. c. were evaporated at 160°-

180° F., until sea-salt separated, and gave '045 grm. of sulphate

of lime, mixed with '291 of carbonate.

Ten grams of chlorid o

lized chlorid of magnesiu
bicarbonate of lime, containing two grams of sulphate of magne-

sia; 300 e.e. of this solution were now evaporated at 160°-

180° F., until crystals of sea-salt appeared ; there were obtained

•057 grm. of sulphate of lime.

25. A saturated solution of one part of sea-salt and two parts

of sulphate of magnesia was exposed to a cold of 32° F., when a

large amount of sulphate of soda separated. The mother liquor,

containing besides some sea-salt and sulphate of magnesia, a
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large amount of chlorid of magnesium, was diluted with four
parts of water. 500 c. c. of this solution were mingled with
carbonate of lime, saturated with carbonic acid, and then evapo-
rated at a temperature of 85°-90° F., to one-twelfth, when crys-
tals of sea-salt separated, and a crystalline residue of gypsum was
obtained. It did not effervesce with hydrochloric acid, and was
soluble in a large volume of water. The saline liquid by evap-
oration to dryness, gave *331 of carbonate of magnesia.
To another portion of 100 c. c. of the saline solution employed

in the last experiment, 500 c. c. of a solution of bicarbonate of
lime were gradually added, the mixture being meanwhile evapo-
rated at a temperature below 100° F., and at length carried to
dryness. On treating the mass with water, the strongly saline
filtrate was found to contain no lime-salt, but sulphate of lime
was abundant in the washings, and the residue on the filter,

when treated with hydrochloric acid, left crystalline grains of
gypsum.

26. In the foregoing experiments it is not easy to separate the
more soluble salts from the gypsum, which, although insoluble
m saturated -

i eadily dissolved by washing with
water, in place of which a solution of gypsum may be used. In
either case, as a solution of sulphate of lime is decomposed by
the dissolved carbonate of magnesia, the washings should not be
mingled with the alkaline filtrate in which we wish to determine
this salt. As a solution of magnesian carbonate which has lost
its excess of carbonic acid by evaporation is incompatible with
dissolved gypsum, it is evident that the presence of an excess of

must be one of the conditions required for the crystal-
lization of gypsum from such a solution. It often happens that
some slight variations in the conditions of the experiment with
two portions of the same solution, will give in one case abund-
ance of gypsum and in the other chiefly carbonate of lime.

27. The power of bicarbonate of baryta to decompose sulphate
of magnesia and even sulphate of soda with precipitation of sul-

phate of baryta is well known ; and I have found that the inso-
lubility of the sulphate of strontia determines a similar result.

A solution of bicarbonate of strontia, prepared by passing car-
bonic acid gas through water holding the carbonate in suspen-
sion, was divided into two portions, one of which was mingled
with a portion of sulphate of soda and the other with sulphate
of magnesia. The mixtures, at first clear, soon became troubled
trom the separation of a precipitate, which adhered to the sides of
the vessels, and like ammonio magnesian phosphate, along the
hnes marked by the rod in stirring. After twelve hours the
liquids decanted from the precipitate, which was in each case,
sulphate of strontia, were evaporated at a gentle heat to a small
volume, during which process they deposited a portion of car-
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bonate of strontia. The first contained some sulphate, with a

large proportion of carbonate of soda, and the second, which

gave no trace of dissolved strontia, let fall by boiling a copious

precipitate of magnesian carbonate.

An analogous reaction between the sulphates of iron and zinc

and bicarbonate of lime, resulting in the production of gypsam
and carbonates of zinc and iron, has already been suggested by
Monheim to explain the association of these minerals in a modern
deposit from the waters of a mine. The experiments of Bischof

have established the fact of such a decomposition for the sulphate

of copper, as well as for the sulphates of zinc, and protoxyd of

iron.—(Lehrbuch, ii, 1198-1202.)

III.

On theformation of the double carbonate of lime and magnesia.

28. The carbonates of lime and magnesia, although so fre-

quently combined in nature in the form of dolomite, exhibit,

under ordinary circumstances, little disposition to unite with

each other. The carbonate of lime, as we have seer
nearly pure, from solutions of bicarbonate of magnesin, at ordi-

nary temperatures ; and if by the aid of heat a portion of magne-
sian carbonate is at the same time precipitated, the two appear
to be only in a state of admixture.

Karsten long since observed that dilute acetic acid, at tempera-
tures below 32° F., readily dissolves carbonate of lime, but is

without action on the double carbonate of lime and i

which constitutes dolomite. By this means he was enabled to

make a proximate analysis of many magnesian limestones, which
he found to be mixtures of dolomite with carbonate of lime.

Before undertaking a series of experiments on the prod
this double carbonate, I endeavored to fix by experiment the

limits of error in Karsten's process.

29. For this purpose I took a pure acetic acid, containing 294
p. c. of glacial acid ; this was mixed with an equal volume of

.'.ate acid used in the following experiments
contained about 15 p. c. of glacial acetic acid. Unless i

specified, it was employed at 32° F. (lower temperatures being

difficult to regulate), and this temperature was maintained by a

bath of ice and water. In these conditions the acid dissolved

d carbonate of lime and pulverized limestone with

lively effervescence, even when farther diluted. A pure crys-

talline dolomite in fine powder Was however slowly attacked,

subsiding to the bottom of the liquid, and disengaging small

bubbles of gas from time to time. After six hours digestion,

with a large excess of the acid at 32° F., 1-68 grs. of this dolo-

mite had lost -082 of carbonate of lime, and -063 of carbonate
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of magnesia, equal to 8'63 p. c. of dolomite, (containing 43-5 p. c.

of magnesian carbonate). At a temperature of 60° F., the same
acid caused a slow but continued disengagement of gas bubbles
from the powdered dolomite, which after 30 hours lost 28'0 p. c.

of its weight, the dissolved portion containing 45'0 p. c. of car-
bonate of magnesia. At 125° F. the action of the acid upon the
powdered dolomite was accompanied with, gentle effervescence,
and the amount dissolved after two hours digestion, was 13'6
per cent.

A white crystalline magnesite from Styria, whose only impu-
rity was a portion of carbonate of iron equal to 0*9 p. c. of per-

i which was slowly but completely soluble in hot hy-
drochloric acid, was also slightly attacked by dilute acetic acid
at 60° F. ; after twelve hours digestion there were dissolved 063
p. c. of the carbonate. At 125° F. however a distinct efferves-

cence was produced with the acid, and at the end of three hours
11-0 p. c. of the magnesite were dissolved.
From these experiments it was evident that although not insol-

uble in acetic acid of 15'0 p. c. at 32° F., this liquid might serve
to separate dolomite from carbonate of lime, and also at a higher
temperature to effect a partial separation of dolomite from mag-

30. The insolubility of the double carbonate of lime and
magnesia in carbonic acid water is also an important fact in the
history of dolomite. Bischof found that by the prolonged action
of a solution of carbonic acid upon a limestone containing 11-54

p. c. of magnesian carbonate, there were dissolved 4-29 p. c. of
carbonate of lime and not a trace of magnesia. In like manner
a manganesian iron-spar, which contained 14'0 p. c of carbonate

i 150 p. c. of carbonate of magnesia, gave to carbonic
acid water G ..-.> of lime for one part of magne-
sian carbonate.—(Lehrbuch, ii, 1176.)

31. Accepting the idea that dolomites have been formed by
the alteration of beds of carbonate of lime, Haidinger long
since suggested that a solution of sulphate of magnesia at a
high temperature might produce this change, giving rise by
double decomposition to carbonate of magnesia and sulphate of
lime, although Mitscherlich had shown that at ordinary tempera-
tures sulphate of lime and carbonate of magnesia are mutually
decomposed (§ 5). Von Morlot subsequently verified this con-
jecture of Haidinger; he found that by heating together to 200°

for six hours in a sealed tube a mixture of two equi-

valents of carbonate of lime and one equivalent of crystallized

sulphate of magnesia, the latter was completely decomposed,
"with the production of sulphate of lime and carbonate of magne-
sia, which he seems to have regarded as forming with the excess
of carbonate of lime a double carbonate.-—(Liebig and Kopp,
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found that although the sulphate of magnesia is indeed com-

pletely converted into carbonate, this remains for the most part

in the form of magnesite mechanically intermixed with the

excess of carbonate of lime, which may be separated by the aid

of dilute acetic acid.

32. 100 parts of pure precipitated carbonate of lime (two equi-

valents) and 123 parts of crystalized sulphate of magnesia (one

i tasteless mass was treated with cold dilu

a immediately caused a strong effervescence. "When
this action had subsided the residue was washed with cold water

and then treated with dilute hydrochloric acid which produced

no effect in the cold, but by the aid of a gentle heat dissolved a

large portion with effervescence. The addition of alcohol threw

down abundance of gypsum from the solution, and the filtrate

from this being evaporated to dryness and then moistened with

hydrochloric acid, was digested with absolute alcohol, by_ which
the chlorids alone were dissolved, leaving a small residue of

gypsum, and were found to consist of chlorid of magnesium with
but very little chlorid of calcium. The acetic acid on the con-

trary had dissolved a large portion of carbonate of lime with but
little carbonate of magnesia and a little gypsum. Thus in oDe
experiment the acetic solution gave besides "079 of sulphate, *523

of carbonate of lime and '016 of carbonate of magnesia, equal to

30 p. c. of the dissolved carbonates, while the portion insoluble

in acetic acid, separated from gypsum by the process just de-

scribed, gave *459 of carbonate of magnesia and -017 of carbonate

of lime, or 96*3 p. c. of magnesian carbonate. In another ex-

periment there was obtained from the residue insoluble in acetic

acid, carbonate of magnesia '437, carbonate of li

" sulphate <

"

fusion at about 230° F., and contains sufficient~water to render

The crystallized sulphate of magnesia undergoes the aqueous

the mixture with carbonate of lime somewhat moist after heat-

ing. The above experiment was however repeated with the ad-

dition of a portion of water, but with the same result as before

;

the carbonates not dissolved by acetic acid consisted of '242 of

carbonate of magnesia and "008 of carbonate of lime.

33. The experiments of de Senarmont have shown that when
carbonate of magnesia is formed at a temperature of 150°-175° C.

by the reaction between solutions of sulphate of magnesia and
carbonate of soda, or by the decomposition of a solution of bi-

carbonate of magnesia, it separates as a crystalline powder spar-

ingly soluble in acids and apparently identical with magnesite.—Am. de Chim. et de Phys. [3], xxxii, 148. It is evident from
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the results just detailed that a similar result takes place when
carbonate of lime is substituted for the carbonate of soda, the
carbonate of magnesia formed in the presence of an excess of
carbonate of lime retaining only three or four per cent of this

carbonate.

34. According to Marignac, when carbonate of lime is heated
in sealed tubes with a solution of chlorid of magnesium to 200° C.
for six hours, there is obtained, besides a portion of chlorid of cal-

i product consisting of 48'0 parts of carbonate of lime and
2-0 of carbonate of magnesia; at the end of two hours' heating,

leproportion of magnesian carbonate was less. (Bui Soc. Geol.

i [2] vi, 318.) It does not appear whether Marignac ex-
amined the product by the aid of acetic acid, but

"

this process a double carbonate of lime and magnesia is really

formed.

n, dissolved in a little water, was placed in sealed tubes and
heated for eight hours to a temperature of 150° C. which was
gradually raised to 220° C. Two hours after cooling, the mat-
ter was removed from the tubes, washed, dried, and treated
with dilute acetic acid, which caused a violent effervescence ; as
soon as this had subsided, the filtrate, which contained a large
excess of acid and still attacked carbonate of lime with energy,
was separated by filtration from the undissolved residue which
was but little more than one-fifth of the whole. The dissolved
portion consisted in 100 parts of carbonate of lime 96-86, carbon-
ate of magnesia 314.

35. Previous experiments had shown me that in operating
with glass tubes, a portion of silicate of magnesia is always
formed,* and as this is decomposed by mineral acids, acetic acid
was employed in the analysis of the undissolved carbonates, of
which -800 grm. from the last experiment were treated with acetic

* The glass of the tubes is always more or less attacked in these experiments,
water alone at the, temperature employed dissolving from it a portion

. by double decomposition with carbonate or
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acid of 15 p. c. at 60° F. No action was apparent even after

some minutes, but with a heat of 120° F. a gentle effervescence

ensued. When this ceased there remained a flocculent residue

equal to 15*7 p. c, and the undissolved portion gave carbonate

of lime 37-6, carbonate of magnesia 62-4.

A portion of -500 grm. of the same carbonates was now diges-

ted with dilute acetic acid at 60° F. for several hours. The
soluble portion contained carbonate of lime 4O0, and carbonate

of magnesia 60*0, while the undissolved residue equalUi 824

p. c. It effervesced freely with warm somewhat dilute hydro-

chloric acid and left a silicious residue of '032 grm., while the dis-

solved portion gave '007 of carbonate of lime and -060 of car-

bonate of magnesia.

36. In another experiment with carbonate of lime and chlorid

of magnesium, the mixture of carbonates as extracted from the

tubes contained 244 p. c. of magnesian carbonate. This was

treated with acetic acid at 60° F., and the digestion continued for

some length of time, the result of which was that a large portiou

of the double carbonate was taken up and the dissolved portion

contained 11/4 p. c. of carbonate of magnesia, while the undis-

solved residue was carbonate of magnesia with but 303 p. c. of

carbonate of lime, and in a third experiment under similar cir-

cumstances contained only 23-6 per cent. These experiments
were made before I had determined the solubility of the double

carbonate in acetic acid at the ordinary temperature.
It is evident from the above results that these magnesian car-

bonates, which retain after the action of acetic acid from 23'0 to

37-0 p. c. of carbonate of lime, are mixtures of a double carbon-

ate of lime and magnesia with a less soluble carbonate of magne-
sian, from which the double salt may be partially separated by
the prolonged action of acetic acid at ordinary temperatures, as

shown in § 35.

37. In the experiments § 34 and § 36 it appears that the car-

bonate of magnesia unites, at the moment of its formation, with a

portion of carbonate of lime to form the double carbonate. It re-

mained to be seen whether mixtures of the two carbonates would

combine directly, and experiments were made with the Styrian

magnesite (§ 29) which was mingled in fine powder with car-

bonate of lime and heated for some hours in sealed tubes to 200°

C. with a dilute solution of chlorid of calcium. No combination
took place, and the carbonate of li 3 .-ompletely

removed from the magnesite by cold dilute acetic acid.

The dense insoluble magnesite, as might be conjectured from

its occurrence in the products of the previous experiments, ex-

hibits none of that aptitude to combine with carbonate of lime

which seems to characterize the newly formed magr •

bonate before passing into this sparingly soluble condition, a
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change as we have seen in the experiments of de Senarmont
es place at from 155° to 175° C. The hydrated carbon-

ates of magnesia formed at low temperatures and readily soluble
in dilute acids, are in like manner, when heated under pressure,

to prevent the loss of carbonic acid, converted into magnesite

;

if under these conditions carbonate of lime be present the two
combine to form a double salt, possessing the chemical characters

38. In his researches on the double carbonates, H. Deville has
described an line salt composed of one equiva-
lent each of the carbonates of magnesia and soda. This double
carbonate is insoluble in cold water, but readily dissolves in

acetic acid. When it is heat I with i.solution of chlorid of mag-
nesium in sealed tubes to 200° C. chlorid of sodium and spar-

ingly soluble magnesite are obtained. When warmed with a

solution of chlorid of calcium this double carbonate is decom-
posed and gives rise to a mixture of carbonates of lime and mag-
nesia readily soluble in acetic acid; at a higher temperature
under pressure the two carbonates unite to form a double salt.

39. Three parts of the finely pulverized carbonate of magnesia
and soda were added to two parts of chlorid of calcium dissolved

in a little water and rendered slightly acid by hydrochloric acid.

The mixture being placed in hermeticallv sealed glass tubes,

these were heated lor some hours in a bath of boiling water with
frequent agitation, and then in an oil-bath for eight hours, the

temperature being slowly raised from 130° to 220° C. On
cooling, the saline liquid in the tubes was found to contain, be-

sides chlorids of sodium and calcium, a considerable amount of

chlorid of magnesium. A portion of the double salt became
coated over by the precipitated carbonate of lime and thus pro-

tected from the further action of the chlorid of calcium.

The carbonates from the above experiment were treated with a

large excess I at 60° F. till effervescence ceased.

•600 grm. of the residue were now digested for two hours with.

dilute acid at 60° F. ; the action was accompanied with a slow
and constant disengagement of ca I the solu-

tion gave -302 grm. of carbonates,
constituted 41-3 p. c. The undissolved portion effervesced with

* I have shown, from a consideration of the densities of the rhombohedral car-

-' .; "
-

.. .

:

'-'.
; _-'_
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warm hydrochloric acid, winch dissolved 178 of carbonates con-

taining only 12-3 p. c. of carbonate of lime, leaving 116 grm. of

insoluble silicious residue.

40. In a repetition of the above experiments the carbonates

were treated with acetic acid at 32° F. till effervescence ceased, and

a portion of the remaining double carbonate was digested for

some time with acetic acid at 125° F. which took up 80-0 p. c.

of carbonates containing 381 p. c. of carbonate of lime. The in-

soluble portion did not effervesce with hydrochloric acid, which

however removed from it a portion of magnesia but no lime, and

left a silicious residue. Another portion was digested for several

hours with acetic acid at 60° F. which took up 78"0 p. c. of car-

bonates containing 40-8 of carbonate of lime. The insoluble

residue effervesced freely with warm sulphuric acid, which dis-

solved a portion of magnesia but no trace of lime.

41. Other experiments were made in which carbonate of

lime was mingled with solutions of sulphate of magnesia and car-

bonate of soda, so that carbonate of magnesia would be formed,

the sulphate of magnesia being in slight excess in one case and

the alkaline carbonate in another. In another experiment, a

mixture of ter-hydrated carbonate of magnesia and carbonate of

lime with water and carbonate of soda, was employed. All of

these were heated in metallic tubes to from 130° to 200° C. and

the products digested for a long time with acetic acid at 60° F.

These experiments were made at a time when I had not deter-

mined the solubility of the double carbonate under such con-

ditions, and the consequence was that the residues obtained were

chiefly carbonate of magnesia, which was scarcely attacked by

cold acids, but retained in the form of the double salt from six

to eleven per cent of carbonate of lime. In another trial, how-

ever, a mixture of hydro-carbonate (magnesia alba) and carbonate

of lime with water and an excess of bicarbonate of soda v

posed in the boiler of a steam engine to a temperature of from

120° to 130° C. for several hours every day during ten weeks.
— J

" gested with acetic acid only until

i it was completely soluble in hy-

nate of lime 46-3, carbonate of

The washed residue was then digested y

effervescence ceased ; after which i

drochloric acid, and gave carbonate

magnesia 53*7.

42. The preceding experiments show that carbonate of mag-

nesia, whether (1) as magnesia alba in presence of excess of car-

bonic acid, from bicarbonate of soda, or (2) a ter-hydrated carbon-

ate, or (3) as precipitated by bicarbonate of soda from sulphate

of magnesia, or (4) by carbonate of lime from a solution of chlo-

rid of magnesium at an elevated temperature, or (5) as separated

from the double carbonate of magnesia and soda by a solution of

chlorid of calcium, will in the presence of water unite directly

with carbonate of lime to form a double carbonate of lime and
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magnesia, sparingly soluble in cold dilute acetic acid. This com-
bination takes place between 130° and 200° C., at which temper-
atures the magnesian carbonate tends to pass into the still less
soluble state of magnesite, in which, as we have shown, it no
longer shows any disposition to unite with carbonate of lime.
Hence it happens that in all our experiments a portion of magne-
site is mingled with the dolomite, and cannot be completely sepa-
rated from it. Dilute acids slowly attack both, but unequally, so
that we finally obtain a residue which contains carbonate of
magnesia free from lime: but the solution having taken up a
portion of magnesite, contains more magnesia than is required to
form a dolomite with the carbonate of lime ; so that we have
from 53-0 to 60-0 p. c. of magnesian carbonate instead of 45*0 as
in pure dolomite. In nature the combination of the two carbon-
ates has doubtless taken place slowly, and necessarily at the
lowest temperature, which is probably much below 130° C, so
that we may suppose that it is only in the absence of a sufficient

quantity of carbonate of lime that a portion of the magnesian
carbonate has been converted into magnesite.

{To be concluded in the next 2To.)

Art. XX.

—

Extract from the concluding part of a Memoir on the

Botany of Japan, in its Relations to that of North America^ and
of other parts of the Northern Temperate Zone; by Asa Gray*

It is interesting to notice that, notwithstanding the comparative
proximity of Japan to Western North America, fewer of its spe-
cies are represented there than in far distant Europe- Also,

—

showing that this difference is not owing to the separation by an
ocean,—that far more Japanese plants are represented in Eastern
^orth America than in either. It is, indeed, possible that my
much better knowledge of American botany than of European
may have somewhat exaggerated this result in favor of Atlantic
^orth America as against Europe, but it could not as against
>V estern North America.
If we regard the identical species only, in the several floras,

the preponderance is equally against Western as compared with
Eastern North America, but is more in favor of Europe. For
the number of species in the Japanese column which likewise
occur in Western North America, is about 120 ; in Eastern
^orth America, 134; in Europe,- 157.
Ofthe 580 Japanese entries, there are which have corresponding
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So geographical continuity favors the extension of identical

species ; but still Eastern North America has more in common
with Japan than Western North America has.

The relations of this kind between the floras of Japan and of

Europe are obvious enough ; and the identical species are mostly

such as extend continuously—as they readily may—throughout

Eussian Asia, some few only to the eastern confines of Europe,

bat Bidet of them to its western borders. To exhibit more dis-

tinctly the features of identity between the floras of Japan and of

North America, and also the manner in which these are distrib-

uted between the eastern and the western portions of our conti-

nent,—after excluding those species which range around the

world in the northern hemisphere, or the greater part of it, or

(which is nearly the same thing in the present view), w
unknown in Europe,—I will enumerate the remaining peculiar

species which Japan possesses in common with America :

—

In Japan.

Anemone Pennsylvania
folia?)

n tpalraata)

cvraosa

Brasenia peltata

ianthum

nlendron

Vitis Labrusca (Thunb.)
- fabacea

jiniana?

Photinia arbutifolia, in Bonin.

Pyrus rivularis ? P. rivuh

Eibes laxiflorum R. laxifl

(Penthorum sedoides, China)

Cryptotaei ' "

7,i W. -

[B. peltata]

(t. ei'i unburn

R. Toxicod., vai

:
'•.

Osmorrhiza longis

B. peltata

R. Toxicodendn

P. sedoides

C. Canadensi

H. lanatum

1

: v ,i \:

,:.adensis

Viburnum plicatum

Achillea Sibirica

borealia

i iacrocarpon

rruginea

l glabra ?)

*Pleurogyne rotata

A. quinquefolia

C. Canadensis

V. plicatum (lantanoides

*A. borealis

V. macrocarpon

M. ferruginea

B. glabra

M. ferrugim

*P. rotata
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lE.K America.

(AsarumCanadense?)
*Polygonum Bistorta

Mcarioides

Pogotiia ophioglossoides
Iris setosa

Trillium erectum, var.

trifolia)

Polygonatum giganteum
ptopus roseus)

•

. persicarioides R.

L. iiliifolia

P. ophioglossoides

T. erectum
S. trifolia

P. giganteum

C. Iria

C. rostrata

C. stipata

S. elongatus S. elongatus

F. pauciflora

A. pedatum A. pedatum
O. sensibilis

mainland
; some a

J uncus xiphioides

(Cyperus Iria)

Carex rostrata

Carex stipata

Carex macrocephala
Sporobolus elongatus

Festuca pauciflora

Onoclea !

Osmunda cin

Lycopodium lucidulum L. lucidulum
(Lycopodium dendroideum) L. dendroideum L. dendroideum

i
The names enclosed in parentheses are of species which I

i from Japan ; some of them inhabit the adjacent
* nperfectly identified. Those marked * are

high northern species in America.
Of those 56 extra-European species, 35 inhabit Western, and

41 Eastern North America, And 15 are Western, and not
Eastern; 21 Eastern and not Western ; and 20 common to both
sides of the continent. Eight or ten of these 56 species extend
eastward into the interior of Asia.
On the other hand, the only species which I can mention as

truly indigenous both to Japan and to Europe, but not recorded.
as ranging through Asia, are

Euonymus latifolius, Fagus sylvatica, Blechnura Sprcant,

Valeriana dioica, Streptopus amplexifolius, Athyriumfontanum.
r yrola media,

Two of these species extend across the northern part of the
American continent, and on to the Asiatic ; another occurs on
the northwest coast of America ; and another, the Fagus, is rep-
resented in Eastern America by a too closely related species.
It is noteworthy, that not one of these seven plants is of a pecu-
liarly European genus, or even • genus ;

—

while of the fifty -six species of the Americo-Japanese region
wanting in Europe, twenty are of extra-European genera ; seven-
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teen are of genera restricted to tlie North American, East Asian,

and Himalayan regions (except that Brasenia has wandered to

Australia); fourteen of the genera (most of them monotypic)

are peculiar to America and Japan or the districts immediately

adjacent ; one is peculiar to our northwest coast and Japan

;

and eight are monotypic genera wholly peculiar {Brasenia ex-

cepted) to the Atlantic United States and Japan. Add to these

the similar cases of other American species (nearly all of them

Atlantic-American) which have been detected in the

Northern Asia,—such as Menispermum Cam-
dense {Dauricum, DC), Amphicarpxa rnonoicaf Clitoria Mariana,

Osmorrkizj pa uniflora, Phryma leptostachya,

Tipularia discolor? &c.,—and it will be almost impossible to

avoid the conclusion, that there has been a peculiar interming-

ling of the Eastern American and Eastern Asian floras, which

demands explanation.

The case might be made yet stronger by reckoning some

subgeneric types as equivalent to generic in the present view,

and by distinguishing those species or genera which barely enter

the eastern borders of Europe ; e. g. Cimicifuga fcetida, J.

lateriflora, Geum strictum, Spircea salicifolia, &c.

It will be yet more strengthened, and the obvious conclusion

will become irresistible, when we take the nearly allied, as well

as the identical, species into account. And also when we con-

sider that, after excluding the identical species, only 15 per cent

of the entries in the European column of the detailed tabular

view are in italic type (i. e. are closely representative of Japanese

species) ; while there are 22 per cent of this character in the

American column.
For the latter, I need only advert to some instances of such

close representation, as of

Trollius patulus by
Aquilegia Burgeriana "

Rhus vernicifera "

Celastras scandens "

Negundo cissifolium "
JV, aceroides,

Sophora Japonica " S. affinis,

Sauqidsorba tenuifolia " S. Canadensis,

Astilbe Thunbergii & Japonica " A. decandra,

Mitchella undulata " M. Reperis,

Hamamelis Japonica

Clethra barbinervis "
C. acuminata,

Amsonia ettiptica *

Saururus Loureiri " S. cernuus,

and many others of the same sort,—several of which, when
better known, may yet prove to be conspecific; while an equally
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large number could be indicated of species which, although more
positively different, are yet no less striking counterparts.
To demonstrate the former proposition, I have only to con-

trast the extra-American genera common to Europe and Japan
with the extra-European genera common to North America and
Japan. The principal European genera of this category are
Adonis, Epimedium, Gh
Hedera, Asperula, Rubia, Carpesium, Ligularia, Lampsana, Pkri».
Pcederota, Ajuga, Thymus, Nepeta, Laraium, Ligustrum, Kochiaf
Daphne, Thesium, Buxus, Merciirialis, Cephalanlhera, Paris, As-
paragus,—to which may as well be added Pceonia and Bupleurum,
the former having a representative on the mountains, and the
latter in the arctic regions, of Western America, but both absent
from the rest of our continent. Excepting Pcederota and Buxus
(the latter a rather doubtful native of Eastern Asia), none of
these genera are peculiar to Europe, but all extend throughout
Asia and elsewhere over large parts of the world.
The following incomplete list ofNorth American genera or pe-

culiar subgeneric types represented in Japan and its vicinity, but
unknown in Europe, presents a very different appearance. Those
which are absent from the flora of Western North America are
italicised.

Trautvetteria Philadelphus Asarum § Heterotropa
Cimicifuga (barely reaches Penthorum Phytolacca

Europe) Hammelis Benzoin & Sassafras ?

fthcium Liquidambar Tetranthera
Magnolia Cryptotcenia Saururus
Cocculus & Menispermum Cymopterus? Pachysandra
Mahonia Arckemora Laportea
Caulopkyllum Osmorrhiza PiUa
DipkylUia Aralia & § Ginseng Bcehmeria
^jasenia Echinopanax Microptelea

Nehmbium Diervilla Madura
rjicentra Mitchella Juglans
btuartia (& Gordonia?) Oldenlandia Abies § Tsuga
janthoxylum (Siegesbeekia, in Mexico) Chamaecyparis

9
tw" Cacalai (reaches KEurope) Torreya

Ampelopsis Gaultberia Ariswma
Berckemia Zeucotkoe Arctiodracon
^Esculus Pieris Pogonia
Sopindus Clethra Arethusa

Jegundo Menziesia Dioscorea

Wistaria

Boschniakii

£***». Catalpa

hoPhora Dicliptera
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Leptandra Sporobolt

Callicarpa Arundinc

Cedronella Adiantim

forms, 64 of

ics (the latter comprising a very large part of the most

b\ and almost as many more are divided

between North America and extra-tropical (chiefly Northern and

Eastern) Asia. About 40 of the latter are genera or groups of

single, or else of two or few closely related species, peculiar, or

nearly peculiar, to the regions just mentioned.

This list should be supplemented by those additional North

: a nt I also by the numerous cases in which Eastern

American plants are represented in the Himalayo-Japanese

region by strikingly cognate, although not congeneric specie

and Sphceroi

thus by Chi

have been mentioned in the forme/part of t

hibited in the accompanying tabular view.
I had long ago, in Silliman's Journal, presented some data

re of this remarkable parallelism, and also more recently

in my " Statistics of the Flora of the Northern United States"

(vol. xxii, second series) ; where I had noticed the facts,—1. that

n-centage of our extra-Euro
Eastern A.^ia; and 2, that no small par
in Western North America. But Mr, Bentham was first to

state the natural conclusion from all these data,'—though I know
not if he has even yet published the remark,—viz., that the in-

terchange between the temperate floras even of the western part

of the Old World and of the New has mai
Asia. Notwithstanding the few cases which point in the oppo-

site direction (e. g. Eriocaulon septangular .

\

Betxda alba), the general statement will be seen to be well sus-

tained. Also, in the Journal of the Proceedings of the Linnsean

Society, 2. p. 34, Mr. Bentham "calls to mind how frequently

large American genera (such as Eupatorium., Aster, Solidago, So-

larium, &c.) are represented in Eastern Asia by a small number

of species, which gradually diminish or alt

we proceed westward toward the Atlantic limits of Europe;

whilst the types peculiar to the extreme west of Europe (exclud-

ing of course tlie Arctic flora) are wholly deficient in America.
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hese are among the considerations which suggest an ancient
ratinuity of territory between America and Asia, under a lati-

ide, or at any rate with a climate, more meridional than would
3 effected by a junction through the chains of the Aleutian and
le Kurile Islands."

I shall presently state why connection in a more meridional
I not be supposed.

The deficiency in the temperate American flora of forms at all

Jcnliar to Western Europe is almost complete, and is most
rikingly in contrast with the large number of Eastern Ameri-
m forms repeated or represented in Eastern Asia. Of genera
vided between Eastern North America and Europe, 1 can
ention only Ostry /. Xnrth > „?, P*<(n „n.\\\< maratime Orh'fr,

id perhaps Scolopendrium. Hollonia might have been added,
at for a species accredited to Java. And if we extend the
•nge across our continent, we add only Cercis and Lceflingia.
f the ampler genera at all characteristic of the European flora,

can enumerate from the Flora of the Northern United States
)thing more impoitant than U 7

/, , <>> > and Valerianella,
ro or three species of each, (but those of the former hardly
ngeners of the European on racia and per-

restern America. Let it also be noted, that there are even
wer Western-European types in the Pacific than in the
tlantic United Si ig the similarity of the

scientific explanation, i

SB
d

?£i1

p
Tth

,ati<

sd species may in many c
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duced, but the fact that they are remarkable goes to confirm the

proposition. Indeed, the general expectation of botanists in this

regard sufficiently indicates the common, implicit opinion. The
discovery of a new Sarracenia or a new Halesia in the Atlantic

United States, or of a new Each* . or Cbtofr

west of the Eocky Mountains, would excite no surprise. A con-

verse discovery, or the detection of any of these genera in a

remote region, would excite great surprise. The discovery of

numerous closely related species thus divided between two widely

separated districts might not, in the present state of our knowl-

edge, suggest former continuity, migration, or interchange; but

is that individuals of the same kind are descendants f

mon stock, or have spread from a common centre ; and because

the progress of investigation, instead of eliminating this precon-

ception from the minds of botanists, has rather confirmed it.

Every other hypothesis has derived its principal support from

difficulties in the application of this. A review of what has

been published upon the subject of late years makes it clear that

the doctrine of the local origin of vegetable species has been more

and more accepted, although, during the same period, species

have been shown to be much more widely dispersed than was

formerly supposed. Facts of the latter kind, and the conclusions

to which they point, have been most largely and cogently brought

out by Dr. Hooker, and are among the very important general

results of his extensive investigations. And the best evidence

of the preponderance of the theory of the local origin of species,

notwithstanding the great increase of facts which at first would

seem to tell the other way,—is furnished by the works of the

present De Candolle upon geographical botany. This careful

and conscientious investigator formerly adopted and strenuously

maintained Sehouw's hypothesis of the double or multiple origin

of species. But in his great work,

sojinee, published in the year 1855, he has in effect discarded it,

and this not from any theoretical objections to that view, but be-

cause he found it no longer needed to account for the general

facts of distribution. This appears from his qualified, though

dubious, adherence to the hypothesis of a double origin, as a

dernier ressort, in the few and extraordinary cases which he could

hardly explain in any other way. His decisive instance, indeed,

is the occurrence of" the Eastern American Phryma leptostachyo.

in the Himalaya Mountains.

are wider than U generally supposed, and that" derivative forms when segregated

may be as constantly reproduced as their originals.
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The facts presented in the present memoir effectually dispose
of this subsidiary hypothesis, by showing that the supposed
single exception belongs to a not uncommon case. Indeed, so
many species are now known to be common to Eastern and
Northern Asia and Eastern North America,—some of them oc-
curring also in Northwestern America and some not,—and so
many genera are divided between these two regions, that the an-
tecedent improbability of such occurrence is done away, and
more cases of the kind may be confidently expected. However
others may regard them, it is clear that De Candolle would now
explain these cases in accordance with the general views of dis-

tribution adopted by him, under which they naturally fall,—so
abandoning the notion of a separate creation.

I know not whether any botanist continues to maintain
hypothesis. But its elements have been developed into

a different and more comprehensive doctrine, that of Agassiz,
which should now be contemplated. It may be denominated
the autochthonal hypothesis.
In place of the ordinary conception, that each species origin-

ated in a local area, whence it has been diffused, according to
circumstances, over more or less broad tracts,—in some cases
becoming widely discontinuous in area through climatic or other

anges operating during a long period of time,—Pro-
fessor Agassiz maintains, substantially, that each species origin-
ated where it now occurs, probably in as great a number of
individuals occupying as large an area, and generally the same
area, or the same discontinuous areas, as at the present time.

This hypothesis is more difficult to test, because more ideal
than any other. It might suffice for the present purpose to re-

mark, that, in referring the actual distribution, no less than the

sto the Divine will, it would remove
the whole question out of the field of inductive science. Kegard-
ed as a yhil Maupertuis's well known "prin-
ciple of leasi b legitimately urged against it;

namely, " that it is inconsistent with our idea of Divine wisdom,
that the Creator should use more power than was necessary to

accomplish a given end." This philosophical principle holds so

ae in all the mechanical adaptations of the universe, as

-Professor Peirce has shown, that we cannot t

to the organic world also, and especially to the creation of beings

endowed with such enormous multiplying power, and such
means and : nation, as most plants and ani-

mals. Why then should we suppose the Creator to do that su-

pernaturally which would be naturally effected by the very

instrumentalities which he has set in operation ?

^ iewed, however, simply in its scientific applications to the
question under consideration, (the distribution of plants in the
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temperate zone of the northern hemisphere,) the autochthon a

hypothesis might be tested by inquiring whether the p rimitiv

or earliest range of our species could possibly have remained

uii;ill'.,
i i

'[ by tli serious and ]>r 'lon-vd climatic vicissitudes to

which they must needs have been subject: and whether these

\ricisaitudes, and their natural consequences, may not suffice to

cxphun the partial intermingling of the floras of North America

and Northern Asia, up of the local origin of

each species. Let us bring to the inquiry the con-
which Mr. Darwin first brought to bear upon such questions, and

which have 1m i
-\-

\ L

* ally ih v< up d and applied by the

laic Edward Forbes, by Dr. "Hooker, and by Alphonse De
Candollc.

No one now supposes that the existing species of plants are of

recent creation, or that their present distribution is the result of

a few thousand years. Yarious lines of evidence conspire to

show that the time which has elapsed since the close of the ter-

tiary period covers an immense number of years ;
and that our

existing flora may in part date from the tertian p :
• 1 iN< If. It

is now gem about 20 per cent of the Mollusca

of the middle tertiary (miocene epoch), and 40 per cent of the

pliocene species on th exist; and it is alto-

gether pr«»! portion of the vegetation may be

of equal antiquity. From the nature of the case, the direct evi-

dence as respects the flora could not be expected to be equally

abundant. Still, although the fossil plants of the tertiary and
the post-tertiary of North America have only now begun to be

studied, the needful evidence is not wanting.
On our northwestern coast, in the miocene of Vancouver's

Island, among a singular mixture of species referable to Salix,

Populus, Quercus, Planera, Diospyros, Salisburia, ffevs, Cinna-

mo7ni.ini, Personia, or other Proteacece, and a Palm (the latter gen-

era decisi1 imate), Mr.

Lesquereux has identified one existing species, a true character-

- - < o nion * 'i or lift. * n d< Lirees farther south, viz.,

the Eedwood or Seqtti iu beds at Somerville

referred to the lower or middle pliocene by Mr. Lesquereux, this

botanist has recently identified the leaves of Persea Cat

Prunus Caroliniana, and Quercus myrtifolia, now inhabiting the

warm sea-coast and islands of the Southern States.*

The pliocene quadrupeds of Nebraska also show that the ch-

mate east of the Rocky Mountains at this epoch was much warmer
than now. About the Upper Missouri and Platte there were

•

and a Ehinoceros, besides a Mastodon, an Elephant, some Horses

municBted by Mr. Lesquere ax,

published in the May number of the American Journal of Science and Arts.
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and their allies, not to mention a corresponding number of car-

nivorous animals. These herbivora probably fed in a good
degree upon herbage and grasses of still existing species. For
herbs and grasses are generally capable of enduring much greater

changes, and are therefore likely to be even more ancient
than trees. These animals must have had at least a warm-tem-
perate climate to live in : so that in lat. 40°-43° they could not
have been anywhere near the northern limit of the temperate
flora of those days ; indeed the temperate flora, which now in
Western Europe touches the Arctic Circle, must then have
reached equally high latitude in Central, or Western North
America. In other words, the temperate floras of America and
Asia must then have been conterminous (with small oceanic

i), and therefore have commingled, as conterminous
floras of similar climate- everywhere do.

At length, as the post-tertiary opened, the glacier epoch came
slowly on,—an extraordinary refrigeration of the northern hem-
isphere, in the course of ages carrying glacial ice and arctic cli-

mate down nearly to the latitude of the Ohio. The change was
evidently so gradual that it did not destroy the temperate flora,

at least not those enumerated above as existing species. These
and their fellows, or such . < sun ive, m ist have been pushed on
to lower latitudes as the cold advanced, just as they now would
be if the temperature were to be again lowered; and between
them and the ice there was doubtless a band of subarctic and
arctic vegetation,—portions of which, retreating up the moun-
tains as the climate ameliorated and the ice receded, sti

ly survive upon our highest Alleghanies, and more abundantly
upon the colder summits of the mountains of New York and

I
the existence of the present arc-

tic-alpine vegetation during the gla< al era: : d that the change
of climate at its close was so gradual that it was not destructive
to vegetable species.
As the temperature rose, and the ice gradually retreated, the

surviving temperate flora must have returned northward pari
passu, and—which is an important point—must have advanced
much farther northward, and especially northwestward, than it

now does; so far, indeed, that the temperate floras of North
America and of Eastern Asia, after having been for long ages
most widely separated, must have become a second time conter-

.
minous. Whatever doubts may be entertained respecting the

existence of our present vegetation generally before the glacial

' era, its existence immediately after that period will hardly be
questioned. Here, therefore, may be adduced the direct evi-

dence recently brought to light by Mr. Lesquereux, who has

nw). Pee; u ((' fU«. olti t-fhr-

"»«), Chinquapin (Castanea pumila), Planer-tree (Planera Gme-
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Una), Honey-Locust (0 >. Prinos coriaceus, and

Acorus Calamus,—besides an elm and a Ceanoihus doubtfully

referable to existing species,—on the Mississippi, near Colum-

bus, Kentucky, in beds which Mr. Lesquereux regards as ante-

rior to the drift. Professor D. D. Owen has indicated their

position "as about 120 feet lower than the ferrugineous sand in

'wiii.'h rli.- bones oi tl onii were found." So

that they belong to the ly succeeding the drift,

if not to that immediately preceeding it. All the vegetable

remains of this deposit, which have been obtained in a deter-

minable condition, have been referred, either positively or prob-

ably, to existing species of the United States flora, most of them

aow inhabiting the region a few degrees farther south.

If, then, our present temperate flora existed at the close of the

glacial epoch, the evidence that it soon attained a high northern

range is ready to our hand. For then followed the second epoch

of the post-tertiary, called the fluvial by Dana, when the region

of St. Lawrence and Lake Champlain was submerged, and the

sea there stood five hundred feet above its present level ; when
the higher temperate latitudes of North America, and probably

the arctic generally, were less elevated than now, and the rivers

vastly larger, as shown by the immense upper alluvia

from fifty to three hundred feet above their present beds ; and

when the diminished breadth and lessened height of northern

land must have given a much milder climate than the present.
_

Whatever the cause, the milder climate of the fluvial epoch is

undoubted. Its character, and therefore that of the vegetation,

. as geologists have remarked, by the quad-

rupeds. W h i 1 ._• \'.- J / riih'.-',,,,,}^ J[y ,.}...,
. Din :

i,

;
> C &c. demon-

strate a warmer climate than the present in the Southern and

Middle United States, the Elephas prirmgenius, ranging from

Canada to the very shores of the Arctic Ocean, equally proves a

temperate climate and a temperate flora in these northern re-

gions. This is still more apparent in the species of the other

continent, where, in Siberia, not only the Elephas jm
but also a Rhinoceros, roamed northward to the arctic sea-coast.

The quadrupeds that inhabited Europe in the same epoch are

ste a warm-temperate climate as far north as

Britain, in the middle, if not the later post-tertiary. North America

then had its herds of Mastodons, a or Bisons

of different species, Elks, Horses, Hegalonyx, the Lion, &c. ;
and,

from the relations between this fauna and that of Europe, there

is little doubt that the climate was as much milder than the

present on this as on the other side of the ocean. All the facta

known to us in the tertiary and post-tertiary, even to the limiting

line of the drift, conspire to show that the difference between the

i temperature was very nearly the same then
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as now, and that the isothermal lines of the northern hemisphere
curved in the directions they now do.

A climate such as these facts demonstrate for the fluvial epoch
would again commingle the temperate floras of the

(
nents at Behring's Straits, and earlier—propably thrc __,

land than now—by way of the Aleutian and Kurile Islands.

cannot imagine a state of circumstances under which the Siberian
Elephant could migrate, and temperate plants could not.

The fluvial was succeeded by the " terrace epoch," as Dana
names it, " a time of transition towards the present condition,
bringing the northern part of the continent up to its present
level, and down to its present cool temperature,"*—gi

arctic flora its present range, and again separating the temperate
floras of the New and of the Old World to the extent they are
now separated.

Under the light which these geological consideratk
upon the question, I cannot resist the conclusion, that I

1

e kingdom has a long and eventful history, and that the
' apparent anomalies in the geological distribution

vegetable kingdom has a long and eventful history, and that the

explanation of apparent anomalies in the geologic
of species may be found in the various and prolonui species may be round in the various and prolonged cli

other physical vicissitudes to which they have been subject in
earlier times;—that the occurrence of certain species, formerly
supposed to be peculiar to North America, in a remote or anti-

podal region affords of itself no presumption that they were orig-

inated there ;—and tha I plants between Eastern
North America and B i -able upon the most
natural and generally received hypothesis, (or at least offers no
greater difficult}'' than does the Arctic flora, the general homo-
geneousness of which round the world has always been thought
compatible with local origin of the species,) and is perhaps not
more extensive than might be expected under the circumstances.
That the interchange- I

ice in high northern
latitudes, and that the isothermal lines have in earlier times
turned northward on our eastern, and southward on our north-

west coast, as they now do, are points which go far towards ex-

plaining why Eastern North America, rather than Oregon and
• has been mainly concerned in it, and why the tem-

perate interchange, even with Europe, has principally taken
Place through Asia.

Brasenia peltata.—To the remarks upon the known range of
of this species, I have now to add 1

1

upon the northwestern coast of America, having been gathered

lr* a stream which falls into Gray's Harbor, lat. 47 \ It must be

o the kindness of my friend, Professor Dana.
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local on the western side of the continent, or it would have been

met with before. When this remarkable plant was known to

occur only in Eastern North America and Eastern Australia,

it made the strongest case in favor of double creation that perhaps

has ever been adduced. But since it has been found to occur

it the Eastern Himalayas and in Japan, and has now
been detected in Northwestern America also, the case seems to

crown the conclusions to which this memoir arrives.

Ai;r. XXI.

—

Supplement to an Enumeration of North American
Lichens, continual; by Edward Ttjckerman, A'.M., Professor

of Botany in Amherst College.

The species follow each other, as before, in the order of the

arrangement proposed by Dr. Nylander, who has. studied these

I
hi i t- in tl 1 _lit arti nh -I includes not

only the external, but all the" microscopical details. Some spe-

cie-, not North American as yet known, but of more or less in-
'

" l with our flora, are added in brackets.

Collema Apalacb thallo stellato multifido

imbricato crassiusculo fusco-viridi, laciniis plano-convexis apice

subteretibus obtusis rugulosis, subtus pallidis
- planis rufescentibus margine integerrimo. S

soideas 3-septatae diam. vix duplo longiores. Lime-rocks, Han-
cock county, Alabama, Hon. T. M. Peters.

Collema Texanum, sp. nova, thallo orbiculari substellato

imbricato crasso luteo-virescente, laciniis radiantibus elongatis

subplanis profunde pinnato-laceris papulosis; apotheci

. 3 runs margine tumido
septatse.—Trees, T. '. Resem-

bles the more perfect forms of C. pulposum. Spores exceed-

ingly small. I am indebted, for their detection and delineation,

to my friend, the Rev. J. L. Russell.

Leptogium crenatellum, sp. nova, thallo imbricato tenem-
mo glauco-cinerascente, lft< ril lis denticulatis

;

apotheciis minusculis creberrimis sessilibus convexis pallido-fus-

cescentibus margine tenui pallescente subintegro evanescente.

Sporas ellipsoideas 5-septatse.—On trees in swamps, Brattlebo-

rough, Vermont, Mr. C. C. Frost.

Leptogium juxiperinum, Tuck, in litt., thallo
\

obrieato tenui plumbeo e lobis rotundatis
bus crenatis subtus ad margines albo-fibrillosis ; apotheciis s

bus plano-convexis margine tenui demum <

fuscum cingente. Spora3 ellipsoideas apicibus s

—On the earth in cedar woods, Texas. Mr.
*"*
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Calioium Curtisii, sp. nova, thallo bjssaceo nigro (vel obso-
leto) apotheciis rninutis turbinatis disco subnitido nigro stipiti-

bus brevibus ex albido rufescentibus demum nigris. Sporae ma-
jusculse elhpsoideae vel elongato-ellipsoideee (dactylinae,
fuscescentes siraplices.—On the living bark of Ehus typb'ina, in

Berkshire, Massachusetts; and of Eobinia P^eu<Iuea<:ia, at the
Hot Springs, Virginia, Rev. Dr. Curtis. The stipes like those of
Cahcium or Coniocybe nigricans, Fr. (not of Tuckerm. Synops.

.
E. which is C. subtile, on Bark) but the apothecia quite

different, and the spores very much larger than in that species

;

as in C. eusporum, Nyl, to which, and C. byssaceum, Fr., the
lichen is probably nearest.

B.eomyces absolutus, sp. nova, thallo crustaceo effuso te-

nuissimo submembranaceo lasteviridi ; apotheciis stipitatis inear-
natis planis disco demum convexiusculo marginem tenuem ex-
cludente. Sporae ellipsoidese simplices hyalinae. Biatora icma-
dophila, var. stipitata, Tuckerm. in litt. ad eel. Montagne—On
the earth, Alabama, Mr. Peters. [Mountains of Cuba, Mr. Wright,
Venezuela, Mr. Fendkr.] Eepresenting possibly, in tropical
America, both B. ericetorum (B. roseus, Auctt.) and B. aerugino-
sa (Biat. icmadophila, Auctt.) but nearest to the last, which it

seems to connect, naturally, with the first.

[Cladonia dactylota, sp. nova, thalli squamulis amplis
ereetis subtus albo- "

membranaceo-cortic.
ferentibus, scyphis angustatis margme submcurvis denticulatis
demum oblique prolifero-palmatis ; apotheciis carneo-fusceseen-

Var. |S
? symphycarpia, podetiis elongatis scyphis subintegris

(vel obsoletis) apotheciis conglomerate.
yar. y, sorediata, podetiis hinc inde, scyphisque, vel his oblite-

rans apicibus clavatis cornutisve sorediis pulvinatis albis adsper-
sis.—On the earth in the mountains of Cuba, Mr. Wright. Ven-
ezuela, Mr. Fendler. Differs from C. fimbriata as C.
differs from C. deformis. The primary form is hard!
guishable from C. digitata, except in being whiter, and in the
color of the apothecia. The white, cushion-like, powdery sore-
Oja, which, in what seems to be the commonest state, take the
place of the apothecia, and are scattered over the smooth podetia
(m the latter case appearing clearly to be deliquescent s

make perhaps the most striking, however an abnormal feature
ot this elegant Cladonia.]

Stereocaulon nanodes, sp. nova, podetiis pumilis erectia
caespitoso-conglomeratis submit! i> .
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pulverulentis ; apotheciis terminalibus dilatatis demura c

Sporee generis. S. nanum, Tuck. Svnops. N. E. p. 46, pr. p.

—

Eoeks near water, (Crystal Falls ; Saco Falls ; Upper Gorge of

the Ammonoosuck) in the White Mountains. S. nanum of Eu-

ropean authors (Fr. Lich. Suec. n. 59 ; Schser. Lich. Helv. n.

588 ; Moug. and Nestl. Crypt. Vog. n. 647) appears to be an

atypical condition, and has not yet occurred with us, but I have

hitherto taken the present as representing the perfect state of the

species. The full development of our lichen seems however to

indicate a different affinity, and to separate it from the section

(Chondrocaulon, Th. Fr.) which includes S. nanum. It is per-

haps rather nearer to S. denudatum.

Sterocaulon chlorellum, sp. nova, podetiis pumilis erectis

glabris nitidis subcompressis lacunosis stramineis fastigiato-ramo-

sis, phyllocladiis ad apices confertis minutis rotundatis mox de-

liquescentibus pulverulentis ; apotheciis —Eocks, Islands

of Behring's Straits, Mr. Wright, At once distinguishable by

its minuteness, smoothness, and pale-yellow or straw color. The

granules (phyllocladia, Th. Fr.) are exceedingly small. The
apothecia are as yet unknown.

Stereocaulon ? Wrightii, sp. nova, thallo casspitoso carti-

lagineo subfoliaceo glaucescente, ramis laciniseformibus adscen-

tibus extr i.-o-ramosis crenatis margine in-

flexis crispatis supra viridescentibus subtus nervosis tenuiter to-

mentosis; cephalodiis majusculis pulvinatis viridi-nigrescentibus

plicato-rugosis demum floccosis ; apotheciis .... —Rocks, Isl-

ands of Behring's Straits, Mr. Wright. With the habit of erect

states of Squamaria chrysoleuca, but the cephalodia of Stereo-

caulon. It is perhaps not impossible that these little understood

developments should occur outside of the present genus, or that

this lichen should be sui generis. The crisped margins take

often the shape of Parmeliaceous apothecia, thus increasing the

general resemblance of the plant to a Squamaria. But it has

also evident points of similarity to Stereocaulon ? pulvinatum,

Ach., an obscure Cape of Good Hope lichen, for specimens of

which I am indebted to Dr. Sonder of Hamburg. The apothe-

cia of this last also are unknown.

<

[Alectoria Japonica, sp. nova, thallo subcaespitoso tereti

rigido sorediis albis exasperato stramineo, ramis sterilibus ramo-

culis incrassatis, apicibus nigricantibus; apotheciis subterminali-

bus superficiali-sessilibus appendicular disco concavo demum
expanso piano nitido castaneo. Sporse majusculse ellipeoideae

limbatas viridi-fuscescentes demum subhyalinse.—On dead pine

trees, Ayan, Japan, Mr. Wright. Nearest to A. ochroleuca, but

differing very much in habit, and in fructification. The spores

are not very unlike those of Pertusaria pertusa.]
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[RaMalinA dasypoga, sp. nova, thallo filamentoso rigidius-
nlo fragili tereti laevigata i i ilescente) ram is

longatis dichotome ramosis ultimis acuminatis nodulosis; apo-
leciis concavis demum planis repandia margine tenui incurvo
ibcrenulato disparente. Sporae ellipsoideas uniseptatae curvulae
yalina) diam/ duplo longiores.—On trees and rocks in the
lountains of Cuba, Mr. Wright. Allied to E. usneoides (Ach.)
r

vl., which has also been found in Cuba, by the same unwearied
Elector, but differs in its regularly terete thallus, larger apothe-

Cetearia Califoknica, sp. nova, thallo caespitoso cartilagineo
iguloso lacunoso-subcanaliculato opaco e viridi fuscescente, ra-

is irregulariter subdichotome ramosis patentibus, fertilibus su-

me incrassatis ; apotheciis terminalibus appendiculatis margine
ntato-fimbriatis demum convexis nigris.—On the bark of trees,

onterey, California, Menzies. Fronds in small, roundish masses,
any branches diverging from a single base, with the aspect
ther of a small, slender state of Ramalina calicaris, §, than of
e erect Cetrariae, to which, and in particular C. tristis and C.
uleata, it is indeed, if I mistake not, nearest allied. The sta-

»n, upon trees, and on the coast of California, is a very un-
:ely one for C. aculeata, from which the present also differs

tnarkably in habit of growth, and in color. Though more
an seventy years have passed since the venerable botanist who
ve me these specimens collected them, they appear to be un-
served.

Sticta Eavenelii, sp. nova, thallo pusillo suborbiculari mem-
anaceo appresso scrobiculato viridi-glaucescente (fuscescente)

'iniis elongatis sinuato-lobatis crenatis (glomerulis fruticulosis

3 aspersis) subtus fuscescentibus tomentosi- : apo-

margine inflexo persistente crenulato-sublobato.

formes 1-3-septatag virescentes diam. 12-20-

' iungiores.—Trees, in the low country of South Carolina, Mr.
vend; Alabama, on trees, Mr. Peters; and also on rocks (the

-cimen dark brown), Mr. Beaumont ; Mississippi, Dr. Veitch;

uisiana, Dr. Half ; << 1 •. J/ Wi //</.)—A smaller plant than
her of the two species of this group, of the northern hemi-
iere, with much the lobation of S. glomerulifera, but the tex-

e of S. herbacea, and distinguished, so far as my specimens
from both, by it.- ; r surface, and its cren-

•te-lobate apoth proach those of some of
( tropical members of the group, as S. pallida, Hook. The
ferules appear only on a Cuban specimen. They are quite
e those of S. glomerulifera, but the largest do not exceed a
e in diameter. The spores are more elongated than those of
1 species just mentioned, and appear to be differently septate.
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[Sticta "Weightii, sp. nova, thallo subcoriaceo adpresso lae-

vigato viridi-glaucescente, laciniis rotundatis sinuato-incisis cre-

natis subtus fuscis ambitu pallescentibus tomentosis, cyphellis

plano-concavis albis ; apotheciis sparsis elevatis extus mammil-
latis e concavo margine inflexo demum planis margine irregulari

subevanescente. Sporae late fusiformes uniseptatse limbatse vi-

rescentes diam. c. 5-plo longiores.—On beech trunks, mountain

sides, Hakodadi, Japan, M . Wi 'ght. With the apothecia, and

the general aspect of S. glomerulifera, but differing in a rather

more loose habit of lobation, it which it approaches nearer to

the broader forms of S. damcecornis ; in its spores ; and most re-

markably, in possessing in abundance, regular cyphellse ; which

resemble those of S. fuliginosa, though also occurring urceolate,

as in S. damsecornis. The genus Eicasolia, De Not,, was origin-

ally constituted, to include the natural group of species to which

the present belongs, on a mistaken comparison of the

of these species, with certain abnormal apothecia common in

other species of Sticta, which are now regarded, since the publi-

cation of Mr. Tulasne's important researches, as morbid condi-

tions, infested by a parasitic cryptogam. (Tulasne, Mem. sur lea

Lichens, p. 123, note.) The species included in the group, agree-

ing as they do in many obvious features, were also once sup-

Dosed to be destitute of cyphell®, and the greater part, and in

lar, the tropical ones, probably are so; but Fries and
testify to the occurrence of this development, however

venis minusculis prominulis villosis reticulata, hypothallo nunc
• crassiusculo byssaceo-lanuginoso cinerascente, laciniis planis ir-

regulanter multifido-lacinulatis, ambitu latioribus palmatis, centro

plus minus excrescentiis isidiomorphis cylindricis obsitis ; apo-

theciis subcentralibus sessilibus disco piano luteolo margine

crasso incurvo crenulato cincto demum flexuosis. Sporee

—On trunks of trees in dense woods, in the mountains of Cuba,

Mr. IC'right. With the habit of Physcia, but also a good deal

resembling Parmelia ambigua. The species appears to be un-

described.]

Lecanora Ascociscana, Tuck. herb. Psoroma, Tuckerm.
suppl. &c . in Amer. Journ. Sci., xxv, p. 424. There is some-

thing ia this curious lichen which suggests a near affinity to

Psoroma, as the genus is constituted by Dr. Nylander, but the

fuscescent, often a little curved and kidney-shaped, one-septate
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spores indicate its true place in Lecanora, where it long stood in
i ri am. The spores resemble those (I owe the suggestion

to Dr. Nylander) of L. sophodes, but the lichen is very distinct.

[Lkcaxora campalea, sp. nova, thallo crustaceo tartareo

•subplicato leevigato viridi-glaucescente (pallescente)

ma demum
nexuoso-irregularibus disco tumente e rufo fusco-nigrescente mar-

tode integro pallente. Sporse suboctonas elorjgato-fusi-
' ,, "''~ :

;

'-
' M' diarn. 10-15 plo longiores hyalinas.—Trees,

Island of Cuba, Mr. Wright. The affinity of this elegant lichen
to L. ventosa is indicated, no less by the spores than by the ex-
ternal characters.]

[Biatora rtiodopis, sp. nova, thallo crustaceo effuso tenui

eo-membranaceo lsevigato rimuloso liraitato glauco-cin-

128 hinc inde aggrega-

tumidulo integerrimo Isevi mox
flexuoso saturate roseo discum subplanum nudum rufo-nigrescen-
tem hypothecio crassiusculo nigro irnpositum cingente. Sporse
suboctona? ellipsoideaa simplices diam. duplo longiores hyalinaa.

—On bushes in the Island of Cuba, Mr. Wright. Differs re-

markably from described species, but has somewhat of the gen-
eral aspect of L. domingensis.

Biatora virella, sp. nova, thallo crustaceo effuso incrustante

iureo, humecto viridi

;

apotheciis sessilibus margine tenui pallidiori integerrimo mox
nexuoso evanido discum planoconvexum rufo-fuscescentem cin-
gente. Sporae minusculaa ellipsoidea? subfusiformes diam. triplo

ivalinsB.- "-On rocks in dense l

-taba, Mr. Wright. With the habit of L. glebulosa.

>iatora pyrrhomel^ena, sp. nova, thallo e granulis minutis
indatis mox sir - «tis glaucescentibus intus

iatis hypothallum crassum rufo-nigricantem ad ambitum
rninentem interrupte obtegentibus ; apotheciis ex hypothallo

tndia subplanis margine tenuissimo erecto flexuoso rufo-ni-

fcente discum nigrum nitidum hypothecio rufo irnpositum

jente, dein conglomeratis convexis marginem excludentibus.
rse minutae elh] hyalinas.—On trunks of
s near the grou ins of Cuba, Mr. Wright.

x to B. parvifolia, but differing as described.

;iatora pileaspis, sp. nova, thallo crustaceo effuso e granulis

^quamaceis mox corallinis pallide ochroleucis ; apotheciis ap-

sis rufo-fuscis flexuosis disco demum convexo marginem ob-

im pallidiorem excludente. Sporae fusiformi-cylindnca; 1-4-

atae diam. 3-4-plo longiores hyalinae.—Trees, Cuba, Mr.
yht. Also resembling B. parvifolia in general appearance,
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but the spores connect the lichen rather with B. vernalis. It

does not appear to be described.]

Gyrostomtjm Curtisii, Tuckerm. suppl. in Amer. Jc

xxv, p. 430, a determination made upon high authority, is re-

ferred by my friend Mr. Russell to Lecidea ; and the spores, as

his sketch that the lichen is probably only

a small form of L. disciformis (L. parasema, Fr. a) in which the

apothecia are a little urceolate. G\ urceolatum is also referred

to Lecidea by Dr. Nylander (Enum. Gen., p. 127) but seems to

me to be remarkably distinguished by the structure of the apo-

thecium, and the vermicular spores.

Art. XXII.—On the Phenomena of Gemmation.—Lecture before

the meeting of the Royal Institution of Great Britain, by THOMAS
H. Huxley, F.R.S *

The speaker commenced by stating that a learned French

naturalist, M. Duvau, proposed many years ago, to term the

middle of the eighteenth century, "fEpoque des Pucerons:"
and that the importance of the phenomena which, first brought

to light by the study of these remarkable insects renders the

phrase "Epoch of Plant-lice," as applied to this period, far

less whimsically inappropriate than it might at first sight seem

to be.

After a brief sketch of the mode of life of these Plant-lice, or

Aphides, as they are technically termed ; of the structure of their

singular piercing and sucking mouths; and of their relations to

what are called " Blights ;" the circumstances which have more

;v drawn the attention of naturalists to these insects

were fully "detailed.

It was between the years 1740 and 1750, in fact, that Bon-

net, acting upon the suggestions of the illustrious Reaumur,

isolated an Aphis immediately after its birth, and proved to dem-

onstration, that not only was it capable of spontaneously bring-

ing forth numerous living young, but that these and their

descendants, to the ninth generation, preserved a similar faculty.

Observations so remarkable were not likely to pass unheeded

;

but notwithstanding the careful sifting which they have received,

Bonnet's results have never been questioned. On the contrary,

not only have Lyonet, Degeer, Kyber, Duvau, and others, borne

ample testimony to their accuracy, but it has been shown that,

oaoex favorable conditions of temperature and food, there is

no limit to this power of a sexual multiplication, or

as it has been conveniently termed, " Agamogenesis."

* From the Proceedings of the Royal Institution of Great Britain, May, 1858,
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Thus Kyber bred the viviparous Aphis Dianthi and Aphis
Rosce for three years in interrupted succession ; and the r

; oviparous females of the A. dianthi have never yet been
it with. The current notion that there is a fixed number of
oods, " nine or eleven," is based on a mistake.

As, under moderately favorable conditions, an Aphis comes to

iturity in about a fortnight ; and as each Aphis is known to be
pable of producing a hundred young, the number of the prog-

' which may eventually result from a single Aphis during the
or seven warm months of the year is easily calculated. M.
ugard's estimate adopted, (and acknowledged) by Morren, and

copied from him by others, gives the number of the tenth brood
as one quintillion. Supposing the weight of each Aphis t

more than Tz\7th of a grain, the mass of living matter in I

brood would exceed that in the most thickly populated count:

in the world.
The agamogenetic broods are either winged or wingless. The

winged forms at times rise into the air, and are carried away by
the wind in clouds ; and these migrating hordes have been sup-

posed to be males and females, swarming like the ante and bees I.

During the summer months it is unusual to meet other than
viviparous Aphides, whether winged or wingless ; but ordinarily,
on the approach of cold weather, or even during warm weather,
if the supplies of food fall short, the viviparous Aphides produce
forms which are no longer viviparous, but are males and
oviparous females. The former are sometimes winged, some-
times wingless. The latter, with a single doubtful exception,
are always wingless.
The oviparous females lay their eggs, and then, like the

males, die. It commonly happens also that the viviparous
Aphides die, and then the eggs are left as the sole reprea
°f the species; but in mild winters many of the viviparous
Aphides merely fall into a state of stupor and hybernate, to

re-awake with the returning warmth of spring. At the same
time the eggs are hatched and give rise to viviparous Aphides,
which run through the same course as before. The species
Aphis, therefore, is fully manifested not in any one being or
animated form, but by a cycle of such, consisting of,—1st. the
egg; 2nd, An indefinite succession of viviparous Aph
-Males and females eventually prodeced by these, and giving rise
to the egg again.

. ,

,
-tt, armed with the microscope and scalpel, we examine into

--- all

rip-

of the

Siebolc
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the colleterial glands and the sperniatheca—organs of essential

importance to the oviparous form.

In the terminal chambers of this " Pseud-ovarium," ovum-

like bodies, thence called "pseud-ova," are found. These bod-

ies pass one by one into the pseudovarian tubes, and there grad-

ually become developed into young, living Aphides. As Morren

has well said, therefore, the young Aj)hides are produced by
" the individualization of a previously organized tissue."

The only organic operation with which this mode of develop-

ment can be compared, is the process of budding or gemmation

as it takes place in the vegetable kingdom, in the lower forms of

animal life, and in the process of formation of the limbs and

other organs of the higher animals. And the parallel is com-

plete if such a plant as the bulbiferous lily or the Marchantia, or

such an animal as the Hydra, is made the term of comparison.

Thus agamogenesis in Aphis, is a kind of internal budding or

i. If we inquire how this process differs from multi-

plication by true ova or " Gamogenesis," we find that the young

ovum in the ovarium is also, to all intents and purposes, a bud,

indistinguishable from the germ in the pseudovarium of the

agamogenetic Aphis. Histologically there is no difference be-

tween the two; but there is an immense qualitative or -phys-

iological difference, which cannot be detected by the eye, but

becomes at once obvious in the behavior of the two germs after

a certain period of their growth. Dating from this period, the

pseudovum spontaneously passes into the form of an embryo,

becoming larger and larger as it does so ; but the ovum simply

enlarges, accumulates nutritive matter, acquires its outer invest-

nts, and then falls into a state of apparent rest, from which it

unless the influence of the spermatozoon

o to bear upon it.

That the vast physiological difference between the ovum and

the pseudovum should reveal itself in the young state by no

external sign, is no more wonderful than that primarily the

tissue of the brain should be undistinguishable from that of the

The phenomena which have been described, were long sup-

posed to be isolated, but numerous cases of a like kind, some

even more remarkable, are now known.
Among the latter, the speaker cited the wonderful circum-

stances attending the production of the drones among bees, as

described by Von Siebold ; and he drew attention to the plant

upon the table, Ccebhogyne ilictfolia, a female euphorbiaceous

shrub, the male flowers of which have never yet been i

which nevertheless, for the
annual crop of fertile seeds
Not only can we find numerous cases of agamogenesis sin

to that exhibited by Aphis in the animal and vegetable wcm

nerge, un
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t if we look closely into the matter, agamogenesis is found to
ss by insensible gradations into the commonest phenomena of
i. All life, in fact, is accompanied by incessant growth and
Jtamorphosis ; and every animal and plant above the very
vest attains its adult form by the development of a succession
buds. When these buds remain connected together, we do
t distinguish the process as anything remarkable; when on
3 other hand, they become detached and live independently,
i have agamogenesis. Why some buds assume one form and
ne another, why some remain attached and some become de-
ihed, we know not. Such phenomena are for the present the
imate facts of biological science ; and we cannot understand
i simplest among them, it would seem useless, as yet, to seek
1 an explanation of the more complex.
Nevertheless, an explanation of agamogenesis in the Aphis
i in like cases has been offered. It has been supposed to

pend upon "the retention unchanged of some part of the
mitive germ-mass;" this germ-mass being imagined to be the
t of a peculiar force, by virtue of which it gives rise to inde-

ihere are however two objections to this hypothesis: in the
it place, it is at direct variance with the results of observation

;

the second, even if it were true, it does not help us to under-
nd the phenomena. With regard to the former point, the
pothesis professes to be based upon only two direct observa-
as, one upon Aphis, the other upon Hydra : and both these

nervations are erroneous, for in neither of these animals is any
tion of the primitive germ ia said to be, in

j* part which is the seat of agamogenesis.
But suppose tlm rpothesis requires ; imag-
that the terminal chamb r of the ps i ivarium is full of

;hing but "unaltered germ-cells;" how does this explain the

-nomena? Structures having quite as great a claim to the
e of "unaltered germ-cells" lie in the extn mitiesof the acini

the secreting glands, in the sub-epidermal tissues and else-

ere
; why do not they give rise to young ? Cells, less chang-

than those of the pseudovarium of Aphis, and more directly

'ived from the primitive germ-mass, underlie the epidermis of
J s hand ; nevertheless, no one feels any alarm lest a nascent
rt should turn out to be an heir.
)n the whole, it would seem better, when one is ignorrmr. to
' so, and not to retard the progress of sound inquiry by
enting hypotheses involving the assumption of structures

ich have no existence, and of " forces " which, their laws
ng undetermined, are merely verbal entities.
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Southern Italy is celebrated for its delightful elii

matchless scenery, its great historical associations; but it has

also a less enviable renown
; it is the classic ground of volcanoes

and earthquakes. Etna and Vesuvius are the two most active

volcanoes in Europe, and terrific earthquakes have often desola-

ted vast districts of the country.

Though the common origin" to a certain extent, of the agents

producing the phenomena of volcanoes and earthquakes is now
scarcely questioned, considerable difference of opinion still

prevails with regard to the real nature and character of those

agents. It is for men of science to determine whether those

agents are to be found in the internal heat of the earth which is

supposed to arise from a state of fusion ; or in the heat produced

by chemical combinations and changes ; or in the currents of

electricity circulating on the earth's crust ; or in any other causes

whatsoever. On this vexata qucestio much light will no doubt be

thrown before long by the observations made on the spot by Mr.

Mallet, the distinguished author of the "Dynamics of Earth-

quakes," who, on the first news of the late earthquake in South-

ern Italy in December last, was sent thither by the Royal
Society, for the pursuit of scientific enquiry. Without entering,

however, into the field of science, the object of the speaker was
to give the members of the Roya • account of

six great earthquakes, without counting minor ones, which
within the memory of man laid waste extensive tracts of the

kingdom of Naples and caused great loss of
of the last earthquake, which took place on the night of the 16th

of December, 1857.

1. On the 5th of February, 1783, at 1 p. m., the Piana di Mon-
teleone, in the province of Calabria LTltra 1. was c >nvulsed by a

violent shock of earthquake, wh two minutes

levelled to the ground 109 town-:
i tried 32,000

out of 166,000 inhabitants under the ruins of their houses. A
repetition of the shock at midnight ruined the towns of Reggi°
and Messina, and convulsed the whole Valdemone. At the

entrance of the Faro Straits, the sea, retiring from the Calabrian

shore and afterwards rushing back with overwhelming violence,

swept away more than 1500 inhabitants of the town of Scylla,

who had taken refuge on the beach for safety. After a succes-

sion of slight shocks, on the 28th of the following March,

another violent shock convulsed the whole country from Reggio

to Cape Colonna, an area of 1200 square miles, and added two

i Royal Institution of Great Britain, May, 1858.
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thousand more to the number of victims. Mountains were cleft

asunder, high cliffs tumbled down, rivers turned from their bed
or dammed in their course, lakes formed, valleys lifted up into
hills, deep chasms opened, the physical aspect of the country
changed, all distinctions of property altered. For twenty days
a thick pestilential fog set over the desolated country

; epidemic
fevers followed in summer; and at the beginning of 1784
Calabria had already lost more than 80,000 inhabitants. From
February to December 1783, there were no less than 949 shocks,
and 151 in 1784; they did not altogether cease till 1786.

2. The mountain of Frosolone, in the province of Molise, the
ancient Samnium, on the 26th of July, 1804, at 10£ p. m., was the
centre of a violent shock of earthquake, which lasted 35 seconds,
and caused great desolation over an area of 600 square miles. It
ruined 61 towns and villages, and crushed to death more than
6000 people. It was severely felt as far as Naples, where all the
buildings were greatly injured by its effects.

3. On the 29th of April, 1835, and on several successive days,
the Val di Crati, in the province of Calabria Citra, including the
town of Cosenza and its numerous villages, was convulsed by
violent shocks of earth jed the death of more
than 1000 people under the ruins.

4. On the 12th of October, 1836, the districts of Eossano and
district of Lagonegro,

m Basilicata, felt another violent shock of earthquake, which
swept away more than 600 inhabitants.

5. The city of Melfi, built on a spur of Mount Vulture, an
extinct volcano in the province of Basilicata, on the 14th of
August, 1851, to the focus of a violent earthquake, which,
besides Melfi itself, ruined Barile, Rapolla, and many ..tii.--r

towns, and was felt as far as Naples on the western, and Brindisi
°n the eastern coast. The first shock, at 2 p. m., lasted 20 sec-

onds; the second shock, at 3 P, M., lasted only five seconds,
/he loss of human life exceeded 1400 ; Melfi alone, out of 9274,
lost 1093 inhabitants.

6. But worse than any of the latter earthquakes, and second
°nly to the Calabrian one of 1783, was the earthquake which
took place on the 16th of December last, at 10£ p. m., at a season
ot the year, which, by a comparison of all the known dates of
earthquakes, has been ascertained to be more subject to disturb-
ances than any other. The sky • !

indeed

['that day. A sharp
nndulatory shock of 20 seconds' d preceded
and accompanied by an appalling hollow rumbling noise, had
scarcely awaked the inhabitants, who, according to the early
nabits of provincial life had already retired to rest, when after a
nardly perceptible pause of about three minutes, a second and
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most violent successive and whirling shock of 25 seconds'

duration crushed thousands of them under the ruins of their

falling houses. Three other shocks were felt on that awful

j
many others on the following days ; but none nearly

so violent and so destructive as the two former ones. For nearly

us a slight shock was felt almost periodically just

before sunrise. On the 7th of March, about 3 p. m., a violent

>nd only to those of the 16th of December, was felt,

which •. i^.'d cms:.] r itijury; an(l) according to :

accounts, up to the 28th of April last, the shocks, though com-

paratively slight and harmless, still continued, and the people

were. in a state of constant alarm. Such was also the case in

every one of the five previous earthquakes that have been

noticed ; the violence of the hidden agents at work was not at

once exhausted by the first great shocks, but continued slightly

to shake the ground for months, and sometimes, as in the Cala-

brian earthquake of 1783, for nearly four years afterwards.

The seat of this earthquake was in the central group of moun-
tains in the provinces of Basilicata and Principato Citra, part of

the main chain of the Apennines, which arc the watershed

between the streams flowing into the Tyrrhenian, the Ionian,

and the Adriatic sea, and form the upper basins of the Calore

or Tanagro, the Sele, the Ofanto, the Bradano, the Basento, the

Sinno, and the Agri rivers. The centre of action, as tar ft* it

1

'udged from the intensity of its terrific effects, was almost

ovince of Basilicata, in a group of compact
limestone mountains of the cretaceous period, the southern

branch of the said central group, which running from north to

south between the heads of the valleys of the Sinno and the

Agri on the east, and the valley of Diano on the west, swells

:s"of Monte Cocuzzo, Monte del

Papa, and Monte Pollino, on the frontiers of Calabria. On the

- or lower peaks of this group, which are covered with

beds of tertiary marine marl sands and conglomerate, and within

.

Out of this number more than 12,000, or m.
less than half a minute were crushed to death ; two thousand

ounded ! The ground was cracked and convulsed in

r; chasms and deep fissures were opened in

Bj t :*:!e hills became bare rocks, valleys were raised

up, small pools formed, mountains cleft by deep ravines. The
towns of Montemurro and Saponara especially we*
entirely swept away ; the former lost 5600 out of 7000, and the

latter 3000 out of 4000 inhabitants. Saponara, which rose m
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the middle ages out of the ancient Grumentum, where Hannibal
sustained a slight defeat by the Consul Claudius Nero, was
almost entirely levelled with the ground ; there remain only a
few shattered houses standing. 5? Monteamrra, originally a
Saracenic settlement of the tenth century, y

left but a heap of rubbish. On the morning of the 17th of
December, 5600 of its inhabitants were dead or dying under the
ruins, 685 disabled by wounds ; the few remaining unhurt found
themselves torn from their dearest ones, houseless, amidst a mass
of ruins, without means of subsistence or help, and exposed to
all the^ inclemency of a severe winter on a high peak of the
Apennines ! A few days later the stench of the dead human
beings under the ruins made life unbearable to the few surviving
ones

! Both at Montemurro and Saponara, most of the houses
standing on beds of conglomerate had been overturned, or shuf-
fled in the strangest manner, and the ruins deposited in the
ravines beneath

; the contents of the lower stories were, in sev-

anoea thrown up into the stories above, or scattered
into different din <-tions. ;;.s if \

>* '

1 1
- a < i tral force. The

scenes of misery and horror that took place in those doomed
towns excct can fancy. Viggiano came next,

hose inhabitants from time immemorial have been in
the habit of wandering, with their harps over different parts of
the world, and return home with their savings in summer. It
i--*t 17oo out of 6634 inhabitants, and had most of the houses
and churches overthrown. At this place an extensive fire added
to the horrors of the night.
From the centre of a triangle formed by these three towns, on

which the t gioo was more violently wreaked,

;re.—to the Gulf of Policastro, 24
miles; to Paestum, on the Gulf of Salerno, 58 miles; to the
mouth of the Agri, on the Gulf of Tarentum,. 47 miles ; to the
extinct volcano of Mount Vulture, 55 miles ; to Mount Vesuvius,
"4 miles; to Bari, on the Adriatic,. 80 miles; and to Mount
Etna, 195 miles.

Beyond this district, the terrific effects of the earthquake ex-

tended, though somewhat diminished in intensity, over an area
of more than 3000 square miles, destroying or injuring, more or
less, about 200 towns a aggregate population
of more than 200,000 inhabitants, of whom no less than 10,000
were killed.

Within this area the beautiful and fertile valley of Diano,

v.ryof the Sele, trav-

ersed in its length by the high road leading into Calabria, and
enlivened on both sides by numerous towns and villas- built

°n the top or the slope of the hills, was sadly desolated. Polla
* said to have lost 2000 out of 7060 inhabitants ; Padula, 500
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out of 9000 ; Pertosa, 218 out of 1100 ; Sassano, 185 out of

3600 ; Montesano, 420 out of 4800, &c. Leaving the valley of

Diano, and proceeding northwards to the head of the vallley

of the Sele, will be found Brienza, Calvello, St. Angelo Le

Fratte, Pieerno, Tito, Potenza, *he capital of Basilicata, etc.,

with most of their houses and public buildings ruined, and

many of th< ed. At Tito, in particular, more

than 300 out of 4939 inhabitants were crushed to death, and

its beautiful Norman cathedral totally thrown to the ground.

South of Potenza, in the upper valleys of the Bradano, the

Basento and the Agri, and eastward of the center of action,

Laurenzana, Corleto, Guardia, Aliano, Armento, Gallicchio, Mis-

sanello, Sant' Arcangelo, Castelsaraceno, and numerous other

towns and villages, had most of the houses thrown down, and

many inhabitants killed.

But the effects of this terrific earthquake extended far beyond

the large era that has just been noticed. The two shocks of the

16th were felt, with various degrees of intensity, as fir as tiie

town of Reggio in Calabria on the south, Brindisi on the Adri-

atic, on the east, Vasto, also on the Adriatic, on the north, and

Terracina on the west. Within these limits many towns had

their buildings much injured, and some inhabitants killed. All

the towns on the Adriatic, from Polignano to Manfredonia, had

their buildings rent. At Canosa, 15 houses were thrown down,

155 more rendered uninhabitable, and 5 persons were killed.

At Melfi and Barile, there were three deaths. In the neighbor-

hood of Bella, a town way between Potenza

and Melfi, a tract of about 600 acp Bferent direc-

tions, and surrounded with a chasm 15 feet deep, and about as

wide. At Salerno, many public buildings were injured, and 4

persons killed. Even at Tramonti, near Amain, there were two

deaths ; and at Naples, the inhabitants were so greatly alarmed

by the violence of the shocks, as to spend in the open air all the

night of the 16th of December.
On the whole, by this terrific earthquake, at least 22,000

human beings, on a most moderate calculation, were destroyed

in a few seconds. Many no doubt would have been saved had

it been possible by active steps to dig them out immediately.

This will account 'for the comparatively very small number ol

wounded, in all about 4000.

From the above data it will be seen that in the course of 75

years, from 1783 to 1857, the kingdom of Naples lost at least

111,000 inhabitants, by the effects of earthquakes, or more than

1500 per year, out of an average population of six millions!

Several touching anecdotes were told in the course of the nar-

rative. In 1783, Eloisa Basili, a beautiful girl of 16, was buried

under the ruins with a child in her arms, who died on the fourth
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day. She was so wedged in that she could not get rid of its life-

less remains. She was dug out alive after eleven days, which
she had counted from a ray of light that reached her. She
recovered, but remained sad and gloomy, could not bear to see a
child, would neither marry nor become a nun. She preferred
solitude, turned away with a shudder from houses, and liked to
lit musing under a tree, whence no buildings were seen. She
pined away, and died at five-and-twenty.

More fortunate was the lot of Marianna De' Franceschi, a
beautiful young lady of 20, who, in the earthquake of 1804,
was dug out at Guardia Regia, after being buried for ten days
and eight hours. She recovered, married, and became the
mother of a numerous family.
A lady with child was dug out after 30 hours by her devoted

husband, who nearly died from over-fatigue. On being asked
what her thoughts were during the time, she answered, " I was
waiting."

In the late earthquake, a gentleman of Montemurro, whilst
escaping from the house with his wife and a large family of
children, remembered that one of them had been left in bed.
He rushed back to take him, but the house tumbling on every
side, he remained alone on a wall. All his family were crushed
to death. The blow was too great ; his mind gave way, and he
went raving mad. At Saponara, the judge was buried under the
ruins of his house with his young wife and two children. He
was dug out alive, but his wife was found dead lying across his
knees with her arms outstretched towards her "dead children.
He was overwhelmed by his loss ; ever since he has diligently
fulfilled the duties of his office, but has never been heard to
allude to the event, or seen to smile.

Instances were mentioned, showing how tenacious life could
be under the most trying circumstances. Besides the cases of
^asili and De' Franceschi already recorded, in 1783 a baby was
dog out alive on the third day, and lived. At Montemurro, in

December last, Maria Antonia Palermo and her two little girls,

one of them onths old, were dug out on the
eighth day, and lived. With some animals the length of time
they had stood alive was quite remarkable. A donkey was

ing yet on the fifteenth day; and in 1783 two mules
auu a chicken were found still alive on the twenty-second, and
wo P 1^8 °n the thirty-second day.
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In the following paper it is proposed to give the result of some

experiments id regard to th i th i al ue of the various tests

which have been suggested for the detection of strychnia.

The various solutions were made with great care from pure

strychnia dissolved in just sufficient quantity of acetic acid, and

the reagents were generally applied by means of a glass rod

dipped in a saturated solution of the reagent, to a single drop of

: . • .
- '

•
:

'.':.:-:.. ' .>..„-'.
• -

uated burette which furnished a fluid grain in each drop. There-

fore, each drop contained an amount of pure strychnia, cor-

responding to the fractional dilution of the solution.

1. Ammonia Test.

1. t^o grain of pure strychnia in one grain of wal

with ammonia, an immediate white precipitate, which at first is

amorphous, but very soon it begins to assume a crystalline form,

and in about three minutes the drop becomes a solid mass of

lengthened prisms.

2-
?U gives an immediate precipitate, but in a few seconds

stala begin to form, which very soon become

abundant.

3. xoV o. behaves much the same as No. 2, not so abundant.

4.
2 iV o) with the microscope, crystals begin to form in about

v are very obvious to the naked

eye. If the drop be rubbed with a glass rod, rings of granules

are very obvious to the eye in a few seconds, and the precipi-

tate is much more abundant than when not thus treated.

when applied to a single drop, is when it holds in solut

• of strychnia; however, at this degree of solution the

result is very satisfactory.

2. Potash.

This reagent behaves much the same as ammonia
being about the same. In applying this test it is imp*

the proper quantity be added, for if either too much or to little,

no precipitate willbe produced.

3. Carbonate of Potash.

X. jU grain of strychnia with carbonate of potash

immediate white precipitate of Bti

dissolve if sufficient quantity of the reagent has not been added.
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2. ?$T,
in a few seconds small granules, prisms, and a few

tellate crystals begin to form, which after a little time are rath-
r abundant.

8. ToVo> in a few seconds lengthened granules mav be seen
rith the microscope, which in a few minutes are very obvious
o the naked eye.

4- 2 oVoj after a few minutes small granules are very percept-

5-
s oVoj after several minutes no indications with the micro-

be.

4. Carbonate of Ammonia.
In t^o-, and T

i¥ solutions the same results as with carbonate
f potash. In a drop of TTy* solution no indication after 15

5. Iodid of Potassium.

1. T io solution in a few seconds gives a white crystalline pre-
pitate of tufts of long prisms.
2 - lit, it is several minutes before crystals begin to form, if

ie solution be stirred, however, they begin to appear in about

3- ToV o; by stirring, the crystals begin to appear in about
ve minutes.
4- t oV o, crystals begin to form in about seven minutes.
5 -

j <rV o, crystals can be observed with the microscope in about
' minutes, in 20 minutes they are just perceptible to the naked

6. Sulphocyanid of Potassium.

1- rlo, solution, gives an immediate mass of white crystals.
.

2 - shs, in a few seconds the crystals are very abundant.
3

-. ? tti by rubbing, in less than a minute the crystals are very

4
- ToV o, by rubbing, in a few minutes the crystals begin to

few crystals may be observed upon the border of the drop.

7. Tannic Acid.

T<r,io Tf
gives an immediate white curdy precipitate.

•loiloo, gives very good results.

3o,ioo, after a few minutes the precipitate is quite percep-

tviItti after several minutes it is just possible to observe a

5 cloudiness.
ie satisfactory limit of the test is when it is applied to a drop
lid holding in solution „,*** its weight of strychnia.
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The precipitate is very soluble in acetic acid, and if obtained

from dilute solutions, it is, also, soluble in a drop of potash, giv-

ing a red liquid; but when produced from strong solutions, the

be will not all dissolve in a drop of potash solution.

8. Bichlorid of Platinum.

1. ttttj an immediate yellow amorphous precipitate which

soon becomes granular.

2. 3 <nr or an amorphous precipitate in a few moments, which
soon becomes granular.

3- s oV oj tne results are very good in a few minutes.

4- To>lozri & tne solution be rubbed, small granules begin to

appear in a few minutes, and soon the result is satisfactory.

9. Terchlorid of Gold.

1- ToSnri gives a bright yellow amorphous precipitate, which

soon becomes partly granular ; most of the granules float upon

the surface of the drop. A portion of the precipitate collects into

little yellow flakes.

2- snV o? gives much the same reaction as No. 1, not so abun-

dant.

3 - Toiln, gives an almost immediate precipitate.

4- -ToTo-oo, gives very satisfactory results.

6 - ?T»iv*j at this degree of dilution the precipitate is still per-

ceptible, but not satisfactory.

When the precipitate obtained from a solution containing

•gf\ o or less of its weight of strychnia is boiled, the precipitate

!ve and give a yellow solution, fro:

be deposited, with little or no change upon becoming cool. If

the solution contains more than „Vtf its weight, the
will not entirely dissolve upon boiling, after cooling there will

generally be a metallic gilding upon the sides of the tube. The

be from „»„ or more dilute solutions, will readily dis-

solve, without much change of color, upon the addition of a drop

or two of potash solution; if then the mixture be boiled it will

give a fine purple color, with sometimes a purple precipitate.

When the precipitate is from a stronger solution than above

stated, it does not readily dissolve in a solution of potash, and

when the mixture is boiled it behaves as above.

10. Chromate of Potash.

1. T i,f, gives an immediate mass of yellow crystals, soluble in

30 drops of strong acetic acid.

2 - ToVo? crystals begin to form in a few seconds, but they are

not very abundant after standing 15 minutes.

3- »oV o) with the microscope, a few prisms may be observed

in 8 minutes, but no indication to the eye, after standing 20
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11. Carbazotic Acid.

This, and the three following tests have been formerly recom-
snded m the lectures of the writer, the only account of them
n, is in the last edition of Taylor on Poisons, in which the
line test is suggested.
An alcoholic solution of carbazotic acid will give with

—

in immediate amorphous yellow
like tufts.

-• ttVtj m a few seconds a precipitate soon becoming as in

3- joVo; by rubbing a few seconds, a copious deposit of gran-

*• toi!o o, in about a minute the same as No. 3.

*« 2oj1ooj iQ a few minutes small granules are very obvious.

1 2. Bichromate of Potash.

1. rso, an immediate brilliant yellow mass of dendroidal crys-

2- toVtj in a few seconds same as No. 1.

3 - - '

o, crystals begin to form in a few seconds, in a few
minutes they are abundant.

^ T-rrn7ro> in a few minutes beautiful octahedra appear, resem-

of oxalate of lime. If the solution be rubbed the
deposit becomes rather abundant.

.''• two or by rubbing, in a few minutes crystals are obvious
v.'ith the microscope, in several minutes they are readily seen
with the eye.

The precipitate produced by this reagent is not as readily
soluble in acetic acid, as that produced by the protochromate of
potash.

13. Iodine.

Of the various tests recommended for strychnia, this is the

::nents, by
I hree grains of iodid of potassium in one fluid drachm

of water, and then adding to the mixture one grain of iodine.

1-. To'oir, immediately a copious brownish yellow amorphous
:

•-- soluble in alcohol and ether, but only soluble in large
excess of acetic acid. The preci] - Ives in a
tew drops of potash solution, but it is immediately replaced by
a dirty white precipitate.

^- s a
1

?;*, the precipitate entirely dissolves in potash, and is re-

placed by the white one.
3

- 3u,fio«, gives same results as No. 2, not so abundant,

the precipitate dissolved in potash gives a very
taint white precipitate.

§• iijiti, produced and soon
collects into little yellow flakes.
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6- TTir.Tinri ^ foe drop be touched \

reagent upon the end of a glass rod, i

If a few drops of the last named solution be placed in a small

test tube, and a drop of the test fluid be placed upon the inside

and allowed to flow into the solution, when they meet, yellow

streaks will readily be observed, and the solution will become

14. Bromine.

This reagent was prepared by saturating a strong solution of

hydrobromic acid, with bromine.
1- ToV o> gives an immediate bright yellow amorphous precip-

2- Totlio, a yellow precipitate, having a greenish tinge.

3- jo,J-oc, a dirty yellow precipitate, which after several min-

utes nearly all dissolves.

4. 8 0)5oo) tne precipitate is still perceptible, but not satisfactory.

15. Color Test.

It is well known, that if strychnia or its salts be dissolved in

sulphuric acid, and then a small quantity of bichromate of pot-

ash, ferridcyanid of potassium, peroxyd of lead, or of peroxyd
of manganese be added, a series of colors are developed. This is

known by the name of the " color test." This test succeeds best

in the following manner : place the strychnia, or a drop of the

solution evaporated to dryness, in a watch glass, and by its side

a drop of strong sulphuric acid, into which a fragment of bichro-

mate of potash is introduced and stirred until it imparts a yellow

color, then by inclining the watch glass the colored acid is

allowed to flow over the strychnia.

1- ToV o grain of strychnia in one drop of water, gave in a

majority of a number of experiments, very satisfactory results,

however, in some the reactions were just perceptible. In solu-

tions stronger than the above the yt good.

2- s <n> o) i" many cases no indication whatever, in others a very

faint trace of color was obtained, which however rapidly disap-

peared. In no instance was the indication such as should be

relied upon for medico-legal purposes.

3- ToVo grain > dry, will always give a fine reaction. By
allowing the acid to flow upon a portion of the deposit at a time,

several indications may be obtained from the same deposit.

4- tts'o o, dry, in a majority of instances the indications were

very good ; in some, however, they were very faint. The suc-

cess of the experiment depends much on the character of the

deposit left by evaporating the solution to dryness; sometimes,

the principal part of it is in the form of a ring, which when ex-

amined with the microscope consists of well defined crystals ;
at
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others, it is a confused mass distributed oyer the space occupied
by the drop. In the latter case the indications will not be near-
ly so good as in the former.
5 - t?»*i», dry, in a number of cases manipulated differently,

ma, some few gave a slight trace,
but in no instance was the indication sufficient.

As the color test is relied upon, perhaps, more than any other
for medico-legal purposes, it is important to remember that it is

interfered with by the presence of morphia. When one part by
weight of strychnia is mixed with—

1. 1 part of morphia, it gives very good results. The colors,
however, are not so bright as with strychnia alone.

2. 1£ of morphia, in a very small quantity of this mixture the
indication of strychnia is very good, in a larger quantity, about
aV gr., the reaction is just perceptible.

3. 2 of morphia, the indication in a very small quantity is pret-
ty fair, but in about T\ gr. there is only a mere trace.

4. 3 of morphia, in a very small quantity of this mixture,
the reaction is just perceptible, but in a larger amount there is

no reaction indicative of the presence of strychnia.
Columbus, Ohio, July 13, 1859.

Art. XXV.—On the Consolidation of Lava on Steep Slopes, and
on the Ori rrm of Volcanoes ; by Sir Charles
Lyell, M.A., D.C.L., F.E.S.*

During two recent excursions made in the autumns of 1857
and 1858 to Mount Etna, Sir C. Lyell had an opportunity of ex-
amining sections of lava-current's of known date, which had
descended steep slopes, and had consolidated thereon in tabular
and stony masses, the inclination of which sometimes exceeded
30°. This .-tant bearing on the theory of
''craters of elevation," it having been affirmed by geologists of
nigh authority, that when lavas congeal on a declivity exceed-
ing 5° or 6°, they never form continuous beds of compact stone,

but consist entirely of scoriaceous and fragmentary materials.

The origin of such mountains as Etna and Vesuvius had of
ojd been referred to the.cumulative effect of a long series of or-

dinary eruptions, it being seen that reiterated showers of ashes
and streams of lava were often poured out from a permanent
central vent. This opinion was advocated by Mr. Scrope in his

work on volcanoes in 1825, and bv Sir C. Lyell in his Princi-

pies qf Geology, after his exploration of Vesuvius and Etna in

1-828; both authors considering the injection from below of

* Proc Roy. Inst, of Great Britain, April, 1859.
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melted matter, in the shape of dykes, as part of the cone-making

process.

But in place of this simple explanation of the phenomena,
Von Buch substituted the following hypothesis : that a vast

thickness of horizontal or nearly horizontal sheets of lava and

Bcoriffl, having been first deposited, an expansive force operating

from below, exerts a pressure both upwards and outwards, from

a central axis towards all points of the compass, so as suddenly

to uplift t: mass, making it assume a conical

form : irivh l rise at the -amo time, in many cases, to a wide and

deep circular opening at the top of the cone, an opening called a
" crater of elevation."

In all great volcanoes of which sections can be obtained, there

are some layers of compact stone, inclined at angles of 10°, 20°,

and sometimes much higher angles, and these beds are often

among the uppermost, or last formed of the whole series. Hence it

I, when once the law above laid down respect-

ing the consolidation of melted matter had been accepted, that

every mountain containing such inclined and compact layer?,

must owe its conical form almost exclusively to the development
of mechanical force exerted at the close of the volcanic opera-

tions, or after all the alternating lavas and scoriae were heaped up.

The hypothesis of a sudden and violent movement was perhaps

the more readily embraced, because it relieved its advocates

from the necessity of making unlimited drafts on past time,

ftldosanda of centuries being required if lofty cones, like Mount
Etna, are to be built up by successive eruptions of ordinary in-

tensity. The magnitude also of certain craters or "calderas"

(implying, probably, one or more great explosions, followed by
aqueous erosion), and the occasional steepness of the dips of cer-

tain • is. » voi d tl jt which is found on the flanks of

cones, (many of which might have been assigned to local dislo-

cation), afforded additional arguments in favor of the new hy-

pothesis. The lecturer then gave a rapid review of the contro-

versy respecting "craters of elevation," stating the objections

*
• ' r' : • !

M. Constant Piw >st ; and he went on to observe thai
'

pal object of this discourse was to show that the law laid down
by M. E. de Beaumont, and by the late M. Dufrenoy, as govern-

ing the cooling and sol

has no foundation in fact. Signor Scacchi had alrea ly, in l^oo.

seen and described a compact stony lava which in that year had

flowed down the flanks of Vesuvius from near the margin of the

-" it oral r to 1 base of the cone in the Atrio d

having a thickness of from 1£ in the upper to 4£ in its lower

part, and dipping at angles varying from 32° to 38°. The in-

terior of this current was laid open to view by a rare accident,
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: year (1855) of a certain

whereby one side of the
new lava stream was engulphed, and a section of the remainder
rendered visible. Although this current had cooled on an aver-

age declivity of 35°, it was as compact and as free from vesicles
its many lavas which have congealed on level ground at the foot

The first exemplification of a similarly inclined stony lava of
known date on Mount Etna, described by the lecturer, and of
which a pictorial representation was given, occurs in a ravine
called the. Cava Grande, near Milo, about 17 miles north of
Catania, and 7 from the sea, above the level of which it is eleva-
ted about 2000 feet. A branch of the lava current of 1689
descending from the Yal del Bove, cascaded over the right bank
of that ravine 220 feet high, and on cooling, formed a tabular
mass more than 16 feel ied at an average angle
of about 35°, and concealing the face of the precipice for a width
of about 400 feet. The internal structure of this new lava has
been exposed to view by the falling down and partial removal of
its scoriaceous crust on the left side ; a removal caused by the
annual waste of the steep bank of the ravine produced by the
action of rain, and the torrent which flows at the bottom. The

tcrsects alternating beds of tuff, scoria, and lava, slight-

ly inclined to the east, or seawards, being a series of the older
products of Etna. This new and steeply inclined lava consists
of three parallel layers, an upp scoriaceous

fcra] stony layer, 5 feet thick
; and

alower bed<<- i— t _ t»t thi i - Kit t oi ti _n - ntan scmu, in all

three feet thick, but the bottom part of which is not visible.

The compact central portion is a dolerite or trachi-dolerite, con-
-

nary specific gravity of trap. It is divided by joints, 9 or 10 feet

apart, so that among the fragments detached by denudation, and
strewed over the sloping bank and bottom of the ravine, are an-

gular masses of huge size, with a fracture like that of many
ancient igneous rocks. The normal thickness of this bed of
compact dolerite is 5 feet, where it dips at 32° and 35°, but near
the top where it first enters the ravine, and where the inclination

increases to 45° and 47°, the thickness is reduced to one-half or
2£feet; yet when

t there _ _
lass, and not more joints than in the less inclined port

''
..-..: •

. . - '.
'

' - •

'
°t the right bank of the Cava Grande, exhibits but slight in-

* This section, seen by Signor Scacchi in 1855, was looked for by Sir C. Lyell,

c
c

,

on
??

an
> « buried and con-

aled bJ the lavas poured out in the early part of that year.
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equalities on its surface, appearing almost even when contrasted

with the main current of the same date, from the surface of

which man}'- parallel and longitudinal ridges project promii

is" between 10° and 16° east. From this and other e

pies, it is inferred that wherever the slopes are excessive (between
25° and 45°) the surfaces of the cooling lavas are less rugged

than where the melted matter has congealed on more level

ground.

Allusion was next made to some lavas which have cascaded

over sea-cliffs 500 feet high, between Aci Eeale and Santa Tecla.

One of these at a place called the Scalazza of Aci Keale, exhibits

a longitudinal section of a tabular mass of stony rock 20 feet

thick, inclined at angles of 23° and 29°, which is connected un-

interruptedly with the main body of the same lava resting on

)Ove, of which the sea-cliff is the

abrupt termination. The above-mentioned highly inclined stony

lava is covered as usual by a parallel layer of scoriae (in this case

12 feet thick) and its base consists of another bed of scoriaa of

slight thickness.

Several other sections of modern lavas of Etna, which have not

been disturbed in their position since the day of their formation,

and which are inclined at angles exceeding 30° were then enumera-
ted. For a detailed account of those, reference was given to a

paper by the lecturer, recently published in the Philosophical

Transactions (Part 2 for 1858, p. 703). Among them is a cur-

rent, inclined at 35°, occurring in the Cava Secca, a deep valley

near Zafarana ; and another reposing on the face of the great

precipice at the head of the Val del Bove, under the sunk space

called "The Cisterna." This remarkable current has a mean
inclination of 35°, and the central stony layer is seven feet thick.

Above and below are parallel overlying and underlying masses

of scoriae five and seven feet thick respectively. The flanks of

the stream have been undermined and denuded by that constant

waste which makes the innumerable dikes to stand out in relief

on all the precipices surrounding the Val del Bove. Perhaps,

also, in this instance, t ft of the lava may have

been assisted by a rush of water like that of 1755, commonly
called Recupero's flood, which descended the same precipice, the

" Balzo di Trifoglietto." Suggestions were then offered on the

probable cause of that singular inundation, which swept in a few

hours from near the summit of Etna through the Val del Bove
to the sea. The Canon Recupero traced its course, a few

months after the event, by following the line of sand and boul-

ders which it had left in its track ; and calculated that the vol-

ume of water was so great, that, had all the snows of the top of
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Etna "been melted instantaneously, they could not have furnished
enough water for the deluge. He, therefore, concluded that
the water was vomited forth from the summit crater itself. Sir
C. Lyell conjectures that there may have been masses of ice in
the cone during the eruption which is recorded to have accom-
panied the flood of 1775, and the ice may have been suddenly
melted by hot vapors and injected lava. In support of this

hypothesis, he mentioned his having ascertained the continued
in 1858, of the same glacier which was alluded to by him

in the first edition of his Principles of Geology, as occurring at the
base of the cone, which had been quarried before 1828. This
mass of ice the Catanians again quarried, four years ago, to a
depth of four feet, without reaching the bottom. It is covered
by ten feet of volcanic sand, and this again by lava. The tale

of the mountaineers, who assured Recupero that the water of
the flood of 1775 was hot, may have been correct, if the origin
here assigned it be true.

Some account was next given of the lavas of 1852-53, which
were still hot, and emitting columns of vapor at the time of Sir
C. LyelPs last visit. They were more voluminous, perhaps, than
any ever poured forth from Etna in historical times, except
those of 1669, which overflowed a great part of the city of
Catania. The narrative of the people of Zafarana, of the man-
ner in which the frontal wall of lava, 30 feet high, and inclined
at an angle of 37°, had crept slowly over green pastures and
vineyards, and overwhelmed habitations in the suburbs of that
town, reminded Sir Charles of similar tales which he had listened
to seven weeks before in the Alpine valley of Zermatt, where
the great glacier had, in the preceding spring, been pushing on-

. irresistable force, an equally steep mound of stony
fragments, forming the frontal moraine by which green mead-
ows, gardens, and chalets had been overwhelmed. A dea
jras then given of the changes brought about by the lavas of
1852-53 in the scenery of the Val defBove, and in that of the
lower Valley of Calanna, in the interval since 1828, when the
lecturer first visited Etna. These changes are very striking;
the fresh currents having run from the head of the Val del Bove
both in a northeast and in a southeast direction for a distance
of six miles, with a breadth in each case of two miles, and having
Deen piled up one over the other in some places (as at the Por-
tella of Calanna) to a depth of more than 100 feet. The longi-

tudinal and nearly parallel ridges on the surface of this new lava
neld are from 20 to 70 feet high; and there is now a black and
monotonous wilderness in many places, where, in 1728, there
were verdant forests.

SECOND SERIES, Vol. XXVIH, No. 83.-SEPT., 1859.
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One branch of this lava of 1852 cascaded over a precipitous

declivity 500 feet high, at the head of the Valley of Calanna, and

consolidated at angles of 35°, 45°, and even 49°. The scoriace-

ous crust having been partially washed off, the surface of a con-

tinuous crystalline and stony mass is exposed to view, only

r, and having the steep inclinations above

alluded to. This same current rests on an older one, that of

1819, which passed down the same steep cliff, and which has at

some points a dip of more than 40°.

[The author i-unrinih-s with facts and reasonings similar to

what is published in his paper of last year (this Journal, vol.

xxvi, p. 214)] :

In conclusion, the lecturer gave a brief sketch of the series of

geological events which he supposed to have occuired on the site

of Etna since the time of the earliest eruptions, events which may
have required thousands of centuries for their development.

The first eruptions are believed to have been submarine, occur-

ring probably in a bay of the sea, which was gradually converted

into land by the outpouring of lava and scoria, as well as by
a slow and simultaneous upheaval of the whole territory. The
b salts, and other igneous products of the Cyclopean Islands

were formed contemporaneously in the same sea, the molluscous

fauna of which approached very near to that now inha
Mediterranean

; so much so, that about nineteen-twentieths of

the fossil species of the sub-Etnea] II live in the

g seas, Hence, as that part of Etna which is of subaerial

origin is newer than such fossils, the age of the mountain is

proved to be, geologically speaking, extremely modern. During

the period when the volcano was slowly built up, a movement
of upheaval was gradually convert i 2 trad . of the neighboring

bed of the sea into land, and causing the oldest volcanic and as-

sociated sedimentary strata to rise, until they reached eventually

a height 1200 feet (and perhaps more) above the sea level. At

the same time the ol ther with the alluvial

deposits of rivers, was upraised, and inland cliffs and terraces

formed at successive heights. The remains of elephants, and

other quadrupeds, some of extinct species, are found in these old

and upraised alluviums. Fossil leaves of terrestrial plants also,

such as the laurel, myrtle, and pistachio, of species indigenous

to Sicily, have been detected in the oldest subaerial tuffs. At

first the cone of Trifoglietto, and probably the lower part of the

eone of Mongibello, was built up ; still later the cone last-men-

tioned, becoming the sole centre of activity, overwhelmed the

eastern cone, and finally underwent in itself various t

f its summit, and the formation

of the Yal del Bove on its easl the phase of

lateral eruptions began, which still continues in full vigor.
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ART. XXVl.—Diluvial Since on Fragments in Situ; by 0. K
Stoddard, Prof. Nat. Science, Miami University.

While examining a few days since the fossils and the striaa

pertaining to the Silurian formation of this vici litv. 1 disc .vcred
grave], small boulders, and fragments of the underlyii
very much worn by diluvial agencies and manifestly now lying
where they were when striated. They were nearly uncovered
some three years since in forming a bed for a railroad

; the re-

i nudation has been accomplished by the action of the
rains upon the unfinished and unprotected bed.
They have been exposed along the road for about isl-

and across nearly the whole breadth. At one point the material
was a mass of gravel closelv packed, and covering several
square feet; at other places fragments ,,t Silurian iiinestune,

mingled promiscuously with small boulders of granite, green-
stone, hornblende and quartz, the whole embedded in compact
clay. The stri ifed - n e «s were in the same plane, and at one
point the underlying rock was exposed, also striated. The di-

rection of the grooves varied from 5° to 8° south of east.

No one, I presume, will for a moment entertain the idea, that
the one hundred and fortyone p is bed were

id to this spot, having been striated elsewhere, and ac-

cidentally deposited with their surfaces in the same plane, and
their grooves substantially parallel. The chances against such
an occurrence are so enormous, that we might with safety say,
it could not happen except by miracle.
The bearing of this example upon the different theories of

" m is obvious. The agency of running water may
cts in ques-

tion.. Ioebei I v the waves and currents of a
palasozoic sea afford a solution but little more plausible. Ice-

3r the fragments,

,thero. It seems
necessary to admit that they were firmly frozen into the clay
and thus held in position, while" some overlying mass slowly
ground off their *-\; - -l s-i t -. li \\ admit t at the bed was
frozen during the striatum process, then must we also admit
that it could not have been covered at that time by any consider-
able depth of water. It is hanliv neocssarv to state to a geolo---•:•

,.-... ....:.;... •-.- • ~

w this case, and no su| a &», that

glaciers once overspr. -'g the beds under-
neath frost-bo sir enormous pressure
wards, prevented displacement in an upward direction

d-nvn
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place, but also these fragments, almost as firmly fixed by frost

as the rocks themselves. On examination, a few of the pieces

were found to be grooved on the under surface also. In one or

two cases the strise on opposite sides were nearly parallel, but

generally inclined at a considerable angle.

Probably these fragments were at first embedded in the glacier

and received, while in that position, the scratches on their under

surface, but were subsequently detached from the glacier, em-

bedded and frozen in the clay, where they were reduced to the

condition in which they were found.

It may not be amiss to remark in conclusion, that striae are

abundant upon the surface rocks of this region, their direction

varying from 1° to 11° east of south. The most durable bould-

ers generally exhibit upon one or more of their surfaces distinct

traces of the same abrading agency.

Miami University, June 11th, 1859.

Art. XXVII.— Vibratiom in (he Waterfall at Holyoke, Mass.; by
Prof. E. S. Snell, Amherst College.

At the meeting of the American Scientific Association held in

Montreal, August, 1857, I read a paper on the vibrations of the

fall at Holyoke, in which I attributed the movement to the rare-

F air in the tube behind the sheet, this rarefaction being

caused by the action of the water, which carries down the adja-

and throws it up in foam mostly on the outside of the

fall. In that paper I described two modes of vibration which I

had observed, that agreed well with the supposition of acoustic

pulsations in a tube of air 1008 feet long, and having two nodal

sections in one case, and four in the other. I also stated my
impression that I had, many years before, noticed a much slower

rate of vibration, which accorded equally well with the existence

of one nodal section in the tube.

Since the reading of the above-mentioned paper, I have ob-

served the condition of the fall at four different times. In Octo-

ber and Xovember, 1857, I noticed the same rates of vibration

y, which I had previously reported. But on the 16th

of April, 1859, I found the water 'four or five feet deep c

edge of the dam, the temperature of the air about 45°, and the

number of r minute. Again, on

the 25th of July last, I found the water lower than I had seen i

, , 3 than three inches deep,) and no vibrations, either in

the sheet, or the air at the end of the cavity behind it.

There are, therefore, at least three very different rates of vibra-

tion in this fall, the slowest when the depth of water is greatest,
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and the most rapid when it is about one foot deep, the vibrations
i together when the depth is so small as three inches.

In the following tabular statement, the four first columns show at
once the facts as they stand connected in the few observations
which I have made, and the last column contains the numbers
calculated for an open tube 1008 feet long, with four nodes for

rid fourth observations, two nodes for the first, second,

and fifth, and one node for the sixth.

I

i ^"^I,/*"
Te'"/>

air
tUre ^6

y
I used the formula in Peirce's Treatise on Sound, N=n y-,

where N is the number of vibrations, n the number of nodes, Y
the velocity of sound, and L the length of the tube. It is observ-
able, that the calculated rates are higher than the observed, in

the cases of most rapid vibration, and lower, in those of least

rapidity, while in the medium rates, they very closely agree.

As to the seventh case, the sheet was so thin, that it was divi-

ded into filaments and broken into spray, and the air had free

ingress and egress through its whole length ; the acoustic tube
being thus destroyed, no vibrations could be produced.

Notwithstanding the discrepancies between the numbers in
the two last columns, I think the general correspondence be-

tween them points to the true nature of the cause, especially

when taken in connect!
noticeable only in the water and in the air,—not at all in the

dam itself, nor in the rock or soil immediately adjacent. It

opening and the mode of exciting vibrations.
This seems to be one of the numerous cases, in which the body

which excites vibrations in another, is itself thrown into syn-

chronous vibration by reaction, and then, by its own inertia or

controls the common rate of both. The sheet of water
in its descent first produces rarefaction of the enclosed air by re-

moving a part of it. The immediate effect is a collapse of the
sheet of water, as well as a rush of air in at the ends. But the

inertia of a thick mass of water will prevent its recovering its

natural position so soon as if it were thinner; hence, the air-

column divides itself into such a number of segments, that the
water and the air can adjust their movements to each other.
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In a manner somewhat like this, a stream of air from the lips,

driven across the embouchure of a flute, excites vibrations in the

column of air, with such frequency that it can itself vibrate in

unison with it. But, if the stream is blown more and more
swiftly, its elasticity will at length be too great for so slow a

rat?, and then the column will divide into shorter segments, and
the two will continue their vibrations harmoniously upon a

higher key. A skillful player can in this way by bis mere
breath produce six or eight harmonic notes on the "flute, when
all the holes are closed.

At the time when I witnessed the comparatively slow oscil-

lation of 82 per minute, I was surprised by the great strength of

the current of air, as it rushed into the opening at the end of the

dam. I could not venture with: Ji the pier,

lest I should be swept in behind the sheet ; nor could I stand at

the entrance of the arch, without bracing myself, by placing

both hands on the corners. There was, however, no alternate

outward blast, but only a lull, or cessation of all motion ;
which

shows, that the excess of air that pours in at every pulse, is car-

ried out again in some other way ; and there is no conceivable

way for it to escape, except to be driven down by the falling

water, and poured up externally in a bed of foam. It had never

occurred to me before, that the velocity of the air-current

must be greater, the longer the interval' between the pulses,

since the rarefaction within the tube will be greater nearly in the

ratio of the same interval.

In September, 1857, a paper was read before the Boston So-

ciety of Natural Histoi tiona were made to my
view of the source of the vibrations, and the cause assigned for

them was the impulse on the rock produced by successive swells

of the sheet, extending parallel to the edge of the dam, from one

side of the river to the other. If this is the cause, then the vi-

brations are first excited in the rock, and communicated thence

to the air. But the rock and soil in ti e imm diate \ icinity of the

Holyoke fall are not perceived to move in the least while the

<n'r sways a hx.se garment hack and forth three or four inches,

keeping time with the visible and audible pulsations of the

sheet of water, and at the end of the tube sometimes rushes so

violently, that a man can scarcely stand against it. That alter-

nate swells and contractions cannot exist in a falling sheet of

d if so, that they cannot cause Bei -

the earth, I am not prepared to assert ; but I believe that any

unbiased observer will rind it quite absurd to apply sueh an

explanation to the strong puffing of the air which is usually so

noticeable at the Holyoke fall.
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Art. XXYIIL— Varicography; by Prof. C. Dewey.

(Continued from vol. xxiv, p. 48, Second Series.)

No. 254. C. alata, Tor. Mon.

Spica composita ; spiculis 5-8, ovalibus, sessilibns, crassis, su-
perne aggregate, densifloris, infirne staminiferis; fructibus sub-

tkris, subplanis, abrupti
brevi-rostratis, bidentatis, lato-alatis, rostro subscabris, squama
ovato-lanceolata brevioribus.
Culm 3-4 feet high, smooth, with rough edged leaves

;
pale

green; stigmas two. North Carolina and Georgia—Torrey

;

Florida

—

Chapman ; a pine sedge-grass.

255. C. striata, Mx. Boott, Illust., No. 141.

Spicis staminiferis, 1-4, srepe 2, oblongis, cylindraceis, erectis,

subrubris, b .tens 2, raro

1, oblongo-cylindraceis, erectis, bracteatis, densi-floris, suprema
ssepe apice \iaticis; fructibus ovatis acumina-

iflatia brevi-rostratis scabro-pubescentibus nervosis ore
bifidis, squama ovata acuta fusca vel sub-rubra albi-marginata
uuplo longioribus.

Culm 1-2 feet high, erect, stiff, leafy-bracteate, longer than the
striate and lanceolate leaves, reddish at the root.

Perm.

—

Muhlenberg; New Jersey

—

Torrey and also Kniers-
kern; Florida

—

Chapman.
Confounded with C. polymorpha, Mub. ; but Dr. Boott found

the Florida plant, fully like the others, to be 0. striata in the
Herbarium of Micheaux. This discovery makes a change in its

designation
: it led also to the other changes. Thus,

G. Halseyana, vol. xi, p. 313, of this Journal, becomes var. 2
of CI polymorpha, Muh. Gram. p. 239. Boott, Illust., No. 56. If
this change should prove untenable, the original name can be
restored. Years after C. Halsyana was named, I found it with
different forms, named polymorpha in Muhl. herbarium.

256. C. utriculata. Boott. Illust., No. 37.

Spicis staminiferis 3-4, cylindraceis, erectis, gracilibus; pis-

--4, saepe 3, longo-cv ~ ibremotis,

sjepe apice - ibus, longo-foliaceo-braeteatis, in-

fir/na inferne attenuata et laxiflora et sub-pedunculata fructibus

is ovati-oblongis vel ovata ellipsoides, cum rostro
terati et bifurcato, glabris, subinflatis, stramineis, revorsis, squa-
ma lanceolata purpurea, angusta scabro-aristata longioribus.
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Culm 2-3 feet high, erect, strong, shorter than the broad stiff

rough nodose and reticulate-veined leaves
;
plant glaucous-green,

except the yellowish spikes.

Abundant over the country by streams.

Confounded in our country with C. ampullacea, but separated

some years since by Dr. Boott in Hook. Flor. Bor. Am.
C. ampullacea var. utriculata. Carey in Manual, and this var.

much the most common.
Var. sparsiflora, Dew. All the spikes long, 3-6 inches, slender,

and the pistillate quite loose—flowered and more lax below and

attenuated ; fruit smaller, and scale longer.

Note.—The following changes in the names of some species,

already described in this Journal, become necessary, and some
corrections.

C. gynocratis, Wormsk. is due to that difficult form, C. davalli-

ana
t
Wahl., vol. x, p. 283 of this Journal, and the characters need

to be more full.

C. gyrocratis, Wormsk. Kunze Supp., t. 31.

Spica anl fera oblonga sublaxiflora; fructi-

bus sub-ovalibus vel oblongis basin teretibus, nervosis, cum ros-

tro convexo-tereti sub-brevi recto vel sub-recurvo bidentato,

maturis sub-horizontalibus, squama ovata acuta paullo longiori-

Culm 4-6 inches high, roundish, glabrous, sulcate, longer than

the strong, linear, sub-recurved leaves.

Wayne Co., N. Y.—Dr. Sartwell, as well as Greenland and Al-

pine Lapland.

C. tenella, Ehrhart, not Schk., is the oldest name of G. Per-

soonii, Sieb., in this Journal, Vol. xix, p. 253, Second Series. For

synonyms, see also Carey in Manual, 514. This name of Ehrh.

is the true designation.

C. lenticularis, Mx. Boott, Ulust. No. 76.

Since the description of this species in this Journal, vol. v., P-

175, Second Series, it has been found on the White Mts., N.H.,

also at Lake Avalanche, N. Y.

—

Torrey and Gray. Staminate

spike 1, rarely 2
;

pistillate spikes 2-5, cylindric, obtuse, and

oistigmatic ; fruit oval or ovate, short-rostrate.
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^.et. XXIX.

—

Description of Nine new species of Crinoideafrom
the Subcarboniferous Rocks of Indiana and Kentucky; by Sidney
Lyon and S. A. Casseday.

It was our intention originally, to publish the description of
hese, and other western Crinoidea, in the fourth volume of the
report on the Geology of Kentucky ; but as many of our new
nd most interesting fossils find their way to the cabinets of'

European palaeontologists and are described by them in conti-
lental journals, we determined to lay before the public the results
f our labors at the earliest possible moment. We have draw-
ngs of all the species described, which we will publish sometime
unng the winter of the present year.

Goniasteroidocbinus, n. g., Lyon and Casseday.

Generic Formula.

Basal pieces, 1x5, pentagonal perforation not visible.

Subradial pieces, 5, hexagonal, nearly equal in size.

Primary radials, 3X5, first radial spinigerous.
Secondary radials, 3x10, hexagonal.
Interradial fields, 5x13, to 14.

Interbrachial fields, 5x7, to 9.

Arms, 5, nearly round, composed of about seven rows of small
exagonal pieces resting midway between the primary radials

upport long, pendulous cilia, from five to seven in each

ueces. - Mouth depressed, sub-central.
Column, round, stout, composed of thin pieces alternately

"jjrer and smaller, the larger are the thickest.

The generic name was suggested to us by the resemblance of
ae summit to a Goniaster.

Goniasteroidocrinus tuberosus, n. sp.

.

Body, general form subcylindrical, or like a rounded pentagon, a little

'glier than wide, base deeply excavate. Summit plane or slightly eleva-

:d near the centre : prolonged downwards and out-

ards into a spinous process.
Basal pieces five, forming together a regular pentagon ; nearly covered

v the supra columnar piece.
bubradials five, large, hexagonal, nearly equal in size, joined together,

le margin presents four angular, and five plain margins between the
"ECOND SERIES, Vol. XXVIII, No. 83.-SEPT., 1S59.
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angular notches. The basal, subradial and part of the first radial pieces

are seated in the basal pit.

Radials. The first, fire in number, are Mptag
The second, five in number, are hexagonal and a little sroallei

%. The third radials also five, are septa-

upper oblique margins each supporting three brachials which are hexago-

the radials.

Interradial fields. These are five in number, almost idem
form, number and arrangement of the hexagonal pieces which compose

them. The first rests upon the square end of the subradiak
r margin a row of four or five hexagonal pieces gra*

i, trgins of the

I each a row of four or five pieces sira

middle row, these fit into the angular sj ices h two. , tin middle row of

il and r h le, and reach the arm at

the summit of each interradial field.

All the pieces of the calyx rise into a pointed knob near their centres,

from which runs a raised fold or rib to the centre of all the surrounding

ones. The knobs and ridges of the radials and brachials are more promi-

nent than those of the other pieces: on old specimens the ribs become

I and the centre of the pieces more prominent. The basal and

subradial pieces have plane surfaces.

Interbrachial fields. These spaces are covered bv from seven to nine

small pieces, forming together a scutiform console or support
They stand prominently above the general surface of the body; the

lowest is the largest, the others are similar to those forming the arms.

Arms. The arms are five in number, composed of seven or eight rows

of small hexagonal pieces. At a short distance from the body the arms

branch and terminate in a point, the pieces becoming gradually smaller

from the body outward, and the nuih ig. the arms

and attached to the superior margin of the intuhi.nl il fi s and d

pending therefrom, are from five to eight long delicate plui

they are composed of two or mor.^ i

size throughout their whole length; tin \ I • ar < L.-ii. it- pinnules which

Summit, fiat or slightly elevated, nearly a regular pentagon, covered

bv h grott numi er of p ire elevated into rounded

knobs. About the centre is a cluster of pieces, (a central piece sur-

rounded by five, six, or seven others,) very much
der from which proceed strong, curved ridges meeting at tin-

enclosing five sunken fields which vary in size and in the Hi
pieces forming them. Without and along the margin are five fields,

og of from six to fifteen pieces. The

be distinguished by the greater number and smallness of the

'

t is round and depressed.
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Dimensions.

Diameter on second radials, - - - - 1-00 inch.
Height from base to arms, .... -20 "

Length of spines on first radials, - * - -20 "

Greatest diameter of summit, * * - 1-20 "

Least diameter of summit, - - - - -80 "

Greatest height of summit, - - - - 3-00 "

Length of arms of a specimen whose summit diare ) * a
eter is l-$fo inch length to bifurcation,

J

Length of longest branch, - M0 "

Length of ciliated branch, * * 1-60 "

Thickness of ciliated branch, - - - - -5 "

Geological position and locality. Found in the beds near the top of
the knobstone member of the subcarboniferous beds on Clear Creek,
Hardin Co., Ky., also in the same geofc .-'; ington and

Counties, Indiana. Its vertical range is quite limited. A
hmrpspina) closely resembling ours has been found

nearCoblenz, and at several oth'«.-i Klu'i.ish localities It was first de-
scribed by F. A. Roemer in 1850,* and again in 1854 by Zeiler and

the differences are such that we unhesitatingly refer our fossil

to a new genus. The columns are very unlike. Although closely resem-

other j n the interradial and anal fields, and the number of
radials, yet they differ widely in the arrangement of the brachials as they

to eighty arms all similar, our genus has only five larger arms
and several smaller fimbriated appendices (arms ?) Besides one is from
Devonian rocks whilst the other is only found in Sub-Carboniferous strata.

Fokbesiocrjntjs, De Koninck and Le Hon.

Forbesiocrinus multibrackiatus, sp. nob.

Body subglobose where th« arms are folded inward as is usually the
case

; from the base to the free arms somewhat discoid, robust, externally

covered with minute granules.
Basal pur -:m and size, forming by their outer

at of the eolumn, slightly thickened

mens presenting five obtusely angu-
' - - .-;:

. < .-.._:. •:..;::•.'• -
;

>

columnar piece.

Radial pieces, 1st series. Generally four m each ray, the first five

^ - - :.-._ ••....-: -...:.-. =-
= - ' "

fifA pentagonal and roucl The sec-

0nd aQd third radials are obscurely hexagonal, similar in form, differing

* P. A. Koemer, N. Jnfcrbuch fur Min., etc., 1850- p. 679. taf. vi, B.

Bona i -
aDd Wirt^Q Verhand. Kat. Hist. Vereio der Preus. Wiinekade, &c
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lightly in size: the four:'

i in: mi icli or its 1,1.; i- upj>t;i sides supporting three

pieces of the secondary r liar in form and nearly as

j. The last of these being axillary support on their

upper oblique margins each, from four to seven brachial pieces : these last

axillary, and bear on one side a branch of from twenty-five to

thirty pieces, on the other branch which is again

D of the arms, each branch of this last

division being composed of about twenty pieces.

Interradkd / / /.. iv - rl. *. These "fields consist of about fifteen pie-

ces each, the first of which rests upon the upper oblique margin of the

first radial of the first series. I'sually hexagonal, small, this supports

two of the second row, similar in form and size ; these last ag
three of the third row, of the same form but a little larger; these again a

fourth row rj ifferingslig b are followed by two supe-

rior rows of ten pieces each, of irregular forms, sometimes there is another

at the summit of which completes the field.

Iaterradial fields of the 2nd series, five, composed of pieces similar in

mounted by two similar pieces, these by two others, then a smaller one,

or one at the base, with one above the other, these again by two ranges

of two, then one, all these forms are occasionally found in the same speci-

Anal pieces, six. The first is septagonal and rests upon the large s«b-

by their junction is one irregular shaped piece supporting two quite

The arras are twenty in number, of irregular length, each branch di-

vided into tib v in all : they are free from the third

e of the third division.

The arran

branches of

} quite short. The general

f Jcth •

very large cup, in proportion t

like that of Icthyocrinus hevis, (Conrad) Hall's fig

Rep., pi. 48, fig. 2. In the arrangement of the n

ree series, it approaches Forbesiocrinus Wortheni, Hall (Iowa,

pi. 17, fig. 5), from which it differs widely in the number of In

Our specimens are nearly perfect, none of them exhibit t!

pieces of F. Wortheni, Hall. In several species of this genus which have

come under our observation there are no patelloid pieces, in a few of our

specimens (the prolongation of the superior pieces near the centre of their

- • -\i

before cited. It is highly probable that this prolongation in

animal was less calcareous than the remainder of the piece, a:

tstfchce, was differently mineralized from the mass -

This very difference in the composition of the pieces, supposing that the
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•rolongation was cartilaginous and the rest of the piece bony, would give
lexibility to the body of the calyx and would have been especially useful
o our similarly arranged species, whose rays are soldered together by
he intercalation of three stories of intermedial and interbrachial fields.

Our figures are drawn the size of nature from the largest perfect speci-
nen that has come under our notice, fragments have been found of larger
tidividuals.

Geological position and locality. Rare in the beds of the subcarbonif-
us limestone near the top of the knob sandstone, Clear Creek, Hardin
ounty, Ky. Also in the same beds in Washington and Montgomery
ounties, la. Vertical range unknown, it is probable that it is quite

Forbesiocrinus ramulosus, sp. nobis.

Body discoid, rays long, prominent.
Basal pieces, three, of equal size, not projecting beyond the column, in

perfect specimens appear i i of the column ; having
an unequal thickness, the thickest part being in the centre of the width of

_
Subradials, five, pentagonal, low, four times as broad as high. Radial

pieces, the first are about tv, i. ,- wi : is imrli, oUpurely quadrangular or

lower margin convex, upper concave in the center, convex on
the outer corners ; the second and third are similar in size and form ; the
fourth are pentagonal, similar on their lower margins to the first, second
and third, increasing in breadth at the centre where they terminate in an
elevated point. The first and second radials join each other, the remain-
der do not touch at any point.

Secondary radials. The oblique upper margins of the fourth primary
radials support each, two branches, varying from four tc six pieces (usual-

the rays, ten in number, branch to the 'y to the end
°f the main branches, making generally from 14 to 16 branches. These
larger branches are subdivided from three to five times.

Anal pieces, usually from f.. ir Co m\. H.e first - the larcr*«t piec in

the circle of sa . i is placed a

rectangular parallelogramic piece three times as high as wide, on this

rests three or four small pieces one above the other.

InUrradial pieces. Between each primary ray there is one, sometimes
wo, hexagonal pieces. It is not uncommon to find some of the rays

Without an interradial, in the young they are seldom present.

Interbrachials. Usually one between the main ray and the first divis-

usd between the main branches and
the second, third and fourth divisions. In well preserved specimens the

whole body and arms are covered with minute granules.

inabi&g from the body downwards, composed of
• i" circular pi., *, separating

good lens is required to see this dividing member between the
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Dimensions of medium sized Adult

:

Breadth of basal pieces, .45 \nc^

Wthof
SUb

«
adklS

' " 2° *

'

Length of first 4 radials, .... -75"
Length of arms, 3 .l5 «

This crinoid is referred with some doubt to Forbesiocrinus of de Ko-
n.Pck as defined by Jas. Hall, Geol. of Iowa, part 2, p. 630. I

strictness^ this is not ForUsiorr ami i

of the crinoidea appears to have been
bbck to all pateontol .,
advanced and the number of genera erected, to
has not diminished the difficulties pertaining to the subject.
Our species has from four to six anal pieces and no more, the generic

definition re-pim^n r , t«, „
}
4 , „ ,„ „ , r .

. n , u ^ eennen the arms

forty to sixty. If the branches from the first bifurcation are taken as
m instead of ten as we define it to have, has 10X16=These differences should certainly be generic, yet the analogv of form is

admit this and Shewed T^ ^ eXt6Qd ^ ^neric formula and

Geologic \ Subcarboniferous limestone, Hardin
Oo., Ky., and in similar rocks in Indiana.

Actinocrixus. (Miller.)

Acttnocrinus cornigerus, sp. nobis.

Body. General form subglobular, conical, below the arms having the

<ds the length of the en-
tire body, he whole surface beautifully ornamented with carina, spines
and tubercles. ' r

Bawl piece*, three, prominent, nearly equal in size, forming together a
liar hexagon : each piece has a broad I

upon its outer margin, overlapping and partially concealing the sutures
formed by their

;

m.-ti „i «kh th« ro« ,f ;.,,,, tMUvn r them. Open-
;
hyllous.

S l

First mhaU, five, hexagonal, near the centre of each is a prominent
- i-'uliuf from two to six ribs each ;

I to the edges of the pieces where they are met bv similar
ones from tie

r marking9t
'

'. ' - ~ ' - ' '.
: •

.''. •

.

Pie

ff
Th,; "ding the base are quite prominent

and torm around it a raised hexagon.
Second radials, five, hexagonal, a little smaller than the first radials

niamented.
Third radials, five, two of which are hexagonal, the others being pen-

I be strong rib which proceeding from the centre of the first,

tee near the centre of the
third, giving off two ribs. From the upper margin of the third
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radials rise two radials of the second series: on each of these the rib

first btfur-

Interradial pieces. Generally from three to seven, they are disposed as

: succeeded by two nearly equal to it

in size, also fa r o, three or four, differing

in form, these again are followed by a number of small

Anal pieces, seven to sixteen ; the first of the series is hexagonal, in the
same circle v ••

! having the
same ornament, this piece is followed by two others as in :

!
<- int< n-adi d

• t that the pieces are generally smaller. Upon these succeed
four, sometimes more, which are followed by three regular and a cluster

of four petal-like pieces with one to completing
the row. The ornature of all these pieces is the same as on those already

mentioned, being quite as prominent on the small as on the la
\

thereby causing an extraordinary rugosity on the smaller pieces.

Interbrachial pieces. In a line with each ray, interposed between the

brachials, are two interbrachials, one immediately above the other.

Vault. The surface of the vaull ith granular

markings except on the anal side. The summit frequently has a long
spine, nearly central, from which proceed raised tdkU projecting toward
the arms, terminating at a spine or circularly disposed group of pieces

around a central one. A short distance within the circle of the arms,
along the centre of the folds, the pieces are generally larger than on the

• s are also much more prominent on

eces. On th< anal side the vault is more convex than on

is covered by about twenty-five or thirty small

polygonal pieces not ornamented like the other pieces composing the
vuult; neur th,. e.-ntiv - arly smooth pieces, six of
:l " -i:i very minute and . _ - <r pieces,

making together a Stella 3 both falling into and
nearly covering one of the hexagonal spaces composing this part of the

Column, round, near the body composed of pieces alternately larger

and smaller. Our species resembles most closely A. costus, (McCoy
)^

both in its general form, size, disposition and ornature. The n

a central proboscis, the difference of the basais, the garniture of

_ iter number of the arms, renders it an easy task to distin-

Geologkal position and locality. Found in great abundance at the

the Ohio. V. < have been obtained. The verti-

3 top of the Devonian rocks in the
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Actinocrinus, sp. nobis.

Body, uniform, symmetrical, enlarging rapidly beneath the arms, vault

tumidly conical, centrally surmounted by a strong proboscis nearly as

long as the height of the body. Base plain below, slightly ev
'*

i large column which is round, composed of alternately

Basal pieces, hexagonal, thick, low, margin and angles rounded, slightly

inflated, projecting beyond the column around which it forms a pitali-

form border, perforation small, pentagonal.

First radiate, hexagonal, much smaller than the basal pieces, on the

upper margin of which they rest, prominently marked, transversly, by a

long knob a little below the centre of the pieces.

Second radiate, very small, subquadrangular, nearly as high as wide,

inflated in the same manner as the first radials.

Third radiate, much larger than the second, differing in size and form,

obscure octagonal, septagonal and hexagonal, some higher than wide,

others four times as wide as high : on their c
1 1-

illary, supporting usually

about f.

i double row of joints; the arms be-

come treeirom uie last brachial, me two postero-lateral rays have an ad-

ditional arm on those branches joining the anal pieces. This gives each

postero-lateral ray five arms, and four to each of the others, making in all

arms of two fingers each. These fingers are fringed with fine

Interradial pieces. The first is large, (inferior in size to the first radi-

I
resting in a deep angular

notch between the first radials and similarly inflated ; the oblique upper

margins support each a piece of the second row, which differ much in

their size and form, one in each field usually hexagonal, the other penta-

gonal, joined they present an angular notch between their summits in

which rests one piece ; sometimes another, quite small, is added.

Anal pieces. The first is septagonal, and is the largest piece, com-

posing the circle about the basis; upon this rests three pentagonal, or

' ' ces of the second range ; by the same arrange

I and fourth range, each range being composed c

smaller pieces than the preceding one, sometimes a small lanceolate piece

surmounts this pyramid completing it to the level of the arms. The first

anal piece is marked like the first radials, the others are ornamented by a

low, central tubercle.

Vault. The vault is covered by numerous polygonal pieces differing

slightly in size, inflated, terminating in a point more or less sharp and

round near the center of the pieces.

Proboscis. This like the vault is covered by polygonal pi

>- •::
.

- . :.' .J ' .
• ' -

:

the anal side being covered by oblong pentagonal pieces some of which

bear a range of two or three knobs or spines, on the opposite side the

pieces are relatively much smaller, and the spines longer.
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Dimensions of large Specimen.

Height of calyx, -95 inch.

V

" " base, -20 "

Length of proboscis (not complete), - - 1-80 "

Height of calyx, vault and proboscis, - - - 320 "

Length of arms partly concealed, - - - 3-45 "

Geological position and locality. Imperfect, but recognizable, speci-

mens occur at the quarries near Louisville and Nashville Railroad, Clear
Creek, Hardin Co., Ky., aa Seu$, &c. For

are indebted to the cabinet of 6. A. Corey, Esq.,
who with praiseworthy liberality, placed at our di-

1

inet of crinoidea. A. grandis is nearly related to A. turbina-
tes, Hall (Iowa, p. 587, pi. ii, fig. 1), also to A. longirostis (lb., pp. 589,
590), from both of these our species differs in the ornature of the pieces, the
number of arms, and so far as may be determined, by the figure and de-

scriptions referred to, by the pieces covering the proboscis and the vault,

and the number of pieces composing the anal and interradial fields.

Actinocrintjs, Miller.

Sub-Genus, Eretmocrinus, Lyon and Casseday.

lized, yet differing so widely frc

hat genus in the structured the arms, the base, and the gen-
ral appearance as to be instantly recognized. The structure of
he arms differing so remarkably from all known genera, would
t once suggest a difference of habit in the animal.

Generic Formula.

Basal pieces, 3, large and extending beyond the calyx.

Radial " 3x5, very small.
Brachial "

3x26.
Interradial " 2x4, one larger and one smaller.

Anal » 6X8.
uries, 0.

Proboscidiferous.
Arms, 26, long paddle shaped, deeply grooved on the inner

"^fimbriated on both sides of the groove.
Abe generic name was suggested by the oar-like arms of this

plendid crinoid.

Eretmocrinus magnificus, sp. nobis.

The general form of the body is that of a double cone, the point of the

tenor cone truncated and one third shorter than the upper one, which
1 Prolonged by a proboscis or oval tube ; the whole body rugose and
e'ow the arms covered by minute granular markings.
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Basal pieces three, large, neatly •
,

-ether a basis

reseiid : i th k kin t! n _ i able distance

beyond the body where it joins to it, deeply concave below, the depression

left by the column forming a still deeper concavity, occupying about half

the diameter of the whole base, the centre being perforated by a small

pentapetalous opening.

radial, are axillary, twice the size of the first, and support on each

bevilled edge two pentagonal secondary radi, J.s the last of which are

•
'

except in the posterolateral rays. y radial be-

On each bevilled edge two rows of three;-
five arms each, the others onh t ui Tlu bra h ils ai

broader than long, and so arranged that the salient angle of one piece

fits into the retreating angle formed by the two pieces opposite it. Com-

mencing at the junction of the base with the first radi a Is rises a row of

e or hesa prominent, extending from

s s and their branches to the free arms

distinctly marking the course of the rays.

Interradials usually two, a large hexagonal one followed by a smaller

Anal pieces six. the inferior :

lateral margins nearly equaj, the lines denning the upper are snorier a.

produce a sharp angular point at the summit of the pieces; betwee

p< 4nt8 of the first range, rest two b

inferior in size to the first; upon these last rests a hl-xag nal piece sti.l

km than those of the second range. The surface i A

dial pieces are plain surfaces, except the fine granular markings before

described.

Vault, The vault is of an elevated conical form surmounted by a

proboscis, the whole being covered by irregular sized pieces, generally
•

_ '...,-'._;':!.:. i _ - - •
.

- .
'

nating in a point—in son,

by two or sometimes. three points. It happens that all these forms are

found in the same specimen.

Arms. The arms of this splendid crinoid are so unlike anything

before described as to merit special attention. Ihey are

sized specimens), about four inches in length. They rise from the i

*
'}

x

in a sub-rotund column about one third of their length, when they

flatten and expand towards the top; at the mi<!

are half an inch wide and about a .-; k, for a short

distance the margins are parallel when they suddenly contract by a grace-

ful curve to about half their greatest width, the -id- - again becoming

parallel for half an inch, when they close by a cireula,

bounds the upper extremity. The insides of the lower parts of these

arms are flattened and grooved by a deep semicircular sulculus, the mar-

gins of which are linec
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row of pieces, very small below, incre [; where the
aims are most expanded they number about twenty-four to the inch, in

the lowest part fivm th r\-;\ t > thirty-eight to the inch.

Geological posit, on uw.l 1 •culdu. Found in vast numbers in the quar-
ries near the Louisville and \a>hville Rail Road, Clear Creek, Hardin Co.
Kentucky, at numerous lo beds near the top of the
Knob member of the su! -carboniferous rocks. On Clear Creek the hori-

zon of our species is 180 feet below tbe equivalent of the Batocrinus and
fish beds of Spnrgen Hill, Indiana. The arms, and in the absence of
these, the general form, especially the button-like projecting base, dis-

tinguish this from Actinocrinus.

Dimensions of medium sized specimen.

Height from base to foot of proboscis, - - 1'45 inch.

Height of calyx to free arms, ... -45 M

Diameter at free arms, 1"7 "

of " - - - - - -65 "

Height of base, - -10 "'

MegistocrIjS'uS, Owen and Shumard.

Megistocrinus rugosus, sp. nobis.

Body subglobose, truncated ; below the truncation concave i from the

-

- long proboscis. The

» ha specific name.

• jftalous.

- '
:

<%*» are finely granulated.

r with the first anal piece a circle

•-

markings.
F h

Second radiah, five, also hexagonal though not so regular in form as

-•
""-

•
:

-

- .,;' tbe Bpper surface
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Third radials, five, gem Sronal, thick, tuberculated,

Mad support each two brachials. In three of the rays they are

md support on each facet one or two pieces, from which proceed

orting four arms. In the two remaining

upport one or two pieces each, the ray

' one pair of arms, thus mal -. Thil cfo-

pr.-it] in of th^ number of arms in a ray is constant and characteristic

Internidiak. These vary in adult specimens from thirteen to fifteen,

in younger ones we -•, •

. ,r. The first three orfour

o md ornament, the rem i

of these fields become gradually smaller, and are less regular in their

form and disposition. All of these as well as the other pieces forming

the sides of the calyx are very thick, and ornamented by promii '
I Ml l

bones, or boss-like projections. They are joined together only at their

lower edges, the upper portion of each piece being free and separated

from the contiguous one by deep sulculi.

Anal pieces, fifteen to twenty-five, varying with the age of the speci-

men
;
presenting much the same character as the interradials just men-

tioned. The one resting on the base is equal in size to the
*

which it resembles, this is succeeded by three large hexag-
the second radials, the remainder are smaller and

the brachials, and in a line with the radia

brachial pieces, one large and two smaller pieces. In the secoi

>n, in those rays having four arms, and between the last brachia

generally one other interbrachial interposed, sometimes two

the surrounding pieces, and usually spinigerous. With the
the spines the vault is devoid of ornament. The pieces are raised in the

centre giving this part a \ ari - appear** . The proboscis is long, sub-

to those of the vault; at or near the

base of it is a spine w h h is tie irly central, or somewhat larger than any

>id is found in

the black slate, at the quarries on Bear grass Creek near L
We have referred this fossil to the genus megistocrinus, which it resembles

so closely in the number and arrangement of the pieces that such dispo-

sition of it will hardly be questioned. It is found in the Dev«
of the age of the Hamilton group, MM
Atrypa reticularis, A. aspera, Euomphalus cyclostomus ? <fcc. This is

about the same horizon in which Hal M latus. A
in the Devonian rocks of Spain, and

described by De Verneuil as Pradocrinus BayHi* a second species P-

i found on the Falls of the Ohio.

s France, 2d Series, t.
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Cyathocrinus, Miller.

Cyathocrinus multibrachiatus, sp. nobis.

•In* Calyx, vasiform, the pieces thick and tumid, surface ornamented with

aoa j confluent granulose markings. Column, round, proportionally small.

m % Basals, sir under surfaces are scooped

4001 out forming a patelloid excavation which is entirely overspread by the

jgpll column. Their superior margins are prolonged into a'ngles.

[m^i: Subradials, five, fitl g angles of'the basis, four of

mto
them are hcx;.goiial th. fifth th >> . pi. . is heptagonal. Of these

^041 pieces the two postero-lateral ones are larger than the two antero-lateral

j^i't one
; the anal piece is yet larger and longer than any of the remainder.

,«&'t From ^e prominent centre of each piece, broad plications, vaguely marked
: proceed to the margins.

First radiate, five, generally pel double their

pjrf height, ornature same as on the other pieces, their upper edges are bevil-

*<](8!
s

strong thick margin, which one-half of the

foUt'
width of the piece, these support the remaining radial pieces which vary

fait*
]
? different rays from two to seven in number, they are very irregular in

size though usually wider than high.
"*% Anal pieces, two, the first is obscurely heptagonal, larger than any of

the other pieces of the calyx, succeeded by a small parallelogramic piece

•Afc#
which forms the basis of the proboscis.

•*^ Vault The form of the pieces composing the vault is unknown. The

*^| proboscis is excentric, occupies about one-third of the whole summit and
* p

is composed of small irregular he\ j face* are thickly

Jp studded with fine granulas. Its 1.
\

ght of the calyx.

Arms. From the last radial pieces of each ray there ettea

. two strong branches, each of win smaller ones, these

become subdivided and decrease regularly in size as they proceed from
the axillary i i<] t\ : this irrai z ' '•>'

< u ' ?« n <• i only when por-

tions of the arms have been removed, as they interlace and

*ktf °!her"

i
armahaw a parallelogramic form, their

Sfbyi
We may readily i

1 to one hundred and twenty.

. of Hall
(

Our specimen reeemblea : ot" Hall (Iowa, p.

62 ", pi. 18, fig. 10), yet the differences are so marked that they will be

-uished.

Position and locality. Found in the subcarboniferous beds of Mont-

gomery Co., Indiana, associated with Forbesiocrinus, Platycrinus, Goni-

"steroidocrinus and other crinoidal remains similar to those of the Keo-
*uck limestone of Iowa.

Cyathocrinus multibrachiatus, var.

The basal, subradial, radial and anal pieces have the same form, rela-

tive size and position as in C. multibrachiatus. In the specimen figured

the surfaces of all ti
-lute of any mark-
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ies above referred to ; although tin's is true of another specimen in

collection, we suppose it owing to the imperfect conservation of those

cular specimens rather than a constant characteristic of the variety,

principal differences are in the arms and the proboscis. The pieces

iposing the proboscis of the variety are arranged in parallel rows instead

;ilternating with each other as they do in C. multibrachiatus. The
is of the variety come off as in the species, namely, the last radial

5 rays of arms, but the secondary

Position and locality.

magement wil
!

. reference to plate 5* fig. b,

oid occurs in the same beds as its
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i considerable quantities, and which was believ

be a valuable nickel ore. A qualitative analysis of it, made at

that time, proved it to be almost pure iron, and the total absence

of carbon, phosphorus and sulphur, and its peculiar appearance,

made it very probable that it was real native iron. The speci-

men, which I received wns H ;< H in size, on one side of it the

iron was £tb, on the other |th of an inch in thickness ; on one

side it was incrusted by a silicate of iron, magnesia and lime, <

The iron itself is of a greyish white color, a hackly fracture,

and breaks easily into fragments of an irregular shape, which

are crystalline, without, however, showing signs of any
planes. It is soft and scratches fluorspar with difficulty. Lus-

tre eminently metalic. Dissolves readily in nitric acid. It was

About a year after I had examined the mineral fn

ville, I received the same substance from northern Alabama as

an alloy of gold, platinum, silver, copper, etc., with the request

to advise a plan for the separation of these metals.

I have endeavored to obtain more of this interesting substance

from both localities, but the parties, probably not being satisfied
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with the results of my examinations, did not comply with my
request, and I hope others may be more successful than I have

2. Native Bismuth.

A fragment of the beautiful variety of Bismuth from the Peak
of the Sorato, in Bolivia, S. A., where it occurs in masses of a
broadly laminated structure, the foliae frequently interlaminated

s of native gold, has been presented to me by Chas.
M. Wheatley, Esq., and was found to contain :

3. Whitneyite. Am. Journ. Sci., [2], xxvii, 400.

In his Report on Lake Superior, Washington, 1849, p. 447,
Dr. C. T. Jackson makes the following observations. " Aug.
3d, 1848. Crossing over the summit of the cliff and descending
a few rods on the slope, we came to a little vein, which was sup-
posed to be antirnonial copper ore, but which, by blowpipe
analysis, gave only arsenic and copper." This passage having
escaped my notice at the time of writing my paper, I have not
done Dr. Jackson full justice before. It is very probable that
Dr. Jackson had my new species (Whitneyite) in his hands as
early as Aug. 3d, 1848, (although he having foiled to give an

of the same, there is no positive evidence of it). It is

certain that he had a mineral, in which by blowpipe tests he
found only arsenic and copper; but he does not express his opin-
ion about it or its claims as a mineralogical species—and there-
fore, if he has been aware of the true nature of this interesting
m'neral, he has done an injustice to himself and science by not
Publishing his views about it.

.
ko learned an investigator as Dr. Jackson could not have been

that it was Domeyko, who first in 1843, described and
analyzed the mineral which bears his name and proved the exist-

ence of arsenids of copper in nature which had not been recog-
nized by Faraday, and von Kobell by their analyses of the same
Mineral in its impure and partly oxydized state of condurrite.

It is by no means certain, however, that the mineral noticed
by Dr. Jackson, in 1848, was not the arsenid of nickel and cop-
per noticed in thi* J«.urmd. \"1\ xiw 417, by T.S.Hunt, and
again on p. 15, this vol., by Prof. Whitney.

4. Barnhardtite.

This species, of which Breithaupt under the name of Homich-
»n gives a great many localities, promised, when first observed,
to become a very important copper ore of North Carolina ; it
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has, however, not been observed since in its pure slate. The

localities Phoenix and Vanderburgh mines, mentioned by Otto

Dieffenbach, are extremely doubtful, the specimens, which came

to my notice from there, were only tarnished chalcopyrite ; the

• mini has proved to be worthless, and is exhausted,

whilst the ores from the Pioneer Mills mine, which I have from

time to time obtained, were mostly the mineral mentioned in my
paper, Am. Jour. Sci. [2], xix, 18, as containing about 40 p.c. of

copper, or mixtures of chalcopyrite and barnhardtite with cop-

perglance, which latter could be easily distinguished with a good

magnifier in small veins, running through the whole mass,

whilst the barnhardtite, previously examined, was quite homo-

geneous. The mixtures of copperglance with barnhardtite and

chalcopyrite, as well as the barnhardtite itself, are interesting

per, thus liberated, combined with the other equivale
copyrite. This oxydation of the sulphid of iron in copper ores

and" concentration of the copper, resulting from the bj

an analogy with the peculiar roasting process at the Austrian

copper work at Agordo, where an iron pyrites, containing about

2 p. c. of copper, is roasted in lumps of the size of a fist; the

copper concentrates in the centre, forming compounds
the above mentioned 40 oz. copper ore, barnhardite and erubesite,

whilst the crust is chiefly composed of sesquioxyd of iron.

5. Gersdorffite.

I have observed this mineral on a specimen of anglesite from

Phcenixville, Pa., on which it forms an incrustation upon par-

tially decomposed galena and zincblende, associated with quartz,

rite and covelline. The very small crystals are cubes

with octahedral planes and, very rarely, those of the pentagonal

dodecahedron, the latter frequently indicated by the striation of

the cubical planes. B.B. it gave the reactions of sulphur, arsenic

and cobalt ; a nitric acid solution, however, showed the presence

of a larger percentage of nickel than cobalt.

6. Molybdate of Iran.

I am indebted to Dr. D. D. Owen for some fragments of this

mineral from Nevada City, California, and have made a few ex-

periments with the same, but regret that the rarity of this sub-

stance prevented a fuller examination. That which could be

scratched off the quartz was not quite pure and contained a trace

of limonite. Dilute ammonia acted readily upon it and
all the molybdic acid, leaving behind the hydrated sesquioxyd
of iron of a brown color. The sample examined gave 24 -

3 p. c.
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f sesquioxyd of iron, some of which was certainly mechanically
lixed with it.

_
Dr. Owen found by his experiments 35 p. c. of

^squioxyd of iron—from which it appears that this substance
xists in the mineral in variable quantities. This fact and the
ther that dilute ammonia extracts the molybdic acid easily and
Dmpletely, leave very little doubt that the "Nevada City mineral
a mechanical mixture of molybdine with limonite, although I
ill admit that no positive opinion can be formed about it, unless
irger quantities of the pure mineral are subjected to repeated

a. In a lot of gold ores from California, which were sent to me
for examination, I found a peculiar variety from the metamor-
phic slates of Calaveras county, consisting of a granular variety
ofalbite, calc eral, mixed

ferous pyrites and freq <rold, and
worked at Angel's, Major Fritz's, Dr. Hill's and Winter's mines.

showed sometimes a sublaminated and somewhat
divergent structure, but only, where calcite predominated and
could be removed by acid, crystals could be obtained. They
were small and indistinct, showed however the common form or
twins of the same. The following planes are noticed: 7, /',

1| 1', and ii. I analyzed a specimen of the granular variety,
freed from calcite by dilute chlorhydric acid, and found:

'• A massive greyish white variety of al bite, much resembling
rosilex and some kinds of jasper, from the Steele mine, Mont-
very county, N. C, has been examined in my laboratory by
• J. P. Popplein, who found it to contain

:

' the determination of the alkalies, the albite, both from the
> mine and California, were decomposed by fluohydric acid.
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Although the material for this analysis appeared to be quite

pure and homogeneous, the already commenced alteration of this

mineral is indicated by the low percentage of silicic acid, the

presence of water, etc.

It is rarely associated with crystals of albite, but frequently

with minute crystals of orthoclase, sphene, ripidolite, gold, pyrites,

blende, chalcopyrite and galena.

8. Ripidolite.

The most interesting associate of the massive albite from the

Steele mine is ripidolite, because it is the result of its alteration,

as can be easily observed from the fact that, wherever the albite

has a crack, through which water could penetrate more readily,

a greenish line makes its appearance, which indicates the com-

mencing change ; where this has already made more progress, it

can be seen that the ripidolite is lining both sides of the fissures,

whence it frequently extends through larger masses, which are

not rarely completely converted into it, but sometimes contain a

nucleus of albite, often having the diminutive shape of the orig-

inal piece.

In cavities it is rarely observed in wormlike aggregations of

microscopic crystals, sometimes in peculiar casts,* h.,

appearance of crystals, but generally in masses of aggregated

scales of a dark olive green color.

* Prof. J. D. Dana, who had tho kindness to examine these casts, makes the fol-

.

.-:

:

-

•:_" -'
' '•"' .•'•'.. :

> -
...:..".'

:

be found on the plane9 re-

as rhombohedral or nionoinetric, while the forms are very far from

'

-

-;.:..• ,...-....', .... --..

-: --- :...:' .--... •-:=.•.- ..'•• ',.. : "

' - -,.. •
. . :

'. .,__ ,; .- .,- '

•' -

- - -
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I found the pure mineral to contain

:

Oxyd of manganese,

Wafer*-
"-"-*-

The oxygen ratio of RO : R
3 3 : Si 0, : HO being

1 : 1-08 : 1-20 : 0'87, the ratio of the
Suivalents would be =12 : 4 : 5 : 10, and considering
imina and sesquioxyd of iron as replacing silicic acid the

formula =3R 4 (|

i

) 3 + 10fl, or perhaps better =ft 4 (|) 3+3&.

9. Pholerite.

A mineral has been observed in several of the coal mines of
I county, Pa., under similar circumstances to those,

under which pholerite has been found in France and Belgium,
physical properties being the same, I consider them

. i ding the differences between my own and
• analyses.

At Tamaqua it is found in scales of a yellowish white color,
which, however, can be easily removed by dilute chlorhydric
acid, and near Pottsville in snow white nacreous scales of a
pearly lustre.

„ -!u
aC

!

er *^e m 'crosc(>pe the scales appear to be clinorhombic
ii predominating and -li indicated by the trun-

t of the acute basal edge of the right rhomboidal prism.
ave made several analyses of the mineral from Tamaqm

riginal state and after purifications by dilute chloj
hydric acid.

The analyses were made by fusion with carbonate of soda, as
"well as with concentrated sulphuric a the silicic acid separa-
ted by the latter method dissolved completely in boiling carbon-
ate of soda. The alkalies were determined by J. Lawrence
Smith's method

:

-These analyses show that many of the varieties of the so-called
Kaolin belong to pholerite.
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10. Scheelite.

I have observed in North Carolina several new localities of

a. At the so-called Dutchmen Vein of the Bangle mine prop-

erty, Cabarras county, it has been met with between 90 and 100

feet depth, associated with pyrites and chalcopyrite in quartz
;

forming an ore, which contains from 2 to 3 ounces of fine gold

in 2000 pounds. Although it is considerably disseminated

through the whole mass of ore in fine grains, the largest masses,

which I have seen were not over fths of an inch in diameter.

No crystals have been noticed, but only granular masses of

a pale yellowish brown color, distinctly showing the octahedral

cleavage. It contains

:

ic acid, ..... 79-52

Ox/d of copper, - - - - - 08
Sesquioxyd of iron, - - - - 018

the Flowe mine, Mecklenburgh
rith barytes, chalybite,

Noti
ing a modification of the octahedron 1, slightly

It has a yellowish brown color and would, if perfect, have a

length of fV of one inch ; the other crystal was about half that

i line orange color and was a combination of the planes

£ and »; it contained a small quantity of tungstate of baryta.

Both crystals gave B.B. traces of tin.

11. Rhombic Tungstate of Lime.

Found also at the Flowe Mine.

It has a yellowish and greyish white color, and a vitreous lus-

tre, which is subadamantine on a fresh fracture.

The crystals are small and indistinct, an aggregation of many

ris frequently formed into one crystal; the largest one,

which I have seen, but which was very imperfect, was ^th of an

inch long. All crystals contain a nucleus of wolfram. I have

noticed the following planes: /, it, £t, 1 and It; cleavage could

not be observed.

Are these crystals pseudomorphs ? I do not believe it, at any

rate, they have not the appearance of pseudomorphs. We know

that lime is isomorphous with oxyd of iron and mar-
would therefore suggest that tungstate of lime is dimorphous, and

that in this case it is coating a nucleus of
(^

e
Jo, WO„ just

like a chrome-alum crystal, when placed into a solution of alum,
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deposites upon itself a coating of the latter, or in the same man-
ner, in which the green tourmaline, of Chesterfield, Mas?., sur-
rounds a nucleus of the red. I do not think that ever anybody
considered the green a pseudomorph of the red one ?

12. Wolfram.

I have examined the wolfram, which forms the nucleus of the
rhombic tungstate of lime.
Only one crystal has been observed yet, which shows the

planes 7, u, || and 1?. Sp, grav. at 25° Cels, =7496. It contains

:

Tungetic acid, ...... 7579
Oxydofiron,--..-. 198O
Oxyd of manganese, ..... 535
Lime, 032
Binoxyd of tin, ...... trace

This corresponds with the formula : 4FeO, WO'j+MnO, WO,.

13. Afew

,
Much has been said and written about the occurrence of gold

m veins and elsewhere and the formation of the same, but com-
paring the different theories with some very important facts, we
are often at a loss to e; ind it seems
to me that we know but very little about this difficult subject.
Vv ithout ar. 3 the merits of the different theo-

g a few data, which may help to
throw some light on this question.
Gold is frequently found in diorite (in smaller quantities in

s
.Temte and granite) and although it is only rarely 'observed in
the massive rocks, I have seen specimens from Honduras, C. A.,
where it was imbedded in the diorite without any other associa-
tion. The result of the complete decomposition of the diorite is

I this has in the gold region of

a high reputation for its richness in gold,
ft was in the diorite region of Cabarrus County, K. C, where
the first large piece of gold was found, we -

pounds. All this soil is more or less auriferous, but <

t^e gold somewhat concentrated, nearly in the same ratio, in
which the lighter particles have been washed away. But not

is country the diorite has been found to be au

IX pounds which was
found at Alexandrowsk near Miask in Siberia, nine feet below
the surface, in diorite.
The gold obtained from the disintegrated diorite is generally

smooth and rounded as if it was water-worn. This cannot be,

however, because it lies still in its original, but only altered
Matrix, and has not been subjected to any attrition by water and
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sand ; besides, if we observe any cavities in such gold, we find

the sharp edges of crystals, etc., in the same, rounded in a simi-

lar manner, just as if the whole piece had been subjected to the

action of acids, which in reality seems to have been the case. I

believe that this is the most natural explanation, because it tells

us at the same time, to what source we must trace the gold,

which we find in the veins passing through these formations.

The greatest difficulty presents itself by inquiring into the

nature of the solvent. I do not believe it is very probable that

the gold has been carried off as a silicate of gold, or by the action

of chlorhydric acid upon the sulphid. What seems to me most

reasonable, is that it was dissolved as terchlorid of gold. If we

remember, that the decomposition of pyrites, one of the most

common accessory constituents of diorite, produces sulphuric

acid, which in the presence of the never wanting chlorid of

sodium and an higher oxyd of manganese may liberate small

quantities of chlorine, the most powerful solvent of gold, we have

at least a very plausible explanation.

After penetrating the decomposed diorite the solution of gold,

passing down the veins, comes in contact with reduci
and is reprecipitated again, frequently in crystals or c

forms. I shall farther below make a few remarks about the sub-

stances which precipitate the gold, in veins as well as in beds.

_
An almost positive proof that the gold in the veins of the

diorite formation originates from the adjoining rocks is the fact

that the deeper the diorite is decomposed, the deeper the gold is

found in the veins. Many of these veins do not contain any

gold at fifty feet depth, and I have known veins, which were

rich near the surface, not to contain a trace of gold at thirty-five

feet depth. Very few of these veins (if not on high hills) carry

any gold below 120 feet depth.

The occurrence of gold in beds in the metamorphi
great depth can far more be relied upon ; Gold Hill, in Rowan
Co. N. C, for instance, is over 600 feet deep and the ore as rich

as ever. Although it cannot be denied that the greater portion

of the gold in such deposits is as old as the stratum itself, in

which it occurs, it is certain that inside of s

constant changes are going on, gold dissolved and reprecipitated.

We could not account for the crystalline structure of most of the

gold in such beds if we would not presume that the freshly pre-

cipitated gold deposits frequently upon that already present.

The description of a few specimens in my collection may be

interesting, for they prove that the gold must have been in

solution.

a. From Whitehall, Spotsylvania Co. Va.,—shows gold asso-

ite, limonite and quartz. The gold is crys-

tallized in forms" belonging to the rhombohedral system and
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showing very distinctly one rhombohedron, scalenohedron and
basal plan ; it is coating tetradymite and evidently a pseudo-
morph after it. I have seen other specimens from the same

it of inferior value and beauty.
b. The tetradymite from the Tellurium Mine, Fluvanna Co.

Va.
;

and the native bismuth from the Peak of the Sorato in
Bolivia, S. A., are frequently interlaminated with gold.

I have made some experiments with a solution of terchlorid
of gold and tetradymite and found that the latter pr
the gold from a dilute solution easily with a smooth and brilliant

surface.

c. In the upper portion of the ore bed in the metamorphic
slates at Springfield, Carroll county, Md., which, near the sur-

face, consists of magnetite and at a greater depth of chalcopyrite
and other ores, sometimes films of native gold have been ob-
served coating the cleavage planes of magnetite. On close ex-
amination it can be noticed that below the film of gold the mag-
netite is oxydized into hydrated sesquioxyd of iron.

d. A very striking occurrence of native gold is, that where it

is associated with pyrites. Most.of the pyritous gold ores are too
poor to form a positive opinion about the form, in which they
contain the gold, from observation, and many authors are of
opinion that the gold may exist in the form of a sulphid, either
hy itself or as a sulphosalt. If we take it for granted that the
pyrites itself is the result of the reduction of iron-salts and bear
m mind that protosalts of iron reduce gold instantaneously, we
cannot adopt this opinion. But even if terchlorid of gold should
have been precipitated by sulphydric acid, whilst passing
through the vein, it could not remain in that state for a long
time, because moist tersulphid of gold in the presence of the
smallest trace of an acid is easily decomposed into metallic gold
and sulphuric acid. Some specimens of auriferous albite from
Winter's vein, Calaveras county, California, show I

that, wherever there is a crystal of pyrites, small crystals of gold
are attached to it, demonstrating, tin t the sulphate of iron pre-

cipitated the gold, previous to its own reduction into pyrites.

AH these facts prove that the gold is carried into the veins
trom the adjoining rocks, and that the opinion, which considers
veins the source of the gold of alluvial and diluvial deposits and

If another proof was wanted to show the fallacy of this idea,

Jt would be the fact that the gold from the soil or alluvial and
Pluvial deposits, has rarely the same fineness as that from the
veins wrought in the ">d of the same, the
latter being generally less fine. It is impossible therefore that
tae destruction of a portion of these veins could have furnished
t^e gold of such deposits.

""^phi*. July 27, 1859.



Art. XXXI.

—

Notice of a Memoir by M. Jules Marcou, entitled

" Dyas and Trias or' the New Red Sandstone in Europe, North

America and India."* (In a letter from Sir Roderick I.

Mi-rchison to the Editors.)

r I read with surprise the fol-

lowing paragraph in a published letter by M. Jules Marcou on

American Geology. " I think that the term Permian, at least

as given by Murchison for the strata of the government of Perm,

a very improper one. There are strong suspicions that Sfarehi-

son has put into his Permian a part if not the whole of the

Trias, and I am almost certain that if geologists accept the Rus-

sian Permian as Murchison has defined it as the type, the Trias

will disappear from classification in Asia, Africa, America, and

Australia.
1 '

Considering this to be a serious charge, I wrote to M. ICwecw

and begged to know the grounds on which he had made it. As
he had never been in Russia, I called his notice to another ex-

pression in his own letter on American geology in which he

says :
" not having visited Kansas or Nebraska I have no de-

cided opinion respecting the geology of those countries; for I

profess the doctrine that geologists must see with their own

eyes," &c. I further expressed a wish, that M. Marcou had

acted on his own doctrine, as respected Russia, before he passed

so severe a judgment on the researches of M. de Yerneuil, Count

Keyserling and myself. The replies sent to me by that gentle-

man, though very polite, being by no means satisfactory, I

stated to him my intention of publishing our correspondence in

your journal. But I abstained to do so until M. Marcou had

produced a fuller explanation of his views.

After a study of the original work of my friends a

Marcou has at length produced his results in the Bibliotheque

Universelle de Geneve under the title of which a translation is

given at the head of this letter.

Leaving my able contemporaries in America and the Geologi-

cal Surveyors in India to settle their accounts with M. Maroon.

I have requested my coadjutor, M. de Verneuil, to answer this

article in the French language. In the mean time I confidently

refer the judgment of the value of this critical essay to all geolo-

gists who have followed the progress of their science.

All such persons know, and particularly those who have read

the new edition of my work on Siluria, that the absoi

tion between the fossils of the Permian group or /

Marcou and those of the Trias is much more sharply defined

* Bibliotheque Umyerselle de Geneve, Mai ct Juin, 1859.
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than ever, and yet he reverts to the former and obsolete state of
the science and merges these two most markedly separated de-
posits in one natural group, The author applies his new word
'Dyas' to the rocks in question because the two deposits only of
Rothe-liegende and Zechstein chiei v prevail m certsin tracts;
but geologists who have gone through all the proofs I have ad-
duced from various countries of a clear division of the Permian
rocks into three parts, of which Zechstein is the centre, will not
easily be led to adopt the use of the new word—still less to mix
up as proposed the Dyas and Trias in one geological group.
Although I will not answer objections in detail on the geology

of Russia which proceed from a writer who has never been in
that country, let me inform those of your readers who are in
the same condition as M. Marcou, that one of the very reasons
he assigns to depreciate the correctness of my ultimate classifi-

cation, ought to operate in mv favor. It is quite true that in
most parts of the vast region of Russia (larger than France) oc-

cupied by the rocks to which I assigned the name of Permian,
tbere is no large development at their base, of those deposits
which in Germany are known as the Roth-todt-liegende, though
even in Russia there are tracts in which underlying grits with

•resent that German deposit. But the great fact which
-<1 by visits to all the classical districts of Germany

before the publication of the work on Russia and bv comparing
them with those of Russia is, that whether the pebble-beds and
sandstones underlie the Zechstein as in Germany or are inter-

mixed with and chiefly overlie all the limestone as in Russia,
the plants of the two regions have been pronounced to be iden-
tical. These plants are related generic-ally to the Carboniferous
forms, whilst on the authority of Goppert they are pronounced
to be entirely distinct from those of the Trias.

In short, the whole geological series does not offer a more
complete discordance of tvpe between any two conterminous
groups than that which exists between the fossils of the Per-
mian and those of the Trias, whether we refer to their respect-

ively imbedded reptiles, fishes and shells, or to their plants; the
0tle set marking the close of Palaeozoic, the others the com-
mencement of the Mesozoic era. Yet these are the two deposits

Marcou unites in one natural group under the name
of New Red Sandstone.
To conclude, let me request you, Messrs. Editors, to have the

goodness to 1 |
-\-re of the

:

then require no other reason to induce plain geologists to side

in the great palaeozoic
'

-
» rs of the Permian era, and by op-
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posing the views of an author who considers such fossils to be

the remains of "precocious beings"—the 'precursors' or 'ad-

vanced guard' of the secondary or Mesozoic populations!"

I remain gentlemen, your very obedient servant,

Roderick I. Murchison.
Geolofflc.il Survey Office, London, July 25th, 1859.

P. a—Informing his readers that my eminent friend M.

d'Omalius d'Halloy had named the same rocks Peneen ('poor')

which I afterwards termed Permian, M. Marcou should recol-

lect, that when I wrote my first letter on the subject to Dr.

Fischer at Moscow in 1842, I was far distant from any works of

reference. When, however, I consulted the ' Elements de Geol-

ogie' of d'On a is, ;

•;'.
. si d in 1831, I found that although

that sound geologist had widely separated his 'Peneen ' from the

1 Terrain Kuprique,' he still maintained as a part of the group

the ' New Bed Sandstone,' from which the Permian was specially

distinguished. Moreover, I much preferred a purely geograph-

ical name taken from a country where fossils abounded, to a term

which implied poverty of fossils. In fact, M. d'Omalius tells us

(p. 276) that his name Peneen was intended as a French transla-

tion of Eoht-todt-liegende, the examples of which rock, best

known to the Nestor of Belgian geologists, near Malmedy, are

indeed quite sterile, as I know from personal examination long

before I visited Russia.

The folio . \rv of Mr. Marcou, called for in

the last paragraph of Sir R. 1. Murchisou's letter.—Eds.

"To sum up, I am led to regard the New Red Sandstone com-

prising the - a great geologic period, equal in

time and space to the Pakeozoic epoch, or t

rian and Devonian), the Carboniferous (the Mountain Limestone

and Coal Measures), the Mesozoic (Jurassic and Cretaceous),

the Tertiary (Eocene, Miocene and Pliocene), and the recent de-

ad later). I also restrict the limits ordina-

rily ascribed to the Palaeozoic and the Mesozoic, and give them

proportions more in harmony with those of the Tertiary and re-

cent epoch—to the end that we may have a well balanced and

natural classification.

"In the 'New Red' as well as in all other great epochs, we

remark that the lower beds (the Kothdiegende) contain Car-

boniferous forms of life—a kind of 'rearguard 7 of the popula-

tions whose destruction had commenced,
were some organisms endowed with a vital force superior to that

given generally to other beings, permitting them to witness the

disappearance of all their contemporaries, and at the same time

to become the spectators—but isolated spectators, of the advent of

new generations, which, although composed of beings somewhat
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similar to their predecessors, are endowed nevertheless with
other forms, and of necessity therefore with other habits, asso-
ciations, and aspects—exactly like the centenary in our human
societies. On the other hand, the upper beds of the New Red,
such as the ' Halstatter Kalk/ the 'RaiblerSchichten,' the 'Bone-
bed,' or the Keuper contain forms indicating the approach of
another geologic period of secondary beds (Jurassic and Cretace-
ous), beings which Professor Quenstedt has happily «t

as the 'precursors' or l advance guard 1

of the Mesozoic popula-
tions. Precocious beings, these precursors, recalling generally
by their sudden appearances and disappearances, those comets
which coming from time to time announce that great events are
on the point of fulfillment. Or, better still, they may be com-
pared to plants which, forced in hot-houses, flourish in the win-
ter, in place of awaiting the spring and whose pale-tinted flow-
ers, and etiolated or disproportioned forms, appear as if they
knew that they were before their time, and as if it was only a
species of tentative experiment, which they were performing and
so they hastened to disappear to make room for the vigorous
and abundant flora of the warm season."—Bibliotheque Univer-
telle {de Geneve), Juin 20, 1859, pp. 115, 146.

[Ota It will be interesting for the reader to turn from Mr.
Marcou's " rear guards, isolated spectators," and " advance

o the plain prose of facts observed by Dr. Newberry in

CO, on the site of our author's assumed Jurassic beds.
See p. 298.]

Art. XXXII.—Examination ofa supposed Meteoric Iron, found near
Rutherforo, by Charles Upham Shepard.

For mv first knowledge of this Iron, I am indebted to Dr.
Jnomas S. Duffy of Rutherfordton, who in the winter of 1857
casually mentioned to me at Charleston, that he had been shown
a very remarkable specimen ot an ore found in his vicinity, of
the character of which no one had been able to pronounce a
satisfactory judgment. From bis description of its lustre and
color, and of certain striae on one or more sides of the mass, I
conceived it might prove a large crystal of mispickel. He
*as kind enough on his return home to send me in a letter,

a few grains that had been chipped from the mass. These I

iound to be slightly malleable and magnetic, while they suf-

ered no sensible alteration before the b!

™at at once excited my curiositv, and led to my requesting Dr.

J^ff to purchase the specimen "for me. Sometime elapsed be-
«jre he was able to effect the object, chiefly owing to the removal
01 tne original proprietor to ft distance from Rutherford. In
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November, 1858, however, he sent the specimen to me by the

hand of Rev. Mr. Bowman ; and a month after addressed me
the following note, in reply to several interrogations . I had

propounded. "I have been considering the questions you asked

me relative to the nondescript specimen 1 sent you by Mr.

Bowman. It was ploughed up at the foot of a hill near a

small water-course, named Sisemore Branch, about half a mile

from where it empties into Second Broad River, and four miles

from Rutherfordton. It was found by a man named Pinner,

who has since removed to the southwest. Search was made, but

no similar piece was discovered, although iron ore of good qual-

ity was found. There are no iron-works in the neighborhood.

This is all the information I am able to communicate about a

substance which has puzzled us all here. You will oblige me
by retaining it in your possession, till I can say something defin-

ite as to its ownership."

My perplexity was greatly increased on the inspection of the

mass. Its weight was three pounds and three quarters, and its

specific gravity, 6*745. Its shape was imperfectly cylindrical

;

and it measured a little above three inches in length, by rather

less than three in one of its diameters, and two in the other. It

was moreover slightly tapering in its figure,—having evidently

been broken directly and evenly across at each extremity, from

connection with a fonger mass, that may have been
in shape, or even drop-form, like the Charlotte meteoric iron,

that was seen to fall August 1, 1835. Almost the first impression

created by the fragment is, that it is cast-iron or steel, that has

been run in a mould formed by a fossil Calamite, supposing also

that the surface was afterwards perfectly cleared of any crust

or film, and polished throughout at every point. Singular ver-
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tical strise prevail on one side of the flattened cylinder, while on
the other half, a totally different style of marking is visible.

The nearer the view however, the less striking is the resem-
blance to any species of casting : and the shape is seen to conform
but very imperfectly to a section of a Calarnite; fur. strictly

speaking, the mass "is only semi-cylindric in figure, three-fifths

of the remainder being flat, and the balance but slightly convex.
The first sketch presents an outline of the smaller base.

The same general figure would be afforded by cross-sections

made at any point, between the base and summit of the mass

;

and it may therefore be employed to describe in part, the char-
acter of the sides of the cylinder. From 1 to 2 is a pitted, wavy,
irregular surface, i ke that orlinnr v seen on true meteorites.

Between 2 and 5 is the most perfectly turned and smooth por-
tion of the cylindric surface. Its symmetry is nearly complete,
except for four vertical channels or grooves, one-sixteenth of
an inch in depth and one-eighth across at top. These have con-

vex sides which meet at bottom so as to touch without actual

coalescence,—continuing distinct, though in apposition, for a
depth of nearly one-tenth of an inch. In several places also the
entire channel of the groove, for the distance of nearly an inch,
is filled with the substance of the mineral, as if the matter had
flowed into and filled it after the solidification of the sides. It
is noticeable also, that the external surface of the matter thus
introduced is exactly smoothed off, and pitted, to correspond to
the roundei

I f the mass. These grooves occur
at 3, 4, 5 and a. Between the grooves are numerous perfectly

parallel and equidistant vertical lines, made up of slight punc-
tures or depressions. The punctulated stria? are denoted as to

number and position in the figure, by the inwardly projecting

points. Other dots are here and there visible also upon the sur-

faces, intermediate between the punctulated lines, ail of which
are seen in the second diagram, where a full representation is

given of the grooved semi-cylinder itself. Portions of the

groove which have been filled up are seen near the bottom.
The punctulated lines are denoted on B, C and D. They are

jess visible on E, while A is undulous and pitted, as in meteor-
ites generally. The side of B, contiguous to A, has a character

intermediate, between the broad-pitted and the punctulate.

The opposite side (fig. 3) of the mass is perhaps the most
anomalous in its markings. The flat surface F (from which a
considerable fragment has been chipped off at g) is smooth, with
the exception of a multitude of finely pectinated wrinkles, or

wave-like elevations, which to the axis, are almost horizontally

disposed. These are interrupted in their continuity by several

nearly smooth spaces, or channels, running cross-wise from top
to bottom, as if produced by the pressure of a broad gravure.
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Other lines still more delicate come into view with the aid i

glass, forming a complication of patterns exceedingly delic
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but too intricate for description. They do not however possess
any analogy to the etchings on meteoric iron, steel or cast-iron.
The surface G at its uppermost portion (or to the right in the

figure) is almost perfectly smooth, presenting only a faint resem-
blance to the flat side, in the presence of a few nearly obsolete
wrinkles. At the middle region, however, these elevations be-
come more strongly ma met down (to the left)

they degenerate in regularity and pass into the pitted and undu-
lous surface, as they form the interior of a crateriform cavity
fully half an inch deep, by three quarters of an inch across at its

opening. The appearance of this cavity at once suggests the
idea that a blunt solid was thrust into the matter when nearly-

congealed, forcing it into the large wrinkles or waves which
form the circumference of the crater. Indeed, it appears highly
probable that all the undulations and crimpings, large and small,

originated in the foreign bodv that produced this deep cavity.
Very little stress however could be attached to an explanation
of such various and unusual appearances as this mass presents,
and I could venture upon no conjecture of its origin as a whole,
more probable, than that the matter of which it is composed had
flowed originally into a cavity in >ovd^ earthy, refractory mate-
ria], where it slowly suffered congelation, pressing with greater
force perhaps against the walls of the cavity on the striated or
serni-cylindric side than upon the other. In anv case, it seems

tain, that its formation occurred with entire exclusion
ot atmospheric air; and if a meteorite, it must have been pro-
tected by a covering of stony matter, until it reached the surface
of the earth. The strangeness of external aspect was regarded
as affording a certain degree of probability in favor of its mete-
oric origin ; since all who have studied these productions atten-
tlvely, have recognized in them I

•

- able from
ou

j" knowledge of merely terrestrial matter.

.
Chemical experiments soon proved that the mass was essen-

hally composed of iron and silicon, with an unusually high pro-
portion of the latter element; a discover} again, that pointed
w 'th some significance towards a meteoric origin, provided the

source should, also be rendered improbable : for up to
this moment, no mineral belonging to our earth has presented
silicon combined with anv other element than oxygen. I has-
tened to communicate my result to Dr. Duffy, from whom I

•Jan. 1, 1859) the following additional information.
J had the pleasure of receiving yesterday, your note of the

, : :;.• : tineral I sent you is

sting. I beg"you will accept of the mass from me. It
Wa8 found in the sprinS of 1<>o. Tin re is no evidence of iron
ever having been made near the place. I shall be able to send
you some iron-ore from the same locality, when an opportunity
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occurs. The nearest place of iron manufacture is High Shoal

(supposed to be twelve miles distant from where the specimen

was found). Before I sent it to you, I showed it to several per-

sons connected with this furnace ; but they were all equally

puzzled to make out what it was. The general conclusion ar-

rived at being, that it was of a mineral character."

As yet I have received no specimens of the iron-ore said to be

found at the spot. The geology of the region however is known
to be primary, it being fully within the auriferous formation. It

is probable that the occurrence of iron-ore at the spot is purely

.as such ore is widely distributed throughout the gold

region of the southern states.

The supposed meteorite breaks with greater facility than cast-

steel, first undergoing a slight condensation, if struck with the

edge or the corner of a hammer. The fractured surface is some-

what even, of an iron-grey color, and yields feeble reflections of

1,-Ut in rather broad irregular patches, in shape most resem-

bling those produced on a surface of a coarse-grained

Besides the broader patches of light from large foliated

ais, are others from frequent scaly points, that are mud:
The lustre of the exterior is much higher, and the col. r

also, than that of the fractured surface. Both are nearly iden-

tical with those of polished platinum, though the color inclines

slightly to that of graphite.

The mass is not wholly without vesicular cavities ; but these

are very rare, and can scarcely be detected without the aid of a

glass. One of them is quite round, with smooth, shining black

walls, (probably en filmed with black oxyd of iron) and another

near by, which is elongate and irregular, contains a dial

tide of quartz or silica. It may be mentioned here, that several

similar grains, but too minute for detection with the naked eye,

were left after the solution of the other constituents of the mass

It nowhere shows the remains of any coating or crust, and is

equally free from evincing the slightest tendency to •

or tarnish ; and such is the delicacy of the raised tin

tures and sinuses of the surface, it is impossible to believe that it

ever had any such investiture.

The hardness is 7'5 on the mineralogical scale, scratching

quartz quite easily, when its sharp angles are applied to rocK

crystal. A Sheffield cutler pronounced it harder by far, than

any steel. He was unable to temper it. When suddenly heated

: with a hammer, it flew to pieces like glass. A trac-

tured surface was smoothed, and with some 1

1

aquaregia. Its color (unlike to etched steel) was bul

darkened ; and the pattern developed was simply that i

grained saccharoidal limestone, rubbed down to a surface on
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sandstone and then moistened. It chips off under blows from the
hammer into thin scales rushed to powder in a
steel mortar. It may then be ground to an impalpable powder

te mortar, with greater facility than many earthy min-
erals of inferior hardness.
The following observations, showing the remarkable passivity

m were next made. It is not attackable by dilute But
id. If previously reduced to powder, a very feeble

set up, which proceeds with activity as soon as heat is

It does not precipitate copper from an acid solution of
us sulphate. In nitric acid also, there is no action, un-

cid is concentrated and slightly warmed, when a few bub-
bles of binoxyd of nitrogen appear. The surface however does
not become sensibly corroded. Hydrochloric acid gives rise to a

I bubbles only ; and if the mass was previously polished,
its surface when washed and dried, is found to have grown a
shade darker, and to have lost its metallic lustre, attended with
the developement of imperfect lines of crystallization.
A few grammes in the state of powder were treated with hy-

• acid at the temperature of 80°. The extrication of
hydrogen gas was gradual, unattended by any sensible produc-
tion of heat. The acl v promoted by slight

On heating to 90°, the decomposition of the hydro-
lid was much promoted; and the gas was tested, and

found to be pure hydrogen.* After some hours, a strong yellow-
ish green solution was obtained; and a film of the same color
hned the flask for some distance above the level of the liquid,
"he flask b f rest for some time, fell in tem-
perature to 65°

; and its contents assumed a partially gelatinized
K>rm. On t. - mewhal
dispersed, attended by a singular decrepitation, resembling the
ticking of the water-hammer, on the agitation of the fluid in Wol-
laston's cryophorus. This continued as often as the flask was
^oved, for many minutes ; and was unaccompanied by a

i t&. The occurrence of this phenol
verified in several repetitions of the solution, and remains at

present wholly without an explanation.
One portion of the solution was examined by su:

hydrogen for other m tection. Another on
Dejng cleared of the iron, was f un 1 to contain faint traces of

Magnesium. The main portion of the hydrochloric solution,

t«rhd with the imperfectly suspended silica, was transferred to a
mter, upon which the latter was left in a voluminous state, and
Possessed a dark greyish tinge, as if from the presence of traces

•ong hydrochloric acid at a lower temperature (say 65°) beautiful green

iU are formed, surmosed to be a hydrated double chlond of iron and
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of carbon (possibly also of silicon). The affusion of hot water

Erodueed au instantaneous effervescence, from the ex:;

ydrogen. This was continued by Bubsequ
vas almost completely removed, when the hydi

occupied the bottom of the filter, having a somewhat hghter

shade of white, and on being turned out and broken up, was

found to be filled with rounded, amygdaloidal cavities. Tins

singular action of the hot water may proceed from the subver-

sion of a compound present, consisting of the calorid

and hydrochloric acid, its decomposition being occasioned by

—the new bodies eliminated being silicic acid, hydrochloric acid

and hydrogen. Thus

SiCl, HCl+3HO=SiO% 2HC1+2H.
Or the effervescence mav be occasioned simply by the decom-

position of water (aided by heat), through the presence of free

The silica was so light as to require much care while drying

it in a broad platinum capsule; and just prior to it-

a bright glow set for an instant through its entire mass, produced

by the combustion of a trace of carbon.
The first determination of the proportions of the iron and sili-

con gave as follows

:

Iron, ,,,,... 84-00

Silicon, r . . . . . . . 18 57

It occurred to me at this stage of the investigation to deter-

mine, whether a compound so rich in silicon would yield a pure

chlorid of silicon, if chlorine were presented to it under favor-

able circumstances. Accordingly, a current of dry chlorine was

transmitted over the ]< a glass tube, the reac-

tion being aided by the heat of an alcoholic lamp. Arrange-

ments were made for condensing the product in a letter U tube,

surrounded by a freezing mixture. As soon as the chlorine

began to traverse the heated powder, a brilliant red glow at-

tended by scintillations in spots, appeared in the tube for the

distance of half an inch (from the end nearest the source of the

chlorine) ; and a dense yellowish smoke was emitted for a mo-

ment, from the exit tube," The i
as kept up

for several minutes. It now and then burst into an explosive

combustion, and dashed an orange red vapor upon the tube,

la coated red-brown by a crystalline precipi-

tate, and wetted also by a thin liquid that could not be forced to

enter the cooling apparatus. At the close of the experiment, a

very small Mow liquid was found in the con-

densing tube, [nil :• produced hydrochlo-

ric acid and gelatinous silica. A portion of the liquid was also
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tested after the precipitation of the silica for iron, unattended by
its detection, even in the minutest trace. The volatile product
was therefore considered as terchlorid of silicon.

But the charge in the tube which had suffered combustion,
was found to be swollen to three times its original bulk ; and was
for the most part in beautifully perfect hexagonal crystals of a
blood-red color, like the minute forms of volcanic hematite.
These crystals were found to possess very remarkable properties,
a few of which may here be mentioned.
The tube in which they were formed was carefully corked, so

as to exclude the air. On allowing a few of them to fall into a
be, and held in the sun's rays, they turned a deep yellow

with a tinge of green, and quickly coiled up and shriveiled,—
at the same time, emitting a peculiar ethereal odor.
In the process of sealing hermetically the tube in which the

crystals had been formed, a considerable jet of vapor issued from
the heated end, and burned with a bright light, attended by a
white smoke. As all moisture had not been excluded from the
powder, it appeared probable that this combustion was partly to
he ascribed to siliciuretted hydrogen; and the smoke was at-

tributed to silicic acid.
The red crystals in the air, out of the sun's rays, deliquesce

rapidly, forming a blood-red solution; and are soluble in ether
and in water: ammonia throws down from either solution, a
mixture of silicic acid and peroxyd of iron.
On heating the contents of the sealed tube to between 250°

and 300°, the red crystals are speedily volatilized, and condense
as quickly on cooler portions of the tube immediately contiguous,
--the precipitated crystals filling the cavity of the tube, and per-

movements, like the gyrations
of falling snow-flakes.
When the red crystals are heated in a tube with considerable

access of air, they turn yellow, giving rise to a pale yellow
vapor. This on cooling, leads to a greyish white coating on the
glass, and the formation of a voluminous greyish powder, which
on being treated with w Bsolras, leaving silicic
acid behind. The sol 1 by ammonia, of a
Ornish green color at first, but afterward turns to red brown. I
am therefore led to reg Js, as a compound of
sesqmchlorid of iron and chlorid of silicon ; and suppose that the
presence of air (aided by heat) changes it to one, of the proto-

: - ' : v-!. -:
,'

,
.

- *
.

- :' -.-.•• - • - ' -

ac

!J—
possibly to a compound of protochlorid of iron and silicic

.The unusual results obtained rendered me desirous of commu-
nicating them for correction and advice, to Prof. Wohler of Got-
tlngen, a chemist who had especially occupied himself not only
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with the analysis of meteorites, but with the study of silicon and

its more difficult compounds. I accordingly forwarded to him

an outline of my results, accompanied by a few grammes of the

iron, and solicited his opinion upon the subject. He had the

goodness to have an analysis performed for me under his eye,

and to engage in some experiments himself upon the material

The analysis afforded the following result

:

tially a compound of Fe 6 Si, or

Iron, 88-80
Silicon, .... n-20

(Silicic acid being assumed =Si O 3
).

He then observes, that it subsequently occurred to him to ex-

amine the precipitated peroxyd of iron for phosphoric acid ;
and

that he detected therein, a strongly pronounced proof of its exist-

ence. This discovery induced him further to <ly. that the pres-

ence of phosphorus points to its meteoric origin, notwithstand-

ing the absence of nickel in the mass.
I have since made a determination of the phosphorus, and

found it to amount to 1-312 p. c. ; and combining the numbers
of the calculated result upon the iron as being composed of

Fe a Si, and employing therewith Wohler's determination of the

carbon and my own of the phosphorus, the present statement is

believed to be a close approximation to the composition of the

Rutherfordton mass

:

Iron, 87-279
Silicon, - - - - 11008
Phosphorus, - - * - 1-312

Carbon, .... 0400
Magnesium, - trace

We recur once more to the question of its origin. It is ad-

mitted that it was found in a region cont
that the manufacture of this metal had been carried on, though

to a very limited extent, at the distance of ten or fifteen miles

from the place of its discovery. It is with difficulty supposable

that so considerable a mass of a compound before unknown in
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chemistry or metallurgy should have originated in such a source.
the highest authority perhaps upon the products of iron
^ays, that the greatest quantity of silicon he ever found

in raw iron (pig-metal) was 3 46 p. c. ; and that this large pro-
portion occurred under very rare circumstance?.
who studied the modes of combining iron in silicon with much
care, succeeded in uniting them in proportions between 2*26 and
9'3 p. c. of silicon

; but in the cases of the higher proportions of
silicon, he found the carbon increased also steadily in the com-
pound, to a very high percentage. It would hence appear, that
the trifling amount of carbon in the Rutherford mineral, mill-

ist the view of its furnace formation : nor is it probable
that it originated in a refinery; for Karsten distinctly asserts.

that in that process, the silicon is mostly separated and slagged
off. Can it be a natural, terrestrial product, originating after the
manner of a fulgurite ? Heat enough has perhaps been produced,
during the most powerful discharges of lightning to melt a mass

se ; but it remains for us to conceive of the electrolytic
action, -which should unlose and bring together from any rocks
or minerals within our knowledge, such elements as are here
found. As bearing upon its meteoric origin, however, we may
adduce its peculiarity of shape and structure, the presence of
phosphorus, silicon and magnesium,—all of which, as here com-
bined, are eminently meteoric constituents. But as no body has
been seen to fall from the skies possessing a similar constitution
with the Butherfordton mass, A*e are obliged for the present to
admit, that the proof of an extra-terrestrial origin remains in-

uplete ; though we may perhaps be allowed to claim, that the

nderates in this direction.

Association in 1848, I proposed an order of brittle, metallic mete-
orites, to provide a place for several examples then regarded by
me as meteoric, viz : one from Randolph county North *

another from Bedford county Pennsylvania, together with a third
from Otsego county, New York. m the first

two in important respects as to composition, and which I placed
in a section by itself, under the order. The two first mentioned
agreed in not containing either of the substances then supposed
to be characteristic of true meteors ; while that from Otsego, pos-

sessed those constituents in the fullest manner. For these rea-

sons, I have thought proper in my later printed catalogues of
meteorites, to place the Randolph and Bedford localities among
the doubtful meteoric irons, where their number has unexpect-
^'y been augmented by the discovery in Montgomery, Ver-
mont, of a third, possessing the same general properties. I may
now add, that the Rutherfordton iron approaches much more
nearly to each of the three, than to any other kind of matter with
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which I am acquainted. Still I cannot pronounce them identi-

cal, though my very imperfect examination had enabled me to

indicate silicon from the first, as a constituent of the Randolph
specimen. They were each found under circumstances equally

favorable as in the case of the Rutherford iron, to the idea of

their being natural productions. But unfortunately, the size of

the specimens was so small as to render their full elucidation

difficult. Nevertheless, I hope very soon to subject them anew
to examination ; and I think I may add, with every probability

of establishing the real existence of the group of meteoric irons

originally proposed, but which has temporarily been withdrawn
from my classification.

As a convenient name for the Rutherfordton species of matter,

I would propose that of Ferrosilicine,

Art. XXXIII.—On a Shooting Meteor, seen to fall at Charleston,

South Carolina, on the evening of November 16th, 1857, with no-

tices of other supposed shooting meteors; by Charles Upham
Shepard.

In calling attention to the matter of a shooting meteor, I am
conscious, that the evidence of its genuineness is not absolutely

perfect; nevertheless, it falls so little short of entire Bal

ness, as to make it fully worthy pf notice. No instance of the

kind at least, has yet been recorded, entitled to so much confi-

dence. In detailing the circumstances, I shall aim to present

every particular, precisely as it came to my knowledge.
Mr. Sparkman R. Scriven, aged about 17, and clerk in the

dry goods store of Messrs. Browning & Ketchum of King street,

Charleston, a young man of excellent character,
ry

t the evening of Nov. 16th, 1857, to the residence of his

father (Mr. J. M. Scriven) in Morris street, three doors west of

King, and having occasion to step into the portico, he saw a red,

fiery ball of the size and shape of an orange, slowly descending

through a distance apparently of 20 or 30 feet, to the ground.

Its fall was scarcely more rapid than that of a soap bubble, giv-

ing him time to call his sister, a little girl, to see it strike a high

wooden fence, distant about fifty or sixty feet from the portico,

and which separated the door-yard from a church enclosure ad-

It seemed to adhere for an instant to the board against

which it struck, and then separated into three parts and disap-

peared. The evening was dark, it having followed a n
noon, though at the time of the fall, it had ceased to rain and
become very foggy.
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Nothing further would probably have been heard of the phe-
nomenon but for the accidental reading, by an elder sister
the next day at the breakfast table, of a paragraph from the

er, relating to a meteoric full, where the specimens
.;> were said to have possessed a strong odor of sulphur.
iced young Scriven, who had never before heard of

meteoric falls, at once to examine the fence against which the
ball had struck. The fence was eight feet high, and formed of
long strips of horizontally disposed boards. It was near the
extremity of an uppermost board, that had been detachfd and
bent around so as to present its flat side uppermost, that the
body had been seen to impinge. And here it was, that he dis-

covered ad

!

tiling mass of black fibres. These
he detached and carried into the house. As it had rained again
during the night, he was led to suppose that the rest of the mat-
ter had been washed away. He searched the ground among the
dead grass, but not until after the second night, when much more

iatlen. He could find no more of the same material,
thouffh he gathered up numerous small fragments, which proved
to be ordinary charcoal.

Mr. Scriven (the father) was so much struck with the appear-
ance of the black fibres, together with the circumstances under

v had been found, that he requested his son to call on
Dr. Wm. Pettigrew, the family physician, and describe to him
what had happened. Two days however elapsed, before Dr.
rettigrew heard of the case. He immediately repaired to the
house, where he was informed of the particulars' as above de-
scribed, and shown a mere pinch of the matter that had been
detached from the fence,—the principal portion of it having un-
fortunately been given to a young man of the neighborhood, an
engineer at the depot of the Northwestern railroad, who wished
to exhibit it to his friends.

-Dr. Pettigrew immediately called to acquaint me of the case

;

out not finding me at home, we did not meet until the forenoon
of the 20th, when he presented me the specimen gathered by -

driven, and took me to the spot.
I heard the statements repeated from the different members of

corroborative of those above presented, and examined
the place upon the board, from whence the fibres had been gath-
ered. It presented no discoloration or appearance of having
.°een heated or charred, though for many inches on either side,

H was slight] fc& This perhaps was not strange,
as heavy ra the occurrence ; and it might
iairly be presumed, that all foreign matter would have been
effectually detached. I

- and soil on both sides
°t the fence, without finding anything beyond little fragments
°t charcoal, which are common enough in most places about the
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premises of houses. We then took pains to find the individual

to whom had been given the principal portion of the fibrous mat-

ter obtained from the fence ; but had the mortification to discover,

that having worn it in a paper wrapper for several days in his-vest

pocket, he had finally mislaid or lost it. Thus little more than

a microscopically visible specimen of the shooting star remained

for study and examination. Its entire weight is probably less

than one-tenth of a grain. "When viewed by a single pocket-

lens, it seems to be a confused aggregate of short clippings of

the finest black hair, varying in length from one-tenth to one-

third of an inch. Each" portion is straight or only slightly

curved. Except in color, they remind one most of that variety

of pumice stone from the Sandwich Islands, known as volcanic

hair, or as "Pefe's hair' 1 They do not seem very prone to break

in handling, and appear slightly elastic.

They have been examined under compound microscopes of

high power by several persons accustomed to the use of this in-

strument; but hitherto no one has ventured to suggest a rela-

tionship in their properties, to any known form of organic or in-

organic matter. The 6 is from a note, handed

to rue by my friend, Dr. F. W. Porcher of Charleston. " Black

elongated bodies, perfectly opaque, round and solid ; amorphous,
' properly smooth, surfaces often furnished with warty dots

of a few of

the forms about four times, as they presented themselves to biia,

through a one-third inch object-gfass. A few of the bodies are

subspinose, and one or two decidedly bifurcate ; others are can-

cellated, and seem capable of separation into smaller fibres. The

surfaces are not always perfectly round.
I could spare only a few of them for a chemical trial. These

were introduced into a small glass test-tube (previously well

dried), and heated by contact of the flame of the blowpipe. They

suddenly glowed with a brilliant light, at the same time emitting

an odor most nearly resembling the bituminous. A distinct

greyish skeleton of each fibre was left adhering to the glass.

iSafytie water being thrown into the tube was instantly rendered

milky, then <! : and the

subsequent: Bed the sep-

aration of the skeletons from the glass, which led me to infer

the presence of silica as a part of the earthy residuum. The

little bodies however were not annihilated by the process; but

greatly to my surprise were easily seen, by the aid of a single

lens, still floating through the clear liquid, preserving in a great

deredhere. &« W**
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matter had been eaten out and dissolved, leaving the remainder

tain the original figure of the

body. This honeycomb appear-

ance is also represented in three

of the drawings (fig. 2) made by
Dr. Porcher.

This is all that I have been
able to ascertain concerning the
origin, structure, and chemical
composition of these singular

bodies. They appear to be in-

organic, though composed in

part of carbon. A large pro-

portion of earthy matter also,

enters into their composition.
It will be remembered per-

haps, in this connexion, that

Berzelius detected what appear-
ed to him to be an organic re-

siduum (resembling burnt hay)
in the French meteoric stone of

- Alais that fell March 15, 1806

;

and bearing more distinctly still

upon our subject, are the highly
interesting results recently ob-
tained by Prof. Wohler on the
unknown substance of an or-

meteoric stone of Kaba, Hun-
gary, that fell April 15, 1857,
and those again arrived at by
Prof. E. P. Harris in the Gottin-
gen laboratory concerning the
carbonaceous matter in the
stone that fell <X-t. 13, 1838,
at Cape of Good Hope, — a
meteorite originally described
by Sir John Herschell and Prof.
*araday. Prof. Harris states in

f»s valuable thesis on meteor-
ites (Gottingen, 1859), that he

. , n
ands a quarter per cent of bituminous matter in the Cape stone,

which is soluble both in alcohol and ether, and fusible in a glass

tube over a spirit lamp. It finally burns with a bituminous odor

and the deposition of carbon.
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Is the matter of the Charleston shooting-star analogous to

Alais and the Cape meteoric stones? And if so, may
the more complete combustion of its carbonaceous ingredient have

been prevented by the humid state of the atmosphere at the time

of its full ? These are questions that naturally suggest them-

selves, but to which we are not in a condition to return satisfac-

It is reasonable perhaps to suppose that many aggregates ofme-

teoric matter, such for example as those made up wholly of one or

more of the following meteoric elements: carbon, phosphorus

and sulphur would, owing to their easy combustibility burn out,

even in the upper regi> re, and being resolved

into giseou^ compounds, fail of transmitting to the <:

.

face any material proof of their existence. Others again may not

be recognized at the surface of the earth, owing to the disper-

sion of their oxyds in the condition of an impalpable dust, or in

solution in water. But however this may be, the facts seem

thickening about us of the occasional arrival out of the air, of

a; ornalo is e; : tin bodies, v, hose descent is unaccompanied by the

explosions belonging to the true meteorites, and the precipitated

matter is uncharacterized also, by the possession of a thin, well

The study <sf these pseudo or doubtful meteorites, as they have

v of a much closer attention than has hith-

erto been devoted to "them; and it is to be regretted, that they

continue still to be treated much as the true stones and iron

masses were, prior to the time of Chafdni and Howard. Their

study seems to be regard, d as a :'.
'

. - xterior to the domain of

legitimate science,—a region for the reception of all that is vague

and contradictory. M r will no doubt be re-

ink.it • t«> .bv,. ]l t :a 1 pl,. what is really entitled to scientific regard;

but this desirable result will be yet longer postponed, if natural-

ists continue to dismiss as unw? >rt ;. every re-

ported meteoric fall that is unattended with the stereotyped ac-

companiments, of the descent of the black encrusted stone and

iron-rn; ss, ti freq u-ney of whosi arrival has now so multiplied,

as to make I almost monotonous.

Without here referring to many of the doubtful meteorites, of

which I have from time to time given notices, I will venture to
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any other character than that of mere hints, intended to awaken
regard to a fuller investigation of analogous cases, as they may
from time to time present themselves.

It was not far from the month of August, 1834, that the
newspapers announced the fall of a blazing meteor in the night,
in the town of Norwich, Conn. Its descent was unaccompa-
nied by any report, and the mass of matter in its course, came
near falling upon the roof of a house, missing it only by the
space of about two feet, and nearly burying itself in the rather
sort earth of the door-yard. The phenomenon occasioned much
fright to the occupants of the house, who were only females.
It was seen however, by others. The mass of matter occupying
the cavity was of a flattened form, and nearly as large over as
a man's head. It had the appearance (in the words of a neigh-
bor who saw it and who described it to me a few weeks after)

of a mass of earth, stuck together by the infiltration of tarry
matter. And such he took it to be, supposing that some mis-
chievous persons had prepared a fire-ball, and projected it on
fire into the air, with the intention of alarming the inmates of
the house. I was shown the cavity said to have been pro-
duced by the ball ; but the sptcimen had been given to a medi-
cal student, who had sent it to his preceptor, residing in or near
Albany, N. Y, The circumstances were on the whole so dis-

couraging to the idea of its being a genuine meteorite, that I
gave the subject no further consideration. It may not be too
L te, to recover further information respecting its character.
On the evening of the 23d of April, 1855; at Ochtertyre House,

Jjneffi in IV from the
third story, a shooting star or meteorite, falling with a brilliant
J'ght. It struck the gravel walk near to the house. She in-

stantly called two other females, " who saw as it were, a bright
object on the gravel, like the sun shining on a large diamond."
two of them ran out of the house and round a court-yard to
the spot, taking matches and a candle with them. As soon as
tney got to the spot, one of them picked up two cinder v frag-

ments, which were too hot to hold, and which emitted a strong
sulphurous smell. The other felt something hot under her foot,

which she also picked up. It had a similar character with the
other fragments. At ti. t these rn isses 1, id

n from the heaven- 1 it a closer investigation into
their character left little doubt that they were merely fi

°t ordinary cinder, derh situated
hpon a stream, whence gravel had been obtained for dre*s
*alks. Being at Sheffi i ^ject was

9tr William Keith
ejorray. at whose residence the oc mm v ! •'.

i V«\ with an
spectionof one of the specimens, and u .--•-: i

'• amrrect
general view had been token of their character. Nevertheless, as
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the confidence of the gentleman referred to, was full and entire

in the integrity of the witnesses of the phenomenon, it would

yhich the sulphurous matter of a
1

' ^re reaching the

l oxydation after

it struck upon the cinder of the walk.*
My meteoric cabinet has contained for many years, a few grains

of a mixture of carbonaceous and earthy matter in a pulverulent

state, sent to me in 1845 by Mr. Black, of Elizabethtown, Essex

county, N. Y., (then a member of the Legislature of New York),

as having fallen in his wood-yard during the winter of 1844 and

1845.

As an appendix to this unsatisfactory list of supposed meteor-

ites may be added a statement concerning a specimen, the half of

which is in my possession, so puzzling in its properties as to

leave me in great doubt, whether to arrange it among terrestrial

or celestial productions. Its history is briefly as follows. It

was brought to Dr. Gibbs of Columbia, S. C, by a poor woman
. \.\\ under the impression I believe, of its hav-

ing fallen from the skies; afid as such, was presented to me by Dr.

Gibbs. Its size is about that of an ordinary fig, which fruit in a

compressed state, it somewhat resembles in figure. Its surface

was nearly black, rough and without a glaze. It seemed hol-

low, and reminded me of an impure, brown iron-stone cetite.

On breaking it open, it presented an irregularly shaped cavity,

holding nearly a thimble full of silicious sand, and had upon its

interior walls, little pellets (half the size of a mustard seed) of

pure lead, almost exactly resembling those found in the Hemalga
(Chili) meteoric iron.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

1. On Ammonia- Chromium bases.—Fremy has discovered a class of

ammonia-chromium bases, analogous to those formed by &

and rhodium. The author, who appears to be ignorant i

already been written upon the subject, distinguishes two isoir

cations of the sesquioxyd of chromium, one of \

oxyd" and the other " metacbromoxyd," the latter being the soluble and

the former the insoluble modification. When metachromoxyd is treated

with ammonia in the presence of a salt of ammonium it dissolves com-

pletely, forming compounds which R

violet rose red color: alcohol precipitates from these solution!

violet substances, which the author terms amido-chrom con.

the analyses of which are not given. These substances are eaa
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posed
; among the products of their decomposition the author has dis-

covered an ammonia-chromium base which has the formula CwOs .4NIIs.
mtion of the salts of this base may be represented by the
pression O2O3 . 4NH3-f-3A, in which A represents one equiva-

the author considers as a hydrochlorate, has the formula Co-aOa . 4NIi3-f-
3HC1. The salt crystallizes from an acid - >!ut un in the fori

regular octahedrons; it forms crystai; l the ehJorida

.:: I mercurv. In "addition, the author has discovered two
J, which appear to contain different bases.— Comptes Bendus,

water, containing half as much alum as the garancin employed. The
lif

|
! 'id after filtering has a very beautiful scarlet orange color. It is to be

'* repeated stirring, so that the alum may form only small

g dried, then rubbed to powder, and treated in a water bath with boiling
oisulphid of carbon. .nd leaves the alum
which may then be alizarin in bisul-

l with amorphous alizarin. This product

1 in a water bath with 1

I alizarin and leaves th<

A ..„ solution of alizarin in

phid of carbon baa r. it is to be filtered and on
i a silky lustre. In place

-olute alcohol may be employed.—
Chemisches Central-Blatt, No. 24, 1859.

3. On Wolfram-Steel— F. Mayb has prepared an alloy of steel with
tungsten which appears to possess very valuable pr

to experiments made at the at Vienna,
exceeds that of all other varieties of steel hitherto examined, being equal
to

, on the average. I ! 59 < wt. to the square inch of section. The method
. , .

.,"!

m.— Chemisettes Central Blatt, No. 25, 1859.

1 Alcohols.—Bbrthelot has shown that

8 may be regarded as alcohols, since when

is eliminated and a class of neutral

e ethers. The author's method of

le alcohol and acid together in a

g the mixture for eight or ten hours t -
'"

The compounds of cholesterine with st< irk; be

butyric and a

». ,™5 soluble in ;;ble in boiling

alcohol. Their physical properties, f mediate be-

tween those of the wax>m
the hydrate i ethers are resolved into cbolesterine

: - •

[
r°m his ana 1 inula of cholesterine is that of Ger-

; saHuOa. Meconine in combining with acids loses four

equivalents of water ; the author succeeded iu preparing a benzoate and
"earate. He farther points out the relations which exist between meco-
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nine, CaoHio03, and the products of its oxydation, viz. : opianic and

hemipinic acids; (JaoIIioOio and C ions are the

same as those between olefiant gas C4H4, aldehyd C4IUO2, and acetic

acid C4II404.

Orcine, Cj4Hs04, also appears to enter into combination with a ;
!•>,

:' matter at the author's disposal did not permit

Borneo camphor CaoHisOa plays the part of an alcohol, which the

author proposes to call campbo!. '

'

- - with nuiri-

an - ad i at the t n 1 eratim of h«> :
. an 1 with the organic acids at 200°.

i
."••.-

:

•

1
J'.

1 t 1 I - 1 ii.;- -ta '1
!

of water are eliminated. The cblorhydric ether of this alcohol closely

oil of turpentine, and commonly known under the name 1

camphor, the only difference between them consisting in their power of

rotating polarized light. The author did not bow
imphor with an alcoholic solution of

soda. Ordinary camphor may be , i of camphol,
••.'.••
of caustic potash. A pe
has probably the formula GuHieCb ai

add. Camphol is the type of a seri seated by the

formula Canllan— aOa.

—

Am <siqve, Ivi, 51.

ft. On a new Product of the deo>, -hmic Acid.—
By the action of cyan id of potassiii

prepared a n • <!, and wl : h is Ho-

meric with ;
: ti-oin mi arid. Two parts of

cyanid of potassium are to be dissolved in four parts of water, the solution

wanned to about 60° and the hot solution of one part of
;

:

nine parts of water added with constant stirring. On coding
tion becomes a soft mass t ear purification are brown

red and scaly, and reflect a green light. These crystals are the potash

- -
- '-.:.'

ble in boiling water. The solution has a very intense and pure purple

color. The salt explodes on heating,

metallic solutions. The formation of this substance may be e.v

Cian3N30u-}-3(CaNH)-+-2HO=Ci6H5X5Oi3+Ca04+NH3.
the author has analyzed and described various salts of the new acid and
'

-- .-.. :..:-
".'.'.. '•*-"

_
•

:

difficult to decide from the author's memoir, upon what grounds a dis-

tinction is to be made between purpuric and isopurpuric acids.

—

Ann. der

Chemie und Pharm., ex, 289. w. g.

6. Sir If. Davy's Discovery of the Alkaline Metals : correction of a

prevalent hisi m thereto.—It has frequently been a

matter of r _ of the world the progress
has held a secondary place to that "of bloodshed, tyranny and political »-
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e. The most trifling acts of kings and generals are recorded and

i and pointed out to the cot.: -torian. But it

en found to be otherwise in the history of those things which have
benefitted mankind. The most reckless statements in regard to

pass unchallenged as unwortln of 1 ; i rectification, and are

ich succeeding ithoritj in favor of
tlie error preponderates (numerically at least) over that in favor of the

A striking instance of this occurs in relation to Sir H. Davy's great
discovery. & ]-'

y that it

_" them into metals and o.w^en, and knowing that such was
" occurred to me to look up the statements of other phvsic-

• point. I was awar. that Kuiilet in his •• Traite de Phys-

:

but this I was j.ivj •,,, o e\j t in tl
'

\ ik-of an t-s cute of those
s-tv.ans wh ;i l!. e.-,.,l to Xapoleon that they were prevented from anticipat-
:ri ~ l'a\y's iliscoven- ojiIv bv the want of an apparatus of sufficient

power. Bm L a mistake

•,i-.i mo. :.i d i was .till more asr. t. >b-d t . find that Brit-

- long before the time of Lardner and Pouillet, had given cur-
rency to the same misstatement. Indeed so powerful was the array of

in favor of this error (at least so far as the number of authors

u to doubt my own clear recollection

battery used consisted of only one hundred pairs of six inch plates
; and

i notct t Bakeriau 1. ire tbi 1808 he states that
fflany have been deterred from repeating these exp.-iim -m-. ^;\>y> -in-

.; '••_.; : >'-. -
' "

:

' ,; '"' ! "

ply sufficient. Seeing then ;h..t Ki\\ i.'. i~ !f deemed this

4 it by so many respect-

awe authors.

Turner's Chemistry is the earliest work in which I have found this

JJWfc In >: - minutely and correctly

u Lon ton Beetn -.

pil of Davy, makes the same erroneous state-

- hook, page ]

From!,,.
tWs untii

. .

• labored undei
,e d]scovery was made with the groat battery

;
a;
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his recent elaborate work on electricity (tome 1, page 46) falls into the

ike.* Lardner in his Lectures even goes so far as to make an

ition that he owed this ac-

cession to his reputation to the fortuitous circumstance '

access to the large battery of the Royal Institution. But he does not

correct the error. A few of our minor authors (Bakewell t

seem to have read the Bak - ves ; and a few French

authors, as Becquerel and Figuier, have nobly given Davy his due.

The extent to which this error has been copied shows with what ser-

y of our modern compilers of text-books follow the

of any great name, and how necessary it is to look to original

where accuracy is of the least importance. The facts to which we have

atioa occupy no mean place in the history of chemistry, and

as it was in Davy's time so it is now, many have been deterred from re-

;
i

vet by no means the case.

y pairs of plates in good action are

f the modern and improved forms a mui
number is requisite. j. p.

Rochester, N. Y., July 26th, 1859.

[Note by the Editors.—Another remarkable example of the regular

from hand to hand, extending through a targe pop-

of the accidental discovery in ]790 of the science' of Ativan >m l>\ i^
f frogs legs prepared for the repast of Madame Galvani. This

le to Alibert, an Italian writer of no repute. Gal-

vani had fur eleven years been engaged in an elaborate research on ani-

mal electricity, in which he used fio-s !..•-. :i * -.,-n.-i;i\e electroscopes.

The error has been continued from the want of a careful distinction be-

tween the real discoveries of Galvani and of Volta. Galvani was an

anatomist and physiologist, and he really discovered ti.e < \,>r- n. e <-t • <

•-

g or recently dead animals, and he justly attributed

the convulsions of the frogs legs when made without a metallic arc—by
contact of the exterior mucous with ti face—as due

to a nervous or vital 9u Dportanee and

even the reality ..f this discovery of Gulvani was hidden bv the splendors

of Volta's pile, until in 1837, more than fifty years afterwards, Matteucci

-' •-.-.
; •

.':'.'
:: iv . .. 'j

'-" ' - '" -

.;...- i

e description applies exactly to the great battery.
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pile he announced in March, If

conceived his " contact theory " in 1 796. Galvani died,

(Dec. 4), before the discovery of the pile, and yet we constantly read of
:>• battery and the frogs legs as related facts of his discovery.

it « worse tl divided frith Volta Ebe

honor of discovery of the pile, since he died before it was discovered.

Prof. James D. Forbes, in his sketch of the progress . m matica in 1

nee in the Encyc. Brit., (v .
• aeeount of

the labors of Galvani and Volta to be found in English. In that essay

Prof. Forbes says (§ "765) respecting the discoveries of Davy, " Potas-iuin
was discovered in the laboratory of the Roval Institution on the 6th of

October, (Oct. 19th ?) 1807, and sodium a few days later. The battery

ined 250 pairs of plates of 6 and 4 inches square." Davy in

ployed, it is probable, two batteries; one of one hundred pairs

of 6 inch plates, and another of one tin of 4 inch

plates.]

7. On the Electrolysis of Sulphuric acid ; by Dr. Anton Gentheii.

8 ipj 'a A?.hai..V t !,. i'-' Minentswere
'

'

-

lyte of differ , i relation of atom for

atom of each element is capable of decomposition by the current. Pre-

i, chtorid of iron and chroraate of

i'»re Dr. Genther
r i flu- experiment with t

'

:

roached so close as to ensure the direct

*ty gave signs of a rapid bubbling movei
as next mixed with different quantities <

H-HO, and the ni e„. \r -
U-forrn tube. The proportions first r<;-<; u

"licrher temperatu

The .

wer of this solution is so low as to allow only a very small

ces oxygen is liberated at the positive pole, whilst not a gas bubble

! —
- '

-le. the color being entirely confined to the other arm. I he

action being allowed to
:heir aPPear

"

. .

with the duration of the current, are yet very sparingly

developed.
- " nhydrou3
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wer. As in the former experiment oxygen appears at the

; much more copiously : and at the — pole a slight escape of

percept i I '-, ntiil-t (! i , ic snvaks present themselves in

he liquid contained in the negative arm of the

ous acid is also distinctly perceptible. With
the coDtinu ft, the escape of

gas at the — pole is more mod, but the

.'.hen the tube is immersed in water gradually

heated, the bin gether at 140° F., and a more copi-

ous formation of sulphurous acid sets in. As the tube containing the

electrolyte is gradually cooled the color reappears.

This whole process is e; the mixture is

in the proportion of two parts of the anhydrous to one of SO-filO, or

of equal parts of both, the temperature being kept at 32 Q F. The blue

color at the — pole clearly proves that sulphur is liberated there, the solu-

- • •

phu ric acid. Of this fact. position takes

,

'' -' -"

of the color produced.

The devel 9 to be occasioned by the

rise of tempt:
I in the solution by the action of til

Nor is it cuniitied to the ncy itive inn of the tube : . in umstances which

indicate that it is a secondary product.

In regard t negative pole,

there are only two nays of accounting for its presence. It is either the

tJu current, or of the reducing action

of the liberated hydrogen.

The combination 8Q3 with HO, according to Faraday, is decomposed
into sulphur and hydrogen at one electrode and oxygen at the other.

ubjected to the action of the battery by Genther

gave at first only I

only when the temperature of the eiei ably raised by

the action of the current, When the tube was placed in water kept at

32° F., the liberation of oxygen and hydrogen was of longer duration
'

' I"- - .•
' :

;

. j.
'

.
" ...

the water. Tbia woul I

-
I be electrolyte

at 32°, the liberation of sulphur would be prevent, d, wh . h sin ws the

-
tjje decomposition. It

1 that th dm f
si pi) n is acid a

liberation of - . Is to the action of 8 on the warm

U meets at the moment of separation, and form sulpht

Not a trace of this gas has however

-ume the direct deeompc
acid into S, which appears at the —

]
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depends on the concentration of the acid whether the extra decomposition
of water accompanies the foregoing products.
That an electrolyte differing from the simply hinary constitution is

capable of direct decomposition by the current is thus shown in the case
of SOs, and even with less room for doubt in the case of anhydrous
chromic acid, and chromate of potash, as the researches of Prof. Magnus

1. Teeth and Bones of Elephas , .<>tf near the
western fork - mmunicated

: with Prof.

the farm of Jefferson Wai southeast of the town of
Gosport. On the 6th of June last, one of the young men, in whose pos-
session the bones now are, beea washed
out from the bank by a heavy rain. This led to a further
and the discovery of the tusks and teeth and several fragtm
skeleton. The bank into which they dug is B

The bones were found at the depth of eiglit or nine feet, in a bed of sand
underlying the clay, all in re, and had
afterward been covered with the clay. The sand probably rests on sand-

ttifrrous) which forms the bottom of the brook not many
Several of the larger bones were so far decayed lhat they

crumbled on attempting to take them out.
The tusks are much broken and require to be bound with coTd to keep

toe pieces together. Some portions of the ivory are so soft that they
yield to the k ,r.l the point of one of the tusks the
substance is much harder. The intelligent v .ung men, \V. M. Craven
and J. H. Richardson, by whom the discovery of these remains was
made, deserve credit for the care they have taken in disinterring and pre-
serving them.
The bones consist of two tusks, four molar teeth, and several frag-

a piece of a rib, an end or' in, measur-

ing
about seven inches across its concave sftrface, and a few spongy por-

«ons of the larger bones.
One of the tusks measures on the outside of the curvature eight feet,

afoot or m.,
| *, tl, , » tj of -

vilz r*
n
,

d
\

T
.

he ,iia,niJt, ' r "f th " >-"" r *mi is *• -

learly a semicircle of a radius

from the plane is hut >:iir!it.

~£%a mis could not be determined accurately c~ •— * «' »- »"»•»«-

[

e*e
.

crj*bs. The other tusk has lost a portion c

Cr ng fr0m the aPPearance of the fracture, th:

^fure th« death of the animal. It measures flv

r molar teeth, two larger and two smaller. The largest

i longer diagonal from crown to base, eleven inches ; ver-
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of these teeth are nearly flat. The

'ed. In the larger of the teeth twenty

of these double plates were counted ; in the smaller, fourteen. The dis-

tance between the plates, and the interval between the pairs, is about

one-fourth of an inch. They resemble some drawings I have seen of

modern eleph enamel in the

fossil are much more compressed an

eill teeth. The columnar structure, if it might be so

oJInl «h\».j «mu utu 'i i' ills m t in til • where the cyl-

himns of enamel were distinct, and where also the gradual

coahw n_r of three of the-e into ,,ne. < :,,uM be .li-tinct!y perceived.

Indiana State University, Bloomington, August 1st, 1859.

2. Eruption of Mauna Loa, Sandwich Islands ; (latest information in

a letter to J D. Dana from Prof. R. C. Haskell, Oahu Coll.

Kona, Hawaii, June 22d, 1859).—I have just r

to the scene of the lava-flood on Mauna Loa. There is one fact which 1

I desire to communicate to.you. The real source of the

flow is about four miles above the two craters, which in February seemed

to be the source. From this point down to the tw

mountain can be traced nearly all the way. At first it is no more than

two inches in width, bul j feet At the

present time I the i rack within a few feet of the

highest point. But little lava has issued from this crack above the two

craters. During the first quarter of a mile, lava has oozed out in differ-

ent places a few rods apart, to the amount of three or four cubic feet

Below this point there is a stream, now cold of course, a fevr rods in

width. In this flow therefore there is no doubt that there is a continuous

crack in the side of the mountain for four miles. How much farther

this crack extends down the mountain cannot be ascertained, now at least,

for the craters are still sending forth immense columns of sulphurous va-

pors, and the stream of lava is still flowing below them. 1

however is much smaller than it was in February, and is entin

ranean for the first twenty-five or thirty miles, except that there are a few

holes where the running lava can be seen. In son

"
'irJcXS

! of the present flow is probably

feet above the level of the s__
3. Observations on the Ossiferous Caves near Palermo ; by Dr. Fal-

coner, (Proc. Geol. Soc. London, Athenseum, July 16, 1859, p. 86).—Dr.

Falconer, in the first pla< ication, read

on the 4th of May last, before his collections had arrived in F. _

the present paper he submitted, with more detailed explanations, the ma-

terials on w hi.-h his first statements were founded. Dr. Falconer then

_ ography of that portion of the north

rous caves abound, namely, between i

the east, and Trapani on the west. Along the Bay of Palermo, and



again at Carini, the hippurite limestone presents i

from the base of »

»ut one and a halv -'
majority of fossil shells in these
At the base of those inland cliffs,

of the plain, and upwards of 200 feet above the sea, the ossiferous ca
occur. One of the best known of these is the Grotto di Santo Ciro,

the Monte Griffone, about two miles from Palermo. This cave has b<

often described. Like many others it contains a thick mass of bo
breccia on its floor, extending also beyond its month and overlying I

superficial soil. The bones from this cave had long been ]

f giants. Some years

and M. Christol at Ma
formerly thought to

,ed for e

- *

bones brought there, and counted about 300 astra-

- '. 1'>m ,.-[,. -//;/< uin'it*'. lvmain.-, o{ £l> f/lni d-. occur. Prof.

__: -t. 1 that tin- latter w.-n- lu.- t < ml i^ man elephants,

and the former to the animals imported by the Saracens for sport.

The government of Palermo having ord< red a correct survey of this

cave and its contents, it was found that beneath the 1 >ia --breccia was a

a ry deposits.

of eight feet from the floor had been
thickly bored by Pholades ; for the B] t the side was
smooth; and sn'll higher up it was cancellar or eroded. Above the

: . - ..
.

-... :

.

' "•-

<X Hippopotami, with a few of those of Bos and Cervits, light ai d fragile,

I as in the breccia, occm - ' '• visit to

the San Ciro Cave, Dr. i sides the Hippopotamus)
remains of E 9 w, Urms, Canis, and a
large Felis, some of uhi h indi. ted a pliocene age.

Another cave, the G : '' ir miles to

the west of Palermo, w*s bject of the author's re-

to it '} 3. Morrison, Esq. In its

h wider. Its sides show
no Pholad ir ar as they are yet bared.

•

b the San Ciro Cave in its situation at nearly the same eleva-

the sea and above the tertiary plain ; and in its enormous mass
• >; v

the humantile soil with loose bones. The floor had already been dug
over for bones. Beneath this (as shown by the section which I »r. Fal-

coner made at the mouth - a amy earth

limestone, which impeded
the operations of search. Then a reddish-grey, mottled, spongy loam,

vers bone-breccia resembling that of

leer, and of Elephas antiquus were
wet with also. The last is characteristic of the other pliocene caves of
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as found under the superficial earthy

1 . : :

....•'
the cave. About half way in from the mouth, and at ten feet above the

floor, a large mass of breccia was observed, denuded partly of the stalag-

mite- covering, and composed of : is matrix, ce-

mented by a calcareous paste, containing fragments of limestone, entire

land shells of large size i: . is of bone, teeth of rumi-

nants and of the genus JEquus, together with comminuted fragments of

shells, hits of carbon, -<• ig burnt clay,

together \ ! fi -merits of -hap i ait tints, vary-

of chalcedony to that of jaspery horn-

stone. This brecciated matrix was firmly cemented to the roof, and for

the most part covered over with a coat of stalagmite. In the S. S. E.

expansion of the cavern near the smaller aperture, a considerable quantity

of coprolites of Hycena was found similarly situated in an ocbreous cal-

careous matrix, adhering to the roof, mingled with some bits of carbon,

ra. On the back part of the cavern,

where the roof shelves towards the floor, thick masses of reddish ealcH-

reous matrix were found attached to the roof, and completely covered

over by a crust of ochreous stalagmite. It contain
of the'-ilice, a, nbj-.-ts. mi.v.l with bnne-pliuters and bits of carbon. In

fact, all round the cavern, wherever rl, the roof was

broken through, more or less the same appearances were presented. la

some parts the matrix closely resembled the characters of the " cinere

•
'-A ' .

the fragments of the siliceous objects, the great m ij rity of th 1
»•-

derinhe tonus, namely, long, narrow, and thin
;'

having
smooth conchoidal surface below, and above, a longitudinal ridge bevelled

off right and left, or a concave face m the latter

case presenting three facets on the upper side. The author is of opinion

that they closely resemble, in every detail of form, ot.sidian knives from

M-v ... :md flint kni\c, f> m Storn-herwe, Vral i. and ekewhere, and

that they appear to have been form. ; u as films, of

:atic blocks of stone. These fragments occur in-

. .

•
. .- .

; .
, ..;.-,, ., .

•
.

,•.
are, and no pebbles or blocks occur either within or without

the cave. But similar reddish flint or chert is found in the hippurite

In regard to the theory of the various conditions observed in the M ac-

of level, and that the accumulation of bone-breccia below as

a period when the cave was scarcely above the level of the

sea. Dr. Falconer points out the si- . at although
- Ifijcenae were so abundant against the roof and outside, none,

or but very few, of the bones of Hyaenas were observed in the interior.

He remarked also on the absence "of the remains of small mammalia,
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such as Rodents. He inferred that the cave, in its present form, and with

ra&t num-
ber of Hippopotami implied that the physical condition of tin- country
must have been very diflfi riod from

-,:
had been accumulated up to the roof b) in in rials washed in from above,

merous crevices of flues in th..- lime-st, n . ;md that the upper-
-

objects, burnt clay, bits of charcoal, and coprolites of Hycena, had been
cemented to the roof by si

bad been produced by the

tranquil agetn ;ion. There
was nothing to indicate ts in the roof-breccia were
othfi th m , t' .-..•

t, in] i ,
•• .- origin. Subsequently a great physical

alteration in the contour, altering the flow of superficial water, and of the

emptied out \, eats, l< swing only the

portions agglutinated to the roof. The wreck of tl

lies of "cinere impastate." i below the

mouth of the cavern, i bare operated in the ex-

tinction of the Hyaena, Cave-lion, and other fossil species is certain ; but

The author would call the careful attention of cautious geologists to

the inferences,—that the Maccagnone Cave was filled up to the roof

human period, so that a thick layer of bone-splinters, teeth,

the roof by the infiltration of water holding lime in solution ; that sub-

sequently, and within the human period, such a great amount of change

the cave to be >• .- \ . , t m l < mptied of its contents, exi

floor-breccia, and the patches of material cemented to the roof and since

4. On the Bone cave in Devonshire; by Mr. Frestwich. (Ibid.).—Mr.

Prestwich gave in a few words the results of the examination of the

bone cave at Brixham in Devonshire. The cave has been traced along

three long galleries meeting or intersecting one another at rig

Ursus spelceus, and Hycena have been found; and f«evers

nentsbave been tnel with :n - One in

particular was m. t wi h hum t. \ 1 i i hi. int». i of a Reindeer
and a bone of the Cave-bear, which were imbedded in the superficial

near Amiens; by John Wickham Flower, Esq.,

••->.
_ .

.

npo>«-d sater-WMN Hints, and is t thick; above
-

brick-earth (11 feet 9 in.). In this gravel the remains oi

"orse, and 4 -hells of re-

cent species. From the gravel Mr. Flower dug out a flint-implement,
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shaped like a spear-head, at about eighteen inches from the face of the

pit, and sixteen from the surface of the ground. Mr. Flower in this eoni-

' n t\ nij mi i's ' t , ,,, d r, ni tli. - m. gravr! \vu r.-ai'h tl i. -ult

in its present place. Mr. howler's visit to M.-Aeheiil was made in eoiu-

pnii.v with Messrs. Prcstwidi, Godwin Austen, and Mylne. with a view to

verify the disoo\p]u> mi,! i, -p t n-, di. . < mience of flint-implements

in tli.-- gravel and [a-ai -r de Perthes,

of Anneo*.

6. On Professor C. Piazzi Smyth's supposed proofs of the Subma-
> of Teneriffe and other V,,h, ,,',,' C ,...,„ //,' C,n,u,.<^ ; by

N" Lhii. ni\'D(«.L, et, , n-l.il Ma-. July. ls:,!))_S,n<e the

' L

Ktua* a Report by Prof. Sinvth, Her M •'"

-tv"s Astronomer for

Scotland, has been printed by the Admiralty of Great Britain, "On the

Teneriffe Aftf of 1856," in which a chapter on
geology and "

produced.
In s chapter which did not form part of 1 he . i_m il icport as pub-

die Royal Society in the Philos .phieal Transactions for 1858,

. , nd those of Mr. IVuktt
Scrope. I do not feel myself called upon to reply to any of these com-

cannot be expected to have devoted n n ; but when
facts are cited, respecting Teneriffe and other islands of the Canari d

TO, supposed to be conclusive on a controverted question of high
theoretical interest, and in a work brought out under tie- s m < ti-n -.f the

right to point out the mistakes into which the

Mtfhorl ta
•

bich he relies.

At p. 553 of the new edition of the report above alluded to (dated

February, 1859), the following passage occurs:

—

"The question of the bu iieriffe no longer depends
only on the general structure of its lava-beds, or on analogies from !!t "

adjacent islands of Grand Canary and Palma,
but has now the additional and most unanswerable argument of fossil

•ut the slopes ^i the crater."

And again in the same page:

—

"The proof of fossil shells, so long demanded, has now be- I

ei must be accepted the fact of the slopes on which they

rest having been once submarine, though now subaerial. The great era-

sarily connected with its pres'ent form and character ?" &c.

_
When I first read these passages, I that some new

discovery had been made of marine fossils on )h J. ^s , f the great < ut. r

cone of Teneriffe, or "crater," as it is termed in the report above cited :

but having never seen or heard of su< h i fa, t n y.s. (\ 1 n in the island,

* On the Structure of Lavas which have consolidated on steep slope? ; wit* B»

vation, by Sir Charles Lyell, Phil. Trans, part 2, 1858, p. 703.



In reply he could give me no

s." It appears, then, that he had simply
ix-arui mai marine iossii sneus had been met with somewhere in

of Teneriffe, a fact well ;, . 1856, and before Mr.
Hartung and I were there in 1854. These shells, however, did not occur
" on the .slopes of the crater," but in the suburbs of Santa Cruz, along the

graphically and geologically independent,

chain to which the Peak belongs, will 1

maps of Von l'n J. and by reference to the vie'

Santa Cruz which Vidal has given in the margin of his map. The t

ceous breccias and sand-! i
Santa Cruz

do not conform " to the slope" of any crater or cone. So far as they can
be seen, they appear to be nearly horizontal, and occur only at slight

i above the level of the sea. We were told that the same re-

Is good in reference to certain other ,,

did not examine, in the northeastern extremity of the island,

still further from the Peak.
In the first of the passages above cited, Prof. Smyth has alluded to

Grand Canary and Palma. In regard
: T

, when we were there
ln 1854, searched in vain for fossils ; no travellers had then found any;
and our correspondents in the Canaries have still no knowledge of any
having been obtained in that member of the Archipelago.

Lastly, as to the Grand Canary, Von Buch was, I believe,

that

1 platform about four hundred f«

i of Las Palmas, a platform terminating abruptly in a

'«"ge ot chits near the m
' '

the slopes of the great u »&, which forms the cen-

, and if they have any bearing on the

question of "Craters of E inly do not corroborate

itrary are directly opposed to it; for

-
;

:
action has never ceased, they do not I

:ons from a

„ 7 - The Old Glaciers oj ** Wales I by Prof. A. C.

! and G.S. London: Spottiswoode & Co. 1859. 8vo,"AMSAY, F.R.S

h a map and 14 woodcuts.—This charming
v,v jd coloring the reality of that icy episode in the history of Wales, of
which every geological observer has seen there such salient proofs since

*ECONn SERIES, Vol. XXVIII, No. «3.-SEPT., 1859.
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kgtumz and Forbes first taught us to open our eyes to the truth on this

subject. Those who have not visited the classic scenes of Wa
the excellent woodcuts of this essay quite a valuable substitute for per-

1. Eulogy on Robert Brown; by Dr. Von Martius (translated from

the German by Prof. Henfrey, and published in the Annals and Mag-

azine of N it ira lli-tory for May, 1859).—An eulogy upon " the -rivaled

' produced," pronounced by one of his

ends. One so learned, so

genial, and so philosophical as V, u Martins, cannot fail to interest and

instruct, although somewhat of the glow and animation which we expect

in the original may be lost in the translation. We are plea-

the curious fact, that a humble but peculiar North American plant, which

has somehow found its way to the Irish and North British shores, may be

said to have fixed the destiny of the great Botanist. Upon the comple-

tion of his medical studies, Brown, as is well known, was attached a3

ensign and assistant surgeon to a Scotch militia regiment stationed upon

" An inconsp u . * phu - v ith which he there became acquainted—the

Eriocaulon septanyula re,—the only European representative of an

r—caused his life to be diverted into the exclu-

sive service of botany ; for, accompany in <r a r.-cnntm_r p;;rty of his regi-

ment to London, in the summer of the year 1798, and on the road

rwiting bis friend Dr.
I

n, near Birmingham, the

upon it, to Dr. Dryander. This learned botanist, librarian to Sir Joseph

Banks, astonished at the minuteness of the investigation, and the fullness

of the conclusions derived therefrom, recommended the young military

surgeon as a future master in botany ; and Sir Joseph Banks from this

" ne forward showed him a paternal kindness. He welcomed him as a

regular guest at tl • - kkiaste, daring I

stay in London, and in December, 1800, proposed him to the vowir
ment as Naturalist to 1 -edition to New Holland,

under C.-ipf. Flind.-rs then fitting out. Robert Brown, at tie

'-
.

and on the 18th of July, 1801, sailed in the 'Investigator' from Spit-

head to the newly discovered quarter of the globe." a. g.

./'..
i.er. 1". !>.. M.I.)., <j ib. rn. <: .1. rt. BoL Mel-

. el . He bo irne. "\ '..'
1. fine. 1—4, (pp.

96), 1858-9.— The British California in the southern hen,

ed an 1 ru m> spirited than our own,—has oft!

ized and promoted scientific research from the first. The colony has not

only its Philosophical Institute, publishing memoirs of high character,

but its Botai I Herbarium, under the charge of a

Government I . \t Dr. Mueller. Nor do

they confine the energies of this officer to the Victoria Colony, but spared

him to accompany, as botanist, the recent exploration by Capt Gregory



of the northern part of the great Australian continent, where an ext
sive and interest • _ iiered. A most enthusiastic a
,D ]l *t«ous ! • the interest and sti

uumeious scattered papers, in (iernr \ istraha. The
publication now com „ ,t m re i nvem'ent,

and rectifications of those critical re-
marks, &C. A. G.

3. Journal of the Proceedings of the Linncean Society (Botany), Nov.
12,(1859): contains. 1m, the' latter half of 1

'
thi Bahaminac*'. Halsams double, fas do most blossoms]

tym increase in the i when merely
one extra whorl of petals is developed, Prof. Henfrey finds these to alter-

urly with the five pieces whirl. 3b. jr takes for the corolla;
thug confirming Rceper's view (over that of Kunth) by evidence from

same nature as that uhiili JI<;>h,,r, ,-a i-:im'\ .'''.Miisle-s

1 1. 2. On the Arborescent Ferns of New Zealand ; by Thomas
-

growth. 3. The />,.,/•'- by Darnel Oliver. Ap-
parently an excellent m toed to about
two dozen. 4. On five New Plants from Peru ; by Richard Spruce.
The botanical contributions to the Jonn al ha-, ng m i< 1

stal botanical
numbers. The Supplement to Botany, No. 1 and No. 2 have appeared,

: .'•/

°f the Fast L„ ,>.s by Wm. Mitten rhis paper fills 1 7 1 p ig - nclu-
d,ng an index to the sp. . bold reforms in bry-

4. Synopsis Hymenophyllacearum, Monoaraphias hvjus ordinis Pro-
dromus. Auctore R. B. Van der Bosch, If. D. Leyden. pp. 79, 8vo.

from the Nedrl Kruidk Archief Dec. ] 858.—Dr.
:

. figures, has issui I \hi* precursory

It contains a classified arrangement of th- known s|,,-;,.s. the

at important synonymy, and the characters of a few n

jne two old genera of this group—retained entire by Hooker, but divi-

d*i into nineteen by Presl —are here distributed into nine genera, with

amended chai i

JSeuroma-

"*»Ttwis; Cephalomanes, Presl; /
oat 114

Known species); Didymogl Wymm-
°9lossum, Presl; and Hym< J W» ex-

;

;; -' ,- . .
... .; , _ ;- :

:

•
.

•
•

-' '

nds available specific characters in '

J such characters he distinguishes
Ciosurn, and both from T. radicanes.

5- The Botany of the Mex itction by C. C. P
botany of the Boundary, by John Torrey, M.D. Cactata;, by Ge
^'Glsmann, M.D. This forms the first half of that ponderous



t of the gen.
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(almost half as thick as it is wide), the second volume of the Report on

id it must be

ranked as the most important public; I I has ever ap-

peared. Dr. Parry's in-

<

»i ief. Dr. Torrey's systein-

xtends to p. 270, and is illustrated by

1 as to the subject, and all admirably

drawn by Riocreux, Sprague, and a few by Hochstein. Dr. I"

important memoir on the Cactacce occupies 78 pages of letter-press and

is adorned by 75 plates of surpassing excellence. Ti.i- and its .-..-.mi. r-

part, the Caciacece of the Expedition under Lieut. Whipple (of which Dr.

J. If. B gel. « i is I rolarae of the

na and Surveys for a Pacific Railroad Route, and illustrated by

wide smith-western regions in a manner which must command universd

admiration, and must assign to the author a high rank among the sys-

tematic botanists of our day. The general Botanj
by Dr. Torrey, founded upon one of the best collections ever made in

uey, and illustrated by 25
p q a al praise.

But all these memoirs are sadly m .1 errors. A
government printing office is not well of work, and

proof-reading from a distance seems to be ineffectual. The /

ports are much better printed, doubt!-", h.-.-nu-e rise author on the

spot could insist upon a sufficient revision of his proofs, and see that his

'isfigurements which <

e. g. edteardsi -n/i, and so on, usque ad museum.
Though why they should be so decapit after a generic

name, although honored with a capital initial when they follow a specific

name, passes ordinary <
I
seem to re-

quire uniformity like this : Chordeiles henryi, baird. Returning to the

ne we are at present concerned, we reroai

;eptable to botanists to have

ers of Wright's distributed cof

'

as far as possib

humous dktrib

ted and describ

>gue of the species of the United States west of the 100th

parallel of longitude, including those of the Mexican border, is now very

6. Catalogue of the Pha>nogamous and Acrogenous Plants contained

iv (rra>/< Ma ../ ...' of the Botany of the Northern
in exchanges of specimens, etc. New York ' lvl*

son & Phinney. 1859.—A help of this BOrt

often been asked for, and the enterprising pub:!-'

have responded to the demand by publishing, at a low price, this neat

Catalogue, for which good office they deserve the best thanks

tered botanists. The species are nui fr -m N •'• '•

Atragene Americana to 24-21, .-1: 'la Carolinianu. fhe
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itself. A cent stamp will pay the postage of the pamphlet to any part of
the United States; and the sender has vuW w in 1, at, to 1, -

respondent, by marking or by copying the numbers, the species which he

Id type, and even those of the genera, may serve

rful purpose : they may be cut out and used for labels in the
herbarium. A> Gi

IV. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. The Thirteenth Meetihj of the America,, .1— --V n r\r ih, A l-

s
- " < * - Id \n, i<t S- i 1859 at the < it\ II ill in

M ,-. „ J ,,.., rt,.— fl sj
,, _,; 1( h ]<< tinj, . f the \mukan As-

passed off with decided success; the greatest hannorn and

g prevailed. A large gathering of members from all parts of.

8 of one of the most beautiful cities in New England. The
number of menu,,,, j,, rmendan e was estimated to be about five hun-
dred. The w excursion
to Amherst College under the escort of the venerable and distinguished

rag to be remembered as one of the

• of life. Members seemed the romantic

erf the scenery surrounding the College, and in the u:

extent, richness, and high -. unequalled

those of any other college in the United States. Here Dr.

his original labors in the

•t-marks on the Connecticut sandstone. This
-

"'•--:.
and floor of which these curious" rec-

alley are spread out to

•f visitor,. \ ie can form an adequate notion of the

":
"

Whatever the llh„-l - n< . f Mecca may prove to be, meteorite or por-

grim to Amherst will be rewarded by an inspec-

_.'... ....• •
.

.•.:,
in the world, hup-iia! M ;- urn < f Vienna. By

' r

-

Jin. 7, 1859, to contain 137 localities.

* he miner
.

.:• Amherst is worthy
"

i the richness and splendor of its selections,

re in America and seldom anywhere so well

•brated col-

rdfis rn n. Whatever was
»<*t rare or choice from any locality appears to have found no rest until

placed on his shelves.
No wonder then thai p and with beauty and

a at the hospitable tables covered by the fair hands of Am-
flerst ladies, the Associa w the glories of a mid-
summer sunset over the picturesque ranges of the Northampton hills, or

-:.,-, i.-> :
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that they iv .- in the evening full of the praises of

We append a list of the officers of the Springfield meeting, and also

of the papers registered

Officers of the Assoc >" 1 • v/.

—

President, Professor

Stephen Alexander.— Vice President, Prof. Edward Hitchcock.

—

Per-

\ -ntary, Jos. Lovering.— General Secretary, Win. Chauvenet.—

William' Chauvenet. Joseph »Lnvennnr. Ehvar<l Hitchcock, John E.

Holbrook, A. L. Ehwn. Alexia Caswell, W. !

Peirce, A. D. Bache. 15. Silliman. Jr.. Joseph Locmite, Wolmtt <'ihbs. J.

W. Foster, E^.—Local <\,)v„utt,c, H,,n. < ^org,- U!i-.«. <1 Iln„,.—\h.

George A. Otis. Jr., Stcntanj. K. A. Chapman, Esq., Rev. [•"rand- lit-

fany, George M. Atwater, Capt. James Barnes. -

Phelps, J., LM , H..„. «\ C. < lutf... < li-tu W. Chapm. Lol. J. M.

r. F>„.. John L. King, Gen. James S. Whitney,

Krl in S. i
• .1 ,i ah Hooker, Esq., A. D.^Bn

V. •
W .' 1 ' ' Al lei men Roger S. Moore and Horace

u T. Safford, Joshua M.

Harrington, Walter North,

List of papers registered for presentation to the Association*

I. On the Origin of the Azoic Rocks of Michigan and Wisconsin; by Charles

Potwfc Kettles" of Wisconsin; by C. Whittlesey.

"

' - • < .
. , ..

''•','.. '...-:.,':-.

tkmof Temperature in the Florida Channel and Straits; by A. D.

0* Western ( ,vD. Bache.

:....,.,-.;

command ef Dr E. K Kane. U S. X , ;
.'presented by

and discussion by (

ions for the
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Talcose schist of Vermont ; by Charles H. Hitchcock.

i subject of Frozen Wells and Cold Springs; by John
Brocklesby.

IS. On cutting the 'I m a !? of M ile an i Female Screws, so that they shall com-
mence and termini:

. y un.fcon-espond-
ence; by Cyrus Buckland.

19. A method for discharging the Leyden Jar, by employing an Imperfect Con-

fess of Storms in the United States, east of the

22. A questwm as t. • Stephen Alexander.

ii. On the Harm.! v of the Solar System; by Stephen

sho

5
' " the Common Or'o in of the Asteroids, and also of some of the Comets of

26. On the Causes of the Variation of Temperature of the Seasons; by G-. W.

27. On the Theory of the Comet's Tail ; by Benjamin Pence.

b g 9n the History of the Investigation ot the Physical Constitution of Comets;

29. On the Personal Peculiarities of Astronomical Observers; by Benj. Peirce.
ao. On the Possible bang** in the Earth's

lemperature; by Bee
ular I'. i- ;

33. On U
the 'mtiCal The°rV °

f MUSlC; br ^ H
-

Saff<mI -

35. On Meteorology; by Joseph Henry.
nine the Action of the Centrifugal C

s J. porter .

"-

-: - •
:

.'.;
Reference Catalogue of all the described Forth American Lepi-

var?' !*! Compl"te Semicircle of the Zodiacal Light, as seen at night recently by
•«

; by George Jones.

» of the Atmosphere at night, as observed on the

*'-• On the Em ias Loomis.

4' ° ,J th« allege 1 ;
hi. Jr.

continents, lite Cotton and To-

11 the Lasso-Celh i •;
v H - J- ,?„ . 7 , t „ T

a the Facetted Eyes of Acaleph **• ; by H. J.
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53. On apparent equivocal Generation ; by H. J. Clark.

*54. On a supposed Meteorite of a new
lina

; bv C. U. Sliepard.

the eve of Novemb, -n, S. C; by C. U. Shepard.

M. Vibrations is the v ' i ell.

57. System of Consanguinity of the Re m to Ethnology;

by Lew'is H. Morgan.
58. On a Frozen Deposit of modified Drift in Brandon, Vermont ; by Edward

59. On the Conglomerate near Newport, R. L, with elongated pebbles and trans-

60. On a D .stone beneath Granite and '

Derby. Vermont . by E ward Hitchcock.
61." An attempt to prove that the younger Metamoit

63. Recent ! ferous Flora of British Amer-

ce of our Northern Lakes; by J. G.

68. On Oral ... among the Elements; by J.

"W. Mallet.

69. On the Vertical Planes in Bituminous and other Coals; by E. B. Andrews.

70. On the I j„o; by E. B. Andrews.

*7l. On the Znomoi - Connecticut Bl ' "

*72. On the Discovery of a Creat
of_M,,n; by Joseph Barratt.

*~4. On thi of Curves of degrees higher i

A. Newton.
.

;

i&ena; by Joseph Leconte.

^ 77. Observations on the Geology of the Rocky J!

'

78. Physical Constitution „f

79. On the alleged occurrem i Maple Sugar; bv E. N. Hnrsford. ,

: in Organic Structures occurring in bea-

by E. N. Horsford

, by G. A. Gould, presented t

he Discharge of Atmospheric Electricity through Gas Mai

n. Jr.

*86. On thfl appli Jl , by L. F. I.«**

a of Closed Curves ; by C
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r> i i-it-i 'in le a* a substitute for the Zenith Telescope in the

! Vein of Gold in the bed of the Chestatee river, Georgia
;

Coi.tnh !t!,,n to
•

u Limestones; by W. E. Logan.
bj L F. Locke.

i Rooks; byT. S. Hunt.

of the Association for 1 860 are : President, Isaac Lea, of

Vice President, R A. G.,uM. Canihridge, Mass.: General

=eph LeConte, of Columbia. S. C; Treasurer, A. L. Elwyn,

, R. I., on the first o

ot that shore will offer a rich

t Newport i

-
• '

:
:

i K- s ntitie world Di 1"- L--idy was al> . ~ I

'<- -Wo, ition at X.uport upon th- >>\l\u> l K< ptil.a an.* Mai
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big as to his famous schon

PS of schools of practical ->

•The technical y>art >»f an i

1 Instruction.—The following testimony of

at Giessen, is worth considering in these

tieal cheinistr , analysis, and otbe i>i nit- es r,.| ;, J therei

.
in. ti,a . to be gained by

the eorabinatk It is t

,
-,:«.

i

ry. IL

prnctiv: If he

In a!

all pur

may be termec ;,4u,oi -titutes 1 chief condition

-IAk '

. Letters on M 11 ted by John
//',. M.D.

3. Dr. Newberry's late Explorations in New Mexico—he shows Marcou's

so-called Jurassic to be Cretaceous.—Advi . ? 1..-.- ! n received from Dr.

X.-wl ei-ry at S mta be, X. Mexico, as late as .buy 18th, in letters to Mr.

Meek, j h: X., following the Santa Fe road from Independence, Mo., to

ru-ai Uii! _ >u . Kau-u>, vm i > ; r Coal meas-

1 t.p-. hit in * - > .,,-.,[ 1, u t (a boniferous. The

Permian was a li^.t ctv;uu-r. led M.,_,, m m Limotone. From the

ere k the Mirface ivek, wen- Lied, Yellow and

White Maris ; the Llano Estacado and

the cuu.itrv west of the Rio Grande. There were no fossils. These are

tod described by tbei

On the banks of Walnut creek, a tributary of the Arkansas—a little

farther west, Dr. Newberrj saw the Bame red or brown hu
-

-

: -



'

are the leaves,- 1 ,,, v 1 W. H.-ei md M M .1 mi * he Miocene/
The Cretan, • v., te nor «eeii by Dr. Newberry over-

lying the san< ., uthwest, as \v e might
expect from the dip, he found this same sandstone overlaid bi/ the mme
Cretaceous seen by Meek and Hoyden surmountinn d in Xihruska. In

these Cretaceous I . is , and shale (Xos. 2 and
3 of the Nebraska Seel ion of Meek ai,'«l Havden, the Sandstone being
No.l,)—he found Inoceramm problematic^, a well known Cretaceous

in England and various parts of Europe,) as well as in No. 3

of the Neb, a- - j with Ammonites JVew-Mexicana,
Gryphma Pitch, n

{
(; JUatuta. sa>. Tucnmccii . f Mm,,,,). Thus we

>M;e whi.-h Mr. Mareou and Prof. Heer would male- Mio-

• H well km u n a id admitted < Ye-

-. doI along '.villi these I
upon by Mr.

M-u-m, f,„
t ;

.. ,.-j ^ 1J( t ,f t! „>, ,,,,• . , f rhe^/n/v^V. So if Mr.

I f. Heer u right th Mio, n. proves to be older than the

Mexico," he centinr.es. "but wo ha
M m ;\ Jurassic is certainly not so."

'1'i.e tact, dieued bv Dr. N. seem however to sustain the Trias in

™' ,(\ Writing bom Abitpiia (near Santa be), N.Mexico, lie

"j"" |V; in tie- rs—the 'Gypsum forrnati.

deposits of copper—copper schists and copper conglomerate, precis

"' '^'I'per schis's of Europe." I he red gypsum healing rock

f/Kd to as embia • the same seen by

**k and Hayden in Kansas between the Permian and the Lower Crcta-

<*ous, and whi, I, tin v w. ,.- d;-.^e,; , f.
- t . th Jurassic or Triassic.

.
T
^e most important evidence however, of the age of these deposits, is

>& the occurrence : -Zamites, Ptemphyl-

;«*, Ac., which are, in Dr. N.\ m-l. m. s ,, t > those of the Keiiper

I .PPerTrias) of Euro, ; but !.' re^n.s a po-ih-..- action on this

e European specie ..„„

.

' ' •.... ,-.. '

l paradise 1

•rpeop!.. ii



Misc< II met, us Lit, Ui^,

irs. I Kill, says there wi.iv t

line from Ben; .'la Co., N. V.. a distance

-i ned by tli. >:[ - 'i <

T
a st. u i . . • !. . " iwij ;i II. was

singburg, Waterford, Grafton, and New Lebanon, in N. Y., at

reets were conscious of a vibration

X. Y.. a

en the managers of the powder-*

is heard the report and felt the shock with great distinctness,

and at Greenbush, a large number of people rushed to the do
ing that a steamboat bad burst its boiler.

As to the cause of the phenomenon ;—a great abundance of concurrent

testimony, seems to prove, that it was due to the explosion of an im-

mense meteor at a considerable distance above the surface of the earth.

••'i a'ne to collect it is. ;i- follows:—
John P. Ball, County Clerk of Rensselaer Co., N. Y., in a

ing very rapi 1 \ t the '.r i< mid in a n ithw.-^r. \\ direction. When ap-

parently about a bait a mile above the eartii.it disappeared, and in a

bout twenty m
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Ezra Turner and son, of North Schaghticoke, N. Y., three miles north
'•' :

'

••-.plosion.

At New Lebanon, N. Y, it was seen by two members of the Shaker
' pa- ov<r their tuwn in the direction of Tiov, and was ap-

parently f i> laiir a< a -flour barrel."

At lloossie, X. V.. it was also o r!ie cloud of

n->y. N. V., saw a ball of fire in the air. ami called 'his family

who looked in the direction he indicated, saw a small but dense cloud of

Under date of An jr. 1 3th, 1859, J. R. Simmons of Berlin, N. Y., writes
to the editoi of t 1 \\ _ - , \VS :- 1 was standing in front of
m y boo**

I Ufa iost„ at 7 o'clock and 20 min-
ut.-s,— tl 1( .,v being a cloudless d<y ,„ very nearly so.—when my attention

attracted upwards. 1 saw a meteor

idar and the altitude of fio°. towards the southwest,

il line, with gieat velocity, remaining in sight several

i\in- trail- of sun ke at inteiva s. The ,, |„i \\ ,- i< d. ko

W bih it A -
I,

is. no „ sju-hl [| H eked to th. Ke\ J.

At .i the I,]-, of Ave m ! utes

.

as the atmosphere. I have, heard so many con-
.'' ( ' '" s i:

i the terrific report, and most of them

°f the whole scene tl it ,i i- . . - 1 so many remarks."
At Living-ton, Columbia Co., N. Y., the meteor was observed in the

north, •' with strips of apparen

the'h'

about

direct!

appea

ite of August 18th, 1859, Emory F. Strong of South Man-

stant andi thei d to explode. Its

: appearance was w* » the act of

'losion. We listened for the report but heard none. The sun was

directed to that p
neavens."

^ correspondent of the N. Y. Evening Post, writing from New Leba-
>> N. Y., gives the following account of this phenomenon as observed
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. :
—« About 7 o'clock on that morning as I was about to

leave my be ! > hamb. r, I was startle 1 b\ two distinct and very heavy ex-

plosions* so that I immediately ran to the window and looked over toward

the Shaker village hill, where I knew they were blasting stones to build

the great dam in that village, but could see no smoke at all, the sky being

tit'ul. The noi-e was so startling as to call

•n of every one about the premises, and various

house (a large farm house) went out of doors, and others to the window,

to see what was the matter. The hov.se trembled so as to be noticed by

all of us—a family of over twenty people, and more than half were in

"We supposed some powder mill I 1 during the

day that two ufiihr •>;.;, -.i:« B k I f
i in

here,) who were out in I ration drawn to a bright

tl.\i ni*\ 1' ft- ui -) ! ii' « , i it \t _i. ti |, .it follow* 1 Huv
were looking north, while my window ight not have

seen the meteor if I had »' were on a

I w «s in a v: ,y. [Tl -

1

u I
;. confirms Mr. Ball's account].

" '•' •

on !ii> way to Canaan to meet the cars, at the time of the expl

the ttowe was so great as to excite remarks from all in the carriage, and

to make both the horses jump as though frightened. The noise was

ike very heavy thunder. It was heard at 'Columbia Tin.' **

Lebanon Sprii . ilea fiom here, but not so
\v> ! u 1 it - t i < .ion o, ,ii, I , rtli oi us, and that hotel stands

on the south side of a high hill."

From Murristown, Lamoille county, Vermont, twenty-five miles north

were making investigat

be found here. At the

suddenly :.- •
. r

, - , r dii _ n a s< itl west, riy

rain in a i ket. only many time- i, md followed bv a long train of

to feel the effects of some great explosion ; but its distance was so much
greater than we fa ifeoek was experienced."

• '.

. - : '•'
'

" Garritt Vanderpool, a

jAm, on the morn
.-,

;
'.:'

: ', .:•- :'.-•: - '• •
:

had ceased, he heard what sounded like a small
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nam. On looking up, be
saw the object fall, and at once picked it up. It is ahout the sue .4' a

;_rh the .-.Mitre: and is partiallv covere.J with a

.h'l that it is

"

a p ;i rt of the exp'oded met, or. Others also
think so. It will be examined by competent judges, and the result prop-
erly announced."
The above seem conclusively to establish the fact that a meteor of great

into our atmosphere on the morning of the 11th of August
led with great violence, throwing down stones to the earth. It

would even seem possible, fro

mass, velocity and apparent c

In this com history of the remarkable

. Conn., on the morning of December
r. as described by Profs. Silliman and Kingsley * In that case

there were three distinct and violent e.\p!..-i..;i>. -.. h t .Unwed by a dis-

charge of meteoric stones, specimens of which from each locality were
subsequently obtained. Let us hope that a diligent search for the relics

of the Troy meteor will 1, ,-. in like manner rewarded, and the results duly
reported.-! I). A. W • k U .. . f h..\. N. V.. h i> k ,. : \ *ent us most of
these fecto.-i.ED8.]

4

May, 1859); by Sir Roderi. . N \ Mi : m*o.v, G.C.St.S.,
lM '!-. VM.< President ' London, Cowh-s A: S,,ns. Sco, pp. 132.—This
Address is full of interesting notices of the lives and s'tvh.-. s of i lustrious

s Geographical Society deceased d

of Mechanics for the'use of Cold

i .
'

•New York. A. S. Barnes & Burr. 12mo. pp. 338. 1859.—This work
embraces a!: iiK-ntary mechanics, ar-

ranged in logical order and each rigidly demonstrated. It fills an im-

works and in the hands of a good

7. Annual > General of the Geological Survey of
the United Kingdom ; the Museum of Practical Geology, <&c. 24 pp. 8vo,
witn 4 progress maps.—This is the ami uil report sh..v\ ug the progress

oi Sir 11. I Murcbison.
8. Expert, ,.,// and Vao ; two new

ll>..A-*i>t Sui- t .S. \rinv and S. Weir Mitchell, M.D.,

[Brochure, Extracted from the Am. Jour. Med. Sen, July, 1859.J pp. 48.

9. Attrana ition* made at the Bad-
•

tenrlence of Sb Observer. Vol. xviii.

Published h
}

i« t s. ' 'vf..i.!. .1. and J. Parker.
!8o9. 8vo. pp. 255 Astronomical, 132 Meteorological. 7 plates.

i, pp. 141 (1810.)
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10. Fowkjes : A manual of Chemistry, dc, edited from the 1th London

-

s;^. | [) D uw,-ti I ri pal

ofagfet, mated bj ustant, and Edward T. Cox, Assist-

JSoois in Press.

A Manual of Spherb-a! ,<nd ]',;„< \ ;' Astr.„„.», <, emhraein- Xainiail Astron-
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Art. XXXIV.—The Correlation of Physical, Chemical and Vital
force, and the Conservation of Force in Vital Phenomena ; by
Joseph LeConte, Professor of Geol. and Chem. in the South
Carolina College, Columbia.

Springfield Meeting, August, 1859.)

Matter constantly changes its form—but is itself indestructi-
We except by the same power which called it into being. The
same quantity ofmatter exists in the universe at all times. So also
lorce changes its/orm constantly, but is itself indestructible, inca-
pable of increase or diminution, and the same absolute amount
ot force exists in the universe at all times and forever. The mu-
tual con v* i

•

is forms of force is called " correla-
tion of forces." The invariability of the absolute amount in the
midst of constant change is called * conservation of force." This
principle of correlation and conservation of force must be looked
upon as one of the grandest generalizations in modern science,

* Principle startling at first, but when clearly understood and
nrmly grasped, almost axiomatic. It must be considered a
necessary truth, and as such is a legitimate basis of deductive
reasoning.

ine correlation of physical forces is universally recognized as

in science, and not onlv so but has already been pro-
• but the correlation

- and vital forces while generally recognized as a
^UOSOSEttiB* Vw XXV11I VX84.-WV. US*.
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been specula

1 of this pri

of this kin

the legitimate extension of this principle over its doi

tained in the very remarkable and suggestive paper of Dr. Car-

penter entitled "mutual relation of physical and vital forces,"

and published in Phil. Trans, for the year 1850.

In the present paper I wish simply to present a few thoughts,

which have originated in my own mind, in the course of reflec-

tion on this subject, in the hope that they may prove suggestive

to others. They have at least the merit of being uninfluenced

by the writings of others—and therefore perhaps of presenting

the subject in a somewhat new light. I sincerely wish I could

present the matter in a more definite form, but it is certain that

where a subject is not perfectly understood, the attempt to give

our ideas more defmiteness also makes them more questionable.

We are obliged to be content with a certain vagueness, in the

hope that by the use of right methods a clearness will come

after. We must gratefully accept the twilight in the hope that

it marks the approach of the full light of day.
There are four planes of material existence which may be re-

garded as being raised one above the other. The first and lowest

is the plane of elementary existence, the second the plane of chem-

ical compounds, or mineral kingdom, third, the plane of vegetable

existence and fourth, of animal existence. Now it is apparently

impossible for any known force in nature to raise matter through

all these grades at once. On the contrary there is a special force

adapted for the elevation of matter from* each plane to the plane

above. It is the special function of chemical affinity to raise

matter from plane No. 1 to No. 2. All the changes too which

take place upon plane No. 2 by the mutual reactions of bodies

situated on that plane, are under the guidance and control ot

this force. It is the special prerogative of the force of vegetation

—of vegetable life, to lift matter from No. 2 to No. 3, i. e., from

the condition of mineral matter to the higher condition of vege-

table matter. All the cham-us wiu.-h udctT place upon this plane,

the laws of. vsiology, are under the

guidance of this force. Finally, the force of animal life ana

that alone enjoys the privilege of lifting matter still higher into

the 4th plane, i. e., the plane of animal existence. No force »
nature can lift from No. 1 to No. 8, or from No. 2 to So. 4.

Plants cannot feed entirely upon elementary matter, nor can

animals feed upon mineral matter. The reason of this will be

seen in the sequel. Thus it seems that after matter is raised

from the elementary to the mineral condition, it requires an

additional force of another and peculiar kind to i

the vegetable kingdom, and again another accession of force o

raise it into the animal kingdom. These kingdoms are, there-
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: planea raised one above the

No. 4, Animal Kingdom.
3, Vegetable Kingdom.
2, Mineral Kingdom.
1, Elements.

If then it be admitted that this is the relative position of these
planes—that it requires a greater and greater expenditure of
force to maintain matter upon each successive plane, then it

follows that any amount of matter returning to a lower plane by
decomposition must set fee or develop a force which may under

8 raise other matter from a btoer to a higher
roh'htinn. Or to express it by a mechanical illustration, a given
amount of matter falling from one plane to any plane below,
develops a force sufficient to raise an equal quantity of matter
an equal height. Thus decomposition must in every case develop

h force may take the form of heat as in combustion,
or electricity as in electrolysis, or may expend itself in forming
chemical compounds or even in organizing matter.

Again, in the same manner as matter may be arranged in
several distinct and graduated kingdoms, so it seems to me the
forces of nature may also be properly divided into distinct
groups arranged in a s bore the other. These
are the physical, the ch forces, And as in the
case of matter so also in the case offorce, it is impossible to pass
directly from the lowest to the highest group without passing
through the intermediate group. The conversion of physical
into vital force seems impossible without passing through the
intermedin. .-.I force.

These are the simple principles upon which are based all that
follows—principles which may possibly seem fanciful to some
unfamiliar with the principle of conservation of force, but the
number of phenomena which they consistently explain will I

nope entitle them to serious thought.
ls

J;

Jt is wel l known that chemical elements, in what is called
the ''nascent condition" i. e., at the moment of liberation from
previous combination, exhibit a peculiar energy of chemical
affinity not exhibited under other circumstances. It seems to
*ne that this is readily explicable on the principle of conserva-
tion of force. At the moment of decomposition the chemical
affinity which bound the elements together and which was be-
fore satisfied, is suddenlv left unsatisfied. There is an attraction
set free which was before disguised—& force liberated which was
before latent. If conditions favorable are present this force may
Preserve the form of chemical affinity, and expend itself in form-
]ng other chemical compounds; or even,, as we shall see here-
after, in organizing matter. But if favorable conditions are not
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present, then it may take some other form of force, e. g., heat or

. and therefore no longer exist as chemical ujjlnity. The

chemical affinity is said to be lost. To return to the mechanical

i: used above. Matter falling from plane No. 2 to

plane No. 1 develops force sufficient to raise other matter from

plane No. 1 to No. 2, but which in the absence of such matter

may expend itself in heat or electricity or some other form of

physical force.

2nd. It is a fact, now well established, that the seed in germi-

nation forms carbonic acid, and in doing so loses weight. That

is, the organized matter of the seed is partially decomposed, a

portion of its carbon uniting with the oxygen of the air to form

carbonic acid. Now it is this decomposition which develops the

force by which germination is effected. A portion of the or-

ganic matter of the seed is decomposed. This decomposition sets

free a force which suffices to organize the rest. The for

sary and therefore the amount of decomposition necessary in this

case is .small because the work to be accomplished is simply the

change from one form of organic matter to another, or rather

•r—to recur again to the former

illustration, merely shii natter from

one place to another upon the plane No. 3. " But how," it may
be asked, '

i brought about?" This seems to

be effected by the heat and perhaps (according to Hunt) by the

actinic rays of the sun* Heat and actinic rays have been

spoken of by many writers, e. g., by Carpenter and by Robert

Hunt as the physical force which is changed into organizing

force by means of the "substratum of an organized s :

but the peculiarity of the view which I now present, is

conversion does not take place immediately, but only th

ofanotherforce more nearly allied to

force. The food is laid up in the seed mostly in the form of

starch. In the act of germination this starch is changed mto

sugar. Starch as is well known differs from sugar in two im-

portant respects, viz., it is insoluble and it is more highly car-

bonized^ Now according to the ordinary view, the only object

of the partial decomposition is to change the food from an insol-

uble to a soluble form—and this can be done only by elimina-

tion of a portion of the carbon in the form of carbo
According to the view which I now present, the food is always
:*

that ,'.. " hi "j \,i - '>„,!!. Ac-

cording to the ordinary view, ii I be found,

capable of conversion' into the soluble form, without loss of car-

..;-. Pi'.-*-. [ - ir '
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bon
; then germination of the seed might take place without

loss of weight, by the direct conversion of heat into vitnl i< ree.

g to my view, decomposition and therefore loss tftveight,

--

weight being in fact the exact measure of that force.

8rd. As soon as the plant develops green leaves, a complete
change takes place in its mode of development. It no longer
loses weight but inei ises in weight. It not oni develops but
grows. The reason of this is, that th organising force is no
longer developed by decomposition of food laid up within its

nh externa.

ily admitted to be the physical force con-
cerned in this dt'n.;npoHri<.n. Far ! i it is _ : J] v supposed
that there is a direct and immediate conversion oi

in the given leaves of plants. But evidently this is

impossible, since the u milon of the

two elements carhmt owl or,,,^,,. Liuht is therefore converted into
motion. It is therefore the chemical affinity thus set free which
is the force immediately converted into vital force. The food of
plants consists of carbonic acid, water and ammonia (C0

2 , HO
and NH

SJ ) or in some cases according to M. Ville of C0
2 , HO

and N.* Sunlight acting through the medium of the green
leaves of plants has the remarkable power of decomposing C0 2 .

The force thus set free from a latent condition, or the chemical
affinity of carbon in a nascent condition is the force by means of
which C, H, and N are raised to the organic condition.! To
return to my former illustration ; matter (oxygen) falling from
the second to the first plane develops force sufficient to raise

other matter from the second to the third plane. Thus it is

evidently im inciple of conservation offorce that

plants should feed entirely upon element try matttr ; whereas ac-

cording to the ordinary view of the direct conversion of light

into organizing force, there is no reason why plants should not
reed entirely on elements, except that one of them, carbon, is

insoluble.

4th. There are many other phenomena of vegetable life which
receive a ready explanation on this theory. I have said that

sunlight has the power of decomposing carbonic acid only in the

green leaves of plants. Pale plants, such as the Fungi" among
iogams and the Monotropa among phienogams, have no

~~
. These nlants. then i r . cannot feed
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upon chemical compounds—mineral matter. They mustfeed upon
organic matter, which organic matter in its partial dec-

furnishes the force necessary for organization. If so, then this de-

composition, as in the case of germination, must be attended

with the elimination of C0
2

. Both of these are known to be

facts. Pale plants do feed upon organic matter and do evolve

C0 3 . The necessary connection of these facts with one another

and with the principle of conservation of force, is now for the

first time, as far as I know, brought out. The phenomena of

nutrition in these plants is similar to that of seeds in germina-

tion, except that the latter contains the organic matter already

laid up within its own tissues, while the former derives it from

decaying vegetable or animal matter taken ah externo into its

tissues. In this case too, as in germination, heat is apparently

the physical force which effects the decomposition of the organic

food, and which is therefore converted indirectly through chemi-

cal into vital force. Light is actually unfavorable to this process,

for light tends to decompose, not to form C0 2
. In both cases

therefore the conditions favorable for nutrition are first, abund-

ance of soluble organic matter, second, absence of light and

presence of heat. This is then apparently the true reason why
germinating plants and pale plants avoid the light. These plants

grow by the oxydation of carbon and formation of CO
?

.
Light

decomposes C0 3 and must therefore be antagonistic to its forma-

tion, and consequently to the growth of these plants Whether
or not this property of light is entirely limited by the condition

of its acting through an organic tissue, is a question yet unde-

termined. Heat we know is favorable to the oxydation of car-

bon (combustion, fermentation, putrefaction, &c.,) under all

circumstances. Has light an opposite property also under all

circumstances, or is this opposite property of light limited to the

condition of its acting through the medium of an organism ? 1

hope the experiments already & at progress,

by my brother Prof. John LeConte, and published in the last

proceedings and in the American Journal of Science and Arts,

vol. 24, p. 317, will eventually furnish the means of solving this

very important problem. I do not wish to anticipate the final

results of these experiments, but it seems to me that the nega-

tive results thus far obtained, rather support the view that the

action of light is not thus limited. In all experiments on this

subject the light and heat of the sun have been combined. Now
heat we know is favorable to combustion. The fact then that

combined light and heat produced no effect, would seem to indi-

cate that light counteracted the effect of the heat of the sun.

5th. Etiolated plants, or plants artificially blanched by exclu-

" "ght, exhibit the same phenomena and for the same

These plants cannot receive their organizing forceT:i
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through the decomposition of €0 2 by sunlight : therefore they
are obliged to obtain it from decomposition of organic mat-
ter. Hence these plants require organic food, hence also they
evolve C0

2
instead of oxygen. In this case also decomposition

of organic matter, with a separation of a portion of the carbon in
the form of CO,, furnishes the organizing force. In the absence
of any external organic matter in the form of humus or manure,
etiolated plants like germinating seeds will feed for awhile upon
organic matter previously accumulated in their tissues in the
form of starch and actually lose weight of solid matter*

6th. In a most interesting and suggestive article in the Biblio-
thequej Universelle (Archive des Sciences,!) on the subject of
humus, M. Kisler shows in the most conclusive manner that
organic matter in a soluble condition (soluble humus) is taken
up by almost all plants. This fact had been previously proved
experimentally by Th. de Saussure, but having been denied by

ilv neglected by vegetable physi-
ologists. The doctrine of Liebig and of physiologists generally,
w that, except in case of pale plants, organic matter is decom-
posed into C0 2 , HO and NH

3 , i. e., must fall into the mineral
kingdom before it can be absorbed and assimilated by plants,
and therefore that organic manures only supply the same sub-
stances, and in exactly the same form, which are already sup-
plied, but in insufficient quantities, by the atmosphere. But M.
-Kisler repeats with great care the experiments of de Saussure,
and confirms the accuracy of his conclusions. Hyacinths and
other bulbs were placed with their roots suspended in water col-
ored with soluble extract of humus. When these plants were
placed in the sun, the water became rapidly decolorized. Other
tools such as carrots, also germinating grains of wheat, were ob-
served to produce the same effects. An extract of humus was
exposed at a somewhat elevated temperature to sunlight under a
oell glass. Microscopic plants developed in great abundance.

f-
s long as these plants continued to develop the infusion was

transparent and did not putrefy in the slightest degree : and yet
there was a constant evolution of C0 2

as shown by analysis of
the air in the bell-glass. " Now the cellules formed in the liquid
contained carbon. This carbon did not come from the C0 2

of

Jhe air, for the liquid, far from absorbing, disengaged C0 3 . There-

fore the soluble humus must have furnished the carbo::
to the vegetable cells." It could not have furnished it indirectly
m the form of C0 2 derived from decomposition of the organic
latter, otherwise oxygen instead of C03

would have been elimi-

J*.

ated. M. Risler thinks moreover that the embryo in germina-
llon takes up soluble organic matter in the form of humus in

* Carpenter, Comp. Phys., p. 285.

t Bib. Tin. Arch. <Tea Sci., new period, vol. 1, p. 305.
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addition to the soluble organic matter contained within the co-

tyledons, and that the evolution of C0
2
by germinating seeds is

due in part also to the oxydation of humus. •Finally, according

to the same author, the formation of roots in all plants, but

nttch starch or sugar, is due to the

direct absorption of humus, and not, as is generally supposed, by
m of carbon by means of light. "In order" says he

"that CO, of the air should form these substances, it is neces-

sary, in the beet and the potatoe, that there should be a descend-

ing sap, which there is not." Moreover if the carbon was taken

from the soil in the form of C0 3 there should be elimination of

oxygen instead of evolution of C0 2 ; but the converse is the fact

as has been proved in the most indisputable manner by de Saus-

sure and Boussingault.*

Miilder is equally explicit in affirming that plants absorb solu-

ble organic matter which is converted in the roots, by eli

of a portion of the carbon, into starch and sugar.—Mulder, pp.

620, 664, 682. Thus according to these authors, sap is actually

elaborated by the roots from organic manures.
Now according to the theory which I propose, th

"s into starch, sugar or cellulose, furnishes an addi-

-force. Humus is a more highly carbonized substance

than either starch or cellulose. By the parti
h" i>>* in t . tiss ies of the plant, with the elimination of a por-

tion of its carbon (removed by o: tl force is set

fret <
>' .»

s rues to as ,-. Hence, this process

of evolution of C0 2 as we have already said, is opposed by

, the forma-

tion of chlorophyll, of woody fibre., of essential oils, gums, &c;
darkness, heat and organic manures, favor the formation of

sugar, starch, &c. Hence the explanation of the well known
fact that by covering up the lower portions of potatoe plants by

heaping earth around them, many buds which would otherwise

form leafy branches develop into
*

tubers. Hence also the expla-

nation of the equally well known fact that the roots of plants

seek and grow most rapidly in the direction of most abundant

food. If the sap is elaborated entirely in the leaves, it is difficult

to understand why the descending sap should flow in greater

abundance in one "direction than another. But if sap is elabora-

ted in the root itself it is easy to see why growth is most rapid in

the direction pf most abundant manure. It is easy to see, too,

why roots avoid the light; since light decomposes C0 3
and

therefore must be unfavorable to the formation of this -

7th. It is a well known fact that the so-called n
plants consists of two distinct and apparently opposite
1st, the absorption of C0 2 by the leaves and also in solution by

* Bib. (Jo. Arch, des Sciences, new series, vol. 1, p. 5.
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the roots, the decomposition of this CO a by means of light
with the fixation of the carbon and the elimination of the oxy-
gen: 2nd, the recomposition and evolution of Co 2 . The decom-
position of C0 2 undoubtedly takes place in the leaves, but where
the recomposition of CO

?
takes place is not so well ascertained.

It is exhaled however, like the oxygen, from the leave's. The
process of decomposition of C0 2

takes place only during the day
as light is absolutely necessary for this process. The recomposi-
tion of C0

2 takes place night and day, although its exhalation
according to some observers seems to be more abundant during
the night. The process of decomposition of COa is well under-
stood—of that of recomposition our knowledge is very imperfect.
M. Eisler's explanation of this latter process seems most probable.
Plants, we have seen, undoubtedly absorb soluble organic mat-
ter, i. e., humus. Humus we know is a more highly carbonized
substance than cellulose or starch. This humus is therefore
oxydized in the roots and interior of the trunk, away from light,

by means of oxygen also absorbed by the roots and thus forms
C0

2 . This C0
3 then circulates in the sap to be exhaled by the

leaves or perhaps to be again decomposed by sunlight in this

organ. In the absence of light the whole is exhaled undecom-
posed. This readily accounts for the apparently greater exhala-
tion of COa during the night. A series of well conducted ex-
periments would test the truth of this view. If it is true, there
should be a relation between the richness of the soil in organic
manures and the amount of CO a exhaled. For a given amount
of growth, the amount of COa exhaled is the measure of the
amount of food taken up in the form of organic matter, and the

amount of oxygen exhaled is the measure of the amount of food
taken in the form of mineral matter. Or if the exhaled C03 is

decomposed in the leaves during the day, then of course the

difference between the amount exhaled during the night and day
would enter as an element in the calculation- Also it would
seem that those plants, especially, which frequent rich shady
spots, should ally more COa

and less oxygen,
than those loving thin soils and sunny places.

In plants then, there are two sources of organizing force, the

relative proportion of which varies infinitely, according to the

amount of light, heat, color of the plant and richness of the soil

«i organic matters. The two sources are immediately 1st, the

decomposition of C0
2 , 2nd, the decomposition of soluble highly

carbonized organic matter; remotely the two sources are light

zz&heat. h 3t take possession of desert spots,

bare rocks, k only source. In pale plants and
iungt the second is the only source; but in most plants the two
are combined in various proportions. The 1st must of course
oe considered the most fundamental and necessary, the 2nd being
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evidently supplementary. The decomposition of C0 2 by sun-

light may be considered as the original source of all vegetation,

but in most of the higher orders of plants the process of nutrition

is expedited by the reabsorption of organic matter before it again

returns to the condition of C0 2) HO and NH 3 .

8th. TDhe egg during incubation, absorbs oxygen, evolves C0 2 ,

and probably HO, and loses weight. As tbe result of this evo-

lution of C0 3 we find the egg develops. What it losts

it gains in organization. Now what is the source of the organi-

zing force? It evidently bears a direct relation to the loss of

weight. Here also, then, we have partial decomposite

ing the necessary force. A portion of the organic matter, falling

from the organic to the mineral plane, sets free a force which

raises the remaining portion into a slightly higher condition.

Heat is evidently the physical force or agent which is trans-

formed, not directly but indirectly, through chemical affinity, into

vital force. In other words, heat is the agent which effects the

necessary decomposition. The phenomena of development of

the egg is, therefore, very similar to that of the seed.

9th. After the hatching of the egg, the animal no longer loses

weight ; because recomposition of food taken ah externo proceeds

pari passu with decomposition. But in this case also decomposi-

tes the force by which recomposition is effected, and growth

and development carried on. As this is an important point I

apt to explain it more fully.

It is well known that in the animal body there are, going on

constantly, two distinct and apparently opposite processes, viz.,

decomposition and recomposition of the tissues ; and that the

energy of the life is exactly in proportion to the rapidity of these

processes. Now according to the ordinary view, the animal body

must be looked upon as the scene of continual strife between

atagonistic forces chemical and vital; the former constantly

:

stantly victorious, so that the vital forces are

driven to the necessity of contenting themselves with the simple

work of reparation. As cell after cell is destroyed by chemical

forces, others are put in their place by vital forces, until finally

the vital forces give up the unequal contest and death is the re-

sult. I do not know if this view is held by the best scientific

minds at the present day, as a fact, but it certainly is generally

regarded as the most convenient method of representing all the

phenomena of animal life, and as such has passed into the best

literature of the age. Certain it is however that the usual

belief, even among the best physiologists, is that the animal tissue

am ; that constant decomposition

is the result of this instability, and that this decomposition and
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this alone, creates the necessity of recomposition—in other words
creates the necessity of food. But according to the view which
I now propose, decomposition is necessary to develop the force by
which organization of food or nutrition is effected, and by which
the various purely animal functions of the body are carried on

—

imposition not only creates the necessity but at the same
time furnishes the force of recomposition.
But it will no doubt be objected that according to the princi-

ple of conservation of force, decomposition of a given amount
of matter can only effect the recomposition of an equal amount

—

that a given quantity of matter falling a given height, can only
raise an equal quantity an equal height : the whole force devel-
oped by decomposition seems to be expended in maintaining the
hody at a given position. How then can growth and animal
utivity go on ? The answer to this question is obvious enough
;' tei we recollect the nature of the food of animals. Animals
it is well known cannot feed upon mineral matter but only on
food already organized, at least up to the vegetable condition.
But when decomposition takes place, the animal matter returns
no longer to the vegetable condition from which it was immedi-
ately raised, but to the mineral condition. It is decomposed into
(

'

(

'_, Hi ) and urea. This last substance though not strictly a

Jabstance is far below the condition of vegetable matter.

J-hus it is evident that a given quantity of matter falling down
condition of animal to that of mineral matter, i. e., from

the 4th to the 2nd plane, would develop force sufficient to lift a
forger quantity of matter from the vegetable to the animal condi-

*>», i. e., from the 3rd to the 4th plane, and yet perhaps leave
much residual force unexpended. Thus it is possible, and not
only possible but certain, on the principle of conservation of
force that decomposition of animal tissues should set free, a
force, a part of which is consumed in the recomposition of a
forger amount of new matter and thus maintaining growth ; a
Part in animal heat and a part in animal activity of all sorts.l<

absofut
that the food of.animals should be organized. Upon the princi-

ple of conservation of force, growth and animal activity, in a
word, animal life, would otherwise be impossible.

It follows also from the above, that the higher the organization
°r the food the smaller the amount of force necessarv to effect

assimilation, and therefore the larger the amount of residual

force to be expended in animal heat and animal activity. In
this we find a ready explanation of the superior activity of car-

nivorous animals, and the loss of animal activity which results

*n a state of domestication from the use of vegetable diet ; also
of the supposed superior activity of men fed upon meat diet.
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10th. I have spoken thus far of only one source of vital force

in animals, viz., the decomposition of the tissues. I have attempted

to show how, upon the principle of conservation of force, this

t to carry on the growth and the activity of the ani-

mal organism. But decomposition of the tissues, though the

fundamental source—the source characteristic of and peculiar to

animals—of immediate and universal necessity in this kingdom,
and in many cases sufficient of itself, is not the only source.

There is also in animals as in plants a supplemental source, viz.,

the decomposition offood.

It is well known that the food of animals consists of two kinds,

the nitrogenous, such as albumen, fibrin, casein, &c., and the

non-nitrogenous, such as fat, starch, sugar, gum, &c. According
to all physiologists since Liebig, the nitrogenous alone are used

in the repair and growth of the tissues. The non-nitrogenous are

either quickly consumed in respiration, or else are laid u;> in

the form of fat for future consumption in the same way. Now
there can be no doubt that animals may live entirely on nitro-

genous food ; in which case the whole vital force, whether for

n of food or for animal heat and animal activity, ifl

derived from the decomposition of the tissues. This is the case

also, apparently, in the starving animal, particularly if lean. But
in almost all cases much food in the form of fat, starch, sugar,

never transformed at all into tissues,

I of the circulation, changed into C0 2
and

"

finally removed by exhalation from the lungs. Now what is

the object of the non-nitrogenous food, since these do not form

any part of the tissues but are again decomposed and thrown
out of the system ? The answer usually given is that such food

is used in the animal economy solely as fuel to keep up the ani-

mal heat. On this view it is difficult to see why this class of

food should be used at all, especially in warm climates. But ac-

cording to the view which I propose we have here an additional

source of vital force. The decomposition of these ternary com-

pounds sets free a force which is used in organizing and assimi-

lating other matter (nitrogenous) and in producing animal ac-

tivity and animal heat. As in plants, although the decomposi-

tion of C0 2 by sunlight is all that is absolutely necessary for

growth and development, yet the decomposition of organic food

supplies an additional force which greatly increases the vigor

and rapidity of vegetation ; so in animals, although decomposi-

tion of the tissues is all that is absolutely necessary to furnish the

force of growth and the phenomena of animal life generally, yet

the decomposition of non-nitrogenous organic food furnishes ad-

ditional force by which growth and animal activity may be

1 without too great expenditure of the tissues.
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11th. In what then consists the essential difference between
animals and plants? There can be no doubt that it consists,
generally, in their relations to one another and to the mineral
kingdom. Plants occupy a middle ground between the mineral
and animal kingdom—a necessary halting place [< >r matter in its

upward struggles. But when we attempt to define this relation
more accurately, the problem becomes much more difficult. It
is indeed probable that no single distinction will be found free
from objection. The commonly received and, to a certain ex-
tent, very correct idea is, that the essential distinction consists in
their relation to C0 2 . Plants decompose and animals decom-
pose CO

2 . The beautiful manner in which the two kingdoms
stand related to each other through these converse processes, is

familiar to all. But it is well known that most plants carry on
both of these processes at the san >. as fungi,
pale plants, &e,, only recompose C< )

2
like animals. It .seems to

me that at least an equally good fti km may be
found in this, that in plants the fundamental and necessary
source of vital force is the decomposition of its mineral food;
while in animals the fundamental source of vital force is the de-
composition of its tissues. It is true that in what I have called
the supplementary source of vital force they seem to meet on
common ground, viz., the decomposition of organic food; but
even here there is this essential difference, that in plants this de-
composition of organic food is only partial, and therefore fur-
nishes not only force but material for organization ; while in
animals the decomposition is complete and therefore furnishes
only farce.

*

u
As a necessary result of the above, it would seem that the
vortex 11

of Cuvier is characteristic of animals. There seems no
reason to believe that a tissue once formed in plants is ever de-

composed and regenerated, as is the case in animals. When
plant-cells decompose, the tissue dies. Hence the absolute neces-
sity of continuous growth in plants. In this kingdom life is syn-
onymous with growth. There is no possibility of life without
growth. There is no such thing as determinate size, shape, or
duration. There is no such thing as maturity, or if so, death
takes place at the same instant. As cell life is necessarily of
short duration, and as there is no regeneration of tissues in

is evident that the life of the tissues must be equally
short. Thus plant life can only be maintained by the

formation of new tissue and a constant travelling of the vital

force from the old to the new. In exogenous plants the direc-

tion of travel is from the interior to the exterior; in endogens
from exterior to interior, and still more from below upwards by
the continual addition of'new matter at the apex. In fungi where
there is no such superposition of new tissue upon the old, where
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growth takes place by multiplication of cells throughout the

whole plant—in other words, a true interstitial growth as in

animals—since there is no regeneration of tissues, the duration

of the life of the plant is limited by the duration of cell-life.

The respiration of animals, also, differs essentially from that of

plants. At one time the absorption of C0 2 and exhalation of

was called the respiration of plants. It is universally admit-

ted now, however, that this is rather a process of assimilation

tlusn of respiration. The recomposition and exhalation of C0 2 ,

as soon as discovered, was very naturally likened to animal res-

piration, and is in fact looked upon by many, as for example
the physiologist Carpenter, as a true respiration. But there is

between this and animal respiration, which
1 have already pointed out. Its very significance is radically

different. The essential object of animal respiration is the re-

moval of poisonous decomposed matters from the organism.

The so-called respiration of plants, on the contrary, is rather a

process of assimilation, since by it the too highly carbonized or-

ganic food, by the elimination of a portion of its carborj, is

brought into a proper condition for organization. A true respi-

ration is necessarily connected with a change of the matter of

the tissues—with the vortex of Cuvier—which has never been

shown to exist in plants. It is true the exhalation of C0 2
has

been looked upon by some physiologists as indicative of a re-

generation of tissues, but I have already shown that this is

probably not the case, but on the contrary that the C0 2
is

formed by the partial decomposition of highly carbonized or-

ganic food.
12th. The most natural condition of matter is evidently that of

chemical compounds, i. e., the mineral kingdom. Matter separa-

ted from force would exist, of course, only as elementary matter

or on they?/ v.ith force, it is thereby raised into

the second plane and continues to exist most naturally there.

The third plane is supplied from the second, and the fourth from

the third. Thus it is evident that the quantity of matter is great-

est on the second and least on the fourth plane. Thus nature

may be likened to a pyramid, of which the mineral kingdom
forms the base and the animal kingdom the apex. The absolute

necessity of this *

tion of force may
are related to one another in physical and organic

what in the same manner as matter, velocity and i

mechanics. The whole energy remaining constant, the greater

•y of the force (the elevation in the scale of existence)

the less the quantity of matter. Thus necessarily results what

I have called the pyramid of nature, upon which organic forces

work upwards and physical and chemical forces downwards.
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13th. As the matter of organisms is not created by them, but
is only so much matter withdrawn, borrowed as it were, from
the common fund of matter, to be restored at death

; so also
organic forces cannot be created by organisms, but must be re-

garded as so much force abstracted from the common fund of
force, to be again restored, the whole of it, at death * If then
vital force is only transformed physical force, is it not possible,
it will be asked, that physical forces may generate organisms de
novo? Do not the views presented above support the doctrines
of "equivocal generation" and of the original creation of species
by physical forces ? I answer that the question of the origina-
tion of species is left exactly where it was found and where it

pays remain, viz., utterly beyond the limits of hun
sience. But although we can never hope by the light of science
i know how organisms originated, still all that we do know of
me laws of the organic and inorganic world seem to negative
the idea that physical or chemical forces acting upon inorganic
matter can

j

force, true,

an organized fabric ; the ]

Vital force is therefore the previous existence c

As the existence of physical forces cannot even be conceived
without the previous existence of matter as its necessary sub-

stratum, so the existence of vital force is inconceivable without
the previous existence of an organized structure as its necessary
substratum. In the words of Dr. Carpenter, " It is the speciality
°f the material substratum thus furnishing the medium or in-

strument of the metamorphosis which establishes and must ever
maintain a well marked boundary line between physical and
vital forces. Starting with the abstract notion of force as ema-
nating at once from the Divine will; we might say that this

torce operating through inorganic matter, manifests itself as

electricity, magnetism, light, heat, chemical affinity and mechan-
Jcal motion; but that when directed through organized struc-

tures, it effects the operations of growth, development and chem-
K»*vital transformations."

* Carpenter, Phil. Trans., 1850, p. 755.
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Art. XXXV.—Report on the Exploration of two Passes, {the Koo-

tanie and Boundary Passes) q)
ins in 1858;

by Captain Blakiston, Eoyal Artillery. (With a map.)*

[We have been favored by General Sabine through Dr.

A. D. Bache with an early copy of Captain Blakiston's Eeport,

which with its accompanying map we take pleasure in bringing

before our readers. Capt. B. was detached from his position as

an to the expedition of Capt. J. Palliser for exploring

British X. America, for the purpose of taking command of the

party whose adventures and discoveries he records. The Victo-

ria Gold Metal of the Eoyal Geographical Society has just been

awarded to Captain Palliser for the successful results of his ex-

ploration of large tracts in British North America, and more

;<ui of the existence of ti

tical passes across the Eocky Mountains within the British Ter-

The interest of Capt. Blakiston's Eeport will not be diminished

by the appendix we add to it from Sir R. I. Murchison's anni-

versary address, detailing some of the results of the Palliser

Expedition.

—

Eds.]

On the 12th of August, 1858, I left the camp of the main

body of the Exploring Expedition at the site of Bow Fort, base

of the Eocky Mountains, lat. 51° 9' X., long. 115° 20' W, and

after crossing the Bow Eiver by a ford about four miles above

that point, I gained ground to the eastward, so as to get clear of

the broken and wooded country on the edge of the mountain.

My party consisted of three Eed Eiver half-breed voyaged
Thomas Sinclair, Amable Hogg, and Charles Eacette, bew&i •

* To H. Meritale, Esq., Under Secretary of Statefor the Colonies.

13, Ashley Place, April 18, 1859.

Sia,—I have the honor to enclose a Rep
hook] be trans-

v .. .

. „
•

- ... ,-. - -.. .. .... .. .
• ;,---
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Thickwood Cree Indian "James," whom I had engaged as
hunter to the party. I had ten horses, five of which were used
for riding, and the rest carried the packs, containing a quantity
of ball and powder, tobacco, a few knives, and other articles ot
small value for Indian trade; also some dried meat and pemmi-
can, with tea, sugar and salt, as well as two boxes containing
my instruments, books, &c.
Soon after leaving Bow Eiver, we crossed one of its tributa-

ries, the Kananaskasis or Lake Eiver, a rapid stream coming out
of the mountains from the southwest; here we saw the remains
of many wooden carts, which bad been abandoned by a party

rants from Red Eiver Settlement, under the late Mr.
Sinclair, on their way to the Columbia, in 1854, who had

found it impossible to drag them further into the mountains.
This pass, 1 believe, follows the course of the river to its source,
and is the one by which Sir George Simpson governor of the
territories of the Hudson's Bay Company, as well as another
party of emigrants crossed the Eocky Mountains in 1841. In
the past season it was travelled by Capt. Palliser.

_

I he forest consists of spruce {Abies alba), a small pine (P. Bank-
««««), and another rough-looking Abies which grows to a large
size, also a few balsam poplar, and aspen. In travelling through
these mountain forests, the greatest obstruction is the fallen
timber, which lying about in all directions, causes much exertion

J°
the hora em to a slow pace. During this

nist day's travel I noticed the devastating effects of a tem-
pest; numbers of trees had been blown down, and many broken
short off. The work of destruction had evidently been of this

year, but there were also signs of former work of the same
character.

The following day, our course still tending a good deal to the
eastward, carried us farther and farther from the mountains, but

^ passed , f a marked outlier, which from
« peculiar form, I called "The Family." After this as we
travelled along through a partially wooded country, and rece-
dlng from th fcstructed the view, a sharp peak
entirely cov aed to us at about forty miles
distance. The wind was from the westward, and to the east of
the summit of the peak rested a mass of white cloud, which was
ve«*y marked, for there were no other clouds to be seen, with the

exception of a few light cirri over head. This attending cloud

SJve the in, tee of an active volcano, and the

eflectagaina The phe-

nomenon w ieous vapor of the warm Pacific
Dreeze, being condensed by the coldness of the snow, and ap-
pearing as a cloud to the leeward of the peak. I took careful

nov., im.
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bearings of this mountain, to which I gave the name of " The
Pyramid."
We camped at the forks of a creek, called by our hunter the

Current." Here he was successful enough to procnre a

oved a very agreeable change

ordinary fare, which consisted of dried buffalo meat, con-

l
by no means too large a proportion of fat, washed down

. Bread was not in our bill of iare, and I may here state,

i during the whole summer while travelling, with the excep-

tion of two Sundays, I never tasted a morsel of farinaceous food.

This may appear astonishing, but when continually travelling,

with the appetite sharpened by a ride over the prairie in the

cool breeze of the mountains, one becomes acccustomed to do

without flour, salt, sugar, &c, which under other circumstances

would be considered indispensable.

The next day was Saturday ; we rose early, packed the horses,

and made a start as usual about sunrise, and travelled on through

much the same sort of country, the up-lands being generally

wooded, while the bottoms were partially covered by scrub-

willow and other bushes. We baited between 8 and 9 A. M. for

breakfast, giving the horses a "spell" of a couple of hours or

so ; then started again, and gained a somewhat elevated position,

from which we had an extensive view of a fine valley, watered

by two clear mountain streams, which as they neared the edge

of the great plains, stretching probably without break for 700

miles eastward, united, and with mingled waters, pursued their

course towards Bow Eiver, ultimately to pour themselves into the

icy basin of Hudson's Bay. We continued on until we reached

the southernmost of the two creeks, within ten yards of which,

under the shade of some fine poplars, I pitched my small patrol

tent. The valley bottom was a fine piece of prairie pasture for

the horses, and presented a most suitable resting-place for a

Sunday camp. I had (for it was only two o'clock), halted in

sufficient time to allow me to obtain an observation of the sun

during the afternoon for comparison with one I hoped to obtain

on the morrow, and so rate my chronometer. This important

.t was carried each day, turn about, by one of the men,

who for that day did nothing else but carry it as carefully as

possible. I would recommend this plan to future explorers. In

a large party, a few of the steadier hands should be selected for

this service ; but the same man should never be obliged to carry

the instrument every day, lest he become careless.

My ordinary mode of travelling, gave the horses six to seven

hours' work per day, with the exception of Sundavs. Frequent-

ly I halted from breakfast till noon, in order to obtain an obser-

vation for latitude, in which case I camped later. I never, how-

ever, gave up the plan which I adopted from the first, of making
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an early start, and getting the best part of the day's work over
before noon. There are many reasons in favor of it. The
horses were mostly Indian ponies, which are hardy and work
well on grass. They grow somewhat lean while living out
during the severe winter weather, but fatten rapidly with the
appearance of the new grass in the spring. They are" not accus-
tomed to shoes, but I had some on three of them, whose feet I
considered too much worn down for the rocky ground of the
mountains. On camping, the horses after being watered, are left
to themselves for the night, the fore legs of those likely to wan-
der being hubbled with a piece of soft leather. They are very
sagacious in following a trail. The 15th of August was a
Sunday. While continually travelling, it will be found that
rest one day in seven is required by man and horse, the former
taking advantage of it to wash and mend clothes.
The weather continued fine, and this day the thermometer

rose to 85° in the shade, with a clear sky, and fresh breeze off
the mountains in the afternoon; the day closing with a calm
evening. This mountain breeze appears to be a regular occur-
rence during the fine summer weather of this season. On each
of three successive days of fine weather which we enjoyed at
the site of Bow Fort, the morning was calm, at about 7£ A. M.,
the wind commenced lightly from about W.S.W. off the moun-
tains, and gradually increasing in the middle of the day and
afternoon it blew a fresh breeze from the same point, with usu-
ally some cumuli over the mountains, which disappeared before
reaching the plains; in the evening the wind fell, and the night
was calm. The explanation of this phenomenon is the same as
that of the sea breeze so unvarying in tropical islands, namely,
that as the sun gains altitude, the great plains which are entirely

Prairie become heated, and consequently, the air in contact with
them ascends and is replaced by the cooler air from the moun-
tains.

r J

Our general course for the next three days was a point east of
south, for we were now as far out from the mountains as our
|ndiatl thought requisite. We were, however, within the out-

Jymg ridges, which are numerous, and all run parallel to the

Jfrger ranges of the great chain, namely, S.S.E. Thus travelling
the course we were on, we had very seldom to surmount any
togh land, but passed along the vallevs between these ridges.

The countrv was less
* previously passed,

be] ng for a considerable part, fine prairie slopes. The mam
Jjnge or watershed, as I supposed it to be, was oc .- . illv ^ w-
D, e, through g ips in the nearer mountains, at a distance of about

. On the 16th our hunter was lucky enough to procure us some
'

the shape of a wupite or wa-waskasew (red deer)
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of the Crees. In order to lighten the burthen of the horses and

preserve the meat, the bones were taken out, and it was cut into

thin flakes and half-dried over the night camp fire.

The same afternoon, as we arrived at Trap Creek, just above

its junction with High Woods River, we found six tents of

1 Stone Indians who were just preparing their encamp-

ment. We camped along with them, and as usual, when with

or near any Indians, my flag, a St. George's Jack, was hoisted

on a pole in front of the tent. I gave them a present of some

tobacco and fresh meat. These Stone Indians, with whom are

associated also a few Crees, and whose hunting ground is the

wooded and semi-wooded country along the base of the moun-
tains, like the head-natives of the Saskatchawan, are a harmless

and well disposed people towards the whites. Education has,

thanks to the former Wesleyan missionary, the Rev. Mr. Ren-

dall, and his successor the Rev. Thomas WTolsey, made some

little progress amongst them ; a few being able to read and write

the Cree syllabic characters, now in general use among the

missions of the northwest.

During the afternoon I held a talk with these Indians. I told

them plainly for what reason we had been sent to the country;

that Her Majesty was always glad to hear of their welfare, and

that any message which they might have for her, I would take

down in writing.

"We are glad," said an old man, "that the great woman
chief of the whites takes compassion upon us, we think she is

ignorant of the way in which the traders treat us; they give us

very little goods and ammunition for our furs and skins, and if

this continues our children cannot live. We are poor, but we
work well for the whites. The Indians of the plains treat us

badly and steal our horses, but we do nothing to them, for the

minister tells us so." In answer to questions from myself, they

said that they would wish white people to come and In

them, and teach them to farm, make clothes, &c, so that " their

children might live," for the animals are getting every year more

scarce. I may here state, that I have been fortunate enough

this year to fall in with many camps of the different tribes of

Indians inhabiting this country, from whom I always obtained

as much information as possible on their present state, and their

wishes as to the future ; and I hope to draw up a report on the

same for the information of H. M. Government; for without

doubt, when deciding on the future of this country, some provi-

1 be made for the poor uncivilized beings, to whom by

right the soil belongs.
.

From these Indians I obtained a pair of saddle-bags of which

I was in want, and by giving in barter a little ammunition and

obacco, I changed alame horse which I had brought with me
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Crossing Spetchee or High-woods River on leaving the In-
dians in the morning, we travelled over ui

the forenoon, crossing another tributary of this river. During
the latter part of the day, we passed through a narrow wooded
ravine between rugged hills, covered with burned forest, and
camped on a small creek. Here I determined to make a cache.
Therefore selecting a good thick spruce tree, we enclosed in a
box some ammunition, tobacco, ;i <\ .1 1 I'iiic. 'hings, which
with half the bag of pemmican at •. rolled up
in a piece of buffalo robe, we suspended from a branch about
fifteen feet from the ground.
We were delayed some time next morning bv some of the

horses having strayed a distance into the woods during the
night; however, when found they were quickly unhobbled,
saddled, and packed, and we started not very long after our
usual hour. The Indian trail led between numerous wooded
ridges, but the greater part of the wood was burned. The soil

of the valleys was usually a deep dark mould, supporting a
luxuriant vegetation of the smaller plants. This is the nature
of most of these mountain valleys. Where the strata are up-
heaved to the surface, the ground is of course rocky ; such is,

however, not often the case in the valleys, but the lines of strata

running along the rid visible even when the
grass is growing, owing to the difference of color of the grass on
the almost bare rock. The strata run in the direction of the
ridges, namely, a little east of south, and usually dip from, but
m some few cases towards, the mountains, and at a ooi i

-

vertical angle.
In the afternoon we passed close on the left hand a \eTy re-

markable feature ; it was a mass of rock projecting upwards from
the top of a hill, and visible at a considerable distance ;

from its

Peculiar form I called it the " Chopping Block." Soon after, we
gained the height of land between the waters of the Spetchee
and Mocowans, or Belly River, and the wide prairie valley of
the latter broke upon our view. We descended a short distance

and camped at the first wood and water.
Before gaining Belly River in the morning, the quick and

practised eye of the Indian caught sight of a herd of Buffalo in

the valley, he therefore went ahead, and by the time we had
halted on the river, and I had obtained an observation, he had
killed one animal. I remained here until noon, in order to ob-

fcade, and so complete my observation for

:iz a portion of the time in meas-

uring the heights of the successive river levels with the aneroid

barometer.

These " river levels " are a very general feature in this portion
of the Western Continent; I have observed them on all parts of
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the Saskatchewan above the forks, and its tributaries issuing

from the Rocky Mountains, as well as on the Kootanie fork of.

the Columbia on the west side, and the Flathead River in the

-. from an altitude of 1000 to upwards of 4200 feet

above the sea. They are in some places very marked, and
appear as a succession of steps from the bed of the river to the

level of the plain above, often in sight for miles, and running

iv along either side. The tread of the step is of

greater or lesser width, the rise nearly always abrupt and well

marked. They were very decided in the valley of Bow River

at the base of the mountains, where they appeared cut with

mathematical accuracy.

The levels measured at Belly River were :—
Present bed of the river, .... 4024

3rd, the level of the valley, - - - 4226

These river levels are for the most part, on the lower portions

of the branches of the Saskatchawan, on a somewhat larger

scale in vertical height, than near the sources.

I was now on Belly River at about the same altitude as on

Bow River at the site of Bow Fort, namely, 4000 feet above the

sea, although eighty-seven miles (geographical) in a direct line

S.S E. from it. From this point the route of the party may be

traced on the plan attached to this report. The plan does not

include the country to the northward, which has no connection

with the passes reported upon. I have, however, the whole

country mapped on a smaller scale.

The bed and sides of this river are rocky, the strata of hard

gray sandstone, much inclined, and the current obstructed in

places by immense granite boulders. We found no dif!

crossing, the water though running swiftly, being not deeper

thru] three feet, and about twenty-five yards across.
' Looking through the gap in the near range through which the

river issues, I saw a conspicuously dome-shaped mountain. It

afterwards proved to be when se'en from the plains, and also from

the top of a mountain in the Kootanie pass, the highest and

almost only peak rising above the others in this part of the

;

it " Gould's Dome." The gap through which I had seen this

mountain was in the eastern or near range, of very regular form,

extending with the exception <•: .nee of five

and tw ! \ The crest of the range was of

so regular a foi i . that no point could be selected as a peak, I

gave the whole the name of "Livingston's Range;" it

is a very marked feature when seen from the forks of Belly

River and the plain outside.
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On leaving Belly Eiver we rose considerably, and keeping
along under Livingston's Range, the sun had dropped behind
this great curtain before we camped. The spot was 540 feet
above Belly River which we had left behind to the northward.
Looking to the mountains ahead of us, I picked out the most
prominent, and took bearings of them before the Indian who
was in the rear hunting, came up. There were two near one
another bearing thirty miles south, one of which, from the re-

to a castle on its summit, I named " Castle Moun-
tain ;" to the east of these, but at a greater distance a portion of
the mountains stretched out to the eastward. From reports
which I had previously heard, I took the most easterly one
standing by itself to be the "CLd", y...u.uin," which the
Indian on coming up confirmed, and pointed out the place where

This offset ramie occurs, as I afterwards discovered, just at the
49th parallel or International Boundary line.

The morning of the 20th of August was thick and hazy, with,

occasional showers of rain, which entirely prevented me from
obtaining the good view of the country which I had hoped for,

Wing seen but little in the uncertain light of the previous
evening. I therefore travelled on, crossed Crow Nest River, and
soon after noon gained the entrance of the Kootanie pass, where
another of the branches of Belly River issues from the moun-
tains. Here we struck a narrow but tolerably well beaten track,

which the Indian informed us was the Kootanie trail, by which
the Indians had crossed the mountains in the past spring.

Making a turn therefore to the W.S.W., nearly at right angles
to our former course, we followed this track which led up a nar-

row valley along the left bank of the river and between high

wooded hills ; the travelling was good, for we were on the even
grassy river levels, and we camped at a spot where a small

fountain stream entered the river from the north.

We were now fairly in the mountains, and had already over-

Passed the spot where our Indian guide kuew anything of the
road but by report; he knew that if all went right we should be
some three or four da vs in crossing, and had been told t

was but on Ukely to miss it. It

.>. that a

guide had dliser, but on leaving

the camp of the expedition on B<
him on account of the sickness of his wife. He promised to

start the following morning and overtake the party, which he
&iied to do. It will be seen suba that 1 did
aot suffer by his absence, and I am now glad that he was not of

the party, for I have no great faith in the so-called " guides,"

a«d think they are seldom worth their pay.
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The entrance of this pass is in latitude 49° 34' N., and longi-

tude 114° 34' W\, being (consequently) forty English miles north

of the Boundary line. I have omitted to insert the latitude and

longitude of points where I obtained observations, because by
referring to the map, the geographical position of any place may
be seen.

We started at 5.40 i

a drizzling rain, and soon entered thick

ground, with a great many fallen trees, which caused the horses

to travel slowly. We continued travelling in this way and grad-

ually ascending along the course of a small creek running into

Railway River, which we had left where the trail parted from it;

this river was so named by me from the striking a

offered by its "levels" for the entry of a railway into the moun-

tains. Gradually the stream became less and less u

gaining considerable altitude it dwindled into a small quantity

of water falling in a cascade. Here we passed Hero's Cliff, an

enormous vertical escarpment, facing the east, of hard red sand-

stone or quartzite, with the strata dipping at least 45° to the

west. We now rose rapidly as will be seen by reference to

Section No. 1, (the Kootanie Pass) ; the trees became smaller,

and we soon reached the region of rock and alpine plants; here

were some large patches of snow and a couple of ponds of clear

water; we passed o tity of debris of hard grey 1

of which the peaks on our right hand,
N.W., were composed. As we were now clear of all shelter, we

felt the cold damp east wind, which blew a fresh breeze, and

drove along scudding clouds which prevented any extensive

view. We were now on the watershed of the mountains, the

great axis of America ; a few steps farther and I gave a loud

shout as I caught the first glimpse, in a deep valley as it were

at my feet, of a feeder of the Pacific Ocean. It was the Flathead

River, a tributary of the Columbia. At the same moment the

shots of my men's guns echoing among the rocks announced the

passage of the first white man over the Kootanie Pass. I halted

for the purpose of reading the barometer, which shewed an alti-

tude of 5960 feet. It was just five hours since leaving our pre-

vious night's camp, at an altitude of 4100 feet.

This is no place for a dissertation on the physical geography

of North America, but I may simply state, that in that portion

of the Rocky Mountains, comprised between the parallels of 45

and 54° north latitude, rise the four great rivers of I

nent, namely, the Mackenzie, running north to the Arctic

Ocean, the Saskatchawan east to Hudson's Bay, the Columbia

west to the Pacific, and the Missouri south to the Gal
ico ; thus we may say, that in a certain sense that portion of the

mountains is the culminating point of North America, and 1
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now, on the Kootanie Pass, stood as nearly as possible in the
centre of it.

A rapid descent of two hours brought us to the Flathead
Purer, a clear and quick running stream, dividing a beautiful

ded valley enclosed by mountains; here we halted
soon after mid-day. having passed the great watershed, and de-
s^'iided again Hon feet without breakfast.
During Sunday I did not move from my pleasant camp,

s wood, good water, and good pasturage, everything to

.
i v the traveller. I was engaged in' obtaining obser-

aud longitude, and computing ;

:

:. :.., writing
up my notes, &c. ; and I also made a sketch oi' the mountains
over which we had passed the previous day. The men brought
in some ducks, grouse and trout, which made an agreeable
waiige in our diet; two or three humming birds were seen
about the camp.
The track now led up to the course of Flathead River, through

««& forests with occasional openings, cross

i-eders of the river. We ha t. d I »i 1 eakl wt on an open
piece of swampy ground. On moving forward again we plunged

I treats, where the track was greatly obstructed by
i crouch a good many of the

;r horses, but still the
greater number remain as they t\ twisting,

;d branching of the track. We ascended gradually,

few fine pieces of open meadow, until we arrived near
tae head waters of the river, when the different streams com-
posing it became mere mouutain torrents. Here we commenced
a steep ascent, the path ascen ling in a zig-zag up the hill; the
trees, most! me smaller until we gained the
summit of this kn t.-dik rhL ;, from win 'h an extensive view
or the mount d is va< .,....,, c.l. I halted to contemphit • the
scene, take bearings, and read the barometer, which shewed an

6100 t tet All appeared, however, utter confusion,.
such slight re between the different moun-

ridges. One peak alone shewed itself above the gen-

( thirty miles distant,
and I recognized it as " Gould's 1

> -reviously

remarked from the edge of the plains. 1 esti uitvd il to be not
more than 1000 feet above my present position which would
8l?e it an altitude of about 7000 feet. The rest of the moun-

ted all about the same level, and but few of greater

.
i - - - ' " ;

! "
'

•'

a number of ridges

;v wooded, and of somewhat less elevation;

.

.; : .

.

-. ,. •; ,-.. , .

-

a a N.N.W. and &S.R a rection. Such was the

42
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scene to the north of my position, but to the southward the

mountains appeared to have no general direction, as many run-

ning crosswise as lengthwise. I was now on a height of land

between two branches of the Columbia; the rock was the same
hard gray sandstone we had observed all along the base of the

mountains on the east side, no granite showing itself anywhere.

Heavy dark clouds were gathering rapidly, and the louder

and louder rumblings of thunder warned us of an approaching

storm. We had descended but a few yards of the great western

slope when the tempest broke wit and we were

wet to the skin in a few moments; my own habiliments \vere_

far from waterproof, being simply a flannel shirt, a pair of

leather trowsers, with a striped cotton shirt over all. The de-

scent was very steep, the horses having in some places difficulty

gs, although the path was zig-zag; and the

continual descending on foot was very trying to the legs. After

some distance, however, the descent became less steep, and we
continued our course for a couple of hours before coming to any

place fit for camping. x\lthough camping in the wood -

to be avoided with horses, we were at length induced to halt

from the appearance of some old skeletons of Indian lodges, not

knowing how fur we might have to travel before coming to any
open place; and we camped, for the first time, in a Columbian

The change in the vegetation was first made evident to me on

descending the mountain, by the appearance of a beautiful and

regularly formed cedar, which for the sake of remembering the

tree, I then called the " Columbian Cedar." It flourished at an

altitude of about 5000 feet, and I subsequently observed it as

N •, but I feel doubtful as to whether it descends to the

Tobacco Plains. Besides this I found, to me, a new Abies some-

thing like the Balsam Fir of the Atlantic slope, but with a rough

bark, and growing t>> a larue size; the Spi tee and supposed

Bank's Pine remained with a few Balsam Poplar and Birch,

some of good size; also Maple and Alder as underwood. A
new Larch appeared, an elegant tree ; and around our camp
were the dead stems of many deprived of life, no doubt in years

past by fire, rising to an immense height, and tapering upwards

perfectly straight, without a limb, to a fine point.

The next day we travelled on through these forests, contin-

- -ending, and before noon arrived at Wigwam Kiver.

where it passes between two high rocky hills, which, from their

. appearance from this spot I called the North and South

Bluffs. The bed of the river was deeply cut in the I

exposed gra a two to three hundred feet m
height, portions of these cliffs were broken, and pin-.,

blocks of different forms were left, having at a short distance a
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most fantastic appearance. The track leaving the river and as-
cending a steep 1 tr <. carried us for five miles over a very rocky
piece of country, where the trees were of stunted growth from
want of soil, to the junction of Wi- vam I?i\ , r v. ith the Koota-
nie Fork of the Columbia. The former was forty yards wide
and two to three feet - - across with
a depth of four to six feet, both running with a swift current,
their beds being rocky and stony. The Kootanie Fork could
he seen coming down a valley from the N.N.W., from near a
well marked mountain about twentv-sevt n n li - Ustant, which

called " The Steeples," or Mount Sabine. I believe

far above the Wigwam tributary another called the Elk
Kiver comes in from I . valley in
the mountains. We d^c id<-d ; nut .".<«> f-.-t. 'to^-.mI the small
river, and having lost the trail, camped for the night, the Indian's
opinion being that we must also cross the main river, which
would have occupied more time than the decreasing daylight
would allow us. On going lowei dow , the river in search of a
better crossing place, I luckily struck on the proper trail leading

io of the river bank towards tin south : <o we turned
-ht with the satisfaction that we were still to travel in

the morning on dry land.
To the west of us, on the other side of the river, was a level,

• ooded country, a portion of the Tobacco Plains, which
as will be seen by reference to the plan, is a tract of country of
about ten mi ring from near Mount Sabine on
tae north, to the southward of the Boundary Line, bounded on
the west by low wood. - the feet of Gallon's
-Kange on the east. The Kootanie Fork in its southern course,
^er the entry of Wigwam Eiver, traverses these plains.

'
' r of the Kootanie Pass, I

across the mountains within 'the British pi

premise that I have not sufficient evidence to be able 1

that the Kootanie Pass is absolutely the most advantageous place
t«r the crossing of a railroad from the Saskatchawan Plains to
the Pacific, bee; - to the north have not yet
teen sufficient] v explored; but I am able to say that it is the

J^ost southern fin, British territory, and, as yet, by
lar the shortest; moreover. I have every reason to believe, that
the most suitable portion of the mountains for the passage of a
railroad will be found to the south of Bow Eiver.

Ihe Kootanie Pass crosses the Eocky Mountains from the
Great Saskatchawan Plains on the east/to the Tobacco Plains
°n the west, its extremity on the former side being forty, and on
tQe latter, eighteen English miles, to the northward of the Inter-

national Boundary, the 49th parallel of north latitude. Its

I pause to point out the capabilities it affords for a_railway
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phical, or nearly 47 English miles, extending
° 34' to 115° 24' W. It leaves the Saskatch-

awan Plains where they have an altitude of about 4000 feet

above the sea, rises 2000 feet to the watershed of the mountains,

descends to Flathead River, again to an altitude of 4000, follows

up this river to its head waters, then crosses a precipitous ridge,

reaching an altitude of 6000 feet; it then descends the great

western slope, falling 2000 feet in two mil. - < t 1 niizont.il dis-

tance, after which, by a nearly uniform grade of 100 feet per

geographica
1

< 1 fob I'l a i us at the point where

the Wigwam branch enters Kootanie River.

By reference to section No. 1, it will be seen that there are

three obstacles to the passage of a railroad; namely, two moun-

tains and one steep slope. As to the mountains, they could, I

consider, without difficulty be pierced bv tunnels: 'the great

western si >pe is a more serious obsta< 1. : however, in the follow-

ing details I hope to show that it also may be overcome.
From the forks of Belly River on the east side, the line would

traverse the ,_ prairie to the entrance of the

pass where Railwav Hiver issues from the mountains. This

river would be followed up with a grade of 1 in 180, or 34 feet

per geographical mile for 7|- miles, the "riv
COi sidel'abl. adva 1 it would follow the

course of my track marked on the map. A cutting
mik-s would lead to a tunnel of nearly five miles in lerm'

would pier< t!u Wat. rsh< d mountain, and come out in the val-

ley of Flathead River, the whole having a grade of 1 in 130, or

47 It et per geographical mile. On emerging into the valley, the

-he mountains to the north of the

track, thereby avoiding a steep descent, then following up the

river with a grade of 40 feet per geographical mile it would

reach the rise ol the western ridge, at a height of 5,100 feet

above the sea. This would be the culminating point of the line,

from which in a distance of ten
g

baa to fad

1,900 feet to the North and South Bluff, and after that, in a

i bridge. This

I propose to accomplish in the following manner. From the

ci'i: lii a dug point, to pierce the ridge by a tunnel of I

Qg the side of the lulls

to the north of the track, until reaching the North Bluff, the

whole with a grade of 190 feet per geograohi, al mile. This por-

tion of the line of ten geographical miles, would have to be

worked by a wire rope, and one or more station a r

_ the remaining five miles to the west of the North and

South Bluffs, a car. tul -urv< v is required to determine whether

a grade not too steep for locomotives can be made. My meas-
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wements, taken with so uncertain an instrument as an aneroid
barometer, must not be depended on to a few feet; they give
a fall of 54 feet per geographical mile, or 1 in 112.
Aa regards the country to the west of Kootanie Fork, I can

ing, but that no mountains were visible to the
I could see; neither have I anv personal knowledge of the Sas-

m Plains to the eastward of the forks of Belly Eiver.
But it is probable that these great prairies stretch without break
from this point to the Eed River settlement, and that in the con-
struction of a railroad, little more labor would be required than
that of laying down the rails. The following statement of dis-

tances to be traversed by a railroad to the Pacific within the
British territories may be of interest :

—

Lake
Led I

^a>kat.'liM\v;ui te Reeky Mountains,

River, Gulf of Georgia,
J

Total, Lake Superior to Pacific,

Probable length of railroad, 2300 English miles,

Thus it will be seen that out of the whole distance
Jr level prairies, and but 40 miles through niounta:
To^resume the narrative of my journey; On the :

the 25th of August, at starting we were obliged to climb the face
of a steep hill-side for the purpose of keeping on the left bank
of the Kootanie Fork, which here sweeps in close under an outer
range of the mountains, having a north and south direction, and
which I have called "Galton's" Range." We gained a consider-
able altitude above the river, which ran at our feet, and of whose
course I had a view for some distance. The banks were vertical

and rocky, and the stream appeared to continue swift. Both
horses and men had enough to do in climbing up, and then com-
ing down again from the heights. I was well repaid for my
climb by the remainder of the day's travel, which was through
Magnificent open forests with patches of

j

considerable extent. These forests were the finest it had been

J"y
good fortune to see. A splendid species of pine and the

larch previously spoken of, with their bright red barks, rose

from the ground at ample distances; no brushwood encumbered
their feet or to the progress of wagons, which
Might move in every direction.
As we advanced along the prairie the trail forked, and our

jodian took the branch which led nearest the river, as from in-

formation he had received, he believed it to be that which led
to the trading post. Towards evening, according to my reckon-
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ing, we crossed the Boundary Line, and camped about two miles

within the American territory, and not more than a mile from
the river. In a few m Indian came to us on

horseback. My Indian guide "James," knowing but a few

words of his language, and a little Blackfoot, and he not know-
ing one word of Cree, we had some difficulty in con
that he wished to inform us that there were no people at the

trading post, which he described as being quite close. A small

present of tobacco and something to eat were thankfully received

by him, and he took his leave. Shortly after there came several

more from the same camp, having a chief among them. They
were mounted on good looking horses, and raced up to our camp
as hard as they could gallop, no doubt with the idea of creating

an impression. The evening was spent in a talk with them, one

of them understanding Blackfoot. It was dark before they took

their departure, having promised that they would meet us in the

morning at the trading post, to guide us to their camp, where

they wished us much to come, sa . (visions.

following the track still S.S.W. the following morning in a

thick fog, we came on the river, and within a few hundred yards

found three diminutive log houses. Two of them, not over ten

feet square, had evidently been used for dwellings, and to enter

them it was necessary to crawl through a hole as an apology for

a door; the other, somewhat larger, without a chimney, we
were informed was the Kootanie chapel which had been erected

the previous spring when a priest was there.

The Kootanies afterwards informed me that white people

always come in the fall, remaining for the winter trading with

them, and returning to Colville, eight or ten days' journey, m
the spring. These are the Hudson's Bay Company's people, and

this post is the same that figures on maps in large letters as "Fort

Kootanie." I remained here till noon, and obtained observations,

1 the posl in latitude 48° 56'*6 N., and longitude

115° 31' W., thus a little over five English miles south of the

Boundary.
In the afternoon I rode four miles across prairie in an easterly

direction with a chief, the pack animals following, and arrived

at the Kootanie Camp, where I was under the necessity of shak-

ing hands with every man, woman and child. The people had

a rather dirty and wretched appearance, but their herds of horses,

and some few horned cattle, showed that they were not poor.

Having pitched my tent at a short distance from the lodges of

the Indians, which were in a pleasant situation near a small

stream with some woods along it at the base of Galton's Kange,

I was soon inundated with presents of berries dried and fresh,

dried and pounded meat, and cow's milk. Of course, although

no payment was asked, I paid these people for their food in to-

bacco, ammunition, &c.
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Seeing that there .was no chance of starving, I determined on
_ here some days for the sake of the horses ; the next

• -.ere therefore spent in b ging horses,

rovisions, &c, and obtaining by actual observation and
|
OTt

t
such knowledge of the country as I was enabled

I made an excursion to the north of the boundary with my
5 *tai r. to <>Uai as near as possible the precise position of the
Ime; I found no remarkable feature to mark it, but noted the
place where it crossed the hills. I also obtained a sketch of the

mountains to the northward, Mount Sabine, or as I had myself
named it from its peculiar form, " The Steeples," standing out

met from the rest. I may here say, that it was in the

bood of this mountain, that Capt. Palliser, following the

rant Pass which he had entered at Bow river, emerged
from the mountains after a six or eight days' journey ; he then,

bowever coming to the mouth of the Wigwam branch
of the Kootanie river, the true entrance of the pass, recrossed

°y the Kootanie Pass, which I had previously explored.
I found the Kootanies communicative, and from them gathered

ing information:

—

That Colville, an American settlement on the Columbia, was
about eight or ten days' journey with pack horses, and that they
could descend to it by the river in canoes, but there were too
many falls and rapids to admit of its being ascended ; that the

Flathead River, which I followed up in the mountains, runs to

"le south :s ork of the Columbia, in which is

the Flathea . tey described as three days' riding

south of this irge lakes to the northwest of the

Kootanie Post, from one of which a small river flows and joins

the Kootanie Fork, before it falls into Clark's Fork.
They also told me that there was a pass entering the moun-

ttle to the southward of their camp, and which came
out on the east side near the Chii t!iere were

te Kootanie Pass, and that they

?sed it sometimes when the horses were heavily loaded. This

mformation of another pass in a portion of the mountains that

1 knew should be explored, caused me at once to decide on re-

crossing the mountains by this pass, although I knew that it

q American ground, I therefore

prevailed upon a Kootanie to accompany the party across as
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There are some considerable tracts of the Tobacco Plains which
are prairie; the grass however, does not grow close and thick,

but in small bunches with bare ground between, and the pasture

is nothing to be compared to that at the base.of the mountains

on the east side. This is perhaps chiefly owing to the nature of

the soil, which in the latter case, is a black mould, while on the

Tobacco Plains it is sandy, and in most parts stony ; at this sea-

son the grass was quite dried up and yellow.
As to the Kootanie Indians, their language at once strikes one

as being most guttural and unpronounceable by a European,

every word appearing to be broug ty from their

They are nearly all baptized Roman Catholics, and are most

at morning and. evening prayers,

to which they are summoned by a small hand-bell. TL
re eating. On the Sunday that I spent with them, their

service, in which is a good deal of singing, lasted a con

time ; one of their number preached, and seemed to be well at-

Their food at this season appears to be almost entirely berries,

namely, the "Sasketoom" of the Crees, a delicious fruit, and a

small species of cherry ; also a sweet root, which they obtain to

the southward.
They grow some little wheat, and a few peas ; a patch of the

former, about forty yards square, which I saw near their camp.

although rather small headed, looked well, a proof that this

grain thrives in latitude 49° at an altitude of 2500 feet above

the sea.

They possess more horses than any Indians I have seen or

heard of on the east side, a camp of only six tents, having about

150, old and young. They also, in their treatment, are kind to,

and show some knowledge of the animal. They are adepts at

throwing the lasso, being brought up from their youth to its use.

They possess a certain amount of domestic cattle, :

ing twelve or sixteen head ; and I heard of some individuals i

a distant camp, who owned as many as

They are perfectly honest, and do not beg] qualit

i camp, who owned as many as twenty or thirty i

t with in any Indians. I extract the following

from my journal, written on the spot:—"On taking leave of the

Kootanies, with whom I have been camped for nearly a week,

it is but justice to say, that they have behaved in a very civil

cles have been lying about in all directions, we have (with the

exception of some hide lines, moccasins, and other
•-

,

article." Whether this honesty is to be attributed to the knowl-

edge of Christianity spread among them by the ministers of the
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i! 'm;
'

v '^'
''i« church, or whether it is innate in them, I can

' al say tl it is a gi t coi trast to tin < if. t p oduced by the
rv on the east side.

The Tobacco Plains form the country of the Kootanies, but
every spring and fall they cross the mountains to the Sa
wan Plains for the purpose of killing buffalo; they return with
supplies of dried mea' trade' for 1 kaukets,

I -bacco, &c, with the Hudson's Bay Company's fcradera
at the Kootanie Post. They also sometimes cross cliirj ig the
latter part of winter, when there is sufficient crust on the deep
snow of the mountains, on snow shoes, also for the purpose of

.: provisions, for there is little or no -amo on the west
side.

On the 2d of September, I set out on my return journey across
the mountains. The morning was clear and sharp, the ther-
mometer being two degrees below freezing. After I had lost

v. ;,x ri line, ahead of mv party
on a S.S.E. course over . I felt satisfied, that I
had done all that came under the spirit of my instructions, and

»y to be able to recross : 'her unex-
! '": mv only re-ret was thai this time it was not my

late to see the Pacific. »
Leaving the Tobacco Plains at a point where they were pretty

1 d we followed a narrow trail, which", turning the

: of Gralton's Range, followed up a small creek towards
the north end. We <

.

'•'<• mountain stream
coming down a valley from the north, which as it may be of use
to the Boundary Commission, 1 have taken care to mark, and
camped at ai we crossed,
soon after sts I far Que

•'

valley of Flathead Elver. The o led by suc-

from the N.W., here I remained till noon for the purpose of lix-

wherel had Men upon it in my progress westw; id.

• mountains showed well from this valley,

^d I did not lose the opportunity of sketching. A storm com-
mg on drove me to camp earlie ]

- We
halted on the creek spoken of, and only about half a mile south

?* the boundary, which according to caret
just over a mountain, which itself ]7 in the

; neh rain fell in the afternoon and
DJ the next morning, S
"ttued nearly all that day, giving the mountains a good white
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On Monday the 6th of September, immediately on starting at

6 A. m. we regained British ground; we travelled up the creek

till 10, when we halted for breakfast, it was mid, raw, and

clouded. Here we found that the Kootanies, four men and two

women, with whom we were travelling, and who had camped
here on Saturday, had started this morning for the traverse of

the mountains. Suspecting that we had a good days' work be-

fore us. I delayed as little as possible at breakfast, and in less

than an hour and a half we were again under weigh travelling

up the course of the creek, which has some picturesque falls and

cascades, caused by the inclined strata of red shale and sand-

stone. After two or three miles we began a steep ae

were soon on ground entirely covered with snow, in which the

tracks of the Kootanies who had gone before us were visible.

We passed along the edge of a very steep hill, and it was as

much as the horses or ourselves could do in some places to keep

footing. We now descended, crossed a thickly wooded gully

and then commenced the ascent to the water-shed, through thick

wood. The snow increased in depth as we ascended, until on

arriving at the crest it was two feet on the level, and in places

heaped up to double that depth. It was cold work trudging

throoch the snow in thin leather moccasins without socks ;
and

to make matters worse it was blowing and snowing all the time.

I however on arriving at the watershed, with the assistance o\

the Indian "James," whom I always found most willing, un-

packed the horse with the instrument boxes and obtained a read-

ing of the barometer, which gave an altitude of 6030 feet Vf e

ascended along the ridge about 100 feet more, and then by a zig-

zag track commenced a steep descent. It was not however very

bad, and we soon arrived at a small mountain torrent flowing

eastward, t\ rs of the Atlantic after an ab-

sence of sixteen days. The trail continued mostly through

woods down the valley due east. The rocks on the tops of the

mountains on either side were often of very curious shapes,

and the strata in places much contorted ; there were also some

magnificent '. s of snow water falling down

the narrow gullies, added motion to the grandeur of I

The snow gradually decreased a ks we descended. On aa

the spot where the valley joined another, I found the Indians

camped on a patch of prairie, where I was glad enough to let

my horse free, as we ha 1 travelled this day from six to six, with

a halt of only 1£ hours.

The horses had the first half of the following day to rest, and

I took the opportunity of testing my aneroid barometer by the

a the ordinary observations, and

iketch of a very peculiar peak just above
After two hours travelling on level ground along Red-stone
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Creek, we emerged on the Saskatchawan Plains, just six geo-
miles north of the 49th parallel, and camped at Water-

ton Lakes two miles east of the mouth of the pass.

The position of the Waterton Lakes, as will be seen on the
1st where the offset range, before spoken of, strikes out

t" tlip postwar.! fi >•]» t!i< main chain, Laving the Chiefs Moun-

j;
U!i -f Hs extremity. The uppermost and largest of these lakes,

i gorge in the mountains, and is crossed by the boundary
1 picturesque, and J

5 between the upper or south-
ernmost and second lake.

I was here fortunate enough to discover a stunted species of
pine which M. Bourgeau, the botanist of the expedition, had
not obtained. I gave him the specimen of this as well as of some
ferns and other plants which I had collected.

_
I vvas much struck by the comparative greenness of the prai-

ries on this side, after the rjurned-up appearance of the Tobacco
Plains, which we had left but a few days before.

I remained camped at this pleasant spot two whole days for

the sake of the horses, and in order to examine more
the nature of the country. Game was abundant, including
grizzly bears, and wv ..humed both lb >h meat and fish. The
tront and pike in the lakes were of large size.

The Chief's Mountain was not visible from the camp, but I
obtained a good view of it from a knoll on the prairie about
four miles distant, .. hich \. tth my previous bearings enabled me
to lay it down, and curious enough, the boundary line passes

-'
' '--i ;

Plain like a landmark. I also made a sketch of it.

It will be seen that some of the waters of the Saskatcnawan
take their rise from the offset range at the boundary line, and
from information gained from the Indians, I believe there is a

the Chief's Mountain, this may be the Bull-pound River of Ar-

:
has nothing to Jo with divid-

ing the waters of the Missouri and Saskatehuwan, and some of

the waters of the latter must come from American ground.
.We expei rest, on the

^ght of the 7lh, which on the following morning ceased very

suddenly, and an opi
... ,.^

.

.

. .

v ., .. , -
.

.....,:
,

-

I his corner of the m. be a very windy spot,

>

.
.

•

fame from the south down tne gorge in which is the upper Wa-
terton Lake.
On the 10th of September, I turned my face towards Fort Ed-

monton, the previously appointed winter quarters of the expedi-
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tion, which lay more than three hundred miles to the north, and as

will be seen on the plan, passed several creeks, and <

try mostly prairie. 1 remained at the forks of Belly River c

Sunday the 12th. From this place I visited a camp of forty-fr

tents of Blackfoot Indians, accompanied by one of my i

' James," the Cree Indian. I was received with the usual hos-

: a desire to change a horse or two,

I had no trouble the following morning in exchanging one and

buying another for ammunition, tobacco, blankets, old coat, &c.

This tribe has the credit of being dangerous, but from what I

have seen of them, I consider them far better behaved than their

mor< civi]i'v;i d .- (Ahbors, the Crees. I made it a rule never to

hide from Indians, and. alt \
.

, '-'
1 lin 1 but a small party, to. go

to them as soon as I knew of their proximity. I a!

told them for what reason the British Government had sent the

I I never failed to receive mani-

festations of good will, neither was there one attempt made to

orseS) a practice only too prevalent among the Indians

of these plains.

I need not describe my northward journey ; suffice it to say

that I kept to the east of my former track, along the base of the

as, except when I turned in for the purpose of raising

the cache. I rested at Bow River on Sunday the 19th, travelled

over prairie till crossing Red Deer River, the other fork of the

south branch of the Saskatchewan, on the 23d; then, passing

through a partially wooded country, which I had surveyed in

the summer, arrived at Fort Edmonton on the north branch, on

the 29th of September.
In this account of the return passage of the Rocky Mountains,

by what I have called the Boundary Pass, I have not entered

into such details as in the case of the Kootanie Pass, because, as

will be seen by the accompanying plan and sections, more than

one-half of it lies in American ground ; but I have given the

same amount of attention to the mapping of it, as I considered

a knowledge of that portion of the mountains would be of ser-

vice to the International Boundary Commissioners at present en-

gaged on the west side. Moreover, I do not consider the Bound-

ary Pass so well suited for the passage of a railroad as the Koo-

tanie Pass.

It will be perhaps noticed that I have said nothing concerning

the fitness of the Kootanie Pass for a waggon road. My reason

is simply that where a railroad can be constructed, a waggon

road can also be made; without considerable expense a road

could not be made to pass over the two high points, (through

- u a ra r. d would" tunnel,) in the line of th.

track followed by me ; but I have no doubt by taking more cir-

cuitous routes, both of these heights might be passed by slopes
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adapted for wheel carriages. In other parts the road would fol-

low the line proposed for the railroad.

I have not mentioned the existence of two other passes across
n of the mountains, called the "Crow-nest" and "Flat-

head Passes," the former in the British, and the latter in Ameri-
can territory.

The Crow-nest Pass, of which I have marked the general di-

rection on the plan, follows up Crow-nest Eiver, a tributary of
rer, into the mountains, and gains the west side near

" The Steeples." By report of the natives it is a very bad road,
and seldom used. I observed the old trail coming in from the
plains on the left bank of Crow-nest Biver.
The Flathead Pass enters the mountains at the 49th parallel

'. follows the west shore of Lake Waterton, and gains

River, which it follows to the Flathead Mission on
Clark's Fork of the Columbia, about 80 miles S. by E. of the
Kootanie trading post. It is used by the Flathead Indians when
crossing to the Saskatchawan Plains'for the purpose of obtaining
buffalo meat.
Fort Carlton, Saskatchawan River, December 15, 1858.

[Extract from the address of Sir B. I. Murchison at the anni-

versary meeting of the Boyal Geographical Society, May 23,

1859. p. 103.]

Palliser Expedition.

British North America,—The important results of theiportant results ol tiie explor-

Palliser, as communicated by
upon in awarding the Found-

especially recommended for this public service to Her Majesty's

Government by our Society as well as by the Boyal Society.

_
When <

.
- proposed to make this explora-

tion, one'.; interest to geographers was a .-ur-

yey of that part of the Bocky Mountains to the north of the

United States boundary which separates the great tracts now
named Bin he eastern mass of British North
America. Her Majesty's Government deemed it, however, of

paramount importance'that, in the first instance, the nature of
the ground between Lakes Superior and Winnipeg should be
accurately surveyed, in order to set at rest all questions of col-

routes of communication. For example, whether the Canadas
might be brought into profitable communication with the Bed
River Settlement. The remoter or more western explorations
^'ere destined to develop the true nature of the great prairie
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region, as watered by the North and South Saskatchawan rivers

and their affluents. Collaterally, it was resolved, if possible—and
mainly at the instance of this Society—to determine the elevation

of the Rocky Mountains in those parallels of latitude, and to

point out the passes in them by win :h c mununic ition might be

opened out between the vast country occupied by the Hudson
Bay Company and the great British seaboard on the Pacific.

In the award of the Patron's Medal to Captain Palliser, allu-

sions have been made to some of the principle results obtained

by the researches of the expedition under his orders. Bat I

should not do justice to the leader and his associates, nor to my
own feelings, were I not to add a few words of explanation and
comment. The first year's labors were necessarily of more im-

portance to the Government than they could be to geographers

The great object was to determine the capa-

bility of establishing an intercourse between the rocky region of

Lakes Superior and Winnipeg on the east and the rich prairie

nd though astronomical, physical,

magnetical observations of considerable importance were made
—these countries being to a great extent known before, and

their outlines being monotonous—that portion of the survey cre-

ated but slight interest among us.

Not so when the Rocky Mountains, to which we had specially

directed attention, came to be surveyed.* On proceeding from.

Fort Carlton, Palliser showed his good sense in approaching
these mountains from the rich Buffalo prairies midway between
the North and South Saskatchawan. An experienced buffalo-

hunter himself, he knew that if his men were not well supplied,

by no efforts, however I they succeed. Accor-

ding established a good base, and having secured

provisions at Slauter Creek, he divided his force into

three parties. Leading one of these himself across the Kananaski

Pass, and returning by theKootanie 1';.-- in north latitude 49^°,

and directing Captain Blakiston to explore the still more south-

erly or boundary Pass, he sent Dr. Hector to traverse the chain

by the Vermilion Pass, and to explore, as a geologist and natu-

raiist, the much loftier mountains into which the chain rise- in its

trend to the N.KW. This division of his forces well merited,

therefore, the expressions used in the award which has been

sanctioned by the Council.

The marked success of the survey accomplished by my young

friend Dr. Hector has been pecuh, \ inasmuch

as I had answered for the capacity he would exhibit in

his scientific knowledge. Thus, in addition to the deter
of latitude, longitude, and the altitude of the mountains and two

* Dr. Hector had, by directions of his chief, made a successful foray in doff sledges
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of their passes, Dr. Hector presents us with a sketch of the phy-
sical and geological structure of the chain, with its axis of slaty

: by limestones of Devonian and
Carboniferous age, and flanked on the eastern faee by I

ous sandstone, representing, probably, our own coalfields, the
whole followed by those Cretaceous and Tertiary deposits whieb.
constitute the subsoil of the vast and rich prairies watered by
the North and South Saskatcbawan and their affluents. His
observations on the erratic or drift phenomena are also curious
and valuable.

Prevented by his instructions from descending into the valleys
of Columbia, and there to ascertain practicable routes to the far
West, which he will look out for during the present summer,
Dr. Hector, though so severely injured by the kick of a horse as
to be incapacitated from moving for some days, contrived so to

travel northwards as to round the base of the loftiest mountains
of the chain before he returned to his winter-quarters in October,
after an absence of eighteen weeks from his chief, but laden with
valuable geographical and geological knowledge.

he had the merit of showing that the Vermil
fich is less than 5000 feet high, and therefore 1000

I another decided advantage

feet lower than any other known pass of tlieKocky Moun

em slope, from the summit level of the horse-path, is so little

steep that its explorer has no doubt that even a road for carts may
be there established. The descents westward, or into the drain-
age of the Columbia, in fcl seeedingly steep;
and according to (

' i; tai i B!ak >um, the Kootanie Pass can only
have a railroad made along it by the formation of tunnels of sev-

eral miles in length, and by encountering the difficulty of the
steep western gradient of 194 feet per mile.

Another singular natural feature of comparison is, that whilst
the Vermilion Pass is less that 5000 feet above the sea, the adja-

cent mountains on the north rise to near 16,000 feet, showing

Jhe great depth of the gorge. On the other hand, in the range
beyond the British boundary, to the south, and where no peak
(not even that of Fremont) exceeds 13,000 feet, the passes range
from 6000 to 7000 feet high *

.
,...' -

; '
. : •..

Palliser expedition, tog.

jommnnd, and tables giv.
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Whether one of the heights called Mounts Brown* and Hook-
er bj Mr. Douglas, in honour of our eminent botanical contem-

poraries, be still higher than the Mount Murchison of Palliser

and Hector, it is certain that the chain diminishes rapidly in its

trend from this lofty cluster to the north. We know, indeed,

that Mackenzie, the first great explorer of those regions, passed

through the range in north latitude 56°, at a comparatively low-

er level. A qow that in proceeding a
these mountains dwindle into insignificance before they reach the

Arctic Ocean.
It will be recollected that seven years ago Captain M. H.

Synge of the Koyal Engineers, who had been quartered in the

and had made excursions into the adjacent western

territories, being deeply imbued with the importance of the orig-

inal observations of Mackenzie, and attracted by bis

description, made a warm appeal in favor of the establishment of a

line of communication between the Atlantic and Pacific, by pass-

ing from Lake Athabasca and the Peace Kiver, thence traversing

the Kocky Mountains on the parallel followed by Mackenzie.

But that scheme must now, I apprehend, give way before the

l
• :.....

to be also ably prepared, have not vet been

! ...

[hompBon. I have forth

learnt from Mr. Arr corresponded, that Mr. Thompson f

plored the vast regions of the Hudson Bay Company in all directions during twent

eight years, and pro ip of the whole count

between Hudson Bay and Lake S fee Pacific on the wes

It appears that the . on the west side of t

Rocky Mountains ; it being importai maps were all madefrc

-..: '!• i ,i
.

• .

-:.'•
mical observations in 1792, Mr. David Thompson was in 1811 appointed the Asti

nomer of the North American Boundary Commission, and was upwards of
^

eigh

years of age when he died in Canada. In the words of Mr. Arrowsmith, "he I

I him who is possessed of a tenth part of his acquaintance witn ww

table Corporation, we

_

mu
f*

daced some of the best geo-

-: ....:.......•,
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shorter passages across the mountains in a more southern paral-
\t is hoped, bring a rich prairie country on

the east into intercourse with our newly-discovered gold region
well as with Vancouver Island, the natural
ch were brought before us by Colonel W. C.

During the animated discussion which took place
among us in the year 1851, Mr. Asa Whitney, of the Uuited

• plan of an inter-oceanic railway,
candidly told us that the best line of intercourse between the two
oceans would be found within the British territories, and the Pal-
liser expedition has already gone far to demonstrate the truth
and value of his suggestion.

With a knowledge of the data acquired by the Palliser
expedition, men of ardent minds all the forma-
tion of a railroad, or, if not, of a practicable route, which trav-
ersing British possessions only, shall connect the Atlantic and

eana But when we reflect that the length of this line
is above 2000 English miles, and that the greater part of the route
on the east will have to traverse wild and unpeopled regions,

must attain as British Colonies. For, it is now ascertained, that
the tract lying between the North and South Saskatchewan on
the east is one of great fertility, where no intense cold prevails,
and that, once tbj traveller enters
a country of cedars and rich vegetation, in which even wheat
may be grown al b 2000 feet above the sea. In
the mean time we need, at all events, have no hesitation in
assuming that the electric telegraph will, ere long, be at work

i North America.
Believing it to be of the deepest geographical importance, that

men who have distinguished themselves as Palliser and his asso-

homewards by

,, v., or the previouly
beaten tracts of North America and the United States, I have
fiad great pleasure in supporting the request of the gallant leader
°f this expedition s Dr. Hector, that they might
be allowed to w< text summer by again trav-

eling the passes in the Roc ' : "- nce t0 explore
tJle great interv.

i
ish Columbia, including the

auriferous region of Frazer Biver. I am happy to say that Sir

Jaward B. Lytton readily complied with this request, and that
the Palliser expedition is thus about to establish fresh claims
uPon our approbation.



Prof. J. W. Mallet on Nitride of Zire

(Read before the Amer. Assoc, for the Adv. of Science, August, 1859.)

Among the most interesting facts brought to light by the re-

cent researches of Wohler and Deville upon silicon and the

allied elements is that of the strong affinity of these bodies, when
free, for nitrogen. Several of the nitrides which result from this

affinity have been described—as those of boron, silicon, titani-

um, and tantalum. I have now to add to the list nitride of zir-

This substance was obtained under the following circumstan-

ces. The ease with which silicon and boron may be crystallized

by exposing the elements in the amorphous state to a very high

temperature, in contact with aluminum, which when fused seems

to act the part of a solvent, led very obviously to the expecta-

tion that other related elements might also be obtained in crys-

tals by this process. Titanium and zirconium suggested them-

selves as specially worthy of experiment in this direction. With
the exception of the bare notice* that Deville, by heating alu-

minum in a porcelain tube traversed by a mixed current of hy-

drogen and a vaporized chlorid, had obtained crystalline silicon,

boron, carbon, zirconi I have seen no account

of the preparation or properties of the last two. Deville and

Wohler have indeed stated at a beginning of a paperf on nitride

of titanium that this substance was first noticed by them in the

attempt to procure titanium itself in a compact state—but4he

means proposed for the attainment of the latter object are not

mentioned. ,

A quantity of amorphous zirconium and titanium was pre-

pared by heating the
|

h sodium in an atmos-

phere of hydrogen, and it then remained to be seen whether the

metals could be brought into the crystalline state by exposure

to intense heat in contact with aluminum. A small piece of

aluminum was placed in the cavity of a lime crucible (of the

kinds proposed by Deville), and was then surrounded \

pulverulent zirconium, which latter was pressed down as closely

\ fitted to the

opening, and 'the whole was exposed for about an hour to the

heat of a small blast furnace capable of melting platinum.

After cooling, the crucible was removed from the furnace,

and was found to be slightly cracked. This no doubt occurred

at the beginning of the experiment, and was caused by the too
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rapid application of the blast. On breaking trie crucible across,
the interior presented the appearance of a porous mass of dark
gray color, through which globules of aluminum were scattered.
This mass was placed in dilute muriatic acid, and began in part
to dissolve with effervescence.
A few iron-black shining scales, like those of graphitic silicon,

separated out, and these perhaps constituted the original object
of the experiment—that is, were zirconium in the form corres-
ponding to graphite. The color and lustre were very like those
of silicon in this form • the scales appeared however to be thin
and flat rather than needle-like ; no definite angles or planes
could be seen under a high microscopic power. In another ex-
periment these scales were obtained in larger proportion, exclud-
ing, I think, the likelihood of their being silicon itself, derived
either from the aluminum or the lime; the absolute amount,,
however, was very small, and no chemical examination of these
scales could be made.
As the acid continued to act upon the mass taken from the

crucible, bright surfaces and little veins of golden color and lus-
tre made their appearance, and here crystalline structure be-
came apparent under a common pocket-lens. It was necessary,
however, to use a pretty high microscopic power in order to
bring out the form of the very minute specks which formed these
gold-like crusts ; with a magnifying power of 400-600 they were
seen to coi • gest of which were not
More than the one-hundredth of a millimetre on the side. The
color and lustre were those of gold, and the appearance of some
f the microscopic specimens was very beautiful, the little cubes

colorless glassy matrix, probably a com-

L lime. One was reminded by them of the
titanium cubes of the iron smelting furnaces.

This gol< I was but very slightly acted on by
the common acids, even the nitro-muriatic, or by the alkalies in

solution; fused with caustic potash it gave off ammonia in

abundance, thus proving the presence of nitrogen. Its compo-
sition was not determined quantitatively, owing to want of suf-

ficient material, for much of the zirconium had combined with
the oxygen of the air, but a part uniting to the nitrogen. The
nitride in contact with water at common temperatures, appeared
to undergo in some slight degree the same decomposition that

Seville and Wohler* have remarked in the case of nitride of

silicon, ammonia being formed.
It having been sho\..

the free nitrogen of the air, one or two experiments
Were made with gaseous compounds of nitrogen.
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Amorphous zirconium was heated in a Bohemian glass tube

up to the temperature at which the latter softened, a stream of

ammoniacal gas being passed through it. At a low red heat

there suddenly appeared a bright glow, spreading rapidly over

the metallic powder, and then disappearing ; this was probably

owing to the presence of a little hydrate of zirconia, the water

of which, as Berzelius has shown, yields oxygen to the metal

when heated. After cooling, the tube was found to contain a

dark gray, perfectly amorphous powder. Under the microscope

it could be seen that the gray color was due to a mi
white and black particles; the white being no doubt zirconia.

produced partly by the presence of hydrate as just aoti
' " tthat

"'

partly Ij by the fact that the ammonia had not been perfectly

The gray powder was gently heated in the air to drive off any

free ammonia, and then fused with caustic potash; ;

ammonia in abundance. Heated to low redness in the air. it

took fire, glowed brightly, and even continued to burn when '

moved from the lamp-flame. It burned almost white, and when

is fused with caustic potash, gave only traces ofammonia.

A similar amorphous gray powder was obtained 1

.

the anhydrous chlorid of zirconium in gaseo
of ammonium and hydrochloric acid volatilizing. Unfortunately

the ammonia was not quite dry, and in consequence the color of

the powder was light, showing the presence of but little nitride :

on fusion with caustic potash but given off.

Lastly, pulverulent zirconium was heated to a bright redness

in a tube of Bohemian glass, through which passed a stream of

dry cyanogen. The glow alluded to above appeared and spread

over the mass. On cooling, an amorphous pov, ! r was obi u
:

,

of black color with a shade of chocolate-brown ; this, after gen-

tle heating in the air, was fused v,

'

and gave off

ammonia in large quantity. Strongly heated in the air. the

powder took fire, and burned nearly white; aft r burning.
_

it

gave with caustic potash slight but distinct traces of aa id onia.

The black powder was not dissolved by muriatic acid, and ap-

peared to be scarcely affected by the nitro-muriatic acid. Hot oil

of vitriol seemed to act on it but slightly and very slowly ;
the

acid became brown, and a little gas, apparently sulphu
was given off; hence it is probable that this powder contained

carbon—was perhaps a nitro-cyanid.

These experiments would seem to show that

—

(1.) Zirconium, like titanium, silicon, and boron, has a strong

affinity for nitrogen, is capable of removing it from boi

compounds, and will even unite directly with it when free and

in atmospheric air.

(2.) The relation, thus indicated, of zirconium to titanium and
silicon, supports the evidence afforded by the late experiments



of Deville and Troost on the vapor-density of chlorid of zirco-
hich appears to have the formnla ZrCl 2 , analogous to

liCl
3 and SiCl 2 .

t
(3.) Zirconium has probably not quite as strong an affinity for

nitrogen as some of the other elements named above. As' pre-
pared from ammonia or cyanogen
strongly heated in the air

;
like the nitride of niobium of H.

Bose,* and perhaps the nitrides of tungsten and molybdenum . : |-

m contact with water m is probably subject
to slow decomposition, like nitride of silicon.

$

(4.) It would be desirable to examine the action of chlorine
upon this nitride of zirconium at a high temperature, so as to
ascertain whether cyanogen may exist in any of the specimens
prepared by different methods; also to endeavor to OS
"impound in crystals of larger size, and to get a qualitative
analysis of it in : purity.

Art XXXVIL—On the Atomic WMt tf Lithium: bjJ.W.
Mallet, Prof. Chemistry in the University of Alabama.

(Read before the Amer. Assoc, for the Adran. of Science, Aug. 1859.)

I>" a paper read before the American Association for the Ad-
t of Science in August, 1856, I endeavored to show

that the equivalent of lithium, which has been usually taken, on
the authority of Berzelius, as 6~o (=81-25 on the oxygen scale),
or 6*6 (=82 ; _rher, and may be as-
sumed =7- (or 87-50).
The error involved in the older determinations was noticed as

due to the fact, observed by Mai tg bat when a
sulphate (the salt am ted by an excess of
chlorid of thrown down with the

mnot be

5 quantity of sulpha
t the base less than the truth.
My own results were obtained by the method used by Pelouzonts were oDtamect oy me metnoa usea

J the equivalents of sodium and bariu

at ion of silv<

T. this \\:i\ the . [uivahutt of lithium

15, or in then

i& (or 6"95 as Irogen unit).

» result, it has been

,
in one of his recent papers

ate of the el . o has found that of litli
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=7; without however giving the details of the experiments on

which this number is based.

On the other hand, Troost, in a paper upon the general history

of lithia and its salts,* has objected to the method by which my
determination of the equivalent was made, and has returned to

a number near that originally given by Berzelius. Troost states

that chlorid of lithium on being heated in the air loses chlorine

and takes up oxygen, so that it must give by the method of

Pelouze an atomic weight for the metal higher than the truth.

This fact was distinctly noticed in my former paper, and it was

stated that the decomposition might be prevented by addition of

a little pure sal-ammoniac to the chlorid of lithium before heat-

ing. Troost objects to this, not that he has proved the method
of correction defective, but that we cannot in the end tell

whether the salt contains its full proportion of chlorine or not,

unless the true equivalent of lithium—the constant we are in

search of—be known. But it is to be remarked that the pro-
"

lithia,

r thrice

prepared chlorid of lithium, adding sal-ammoniac, an I

in a well closed platinum crucible, and have always found that

several grams dissolved in a very small quantity of water (the

salt is extremely soluble) gave not the slightest alkaline or acid

reaction with the most delicate vegetable colors.

Troost himself adopts crystallized carbonate of lithia as the

salt to be analyzed in order to determine the equivalent. He
precipitates the carbonate, washes it thoroughly, diffuses it in

water through which carbonic acid gas is passed until the salt

dissolves, evaporates the solution until the carbonate is deposited

as a crystalline powder, and dries this powder at 200°. He de-

termines the lithia in one portion of the salt by evaporation with

pure sulphuric acid, and the carbonic acid in another portion by

noting the loss of weight on fusion with silicic acid. In this

way he arrives at the number 66 (=82-5). No proof is offered

that exposure to a temperature of 200° is capable of removing

every trace of water and all carbonic acid over a single equiva-

lent
;
yet, unless this be effected, the atomic weight i

will be brought out less than the truth. The same result will

follow from the mechanical loss of the least drop of fluid during

the effervescence of the carbonate with sulphuric acid or the

subsequent evaporation of the sulphate of lithia ; and, without

feeling the slightest doubt of the manipulative skill of the

French chemist, we must admit that, in so delicate a process as

the determination of an atomic weight, the solution of a carbon-

ate and evaporation of the solution—steps which are generally

*Ann. de Chim. et de Phys, [8], t. li, p. 108.
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looked upon as undesirable in the common course of analysis—
should, if possible, be avoided.

I have recently made a new determination of the equivalent,
it now, from experiments upon the sulphate

'•

applying, however, a method avoiding as I hope the source of
error to which Marignac has drawn attention ; an error which
threw much difficulty in the way of his successful estimation
of the atomic weights of cerium, lanthanum, and didymium.
If we add a salt of baryta in excess to a solution of ray But
phate, the precipitate usually contains a small amount of the
soluble barytic salt, which cannot be washed out, and which
therefore increases the apparent amount of sulphuric acid pres-
ent, if the latter be calculated from the weight of the sulphate

. supposed pure. On the other hand, if the soluble
sulphate be in excess, it will mix with the precipitate to some

id thus the proportion of sulphuric acid may be brought
out higher or lower than the truth, as the equivalent of the
base under examination is lower or higher than that of baryta.
So that, if we wish to determine the atomic weight of lithium,
as Berzelius did, by mixing the solution of a known amount
of sulphate of lithia with chlorid of barium and weighing the
sulphate of baryta precipitated, we are not certain that the
"weight of the latter really corresponds to the quantity of sul-

>1. The same objection applies

ac's analysis of the sulphates of cerium and the allied

metals. He there noted the volume of a solution of chlorid of

tion of the sulphate ; when a precipitate ceases to form, more or
less chlorid of barium may have been used than is really equiv-
alent to the sulphuric acid present.

The amount of the above error, must however be »

the sulphate precipitated, the salt of baryta used, and the cir-

cumstances of precipitation be all the same. If the same salt of
baryta be used to precipitate different sulphates, it is probable
that the amount of error will be different for each. But, if we
take the sulphates of two very similar and closely related bases,
xt is probable that the difference in the amount of error will be
very small. These considerations have led to the following

method for determining the equivalent of lithium.

red, with all possible care, from
the carbonate, and tested rigidly as to its purity. Two separate

portions (A, 1, and 2,) of this salt were rendered anhydrous by
cautious application of a heat below redness, and ao
weighed. Two similar portions of perfectly pure sulphate of
s°da (B, 1, and 2,) were dried and weighed with equ
And, lastly, two portions of pure sulphate of magnesia (C, 1, and
2
j) were in like manner dried and weighed. Soda and magnesia
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were chosen for comparison with lithia because the last-named
base seems in most of its relations to hold an intermediate place

between the former two, with which it is closely allied. Chlorid

of barium was also prepared with all the precautions needed to

ensure its purity, precipitated twice from its aqueous solution by
alcohol, and recrystallized three or four times. It was at last

obtaine I as a fine crystallin*
\

>
i iei by at cii i t te hot satura-

ted solution as it cooled, and this powder was allowed to dry
spontaneously in the air at a temperature of about 80° F. Thus
prepared, the salt—as Marignac has shown—is not altered ia

weight by further exposure to air, its theoretical composition is

BaCl+2HO, the precise amount of water actually present was
probably a little greater, owing to the mode of drying, but was
unimportant under the conditions of experiment adopted.

For each of the six weighed portions of sulphates mentioned
above, the quantity of chlorid of barium needed for exact yvc-

cipitation was calculated, assuming the equivalent of sodium

=23, that of magnesium =12, that" ol it]
.' n = 7, and that of

barium =68 -

6, and considering the chlorid of barium as con-

taining strictly two atoms of water. Six portions of the last-

named salt were weighed out (at the same time), each less than

the amount calculated by one or two centigrams. Each was dis-

solved in 200 cubic centimetres of hot water, and added to its

corresponding portion of sulphat. . . i n 200 cub.

centim. of hot water. The fluid and precipitate in the six

beakers were well stirred, and left to settle.

A solution was now prepared of 1 gram of the crystallized

chlorid of barium (weighed out at the same time with the larger

:'•.-:.
i :::• •; -••..'..• ;

therefore to 1 miligram of BaCl-f2HO. With this standard so-

lution, dropped from th of a cubic

centim., the precipitation of the fluid in each of the six beakers

was completed—the amount of ch is employed

was noted, and added to the weight of the main portion origin-

. At first it was easy I
nation of a

on each successive addition of the chlorid of barium

mce took place quickly; but, as the point of

exact neutralization was more and more nearly approached, each

observation became more difficult, and hours and even days were

required in order to observe the production of a cloud by each

drop added, or to get the fluid clear again f< r another trial.

When the last addition of chlorid of barium altogether failed to

produce a precipitate, a single drop of a solution of sulphate of

soda was added, and the formation of a cloud noticed.

In this wav the following results were obtained:

—

. .

A, 1.—3-8924 grm. of LiO, S0 3
required for complete precipi-

tation 8-6323 grm. of BaCl+2110 as used.
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of LiO, SO
3 required 10*5

of NftO, SO
3

required 8"€

A, 2.—4-6440 grm. of LiO, S0 3 required 10-2940
,

BaCl+2HO.
B, 2.—5-1107 grm. of KaO, S0

3
required 8'7688 grm. of

BaCl+2HO.
^ b

BC]
1 '-48380 §rm

'

°f Mg°' S° 3
required 8 '8818 grm

-
of

C, 2.-4-6625 grm. of MgO, S0
3

required 9-4872 grm. of

Calculating now from B, and C, the amount of crystalline
chlorid of barium necessary to precipitate an equivalent of NaO,
SO

3 or MgO, SO
3 , we get the following numbers, which repre-

sent what may be called the practical equivalent of the chlorid of
barium as actually used.

i being 122'1—the pres-

itoms tends to raise the
practical equivalent—the presence ofany BaCl in the precipitated
BaO, SO

3 has the same effect,—the presence of either of the solu-
ble sulphates in the same precipitate leads to an opposite result.
From this prat chlorid of barium and the
results given above under A, 1, and A, 2, we may calculate the
equivalent of lithium. If we adopt for chlorid of barium the
number 121-80—that obtained by the precipitation of NaO, S0 3
—we have for A, 1,

8-8%4+i2l8Q=64,92==Ii0 S03
8-6323

54-92-48(S0 3
+0)=6-92=Li

=LiO, S0 3

4-6440+121-80
=

10-2940

54-95-48=6-95=LL
The mean of the two results is 6-935.

If we take for chlorid of barium the number 122-12—derived
from the experiments with MgO, S0 3

—we get by a similar cal-

FromA 1 Ii=7-07.
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Lastly, if we take the mean of the two numbers for chlorid

of barium, namely, 121 '96, we get for

A, 1, Li=6-99
« 2, Li=7-02

or, in the mean, 7'005.

Hence, we find, that the equivalent of lithium, as deduced
from the mean results of the above experiments, comes out

6-935 (=86-69 on the oxygen scale)

7-080 (=88-49 " "

7-005 (=87-56 " "

r actual precipitating power,

of chlorid of barium from the experiments with NaO, S0 3 ,
those

with MgO, SO 3 , or the mean of the two, these numbers exhib-

iting close agreement, and obviously indicate 7- as the true

equivalent of the metal. It will be observed that the above
method is independent of a knowledge of the exact equivalent

of barium, and uses chlorid of barium merely as a means of

bringing sulphate of lithia into comparison with the sulphates

of soda and magnesia—the equivalents of the two last named
bases may be considered as ranking among those best established

—and the small difference between the practical equivalents for

chlorid of barium deduced from these two shows the probable

extent of error involved in the assumption of the same constant

in the precipitate of the sulphate of lithia.

"While these results confirm those formerly obtained by the

analysis of chlorid of lithium, I do not consider them of superior

or perhaps even of equal value. The estimation of chlorine by
the method of Pelouze is apparently one of the most simple and

exact processes for the determination of an atomic weight which

have ever been proposed, and it is, as I believe, fully applicable

to the case of chlorid of lithium. .

As the result of both sets of experiments we may fairly take

the number 7* (=87-50) as representing the true equivalent of

the metal.

Art. XXXVIII.-—Notes on certain Ancient and Present Changes

along the Coast of South Carolina : by Oscab M. LlEBER, State

Geologist, S. C.

It is very evident that remarkable changes have taken place

on the coast of South Carolina during the present geological

epoch; change*, which have effected or are yet, effecting very

us in the contour of the coast as well as in

the hydrography of the immediate interior, and the elevation
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and character of the land. Five or six prominent effects of
change I think may thus be distinguished

:

1. An ancient depression along our coast.
II. A total change in the course of the portions of the rivers

III. A more recent superficial elevation of the coast and

—

IV. Consequent gradual seaward extension of the coast.
V. A present depression of the coast and
VI. A sou

t"

ttaral islands.
Of the ancient depression of the coast we find an indubitable

proof in the piles of oyster shells accompanied by charred wood
and Indian pottery, found in dito - sometimes
at a depth of five or six feet, and near the level of low tide at a
distance of thirty miles frequently from the mouth of the river,
(as at Mr. Langdon Cheves' plantation opposite Savannah). This
fact also seems to indicate that the coast must, at the time that
these oyster piles were formed, have been far nearer, for the dis-

tance from the sea would be too great to render transportation
likely. It also shows the gradual rise of the land by surface ac-

o, of which, of course, there are many other indica-
tions in the fertile alluvium of the rice-lands.

The formation of some of these rice-lands is itself connected
with a remarkable change in the general character of the sea-

board. Let us take Cooper river for instance, as that affords one
of the most remarkable cases in the State. Any map of moder-
ate accuracy will show that the length of this river bears no
proportion to its width. At the same time it is accompanied on
either side by wide bodies of alluvial accumulations, which could
not possibly tgin in material derived from the

adjacent a fc&e solitary exception of an occa-

sional bluff of eocene mar], ia< at Mepkin), is a region of pure

-ind, whose effects, wherever it is washed into the

nce-lands, is materially injurious.

The rice-lands themselves are composed of a rich tough loamy
soil having at times a thickness of sixty feet (d in Fig. 2, B in

%• 1), containing no visible organic remains—not even infuso-

' as hr. !•:. [{;i\ :..
'

ii
• »:..'• me—but perfectly homogeneous

m its composition. Upon this substance rests a stratum com-
posed either of the remains of marsh grass or of drift-wood

mid bn\ n ,r- &c ,-oi liim as the surface is more or less

exposed to I

- of salt water. This stratum is

observed at C C in fig. 1. In those places where it is regularly

covered by salt water, the accunv . «ed shells

of dead mollusca are often visible even at a distance. C C is

formation than B and altogether distinct

tn its origin. There are cases, for instance close to Dr. E. Rav-
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enel's residence, where the stratum, C C, may be observed to

extend into the adjacent sand bank, while at another point on

the same plantation the driftwood contained in this

struck at a considerable distance from the edge of the bank. D,

therefore, assumes the appearance of a drift-sand. A, may either

represent earlier sand strata (probably post-pliocene, but contain-

In some places the bed, C C, presents an extremely light, semi-

peaty mass of greatly increased thickness (as on Savannah river

:

Mr. Cheve's plantation, &c), when dry it ignites with the greatest

ease, leaving scarcely any ash. Of this feature advantage has

been taken to reduce it to the level of the rice-fields now in cul-

tivation, where its natural elevation and more inland position

raises it above the tidal irrigation, it is then annually burnt. off.

Tor one year it will then yield a good corn crop, by
the operation its level is gradually reduced, and the land which

it covers rendered available to rice-culture. (L. C's plantation.)

We have seen that the stratum, C C, often underlays the ad-

joining sand hills, while the far more massive bed, B, terminates

abruptly on striking either the marl-bluffs or the solid sand-

banks. C C, is therefore not the more recently accumulated part

of B ; but entirely independent.
With rivers like the Savannah, the Santee and the Pedee we

find the source of the mass B at once explained by the presence

of those water-courses. But with rivers like the Combahee,

Ashepoo, and especially the Ashley, Cooper and Wandoh, no

such existing source is visible. The present streams do not ex-

tend sufficiently far into the interior, nor do they drain sum-

ciently fertile regions to have been able to accumulate BO VBTY

rich a deposit; yet they are the very ones, where this al

e in its greatest development. If we notice the great

ramifications of the swamps of this region, the solution, how-
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ever, becomes apparent, and we are then taught that these rivers
did at one time drain large portions of the back county, the
Santee having probably at one time debouched into the Atlantic
near Charleston. Subsequent drivings of the sands of the region
have in part obliterated the boundaries of the connecting
swamps, but over the greater distance we may yet trace them
with considerable facility. The homogeneous unstratified char-
acter of the deposit, B, and the marked absence of drift-wood,
appears to me to render it likely that it was the result of a
gradual but constant sub-aqueous deposition of sand, and that
such freshets did not occur in those days, which now transport
trees and logs from the interior. We have ample and historical
proof indeed that these fluvial inundations have greatly increased
since the clearing and cultivation of the " Up-Country."
Where the bodies of land, to which we have just devoted our

attention, are situated near the sea-coast, the horizontality of
ice affords us an exceedingly reliable guage, by which

to determine the changes in elevation which take place on our

In fig. 2 I have given an ideal section, which might represent
a section across Cooper river. In this figure, ab, represents the

medium level of the water, the level at half tide, c and g, are

beds of sand (the sand hills at g,) which have in part drifted

over the alluvial deposits represented by d. It is probable that

on both sides of the river/ I have extended the sand eg, too far

over the mass d, or rather have extended the latter too far

peneath the former, for I have enjoyed no opportunities of study-
ing the extreme lateral extent of d, beneath the sand, or the joint

Wndary of the older sand bed h, and of the marl^ beds e, be-

neath d. Undoubtedly the case presented in fig. 1 is the most
common, and the eocene ba < Sh bluffs oa the

east and show themselves in the bed of Cooper Hivcr, may
therefore lie mucl «»t side, than I

have here represented. This has however little to do with the

question which we now approach.
It has been said that a gradual depression and submersion is

manifest on our coast. This I have endeavored to exhibit in
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fig. 2. Passing along from the river, we first observe a strip of

marsh, con: xt we come
to a portion already entirely covered by the high tide, where
the stumps of the most enduring trees—the live oak—may yet

be seen. After this we enter another portion where the marsh
growth is not universal, and in which pine and other trees, dead

in part, though still standing, may be found. The soil is Bandy.

Leaving this we pass through a strip of dying forest into 1

1

is still living, but upon which the salt water is gradually but

surely encroaching. In all its varied stages we thus perceive the

effects of this depression. The salt water gradually m
the soil around the roots of the trees, they speedily w
die, and before the depression has sufficiently advanced to allow

the tides to cover the surface and develop a complete saline veg-

etation, most of the trees have fal few isolated

stumps of live oaks alone remaining to mark the presence of the

ancient forest. Dr. Eavenel had the kindness to show me some
points on his plantation where this fact is exhibited in the high-

est degree of perfection.

To what then can this submersion be due? Mr. Tuomey in

his " Geological Eeport on South Carolina" explains it as re-

sulting from land-slides. He regarded it as produced by the

washing away of underlying quick-sands, numerous loc

ces of which are indeed presented. Thus at Cainhoy, the

famous post-pliocene locality on Wandoh river, we observe such

slides, where the water has gradually undermined the sand

banks. The trees in consequence, assume vertical i

positions, in accordance with the circumstance of the action of

the water and the extent to which their roots afford them sup-

port. But I am induced to believe that such action must be

purely local. The far more conspicuous phenomenon to which

I refer, can scarcely be satisfactorily explained in a like manner.

The single slides rarely extend inland beyond twenty-five feet,

while the submersion referred to, is often clearly observable for

a distance of at least a mile. Moreover the slides or

are sudden and accompanied by true faults, which are in no

instance observable in the other case, nor could the washing

away take place except with abrupt banks.
A better explanation, it seems to me, might be sought in a

gradual compression (a settling) of the deposit d, though even

that appears to me too local, apart from the fact, that such

not likely to exist with a b«'d. which is < *t i
;

posed to the same, or even to an increased quantity of moisture,

and which has already for such an unknown time enjoyed all

v present increase ol

weight above it, from which we might deduce an a<

action of the kind. To me a positive submersion of the coast,
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dependent upon far more vital changes of the crust of our globe,—such as have already been observed in other regions of the
world—appears to offer a much more satisfactory explanation.
No other suggestion it seems to me can explain the growing
inroads of salt water ; where neither steep bluff-banks, underly-
ing sand beds or alluvial deposits exist. In addition to this
we have already in an earlier part of this communication be-
lieved ourselves enabled to detect ancient effects of a similar
kind and in so far, at all events, we are supported by analogy
when we assert, that a sure and positive though very gradual
submersion of our coast is now in progress, at a future day per-
haps to be replaced by a gradual elevation.

Another change in the contour of our coast is observable,
though confined in its effects. I allude to the gradual southward
translocation of our sea-board islands. The northern extremi-
ties are constantly washing away and the southern beach ex-
tending with equal regularity. This is very beautifully marked
with some of the Hunting Islands near Beaufort. Thus Col. B.
J- Johnson pointed out to me the spot where he had shot his
hrst buck, which is now a hundred yards or more out in the
Atlantic. This change is no doubt due to littoral counter-cur-
rents in the Gulf Stream.
Camp Geol. Survey, S. C, August 1, 1859.

Akt. XXXIX.—On the Sudden Disappearance of the Ice of our
Northern Lakes in the /Spring; by Gen. J. G. Totten, Chief

Engineer, U. S.

Springfield, August, 1859.)

Some forty years ago, being at Plattsburgh, K Y., on the
margin of Lake Champlain, and not far from the widest part of
the lake, I portunity for studying the phe-
nomenon of the sudden disappearance of the great body of the
!ce coverin.: '

f very many square miles in ex-
tent, and not less than one foot in thickness.

This striking phenomenon has often given rise to wild specu-
lation and conjecture in the unscientific world. It was the sub-
ject of discussion some years ago in this A -

"under the impression, perhaps erroneous, that full information
was not then and has not been since presented, that I now ven-
ture to produce the following substance of my observations,

though made chiefly at that distant day.
At the close of ad; surface of

-Lake Champlain, -with the exception of a very few u
air holes"
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or unfrozen portions of at most a few acres each, and a strip of

water next the shores, was one great expanse of ice, of a thick-

ness not less than twelve inches, and apparently, looking merely

at the surface, as solid as ever.

During the following night there arose a strong wind from the

southward, blowing, therefore, nearly lengthwise of the lake;

and when I looked out the following morning not a particle of

ice was to be seen, but instead thereof, a lively play of water

sparkling with "white caps." There was, as determined by
immediate and close examination, absolutely no ice upon the

water nor in the water ; not a fragment, large or small. Upon
the lee shore of a bay close at hand, there was however, a fringe

of broken ice that had been washed up by the waves ; and in

the condition of these few remains of the night's work was to

be found, it seemed to me, a satisfactory explanation of a change

certainly v, mpleteness,

and deemed indeed, even by high authority in philosophy, so

much to partake of the marvellous as to require a higher solu-

tion than philosophy was able, consistently to supply.

I venture, in offering this mite to the collections of the Asso-

ciation, to give the explanation then suggested by my examina-

tions
; because, as intimated before, I am not aware that such

particulars as I have to describe, have been connectedly given,

although they must have been often exhibited to individual ob-

servation, and as often, one would think, have led to a explana-

tion simple, satisfactory and clear within the domain of the con-

sistent philosophy that nature loves.

The fringe of broken ice was found to consist wholly of pris-

matic fragments, all of which, excepting a few broken trans-

versely, were of uniform length, namely a length exactly equal

to the thickness of the mass of ice of which they had been por-

The sides of these fragments were irregular as to number and

form ; the breadth or thickness varying sometimes in the same

prism from three-quarters of an inch to an inch and a half—

p

er"

haps a little more or less ; but notwithstanding such
there was a general agreement as to shape and size, and the gen-

eral result in all was a decidedly prismatic form. There were,

23 to details, belongs to

1 surprise, presented to

r which bodies of fresh-

ble to so clear an exhibition of the law

elongated solid pieces, although some-

! to shape "and dimensions, and :

lieve, always to be seen in blocks of ice in which solution a

I by forces too great for an observance of the law of

is do not however, it is thought, touch the general
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moreover, sometimes to be seen upon their irregular sides, por-
tions of some length that were probably true crystalline faces.
Excepting a small portion at one end of each that was evidently
made up of half-melted and refrozen snow, they were very trans-
parent, with few air bubbles, and as sonorous, nearly, as similar
prisms of glass.

Examinations then and afterwards of floating fresh-water ice,

(which alone I have observed,) have shown that the natural
effect of the advancing year is gradually to transform ice, solid

: -cation of these irreg-

few surfaces of contact, but touching rather at points and on
edges, and kept in place at last, merely by want of room to fall

asunder. Until this change has somewhat advanced, the cohe-

gth of ice of consideral lequate to

sustain the weight and shock of the travel it had borne during
the winter, but becoming less and less coherent, by the growing

:' the prisms, or more and more " rotten, as the phrase
is, though retaining n- -s. the ice will at last

- - V
?
e

g through, and very si

resistance being made to the point of I

.
Before describing the peculiar preliminary process by which

ice is brought to this condition, it may be well to follow out the
steps by which the striking phenomenon of the sudden disap-

pearance, by melting, of vast fields of thick ice is accomplished.
The final i vill vary somewhat with circum-
stances, but in all cases where the ice has been, so to speak, duly
prepared, r* >\ but a dis-

ruption of the few re; ' prismatic

assemblage. If th is he n< >t nl >mptly effected by undulations in the
field of ice, solution will continue to erode the sides of the con-

stituent prisms, until, being no longer in contact, or adequately

sustained
! Srojj into the position in the water

below, require 1 by the plac of its own centre of gravity—that
is to say, it ices to the

action of the warm water. It is easy to see that this will occur,
tf not simultaneously, with all the prisms, in rapid succession.

But the effects, in the instance that first drew my attention,

yere the results of violence, causing the greater surprise by sud-

denly bringing about what, according to the calm process above

mdicated, p etponed for many days.

The condition of the ice on Lake Champlain on the day m
April before mentioned, being a mere aggregation of vertical

prismatic crystals, cohering only at points and along edges and
narrow surfaces, as shown next morning by fragments on the
s'iore, it could oppose I

-
- s raised bv tne wind
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of the following night. These acting first upon the edges of the

air-holes and open spaces between the ice and the shore, caused

slight undulations then in the ice itself, and the consequent pul-

ling apart of the feebly cohering prisms, so that, the water sur-

B short time only was necessary

fort <jw;<\ -. ' n - Li in altitude and force with the enlarging

water surfaces, to send their undulations far before them under

the yielding ice. The prisms falling upon their sides, all more
or less immersed, affording now large surfaces to the solvent ac-

tion of water above tl , and -tirred about

by the waves, were quickly dissolved. It is not easy to say

in how short a time, under such circumstances, the l-'

formation would be wrought, but there ought to be no surprise

that ,v;,s a« i pished in the eight or ten hours of a spring

night.

The preliminary process, before alluded to, of the conversion

of masses of solid ice into an a- iv.-gat ion of vertical prisms by
uion must be dependent on the fact that the law of

•
g with vertical axes.

That this is the law is indicated by cleavage as well as by solu-

tion ; for while this is easy and free in planes perpendicular to

the upper surface, it is said, truly I believe, not to be attaina-

ble in directions oblique or parallel thereto. Beyond this gen-

eral fact of a vertical arrangement of prisms it is not neces-

sary to go for elucidation of our subject, even if I could give

minute specifications as to the crystallization of ice. I am not

,
indeed, that this question in crystallography, interesting

ural process of solution, that ice formed as in the case before

us, however solid and homogeneous in appearance, contains a

isms. So much is certain; and

this, for the present, is enough on that point. May we not

farther assume, that in the process of arrangement about the

axes of these prisms, as they are projected downwards into the

freezing water, the particles of water, in obeying the law of

otherwise interfere wi1 - tion as ice; and that,

at I tat, I lis a r, curaul tion in spaces between the prisms,

suffices to prevent further obedience to the symmetrical principle,

these spaces, a confused and p
I'cci'.uil :uv .o U._. ;,, the a< ti.ui uf a solvent? \V

be the precise cause or not, a condition favorable to dissolution

certainly exists in the irregular spaces between the prisms, as we
see by the particulars before given.

_
The pro. - nwing to view the innal

lization of apparently amorphous masses—namely, submitting
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them to the action of a solution of the same substance, so nearly
saturated as to exercise solvent power only when the solidifica-
tion is imperfect—seems to afibi to that fol-
lowed by nature, in preparing ice for quick dissolution.
The natural action seems to be this. The early rains of spring

throw upon the surface, and by the tributaries, pour under the
fields of ice frequent supplies of water, at a r>

even at first, and ri.-iiu with t!:.- ;,r..-_T< ^ of the year. This
warm underlying water, acting chiefly on the porous spaces be-
tween the prisms, dissolves them out "to the full depth to which
the ice is inn pg still farther, by capillary action.
At the same time, the spongy ice, formed upon I er em Eac&
by melted and refrozen snow, affords warm water, by melting

:v the porous spaces between the
tops of the prisms.

In this way, during the considerable period intervening be-

the final breaking up of the lake,

- transformed into the condition necessary to a sud-

ceases; that it
j i... . . .1- v . n -I n !y. -o 1< ^ a- rho i

of the water remains b< low I .. : <>i the gn atest <1< nsity, and of

tat it goes on more rapidly as the water is lifted above
that tempera! ur _ >wing warmth of spring.

^

1 regret that I did not take the temperature of the water in

of the '. e; b it on this point
I may add to what is said above, that the spring was then well
:;,fwanl. all. or nearly all, the snow had melted from the fields;

the early rai a had for some time been raising

. a n.\iilv a- it- lo it.-t h 'I'iht. It was
this rise in tl r that did
notfreeze between the great field of ice and the shore. The in-

ference from all the circumstances, that the temperature of the

water at the time of disruption, and for some time previous, was
not only above the melting point, but also above that of maxi-

I may here i
ntion another matter connected

with fields .
mely, the

movement towards the shore of boulders, sometimes quite large.

The process which must have occurred to intelligent observers,

and has probably been heretofore explained, seems to be this:

after the risi - 1 unfrozen margin,

the whole field ** ™"™
us edge meets adequate resssnmee u.-.:. the shore, all

lers encountered in the way, being pushed before it, into

•ray upon the shore that accurately marks the extent of the
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invasion. These lines of boulders are to be seen in many places,

registering accurately, not the work of the preceding year, but

thegreatest effort of any previous year.

5 of some deep-lying boulders may be suchdeep-lyi) _
that they are rarely embraced, acted on, or moved, and such

may long, by fits, continue to be erratic, though finally to join

the general shore parade.

The force of these moving fields is very great, even when the

decomposing process is much advanced. I have seen a timber

aich was about thirty feet square, ten or fourteen feet

high, and filled solidly with earth and stones, shoved along the

bottom about thirty feet, by a single continuous push of a great

field of ice just ready to be resolved into its prismatic elements.

The motion was very slow, only to be seen, indeed, by close ob-

arhile the ice was broken at the edge of contact i"
+~

• emselves, with a tinkling sound,

high upon the wharf and following ice.

A simple and effectual guard against this danger to wharf or

pier has been found to be, the giving to the exposed face a cer-

tain talus (about one of base to two of height, I think), which

turns the ice upwards to the top of the structure, where its frag-

ments accumulate, sometimes to a considerable height. This

easy diversion of so great a force is due, of course, to the pe-

culiar crystalline structure of the ice, the degree to which it has

been decomposed, and the consequent brittleness against a trans-

verse strain. Should there be an unfrozen margin to permit

this motion of large fields of ice, before the solution of contin-

uity in the crystalline arrangement, nothing but the solid earth

could stand before it.

These remarks have extended further than I intended, and I

fear much beyond what was required by the state of knowledge

on the subject. But I venture, nevertheless, in reference to the

first portion of these remarks, one further observation—namely,

that nature seems to have especially provided, in the structure

of these wintry coverings of water surfaces, for their prompt re-

moval, when their existence would retard the advancing year.
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Art. XL.

—

On some Reactions of the Salts of Lime and Magne-
sia, and on the Formation of G nan Rocks;
by T. Sterry Hunt, F.E.S., of the Geol. Survey of Canada.
(Continued from this vol., p. 187.)

i the history of Gypsums, Dolomites, Magnesites and Lime-

to. xne gypsums round in nature may be divided into two
classes, those directly deposited from water, and those produced
by the alteration of beds of limestone. To the latter division

6 gypsums found in the vicinity of solfataras, where,
as Dumas has shown, the slow oxydation of moist sulphuretted
hydrogen gives rise to sulphuric acid, which transforms beds of
carbonate into hydrated sulphate of lime. We must equally re-

fer to the same class those gypsums which are formed among
calcareous rocks by the action of waters containing free sulphu-
ric acid. Such a process I have long since described in "Western
Canada, where numerous springs containing besides sulphates of

lumina, and sulphuretted hydro-
gen, three or four thou - ;<e through
Upper Silurian <im\:\, in the calcareous portions of which they
sometimes give rise to masses of gypsum.

Bischof (Chem. Geology, i, 418), who does not appear to have
seen my analyses of these acid waters, rejects my view of the
epigenic origin of these masses of gypsum, although it will be
apparent to every one who examines the facts, that the action (

s upon calcareous strata must give rise to sulphate c

lime. I do not however confound these recently formed masse
of sulphate of lime with the older gypsums, which associatei

with dolomites, sea-salt and sulphur, are abundant in the Salifer-

ous or Onondaga salt group of the same region.—(Am. Jour.

&i-, [2], vii, 175; Report Geol. Survey, 1848, 150; Comptes Ren-
du* de VAcad., 1855, xl, 1348.)

These acid waters which make their appearance in an almost

undisturbed region, I conceive to have their origin in deeply

buried strata, where gypsum or other sulphates may be under-

going decomposition by the action of water and silica at an el"

vated temperature, a process analogous to that which gives ris

to exhalations of carbonic acid gas.

44. Waters containing free sulphuric acid or ferric or a] ami
ous sulphate, may by flowing ml rbonate i

lime is present, give rise to solutions of sulphate of lime, and
the evaporation of these, of sea-wat.-r or other gypseous solu-

tions must give rise to deposits of sulphate of lime, which will
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belong to the first division mentioned above. These modes of

form of magnesian limestone. Beds c

with or include beds or masses of gypsum, v,

mite and carbonate of magnesia are sometimes found imbedded
in gypsum or anhydrite. "' For a description of the magnesite

which is disseminated in the gypsum of Salzburg, see Dufre-

noy, Mineralogie, 2d ed., ii, 424. Small masses of compact
and crystalline gypsum, occasionally associated with crystals of

calcite and quartz, abound in some of the dolomite beds of the

so-called Oalciferous sandrock in Canada, and crystallized gyp-
sum and anhydrite, together with sulphates of baryta and stron-

tia, and fluor spar, occur in geodes in the magnesian limestone

of Niagara. The anhydrous sulphate of lime not only forms

beds by itself but is often met with disseminated in masses,

rough beds of gypsum, and even interst rati-

fied with it, as in the south of France, in the Hartz, Sv.

and in Nova Scotia, as described by Mr. Dawson. (Acadian Ge-

ology, 225.) The conversion of beds of anhydrite into gypsum
by the absorption of water, and the attendant phenomena, have

been described by Charpentier.

45. Both the hydro; is dphate sometimes form

the cement of conglomerates or breccias, which enclose flints,

fragments of shale and of limestone, as at Pomarance in Tuscany,

:. Bull. Soc. Geol. deFran . 2 \ \i. .'346.) and also at

B oc, v. here the cement of the conglomerate is a granular anhy-

drite (Charpentier, Ibid., [2], xii, 546).

Gypsums moreover often include clay and sand, and sometimes

contain a considerable admixture of carbonate of lime, which

in those of Aix, according to Coquand, amounts to eight per

cent. The gypsums of Montmartre also contain, according to

Delesse, besides some clay and sand, and several hundredthsof
carbonate of lime, not less than three per cent of soluble silica

intermixed. Silica in the form of flint or chert is sometimes

found in concretions with gypsum ; thus in the miocene clays

near isoiogna in Italy, flints are a wira sul-

phates of lime, of baryta and strontia, together with pyrites mid

sulphur. Masses of sulphate of strontia are likewise found in

clays with the gypsums of Mon1 -sociation of

sulphate of rock salt of

>!>-.'. is well known. The gyp- bich occur in

: : "

- •;;•
:

-•' "
: . '

;

.

- '

'' '' '^
.

"'
' /

by beds of chert and of magnesite (Bull So*

.

xi, 334).
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Besides the rock salt which so often occurs with gypsum, we
lay here recall its frequent association with the sulphates of
3da and magnesia, both of which are found in very many places
nbedded in gypsum, or intermingled with rock-salt or with the
ssociated clays. (Bischof, Ok .

'/ .. i

;

. L21 431.) Large
"

i of both of these sulphates occur with gypsum and rock-
Spain

;
in Nova Scotia also sulphate of soda is found in

gypsum with boro-cak-iv an :i— •«

": ti.*M worthy of notice from
the occurrence of boracite, both crystallized and massive (stass-

furthite) with gypsums in Germany.—(How, Am. Jour, ofScience,

[2], xxiv, 230.)
46. The gypsums of the class which we are now describing

appear in every geological period. To these apparently belong
the masses of gypsum and anhyh : are asso-

and serpentine in the chloritic bands of the
oldest crystalline rocks probable equivalents
of the Laurentian system of North America. On this continent
the oldest known gypsums are those already mentioned as occur-
ring near the base of ; . and in what is called
by the geologists of New York the Calciferous sandrock. As we
ascend the series gypsum is occasionally met with in the Clinton
and Niagara groups, until we reach the Onondaga salt-group in
the Upper Silurian rocks of Canada and New York, which con-
tains great deposits of dolomite and gypsum, occasionally aecom-

sulphur. The gypsums, anhydrites, and brine springs
of Nova Scotia belong to the Carboniferous series, while the fre-

quent recurrence of gypsum in Europe through all the higher
rocks up to the Miocene inclusive, is too well known to require

47. The so-called primitive gypsums and anhydrites, which
in the Alps and Pyrennees occur interstratified with crystalline

schists, are now known to belong to altered secondary strata.

These gypsums enclose many cr ich as talc,

ote, hornblende, dipyre, beryl, quartz, hematite, blende
and pyrites. At Saurat in the lyreiin es man\ of these mine-

':•!-

and alters both fossiliferous limestone and gypsum. The latter

becomes mingled with and finally passes into limestone. (Co-

qnand, BulLS-,-. <;; /. ,;, F>-uc,'. [1]. xii, 34.1) In Algiers,

-um is associated with crystalline limestone, gneiss,

all crystals of beryl are found

ted alike through the limestone and the gypsum.

ad hating the softness and the chemical composition of

steatite.—(Ibid., [2], iv, 832.)
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48. The marine origin of the greater number of gypsiferous

formations is evident both from the accompanying rock salt and
iated fossils, but certain gypsums (as well as certain

dolomites,) have evidently been deposited in fresh-water basins.

A gypsum from Asia Minor examined by Ehrenberg contains a

great number of fresh-water polygastric infusoria, and beds of

gypsum occur in the lacustrine basins of Aix and of Auvergne

;

tous strata of the Paris basin are also regarded aa of

r origin.

49. Besides the magnesian limestones of gypsiferous strata

great deposits of dolomite occur in the rocks of every geologica]

period. I have long since described the dolomites which form
! with ophiolites and with crys-

talline limestones, in the Laurentian system in Canada. Great

portions of the palasozoic limestones of North America are mag-
nesian, especially in the valley of the Mississippi * while deposits

of dolomites are"found in Europe alike in the Permian, Tnassic,

Jurassic, and Tertiary strata. Mr. Dana has even described as

of recent formation a dolomite from the coral island of Matea,

examined by Silliman and myself.

—

(Am. Jo
xix, 429.)

50. The mechanical conditions of these magnesian limestones

vary greatly ; they are sometimes made up of crystalline grains

of dolomite, which are strongly coherent, or more rarely form a

loose sand. Not unfrequently th< torn are con-

cretionary in their structure, and may be oolitic or botryoidal.

The action of the concreting force has sometimes obliterated the

marks of stratification. The porous or cavernous structure of

many dolomites is also to be remarked.

salt group, 100 feet tni

A d^.aniti.' ik-p .-i- m tljt upj

formation No. 1, al
;

as the equivalent of tl

i is sometimes a pure nd of Montreal incli

«ian beds. The Calciferous sandrock itself, throughout Lower Canada,
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Magnesian limestones often contain large admixtures of clay
and sand ; dolomite is not unfrequently the cement of breccias
or conglomerates, as in the well-known conglomerate of the Per-
mian system in England. Concretionary masses of dolomite
sometimes occur in these aggregates, and in the Permian rocks
of the Vosges are found in beds of a sandy clay, itself occasion-

glomerates from the palaeozoic rocks of Canada. The first of
these belongs to the upper portion of the Hudson Eiver group,

n.-i is conspicuously seen at Pointe Levis and on the island of
Orleans. The associated rocks are there graptolitic shales, sand-
stones and fossiliferous limestones, together with great masses of
a greenish or grayish-white subtranslucent compact c> >;

stone. This is without distinct marks of stratification,

exhibits no trace of organic remains under the microscope, and
has all the characters of a traver; i fcer. Inter-

last are beds of bituminous yellow-weather-
- intermixed

with more or less sand or clay or both ; the clay in one speci-

men amounted to fifty per cent, while another quartzose variety
gave carbonate of lime 53*04, carbonate of magnesia 31 '96, car-

bonate of iron 5-80, silicious sand 8-80=99"60. The latter is a
friable crystalline rock, showing in its fracture broad surfaces of
cleavage, like the crysl an sandstone. These
dolomites, which contain no fossils, are occasionally traversed by
veins of quartz and calcareous spar, or contain small masses of
the latter mineral, apparently filling cavities. They are inter-

:ines and with the f«

limestones, sometimes in large beds, and at other times in lentic-

ular masses or in layers of a few lines in thickness separating

masses of the travertine.
The conglomerates of this series inclose in a paste of ferrifer-

ous dolomite, grains and rounded fragments of limestone, often

having the characters of the associated travertine, together with

fragments of quartz and argUlite, and small masses of a nearly
1

as concre-

ther beds

^ a similar conglomerate occur in the same series havi

ttent of pure carbonate of lime, and the tfl

mcloses grains of sand. ''</ Seport, 1853-56,

P- 465.)
V

_ The other conglomerate to be noticed occurs on the islands of

a, and several other localities m the neigh-

borhood, and belongs patches of the Lower
Helderberg series, left after denudation, which repose uncon-

g r m and Laurentian rocks. In
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some localities they enclose the peculiar feldspars of the latter, in

others the fossiliferous limestone. - and cherts

of the former series, while in others still the principal ele-

ments are black augite, mica and olivine, derived from the igne-

ous rocks v, I have broken through the Lower
Silurian series. These conglomerates, which are remarkable for

their great coherence, have a greenish, bluish or grayish yellow-

weathering base, and contain much carbonate of iron. The solu-

ble portion of a specimen from St. Helens was equal to 4fcJ0 per

cent, and consisted of carbonate of lime 57*8, carbonate of mag-
nesia 16-4, carbonate of iron 25'8= 100-0. In one instance these

eathering beds of conglomerate are associated with

others of which
faces, effervesces freely with acids, and is pure carboiu—(Ibid., 1857, 201.)

51. Dolomite also occurs filling up fissures and cavities in

other rocks, as in the case of pearl-spar in geodes and veins.

The black and yellow marble from northern Italy, known under

the name of Portor, and belonging according to Savi, to the

Neocomian formation, is composed, by my analysis, of a black,

nearly pure limestone i of carbon-

ate of magnesia, penetrated by veins of ferriferous dolomite,

which gave me 355 p. c. of carbonate of magnesia, and 4 6 of

insoluble silicious matter, the residue being carbonate of lime

and a little carbonate of iron. The veins of magnesian carbon-

ate sometimes give to the Portor the aspect of a breccia.

52. Examples of the apparent infiltration of dolomite occur

in black bituminous limestones at Montreal and Ottawa belong-

ing both to the Trenton and Chazy divisions. These limestones,

which contain only traces of magnesia, enclose casts of the in-

terior of Ort consisting of

a gray crystalline dolomite, weathering reddish, and appearing

slief upon exposed surfaces of the limestone. In both

the limestones are traversed by thin irregular veins of

a similar dolomite, which communicate* with the casts. By the

action of di icid the limestone matrix is dis-

solved, and it is seen that the cavity of the fossil is in many
cases only partially occupied by dolomite; that portion which is

uppermost m the stratum being often filled with carbonate of

lime to the extent of one-third or one-fourth, but in other speci-

mens the whole cast is of dolomite. In some of the larger casts

there are drusy cavities lined with crystallized dolomite and oc-

casionally containing prisms of quartz. The analysis of a frag-

ment of the cast of an Orihoceras from the Trenton limestone at

Ottawa, gave me carbonate of lime 5600, carbonate of magnesia

mate of iron 595 -9975. The surrounding lime-

stone, which was compact, bluish-gray, and bituminous, con-
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tained 3;9 p. c. of clay and sand; its solution gave 0'6 p. c. of
'"' 'i "t ii'< '-' *'| alumina, but no magnesia
of fossils replaced by dolomite occur in grav limestones associa-
ted with the travertines and dolomites of Pointe Levi- (£ ."»')-.

53. Magnesian limestones are very frequently destitute of or-

lina; in some cases however they may contain ealea-
reuus tossils, as in the Niagara limestone at Dudswell, where
corals of the genera ('. <n < • /' , -s ;u ,1 F,n , < s

,
eom-

posed of pure carbonate of linn . Ma, k m
color, are imbedded in a yellow I i limestone
which contains an excess of carbonate of lime. This limestone
gave by analysis carbonate of lime 56*60, carbonate of magne-
sia 11-76, carbonate of iron 8*28, nd 26'7'2=
98*31. The portion soluble in cold dilute acetic acid was car-

bonate of lime with four per cent of carbonate of magnesia and
a trace of iron, and the residue v, hydro-
chloric acid left 520 p. c. of sand and pyrites; the dissolved
part consisting of carbonate of lime 51 75,' carbonate of magne-
sia 35*73, carbonate of iron 12-52= 100-00.

In the magnesian limestone of Gait in western Canada, which
isa pure crystalline dolomite, there are numerous casts of bi-

valve molluscs, the shells of which were evidently removed by
solution after they had been filled and enveloped by the dolo-

trix, since the walls of the cavities once occupied by
the shells of a large bivalve

r
Megalorrms Canadensis, retain the

of the inner and outer surfaces of the shell. Similar
r in the blue dolomite

of Beauharnois, which belongs to the Calciferous sandrock; in

a dolomite of the saih ton from the Mingan
inlands, the shells of Ophileta, Maelurea and Seaphites are re-

placed by silica.

In some portions of the Gait formation fragr tents °f '

'

!
" ; ''^

columns are found r-phwd bv dolomite, which is only distin-

guished by a olor from the matrix. It would
appear in this case as if the calcareous fossil having been first

removed by solution ($30) the <-a\itv had been subsequently
filled with dolomite as in the casts found in the Ottawa and

Montreal limestones (§ 52).
54. Although dolomites not unfrequently form by themselves

masses of great thi kness, as ii
(km of the

Tyrol and the palaeozoic rocks of t >• - I ften inter*

stratified in an intimate manner with pure limestones. Such is

the case with the ferriferous dolomites a! re* I y not C id m 1 scrib-

ing the do!. - and travertines oi Pointe Levis

1
M..:.r r.;.l. thin irn-ular layers

i ferriferous dolomite, themselves filled with encnnal

columns, are interposed between beds of fossiliferous limestone.
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The magnesian layers being pulverulent, the encrinal columns,

which are pure carbonate of lime, are easily separated from their

matrix, which gave me carbonate of lime 40-95, carbonate of

ma<2m sia 24 19 "< arbonate of iron 27-03, silicious sand without

alumina 9-01=101-18 ; the iron was in part as peroxyd. The
bluish crystalline limestone distant an inch from the magnesian

layer gave 184 p. c. of white insoluble residue and 1'09 p. c. of

carbonate of magnesia.

In these strata we sometimes meet with similar reddish pul-

verulent layers which contain i > car'nouate of magnesia, but are

composed of carbonate of lime with a large amount of peroxyd

of iron ; such a mixture in one instance forms the cement of a

breccia of fragments of the blue limestone ; it was perhaps at

one time a double carbonate of lime and iron.

The thin beds of dolomite above described are closely asso-

ciated with those holding the dolomitic casts of or

already noticed ; these were enclosed in a nearly black compact

limestone, which during its solution in hydrochloric acid evolved

traces of sulphuretted hydrogen. The residue contained a Little

iron pyrites which was removed by nitric acid ; it was black

from carbonaceous matter, but became white by ignition in the

air, and was an impalpable powder, equal to 12'8 p. c. of the

rock. Dilute soda ley removed from it 9*5 p. c. of its weight of

soluble silica, and the residue had nearly the composition of a

feldspar. It gave me, silica 73'02, alumina 1831, lime 0*93,

magnesia 0;87, potash 5-55, soda 0-89=99-57.
The fossiliferous yellow magnesian limestones of Dudswell

(§ 53) are in like manner interstratified with beds of gray crys-

talline limestone containing 6*3 p. c. of sand and only 1'3 p. o.

of carbonate of magnesia. These beds having been much dis-

turb d and broken, the interstices appear to have been filled

up with portions of the yellow magnesian paste giving rise to a

marble which in some portions resembles the so-called Portor,

(§51).
55. "We see from the above examples that dolomites

cur interstratified both with limestones of organic origin and

with others which are evidently chemical deposits. Allied to

these latter are certain porous tufaceous beds of carbonate of

lime which sometimes accompany dolomite. Such tufas occur

alternating with the dolomites and gypsiferous marls of the

Onondaga salt group. A similar layer of cellular c

tufa, free from magnesia, I have observed immediately covering

a deposit of crystalline incoherent dolomite in the Eocene series

at Pont St. Maxence in France.—(See also Damour, Bull Soc,

Geol de France, [2], xiii, 67.)
56. The chemical constitution of the rocks containing carbon-

ate of magnesia now demands our consideration. Pure dolomite
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is well known to consist of equivalents of carbonate of lime and
magnesia corresponding to 45*65 parts of the one to 54-35 of the
other, and many magnesian limestones have this composition, or
contain beside only m .

-. sueh as sand and
clay. Others with an excess of carbonate of lime are shown by
the method of Karsten to be mixtures of dolomite with carbon-
ate of lime, which is readily separated by the solvent action of
cold dilute acetic acid (§ 28, § 53). The same chemist however
found in clefts and fissures of the gypsiferous rocks of Luneberg
and elsewhere, carbonates of lime and magnesia mingled with

m which dilute acetic or muriatic acid removed the
whole of the lime, leaving a residue of from 4-0 to 68-0 p. c. of
magnesian carbonate which had evidently been median i.

termingled with the carbonate of lime. (Bischof, Lehrbuch. ii,

1161.) Since the presence of sulphate of lime appears to pro-

vent in a great measure the union of the two carbonates (§ 31),
we might suppose that the association of gypsum with these

! in some way hindered the formation of the
double carbonate. The free carbonate of lime which they con-
tain is however probably epigenic and produced by the decom-
position of a portion of the magnesite by the infiltration of dis-

solved gypsum.
Carbonate of iron often replaces a part of the magnesian car-

bonate in dolomites, which also sometimes contain carbonate of
manganese, and even carbonates of zinc, cobalt and lead. It
not unfrequently happens that the sum of the other carbonates
in these ferruginous dolomites is more than equivalent to the

carbonate of lime. Such is the case with the dolomitic conglom-
erate of St. Helens (§ 50).

The dolomites of the Hudson Eiver group in eastern Canada
often associated with copper, nickel, titanium, chrome

and

whic

"weathers blackish-brown from the presence of r

foreign minerals are arranged in bands, and layers of the dolo-

mite an inch or two in thickness are apparently free from ad-

mixture. The analysis of such a rbonate of
hme 4010, carbonate rbonate of iron 10-65,

carbonate of manganese 7-65, insoluble, chiefly quartz, 21-45=
100-00. The associated crystals of magnetite contained no trace

of manganese.*
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57. Magnesian limestones containing an excess of carbonate

of magnesia are not uncommon; one from the mtracbelkalk of

Thuringia gave to Sen ft, carbonate of lime 42*9, carbonate of

magnesia 554, besides 2*7 of carbonate of iron = 101*0. A la-

custrine dolomite from the brown-coal formation near Giessen

contains, according to Knapp, carbonate of lime 42*80, carbonate

of magnesia 49*63, besides oxyd of iron and impurities, and a

specimen from the Lower Magnesian limestone from Lake Supe-

rior gave to Whitney, carbonate of lime 25*28, and carbonate of

32*57, besides 37*0 of sand and a little iron and alumina.

Similar magnesian rocks are described by Alberti as occurring

in the variegated marls of the keuper or upper part of the Tri-

assic system in Germany. A tender greenish schistose marl

from Tubingen effervesced very slightly with acids, and gave

for lOO'OO
}

• I4*5<i, earhoimte of magn -sia

19*10, the r -. vith a little inm-oxyd. (Senft,

Die Felsarten, 184.) Von Bibra hi

marls from the muschelkalk in Franconia (Bischof, Lehrbuch. ii,

115s), an 1 G leymard from the gypsums of Eoquevaire in Pro-

vence. The bituminous salt-clays (salzthon) which occur with

gypsum and rock salt, when freed by washing from soluble salts,

contain according to Sc - i)[ magnesia and iron

often with very little carbonate rX '-ous matter

varying from *1 2*0 to 70*0 p. c. (Bi*-h.< hltrlmch, ii, 1725.)

7
by Kairt B §56). \ | a dark gray rock in-

terstratified with limestone from the keuper near Solothurn, and

oorwist ig of carbonate of magnesia 54*55, carbonate of iron

83*94, carbonate of lime 0*67, with 10*81 of clay, water, etc.

{L. and K. Jahresbericht, 1849, 581.)

58. Magnesian rocks allied to the last occur in the Hudson
Hiver group of eastern Canada, and were described by me sev-

eral years since. In the township of Sutton, interstratified with

dolomite, steatite and talco-quartzose strata, is a bed of green

and white reddish-weathering crystalline rock, gneissoid in struc-

ture, and containing variable porportions of magnesian carbon-

in various localities in New England. I maj

•;;:/*:>;:
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left insoluble 803= 100-40; while another specimen from the
same mass contained, carbonate of magnesia 33-00, carbonate of
iron 19-35, alumina 050, insoluble 45-90=98-70. In both cases
the solution contained a little nickel, which occurs in the rock,
in part at least, in the fori . iierous pyrites.
The insoluble portion is a si id alkalies, with
a little magnesia, and appears to consist of a mixture of feldspar
with a little mica and talc, the latter minerals being colored em-

by a small portion of oxyd of chrome,
the township of Bolton there occurs a bed of magnesite

ards in breadth, interstratified between steatite on themany y;

one side, and an impure ophiolite passing into diorite, on the
other. It is made up of b ri ins of magnesian
spar, bluish-gray or nearly white in color, and intermingled with,

others of white hyaline quartz, which sometimes forms small
irregular veins. One of several analyses of this rock gave me,
carbonate of magnesia 59'13, carbonate of iron 8-32, insoluble

32-20=99-65. In other specimens the proportion of carbonate
of iron is a little greater, and traces of carbonate of lime are

sometimes met v, ,iever wanting and sometimes
coats the joints of the rock with a yellowish-green film of what
appears to be a hydrocarbon;. te of ni< kel ; the proportion of this

metal determined' upon a considerable quantity of the rock was
found equal to about one-thousandth. The insoluble residue
from this magnesite was greenish-gray in color, and gave by
analysis 93 6 p. c. of silica, besides some alumina, 0*8 of alka-

lies, and traces of lime, magnesia, and oxyd of chrome, which
gives an emerald-green color to some portions of the rock. I
have already show i that ni« b I >- rarely absent from the magne-
sian rocks of this region, where it is generally accompanied by
chrome. These magnesites in powder do not perceptibly effer-

vesce with cold livdioeh!<«rie arid, which however readily dis-

solves them with the aid of heat. The decomposition of the

contained carbonate of iron renders their weathered surfaces

reddish-brown and pulverulent.—(Report, 1853-56, p. 460.)

I liave detected a quartzose magnesite closely resembling that

of Bolton, com:; ined emerald-green by oxyd
of chrome, amon *k* brought from California

by Mr. W. P. Blake, who also found a bed of nearly pure white

compact carbonate of magnesia among the crystalline Bchfeta of

that region. I may here recall the existence of beds of magne-
site among argillites in Styria, and also in the ancient crystalline

gneiss of Modum in Norway, where a crystalline magnesite is

the gangue of crystals of serpentine and ilmenite.

—

(Am. Jour,

of Science, [2], v, 389.)
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59. The greater number of dolomites and magnesian rocks

are shown by their fossils or by the nature of the associated

strata to be of marine origin, but dolomites are also found in

fresh-water deposits. Such is that with excess of magnesian
carbonate from the brown-coal formation near Giessen (§57),
and dolomites are said to occur with the lacustrine limestones of

Dachingen near Ulm.—(Senft, Die Felsarten, 133.)

On the mode offormation of the preceding rocks.

60. Having in the fourth division of this paper brought to-

gether the principal facts in the history of magnesian rocks, as

well from the researches of others as from our own observation-;.

we have seen that these rocks consist essentially of dolomite,

mixed with carbonate of lime on the one hand, and with carbon-

ates of magnesia and iron on the other, passing thus into magne-

site. The frequent intermixtures of sand and clay and even of

fragments of quartzite, argillite and limestone, clearly show
their sedimentary origin, which is moreover rendered evident

by the fact that they are often interstratified witli pure lime-

stones and even inclose calcareo :

the idea of the formation of all such dolomites at least, by the

alteration of deposits of carbonate of lime as supposed by Von
Buch, Haidinger and Favre.

61. The dolomites of the Tyrol which Von Buch imagined to

have been formed from the alteration of limestones by magne-

sian vapors evolved at the time of the ejection of certain mela-

phyres of that region, have been shown to be much more recent

than these melaphyres, which according to Fournet are not in-

trusive but sedimentary rocks, probably of Carboniferous age,

altered in situ. These metamorphosed strata are separated from

the dolomites, which are Jurassic, by unaltered Trinas

including the muschelkalk and a conglomerate holding rolled

fragments of the melaphyres* {Bull. Soc. Oeol. de France, [2],

fi^ 606-616.) In several other cases wdiere dolomization was

supposed to have been produced by the proximity of igneous

rocks, Delesse and Delanoue have shown that the" change had

been limited to an alteration in the texture, and that there had

been no addition of magnesia.
62. Favre supposes with Haidinger that magnesian solutions

under heat and pressure have given rise to dolomites by decom-

posing beds : carbonate oif magne-

sia agreeably to the observations of Yon Morlot and
{Ibid., [2], vi, 318.) This hyp Am sis is evidently not applicable
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to those magnesian limestones which include beds, fragments or
organic remains of pure carbonate of lime. In any case we
must suppose a long continued filtration of solutions of magne-
sian chlorid through the heated limestone under certain condi-

: ich seem at least improbable,
fio. The theory of the formation of magnesian sediments will

be readily understood from the experiments which have been
described in the earlier parts of this paper, but before proceeding
to its consideration I wish to call attention to the results of the
concentration by evaporation of natural waters in basins with-
out an outlet. If such a basin contain sea-water, the gypsum,
being insoluble in a saturated brine, will be entirely 1

1

before the crystallization of the sea-salt, and there will remain
a liquid containing no lime-salts, but chlorids of sodium and mag-
nesium with a large amount of sulphate of magnesia. Such are

the waters of Lake Elton and many of the brine pools of the

Russian steppes, while on the contrary the saturated brines of
the Dead Sea and some other salt lakes contain little sulphate

but abundance of chlorid of calcium, and if they are the residues
of sea-water, have been modified by additions of this salt, which
has converted the sulphate of magnesia into chlorid of magne-
sium and gypsum, the calcareous chlorid remaining in excess.

But while some of these saline lakes may be supposed to be
basins of sea-water, modified by evaporation, either alone or con-

joined with the influx of foreign saline matters, others were evi-

dently once fresh-water lakes in which, the loss of water being
equal to the supply, have gradually accumulated the soluble

SWts of all the rivers and springs flowing into the lake. We
'. at some notion of the diverse natures of the different

saline lakes which would be formed in this way if we suppose
the waters of different European rivers to be subjected to evap-

oration under conditions like those of the salt lakes of Western
Asia. In the waters of the Elbe and Thames chlorids greatly

predominate (in the latter with gypsum), with small amounts of

salts, and the evaporation of these waters would give

:es containing a large proportion of common salt. In
the Seine on the contrary, sulphate of lime predominates, while

the waters of the Ehint Arr and the Arve
contain but small amounts of chlorids and large proportions of

sulphates of lime and magnesia.
64. In ot I

valine salts ; the Loire at Orleans,

according to Deville, contains in 100,000 parts, 1346 of solid

' up, c. is carbonate of lime, 300 p. e. silica,

while two-thirds of the more soluble salts consist of carbonate

of soda. In the waters of the Garonne, with as large a propor-

tion of silica, and more carbonate of lime, the carbonate of soda

fourth of the soluble salts, while 100,000 parts of the

48
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i 611 parts

carbonate

, silica 2-06, sulphates and chlorids of potassium

and sodium 047, and carbonate of soda 041. (Report Geol Sur-

vey of Canada, 1853-56, 360, and Philos. Mag., [4], xiii, 239.)

Silica, although more abundant in alkaline river waters, which
are chiefly derived from crystalline rocks, is not wanting in wa-
ters containing neutral earthy salts, like the Seine and the Khone,
of the solid matters of which, according to Deville, it forms re-

spectively 10-0 and 130 p. c—(Ann. de Chem. et Phys., [3],

xxiii, 32.)

The waters which rise from the Lower Silurian shales of the

St. Lawrence valley are, as I have elsewhere shown, remarkable
for the predominance of alkaline salts, which sometimes amount
to one-thousandth, or more than one-half the solid matters pres-

ent; these waters are distinguished from the river waters just

mentioned by their comparatively small amount of silica and
earthy carbonates, and by the presence of a notable proportion

of borates.—(Rep. Geol. Survey of Canada, 1852, p. 165,-1853-
ro ~, 469, and Proc. Royal Soc, Phil. Mag., [4], xvi, 376.)

I may here refer to the strongly alkaline waters furnished

oy tne artesian wells of Paris and London as evidences of the

abundance of alkaline carbonates in natural waters, and to the

springs of Vichy and Carlsbad, the latter of which, according
to the calculations of Gilbert, furnish annually more than thirteen

millions of pounds of carbonate of soda. The evaporation of

these alkaline waters, whether rivers or springs, must give rise

to natron lakes like Lake Van and those of the plains of Araxes,

Lower Egypt, and Hungary.—(Bischof, Lehrbuch, ii, 1143.)

The carbonate of soda contained in these waters has its source

in the decomposition of feldspathic minerals, and shows the con-

tinance in our time of a process whose great activity in former

geologic ages is attested, as I have elsewhere maintained, by vast

accumulations of argillaceous sediments deprived of a large por-

tion of their soda, and also by the carbonate of lime which by

the intervention of carbonate of soda has been formed from the

chlorid of calcium of the primeval ocean and deposited as lime-

65. An indispensable condition for the precipitation of car-

bonate of magnesia is the absence of chlorid of calcium from

the solutions, and this in the presence of excess of sulphates is

attained simply by evaporating to the point where gypsum be-

comes insoluble. In nearly all river and spring waters bicar-

bonate of lime is present in a large proportion, and is often the

most abundant salt. We have shown that when mingled with

a solution containing sulphate of magnesia, it gives rise by double

decomposition to bicarbonate of magnesia ana sulphate of lime.
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By the evaporation of such a solution, the latter salt, being the
less soluble, is first deposited in the form of gypsum, while the
magnesian carbonate is only separated after farther evaporation,
when, provided the supply of bicarbonate of lime still continue*,
the two carbonates may fall down in a state of intermixture.
In this way sediments will be formed containing the elements of
dolomite or magnesite.

66. The solution of magnesian carbonate remaining after the
deposition of the gypsum, possesses, as we have seen, the power
of decomposing cnlorid of calcium, and when deprived of a
portion of its carbonic acid by ti nmik*
manner with a solution of sulphate of lime (§ 5, § 23). In this
way, an influx of sea-water into the basin from which gypsum,

iapa a portion of magnesian carbonate has already been
I would give rise to a precipitate of carbonate of lime,

like the tufaceous limestones, whose occurrence with gypsum
and dolomites has been already noticed. In basins wi-

the salt lagoons of Bessarabia on the shores of the Black Sear

receive occasional additions of sea-water
y
and deposit every sum-

mer large amounts of salt, (Bischof, Lehrbuck, ii, 1717,) the influx
of waters containing bicarbonate of lime would give rise to the
formation of beds of gypsum, alternating with dolomites or

magnesian marls and rock salt.

67. "We have already referred to the analyses of certain rivers,,

in which the sulphates are more abundant than the chlorids>

Thus, in the Ehine, near Bonn, according to Bischof, we have
for 100,000 parts of the water, 17'08 of solid matters, of which
1'23 are sulphate of lime, 1-81 sulphate of magnesia, with only

;orid and 8*37 of carbonate of lime; in the Danube
near Vienna, the predominance of sulphates is still more marked.
The waters of the Arve, in the month of February, gave to Tin-

grJ, for 100,000 parts, 24-5 of solid matters, of which &o were
sulphate of lime, 6-2 sulphate of magnesia, and 8*3 carbonate of
lime, with only lo of chlorids. Now, as in river waters there

^ present an excess of carbonic acid, and as bica

of lime and sulphate of um-u^ia in coition ure n
'

composed, these waters, which are to be regarded as solutions of

sulphate of
I fie of magnesia, (§ 18) would, by

their evaporation, yield gypsum an : - te
<
which

would appear as portions of a fresh-water formation, like those

of Aix and Auvergne.
The decomposition of soluble sulphates by bicarbonates of

baryta and strontia, will explain the formation of heavy spar and

celestine, and their frequent association with gypsiferous rocks.

68. As to the native sulphur which is often associated both
with epigenic and sedimentary gypsums, it has doubtless in

every case been formed as Breislak long since indicated, by the
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decomposition of sulphuretted hydrogen. It is well known that

alkaline and earthy sulphates are reduced to sulphurets by
organic matters, with the aid of heat, or even at ordinary

temperatures, in presence of water. To the decomposition of

these sulphurets by water and carbonic acid, we are to ascribe

not only the sulphuretted hydrogen of solfataras, which, by its

oxydation under different conditions, gives rise either to free

sulphur, or to sulphuric acid and to gypsum by epigenesis, but

also the sulphuretted hydrogen which appears in springs and in

stagnant waters, where the sulphur produced by the decomposi-

tion of the gas is often mingled with sedimentary gypsums.*
(See Bischof, Lehrbuch, ii, 139-185.) This author has suggested

the decomposition of chlorid of magnesium by alkaline or earthy

sulphurets as a source of sulphuretted hydrogen and hydrate of

magnesia, into which sulphuret of magnesium is readily resolved

in the presence of water. (Chern. Geology, i, 16.) If a salt of

c k m -\ e:e present, this reaction could only take place in the

absence of carbonic acid, for carbonate of magnesia is incom-

patible with chlorid of calcium. The direct reduction and

decomposition of sulphate of magnesia by organic matter and

carbonic acid may, however, yield sulphuretted hydrogen and
carbonate of magnesia, and thus, in certain cases, give rise to

sediments.

69. In the preceding sections, we have supposed the waters

mingling with the solution of sulphate of magnesia to contain

no other bicarbonate than that of lime, but bicarbonate of soda

is often present in large proportion in natural waters, and the

addition of this salt to sea-water or other solutions containing

chlorids and sulphates of lime and magnesia, will, as we have

seen, (| 1) separate the lime as bicarbonate, and give rise to

liquids, which, without being concentrated brines as in the

previous case, will contain sulphate of magnesia, but no lime

salts. A farther portion of bicarbonate of soda will produce

bicarbonate of magnesia, by the evaporation of whose solutions

as before, hydrated carbonate of magnesia would be deposited,

mingled with the carbonate of lime which accompanies
line salt, and in the case of the waters of alkaline springs, the

compounds of iron, manganese* zinc, nickel, lead, copp
chrome, and other metals, which springs of this kind still bring

to the surface. In this way the metalliferous character of many
dolomites is explained, as also the frequent association of metals,

such as copper, nickel, cobalt, chrome and titanium, with ser-

pentine, steatite, diallage, olivine, and other magnesi; B

which owe their origin to the alteration of magnesian sediments

such as we have described.

e sulphates, see Jacquemin, Comptct
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70. As the separation of magnesian carbonate from saline wa-
ters by the action of bicarbonate of soda does not suppose a very
great degree of concentration, we may conceive this process to
go on in basins where animal life exists, and thus explain the
origin of i san limestones like those of the
Dudswell (§ 53,) and the Silurian rocks of the western United
States, whose fossils, as I am informed by Mr. James Hall of
Albany, are generally such as indicate a shallow sea. To the
intervention of carbonate of soda is I conceive to be referred the
origin of all those dolomites which are not accompanied by
gypsums, and which make up by far the larger part of the mag-
nesian limestones ; nor will the dolomites thus derived be neces-

aters like those of the
Danube and Arve would give rise to dolomites and I

in fresh-wa:. 'a unlike those mentioned in § 67,

would not be accompanied by gypsums.
71. To the first stage of the reaction between alkaline bicar-

bonates and sea water I am disposed to ascribe the formation of
certain deposits of carbonate of lime which although included
in fossiliferous formations, are unlike most of their associated

_
; n, but have the characters of a

chemical precipitate of nearly pure carbonate of lime, in which
are often imbedded silicified shells and corals* It is not per-

haps easy in all cases to distinguish between such pro
which may assume a concretionary structure, (see on this ques-

* The large proportion of dissolved silica which many rii

'

::
'

: .
... ' - ' .:•!.

-'-.;. ,,..-.,..,. , ...;•
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tion Bischof, Chem. Geology, i. 428,) and those depoeil

like travertines have been formed from subterranean springs.

In neither case however, should they be confounded with the

tufaceous limestones mentioned in § 63.

t

72, The union of the mingled carbon
sia to form dolomite, is attended with cc

the sediment was already somewhat consolidated, would give rise

to fissures and cavities in the mass. Should the dolomitic strata

be afterwards exposed to the action of infiltrating carbonated

waters, the excess of carbonate of lime and any calcareous fossils

would be removed, (§ 30,) leaving the mass still more porous,

with only the moulds of the fossils. Insoluble however as it

appears to be at ordinary temperatures, the filling up of such

cavities both in magnesian and in pure limestones, not less than

its deposition in veins and druses, indicates that dolomite is

under certain conditions soluble.

The lowest temperature at which hydrous magnesian sedi-

ments may be transformed into magnesite and dolomite has yet

to be determined. The requisite heat has however doubtless

been attained by the accumulation of overlying sediments, in

virtue of that law which causes the temperature to increase as

we penetrate the earth's crust. This increase we may suppose

with Mr. Hopkins to have been much more rapid in former

epochs than at present.

—

{Geo!. J al. viii. OH, also Phillip's

Manual of Geology, 609.)

Conclusions.

1. The action of solutions of bicarbonate of soda upon sea

water separates in the first place the whole of the lime in the

form of carbonate, and then gives rise to a solution of bicarbon-

ate of magnesia, which by evaporation deposits hydrous mag-

2. The addition of solutions of bicarbonate of lime to sulphate

of soda or sulphate of magnesia gives rise to bicarbonates of

these bases, together with sulphate of lime, which latter may be

thrown down by alcohol. By the evaporation of a solution con-

taining bicarbonate of magnesia and sulphate of lime, either

with or without sea salt, gypsum and hydrous carbonate of mag-

nesia are successively deposited.

3. When the hydrous carbonate of magnesia is heated alone

under pressure it is converted into magnesite, but if carbonate

of lime be present, a double salt is formed which is dolomite.

4. Solutions of bicarbonate of magnesia decompose chlorid of

calcium, and when deprived of their excess of carbonic

evaporation, even solutions of gypsum, with separation of car-

bonate of lime.
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Dolomites, magnesites and magnesian marls, have had their

tions have been produced by the action of bicarbonate of lin _

upon solutions of sulphate of magnesia, in which case gypsum
is a subsidiary product ; or by the decomposition of solutions of
sulphate or chlorid of magnesium by the waters of rivers or
springs containing bicarbonate of soda. The subsequent action
of heat upon such magnesian sediments, either alone or mingled
with carbonate of lime, has changed them into magnesite or
dolomite.

Art. XLL—On Gallic and Gallhumic (Metagallic) acid; by Dr.

F. Mahla, Ph.D., Chicago.

It is mentioned among the reactions of gallic acid in almost
every handbook of chemistry, that its solution produces a deep
bluish-black color with a solution of the salts of the sesquioxyd
of iron, which disappears, when the solution is heated. As I
have nowhere found an explanation of tins fact, I have tried to

investigate it by some experiments.
When the solutions of the sesquioxyd of iron and gallic acid

are used in a diluted state, the resulting mixture appears only

blacky
the greatest difficulty.

advantageously as a hair dye.
If the iron-solution was not added in too large proportion,

liquid ammonia no longer precipitates hydrated sesquioxyd of

iron, but the proto-sesquioxyd (black oxyd). A reduction takes

place therefore, the oxygen transforming some of the carbon of

the gallic acid into carbonic acid, which is freely evolved during
the ebullition.

To a portion of gallic acid, dissolved in water and I

ebullition, a solution of sesquichlorid of iron was carefully added
in small quantities and the mixture heated again after each addi-

tion. This treatment was continued, until a drop of the solution

mixed with I to give the characterise

black preci] I
with sesquichlorid of iron. A

solution of carbonate of soda was then added in slight excess

and the black precipitate separated by filtration. A portion of

the filtered dark-brown liquor, after being exactly saturated with

acid deposited a voluminous black pi

but when freshly
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a solution, containing but little free muriatic acid, produced
black insoluble precipitates with limewater, with the different

salts of lime and baryta, with sulphate of zinc and sulphate of

copper. Another portion of the filtered liquor super-saturated

with acetic acid, caused precipitates of a black color in solutions

of acetate of lead and nitrate of silver. From the silver pre-

cipitate, metallic silver was soon separated.

The lead precipitate was carefully washed with distilled water,

and after being dried in an air-bath at a temperature not ex-

ceeding 200° F. (94° C.) for ten hours, it was heated over a spirit

lamp, until the organic matter was perfectly destroyed. The
residue, consisting of a mixture of oxyd of lead and metallic

lead, was treated with acetic acid, and from it the whole quan-

tity of oxyd of lead was calculated.

1-052 gram, gave 0-662 of the mixture of PbO+Pb, which
left after being treated with acetic acid 0*037 metallic lead, a

quantity corresponding to 0-041 oxyd of lead. The acetic acid

extracted 0-625 oxyd of lead, which quantity added to the above
found 0-041 gives 0-666. This is equal to 63-30 per cent.

Gallhumic (metagallic) acid, which was detected by Pelouze in

the residue of distillation, when gallic acid was suddenly heated

to 480° F. (249° C.) shows the same reactions, and its

2PbO, C 12H 3 3
, contains 63"04 per cent of the oxyd of lead.

No doubt can therefore exist about the identity of Pelouze's acid

and my product. Two equivalents of gallic acid are dwi la

exactly into one equiv. of gallhumic, two equiv. of carbonic acid,

and three equiv. of water

:

This origin of gallhumic
gument, that pyro-acids

If some powdered "red precipitate" is added to a solution of

gallic acid and heated over a spirit lamp, it is immediately re-

duced
;
gallic acid precipitates suboxyd of copper (red oxyd) in

a solution of sulphate of copper ; this reaction appears with the

greatest facility if the solutions are heated together. It also

reduces a cold solution of neutral chromate of potassa, produc-

ing the green sesquioxyd. The gallic acid is in each of these

cases transformed into gallhumic acid. The action of these sub-

stances on gallic acid and the formation of the oew
by assuming gallhumic acid to be only an intermediate

product, the final result being carbonic acid and water.



Great Aurora of 1859.

Art. XLIL—The Great Auroral Exhibition of August 28th to

September Ath, 1859.

_
On the evening of August 28th, 1859, was commenced an ex-

,-

• Xortu AiutTi<;y, so li-.r as is

now known, up to September 4th. This auroral display is one
of the most remarkable ever recorded in the ( nited Static re-

' ..i \- tor tl,.- LTeat extent of territory over whieh it

was observed, but also It . r- u nation, lor the intensity of the illu-
:

tl < i m> -. it was aho e.malh rem. rkable for the
•

;
recorded not only by the usual i -. but over
the whole system of tel ^rapine wires e-prrh.ll in X. ,\ Kng-
land and tfc lotion either greatly in-
f

'

;
'' d \ ith or pr <

. -it- 1 the working of the lines by the usual
^ tV in m< il> tl ho inm'^i »ith m il - i

f,
i

lines were worked < September 3d solely
by the atmospheric influence ! This remarkable and novel phe-

s and will receive special attention hereafter.

ars from our own correspondence, and from the daily

-__, that the late display of the Aurora was witnessed from
Cuba and Jamaica on the south, to an unknown distance beyond
the Canadas on the north, and from Central Europe on the east,

to California on the west. Doubtless we may expect to bear
that it was -< -

i oar t! >>
< mire northern hemisphere, and in

some places as far south as lat. 20°.

Since the laws of this phenomenon are as yet but imperfectly

understood, it is regai be facts re-

specting the
: collected

and placed on record, in the expectation that at some future day
they may afford the basis for a complete and satisfactory theory
of this meteor.
We now publish such original observations on this Aurora as

We reached tic form, and we hope in future

numbers of this Journal to present many other important data
of the same description from different and distant parts of this

and the other continent. We intend to present in the first place

the facts of sidera-

tions; and when all the materials have been collected we shall

give such explanation of them as we are able. At present we
put on record observations of the aurora and its attendant phe-
nomena made at Lev;- ' Canada West; at
-\~< lw Haven, Conn.: at West Point, X. Y. ; at Bloomington,
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Ind. ; at Springliill, Ala. ; at Jefferson Co., Miss. ; at Havana,
Cuba ; and at San Francisco, California. All but one of these

having been communicated to this Journal directly from their

authors.

' K, long.

3 JjOOMIS.

Sunday, the 28th of August, I passed at Lewiston, in the state

of Maine. The day was throughout unusually cold and very

windy. In the evening, the wind was less violent, but still fresh

from the northwest, and so continued until midnight. At 10

p. M. the thermometer stood at 53° F. and the next morning at

5 o'clock it stood at 50° F.

At 8h 20m in the evening I first noticed some remarkable au-

roral indications. Long brushes of pale white light were shoot-

ing up from the west and also from the east, and were directed

towards a point considerably south of the zenith ; while in the

northwest was a large mass of light tinged with a decided

At 8b 35m p. M. the light in the east and northeast had also

assumed a rosy tint, while that in the northwest had acquired a

deeper red color. At the same time a dark segment rested upon
the southern horizon, its vertex having an altitude of about fif-

teen degrees above the horizon, and its convex edge was bor-

dered throughout by a vivid light which was nearly white but

with a decid .[-green. In the north was also

m a dark bank similar to that in the south, but less sharply

ad rising to an altitude of about 30°.

At 8h 45 ra p. m. in nearly every part of the heavens the light

had become moreinten.se,' and the streamers were continually

varying both in position and in the intensity of their light, pre-

senting the appearance of undulations. From nearly every

quarter of the heavens the streamers converged towards one

point, but terminated about ten degrees before reaching that

point. That point was nearly equidistant from the three stars

Lyra, Altair. nearer to Lyra.

At 8 h 55m p. m. the elevation of the bank resting on the south-

ern horizon did not exceed five degrees.

At 9 P. M. the light had broken through nearly the entire

dark bank in the north, so that there remained only a portion ot

this bank of very irregular shape, and its average height did

not exceed ten degrees. The point of convergence of the stream-

ers was now about equidistant from the three bright stars above

named, but inclining a little to the north of that central point.

At 9h 5« the illumination of the southern half of the heavens

was much greater than that of the northern ; but at 9h 10™ the

illumination of the southern half had sensibly declined and the
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dark bank resting on the southern horizon had risen to a height
of 15° or 18°.

At 9^ 18™ the point of c

nearly equidistant from the i

At 9h 23m the dark segment in the south was quite regular,

and not more than ten degrees in height, and the bright border
was verj strongly illumined ; while the dark segment in the
north had almost entirely disappeared, and there was but little

light in the northern portion of the heavens, nearer the north
horizon than about forty degrees.

At 9* 33m a narrow beam of white light shot up from the
west and another similar beam shot up from the east, v.

at the magnetic zenith, forming a pretty well defined bow, and
being nearly half of a great circle of the sphere. Throughout
the entire portion of the heavens north of this arc, there was
scarcely any trace of auroral light ; while in the south the dark
segment was complete, and the "diffuse illumination above it was
very strong ; that is, the usual conditions of the aurora were en-

tirely reversed, and it now appeared wholly on the south side

of the zenith, with its base resting on the south horizon.

At 9h 49™ P. M. the aurora was entirely confined to a region not

rising more than 40° above the southern horizon, and it seemed
as if the light was entirely disappearing, passing away towards
the south, when very suddenly it increased in bright

rose higher in the heavens. Soon it became so bright that I

could read with perfect ease the finest printed
'

aurora with the same facility as at noonday. The
now converged to a point nearly midway between o ])

<* Cygni. Soon they covered the entire heavens, reaching down
almost to the north horizon. The light in many places, particu-

larly in the south, at an elevation of about 45°, became of a

crimson, and then commenced a succession of flashes

hke waves of light rolling up towards the magnetic zenith.

At 10 P. M. the point of convergence o\

about equidistant from « Belplunimd « Cygni

grees east c I

- : '«• The flashes stlU

continued." was less intense.

At 10h 10m p. m. the light had become very pale and diffuse,

particularly in the north.

At 10h 14™ P. M. almost the entire heavens appeared of that

dull slate color which tn « dar* 3egment

near the horizon; but at 10h 19™ the whole

up again with diffuse brushes of straw-colored light, all inclin-

ing towards the magnetic zenith.
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At 10h 24m p. m. the point of convergence of the streamers

was about equidistant from <* Delphini, a Cygni and Eta Pegasi.

At 10h S0m p. m. the corona was very perfect, but the iight

was chiefly of a straw color, and much paler than it had been

about ten o'clock.

At 10h 4"' pale light covered the

entire heavens with the exception of a segment rising about

thirty degrees above the southern horizon.

Soon after 11 o'clock I retired, but slept little during the night.

The light of the aurora continued until day-light, and made my
room nearly as light as a fall moon would have done; and I

frequently rose to observe the phenomenon from my window,
which had a free northern exposure.

At 12 o'clock (midnight) the whole northern half of the

heavens was covered with streamers of a diffuse yellow light,

and whose borders were not sharply defined.

Aug. 29th at 2 a. m. the whole sky was covered with a hazi-

ness, while a number of light clouds of considerable extent were

bted up as by a full moon shining

through them.
At 5 A. M. the sky seemed unusually clear with the exception

of a few light clouds, mostly cirro-s ratus, & ten

over the heavens ; but near the i
- a collection

of cirro-stratus clouds forming together a bank rising to an ele-

vation of about eight degrees, and similar to the dark segment

observed last evening.

I subsequently ascertained that on the evening of Aug. 28th,

snow and sleet were falling upon the summit of Mount Wash-
ington (the highest of the White Mountains in New Hampshire),

and this snow remained unmelted for several days.

2. Observations at Toronto, Canada West, lat. 43° 39' 35" N.,

long. 79° 21' 30" W. ; by Prof. G. P. Kingston, Director of

the Magnetic Observatory. (In a letter to the Editors).

Magnetic Observatory, Toronto, Canada, Sept. 24, 1859.

Bear Sirs :—According to the promise conveyed to you in my
note of yesterday I send you some facts relating to the Aurora

< ff 28tl i August and following days. These facts you will notice

are not given in a form suitable for publication, but must be con-

sidered only as materials for you to work up in the manner best

adapted for your purpose*

* Prof. Kingston's letter was accompanied by a copy of his magnet,

2d and 3rd-taken every fft en or every >f minutesthe two days named—Sep
and for a part of the time

Observatory. We have condensed from
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In the inagnetical observations the readings of the instruments
have been compared with the normal standard readings proper
to the time of observation, and the excess or defect from the

i have been then expressed in arc for the declination and
dip and in parts of the horizontal and vertical forces respective-
ly for those components of the force. The times of observation
are expressed in hours and minutes G-ottingen astronomical time.
By these means the tabulated numbers are independent of instru-

mental peculiarities and of local time, and are therefore compara-
ble with results similarly obtained from other quarters. That
the deviations given are extraordinarily great will be apparent
when it is considered that according to the rule adopted by
General Sabine a disturbance is reckoned large when the decli-

nation differs 5' the dip 1' the horizontal force -0012 and the
vertical force -00026 from their several normal values. Prior to
the morning of Sept. 2, the instruments occasionally gave evi-

dence of a disturbed condition of the magnetic elements but not
to such an extent as to lead to any systematic reading of them
excepting at the regular hours of observation. The Aurora first

appeared about 7 : 40 P. m. of Sunday Aug. 28. From which time
through the whole night the whole sky was covered with a brilliant

mass of streamers, patches and luminous bands, which rose from
all points of the horizon, the predominant color being yellow
intermixed with patches of crimson.
At 8h h: Eta seen a low bank of

dark haze si ih is common on like occasions in

the north horizon, and from which streamers occasionally issued

extending towards the zenith and forming with streamers that

converged from other points a corona about 16° south of the
zenith.

At 8h 25m dense masses of red streamers extended in a band
from N.W. to S.S.E., with an intermixture of crimson patches.

On the whole the aurora of Aug. 28 seems to have been char-

acterized not so much by the activity of the phenomena as by
the extent of the sky which it occupied, (the whole hemisphere,)

and by the permanence for th &>n in the

kind or intensity of the phenomena through the night.

On Aug. 29—Faint , s:S0 in the night,

being clear and favorable for observation.

Aug. 80—Sky overcast.

Aug. 31—Clear and unclouded but no aurora recorded.

Sept. 1—Overcast till near midnight. When the sky cleared

auroral Hg] |
uiied by streamers. At 12h 30m

a fine corona was formed round a point 28° S. of the zenith.

Sept. 2—Generally overcast with auroral light occasionally

visible through the clouds.
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Sept. 3—Aurora visible from sunset consisting of s

with the formation occasionally of imperfect corona.

Sept. 4—'Auroral light with occasional streamers.

Sept. 5—-Unclouded, faint auroral light.

Magnetic Disturbance at Toronto, 2nd and 3rd Sept., 1859. Table
'
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The Auroral display of Aug. 28th attracted attention at New-
Haven before the disappearance of daylight ; and at 7h 40m
mean time, when first seen by the writer, the whole northern
quarter of the heavens was covered with a diffused, fa

rapidly changing its appearance, often of a crimson or yellowish
hue, with o and with a denser mass of light, as
usual, above the northern horizon. At 7h 45m this light reached
the zenith ; at 7h 55m it had passed 25° or 30° farther south, and
the marginal portion formed for a few minutes, an irregular belt or
zone made up of evanescent fragments ofarches, intermin i

streaks and -
' i net bow, however, was

at any time formed. At 8h 15m this portion had nearly vanished,
and the southern edge was only 3 or 4 degrees below alpha Lyrce,

then near I . t minutes later the edge touched
alpha Aquilce and in three minutes more was about 10° south of
it. This southern margin was at times quite definite, and as it

moved gradually towards the south the following notes were
made of it at the time—the altitudes (near the meridian) being
measured with a pocket quadrant, and probably in error less

than half a degree.

At 8*i 27™ alt. of edge 28°

8 29 " " 20° 30', bright and regularly arched.

8 30 30 s " " 17 15, bright.

8 31 20 " " 15 45, bright, broad, edge well defined.

8 33 15 " " 14 0, at star Ep-ilou Sagittarii.

8 34 30 " " 14 0, bright, and well defined.

8 35 30 " " 12 30, bright, and very well defined,

8 37 40 " " 11 20, edge, well defined.

8 38 30 " " 10 40, nearly the minimum alt.

8 40 15 " " 12 45, receding, 30' or 40' below star e Sag.

8 42 " " 10 30, second arch, first 4° or 5° above.

8 47 " " 12 30, bright, edge well defined—at star e.

8 49 30 " " 12 30, edge at same star.

At this time a small bright horizontal cloud of light some 2°

wide and 5° or 6° in length, and pointed at each end, formed

rapidly, near the meridian, in the open sky just below the arch

at an altitude of 9° 50', and moved slowly to the west parallel

to the arch, through a distance of 15° or 20° till it was lost to

view behind trees, about a minute, by estimate, after its forma-

tion. This cloud appears to have been identical with one seen

by Prof. A. C. Twining at West Point

The star referred to above, is found by

computation to have had an altitude at 8h 33™ of 13° 36', being

then 45m past the merj
at 8* 50«" was 12° 58'.

When on the meridian at 7* 48* it was 14° 18'.



In a few minutes that quarter of the sky was nearly free 1

light.

At 8: 54 an imperfect corona formed at an altitude of 69°.

At 8 : 56 a better one with bright wisp at its center, alt. 72°.

At 8 : 58£, corona 72f° apparently in vertical plane cutting

lifa. (Azimuth of the star then, by calculation, 8°

22' E.) The corona at these times not very definitely formed.

At 9h 5», ', irregular,

expanding, and stretching obliquely upwards and towards the

south. At 9h 10m this was met by a similar irregular mass of light

stretching around simultaneously from the west, forming an im-

perfect band or arch, with very little light below it, it? lower

I rude of 27° on the meridia 1 1 .
A t

9»> 12™ its altitude was 20° 30', at 9h 23'", 16° 15', and at 9'' 31m
,

16°, soon after which it faded. While this second cm
in the

passed

Polaris, and three minutes later was at an altitude" of 62°,

leaving the sky below nearly free from auroral light. At the

same time, the phenomena overhead began to be more active and

brilliant, streamers and cloudy masses of light of various bufcs,

chiefly crimson, formi;,. ,-.,: the corona, attain-

ing a maximum of splendor from So to 43 minutes after 9, and

at 49m having become comparatively faint. This nu
.'•: canopy, first formed by these tinted stye;

flashes about 9h 33"m
, and then extending not more than 30° or

40° from the corona, with an
i

1 or fringed

margin, rapidly expanded in all directions, being more brilliant

towards the north, and there presenting the appearance of a

descending curtain, or rather suce 3si< 1 oi curtains, until at 9h

38m , it had shut down to the horizon all round, except in the

south. The magnificence of the display at this time was not

surpassed by anything in the brilliant Auroras of 1837. as re-

membered by the writer. The curtains just mentioned had at

onetime something of the drapery-like appearance c

zing the Auroras seen by the French commission at Bossekop in

1838-9.

Although the position of the corona is known to coincide in

general with the direction of the dipping needle, its ah;

several times noted with a view to ascertaining its flu

if any. The coronal point, however, was seldom or never suffi-

ciently definite to make the observations of much value for this

purpose. In addition to the notes of the coronas before 9 o'clock

given above, the following were also made at the time.

3 C. (alt 76°) lasted l^m -
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e corona, long streamers.

, bright wisp near corona.

C. definite, bright red, whole display mag

isplay much less brilliant.

9 52 to 58, brilliant flashes and pulsations, chiefly towards corona.

9 53 10, a shooting star appeared about 1 5° above Polaris, moving
rapidly towards the west over an arc of 15° or 20°.

9 58 Auroral light diffused, faint—colored flashes.

10 very little except in north.

Flashes and pulsations continued with varying brilliancy until
after 11 o'clock, and according to the testimony of others,
the display continued through the night, at times with much

The mean of the above altitudes of the corona is about 73° 20'.

The dip at New Haven is about 73° 50'.

A similar display of rosy streamers and waving light, though
less brilliant, was witnessed on the morning of Sept. 2, after

midnight, as noticed in one of the morning papers. It was ob-
served about daybreak by Prof. Forrest Shepherd, whose atten-

tion was particularly attracted by the rapid flashes and pulsations

overhead, which seemed to him to indicate a very low elevation
of the phenomena above the earth.

The display was continued on the evening of the same day,

being most brilliant between 9 and 10 o'clock when the whole
i heavens to the zenith, and often beyond, was filled v "

"

flashes and pulsr
light, and with but few s

On Sunday evening Sept. 4th, there were indications of a
bright Aurora, though a clouded sky prevented it from being

particularly observed.
Auroral indications were also noticed on some other evenings

of the preceding week.
Unfortunately no magnetic observations were made at New

The time piece used in noting the phenomena of the 28th was
compared the same evening with the astronomical clock of the
"writer's observatory, and found to be only 5 seconds fast of
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"While the evening twilight was yet so strong as to make the

phenomenon scarcely discernible, a rosy hue was seen spreading

over a space reaching from the northeastern horizon to the north

star and thence to my zenith, of uniform breadth throughout,

and bounded south by a line through Alpha Lyrae, passing ver-

ati to the east. The time was 7 h 25m by the watch

—

which however varied six minutes from true local time (too fast

it is believed, making the local time 7 1* 19m). In about ten min-

utes the southern boundary moved to Alpha Aquilae, and the

rosy light had extended itself visibly over to the west, and

streamers were seen in the northeast. Very soon the northern

sky became variegated nearly up to the zenith with advancing

bands and flakes of yellowish and reddish cloud with streamers

intermixed. At a quarter before eight o'clock, by estimation of

the true local time, the streamers in the north were numerous

;

and by careful observation they were perceived universally to

move towards the west.

At 8h 35m (by the watch) I looked again. A corona was then

formed, and the auroral clouds and streamers were colored with

tints of red and yellowish white. The most remarkable phe-

nomenon was exhibited at the southern margin of the illumina-

tion. A yellowish cloud of extraordinary density and low alti-

tude was seen advan < fcb an even and massive

boundary which stretched entirely across 'the sky, in striking

contrast with the clear blue beneath. It advanced beyond the

bright star Antares, but soon receded and took a position which

it retained ten or twelve minutes in a nearly level line exactly

through that star, and a degree and a half, by estimation, below

the star Epsilon Sagittarii. Its altitude therefore during that

period—say from 8h 40m to 8h 50ra (local time)—was about lli°,

at the first named star, and about llf° at the last :—at the me-

ridian it was, probably, 12°. This southern line gave an Oppor-

tunity for comparative observations in different latitude

if improved, will determine the height of that auroral cloud

with an unparalled certainty and accuracy. There was also dur-

ing this period another phenomenon equally remarkable and,

ii extensively observed in widely different latitude-,

valuable. Ten or fifteen minutes before nine o'clock a bright

spot formed at or near the meridian, and three or four degrees

below the above named level margin. It soon became a long

and narrow cloud—say 8° long and 2£° broad at the middle-
but pointed at its eastern and western extremities. It moved to

the west in the clear sky, and parallel to the cloudy margin

above it. In its course It passed centrally over the pair or
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bright contiguous stars in the end of the Scorpion's tail,—show-
ing an altitude, at the cloud's middle line, of 7°. In two min-
utes—as I estimated from subsequent recollection—it moved
about forty degrees. It then was hidden by the monrataina in
the vicinity. Soon after this disappearance it was observe* I I .

:',

the entire expanse of cloud in the south from the zenith down
was making a similar progress west,—at about the samu rate,

as nearly as could be estimated. At 8h 52™ (local time) the
mass of vapor had moved nearly out of the southern

field—leaving a far less dense and bright accumulation of cloudy
strata over all that quarter.

At twenty minutes to a^quarter before ten o'clock I observed
again. The corona was then finely formed by streamers thickly
and completely developed on every side. In about three minutes

lay became suddenly very gorgeous, the red and white
(yellowish-white) streamers and banks being very brilliant. So
they continued for a quarter of an hour at least. In this period

pulsations or auroral waves were seen propagating themselves
rapidly upwards, and quite to the corona. That these did move
upwards was determined by a close scrutiny. The dome was
completed on every side. The southern streamers were particu-

larly observed to originate beneath in a line or arch which I

roughly, and without express verification, judged to be at about
i e of the cloudy margin as observed at a little before

nine o'clock. It may have been somewhat higher. At ten

o'clock, or a little earlier, the phenomenon of the narrow cloud

moving wes repeated. The cloud however
in this instance was longer and less definite in shape.

From ten o'clock to 12^ 15™ I did not observe. At this fat
mentioned time the auroral twilight shone brilliantly in the

north, but my view in that quarter was obstructed.

I observed again from 2 h 45 ra to 3\ The corona and dome

o'clock,

auroras of the last thirty years,

thick set, evenly distributed, and traceable to the corona. High
in the north, observed against the constel!

"

moved acros- it fmm w-t to east, contrariwise to the motion in

every instance I have before observ. i in anv a r..ra. Yet my
morning observations on this pari quite uni-

versal and yet generallv unnoticed) phenomenon of tn

motion have not been so numerous as at evening * At the spot
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southern streamers were also moving to the east. I left the dis-

play in full action without observing farther.

The repetition which took place Sept. 3d, although on a vastly

diminished scale of grandeur, I observed about one hour,—say
from 9 h to 10h p. m. It was remarkable for the character of the

auroral waves, which passed upward, illuminating successively

different definite spaces in their path. The motion of these

waves was far more moderate than I have ever before remarked.

In this instance I could not estimate it to exceed forty-five de-

grees of arc in a second of time. The movement was every-

where distinctly upward ; but the determination of arcual or an-

gular motion in this phenomenon, is excessively difficult and in-

Two lettersfrom Prof. Daniel Kirkwood, Bloomington.

[First letter.]

Gentlemen .-—-The
:

Borealis I have ever witnessed was seen from this place last

night. It was observed immediately after the close of twilight,

and, in the course of an hour, the whole northern horizon from
east to west was illuminated. The phenomenon cordi

twilight; the brilliancy being greater at 4 o'clock this

morning than at any previous hour. It was the lightest moon-
less night our citizens have ever known. Tints of various

colors were seen in different parts of the heavens ; but what

struck spectators generally with wonder was a thin, gauzy cloud

of brilliant red, which appeared first in the east about 9 o'clock

in the evening, and which seemed to move almost horizontally

till it reached the northwest ; at 9h 30ni lying precisely over the

stars Alioth, Mizar and Benetnash, where it took the form of

streamers, converging towards a point somewhat south of the

almost of necessity the declination and dip ; which seem to be merely resultai

all the electro-dynar
'

above hypothesis, th
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these red streamers, the other in the southeast ; the zenith dis-
tance of its summit being about 40°, and its outer edge just
reaching Arcturus.

Subsequently a splendid corona was formed, towards which
the streamers moved in beautiful undulations. The most re-

markable feature in the phenomenon, however, was its extent;
not only the entire northern part of the visible hemisphere was
illuminated, but the greater portion also of the southern.

I have just learned that during the night some lines of the
magnetic telegraph were so much disturbed as to stop communi-
cation between different points.

{Second letter.]

TO THE EDITORS, &C.

Gentlemen:—Since the date of my hasty note of the 29th ult.,

we have had several more displays of the Aurora. Not having
witnessed them myself, however, I have collected from others
the following facts in regard to them : the first—a magnificent
one—was seen by many of our citizens on the night of Sep-
tember 1st. It was noticed in the north about 11 o'clock, and
gradually increased in brilliancy and extent until the whole visi-

ble heavens were illuminated; the light at times being such that
ordinary print could be read without much difficulty. At 1

o'clock in the morning the portion of the heavens in which the
light was most intense was almost exactly southeast, about mid-
vray between the zenith and horizon. The Stark County (111.)

Xews thus describes the phenomenon :—

"On yesterday morning, (Sept. 1st) between one and two o'clock, the

whole heavens were aglow with deep red light, which presented every

variety of !
s ble. When we first looked out, it

looked as if two brilliant suns had just set, one in the east and one in

the west, and the sky, at either point was painted in broad streams of

crimson ami ^«Id. lid-, ! -!• 1 I ut a moment, then a deep glow over-

spread the i
•' «B red.

The light was so strong at times, that we could see to read fine print with

ease, and gai ler objects, a dim glow, tike I

An arc of some 20° was formed over the southern horizon, the inside of

^hich presented a silvery appearance like the edge of a cloud

by the moon, and from this, broad streams of a lilac color would flash

up toward the zenith and abruptly end."

The displays on the nights of the 1st and 2nd, are described

by the Indianapolis Journal of the 3rd inst., as follows :—

" Another Aurora.—Yesterday i

' '
t this locality at least,
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was witnessed by those who had the good luck to be up at that time.

At half past 11 o'clock it \\ is .,"i r l>ri limit, as a low arch of pure white

light in the north, with but few radiations of colored light, and none that

MNe wry high. It was very luminous, we could see as plainly as by

moonlight, when the moon is quart. was a paler

and more ghastly kind, more like faded daylight than moonlight. Later

in the night it grew much brighter still, and extended over the whole

visible heavens. A beautiful column of red rays rose in the northeast,

and another rose in the northwest, and met in the zenith, and from this

point of junction a flood of red light poured out over the sky running

earth colored under its beautiful but ghastly crimson. Many who saw it

say it was far more brilliant than the one of Sunday night, and it cer-

tainly was much more luminous, though less marked by the d

and wonderful pulsations that made the first so splendid. It was seen at

Cincinnati, and all over the Union, we suppose, as the first one was.

Such frequency and splendor of Auroras at this season we never saw or

heard of before.

" Still another.—Another very beautiful Aurora Borealis was seen last

night (Sept. 2) about half past "eight o'clock. At that time it was con-

fined to the north entirely. The rays shot up in very distinct cones or

peaks of light, and beautifully variegated in color.

On Monday the 5th, about 2 o'clock in the morning, the phe-

nomenon was witnessed for the fourth time within a week.

Several beautiful streamers shot up from the northwest towards

the zenith. The light, however, was of short duration.

It may be proper to remark that last evening, the 8th, about

9 o'clock, notwithstanding the bright moonlight, indications of

the Aurora were again discoverable.

6. On the Meteorological and Magnetic Phenomena accompanying

the Aurora Borealis ofAug. 28<A, 1859, as observed at Springhill

{near Mobile), Alabama ; by Prof. A. Cornette, S. J.

I have thought that the meteoric conditions which preceded,

accompanied and followed the Aurora Borealis of August 28th

would be read with interest by all who witnessed that phenome-

non on this memorable occasion. I copy from my daily journal

without translating the French metrical numbers which I have

for many years employed.
I add some hourly observations upon the perturbations of the

magnetic current after the phenomenon, as well also as some ob-

servations on the subject at large.*

3 Father

Cornette's ingenious speculatio
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Meteorological Observations at 30° 4 'H . Elevation 46
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In order to a full understanding of these tables it would be

requisite to know also the whole course, absolute and relative,

of the various atmospheric phenomena. This would be too long

an undertaking, although the means are at command. But from
the observ; . s mentioned, we are able to draw
the following conclusions

:

1st. The density of the air shows an unusual course. The
barometer daily rises, as we know, under the equator (and at

Springhill), from four to nine o'clock in the morning, and from

four until nine in the evening, and it falls regularly in the inter-

mediate hours. During six years I have scarcely found a single
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exception to this law between the equator and Mexico, and the

exceptions are very rare at Springhill. Such an exception hap-

pened on the night of the Aurora Borealis (Aug. 28) when the

barometer remained stationary from three to nine, and rose after

nine when it should have fallen.

2d. The temperature fell considerably but not until the next

day (29th) under a northwest wind, which had not blown for a

long time, and which is ordinarily cold.

3d. The tension of watery vapor in the air was slightly modi-

fied. The mean degree of saturation on the 27th and 28th was
21°-35, tension 18'7mm

; 29th and 30th was 22°-40,

The 28th at 9 in

sion 19-7 ; 28th a

tension 21-2mn\

4th. The absorption of water by the atmosphere either in an

open vase, upon the belvidere of the college, in a room, or in the

forest, was considerably more before than after the phenomena.

5th. On the 28th of August there were two diametrically op-

posite winds. The south, on the earth, and the north, in the

upper regions, driving the cirrus clouds to the southward. The
29th the northwest wind prevailed, lowering the barometer.

Without doubt this opposition of winds is due to some extra-

ordinary phenomenon, by which the atmospheric equilibrium

was destroyed. I have been able both here and under another

sky, to recoguize that there is some intimate relation not only

between the struggle of the winds and the course of the mag-

netic currents, but also (the discussion of which is out of place

here) to reach an induction in explanation of earthquakes. That

fearful phenomenon which I have felt and observed seventy-three

times, has always occurred during a calm following a struggle of

6th. Before the Aurora Borealis cirrus clouds (frequently

caused by contrary winds) prevailed.

7th. The magnetic declination is the essential point which de-

mands our attention : declination relative, hourly or daily. The

normal daily course of the magnetic needle in the northern hem-

isphere is well known, viz., it moves to the east from four o'clock

in the morning till near eleven, and from three till near ten in

the evening, and returns to the west in the intermediate hours.

In the southern hemisphere the course is opposite.

Near the equator the course is regular and the amplitude re-

stricted. In high latitudes it is more disturbed and the ampli-

tude larger. Three years observations in 4°, 14°, and 19° north

latitude, leaving me no doubt upon the accuracy of these maxi-

ma and minima. In these latitudes this daily man-:.

turbed only during earthquakes, and returned to its normal

order after the quaking. At Springhill (where I have followed
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depending on the wind from the end of September (1858) until

-ibute to the influence of the comet of last fall. But the
Aurora of August has destroyed my conjectures and cast a
new light upon this mystery. Since the 17th of last month
(Aug.) the normal course of dii res scarcely

recognizable and consequently I have followed it with the more
interest. This disordered movement reached its maximum of

observed perturbation at 9 o'clock 10 minutes in the evening of
the 28th of August immediately after the auroral phenomena,
and its course has since become as The per-

turbations were finished near 4 o'clock in the morning of the

29th, and last evening (September 1st) the declination had grad-

iuished.

By the tables at the opening of this communication we see

that the easterly declination between 3 in the evening and 9h10
in the night was 53' 2"'0. This is the first occasion I have been
able to seize upon so considerable an anomaly in so short time.

The needle subsequently made two new oscillations up to 10
o'clock 10 min., when I retired.

This morning at 4 the needle had attained another considera-

ble maximum. I ran to the window in time to see the conclu-

sion of another Aurora Borealis. The Aurora of the evening

lasted, I understand, until near 3 o'clock, and with a light as

brilliant as that of the moon, but without luminous rays, neither

was there much diffused purple light. The same cause had pro-

duced the same effect, since that moment, (which does not coin-

cide exactly with its maximum) the declination has decreased

gradually. The Aurora to-day descended quite to the horizon;

it appeared as a little cloud at the northeast and was dissipated

at 4 o'clock 30 minutes a. m.

The purple light extended from the north on the night of

the 28th of August at an angle of 80°, accompanied by thm

sheafs of v.

.

-oment from the mag-

netic pole to the height of Polaris (30° 41')-

If observers in different latitudes could have established the

conclusion that the opposed aerial movement reigned simultane-

ously in the atmosphere and developed in the air electric tension,

that a calm followed the struggle, and that the Aurora Borealis

happened during a calm, they would have made a glorious con-

quest for science.
t , , XT .

But these facts remain vet to be observed, ^o Aurora Bo-

realis appeared to me in 'the equinoctial regions as far as lat.

20° from 1847 to 1857. The first which I saw—at Troy, N. Y.,
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July 25th, 1857—took place after a rain storm and above a low-

characteristic cloud during a calm which followed a contest be-

tween, a south and southeast wind. It was less brilliant than

that of August 28th.

The Aurora of August 28th took place in a calm after a

struggle between two opposite winds, and that of to-day took

place in the calm after a day in which the north wind prevailed

in the morning and the south in the evening, but the clouds

were immovable and induced the belief that the south wind was
low, and that the north wind had ceased.

The Aurora Borealis of the 28th appears to authorize the infer-

ence that the light diverged from the magnetic pole, or that it was
produced by a radiation of the polar magnetism from the terres-

iicli escaped, emanated

rapidly from a center below the horizon and that center was
in the direction of the magnetic pole. A simple plumb line

showed that the rays which reached Polaris were not perpen-

dicular beneath that star but were inclined to the east some
degrees.

Now the magnetic pole at Springhill is at 6° 28' east
;
(mean

from several observations). The other inclined rays might have

served to determine the place of this center had time permitted

my arranging an instrument for taking their sine.*

The low clouds frequently characteristic of the Aurora Borealis

did not appear with those of last night. On the 28th there

was an expanded and regular stratus in the horizon even to the

height of about 8°, with heat lightning from time to time from

the northwest.

t Jefferson Co., Miss, (about lat. 31° 50', Ion. 91°),

by an anonymous correspondent—published September 9th in

the Port Gibson Reveille.

The Aurora Borealis of Sept. 1, 1859.—My attention was attrac-

ted at 11 o'clock last night, (Sept. 1st) to this rare but beautiful

celestial phenomenon.
A belt of white light tinged with pink shot up from the north-

ern horizon to the height of twenty or twenty-five degrees and

extended east and west nearly the same elevation. Looking to

those points I noticed the color deepening until about N.E. and

N.W. it attained a bright deep scarlet red, like deeply tinged

clouds of our dry-weather sunsets. It shot up in irregular col-

umns arising in places almost to the zenith and spreading out fan

shaped and paling as it rose. The white light was stationary ex-

cept apparently sinking lower or rising higher. The colored

* It -was equally impossible to prove that the rays change their direction at the
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like the vapors climbing a mountain side. There was a very
light surface breeze from the N.N.E. but the tendency of the me-
teor was to S.S.E. At half-past twelve, it embraced almost the
entire northern hemisphere west, and at the height of froir

'

"

legrees long and half as wide, having a dozen bright bars r

I longitudinally from end to end. It presented every color of
rainbow except blue. At the same time a brownish red col-

3 degrees, a broad scarlet belt pointing S.W. to N.E. appeared,
- '

' \ having a
J

longitudinally from end to

linbow except blue. At tl

shot up from the N.E. rese

idle, vibrating and flickeri

>und was heard.
At 1 o'clock a. m., the white light

polar star was as bright as twilight half an hour before sunrise

of a fair morning and extended almost to the zenith. I could
see every object in the rooms—the hands of a clock and watch

—

out of doors the earth had a reddish glare, and every thing was
as visible as at half moon, but more distinct as no shadows were
cast.

In the white portions the stars were dim but in the colored

parts east, west, and overhead were very bright but reddish,

like the planet Mars. Aldebaran, the Pleiades, Orion and the

two dog stars rose during the time and were unusually brilliant.

The southern hemisphere looked dark and gloomy from contrast,

but was without a cloud. All around the northern horizon there

was a thin narrow belt, barely reaching the tree tops of cirro-stra-

tus clouds. The lights were evidently beyond these. I counted
seven meteors shooting athwart the heavens, from S.W. to N.E.
during the two and a half hours I was up, similar to those of the

great meteoric shower of November 13th, 1833, and such as may
be seen any fair night between the 10th of August and 1st of

December.
We witnessed an Aurora the early part of October 1851, large

and brilliant for this latitude, but in no ways comparable to the

one of last night. The succeeding winter was long and unusually

cold. Senex, Sk.

Jefferson Co., Miss., Sept. 2d, 1859.

8. Description of two magnificent Aurora Boreaks observed at Ha-

vana, Cuba. (In a letter from M. Andkeas Poey, Director of

the Physio-Meteorological Observatory at Havana, Sept. 8th,

to the Editors.)

The appearance of the Aurora Borealis in the twenty-third de-

3 of north latitude is an event so rare that it naturally pro-

duces fear in the common mind, ai ' ion of men
of science. The records and traditions of Cuba show but few
examples of the occurrence of this phenomenon. The first is

gree <

duces
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said to have been seen on the 13th of November, 1784 ; the sec-

ond upon the 14th of November, 1789 ; the third in 1833 (Nov. ?)

;

the fourth on the 17th of November, 1848 ; and finally the fifth

and sixth now recorded.

First aurora on the night of Aug. 28th-29th, 1859.—The first

appearance of a reddish gleam was seen at 5 minutes past 9 in

the evening, which rapidly rose exactly in the north and ex-

tended over the space embraced between the N.E. and N.W.,
reaching the height of Polaris about 23°. Some persons, it is

said, saw it as early as 8h 45m . Its color grew brighter until

9 h 30m
, but from this time it faded to its total disappearance

at 10h
. A slightly luminous and whitish tint afterwards covered

this part of the sky. But at 1 o'clock it reappeared, reaching

again to Polaris. It attained its maximum brilliancy at 4h to 4h

10m—its base being of a beautiful carmine red, from which rose

divergent rays of a variable diameter, some fire-colored, others

whitish, and rising to the zenith, the reddish tint covering a

space of 180° from N.E. to N.W. At 4h 20m the aurora disap-

peared entirely.

aS"cml Aurora on the night of the lst-2d of September.—This sec-

ond Aurora having been incomparably more brilliant, more ex-

tended, and more permanent than the first, it seems best to no-

tice the details of its development with care, as points of com-
parison with observations in higher latitudes. This aurora was
not visible before 12 h 30m , and from that moment to 5 h A. H. I

followed all its changes. From 12 h 30m to 12h 45m it spread

towards the east, and afterwards towards the west, then turning

yet more towards the east with white rays which grew pale at

the extreme west. From 12h to l h after the white rays became
extinct a portion of the east appeared of a beautiful fire-red. A
part of the west became also more flaming, and the summit of

the arch, poorly defined, attained the height of Polaris, with a

movement of translation toward the east. At lh a brightness

streamed from the north moving towards the N.N.E., defining

by its light the outlines of cumulus clouds, of the horizon, of

the sea, and the entrance of the fort. As this brill

creased and rose above the horizon its tints passed into light

blue, involving the red portion at the northeast, and presently

it began to fade out. The upper red segment rose considerably

above Polaris. The illumination faded towards the northwest

and embraced the whole of the auroral base ; afterwards it rose

again to the height of 12°. White rays with red and blue were

then seen towards the west, which dilated longitudinally, oscilla-

ted laterally, were extinguished and resumed their [

again by turns. The intensity of the illumination increased

towards the east, and the red segment towards the wesl be-

came more brilliant and more extended, until at the E.N.E. if
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reached its maximum of brilliancy. At l h 15m these rays were
spread over the whole Aurora. The illumination attained to the
E.N.E. in the space of three minutes, then it extended to the
N.N.W. The east and still more the west then became very
red. The illumination reappeared next at the east. The whole
Aurora now became very red with rays to the north and west.
This shade spread almost to the zenith. The fire-red of the
west remained constant. The general depth of the Anr
while the whitish and reddish rays became more brilliant. But
it was from l h 30m to 3 h 15m that the half hemisphere of the
north from east to west was completely covered by a rich red
tint, more orange than carmine, the gently arched summit of
which passed the zenith towards the northeast, attaining the
height of 100 degrees, accompanied with whitish rays and also

with the red rays, more vivid then the general tones of the seg-

ment rising to the zenith, yet without passing it. At 2h the
Aurora had attained its highest magnificence. The heavens then
appeared stained with blood and in a state of complete confla-

gration. At a vast distance above the upper red segment ap-

peared a second whitish segment which rose 23° above the hori-

zon, while the upper red segment spread for 100° to the north-
east and towards the constellation of Orion. The illumination

whose different phases I have followed then constituted a white
arch, the central and visible base of the Aurora above a bed of

cumulus clouds which reached 8° above the horizon. At 2 h 45m

the two segments or arches of the Aurora declining toward
the horizon, the lower white one first disappeared at 3h 15m a. m.

From 3h 30m to 4h the general reddish tint disappeared and re-

appeared many times, but remained more intense towards the

northeast. From 4h to &h it gradually declined as the dawn
commenced. At last the Aurora disappeared at 5 h a. m. in the

prolongation of the magnetic meridian where it made its first

ice. From l h the west was constantly more flame-col-

ored than the east.

These two Auroras have manifested the following p©
worthy of remark. 1st. The reappearance on the third night.

2d. Their magnificence : in height considerably more than 100°,

in extent over 180°, their long continuance to day-dawn here

under this latitude of 23°. 3d. The absence of an obscure lower

segment although it might readily have been covered with the

cumulous clouds which rose 8° above the horizon: above all, the

expanse of the Aurora, a segment the extent of which has not

been well established. 4th. The great height of 23° of the lu-

minous segmer
Aurora. 5th. The rays or jets of light, i

verging from a pointVery far below the horizon, while others

springing from the centre of the Aurora appeared t- —
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slightly toward the zenith. Again they vanished for an instant

to reappear over other points, some having a brilliant red, oth-

ers a dense white mass with a feeble lateral pulsation and an
alternate elongation and shortening. Sometimes the base of the

rays was most brilliant and most deeply red colored, soon again

the deepest and most brilliant color was on the upper extremi-

ties. 6th. The reiterated movement of translation of the whole
aurora from east to west, followed by retrocession in an opposite

direction, movements noted as being very rarely observed.

Space does not allow me to notice the concomitant phenomena
which were produced, which from their importance will be the

object of the next communication which I shall have the honor

to address to the Academy. I enumerate the principal points

observed. 1st. There was no noise in the aurora. 2d. The
freely suspended needle of Um ueter mani-

fested not the slightest oscillation. 3d. The gold leaf electro-

scope of Bohnenberger gave no sign of atmospheric electricity.

This neutrality of the magneto-electric force in the presence of

so magnificent an Aurora Borealis is worthy of remark, for these

two pieces of apparatus constructed by'M. Euhmkorff have
great sensibility. 4th. There was no trace of polarization in the

auroral light but very sensibly in its reflection upon the surface

of the sea and upon the opposite clouds. 5th. It was perfectly

calm. 6th. The temperature and barometric pressure were as

usual. 7th. Two days after the Aurora the barometer rose from
a half millimeter to one millimeter, following the height of the

diurnal tide, and a northeast breeze set up.

9. Observation at San Francisco, California; by Dr. JOHN B.

Trask. (In a letter to the Editors, dated Sept. 1st, 1859.)

On the night of the 28th of August, at the hour of 10 o'clock,

and continuing from that hour until near daylight we had for

the first time in ten years in California a fine display of the

Aurora. The sky was illuminated from the northwest to the

northeast, with a flood of crimson light extending to the zenith,

through which the whiter and yellow columns would start at

varied intervals. It was a magnificent display and will compare

favorably with the best varieties of your wintry months.

10. Height of the base of the Auroral curtain, Aug. 28.

The minimum altitude above the southern horizon of the

lower margin of the meridional part of the auroral curtain, seen

during the display of Aug. 28th, previous
termined indepc

ay or Aug. z»tn, previous to y P. m., w
ndently by Prof. C. S. Lyman and by Mr
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the same absolute time (about 8 h 40m New Haven time) and
range from 10° 40' to 12°. Fort; ration was
made at Philadelphia, Pa., (N. lat. 39° 57'), by Mr. Chas. J.
Allen, where and at Burlington, N. J. the display was observed
by Mr. Allen and by Mi^-r-. !;..-;.

'. V. Marsh and Samuel J. Gum-
mere. Mr. Allen found this minimum altitude at Plni.

to be about 22-|°. Assuming that the curtain was for a mode-
rate distance parallel to the earth's surface, and that the observ-
ers saw the same curtain, it follows that the lower visible margin
thereofwas about forty miles above the earth. The probable error
of this result seems to be quite small, yet it is highly desirable
that the conclusion should be tested by observations taken at
places between New Haven or West Point and Philadelphia and
beyond, as far as Annapolis or Washington. The elevation of
auroral belts observed in New England has been found to ex-
ceed one hundred miles, but the relation between auroral belts

i little understood.

11. Appeal to Observers.

It is conceded that there is much connected with the auroral
light which has not yet been fully explained, but it is unques-
tionably one of the most important of all meteorological phe-
nomena, and its full explanation would probably bring with it

the explanation of a large number of other phenomena, such as
the origin and laws of atmospheric el I :ity, as wo 11 as of ter-

restrial magnetism. It is then of the highest importance to
->;.: -.:::.-...','

•

..
. - .'..'..,.. .,"..,

of Aug. 28th and following days affords a peculiarly favorable

opportunity for deciding this question, and it is therefore im-

portant that this Aurora be thoroughly investigated. A thorough

bgle Aurora promises to do more for the pro-

motion of science than an imperfect investigation of an indefi-

nite number. It has been decided therefore to make a strenuous

effort to investigate the laws of this auroral exhibition. For
this purpose we need a careful collection of all the observed

facts ; and it is earnestly requested that every person who made
accurate c ild commu-
nicate them to us for publication. This appeal is addressed to

men of science in every part of North America where an Aurora
was seen on the night of Aug. 28th. It is also addressed to ob-

servers on the ocean, and indeed throughout every portion of
the globe, with the sole exception of Europe ; for we assume
that the appearances in Europe will be fully reported through
the European journals. It is not improbable that this auroral

exhibition may have been witnessed throughout the principal

part of the northern hemisphere ; and it is of great importance
to know how far it did extend.



In order to render the communications of observers more defi-

nite and precise, we will briefly indicate the kind of information

we desire.

We desire an accurate but concise description of all the phe-

nomena with the exact time of their occurrence.

1. If a dark segment was seen resting either on the northern

or southern horizon, or both of them, its altitude and position

should be accurately stated.

2. If the streamers were seen to converge to a single point of

the heavens, this point should be accurately located and the time

of observation given.

3. If any single phenomenon (such as a detached luminous

arch extending from the east to the west horizon) was so con-

spicuous as to be easily identified, it is important to have an ac-

tement of its position and the altitude of its vertex,

with the time of its formation and disappearance.

4. Was the Aurora seen in the southern half of the heavens,

and how near the southern horizon did it extend ?

5. Describe the color of the light, as well as its intensity.

6. If the Aurora exhibited any great variations of brilliancy

it is important to know the times of least as well as the times of

greatest brilliancy.

7. Did the Aurora exhibit any sudden flashes? Were there

any pulsations like waves of light rushing up from the horizon ?

8. If any observations were made showing the influence of

the Aurora upon the magnetic needle, it is desirable that they

should be communicated in detail.

9. The kind and degree of influence exerted upon telegraph

wires.

10. Was any motion of translation observed in the Aurora,

and if so, in what apparent direction and with what velocity ?

It is proposed to publish in future numbers of this Journal,

the most important part of whatever information may be ob-

tained as the result of this appeal ; and it is intended to present

the facts in such a form that each one will have all the materials

which are necessary to conduct the investigation for himself.

After all the facts have been communicated, it is proposed to

present an analysis of the whole, with some speculations on the

general subject of Auroras. Observers may forward their com-

munications either to the " Editors of the Journal of Science,

New Haven, Ct.," or to " Prof. Elias Loomis, New York City,

who has consented to undertake the discussion of the phenomena.

Postscript—Any exact data, relating to the remarkable auro-

ral arch of April 29, 1859—mentioned by Mr. Herrick on p. 154

of this volume, will be very acceptable.
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Art. XLIII.

—

Account of several Meteoric Stones which fell in
Harrison Co., Indiana, March 28^,1859; by J. Law hi;no:
Smith, M.D., Prof. Chemistry, University of Louisville, Ky.

Having become acquainted with a remarkable phenomenon
accompanied with a fall of stones that occurred in Harrison Co.,

Indiana, I immediately made enquiries con-
to visit the neighborhood on an early occasion ; but I v.

nate enough to learn of some admirable observations made by
Mr. E. S. Crosier, and in fact so complete were his examinations
that I clearly saw that no additional information could be elicited

by my resorting to the spot. Mr. Crosier obtained for me the
various stones that had been found, and also put himself to

much trouble to ion desired.

The stones fell on Monday the 2Sth of March, 1859, and Mr.
Crosier visited the place on the Saturday following ; in the d

time the following stones <

The following are the facts elicited by enquiry on the spot.

The time at which it occurred (4 o'clock in the afternoon) ren-

dered the phenomenon of ready observation. The area of ob-

servation was about four miles square, and wherever persons

were about in that area, tfie stones were heard hissing in the air,

and then striking on the ground or among the trees.

Hardlv a single person in the immediate vicinity of the occur-

rence saw any flash or blaze as was noticed by all who heard

the report from a distance.

Three or four loud reports, like the bursting of bombshells,

were the first intimations of anything unusual. A number of

smaller reports followed, resembling the burs

lime kiln. The stones were see; 5l four loud

explosions. Those who happened to be in the woods or near

nongst the trees. In

some places the noise of the falling stones in the woods alarmed

the cattle a inity, so that they fled in tern >r.

• \
:

-..-- -
:

;

_
-'.

'

'

-

heard for miles around. Avery! scribed it as

very much like the sound produced by pouring water upon hot

stones. The air seemed as if all at once it had become filled

with thousands of serpents.

Mr. Crawford and his wife were standing in their yard at the

time, and b ig sound overhead, on looking up
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a stone (No. 2) was seen to fall just before them, burying itself

four inches in the ground, they dug it up immediately, but it did

not possess any warmth ; it had a sulphurous smell. Another

which they did not find fell near them, when they thought it

prudent to retire to the house.

Two sons of John Lamb were in the barn yard attending to

the horses, when their attention was called to a loud hissing

noise above, and immedialely a stone (No. 3) fell just at their

feet, penetrating the hard tramped earth some three or four

inches, and they state that it was warm when taken from the

ground. Another fell in a peach tree near by, but the ground

being newly plowed they were unable to find it.

The largest stone (No. 1) was not obtained until the following

day, being dug up beside a horse track on the streets of Beuna
Vista, Indiana, it having penetrated the hard gravel to tl

J ~

of four or five inches. Ik had a strong smell of sulphu
last (No. 4) was dug up by Mrs. Kelly the following day in her

yard.

These four aerolites, owing to their being buried deeply in

the ground, are all that have been found up to this time. None
have been found or were heard to fall over a greater area than

four miles square.

These are all the details that I have been able to gather con-

nected with this fall of meteoric stones. They are highly inter-sect wiin inis ian oi meteoric stones, 'iney are
ting and probably as accurate as it is possible to c

- J ~ fragment of No. 4 were placed in my
Nos. 1, 2 and 4 are cuboidal in shape,

and 3 and a fragment
nanus ior examination. Nos. 1, 2 i

No. 3 was considerably elongated ; they are all covered by s

very black vitrified surface, equally intense on every one and
on every part of each one, and when broken show the usual

grey color of stony meteorites interspersed with bright metallic

particles.

The mean specific gravity is 3465 ; when broken up and ex-

amined under a glass four substances are distinguishable : me-

fcicles, dark glassy mineral, dark dull mineral, white

mineral matter.

Examined as a whole the following elements were found in it

:

iron, nickel, cobalt, copper, phosphorus, sulphur, silicium, cal-

cium, aluminum, magnesium, manganese, sodium, potassium,

oxygen.
By the action of the magnet it was separated into

Nickeliferous iron, - - - - - - 4-91

Earthy minerals, ------- 9519

The earthy minerals acted on by warm dilute hydrochloric
acid, thrown on a filter and thoroughly washed, then treated
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with dilute caustic potash, to dissolve any silica of the
posed portion that was not dissolved by the acid, gave

The metallic portion separated from the earthy part
£

Cobalt, ------- o-342

Phosphorus, ------- 0026
Sulphur, 0-022

The earthy portion freed from metal gave

Silica,---.---- 4T'06
Oxydiroa, 2605

Peroxyd manganese, .... trace, not estimated.

It is clear from the analyses as made out, that these meteoric

stones contain the constituents frequently found in similar bodies,

namely : nickeliferous iron, phosphuret of iron and nickel, sul-

phuret of iron, olivine, pyroxene and albite ; and in about the

following proportions.

Pyroxene and albite, ------ 34000

I have no intention to enter into any speculations in relation

to these meteoric stones, although I have accumulated some addi-

tional matter on the subject since my memoir on meteorites pub-
lished in the Am. Jour. Science, vol xix, pp^ 152 and 322, in-

tending to reserve their publication for a future occasion.

Aet. XLIV'.—Geographical Notices. No. IX.

The Inland Seas of Africa. Sources of the Nile.—
The Eoyal Geographical Society of London have awarded the

Founder's Medal for the current year to Capt. R F. Burton, of

the Bombay army, for the discovery of the groat hike - »f Tang; n-

yika, in Africa, the more northern lake being discovered by
his coadjutor, Captain Speke. T -' hold ex-
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and succeeded in reaching the great lake Tanganyika, 800 miles

long, and 30 broad, which lies about 700 miles from the coast,

: eke proceeded from Unyanyembe to another vast in-

land lake called Nyanza, the south end of which was fixed by
him at 2° 30' S. lat., and 33° 30' E. long. It is estimated to have
a width of about 90 miles, and is said to extend northward for

upwards of 300 miles.

Sir Eoderick I. Murchison, President of the Koyal < I

cal Society of London, in his annual address gives the following

account of the discoveries of Burton and Speke which are par-

ticularly important in reference to the long disputed problem of
the Sources of the Nile.

" Eeturning to Europe from Aden, both Captains Burton and
Speke sought and obtained employment in the Turkish contin-

gent of the allied armies operating in the Crimea. Thrown out

of their military careet by the peace, they returned to the east

coast of An ;

i exploring the country from the

.

' -v.-?.'

the real geography of the interior in that latitude.
" Aided by the late Colonel Hamerton, our meritorious consul

at Zanzibar, and by Seyd Majid, the second son of th

of Muscat, now the Prince of Zanzibar, the travellers made an

experimental journey from that place on the coast to Fuga in the

m. imtain country of' I 'st.mbara. In their last and great expedi-

tion they again proceeded from Zanzibar. Their party consisted

of twelve Belooches furnished by the kindness of the Sultan,

some negroes who had been slaves, and asses for the transport of

goods and for riding. Passing over the delta and low hilly

country called M'rima, they entered the mountainous coast range

at about 120 miles from the coast. This range which rises to a

maximum altitude of 6,000 feet, with a width of about 90 miles,

is chiefly composed of sandstone and crystalline rocks, the true

character of which • will be ascertained when Captain Burton's

specimens arrive.

"Descending from the coast range to the great interior plateau

land, at a lower level, and travelling over some poor land-, they

reached a rich country in which knolls or bosses of granite and

basalt rise up like rocks in an ocean. The country is exclu-

sively peopled by negroes, none of whom are Mahomedans, as

are the Somaulis and trading Arabs of the coast.

"Like the Negroes described by Livingstone, they have no>

special religion, trusting solely to good and evil spirits. Such of

them as have sultans are on the whole peaceable, fire-arms being-

rare among them. Their country produces cotton, tobacco,

maize, sweet potatoes, a great variety of pulses, maid
rind melons; they manufacture iron, cotton fabrics,

have abundance of cows and goats, and live in comparative
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" From Kaze, in Unyanyembe, a spot where the Arab traders
have established a sort of mart, and where articles from the
coast are bartered for ivory and slaves, the travellers moved
westerly until they reached the long inland mass of water trend-

ing from S. to N., which has been styled Uniamesi and I'jui,

but the real name of which is Tanganyika.
** This lake was found to be 1,800 feet only above the sea, or

about half the average height of the plateau land west of the

coast range. It has a length of about 300 and a breadth of from
30 to 40 miles.

" This great internal mass of water was determined to be an
insulated depression into which streams flow on all sides. It

was crossed by Speke in the centre, and navigated conjointly

with Burton to near its northern end, where it is subtended by
ts which were estimated to have a height of from 6,000

to 7,000 feet within the range of the eye * Its waters are per-

fectly fresh and peculiarly agreeable to drink, and it abounds in

s( its banks are grazed by red oxen of large

size, some of them having stupendously long horns. Oxen are

indeed common over nearly all the region examined, for the

t* fa .%, the scourge of the more southern African countries, in

which Li\ ii . unknown.
""A singular phenomenon of blindness affected for some time

both the travellers. Whilst exposed in the arid, hilly coast
:•.'._.'. ;u ] Is > in the plateau land, to a fierce and glaring sun,

1 1
1 was unaffected ; but on descending into the verdant,

well watered ne expanse of Tanganyika their

l dimmed, and gradually they became almost blind

—

their recovery being slow and imperfect. It was this calamity

alone which diminished the number of astronomical observations

made by Captain Speke, who lost no opportunity of fixing the

latitude and longitude of numerous positions.
" When returned to their chief central station in Unyanyembe',

Speke, thriving upon hard field work, left his im

indeed, remained attached
! in some journals tl

Cape of Good Hope.—June 20, 1859.
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in order to reach the great lake Nyanza, the position of which
had been pointed out to him by the Arabs, who ass< a I

was much longer and \ ika, from which it is

separated by about 200 miles. In this journey Captain Speke,

accompanied by his faithful Belooches, passed through the dis-

trict where the chief iron works of the country are carried on
;

the native blacksmiths smelting the ore with charcoal.

The great lake Nyanza was found to occupy the position as-

signed to it by the Arabs, and the E. longitude being very nearly

that of Kaze, viz., 32° 47',* its southern end was fixed at 2° 30'

S. lat. Ascending a hill and looking northwards, the enter-

prising traveller could discern nothing beyond the islands termed

Ukerewe, but a vast interior sheet of water, which, according to

those Arabs, whose information had hitherto proved correct, ex-

tended northwards for upwards of 300 miles. Captain Speke,

who estimates the breadth of this internal sea at 90 miles near

its southern end, further ascertained that it is fed not only by
streams flowing from the mountains which separate it from Lake
Tanganyika, but also by other streams, many of which meander-
ing in the lower plateau to the west of the lake, constitute, like

the internal rivers described by Livingstone, a watery network
which when supersaturated by the rains burst and overflow the

country.

"Seeing that this vast sheet of water extends due northwards,

ascertaining by his thermometer that it was nearly 4,000 feet

above the sea, and knowing that its meridian was nearly that of

the main course of the White Nile, Captain Speke naturally con-

cludes that his Nyanza is the chief source of that mighty stream

on the origin of which speculation has been so rife. This view

seems to coincide with the theoretical speculation laid before this

Society by myself in preceding years, and b
the data worked out by Livingstone

T
of a great interior watery

plateau subtended on its flanks by higher lands, and from which

interior plateau the waters escape to the sea by favoring de-

pressions.
" The physical configuration of the land to the east of the

i Lake is indeed strongly in favor of this view nn

t«: j, distance of about 200 miles from its banks,

the eastern coast range of Africa rises from 6000 feet

tude of Zanzibar (where it was passed by our travellers) into a

lofty range or cluster, of which Kilimanjaro forms the southern

and Kenia a northern peak.
"If the assertion of Eebmann and Krapf be ao-

perpetual snow lies on those mountains, though the al

essay of Cooleyf had induced me to suppose that these mission-

* Lunar observations were made at this station,

f See Uooley's Inner Africa Laid Open," p. 126.
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aries might have been somewhat misled, the summits of these
mountains must have an altitude of upwards of 18,000 feet. At
all events it is granted that they are the highest points of this

coast range. Now, whilst streams descending from the western
flank of Kenia (Kilimanjaro is too far to the south) may proba-
bly be feeders of the great Nyanza Lake, which occupies a long
lateral north and south depression in the plateau on the west, we
know from its meridian as now fixed, that the direction of this

fresh-water sea points directly to Garbo, the spot in latitude 3°

north reached by M. Ulivi, as related by Brun-Eollet, a Sardin-
ian, who had established a trading post at Belenia in latitude 4°

60' north, on the White Nile in 1851. The north and south

I the Garbo of Ulivi and Brun-Eollet*
; which occur in the height of the waters at

f plateau-country surrounding the

great lake, were strikingly described to Captain Speke by the
Arabs, when they assured him that at one season of the year the

water lilies were so abundant as to enable the traveller to pass

over a wide river by treading on their broad and thick floating

leaves, showing how flat the country must be, and how sluggish

"Let us hope that when re-invigorated by a year's rest, the
undaunted Speke may receive every encouragement to proceed
from Zanzibar to his old station, and thence carry out to demon-
stration the view which he now maintains, that the Lake Nyanza
is the main source of the Nile. Considering the vast difficulties

which beset the traveller who attempts to penetrate southwards
by ascending the Nile, it seems to be preferable that the effort

should be made from Zanzibar, where Captain Speke is sure of

being heartily supported by the Sultan, and whence, taking men
on whom he could rely, he can certainly calculate on reaching

the Lake Nyanza in good plight, for that zone of Africa which
he has passed through is now ascertained to be occupied by a
much more tranquil people than those of the countries north and
south of it.

by the fact, that at certain periods of the year, differing of
in different latitudes, the rain-fall of several months would
so supersaturate the interior plateau-lands and lakes as t

duce periodical annual discharges. That the lofty

* M. Jonard haa analyzed and compared the discoveries of M.
gives some information derived from De Ang.
which is worthy of attention. But speculations founded on such i
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the coast range, of which Kenia is the chief peak, may throw off

the mountains of Abys-
sinia feed the Blue Nile, must probably be the case ; but whilst

it may be admitted that little snow may occupy the peaks or

summits of Kilimanjaro and Kenia. I am of opinion with the

learned Cooley* that the elevation and mass of these 1

1

are not suck vast range of snow and ice, the

melting of which would account for the annual rise of the Nile.

Even if it be assumed that this is really a snowy chain, the ex-

act periodical rise of the Nile could never be caused by a peri-

odical melting of its snows
;

since the power of the sun under

the Equator is so nearly equable throughout the year, that it

must operate in filling the streams which descend from the

mountains with pretty much the same amount of water at all

seasons. The great phenomenon of the periodic rise of the Nile

is, it seems to me, much more satisfactorily explained by the

annual overflow of a vast interior watery plateau, which is,

thanks to Captain Speke, ascertained to have an altitude much
more than adequate to carry the stream down to Khartum, where

the Nile is believed to flow at a height of less than 1 6) >U feet

above the sea; and as the river below that point passes thfOOgh

an arid country, and is fed by no lateral streams, it is to the

southern, central, and well-watered regions that we must look for

the periodic supply.
" On consulting Captain Speke respecting the rainy season of

that part of the interior of Africa which lies between Ujiji ami

Unyanyembe, I find that in about east longitude 30° and south

on the 15th November and end

on the 15th May, during which period of six months
an almost continuous downpour. Farther northward,
Lake Nyanza lies, the rainy season, in the common order of

events, would commence, he supposes, somewhat later, and prob-

ably at a time which will account for the periodical rise of the

Jftte 1 1 I fciro on the 18th June. In support of this view Captain

Speke states that the river Malagarazi, which drains the surplus

waters from the southeast slope of the mountains between the

Lakes N i m IT _ ka, when first crqssed by the expe-

dition, was within its banks, but on the 5th June it had quite

overflowed them and constituted a stream 100 yards broad, run-
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ning westwards into the depressed lake of Tanganyika. Now,
as according to the Arabs, and other intelligent men with whom
he conversed, the whole region to the northward of the mountain
in question, i e. beneath and to the north of the Equator, is an
extensive marshy plateau, intersected by some large and innu-
merable smaller streams, all feeders of Lake Nyanza, we have
only to suppose that at the close of the rainy season the great

, occurs, and we then have in these data strong grounds
for believing, that the theory which I ventured to propound to

this Society as the best explanation of the overflow of the

Zambesi of Livingstone, as well as of the Congo and other Afri-

can rivers, will also be found to be applicable to the Nile.
" In concluding this notice of the labors destined to clear up

the problem of the real sources of the Nile, I must express my
thanks to Mr. M'Queen for his efforts to collate all the data con-

cerning the ascents of the White Nile from the expedition sent

by Mahomed Ali in 1839 to that of Don Angelis, which Brun-
Rollet accompanied in 1851, and when the party reached 3° 50'

north latitude, 31° east longitude. Adding to information ob-

tained from natives and Arabs, and citing Lucan and other

ancient authors to the same effect, Mr. M'Queen contends that a
lofty mountain to the southeast of the cataracts of Garbo, the

ion of Brun-Eollett and I :h must be
Kenia, is the chief feeder of the White Nile, and that the river

Tubesi, spoken of by the African King of Bari, is really the

Tumbiri heard of by Dr. Krapf.
" Now, even if this view be sustained, it seems to me to be

quite compatible with the fresh knowledge obtained by Captain

i his inference, that the Nyanza is the chief feeder of

Lie Nile. For the southern extremity of this great

inland lake is but 2§° south of the equator, whilst its western

shore is probably not more than 150 miles from the lofty moun-
tain of Kenia. Hence, seeing that Nyanza is about 4000 feet

only above the sea, and that the eastern mountains, under the

equator, are much higher, there is every probability that this

vast sheet of water may be fed from the east by streams flowing

from Kenia, as it is ascertained to be supplied from the south-

west and west by other rivers flowing from the mountains, which
separate this high sheet of water from the depressed Lake
Tanganyika*

" If then it should eventually be proved, that the Lake Ny-
anza contributes its annual surplus waters to the White Nile, so

* Mr. Edw. Heneage informs me that Botero, in his "Relationi Univer?ali"

.. Zaire or Congo, and what may also be
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may it then be fairly considered as the main
river ; the more so when we see that i

to the south, or more remote from the embouchure, than any
other portion of the Nilotic water-parting.* On the other hand,

the high mountains which flank the great stream on the east, and
probably supply it with some of its waters, may by other geog-

raphers be rather viewed as the main and original source. These
are the only remaining portions of the great problem which have
to be worked out—a problem which it has been the desideratum
of all ages to unravel, and one which, according to Lucan, made
Julius Csesar exclaim, that to gain this knowledge he would even
abandon the civil warf—a problem which Nero sent his centu-

rions to determine, and which, by the last discovery of Captain
Speke, seems certainly now to approach nearly to a sal

solution."

Warren's Memoir to accompany a Map of the \

Territory of TJ. S.—We have already referred to the admirable
map by Lieut. G. K. Warren, TJ. S. Topog. Eng., prepared to

illustrate the result of I ons of the government
to the teritory west of the Mississippi river.;}: We have now
received a volume from the pen of the same officer, illustrative

of the map. It is printed from the advance sheets of the eleventh

volume of the Pacific Eail Eoad Surveys. This memoir is not

limited to a description of the map, and an account of its method
of compilation. It gives in a condensed form a review of all the

exploring expeditions in the West since 1800.
The first period extends from 1800 to 1832, beginning with

the travels of Lewis and Clarke and concluding with those of

Hardy, Boss Cox, Allen, and Schoolcraft.
The second period, from 1832 to 1844, includes the exploration

of Bonneville, the early discoveries in Great Salt basin, Nicollet's

aical survey of the upper Mississippi, the beginning of

Fremont's travels, and other reports and maps of army officers,

the topographical engineers.

The third chapter is devoted to more than twenty expeditions,

of greater or less importance undertaken between 1843 and 1852,

almost exclusively under the patronage of the U. S. Government.

White Nile aDd Blue Nile are fed by manv affluents, t

ittire of the gi— * ^

feature, as well as an

' "
J reader -will do well

Edinburgh Re
Sir Henry Holland.

f
" Spes sit mihi certa videndi

(As quoted by Mr. M'Queen.)
t This Journal, vol. xxvii, gga 1868.
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In 1852, the various important Surveys for the Pacific Eail
Road commenced, and a review is given of their sevc
and objects. To this historical report, succeeds a statement of
the method of completing the general map before alluded to and
some remarks on the topography of the region west of the Mis-
sissippi Eiver.

Four reduced copies of early maps of the territory west of the
pi are included in the"Memoir; first, of a map

|

with Winterbotham's History in 1796; second, of Rector and
Roberdeau's map, 1818 ; third, a part of Finley's North America,
1826 ; and finally, of Bonneville's map which appeared in 1837.
The Memoir and the Map taken together are an important

accession to our knowledge of the physical geography of this

continent and will be of constant service not only to men of sci-

ence, but to statesmen and all others who are interested in the

structure and resources of the immense territory which lies to

the west oi I
•

. In this connection, we may call

attention to the tenth volume of the surveys of the Pacific Rail

Road which has just been distributed, containing Part III. of the

report on "Zoology," prepared by Prof. Spencer F. Baird of the

Smithsonian Institution.

History of the Discovery of America. Atlas of
Kuxstmann, Spruner and Thomas.—In striking CO it! n>t • th

the work we have noticed by Lieut. \V,,;» n ai I its illustrations

of recent discovery, we may mention the republication of early

maps of this continent (chiefly the Atlantic coast,) which has
been just made under the auspices of the Bavarian government.
A few copies of this truly magnificent atlas have been received

by Messrs. B. Westermann & Co., in New York. In place of
comment of our own, we translate from the

allgemeine Erdkitnde, the following condensation of the plan of
the compilers.

F. Kunstmann, K. v. Spruner and G. M. Thomas have pub-
lished an Atlas on the history of the discovery of Amen
consists of thirteen most interest

from those most vain.; *, which are

found in the Royal Library Library of th< I iversity and

v Conservatory a1 " nn in his

learned trea'tise "Die Entdeckung Amerika's, which pre

text explanatory to the charts, says, "The charts commence in

the 14th century, w!k- ' ]•'

"

' ^ of i .de-

pendent inquirv, and follow the progress of the voyages of dis-

them. Our knowledge that the Azores were discovered in the

14th century, we owe solely to the charts, as we have no other

jerning them. The history of the Canary
Isles which is at first but fragmentary, is also completed by them.
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They also enlighten and increase our knowledge in relation to

he discoveries in America generally. In these charts we also

have original records for the history of the voj'ages of the sepa-

the discoveries in America generally. In these cha
' records for the history of the voyages c

They commence with the voyages of the Italians,

who first set out independently, then in the service of

Spain and England, leaving us those grand drawings of the

globe, which were continued and finished by other nations.

These accordingly preceded the systematic descriptions of the

world, which furnished us with but poor and scanty information

in regard to the discovery of America, although the charts had
already presented an almost complete picture of what was then

known;' Of the thirteen sheets of the atlas the first five relate

to the time of Magalhaens's voyage of discovery down to its com-
pletion ; the following eight explain the history of discovery to

the end of the 16th century. We will here attempt to show the

importance of this publication by a short extract from R Kunst-
mann's explanations to the charts.

The first sheet the contents of which Schmeller had made
- ?.

" On several older Sea-Charta in

Manracripty^ (December, 1843)—is written in the Portuguese lan-

guage and bears the name of its author at its head, Fe<

a fez. Barros (Dec. 1, lib. 3, c. 12) mentions a Pedro and a Rod-

si. The former was sent in 1487 to the negro-chieftain

Mandimansa at the Gambia. Eodrigo is mentioned in the same
year as a merchantile agent in the Oasis Ouadan on his way from
Arguim to Timbuctu. Jn the following century, the Portuguese

Sebastian Alvarez, mercantile agent at Sevilla, mentions in his

account of the enter] iris 18, 1519 to

King Emanuel of Fori I son, omit-

ting however their christian names. " I saw, he says, the Moluc-

3 on the globe and the chart, (en la poma y carta)

which Eeinel the son has made here ; both were yet incomplete,

when his father came to him, who finished them and put the

chart-: which Diego Ribero completed, v. ho was the assistant and

probably also the pupil of the older Eeinel ; hence the conform-

ity in that part of Pedro Reinel's chart which repres.

America, with the northern part of America in Diego Eibero's

chart. The former contains in the new world, only the eastern

coast of Newfoundland and our present Labrador up to Hudson's

Bay, in a continuous di 'the report given by

the Venetian ambassador Pasqualigo, (October 19, 1501) on the

second voyage of Caspar Cortereal in the year 1501, from which

but two Caraveles with sixty natives, without Cortereal, returned.

Soon after this voyage the above chart was probably worked out

in Portugal.
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The second chart represents the notions of that period in
which North America was believed to consist of a number of
islands between which, it was hoped, a passage might be found
to the Molluccas. We find here the "Terra de^Corte Eeall " com-
pletely separated and the terra de lauorador (Labrador) as a
complete island. North of Great Britain the "Terra de Ures-
land'' (Vresland, Frisland) is situated, a name which according
to Zahrtmann is derived from V -h mariners
called the Faroes. Besides this, the sheet contains the West
Indies (le Antilie) the northern and part of the eastern coast of
South America, the latter up to Eio de Cananor, as according to

Peschel, it is often written instead of Eio de Cananea, on the
Italian charts published since 1507, which were copied after

Euysch.
On the third chart, which only marks the discoveries of the

Portuguese i notice, Labrador, (or

Greenland, and the " Terra de Corte Eeall" appear also as sepa-

rate continents in accordance with the discoveries of C. Cortereal

in his two voyages in the years 1500 and 1501. As a third con-

tinent, is seen the eastern coast of South America from Cape
Eoque up to E. Cananea, in confc Lta obtained
by the coast-voyage in the year 1501, in which Amerigo Ves-
pucci took part.

The fourth chart represents North America, Labrador, New-
foundland under the name Bacalnaos instead of Bacalhaos, and
the country of Corte Eeal as all three separated from one an-

other by straits. In Central America the Peninsula of Yucatan
appears, and the chart must therefore have been finished after the

year 1517. Honduras with the islands lying before the same,
the Isthmus with the Pacific coast, the latter howevei
nomenclature, and finally the West India Islands. The South
American r -southerly
over the E. Cananea up to C. Sai ring a region

as not drawn upon the former sheer, which however it:

Kunstmann's opinion was discovered already in the year 1501

;

others sav, that Juan de Solis discovered it "first. The original

of this chart in the Military C s also the

Eastern Hemisphere, which is not communicated in this atlas for

want of space. Here the Molu ; with the

addition :
" ilhas de maluqua donde vem ho cravo." The fleet

lquerque had sent out to open the trade with tin

Moluccan i
-

I
them early in the year 1512.

The fifth sheet has been taken from an atlas which c«>i:H>ts <.f

seven charts and formerly belonged to the Monastery of Metten
but now is preserved in the Royal Library at Munich. One-----
Januacomp re, with the year 1519, which
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probably also indicates the time of origin of the other six sheets.

Majolo is situated in the papal dominions, and a Jacobus de
Majolo condam Vesconti, probably a son of the one mentioned
above, presents himself as the author of a chart: " Janua anno
Domini 1551 die 19 marsi." The chart taken from this atlas

by Kunstmann commences on the American continent with the

coast of Honduras, upon which the Eio de Cama Eoma (Cape

Cameron), and the Bay of Xagoa, both discovered in 1508, are

named. Besides these the four great Antilles are noted upon
it and a considerable number of smaller islands. The South
American continent is also already drawn out up to the Cape of

St. Maria and is richly furnished with names.
The following charts belong to a period after Magalhaens's

voyage. Sheets six and seven are taken from an atlas of thir-

teen charts, which is kept in the Library of the University, and

which can only have been drawn after the year 1534, as Cuzco

is mentioned in it.

The sixth sheet commences at the eastern coast of America
with the terra "che descobrio stcuen comes," i. c, the country

which Estevan Gomez had discovered in 1525. It c

terra de lecendiados, i. e., the coasts of Pennsylvania, Virginia

and Carolina, which the Licem ./. de Aillon

and Matienzo are supposed to ha red in 1520;
and also Mexico under the name Temistitan vel Misicho ;—the

central American coast, near which Yucatan is represented as an

island ;—the Antilles and the northern coast of South America.

In the south, we perceive Magalhaens's Strait (Strictum de

Magellano) with the harbor of St. Julian and Fireland, and

from the western coast of America is seen a continuous stretch

of Colao Provintia and Peru Provintia in the south, up to Cali-

fornia in the north, which latter is represented as a peninsula.

In the remoter part of the Pacific Ocean, several of the east

Asiatic islands are noted as Dshilolo, Timor, Sumatra, and on

the eastern side of Asia, Bengala Civitas and China Civitas.

The seventh sheet, taken from the same atlas, represents the

countries on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean : tbe eastern coast

of America from Newfoundland (terra de bacalaos) in the north,

ens's Strait, inclusive of that part of the I

coast which is wanting on the former chart, and the coast of La

Plata south to the Strictum de Magellano and the northern coast

of the Fireland with the Campana de Roldan, which is called

after a German companion of Magalhaens. As on the former

sheet so also here the west coast of Patagonia and the coast of

Chile are wanting.
The sheets eight to twelve are taken from the atlas of Vu

Dourado, the original of which with the year 1571 is found in

the Archives at Lisbon. The Royal Librarv at Munich possesses
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a much more splendid copy of the year 1580, which however
deviates in many respects from the original. The eighth sheet
furnishes a complete drawing of the coast of South America
south of the mouth of the La Plata n h 1

1

which the Cape dellas virgines and the Fireland, which is divided
into several islands, are named. The western coast of South
America is abundantly furnished with names. The ninth sheet
is equally rich and contains the northern half of South America

;

the tenth sheet has Central and a part of North America ; sheet

eleven gives the region where the Eiver St. Lawrence empties
into the sea, Newfoundland as an island (a part of i

appearing as a separate isle) together with the Terra de
lor, north of t

1 ~
gives the wes

ula and the Gulf of Californk

rador, north of the Eiver St. Lawrence ; and finally sheet

t of North America, including the

of the atlas reproduces an old English chart

with the inscription "Thomas Hood made this platte 1592."

The original belongs to the valuable collection of the Duke of

Northumberland, Kobert Dudley, who died 1639 at Florence in

Italy. The part of America which is here represented, compri-
ses the great Antilles, the Bahama isles, the coast of Yucatan,
Mexico, Florida and Norumbega, which latter name is retained

for a considerable part of the American coast south of the Kiver
St. Lawrence.
The atlas therefore comprises a great number of most valuable

documents in relation to the history of the discovery of the new
continent. The execution of the different sheets is so excellent,

that the whole work may justly be called splendid. The text

accompanying the same, contains, besides Kunstmann's com-
ments above mentioned and the explanatory notes to the single

charts, a log-book, first edited by Gr. M. Thomas, which was taken

from a ship of Drake's third expedition (Aug. 28, 1595 until May
10, 1596,) and is preserved in the Eoyal Library at Munich.

The Fate of Sir John Franklin.—The following letter

has been addressed to the Secretary of the Admiralty by Capt.

F. L. McClintock, R. N. '

« Yacht Fox, R. Y. S.

" Sir : I beg you will inform the Lords Commissioners of the

Admiralty of the safe return to this country of Lady Franklin's

Final Searching Expedition, which I have had the honor to

conduct.
" Their lordships will rejoice to hear that our endeavors to

ascertain the fate of the ' Franklin Expedition ' have met with

u At Point Victory, on the northwest coast of King V.

Island, a record has been found, dated the 25th of April, 1848,

and signed by Captains Crozier and Fitzjames. By it we were
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informed that her Majesty's ships Erebus and Terror were aban-

doned on the 22d of April, 1848, in the ice, five leagues to the

N.N.W., and that the survivors—in all amounting to one
hundred and five souls, under the command of Captain Crozier

—were proceeding to the Great Fish Eiver. Sir John Franklin
had died on the 11th of June, 1847.

" Many deeply interesting relics of our lost countrymen have
been picked upon the western shore of King William's Island,

and others obtained from the Esquimaux, by whom we were in-

formed that, subsequent to their abandonment, one ship was
crushed and sunk by the ice, and the other forced on shore,

where she has since been, affording them an almost inexhausti-

ble mine of wealth.

"Being unable to penetrate beyond Bellot Strait, the Fox
wintered in Brentford Bay and the search, including the estuary

of the Great Fish River and the discovery of eight hundred
miles of coast line, by which we have united the explorations of

the former - ns to the north and west of our

with those of James Ross, Dease and Simpson, and Rae
to the south, has been performed by sledge journeys this spring,

conducted by Lieutenant Hobson," R.N., Captain Allen Young
and myself.

"As a somewhat detailed report of our proceedings will

doubtless be interesting to their i dih enclosed,

together with a chart of our discoveries and explorations, and at

the earliest opportunity I will present myself at the Admiralty
to afford further information, and lay before their lordships the

record found at Port Victory." D. c. G.

Yale College Library, Oct., 1859.

Art. XLY.

—

Correspondence of Prof. Jerome Nicldes, dated

Nancy, August 20th, 1859.

Necrology.— Cagniard de Latour,— lv in his 82d

year. He was 81st, 1777. He entered the Poly-

! in 1704—the year of its foundation. Two years later he

ool to enter the corps of hydrographic engineers. He soon

'

,

~

ja lie accepted in 1811 sdmi W ueetion with

his former profession. He had already made himself known by several

iventiooa—among others the adaptation of the Archimedan

screw to the purposes of a i'i"wine; machine. This apparatus is still

known in France by the nam of < fcb* inventor.

In 1814, at the'tim.? when France was oppressed by the European

-aing cannon

powder, which passed immediately into use, with the best results.
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About the same time he invented a portable mill for grinding wheat
in camp. It weighed only seven pounds, and was employed i

disastrous campaign of the Hundred Days.

la 1818 he devoted hin _ely aided the
general introduction ofib ito Fman •>-. It was how-
ever in 1819 that he made his most important and beautiful invention,

i-

tions of soam gases pod
liquids. He discovered thereby the origin of v,L

timbre, that qu ty iu - 1 .i i - • in its i I ~un_c inched from
each other ait i tti nsity.

In 1822 h need by heat
upon bodies under great pressures. He deduced from these researches

the fact that a liquid ma] tog the same
or but little more space than the origin higuished by
Faraday as '• //„ law uj (',,,,, :<,-• J, Z.«/r/,v." These experiments led

to the discovery of the methods of liquefying gases.

By heatin.; jsure he obtained a tarry

product reseuiblnur c-al. This experiment has been repeated recently

under better conditions and real c<>al ha-, ki.-n thus obtained.

Cagniard de Latour is the author of the physiological theory of fer-

mentation, «y] 1 power of a

confervoid plant. The dial-faced balan. : in., iim i i > -timating the

ic pump and the " canon-pompe," are

also his inventions. Moreover he is the author of published researches on

the change of volume in bodies submitted to different degrees of tension

(traction). Lastly, in 1826 he constructed the Suspended Aqueduct of

Crouzol, nearly two hundred meters long, and without intermediate sup-

ZH&Tifection and •',

action of a
1 ".'

:

experiments, t - n - _, ,
< ^\ here can-

cers and other affections of that kind receive special attention. The dis-

tinguished surgeon Velpeau, after experiments with this disinfectant on

suppurating wounds in a putrid state, has reported favorably to the Acad-

emy of Sciences. We extract some passages from his report.

"A large maminillary ulc. r with mortification of the skin was troakd

with the topic both in powder and in pomade. The suppuration dimin-

ished and the odor disappeared. At the same time the affected surface

became cleansed and the mamma without pain.

In the case of a woman with a rati ; ^ awaJ a11

the left side of the chest, the odor of purulent pus after two daily ap-

plications disappeared.

A young man was treated whose hand was scalded by a steam boiler

and mortification had supervened, involving nearly the whole of one fin-

ger.
_
On Saturday morning tin ; - ' * *;

- l '
"nplete state of morti-

fication and gave out a disgusting odor, it was dressed on the morning

and evening >
*tion ;

the bad finger was
- -
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Thus in wounds as well as on fetid animal matters disconnected with

at once, having no trace of odor be-

yond a slight and not disagreeable smell of bitumen.

He adds that this mode of disinfection occasions neither pain, irrita-

tion, swelling or inflammation ; it also appears rather to favor than other-

wise, the progress of granulation and cicitrization ; there is therefore no

inconvenience in applying it to various ulcers, sores and wounds requiring

to be disinfected."

Results equally favorable have been obtained at the veterinary estab-

lishment at Alfort.

The Major General of the French army in Italy, anticipating these re-

ported results gave orders for the use of this topic immediately for the

relief of the wounded. The success of this treatment has been commu-
nicated by Marshall Vaillant to the Academy. The report details the

successful treatment by this means of gangrened sores upon twenty

wounded Arab I bese cases the physicians

assert were of the worst possible character, and the success immediate

and complete.

What is this remarkable topic ? It is a mixture of 100 parts of plas-

ter of Paris with 3 parts of coal tar. The mixture is easily made in a

morter. Its application is made by mixing the powder with olive oil.

.don either of the powder or the pomade occasions no distress

even if placed in direct contact with the surface. The treatment has the

double advantage of disinfecting and also absorbing the pus—thus dis-

pensing with the employment of lint—as the late experience in Italy has

abundantly proved.

This simple mixture was originally prepared for the disinfection of ar-

u-cs. Its author is Mr. Ed. Come, veterinary surgeon at Libos

(Lot and Garonne). Mr. Demeaux, one of his medical" friends, conceived

the idea of applying it to the disinfection of sores, of purulent liquids and

the debris of anatomical dissections. Human ordure in full decomposi-

tion and giving oft" an infectious odor has by this powder been instantly

transformed into a odorless earthy mass.

The communication of Dr. Velpeau gave rise to an import
sion v, hick we will now consider. M. Bussy at once recalled the fact that

charcoal powder, the Boghead coke, creosote and alkaline hypochlorites

have for a long time been used as disinfectants. M. Chevreu
attention to the fact that in the last century Dr. George Berkeley, Bishop

of Cloyue, had published a work on th . in which he

speaks of this agent with enthusiasm. It was esteemed by him as a spe-

"rus and the scurvy,

pin of Metz proposed a disinfecting

mixture or piaster ana carbon. JJumas reminded the Academy that one

of its prizes was a few years since awarded to Mr. Sizet, who showed all

the metallic salts which could be used with advantage in c

"

who also added that the properties of these d' '
"

alted by the addition of a small proportion
ments have also been confirmed elsewhere by
it is true, a special reference to the treatment <

Coal tar has been used in England
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the uses of rural economy. The use of coal tar has also been advised for
the dead on the battle field.

Dumas added that having often sought an explanation of these facts

he had found it in the fact illustrated by Schoenbein that the vapor of
turpentine when mixed with air produced an abundance of ozone. He
thought that the vapor of coal tar oil might equally ozonize the air. In
this case the odorous mixtures would be immediately burned by the ozon-
ized oxygen and the putrid odor rapidly destroyed.

If coal tar really produces this action it is necessary, according to

Dumas, to distinguish three effects. 1st, the destruction of the infections

vapor or gas by means of ozone arising from coal tar. 2d, the action of
the plaster in preventing the production of new infectious gases by the

solidification of the liquids present. 3d, the point of arrest set to the

development of putrefactive process by any of the products contained in

coal tar, and especially the phenic acid which in the smallest traces in the

form of phenate of soda secures the preservation of animal matters in

free air.

On the odors of perfumes.—On occasion of the discussion which we
have just recorded, Mr. Chevreul offered his ideas upon the mode of ac-

tion of odoriferous substances. This discussion was intended to recall the

publications which this distinguished chemist has made during the past

causes. He revieAvs in the following manner the aetion by which bodies

exert their odors when properly mixed with other odoriferous materials.

1st. Bodies themselves odorant disguise the odors of other st

as a strong light overpowers a feeble one. 2d. Bodies being them-

ferou8 act in the manner of an acid in neutralizing a base.

3d. Solid bodies may act by capillary ;s as is the

case for example with charcoal. 4th. Other bodies act by all

constitution of the odorant substance, producing new compounds either

wo-fold, as in the case of chlorine

i or nearly so. Such is the action of moist chlorine or oxvi

i portion and neutralizing the other with-

out decomposition.

Neutralization includes the largest class of cases; thus the volatile

odorous acids are neutralized by alkalies to form odorless salts. Ammo-
nia loses its odor when united to an acid. The odors in such cases are

truly neutralized, since displacing the acids liberates again the odors each

and well known to chemk wtan -. * at once de-

composed by chlorine ai-

1

\ mm i i \ tli i.

the base and the neutralization of another part by the chlorohydric acid

M. Chevreul proposes to define odors by means of a scale, analogous to

our notation of sounds, or for gradations of color by the chroi

' -

to this plan is 1
of smell as we employ

f
much increased by the toleration

which the smell soon acquires to odors—becoming 4 blase?
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In 1830 he endeavored to take account of the changing odors exhaled

by the woad vats during evaporation, if possible to define exactly the

kind of odor appropriate to each condition of the vat. He reached no

pcshive results although he detected in the dye stuff bath •

dors; the odor of ammonia, a sulphurous odor, a m
an aromatic odor, clinging for many months to the woolen -

had passed through the woad vat, and lastly, the odor of a to

analogous to that of animal matters in decomposition. M. Chevreul hoped

to delect to these odors of the dye vats symptoms to guide the dyer in

his art, as the physician finds new in

toms depending on the chemical nature of organic solids and

•gnized by their odor. I

6 orn exposing himself to the most repulsive odors of the organ-

ism to reach his results. Having often heard the odor of a cancer spoken

of as characteristic he examined it and recognized it to a compound of—
1st, an ammoniacal odor turning blue a reddened test-paper. 2d, a feeble

butyric odor. 3d, a heavy odor which is familiar in the ' trying out' of

suet or lard. No specific odor exists then in cancers, since the three odors

recognized coexist in non-canccroiis matters which the disease alters.

He recognized these matters in the odor of pus and other products of

animal origin, and he also detected in them a sulphurous odor and a

smell of fish, due probably to a compound ammonia.
To all these odors he adds what he calls the stale-nauseous (fade nau-

seabonde) which appears in well-water that has stood some days in a

bich have been placed egg shells impregnated with albumen.

[We may be permitted to add to these interesting facts some others

which we submit to the distinguished author of the chromatic circle and

odorant body there

odorant substances.

(To this class of odorless bodies belong O, S, Se, Te, C, H, As, Az,

and we might add P, wlr mbined.)
2. Likewise there are odorless bodies which have become odorant by

union with others endowed with odor.

It is thus with oxaH<\

recently discovered by Hoffmann), boric, silicic acids, all odorless, which

however produce with the elements of alcohol, ethers more or less aromatic.

» 3. It is necessary to disti -nWi ".—< I. Ik- x i.-ii a- :

on the olfactory membranes (e. g., C1H, F1H, BrH, IH, and the vapors

of N0.4-HO, SO„HO) from those which exert a physiolo^
. I

':. I'-r. 1. N04 , SO,, the hydrocarbons, the essential oils,

&c).
4. It is necessary also to distinguish bodies having an odor proper,

that is, an odor which exists when they form compounds with other

i xample, arsenic). The arsenical odor
AsBrS, and in the cacodyl series. Tin is another example. The odor ot

tin characterizes a large number of stannic compounds. Sulphur :
thus

LC, SNH„ SCI, Ac, are distinguished by a more or less bhI-
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We might also mention napthaline, benzoin, and other hydrocarbons
radicals.

We see that this groin •; by a peculiar odor, em-
braces those elements which, like sulphur, arsenic and phosphorus, are
destitute of odor, that is, their odor is manifest only in combination. If

ine these phenomena we observe (a) that elementary bodies are
usually destitute of odor

;
(b) that in general the least odorant compounds

are oxygen compounds
;

(c) highly odorant compounds are usually those

hydrogen. These seemingly singular facts may to a certain

extent be explained when we remember that in general chemical com-
pounds become less volatile as they fix oxygen, which by union with hy-
drogen they become more volatile. But these considerations do not ex-

plain all ; they do not tell us why CO and C02 are odorless gases, while
C 12H, C, 6H 8 , C 12H6 , &c. &c, are odorant.

Moreover the perfumes properly so called, as musk and the aromatic

>ss of weight. Among these are the perfumes isolated by Milon in

856.* The cause of odors is not referable exclusively to the phenomena
F volatility, although as a general thing the odor of most bodies is de-

iloped when they are volatilized.

Hydrogen must be considered, par excellence, the exciting cause of

lors. This element possesses above all other substances the peculiar

operty of developing odors even with odorless bodies, as N, C, Se, Te,

Oxygen on the other hand appears to act the chief part in the percep-

tion of odors ; it seems indeed proved that odors are not recognizable

where there is not oxygen in the air to bathe the olfactory membranes.]

HumbohH I < ''' <—\ Vnvr niotitionino; mis fn in , ition, of which
we give a more detailed notice on a subsequent page of this volume, our
correspondent adds :—] We remark that this foundation resembles the

Society for Aiding the Friends of Sci oca, that the

Humboldt Foundation proposes part; takttt and to

encourage - while- the Society for the Friends of

Idows and orphans. The two organizations are therefore com-

plementary to each other, and are worthy to go on side by side.

Photography by Carbon. Concojursfor the prizefounded by the Duke
of Zuynes.—We have for some years photographic

question—the object of a prize estsbl I amateur,

the Duke of Luynes. It the use of

carbon alone, neglecting - tlier metals, to produce

photographs, this being the only mat- ^ test of

time has transmitted to us without change records almost 3000 years old.
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Many persons contested the prize. The desideratum is to obtain a

coating of carbon in a manner analogous to that from silver or gold,

namely, by reduction. But chemistry as yet has failed to discover a pro-

cess for the reduction of carbon compounds, and photographers have re-

sorted to animal black which they have applied in any convenient man-

ner to plates previously exposed to the sun. We give a resume of the

new results in two memoirs esteemed by the Commission worthy of re-

Messrs. Gamier and Salmon, the authors of one of these memoirs,

cover the surface of paper with a film obtained from an intimate mixture

of bichromate of ammonia and albumen. This coating is dried by heat

and exposed to the sun in a frame covered by i

'

ture appears in a yellow-brown tint which bt

gentle warmth. The sheet thus prepared is fixed on
' rory-black, the coating

t detached and plunged

a yellow-brown tint which becomes

The sheet thus prepare

finely powdered ivory-black, the coating being mai

) of cotton. It is next detached and plunged in common water,

uppermost, and there gently moved at intervals for a quarter of

The water is then drawn off and the ]

'

i picture served in a uaiu

composed of 5 parts of concentrated sulphurous acid diluted in 100 parts

of water, moving it about as before at intervals. After this double pro^

cess the carbon almost entirely disappears from the lights and
while it remains in quantities proportional to the greater or less intensity

of action of the light upon the other portions, and thus the proof finally

reproduces the positive, but not perfectly, since the lights and half tints

are not pure and the blacks lack somewhat of brilliancy and perfectness.

But the process is simple and good ; it remains only to perfect it.

M. Pouncy, another competitor, operates a little differently, but obtains

results equally satisfactory. His process differs in applying the carbon

before exposure of the proof to light, _ being formed

at once, of bichromate of potassa, gum arabic and finely divided carbon,

exposed not under a positive but under a negative plate. On removal

the plate is placed in a bath of pure water ; after five or six hours im-

mersion he washes under a cock of common water and the carbon posi-

tive is obtained.

In this process the manipulation is a little easier and more simple.

The use of a negative authorized the expectation of a better result, but

the exposure is longer than in the mode of Gamier and Salmon, whose

use of a positive avoids the chances of accident which attend the nega-

tive plates in the hands of the operatqr.

Messrs. Pouncy, Gamier and Salmon share the prize with M
who has the merit of anticipating these photographers, whose methods

are only an advance on the process ft
; Inked in 1856.

Tra< «/ ;-.<'. on of cellulose into sugar.—We liav- air-.-

this Journal* of the plan of Pelouze for facilitating the experiment of

Braconnot—the transformation of cellulose into sugar—by exposing the

woody fibre and dilute acid to high pressure and heat. It is known, and

the fact is r- himself, that this idea has been some

years since put M . Weil and also by Mr. Triboudlet,

who obtained a patent for the process.
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Transformation of cellulose into parchment or parchment-paper.—It
appears that this curious product of the

">y which means
dinary parchment, nearly as s

iduious paper, by which means the paper is changed i

h resembling ordinary parchment, nearly as strong am
i of boiling water, which parchment does not. It appears

..... known in 1846 by
Messrs. Poumarede and Figuier in the Journal de Chemie et de Pharm.
for 1847, under the name of papyrine. This product however was pre-
pared by aid of an acid of less concentration than is used for parchment-
paper and consequently it did not possess all the desirable properties
belonging to vegetable parchment, which is susceptible of a multitude
of important applic '

Acclimation. E
21st of June last the shi

of Algiers for Brazil, having on board fourteen camels (tour males ana
ten females) selected and purchased by the Society for Zoological Accli-

mation (Societe Zooloai
f

the order of the Brazilian

government ; this government having decided to test the acclimation of
these animals in the Baa . Several of these prov-
inces, particularly Ceara, during many months of the year are destitute

of water, and much resemble in physical characters those regions of
Africa and Asia where the camel and dromedary are so eminently ser-

The Society of Acclimation, in view of the importance of the case, have
sent one of the Vice Presidents of the society, M. Richard (du Cantal), a

list, to Algeria, between Boghar and Lagonat, in a
region inhabited by one of the tribes most distinguished for the number
and beauty of their dromedaries. From these herds Richard selected ten

females of three to four years old, three males of four years, and one of
seven, all in the highest condition, at a cost of 380 francs each. Four
Arab camel drivers were also obtained to accompany the animals.

The July (1859) number of the Journal of Acclimation relates all the
history of this experiment, to which we refer for the details. But it is to

be remarked as regards the prospect of success for this enterprize that a

Central America, the credit of which is due to Major Wayne of the

United States Army.
Bibliography.—There has appeared from the central book depot of

u Paris

aire raisonne d?Agriculture et d'Economie du Betail par le Dr.

Richard, du • - Richard is one of the Vice Presidents

of the Society for acciimation spoken of above. He is best known for

his intimate knowledge concerning domestic animals and especially of

what in France is called Zootechny. The two vol

are filled with his observations on this important agricultural question.

Mallet-Bachelier, quai des Augustines, Paris, has published—

Becherches sur les Meteores et sur les lois qui les regissent par Coulvier

Gravier. 1 vol. in 8vo, with numero us Gravier has
brought out in this volume the fruit of forty years of observations on the

state of the heavens. We have often found occasion to mention his ob-
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servations on shooting stars. This work embraces all belonging to what
are called meteors. The author is under great obligations to the French

government who, on the recommendation of Arago, placed Mr. Coulvier

This observer does not despair of obtaining the means of predicting the

meteoric periods. He unfolds his theory in a volume which all can under-

stand, since it is written in a simple style and contains few mathematical

formula?. It shows that the author has obeyed a controlling taste ;
and

his work fills an important gap in astronomical bibliography.

Cours de Mecanique appliquee par M. Mahistre. 1 vol. 8vo, illustre

de 211 figures.—Mr. Mahistre is professor of Mechanics a la Faculte des

Sciences a Lille, one of the great manufacturing centers of Europe. His

work is especially adapted to engineers and to students who
are destined to industrial pursuits.

Cours de Mecanique oppliqu < par M. firesse. T. L—Mr. Kresse_ is

Professor of Mechanics at the celebrated Ecole des Fonts el

j b d materials. L$» the

work of Mah -

it interests the engineers of bridges and roads, who in Fi

important a role, particularly in railroad constructions,

these engineers are found scattered over the continent o

in Russia, Germany, Spain, Switzerland and Belgiu
the pupil gives evidence of the master, who is Mr. Bresse.

Cours d'Electrophysiologic par M. Matteucci. 1 vol. 8vo.—This course

pronounced at the University of Pisa is now reproduced in France where

the well known high reputation of the author will secure it the attention

it deserves.

Cours tfAnalyse de VEcole Folytecknique par M. Sturm. T. II, in 8vo,

1859.—We have already announced the first volume of this great inath-

•vho died some years ago. It is published by one of his pu-

pils. Mr. Proutret, by the choice of r!e he manuscript

left by him. This work
cians, and to those who ar

idges and roads, who in Franc
particularly in railroad constructions. Multitude ot

found scattered over the continent of Europe, ,-p«-i:dly

I.

1. On Torsion and its relations to Mayru tU,,i.—Wiedkmanx has

municated several interesting papers on torsion and its relations to

netism, from the last of which we extract the following comparative

referring to the original paper for the details of the experimental me

employed.

Torsion. Magnetism.

1. The temporary torsions of a 1. The tempora

wire twisted for the firs! tune {n a bar ma^netix d

m the weights
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. The permanent torsions of the 2. The permanent magnetisms of
! increase still more rapidly. the rod increase still more rapidly.

. V much -mailer force is neces- 3. A much weaker counter cur-
to untwist the wire than to rent is necessary to demagnetize the

t it. bar, than to magnetize it.

. By repeated turnings of the 4. In'a case of repeated magnet-

:losely to a v •
• i...> . il- .".'.m •. h p ... V \>\ more clos

ity with the turning weights. The a proportion)

jreater than in of the magnetizing currents. The
the first turning. magnetisms are thereby

[

in the first magnetization.

5. By repeated application of the 5. By repeated application of the

same twisting and untwisting same magne
weighty G. and - G. the maxi- ing currents, J. and -J. the maxi-
mum of torsion reached in the turn- mum of magnetism reached in the

ed in the detorsion of the same, mum of the same reached in the

rises up to a definite limit. up to a cer-

G. When twisted beyond the lim- 6. When magnetized beyond the

its of the repeated torsions and de- limits of the repeated magnetiza-

torsions the wire behaves as if it itiOM, the bar

&nt time. behaves as if it were

7. A twisted wire which is un- 7. A magnetized bar which is

twisted by the force -G cannot be demagnetized by a current of the

twisted by repeated action of the intensity -J cannot be :

l contrary

lit tne torce -f-ix
iU -

e first direction.

—rrent -f-J magn
.-.e first direction.

8. When a wire which possesses 8. When a bar which has the

the permanent twisting A is permanent magnetism A
brought by the force b to the tor- by the current b to the

sion B and then farther to the tor- B, and then farther to the magnet-

sion C, which lies between A and B ism C, which lies between A and B,

we need the force b to give it again we need the current b a second time

the torsion B. In this case, A may in order to communicate again the

be also 0, and B mav be greater magnetism B. In this case A may
or smaller than A. " also be 0, and B may be greater or

smaller than A.

9. Vibrations during the action 9. Vibrations during the action

of a twisting weight increase the of a magnetizing current, increase

torsion of a wire. the magnetism of a bar.

10. The permanent torsion of the 10. The permanent magnetism
wire after r -

i sir the mag-
weight, is on the contrary, dimin- netizinir current is on the contrary,

ished by vibrations. dimiiii>ht:d by vibrations.
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or gains mag-
Dration according to me magnitude netisin by violation, according to

of the detorsion. the magnitude of the demagnetiza-

12. The permanent torsion of - ent magnetism
iron wires diminishes by their mag- of steel bars diminishes by their

torsion and that in a ratio which

as the magnetism in- diminishes as the torsion increases.

13. Repeated magnetizations in 13. Repeated torsions in the s:

the same direction scarcely dimin- direction diminish

i
>(' tin, wire.

" A mag- of a steel bur but little. A torsion

in the opposite direction in a direction opposite to the first,

to the first produces however a new produces, however, a new strong

strong diminution of the torsion. diminution of the magnetism.
14. When a wire, by frequent 14. When a bar by repeated

- ... -

twisted as far as possible netized as far as this is possible by

BQ wa, ;
' _ ' in the oppo- by torsion in one, and minimum by

site direction a minimum of torsion, torsion in the opposite direction.

15. A twisted wire which has 15. A magnetized bar which has

been
j rtially untwisted, loses by been partially demagnetized, loses

..:
--

than an ordinary twisted wire. A than an ordinarv magnetized bar.

wire farther untwisted, exhibits on A bar, which has been farther de-

feeble magnetization at first an in- - on feeble tor-

crease of its torsion, which by aug- - suae of magnet-

bar was demagnetized, the stronger

tins maximum. Wh . .-. When the bar is very

very strongly untwined, its torsion strongly demagnetized the magneti-

t very strong torsions.

16. When a wire is magnetized 16. When a steel bar is twisted

while under the influence of the when under the influence of a mag-

- a increases netizing current, its magnetism in-

by weaker, diminishes by stronger creases by weaker, diminishes by

magnetization. stronger torsion.

17. A wire twisted at the ordi- 17. A bar magnetized at the or-

nary temperature loses torsion by dinary temperature, loses magnetism

: -ui cooling again re- bv halting, and on cooling recovers

covers a portion of its loss. The a portion of its loss. The changes

changes increase with inc

torsion. After repeated cha
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temperature, the wire arrives at a temperature, the bar arrives

temperature corresponds a definite tempM-atun correspond- a d
torsion of the wire, which dimin- magnetism of the bar, which c

ishes as this temperature increases. ishes as the temperature incre

18. A wire twisted at the ordi- 18. A bar magnetized at t

nary temperature, and then partial- dinarv temperature, and thei

id, loses on heating

19. A wire twisted at a higher 19. A bar magnetized at a higher

temperature, loses torsion on cool- temperature loses magnetism on
ing. Upon a second heating, it cooling. By a secong
again loses, and upon a second cool- again loses, and by a second cooling

ns a portion of its loss.

to the first < the first cooling, it immediately

From this comparison it will be seen that there is an analogy between

even in the details. The author remark- ti t thi< i< -m - is incompatible

with the old . but that we
cannot justlj i of a bar depends upon
torsion. Thk .riment; moreover as he proposes to

show in another memoir. - nnd in the case of other

molecular displacements, as for example, in flexion.

—

Pogg. Ann., cvi,

p. 161.
•

the vapor of - C.) or of zinc (1040° C.) for the

vapors of mercury ami -
.

rtr-v experiments. The

nployed' were of porcelain, instead of §'

mployed vessels of the same substance and c

>hich they enclosed sueeesdv. \ \apoi -t i<>din and the \ ip >» o! th.

>ody experimented upon. Id tids ma;

ng been previom:
" By this process the deter

temperature becomes unnecessary, The authors result

were as follows:

Sulphur, at the temperature of 860° has I

this density does not change :

1040° as determined by more
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fore admit with certainty that the equivalent of sulphur (16) represents

one volume of vapor, like oxygen
"**

sity is 8-2 ; at 1040° it is not more tha

j propose to determine the density of this substance

The vapor density of phosphoi

ing to the equivalent generally adopted. The rap

at 1040° is 3-94=2 vols. Calculated on this hypothesis it would be 3-81.

At 1040° the vapor density of sal-ammoniac is 1-01=8 vols, (cafcukr

The observed vapor d-n-i.\ of bromid of aluminum i*

18-62=2 vols, (calculated =18-51).

The vapor density of iodid of aluminum in like manner corresponds to

2 vols., and is 27-0 by observation ;
-21 -t by calculation.

These two last numbers are calculated from experiments made in the

vapor of sulphur. The iodid of aluminum exhibits a singula

that its elements are united by a very feeble affinity. This

at 125°, boils at 350°. At this tempei

tion ; it burns in the air on contact «

and aluminum. It explodes by the electric spark when mixed with <'}'-

kd has pub-

upon the iodid of stannethyl, the author obtained

of iodid of zinc and bi-ethyl-tin, having the formula Sn(C4Hs)2+ZnI,
the reaction being represented by the equation

SnC4H5l -f ZnC4Ho= (Sn(C4H5)2+ZnI).

When this compound is distilled, the distillate washed with water and

Ited, bi-ethyl-tin passes over as a clear colorless liquid, of a

t",
:- .. .. .

,-, ...
;

...'...-
.

;
. . _

The density of its vapor is 8-021, which corresponds to 1 vol. of tin-vapor

and 4 vols, of ethyl, the 5 being condensed to 2. It boils at 181° C.

and distils over unchanged. It burns with a dark deep blue bordered

flame giving off white vapors of oxyd of tin. ]>i-ethyl-tin like zinc-

ethyl is not capable of uniting with any other element unit-- an <

1
1;> -

lent of ethyl is separated at the same time, Iodine forms with it a com-

pound having perhaps the formula Sn-Ji< 'ill . rJl. th< nidi it may be the

compound described by Cahours and Riehe, Sn-2(C4H5)3l.

By the action of methyl-zinc upon iodid of stannethyl, Frankland ob-

tained a colorless liquid having the formula Sn •>
, ,%r' which ho terms

bylide of tin, the vapor density of which also eoi

2 vols.

When zinc-ethyl is brought into contact with the iodid of methyl-mer-

cury, Hg
|

Ci®z
, iodid of zinc is separated after a few hours, and on dis-

tillation, bi-ethyl-mercury is obtained. This body agrees completely with
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the ethylide of mercury described by Buckton. Its formatioi
represented by the equation

Hg(OaH»)I+2Zn(C4H6)=Hg(C4H6)2+Zn(09H3)+Zn:

which could scarcely have been expected.

By the action of" zinc-methyl upon the chlorid of mercur-
subsequent distillation, the author obtained only a

mercury, Hu: . . . ....;'.. l"m wii-

. .

-

cury is actually formed, but that this is subsequently decomposed by dis-

In a previous memoir, the author showed that the vapor density of

, succeed in preparing zinc-methyl 1

ally succeeds in small i
-

in large quanl rhich has the

formula 2Zu2
j g*£ + g^

5
i 0*, and which therefore appears to be a

mpoond of zinc-methyl and ether. The vapor density of this

and 1 vol. of the vapor on. As this

result is a priori improbable, Frank I: ;• cttrre of zinc-

methyl vapoi nlil have the

density 3-0413, without however definitely adopting either view.

—

Ann.

•-. -

'-

f Marignac that the fluostannates and fluosilicates are isomor-

;':— .: -..-.

tention to the

fact that zircon has the same crystalline form as tinstone, and agrees with

this also in the cleavages. The isomorphism of zircon with one of the

forms of titai - do* like ru_

ti!o and tiii>t<.no been f>und in twin <-ry-tak Tin- author

zircon must be regarded is ^i.ination of one atom of

zirconic and one atom of sil - acid*/ h pj • ar. In ivevr that there are

some varieties of zircon in

Hermann has examined a zircon containing two atoms of zu

.-id has named the minora! \ • 1 -

,., -::,..-,,..:
.

.-
.
:::: .-.' ' ' - '

•
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ments. Dumas, in his well known memoir on the equivalents of the

elements, asserted that he had determined the equivalent of manganese
by reducing an artificial peroxyd to protoxyd by means of a current of

hydrogen, and that he had found the reifies it, d'une

maniere absolue. In a later communication, however, he gives the num-
ber 27-5 as the true equivalent of manganese, the same being determined

by the method <>f l>< r.;.-,iu~. S. Iukm. . <.hj cN to the methods of Berze-

lius and of von Hauer, believing that both are subject to constant sources

of error. He has therefore determine v the method
already employed by him with cobalt and nickel, viz., by the analysis of

pure neutral oxalate of manganese, the ratio between the carbon and

manganese being MitiL i< nt tbr the j.hiih.-. In this manner four experi-

ments closely agreeing with each other gave as the equivalent of man-
ganese 27-019, or in round numbers 27. This result is farther con-

firmed by the experiments of Rawack made in Schneider's laboratory, by

reducing the oxyd of manganese, Mn3f)4, in a current of dry hydrogen

to protoxyd. Six experiments gave as a mean, 27-009 for the equivalent.

^
6. On the equivalent of nickel—Schneider has furthermore revised

his experiments on the equivalent uX v,\< i:•!. in consequence of the objec-

tion of Marignac, that the oxalate of bis former de-

terminations may have contained free oxalic acid. Three experiments, in

which the ratio of the nickel to the carbon was determined, led as before

to the equivalent 29, negfc third places.

In a third paper on equivalents and on the determination of equiva-

lents in general, Schneider has given a very severe, but at the same time,

very just criticism of Dumas' two memoirs on the atomic weights of the

7. On an easy mode of preparing metallic chromium.—Wohlee has

given a very simple method of prepa: am by the ac-

tion of zinc upon the violet chlorid. The process is as follows: one part

of chlorid of chromium is mixed with two parts of chlorid of potassium

and sodium, the mixture introduced int... a common crucible packed tight,

two parts of granuiat. 1 zinc laid upon it, and covered with a layer of

alkaline salt. The crucible is then k- -. When on

removing the cover for an in-taut, a zinc flame is observed, accompanied

by a peculiar souud, the heat :

- diminished by closing the draught, and

the mass kept about ten minutes in fusion. The crucible is then to be

removed from the fire, gently struck to collect the metal, and

to cool. On breaking the crucible, a well fused

under a green slag V ing w II e! u d in v at, i. it is to be placed

i: :
: :.:........ :.

, > , :
>

.
; •;.

'
-

dissolved. Th powder, which is again

to be heated with nitric acid and then well washed.
As thus prepared, chromium n il

der. Under the microscope, the ci \
• to be very

I >ns 4 g
'

l- last lor. Its spe-

cific gravity is 68 1 at 2c C. ; si L u _ • Ilea ted in the air, it

oxydizes. beoe.ming yellow and blue like -teel, and gradually becomes

coven 1 with a thin layer of green oxyd. When heated in chlorine, it
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lly and becomes violet chlorid. Chlorhydric acid dissolves it

easily to the blue protochlorid. Dilul h dtttotoi

very violent action sets in and the remaining metal now m
property of being easily dissolved after washing even by the most dilute

:• i:

the least.

—

Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie, B. cxi, p. 230.

II. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

1. Two new Genera of Dioecious Grasses of the United States; by
George Esgelmans. Mil Km to r i tin T m^ict,*,,,^ of the Academy

I. p. 431-442, with three

plates, 8vo. August, 1859.—The Buffalo-Grass, so abundant and so

widely diffused over the broad, arid

from our Atlantic possessions, is one of the humblest plants of its order,

;. 1 few inches above the surface of the soil; but at the same
:-

stence of the Buffalo, for a p I no less so of

happily com . in, is n maika! le.

1 described it, nearly thirty years ago; and, while he referred

it to Sesleria, suspected it to be sui generis, and threw out a happy con-

jecture as to its . Torrey figured it twelve years ago,

and also announced its affinity to the Chloridece ; he at the MBM time

discovered its dicecious character, an i male plant

was known. At length Dr. Engelmann has detect* 1
*

i- m ij pi u f in

a rather rare grass, the Anthephora '8
. which is so

unlike the common Buffi mtlly had been referred to

a widely different tribe. Struck by the similarity or' their bA'uvjo. and
stoloniferous growth, as they OCCUrre I ion made by
his brother, Dr. Engelmann shrewdly suspected the relationship, and
finally set the question at rest by finding a male Buffalo-Grass which
happened to bear a stalk cA' tenia!.' tl <\\,-:-> Km the same rootstock; and
these flowers were those of the so-called Anthephora. So different are

the two that nothing short of this ocular proof would have been con-

vincing. It hardly need be said that the male plant is not a Sesleria,

female an Anthephora; although they severally resemble these

genera, or at least the femal

Anthephora. So that, Dr. Engelmann,

cterize this new generic type, very naturally named it

MckToe, (as shorter and more euphoa ' e. Buffalo-

_":

the male plant is not much like a Dactylis, and the female wholly unlike.

"Very glad we are to see the genus established under so appropriate a

name—the more so as it has nam >u ly e-u„l a different fate. That is

to say, two inchoate attempts seem to have been made to found a genus

upon the m »n Hooker's enumeration of the

plants of Geyer's western collection, we find " Calanthera dactyloides,

3e*lei l Xutt. Gen. v. i, p. 65." But neither Kunth nor any
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- has described a genus Calanthera. We ham t

that the "Kth." is a slip of the pen, and that the name is real!

given by him to a specimen in the Hookerian herbarium. Bat it' this be

so, the manuscript name (which, moreover, is deal

-;^ ,:.;:.:.,: ; . - ' .. .
;

.'.... ..

though we might have been constrained by courtesy to adopt it, if this

suspicion had occurred to him, and he had been able to confirm it.

Again, in the corrections at the close of the Plantce Hartioegiance, Mr.

Bentham applies the name of "Lasw-<; 'it (ined.)" to

No. 250, which he had before called a Trioim. I

-< M-a-^. L>ui tin 'yiiih LosHj^ii'tu is found to be published,

nor has this name any appropriateness as applied to the plant in quest ion.

It is curious to remark that the male plant, being mow
by stolons than the female, has nearly has (so far

as known) attained a wider geographical range as well as a

:'.:'.
-

.
'

.
.'

'

barrenness from se-d v. .
— multijdieation

!

y off-

shoots, has also assisted in the production of this result,—a stat<

quite contrary to the gei is community which ha3

effected a lodgement in the region of Buffalo-"9i ass. *
Dr. Engelmann's second genus, Monanthockloe, is founded upon-a sin-

_-: -:'.
• .

-
. ::-. :

.

-'•':. ~-. '-

: ......•',
':'::

"I:
:

'' .. '

:

- -
.

-. '-

:

'

.

'.: ' "

occur on the coast of Texas and Flori. 1 r, J >rum-

mond, and Blodgett), but has never been studied until now. In fact it

has been thought to be something abnormal, on account of 1

as its most interesting feature, a regular transition from the foliage to the

paleas of the flowers. Dr. Engelmann notes thai
.'..-:-...: - : •

-

is a din continuation], the uopei « lowest palea

of the spikelet. The latter consists of three to five flowers, of which the

lowest flower and sometimes the next are neutral or rudimentary, from

one to three succeeding ones are stain ii -. according to

the sex, and the luced to a rudiment. In the hands of

agrostologists such a grass as this w
floral structure of the order, the theory of which is by no means settled

yet. Dr.Eng enl plates, displaying all the details of

• this investigation.

The youthr 1 .Sciences of St. Louis is well inaugu-

rating its pul . iocs of such character as this paper,

and the more elaborate Mi by the same author, which

2. Trichomanes radicans, Swartz.—The discovery of this Fern in Ala-

with a minute new species,

allied to \Wr It,
| a , ,,;„,. u ,, ..,,,, , ilu , ,, t m tin- J. urn t -

ago. More recently Mr. Eaton has detected indications of T. PeUrni is

West Ff li !a. um n T. ,*<•>> n . ; bo. will i n-1 a! \ \. t b( found. We

1 l *''
' -J -

i n o n ng i. past > imm r, n tin '

the eastern part of Tennessee, under the ledge of a dripping rock. Con-
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.:>s Capem
being Figures and brief Descripi

from the Dublin Univ< '

by its author
in quarterly parts (at 5 skill

hundred plates, '

'

first volume, an

Prof, Harvey's i

few copies shou

«r fil , si, -nth is of the south African Flora,

South Afr icon Plants, selected

; hv \V> . H. Harvey, M.D.,

f. Dublin, «fcc. . ol. I, No. 1,1859.—
.-.i.u: the pi

s designed to be a

f the Flo

th Dr. Sonder. It is published

each), four

ledged to finish the

through" fi

he first. As" :on is limited to 250
ve cannot doubt that

pectations in this respect will be satisfied. A
which Prof. Gray of

e profits of the sale, if any, are

not done full Set' r»„EXrt£
s are doubtless very cor

do not alvvav s kli nil t aat could be desired,

illustrated. It is not made to appear that

tne placentae oi I . nor is the insertion of the

4. GrisebacKs ' Botany, for Academical In-
•.-....,,.' ..'.: .'•

• \. ' <:-':-

1

'

-

;
-

and also tU decree ..f union or consolidation. Thus,' the type of

sent the i ui i
»s

i beginning at
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the union of the three carpels into a compound pistil. Take now for ex-

ample, a few of the genera

:

Silene, 5, 5, 10, 3. Diantkus, 5, 5, 10, 2.

Cerastium, 5, 5, 10, 5. Sagina, 4-5, 4-5, 4-5—8-10, 4-5.

Corr^il'ia. 5, 5, 5, 3. Scleranthus, 5, 0, 10, 2.

The expresses the absence of that part of a complete flower. "While

the curved line above indicates connection, or union of the several parts of

a whorl, the bracketed lines underneath express adnation, the union of

the parts of successive cycles. The character oo stands for an indefinite

number, as used by DeCandolle. So the formula for Malvacece is

For Jlypericinece, 5, i

Commelynacece, !

Gentianece, 5, 5,

The botanist will perceive the whole plan at a glance. It is equally

applicable to the genera; a word or two in addition expressing the

nature of the fruit, or any peculiarity of structure. a. g.

5. Structure and growth of Rootlets.—According to the Gardener's

ey has published an interesting paper, in the Jour-

nal of the 1;
-

I roots. The

points which are spoken of as novel m B< are— 1, that
u the >sr -wing point of a root is not at its absolute extremity, which is

<::,
continuous likewise behind with the cambial structure.

sheath of the point of the root may be compared with the head of an

arrow, forming a firm body, which can be pushed forward by the growing

force behind to penetrate through the resisting soil .... When it under-

goes decomposition in proportion as it is renew*

b probably gave rise to the idea of a

re present upon the young

root infinite m which food m imbibed, and

by which the absorbing power of the surface of the root " is considerably

augmented." However it may be in England, these are both matters of

elementary knowledge in the United States, and have been for the past

ten years.— In the Ann lies for 1858, published in

iii and Brauwers have an article upon the same subject,

essentially the same familiar facts. They, In-

d exfoliation of these root-points, by

which, in some cases, considerable organic matter is thrown off into the

soil—offering an explanation of the excretion from the roots, of which

much account was formerly taken by Marcet and DeCandolle.
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Since the above was written we have learned with sorrow the d

Professor Henfrey. In the announcement, the editor of the Gai
Chronicle appr c "Professor Henfrey has lot:

known as an excellent histologist and K

ical part of his Elem :.

truths of << ono. hut il>k' to i.
•

. <e who are

embryo in Santahm. A. o.

Marcet, Jager, Link, &c, and also by experiments made in tlii-

within tli>.'
j

- \ \ \, a Still, m N will ^row in pa- prison"-'! with

<

dener's Chroui. lo t'.i S-pr. m, lU< - startling, n..! ..uK i i phw- - i

supplied wini - • some arsenic,

be rendered more or less unwholesome as articles of food.

(he first fasten - •> take up arsenic

small plants of p- .rai.iishfd. lie

Hires had been applu

When a plant had $
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weeks (where, the wonder is, that it should have £
nic), he cut off its top, teste 1 mud " the most

.';-.-
.

-

the ordinary way and amount, he took turnips from fields in

manure had been used, and obtained from them "the most unm
• vi . pi c- of li t .

"

;

.

' , i i i 'n ted appear to

Dr. Davy " to have some important b<

t'.- - ' •

'

;•

:uce, though its proportion in the soil may be very small.

^portion of ar-

senic, that substance may c

>lished in the Los I nburgh Philosophic

ercise an injurious effect on the health of men and animals." Dr. Davy's

Aug. 1859, p. 108.

i. Death of Mr. Nuttall.—We learn that this veteran naturalist.

—

whose health has for several years been much impaired,—died on the

10th of Septei d ir Preston in £*-
i.i.e age of seventy-three. In view of the gr.-ai s.-rvi,-- - which

. . .

the United States during th ,..-' f .; y, is a fitting ti ibute to his mem-
ory may be expected from

i ; friends.

... of 86 years.

While Mr. Nuttj [ i .,-tion of his life

•

entitle collections in Java, under th . in whose ser-

vice, at the India House, he continued down nearly to the close of his

long and honorable life. a. g.

Zoological Notices.—
-. :,

•.:... :

forell. Part I, 8vo, pp. 154 and 2 plates. Stockholm, 1859.—A work

of much interest to naturalists and others who have directed then re-

searches to the Arctic regions. The first part commences with a histori-

cal and geographical account of >;
'

.•! »" !;{
"'s

:

...

.:'
.- -.-

^ :

,: .--. '.'
.

'
..-..-'• :..'-' : v

of 160 species of birds around the Arctic circle. But in I

makes many species common to the two contim n;s which are not so m
lMity,^ h .-

l

i . ,i i i ,'ill,^n. In tne

• ''••

Area among the bivali rated, and the

.

The following itw oho will ij\. li.i > uion of the author with re-

gard to the synonvmy of species also found on the New Epj
Modiola nexa, Gould, is Crenella nigra. My
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Gould) is C. substriata (Gr.). Nucula tenuis of Gould is N. expansa

of Srimpson is

.

'•' /-'vt Lovi in .'! ( >no now wims
.--,;'.../•...

• . . • . ;.....

i of Moller. It differs f

longato.liformi, postico el lis," etc. The oc-

rrence of an j.

'

9. Videnskabelige Medd • itingiKjb-
benhavn for Aaret 1858. With 2 plates. Copenhagen, 18.i9.—This
number contains the following articles:—Plantse Centroamericana- : A.
S. Oersted. Ad Bryologi : Th.J\:,i-

Some remarks on the doi bus Aepa, and on

. Annulata Oerstediana,

Central America; E. Grube. Description of the

up. Supplement to my ooi

Central American serpent-stars; C. Lutken. Winter-flora of Nice; C.

VaupelL Oa 'hoa in the mouths of va-

l'i< ••_.!!!!_- ; th<> -lit ti.if meetings of the

Natural History Society in the year 1858. w. s.

1 0. Bidrag till Kannedomen om Skandinaviens Amphipoda Gamma-
n lea <

/' 11. M. Dm zelh s. (Kong. Vet. Akad. Handl. 1858,) pp. 104

.';': ;;:< '
'.

"
'."

•
'--. -' '

mphithoe, for

.

honotus Costa

Pardalisca, Nineteen species are figured. The <i<.-vnp

lions in Swedish are very elaborate, and a Latin character i-

III. ASTRONOMY.

1. Supposed planet between Mercury and the $
French Acadi 12, 1859, a paper by M. LeVerrier

was read, giving the result of his researches undertaken in order to ascer-

ause of the discrepancies between the places of Mercury as <],--

:: - -
:.- .- '

;

theory. He finds that by adding 38 seconds to the secular nn

\

;

one second. The cause • - imea to be either one

planet or a group of small : Me*ctirj ; and calls

on observers to watch the sun's disc in order to detect the transit an!
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(Bibl. Univ. Avr. 1837, p. 409; Quetelet: Corr. Math, et Phys., Aug.

1837, p. 141) that Pastorff, of Buchholz, an attentive observer of the

solar spots, saw twice in 1836 and once in 1837 two round black spots

of unequal size, moving aen -- rapidly, and

pursuing each tim< routes s mcvhatditi i> ' t. IL f un«

srved Oct. 18, 1836, traversed an arc of 12' from 2h 20m to

3b 12 ra
; that the two observed Nov. 1, from 2h 48 ra to 3h 42'" traversed

in this time an arc of 6', and that the two observed Feb. 16, 1837,

traversed an arc of 14', between 3h 40"' and 4h 10 in
. In 1834 Pas-

torff saw two similar bodies pass six times across the disc of the sun.

(Bib. Univ., t. 58.) The larger was about 3" in diameter and the smaller

1" or ]"25. Both appeared perfectly round: sometimes the smaller

preceded the larger, sometimes the contrary. The greatest observed dis-

tance between them was 1' 16". The bodies were often very near each

other and their tran-it th -n occupied only a t<-\v hours. They had the

appearance of ke that of Mercury in its transits.

On further sc in h t
1 f

>! >\ n, - f
' mi > ts u i . i !. which in i\ p r-

haps bear on the case. Flaugergues mentions (Be Zach : Corresp. As-

tron., vol. 13, p. 17, 1825) th it P st .iff - u two remarkable spots on the

sun Oct. 23, 1822, and also spots July 24 and 25, 1823. Olbers (in

7. Mug., vol. 57. p. 444. 1821) cites Gruithuisen's observa-

tions of three solar spots Jim. 26, 1810. \ v. . one near the middle of the

sun, and too ;r the western limb.

M. LeVerrier's new Tables seemed, (bv the Report made to the French

Academy, Aug. 4, 1845, C. R. 21 : 316.) to show that Mercury suffered

no uni'vplained disturbance. Nevertheless, in the hope of findirnr thi*

presumed planet I undertook in the year 184 7. in conjunction with Mr.

Francis Bradley, to observe the sun's" disk twice a day when practicable,

and also to explore the neighborhood of the sun with a telescope armed

in front with a ion^ . . ...| inside. Th <-se efforts.

ally given up on account of the pressure of other

work. Mich observations ought to be resumed by those who can com-

mand suitable means. The fact that for twenty \ cars past no such bodies

as those seen by Pastorff have been detected by the numerous observers

of solar spots may perhaps be due to the large inclination of the planet's

orbit. E. C. Herrick.

2. Shooting Stars of August 9-10, 1859.—Th
by Prof. A. ('. L'v uinn it B<>> n M i<s . an 1 \ Mr. i i is Bradley and

others at Chacaeo, lib, show thai I

9-10 occurred this vear, but on a scale somewhat reduced. e. c h.

(I.) Obscr- . , Frm. 7'ir;„;„ ,.—*ftram 2* 16"

a.m. to 3h 30ra (10th) I observed 45 conformable and 11 unconformable

arc from the Po t-. « T>,.n> i I ^...-.ir; paths of meteors not long

seconds. The average

place of the radiant during the time of observation was near 38° 30' A. R.

and 57° 15' N. decl."

(2.) Observations at Chic >,, ,./'.. hn Mr. F, ,„>;\ L, i
' i« •<? "th* ''*•—

>. 10+ to 111 km.—watchimr ah.i.H. l.-...kin- --hi-tB to tho

ie itb a-r. Mr. I'. < bscrved" in the .; -. of which
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e or six only were conformable to the August point of radiation. Aug.
11 to 12 F.M—nimf' >'in.,r,iiii 4.is v ,,v ul-suned during the hour,
'en or eight of which were conformable.

Aug. 9. Observers—Messrs. inson, E.P. Marsh,
d after 1 of the 10th, Mr. L. Baird. The sky was nearly clear, and the
ton interfered until about one o'clock.

Shooting stars observed

:

•easing in frequency during the latter part

•e large, and only a small number of all

t of apparent radiation usual at this date.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Earthquakes in California during 1858 ; by J. B. Trask, M.D.

—

During the past year w, hav. ha<l <»•< i-ion to note the occurrence of
eight shocks uf •

- This number is one half less

than that in 1857, and one third less the number in 1856. The shocks
with one exception have been unmarked by anything like violence, being

little else than mere vibrations or tremors unnoticeable by the great

are as follows

:

at Kanaka Flat, Sierra Co. No time noted.

t>. 15th.—A light shock in San Francisco at 4h 20in
. Was observed

i county of San Mateo ten miies south of the city,

g. 19th.—A light shock in San Francisco at 22h 10m . The motion

k at Santa Bai

sin at shock in San Jose a

3 n iios west, and was evid<

vibrations with undulatory

lh 26 1".

t
Oh 34m . This shock
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situations with less than is usu:illy worn. The iron
i
:;i:u- in &*

1 separated from the

to have settled fromabout half an inch . an i"a

the shock : I much the alleged .
, , as the

pillars below presei

was felt at Oaklanc
ldications of similar disturbance. This
les east of the citv. but was not felt i-.t

ton, Sacramento, ot

ten or twelve mil«»
Mary*rille. Itwas evidently confined irea'of

Up to this date, (Aug. 10th, 1859,) there have been but three shocks
during the present year.

2. Eruption of Mount Hood. (Extract from a private letter dated Sau
Francisco, Sept. 4th, 1859).—"On the 15th, 16th and 17th
I '
s

;

1[ '- T '-
•

, ""'*:""- • t.,M .n,.. (j >,„ dan, ,,
<> u _uu.) bejran to grow

eeedmgly hot, a very iii ,,,. The sky up to noon

aspect; on directing our attention toward Mt. Hood we all observed a
i of clouds hovering over th > - ,r.n : . I .

•. -a

usual had occurred, the cl<
, L ; U- On the

evening of the 18th flashes of light were frequent from about'the sum-
mit and a full volume of illuminated vapor at times would ascend. On
the 19th and 20th heavy volumes of -

. ; f poured out
from rr < r. ,1 H l, ,. , ,. . ,

the 20th the smoke cleared up for a -

?
B view of the

is observed to have chang. d ,. : .^ , to tin naked eye, but
-

1 the appearance of an immense gap, the presump:
»""".. There are parties on th,ir vutv i

'

i their return I will write you again.

Baltimore, Md., Sept. 14th,

tion of guano,
'

'
'

.

:....:
.

::--
inate of potash employed

» Bailey's method; and the wl.nl,. pmc -', mav 1 • thus

. 1. (Say for guano) wash in water. 2. Boil in nitric acid.

" i "' 11'"-< '

nt, add fredi a<-i,l, boil for fifteen

.

- . <i th., ai I,, , ,.,.,., th. n-id v.ith strong sul-

of soda ; wash perfectly with water, and the diatoms need no further

lined by this method ; 1st. Sulph '

or destruc-

Protracted
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-::<• ac-hls injure the valves of diatoms, and especially those

i s modified by your sub-

4. Proposi itific Investigation* and
'•reived from the venerable and ,.i- in;,! - ,,,( M l

.

:..':
that the ip •: • utauas for Ajn > ican i

niiy i or
:

• i ,
• ah:. We shall be very happy to receive and transmit to

:/.;-U.'utions to the Humboldt Fuxd which the friends of
science ,. \ ! -M to us.—Eds.]

-,..-'.

.
- • , >

•
.

& }"}' bo bis riesof, - -. What he brought to

• land found in him aiv .'^•i-.u't. 1. Xo one can
render a; - a- tiiat o a. < if. to - I i,< > \>\ Alex-

-'•'•.

//"///<•'' 7; -/•' '/", iiau-iiT f..r !^ ro rising

ions to which Humboldt
devoted his - ,i <-i .:'•-. n' .. scientific ial •-, a .1 < o ,,-,-, jour-

neys of exploration.

" It is proposed to con! f any means obtained for

this purpose to the scientific body of wh hful and effi-

Iwhi 8 hie death

, viz^ the Royal -
- - Bi Mm.

'•This body upMii th . :>. if ready to

:; • -
:.'.:'.

the Association, adapted to the amount of oaj iiai -u ].< '><-:. and to apply
•: r::;'.-::\

!::
;

.
• :•..,._.;..•.;;,.;:.., - .

. ..,-.-

riod. But we do not shrink in these

. : •- a

of peace entrusted to science, which binds all nations in one.

" It is due to the memory of Alexander von Humboldt, and it seems to

us no impi y the Princes

longed, the • ad^ai ed him, learned men who
- t,tl circle ©f trade who profited

•

s

where he worked, as well as in other lands of both worlds—to unite them
ail so as to form 'a jiving monument to his name, which shall work on
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" In this feeling we take the liberty of inviting a collection for the

Hum -
_ eg that SttbacriptiottS ma} be sent to the banking

Lou-.' ( i Mendelsshon <fe Co., in Berlin. The coll. : i
.*>? .1 wid bo

invested with prudence and the interest applied to the specified objects.

In six months a report will be rendered to the public.

" We recommend then in full confidence to the active friendship of all

who r- •<.<>'_:
j , ; the greatness of the departed, an

institution which will work down to remote ages in Humboldt'* spirit,

[This memorial is signed by F. v. Bunsen, Ehrenberg, Dove, Encke,

Lepsius, Ma-: •!• others.]

5. The 290 -
'• Ad ancement of

Science was held at Aberdeen, Scotland, commencing on the 14th of

6. Prof. J. D. Dana sailed for Europe in October, for an absence of

about a year. Rest from his too severe and long continued scientific

labors which had begun to tell upon his health, was the leading motive

i' m Italy.

7. Prof. Agassiz returned in Septe -it to Switzer-

land r. :. sit. 1 i i health and spirits, at d I id. n with treasures for the new-

museum at Ga g for which we learn is rapidly ap-

proaching completion.

8. Governnu; t Scientific. Erp^ition in New Mexico.—In our notice of

Dr. Newberry's New Mexican Explorations on page 298 of t

we inadvertently neglected to say that Dr. NYv.'i. < rv is connected with

a '-f>"i lent expedition under 'the W ir I >< irtmeiit, commanded by

Cant. M-i "onib of the U. S. Army, under whose direction the investiga-

9. Journal Vol. vi. Xo. 1.—This

'

"•

placiflg the scientific world under special obligations. Two important

papers, rew s of Oriental

science, occupy nearly the entire number of the Journal now before us,

the annual half volume for the current year.

The first is an article of 128 pages bv the Chevalier N. Khanikoff,

Ru-i-u. ConMd-(;enoral at Tabriz, Persia.
"
It consists of an analysis and

extracts of an Arabic work on the water-balance, written by

in the twelfth century, and entitled Book of the Balance of Wisdom.

This paper, originally in French, the Committee of Publication have here

presented in English, with a translation de novo of the extet;

from the original work, which are here printed n At .ic. in connection

with the portions of the article to which they belong. The committed

tical and explana

„_. Jalance, is a bah
r specific gravities ; and the Arabic work here analyzed and translated

ystematic treatise on the subject, containing descriptions in detail,

i- tiros, oi' several ingenious forms of such balances; ;

-:--

ntal results. It is a curious and very

t a time when they became



l.^h

illy:

eclipse of European learning until the wes
darkness, -were ready to receive them at their hands, a

ence of a higher civilization develop the germs thus
served into the rich fruits of modern science,

p specific
]

iges, is the first part of a

notes and

ime, as it will deserve a more extended notice 1

riginal work is composed, like most of the Sanskr'

tanzas of two lines each, and its concise and peri

alists; thus rend ixpoutionof On«

world is indi I for so many of t

:•.-;.->"•.•-

10. Obituary.— Ik. o.«

i, Sept. 28th, in his

He died at Vienna c
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